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X.

[From the year 1558 to 1570.]
A brief Summary.—Queen Elizabeth's Reformation,—That of Edward cor
rected, and the Real Presence, -which had been condemned under that
Prince, held for indifferent:—The Church of England still persists in
this sentiment.—Other Variations of this Church in that Queen's reign.
—Her ecclesiastical Supremacy moderated in appearance, in reality
left in the same state as under Henry and Edward, notwithstanding*
the scruples of Elizabeth.—Policy bears the sway throughout this
whole Reformation.—The Faith, the Sacraments, and the whole eccle
siastical authority delivered up into the hands of Kings and Par
liaments.—The same done in Scotland.—The Calvinists of France
disapprove this doctrine, nevertheless let it pass.—England's doc
trine upon Justification.—Queen Elizabeth favors the French Prot
estants.—They rebel as soon as they have it in their power.—
The conspiracy of Amboise, in Francis the Second's reign.—The civil wars
under Charles IX.—This conspiracy and these wars appertain to Religion,
and were entered into by the authority of the doctors and ministers of the
party, and grounded on the new doctrine teaching the lawfulness of making
war against their prince, for the sake of Religion.—This doctrine expressi>
warranted by their national Synods.—The fallacy of Protestant writers,
and of Mr. Burnet amongst the rest, who pretend that the tumult of Am
boise and the civil wars were state affairs.—Religion was at the bottom of
Francis, Duke of Guise's murder.—Beza's and the Admiral's testimony.—
A new Confession of Faith in Switzerland.
I.—Queen Elizabeth is pursuaded nothing can secure to her the Crown, but tht
Protestant religion.—Four points she was vneasy about,

having s o o n returned, after Quec n Mary's death, to
Edward the Sixth's Reformation, 9et about fixing her Faith and
putting the finishing stroke to her religion by the new Queen's
authority. Elizabeth, daughter of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn,
leas advanced to the throne, and governed her kingdom with as
oiofound a polioy as the most able kings. The step she had
taken with regard to Rome, immediately upon her coming to
toe crown, countenanced what otherwise had been published of
Ais pripcess, that she would not have departed from the Cath
olic religion, had she found the Pope more disposed to her in
terests. Paul IV, who then sat in the Apostolic Chair, gave no
favorable reception to the civilities she had caused to be ten
dered him as t o another prince, without further declaration o f
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her mind, by the resident of the late queen her sister.* Mr.
Burnet tells us, he treated her as illegitimate; was surprised at
her groat boldness in assuming the crown, a fief of the Holy
See, without his consent; and gave her no hopes of receiving
any favor at his hands, unless she renounced her pretensions,
and submitted to the See of Rome. Such usage, if true, waa
not at all likely to reclaim a queen. After such a repulse,
Elizabeth readily withdrew from a See, by whose decrees hei
birth had also been condemned, and engaged in the new Ref
ormation : yet she did not approve that of Edward in all ita
parte.
There were four points which caused her uneasiness,"f
that of Ceremonies, that of Images, that of the Real Presence
and that of the regal Supremacy; and what was done, in her
time, with reference to these four points, we are now to relate
2.—First Point:

Ceremonies.

As for ceremonies, " her first impressions," says Mr. Burne ,
" were in favor of such old rites a s her father had still netainc A
and in her own nature loving state and some magnificence in
Religion, she thought her brother's ministers had stripped it too
much of external ornaments, and left religion too bare and naked.
Jet I do not find she did any thing considerable in that regard."J

9

3.—Second Point:

Images.—Pious sentiments of the Queen.

As for Images, " That matter stuck long with her; for she
inclined to keep u p Images in churches, and it was with great
difficulty she was prevailed upon, persuaded as she was that the
use of Images in churches might be a means to stir up devotion,
and that at least it would draw all people to frequent them the
more."§ Herein her sentiments agreed in the main with those
of the Catholics. If they stir up devotion towards God, they
might well excite also the external tokens of it; this is the whole
of that worship which we pay them. T o be inclined to, and
have favorable impressions of them in this sensr, like Queen
Elizabeth, was not so gross a notion as is at pre? wit imputed to
our belief; and I much question whether Mr. Burnet would
venture to charge a queen, who, according to him, was the
foundress of religion in England, with entertaining idolatrous
sentiments. But the Iconoclast party had gained their point;
the queen, unable to resist them, was wrought up by them to
Buch extremes, that not content with commanding Images to be
cast out of all churches, she forbade all her subjects to keep
them in their houses ;|j nothing but the Crucifix escaped,TT and
that no where but in the Royal Chapel, whence the queen could
not be persuaded to remove it.
* Burn. I. iii. p. 374.
$ Ibid. pp. 307, an<i 376.

t Ibid, p. 376.
J Ibid.
'| Ibid. 398.
V Thuan, 1. xxi. An. 15ML
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4.—They persuade her with reasons evidently bad.

It may not be improper to consider what the Protestants al
leged in order to induce her to this injunction against Images,
in order that the excess or vanity of the thing may be discovered.
The chief foundation of their reasons is, " that the second com
mandment forbids the making of any Images* as a resemblance
of God,"* which evidently proves nothing either against the
Images of Jesus Christ as man, or those of the saints, or, in
general, against such, with respect to which we publicly declare
(as does the Catholic Church) that by them we in nowise pre
tend to represent the Deity. The rest is too extravagant to
bear repeating : for either it concludes just nothing, or it con
cludes for the absolute prohibition of the use of painting and
sculpture,—a weakness now-a-days so universally exploded by
all Christians, as only to find place in the gross superstition of
Mahometans and Jews*
5.—Manifest Variation with respect to the Real Presence,—Policy regulates
Religion.

The queen showed more resolution OR the subject of the Eu
charist. It is of main importance well to comprehend her sen
timents, such as Mr. Burnet delivers them: She thought that
in her brother's reign they made their doctrine too narrow in
some points; therefore she intended to have some things ex
plained in more general terms, that so all parties might be com
prehended by them."J These were her sentiments in general.
In applying them to the Eucharist, " Her intention was to have
the manner of Christ's presence in the Sacrament be left in
some general words. She very much disliked that those who
believed the corporal presence had been driven away from the
Church by too nice an explanation of it." And again, "it was
proposed to have the communion-book so contrived, that it
might not exclude the belief of the corporal presence; for the
chief design of the Queen's council was to unite the nation in
one faith."*
One might be apt to think, perchance, that the queen judged
it needless to make any express declarations against the real
presence, her subjects of themselves being sufficiently inclined
to reject it: but, on the contrary, " the greatest part of the na
tion continued to believe such a presence. Therefore, it was
recommended to the divines to see that there should be no ex
press definition made against it; that so it might lie as a spec
ulative opinion, not determined, in which every man was left to
the freedom of his own mind."§

ro&.

* BURN. 1. III. P. 397.
TIBID. P. 392.
II.

T IBID, P. SWL
§ IBID.
1*
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6. — The Faith of Ihe pretended Martyrs change *

Here was a sirange variation in one of the main fundamental
points of the English Reformation. In the Confession of Faith
set forth in 1551, under Edward, the doctrine of the Real Pres
ence was excluded in so strong a manner, that it was declared
impossible and contrary to our Lord's ascension. When Cranmer was condemned for a heretic in Queen Mary's time, he
owned the capital subject of his condemnation was, his not con
fessing a corporal presence of our Saviour on the altar. Ridley,
Latimer, and others, the pretended martyrs of the English Ref
ormation, mentioned by Mr. Burnet, all suffered for the same
cause. Calvin *says as much of the French martyrs, whose au
thority he opposes against the Lutherans/'* This article was
esteemed of that high importance even in 1549, and during the
whole reign of Edward, " that when the reformation was to be
carried on to the establishment of a form of doctrine," says Mr.
Burnet, " which should contain the chief points of religion, in
quiry was chiefly made concerning the presence of Christ in the
sacrament." It was, therefore, at that time, not only one of
the fundamental points, but also a capital one amongst these
fundamentals. As it was of such concern, and the principal
cause for which these boasted martyrs shed their blood, it could
not be explained in terms too distinct. After so clear an expo
sition of it as that which had been made under Edward, to re
turn, as did Elizabeth, to general terms, which left the thing
undetermined, that all parties might be comprehended in them,
and every man left to the freedom of his own mind, was betray
ing truth, and putting error on the level with it. In a word,
these general terms in a confession of faith, were nothing but a
fallacy in the most serious of all concerns, and wherein the ut
most sincerity is required. This is what the English Reformers
ought to have represented to Elizabeth. But policy outbalanced
religion, nor was it now to their purpose so greatly to condemn
the Real Presence. Wherefore, the twenty-ninth article of
Edward's confession, wherein it was condemned, was very much
changed, and a great deal left out ; | all that showed the Real
Presence was impossible and contradictory to the residence of
Christ's body in heaven. " All this was suppressed," says Mr,
Burnet, " and that expressed definition dashed over with mini
um." The historian takes care to tell us it is still legible ; but
that even is a testimony against the expunged doctrine. They
would have it still legible, to the end a proof might be extant,
that this was the very point which they had concluded to reverse.
They had remonstrated to Queen Elizabeth concerning images,
* Calv. dihicid. explic. opusc. p. S61. p. ii 1. i. p. 104
f Ibid. !. iii. pp. 405, 406.
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"that it would c a s t a great reflection on the first iefonners,
should they again set up in churches what these so zealous mar
tyrs of the evangelical purity had so carefully removed."* It
was of no I ss a criminal nature, to rescind from the Confession
of Faith of these pretended martyrs, what they had placed in it,
in opposition to the Real Presence, and to annul that doctrine,
in testimony whereof they had given up their lives. Instead of
their plain and express definitions, they were content to say,
conformably to Queen Elizabeth's design, in general terms,
that the body of Christ is given and received after a spiritual
manner; and the means by which it is received, is Faith.""(* The
first part of the article is very true, taking spiritual manner for
a manner that is above our senses and nature, as the Catholics
tnd Lutherans understand it; nor is the second part less cer
tain, taking the reception for a profitable reception, and in the
sense St. John meant, when he said of Jesus Christ, " that his
own received him not,"J although he were in the world in per
son in the midst of them ; that is to say, they neither received
his doctrine nor his grace. Furthermore, what was added in
Edward's Confession, with reference to the communion of the
wicked who receive nothing but the symbols, was cut off in like
manner, and care was taken that nothing but what the Catholics
and Lutherans might approve, should be retained with respect
to the Real Presence.
44

7.—Substantial Changes in Edward?s Liturgy.

For the same reason, whatever condemned the corporal pres
ence, was now changed in Edward's liturgy : for instance, the
rubrick there explained the reason for kneeling at the sacrament,
"that thereby no adoration is intended to any corporal presence of
Christ's natural flesh and blood, because that is only in heaven."§
But, under Elizabeth, these words were lopped off, and the
full liberty of adoring the flesh and blood of Jesus Christ was
allowed as present in the Eucharist. What the pretended mar
tyrs and founders of the English Reformation had held for gross
idolatry, became an innocent action in the reigc of Queen Eliz
abeth. In Edward's second liturgy, these words, which had
been lefl. standing in the first, were taken away: viz , the
body or the blood of Jesus Christ preserve thy body and thy
soul to everlasting life;" but these words, which Edward had
left out because they seemed too much to favor the belief of the
corporai presence, were replaced by Queen Elizabeth. || The
will of kings became the rule of faith, and what we now see
removed by this Queen, was again inserted in the con *nonrayer book by I&ng Charles II.
4 4

r

* Calv.

dilucid. explic opuse. 1. iii. p. 397. f P. 405. t John i. 10, 1U
§ P. n. p. 392.
|| Ibid. 1. i. p. 170.
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9.—Jin imposition of -Mr. Unmet; who has the assurance to sat/, that the Doc
trine established by Edward was not changed.

Notwithstanding all these changes in such essential matters^
Mr. Burnet would make us believe there was no variation in
the doctrine of the English Reformation. " The doctrine of the
Church," says he, " was at that time contrary to the belief of a
real or corporal presence in the sacrament, in like manner as at
present: only, it was not thought necessary or expedient to
publish it in too distinct a manner * as if one could speak too
distinctly in matters of faith. But this is not all. It is a man
ifest variation in doctrine, not only to embrace what is contrary
to it, but to leave undecided what was decided formerly. If the
ancient Catholics, after deciding in express terms the Son of
God's equality with his Father, had suppressed what they had
pronounced at Nice, contenting themselves with barely calling
him God in general terms, and in the sense the Arians could not
deny it, insomuch that what had been decided so expressly should
have become undecided and indifferent, would they not have
altered the Church s faith, and stepped backwards ? Now, this
is what was done unaer Elizabeth by the Church of England;
and none can acknowledge it more clearly than Mr. Burnet has
done in the words above cited, where it stands confessed in ex
press terms, that it was neither by chance, nor forgetfulness, but
from a premeditated design, that they omitted the words used in
Edward's time, and that " no express definition was made against
the corporal presence ; f on the contrary, it was let lie as a
speculative opinion, not aetermined, in which every man was
left to the freedom of his own mind to reject or embrace it: in
this manner, either sincerely vr politically, the faith of the re
formers was forsaken, and the dogma of the corporal presence
left for indifferent, against which they had combated even unto
blood.
>,-

9.—England indifferent us to the Real Presence.

This if we believe Mr. Burnet, is yet the present state of the
Church of England. It was on these grounds that the Bishop
V*illiam Bedell, whose life he has written, believed that a great
company of Lutherans who had fled to Dublin for refuge, might
without difficulty communicate with the Church of England,"f
* which in reality/' says Mr. Burnet, " hath so great a modera
tion in that matter (the Real Presence) that no positive defini
tion of the manner of the presence being made, men of different
sentiments may agree in the same acts of worship, without being
obliged to declare their opinion, or being understood to do any
thing contrary to their several persuasions/' Thus hath the
4

• Bum. I iii. p. 406.

t P- 392.

+ Life of B. Bcdefi, pp. 137, 13a
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Church of England corrected her teachers, and reformed hci
first reformers.
10.—Neither the word substance nor miracles. 'Which Calvin places in the Eu>
eharist, are admitted by them.

Moreover, the English Reformation neither under Edward
nor Elizabeth, ever employed, in the explanation of the Eucha
rist, the substance of the body, nor those incomprehensible ope
rations which Calvin so much exalts. These expressions too
much favored a real presence, and it was for this reason they
were not made use of either in Edward's reign, when that was
designedly excluded, or in Elizabeth's, when the thing was to
be left undetermined ; and England was very sensible that these
words of Calvin, little suitable to the doctrine of the figurative
sense, could not be introduced into it otherwise, than by forcing
too visibly their natural sense.
il.—The Queen's Supremacy in spirituals is established in spite of all her
scruples.

The article of Supremacy now remains to be considered.
True it is, Elizabeth opposed it, and this title, of Head of the
Church, in her judgment too great for kings, seemed to her still
more insupportable in a queen, not to say ridiculous. " A
famous preacher among those of the reformation," says Mr.
Burnet, ** put this scruple about it in her head
that is, some
remains of shame were still to be met with in the English
Church; nor was it without some little remorse that she gave
up her authority to the secular power; but policy got the better
even in this point. As much ashamed as the queen was in her
heart of this title of the Church's supreme head, she accepted
of it, and exercised it under another name. By an act which
passed in 1559, " T h e supremacy was again annexed to the
crown, and declared that the authority of visiting, correcting,
and reforming all things in the Church is for ever annexed to
the regal dignity, and whosoever should refuse to swear and ac
knowledge the queen to be the supreme governor in all causes,
as well ecclesiastical as temporal, within her dominions, was to
forfeit any office he had either in Church or State; and to be
thenceforth disabled to hold any employment during life."f This
is what the queen's scruple ended i n ; and all she did to mod
erate the laws of Henry VIII, with regard to the king's suprem
acy, was, that whereas, denying the supremacy in King Henry's
time, cost men their lives, in Elizabeth's it cost them but a for
feiture of their goods. J
12.—Resolution of the Catholic Bishops.

The Catholic bishops on this occasion were not forgetful of
their duty, and being inflexibly attached to the Catholic Church
* Burnet, 1. iii. p. 3SG.

f Ibid. 1. pp. iii. 335,

; Ibid. L iii
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and Holy See, were deposed for having constantly refused to
subscribe the queen's supremacy, no less than the other articles
of the Reformation. Hut Parker, the Protestant Archbishop of
Canterbury, was of all the most zealous in submitting to the
yoke. It was to him complaints were addressed of the queen's
scruples respecting her title of Supreme head ; to him was ren
dered an account of what was done to engage the Catholics to
acknowledge it, and finally the English Reformation could no
longer be compatible with the liberty and authority which Jesus
Christ had given to his Church. What had been resolved on
in the Parliament in 1559, in favor of the queen's supremacy,
was received in the synod of London by the common consent
of all the clergy, of the first as well as of the second order.
13.—Declaration of the Clergy regarding the Supremacy of Elizabeth.

There the supremacy was inserted among the articles of faith
m these terms :—" The royal majesty has sovereign power in
this kingdom of England, and in her other dominions, and the
sovereign government of all her subjects, lay and ecclesiastical,
belongs to her in all matters, without being subjected to any
foreign power."* By these last words they intended to exclude
the Pope; hut as the other words, " in all matters,"! put in
without restriction, as had been done in the act of parliament,
imported a full sovereignty, even in ecclesiastical causes, with
out excepting those of faith, they were ashamed of proceeding
to such great excess, and introduced the following modification.
** Whereas we attribute to the royal majesty this sovereign gov
ernment, at which we learn that many ill-disposed individuals
are displeased, we do not grant to our kings the administration
of the word and of the sacram nts, as is clearly shown by the
ordinances of our Queen Elizabeth ; but we merely give to her
the prerogative, which the Scripture attributes to pious princes,
of being able to keep to their duty all orders, whether lay or
ecclesiastical, and to check the stubborn by the sword of the
civil power.
14,—This served but as a clumsy palliation /or a great evil.

This explanation is conformable to a declaration which the
queen had published, where she said at first " that she was far
from wishing to administer holy things." The Protestants, ready
to afford satisfaction on the subject of ecclesiastical authority,
thought thereby to be sheltered from whatever evil its supremacy
was attended with, but all in vain; for the question was not
whether the English invested royalty with the administration of
the word and of the sacraments. Who has ever accused then;
wishing that their kings should ascend the pulpit, or admin
* Syn Load, art 7.

f Syn. gen. p. i. pag. 107.
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istcr ccaimunion and baptism? And what is there so un< ommo:, in this declaration, wherein Queen Elizabeth avows that
this ministry appertains not to her? The question was to know,
whether in such matters the royal majesty has a mere direction
and an external execution, or whether it influences fundamen'ally th^ validity of ecclesiastical acts. But whilst it was ap
parently reduced in this article to the mere execution, the con*rary appeared but too manifest in practice. Permission to preach
•vas granted by letters patent and under the great seal. The
lueen made bishops with the same authority as the king her
*ather and the king her brother, and for a limited time if she
pleased. The commission for their consecration emanated from
the royal power. Excommunications were decreed by the sarnu
uithority. The queen regulated by her edicts not only the ex
terior worship, but also faith and the dogma, or caused them to
be regulated by her parliament, whose acts received their valid
ity from her; and there is nothing more unheard of in the
Christian Church, than what was done at that time.
15.—The Parliament continues to assume the decision in points of faith.

The parliament pronounced directly on heresy. It regulated
the conditions on which a doctrine should pass for heretical, and
where these conditions were not found in this doctrine, it pro
hibited its condemnation, ** and reserved to itself the cognizance
of it." The question is not to know whether the rule which
parliament prescribed is good or bad; but whether the parlia
ment, a secular body, whose acts received their validity from
the prince, can decide on matters of faith, and reserve to itself
the cognizance of them ; that is, whether they may challenge
it to themselves, and take away the exercise of it from the
bishops, on whom Christ had bestowed it; for the parliament's
saying they would judge with the assent of the clergy in then
convocation,* was nothing but an illusion; since, in the en*.,
this was still reserving to the parliament the supreme authority,
and hearing the pastors rather as counsellors whose lights they
borrowed, than as natural judges, to whom only the decision
appertained of divine right. I cannot think a christian heart
can hear of such an invasion of the pastoral authority and the
•ights of the sanctuary without a sigh.
16.—On what is grounded the Validity q ' the English Ordinations.

But lest it should be imagined, tha. all these attempts of the
secular authority on the rights of the sanctuary were nothing
but usurpations of the laity, the clergy not consenting to them,
and this under pretext of the above explanation given by the said
clergy to the Queen's supremacy in the thirty-seventh article
* Syn. gen. pag. L 107
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of the Confession of Faith, what precedes, and what follows,
evince the contrary. What precedes, inasmuch as this synod
being composed, as just observed, of both houses of the clergy
intending to set forth the validity of the ordination of bishops,
of priests, and deacons, grounds it on a form contained in the
book of consecration of archbishops and bishops, and ordaining
of priests and deacons, lately set forth in the time of King
Edward VI, and confirmed by authority of parliament.* Weak
bishops ! wretched clergy! who choose rather to take the form of
their ordination from a book made lately, but ten years ago ip
King Edward's time, and confirmed by the authority of parlia
ment, than from the sacramentary of St. Gregory, the author
of their conversion, wherein they might still read the form,
according to which their predecessors and the holy monk St.
Augustin, their first apostle, had been consecrated; although this
book was warranted, not indeed by the authority of parliaments,
but by the universal tradition of all Christian churches.f
17.—Sequel of this Matter.

Upon this it was that these bishops founded the validity of
their consecration, and the orders of their priests and deacons ;
and this was done pursuant to a decree of parliament in 1559,
wherein the doubt concerning ordination was solved by an act
authorizing the book of ordination, which was joined to King
Edward's liturgy: so that had not the parliament made these
acts, the ordinations of their whole clergy had still remained
dubious. J
18.—Decisions of Faith reserved to the Royal Authority, by the Declaration oj
the Bishops.

The bishops and then clergy, who had thus enslaved the
ecclesiastical authority, conclude in a manner corresponding to
such a beginning ; when, after having set forth their faith in all
the foregoing articles to the number of thirty-nine, they con
clude with this ratification, wherein they declare, " That these
articles being authorized by the consent and assent of Queen
Elizabeth, ought to be received and executed throughout the
whole realm of England." Where we find the Queen's appro
bation, and not owly her consent by submission, but also her
assent, as I may say, by express deliberation, mentioned in the
act as a condition that makes it valid ; insomuch that the decrees
of bishops in matters the most within the verge of their ministry,
receive their last form and validity, in the same style with acts
of parliament from the Queen's approbation, these weak bishops
never daring all this while to remonstrate, after the example of
dl post ages, that their decrees, valid of themselves, and by
* Syn. Lon., art. 36. Svn. Gen. p. 107. Bur. 385.
t Ibid.
f Bum. ibid. p. 392.
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that siered authority, which J e s u s Christ had annexed to the r
character, required nothing else from the regal power, but an
entire submission and exterior protection. Thus, whilst they
forget the primitive institutions of their church, together with
the head whom Jesus Christ had given them, and set up princes
for their heads whom J e s u s Christ had not appointed for that
end, they degraded themselves to that degree, that no ecclesi
astical act, not even those which regard preaching, censures,
liturgy, sacraments, nay, faith itself, have any force in England,
but inasmuch as they are approved and made valid by K i n g s ;
which in the main gives to Kings more than the word, and more
than the administration of the sacraments, since it renders them
the sovereign arbiters of one and the other.
19.—The same Doctrine in Scotland.—1568.

It is for the same reason that we behold the first Confession
of Scotland, since she became Protestant, published in the
name of the parliament; and a second Confession of the same
kingdom, bearing this title: " A general Confession of the true
Christian Faith according to the word of God, and the acts of
our Parliaments."*
A great multitude of different declarations was requisite to
explain how these acts did not attribute the episcopal jurisdic
tion to the crown; but all was nothing but mere words, since
after all, it still stands incontestable that no ecclesiastical act
iiath any force in that kingdom, no more than in England, unless
ratified by the King and parliament.
80.—The English Doctrine, which makes the King head of the Church, con
demned by the Calvinists.

Our Calvinists, I own, seem far remote from this doctrine ,
and I find, not only in Calvin, as already observed, but also in
the national synods, express condemnations of those who con
found the civil government with that of the church, by making
the magistrate head of the church, or by subjecting the ecclesi
astical government to the people, f But there is nothing but
will go down with these men, provided you are an enemy to the
Pope and R o m e ; insomuch that, by stress of equivocations
and explanations, the Calvinists were gained, and brought in
England even to subscribe the supremacy.
21.—Jill that remained to the Church seized upon.

It appears b •/ the whole tenor of the acts which I have re
ported, how vain it is to pretend that, in the reign of Elizabeth
this suprema zy was reduced to more reasonable terms than in
the precedent reigns, there being, on the contrary, no alteration
* Synt. Gen. part i. p. 109. Ibid. p. 126.1588.
f Syn.of Paris, 1565. Syn. of Rochelle, 1571.
VOL,

n.

2
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to be found in the main.* Among other fruits of the suprem
acy, one was the Queen's invading the revenues of the church
under (he pretence of giving the iuii value of them,! even those
of the bishops, such as, till then, had remained sacred and in
violate. Treading in the steps of the King her father in ordei
to engage the nobility in the interests of the supremacy and
reformation, she made them a present of a share in these con
secrated goods ; and this state of the church, enslaved both in
her temporals and spirituals, is called the Englisn reformation,
the re-establishment of evangelical purity !
22.—A remarkable passage in Mr. Burnet, concerning the English

Reformation*

Nevertheless, if we may form a judgment of this reformation
according to the gospel-rule, by its fruits, there was never any
thing more deplorable ; seeing the effect which this miserable
subjection of the clergy did produce, was, that from thenceforwards religion was no more then a state-engine always veer
ing at the breath of the prince. Edward's reformation, which
had entirely changed that of Henry VIII, was changed itself in
an instant under Mary, and Elizabeth destroyed in two years
all that Mary had done before.
The bishops, reduced to fourteen in number, stood firm,
together with about fifty or sixty ecclesiastics ;J but, excepting
so small a number in so great a kingdom, all the rest paid
obedience to the Queen's injunctions, yet with so little good
will for the new doctrine they were made to embrace, " that
probably," says Mr. Burnet, " if Queen Elizabeth had not lived
long, and a prince of another religion had succeeded before
the death of all that generation, they had turned about again
to the old superstitions as nimbly as they had done in Queen
Mary's time."§
23.—Inamissibility of Justice rejected by the Church of England.

In this same Confession of Faith, which had been confirmed
under Elizabeth in 1562, there are two important points re
lating to justification. In one of them, the inamissibility of
justice is rejected clearly enough by this declaration. " After
we have received the Holy Ghost, we may depart from grace
given, and arise again, and amend our lives [| In the other,
the certainty of predestination seems quit* excluded, when,
after saying that " T h e doctrine of predestination is full of
comfort to godly persons, by confirming their faith of eternal
salvation to be enjoyed through Jesus Christ," they add, " It is
the downfall for carnal persons either into a desperation, or into
recklessness of most unclean living." And, in conclusion, tha/
,J

* Bum. 1. iii. p. 394, &c. f Tlman. Iil>. xxi. 155!). Bum. lib. iii. p. 3'J4.
I Burno*, I. iii. p. 401.
$ I tin*.
U Synt. Gen. part i. Coaf. Au^. Ar.'. xvi. wii. p. 102.
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** w i must receive God' s promises, as they be generally set forth
to \ii in holy scripture; and in our doings, that will of God is
to be followed, which we have expressly declared unto us in
the word of G o d w . i i c h seems to exclude that special cer
tainty, whereby each of the faithful is obliged to believe in par
ticular, as of faith, that he is in the number of the elect, and
comprehended within that absolute decree, by which God wills
their salvation : a doctrine not agreeable, it seems, to the Prot
estants of England, although they not only bear with it in the
Calvin'sts, out also the deputies from their church have con
firmed it, as we shall aee in the synod of Dort.*
24.—The beginning of the disturbances in France fomented by
Change of the Calvinistic Doctrine.

Elizabeth.—

Queen Elizabeth secretly encouraged that disposition which
those of France were in towards a rebellion ; nearly at the same
time that the English reformation was modelled under that
queen, they declared themselves. Our reformed, after about
thirty years, grew weary of deriving their glory from their suf
ferings ; their patience could hold out no longer; nor did they
from that time exaggerate their submission to our kings, f This
submission lasted but whilst they were in a capacity of curbing
them. Under the strong reigns of Francis I and Henry II, they
were in reality very submissive, and made no show of an inten
tion to levy war. The reign, no less weak than short, of Francis
II, inspired them with boldness. The fire, so long concealed,
blazed forth in the conspiracy of Amboise. Yet a sufficient
strength still remained in the government to have quenched it
at the beginning : but during the minority of Charles IX, and
under the regency of a Queen, all whose policy aspired no fur
ther than to maintain her power by dangerous and trimming
measures, the revolt became entire and the conflagration univer
sal over all France. A particular account of these intrigues
and wars comes not within my sphere, nor should I even have
spoken of these commotions, if, contrary to all preceding decarations and protestations, they had not produced this new doc
trine in the reformation, that it is lawful to take up arms against
prince and country, in the cause of religion.
25.—The Calvinists took arms from maxims of Religion.

It had been well foreseen, that the new reformed would not
be slack in proceeding tt such measures. Not to trace back
the wars of the Albigenses, the seditions of the Wickliffites in
England, the furies of the Taborites in Bohemia, it had been but
too apparent what was the result of all the fine protestations of
the Lutherans in Germany.^ The leagues and wars so much
* Book xiv.
t Burn. 1. iii. pp. 415, 416.
lib. xxvii. 1560, t ii. p. 17. La Poplin, i. viL pp. 246, 255t
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detested at first, as soon ;ts ever the Protestants were sensible of
their strength, became lawful, and Luther added this new article
to his gospel. The ministers too of the Vaiuiois had hut just
taught this doctrine, when the war was commenced in the valleys
against thoir .sovereigns the Dukes of Savoy. The new reformed
of France we*e not backward to follow these examples, nor is
there any doubt but they were spirited up to it by their doctors.
fi — I k z a owns that the conspiracy of Jlmboise was entered upon from a maxim
of Conscience.

As for the conspiracy of Amboise, all historians testify as
much : oven Beza owns it in his eccle&iastieal history. It was
fro n the influence of their doctors, that the Prince of Conde"
believed himself innocent, or affected to believe it, although so
neinons an attempt had been undertaken by his orders.* It was
resolved on by the party, to furnish him with men and money,
to the end he might have a competent force : so that the desigr
then on foot, after the s- izure of the two Guises in the very
castle of Amboise, where the King was in person, and forcibly
carrying them away, was nothing less than from that very time
to light up the torch of civd war throughout the whole kingdom.
The whole body of the Reformation came into this design, and
on this occasion the province of Xaintonge is praised by Beza,
for having done their duty like the rest.f The same Beza tes
tifies an extreme regret, that so just an enterprise should have
failed, and attributes the bad success of it to the perlidiousness
of certain people.
27.—Four demonstrations that the riot of Jlmboise was the wor!; of Protestants,
and that the motive to it tras Religion.
First demonstration.

The Protestants, it is true, were desirous of giving to this
enterprise, as they do to all others of this nature, a pretext of
public good, in order to inveigle some Catholics into it, and tc
screen the reformation from the infamy of so wicked an attempt.
But four reasons demonstrate that it was in reality an affair of
religion, and an enterprise carried on by the reformed. In the
arst place, because it was set on foot on the occasior of the
executions of some of the party, and especially of Anne du Bourg,
that famous pretended martyr. Beza, after relating this execu
tion, together with the other evil treatments the Lutherans un
derwent, (then all the reformed were so called,) introduces the
history of this conspiracy, and at the head of the motives which
gave birth to it, places these manifestly tyrannical ways of pro
ceeding, and the menaces that on this occasion were levelled
at the greatest men of the kingdom, such as the Prince of Cond6
and the Chustillons, " Then it was," says he, "that many lords
* Thuan. t. i. 1. xxiv. p. 752.
id p. 250, 254, 270.—1560.
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awaked as from a profuur d sleep: so much the mote," con
tinues this historian, as they considered, that the kings Francis
and Henry never would attempt any thing against the men of
quality, contenting themselves with awing the great ones by
the correction of the meaner sort, that now quite different meas*
ures were taken ; whereas, in consideration of the number
concerned, they should have applied less violent remedies, rather
than thus open a gate to a million of seditions."
44

38.—Second demonstration, tohcrein the advice of Beza and the Divines of the
Party is reported.

The confession is sincere, I must own. Whilst nothing but
the dregs of the people we~e punished, the lords of the party did
not si*:, but let them go quietiy to execution. When they, like
the rest, were threatened, thoy bethought themselves of their
weapons, or, as the author expresses it, " Each man was forced
to look at home, and many began to range themselves together,
to provide for a just defence, and to resettle the ancient and
lawful government of the kingdom." This last word was
necessary to disguise the rest; but what goes before shows
plainly enough the design in hand, and the sequel evinces it still
more clearly. For these means of a just defence imported, that
the thing* " having been proposed to lawyers and men of renown
in France and Germany, as likewise to the most learned divines;
it was discovered that they might lawfully oppose the govern
ment usurped by the Guises, and take up arms, in case of need
to repel their violence, provided the princes of the blood, who
in such cases are born lawful magistrates, or one of them, would
but undertake it, especially at the request of the estates of
France, or of the most sound part thereof." Here then is a
second demonstration against the new Reformation, because
the divines whom they consulted, were Protestants, as it is ex
pressly specified by I)e Thou,f with them an unexceptionable
author. And Beza insinuates it plainly enough, when he says,
they took the advice of the most learned divines," who, in his
judgment, could be none else but the reformed. As much may
we believe in regard to the lawyers, no Catholic having ever
been so much as named.
44

29.— Third

Demonstration.

A third demonstration, arising from the same words is, that
these princes of the blood, born magistrates in this affair,"
were reduced to the sole Prince of Cond£, a declared Protestant,
although there were five or six more at the least, and amongst
others, the King of Navarre, the prince's elder brother, and first
prince of the blood ; but whom the party feared rather than deoended on; a circumstance that leaves not the least doubt thai
* Beza, Hist. Eccl. liv. iii. 249.
\ Lib. xxiv. p. 378, edit G*n44
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the design of the new Reformation was to command the enterprise.
30.—Fourth Demonstration.

Nay, not only the prince is the sole person placed at tne head
of the whole party, but what makes the fourth and last convic
tion against the Reformation is, that this, " the most sound part
of the Estates, whose concurrence was demanded, were almost
all reformed."*
T h e most important and the most special
orders were addressed to them, and the enterprise regarded
them alone; for the end they proposed to themselves therein
was, as Beza owns, that " a confession of faith might be pre
sented to the king assisted by a good and lawful council."! It
is plain enough, this council would never have been good and
lawful, unless the Prince of Conde, with his party, had governed
it, and the reformed obtained all they desired. T h e action was
to begin by a request they would have presented to the king for
obtaining liberty of conscience ; and he who managed the whole
affair, was L a Renaudie, a man condemned to rigorous penal
ties for forgery, by a decree in parliament, at which court he
sued for a benefice; after this, sheltering himself at Geneva,
turning heretic out of spite, " burning with a desire of revenge,
and of defacing, by some bold action, the infamy of his con
demnation,"! he undertook to stir up to rebellion, as many dis*
affected persons as he could meet with; and at last, retiring
into the house of a Huguenot lawyer at Paris, had the direction
of ail matters in conjunction with Antony Chandieu, the Protes
tant minister of Paris, who afterwards gave himself the name
of Sadael.
31.—The Huguenots that discovered the conspiracy do not justify the party.

True it is, the Huguenot lawyer, with whom he lodged, and
Liguercs, another Huguenot, had a horror of so artocious a
crime, and discovered the plot; but that does not excuse the
Reformation, but shows only there were some particular men
in the sect, whose conscience was better than that of the divines
ind ministers, and that of Beza himself and the whole body
of the party,§ who ran headlong into the conspiracy over all the
provinces of the realm. Accordingly, we have seen the same
Beza accusing of perfidiousness these two faithful subjects,
who alone, of all the party, had an abhorrence of, and dis
covered the plot; so that, in the judgment of the ministers,
.hose that came into this black conspiracy are the hontst men,
•ind those who detected it are the traitors.
4

32.~The

protestation

of the Conspirators does not justify them.

It is to no purpose to say, that L a Renaudie and all the con* La Poplin. Ibid. p. HM, &r.
t H i s t Eccl. L iii. p. 31 i,
t Thoon. Ibid. pp. 733, 73*. § P*r/a. Thnan. La Poplin. Ibid. S. i t 96. J.
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spimtors protested they had no design of a tempting any thing
against the king or queen, or the royal family; for is a man
to be deemed innocent, because be had not formed the design
of so execrable a parricide?* Was it so light a matter in a
state, to call in question the king's majority, and elude the
ancient laws, which had fixed it at fourteen years of age, by the
joint consent of all the orders of the realm ? T o presume, on
this pretext, to appoint him such counsel as they thought fit?
T o rush, armed, into his palace ; to assault and force him ; to
ravish from this sacred asylum, and out of the king's arms, the
Duke of Guise and the Cardinal of Lorrain, because the king
made use of them in his council; to expose the whole court
and the king's own person to all the violence and all the blood
shed, that so tumultuous an attack, and the darkness of the
night, might produce ? In a word, to fly to arms over all the
kingdom, with a resolution not to lay them down, till the king
should be forced into a compliance with all that they desired.
Were the particular injury done to the Guises here only to come
in question, what right had the prince of Cond£ to dispose of
these princes, to deliver them up to the hands of their enemies,
who, as Beza himself owns,| made a great part of the conspi
rators, and to employ the sword against them, as De Thou s a y s , |
should they not consent voluntarily to relinquish all state-affairs 1
What! under pretext of a particular commission, given, as Beza
words it,§ " T o men of a well-approved and wise conduct (such
as La Renaudie) in order to inquire secretly, though thoroughly
and exactly, into all the employments heaped upon the Guises,"
shall a prince of the blood, of his private authority, hold them
as legally convicted, and put them in the power of those, whom
he knows to be "spurred or with the spirit of revenge for out
rages received from them, as well in their own persons, as those
of their kindred and relations ;" for these are Beza's words. [|
What becomes of society, if such wicked attempts be allowed'(
But what becomes of royalty, if men daie to execute them,
sword in hand, in the king's own palace, seize on his ministers,
.nd tear them from his side; put him under tuition; his sacred
person in the power of rebels, who would have possessed them
selves of his castle, and upheld such a treason, with a war set
on foot o\et all the kingdom ? This is the fruit resulting from
the councils " of the most learned Protestant divines and law
yers, of the best renown." This is what Beza approves, and
what Protestants defend even to this day. IT
* Ord. de Charles V 1373 and 74, et seq. Vid. ^ Poplin. 1. vi. 155, et seq
* Beza, p. 250.
J Thuan, pp. 7*J, 738.
$ Bern, p. 250.
|| Ibid.
M Burn. L iii. p. 415.
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33.— The sHpjih'nexs an J connivance of Calvin.

Calviu is cited,* who, after the contrivance had inwcarricd,
wrote two letters, wherein he testifies, he had never approved
it. But, after having had notice of a conspiracy of . l i s nature,
is it enough to blame it, without giving himself a i y furthei
concern to stop the progress of so flagitious an undertaking ?
Had Beza believed that Calvin did as much detest this deed
as it deserved, would he have approved it himself; would he
have boasted to us the approbation of the most learned divines
of the party 1 Who docs not, therefore, perceive, that Calvin
acted here too remissly; and provided he could exculpate him
self, in case of ill success, was nowise averse to the conspira
tors hazarding the event? If we believe Brantome, the Admi
ral! was much better disposed; and the Protestant writers
vapor much at what he wrote in the life of this nobleman,
viz., " That none durst ever speak to him about this enterprise,
because they held him for a man of probity, a man of worth, a
lover of honor, who accordingly would have sent back the con
spirators well rebuked, and detected the whole; nay, would
himself have been aiding to quell them."| Still, however, the
thing was done, and the historians of the party relate with com
placency, what ought not to be mentioned but with horror.
34.— Reflections on the uncertainty of histories useless on this occasion.

There is no room here for eluding a certain fact, hjr descant
ing on the uncertainty of histories, and the partiality of histo
rians. § These commonplace topics are only fit to raise a mist.
Should our reformed arraign the credit of D e Thou, whose
works they printed at Geneva, and whose authority, we have
been lately told by a Protestant historian, none ever disputed;
they have but to read La Poplinicre, one of their own, and
Beza, one of their chiefs, to find their party convicted of a
crime, which the Admiral, Protestant as he was, judged so un
worthy a man of honor.
35.—The first wars under Charles XI, in which all the party concurred.—1562.

Yet this great man of honor, who had «mch an abhorrence
of the conspiracy of A mboise, either because it did not suc
ceed, or because the measures were ill concerted, or because
he found open war more to his advantage, made no scruple,
two years after, of putting himself at the head of the rebellious
Calvinists. Then the whole party declared themselves. Calvin
made no resistance for this time, and rebellion was the crime
of all his disciples. Those whom their histories celebrate as
the most moderate, only said they ought not to begin. j| How* Crit de Maimb. t i . Lett. xv. N. 6. p. 263. Cnl. Ep. p. 312, 313.
f Crit de Maimb. Loft. ii. IS. 2.
\ Brant vie d« ['Admiral de Ohastil
{CriLde Maimb. N. 1.4. Burn. t. l.Pref. ||La Poplin. I. viii.Bwia, t iiJ.vLp.S,
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ever, this was their joint opinion, that to suffer themselves to
be butchered, like sheep, was not the profession of men of
courage; but, to be men of courage in this way, they must
renounce the title of Reformers, and much more—that of Con
fessors of the Faith, and Martyrs; for it is not in vain that
St. Paul said, after David, •* W e are accounted as sheep for
the slaughter ; " * and J e s u s Christ himself: " Behold! I send
you forth as sheep in the midst of wo!ves."f I have by me
Calvin's own letters/well attested, wherein, at the beginning
of the troubles of France, he thinks he does enough, in writing
to the Baron des Adrets, against pillaging and violence, against
(mage-breaking, and against the depredation of shrines and
church treasures, without public authority. T o be satisfied, as
he is, with telling the soldiers thus enrolled, " D o violence tc
no man, and be content with your pay,"J adding nothing more;
is speaking of this militia as you do of a lawful militia: and il
is thus that St. John the Baptist decided in behalf of those who
bore arms under their lawful princes. The doctrine, which
allowed taking them up in the cause of religion, was afterwards
ratified, I do not say by the ministers in particular only, but also
in common by their synods, and it was necessary to proceed to
this decision in order to engage in the war those Protestants,
who, from a sense of the ancient principles of Christian Faith,
and the submission they had so frequently promised at the b e 
ginning of the new Reformation, did not believe that a Christian
should maintain the liberty of conscience otherwise than by suf
fering, according to the gospel, in all patience and humility.
T h e brave and wise L a N o u e , who was at first of this opinion,
was drawn into a contrary sentiment and practice by the authorty of the ministers and synods. The Church was for that time
infallible, and they yielded blindly to her authority against their
own consciences.
36.—Decisions of the Calvinistic national Synods, in approbation of taking up
arms.—1563.

Now the express decisions relating to this matter were, for
the most part, made in provincial synods; but, that there be
no occasion to search for them there, it will be sufficient to ob
s e r v e , that these decisions were preceded by the national Synod
of Lyons in 1 5 6 3 , Art. 3 8 , by particular facts of this import,—
** That a minister of Limousin, who, in other respects had be
haved uprightly, terrified by the threats of his enemies, had wrote
to the queen-mother, that he never had consented to the bearing
of arms, although he had consented and contributed thereto.
Item, that he had promised not to preach till the king shoul
grant him leave. Since that time, having a sense of Ins fault.
* Rom. viiL 36.

f Matt. x. 16.

J Luke iii. 14.
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he had made a public confession of it before all the people, ot
a day of celebrating the Supper, in the presence of all th«
ministers of the country and of all the faithful. The query is*
whether he may resume his pastoral charge ? the opinion is,
he may: nevertheless, he shall write to him by whom he had
been tempted, to notify to him his repentance, and shall entreat
him to let the queen know as much, and all whomsoever this
scandal to his Church might have reached; and it shall be in
the breast of the Synod of Limousin to remove him to some
other place, as they shall think most prudent."
37.—Another decision.

It is so Christian and so heroic an act, in the new Reforma
tion, to make war against their sovereign for religion's sake
that it is made criminal in a minister to have repented of, and
adked pardon for it of his queen. Reparation must be made
before all the people in the most solemn acts of religion, namely,
at the Supper, for respectful excuses made to the queen ; and
so far must the insolence be carried, as to have it declared to
aer in person, that this tender of respect is recalled, to the end
she may be assured that, from henceforth, they will have no
manner of regard for her; nay, they are not certain, after all
this reparation and retracting, whether or no the scandal which
this submission had caused amongst the reformed people woulo
be quite defaced. Therefore it cannot be denied that obedience
was scandalous to them : thus it is decided by a national synod.
But here is, in the forty-eighth article, another decision which
will not appear less wonderful.: an abbot arrived to the knowl
edge of the Gospel, had burnt all his titles, and during six years
had not suffered Mass to be sung in the abbey. What a Ref
ormation ! but here lies the stress of his encomium : Nay, hatfalways comported himselffaithfully^ and borne armsfor the main*
tenance of the Gospel. A holy abbot, indeed, who far remote
from popery, no less than from the discipline of St. Bernard and
St. Benedict, would not endure either Mass or vespers in his
abbey, whatever might have been the founder's express injunc
tion ; and moreover, dissatisfied with those spiritual weapons
which Si. Paul so much recommended, yet too feeble for our
warrior's courage, has generously carried arms, and drawn the
sword against his prince in defence of the new Gospel. Let
him be admitted to the Supper, concludes the whole national
Synod, and this mystery of peace becomes the remuneration foi
that war he had waged against his country.
38.—The same Doctrine perpetuated in the succeeding Synods till our days.

This tradition of the party has been handed down to subse
quent times successively ; and the Synod of Alais, in 1620, rm
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turn thanks to M. de Chastillon for his letter, wherein " H e
protested to them, that he would employ whatever was in his
power after the example of his predecessors, for the advance
ment of the kingdom of Jesus Christ." This was their style.
The juncture of times and the affairs of Alais, explain the inten
tion of this lord ; and what the Admiral de Chastillon and Dandelot, his predecessors, meant by the kingdom of Christ 13 well
known.
39.—The spirit of the Huguenots in these roars.

The ministers, who taught this doctrine, thought to impose
upon the world, by setting up that fine discipline in their troops
so much commended by D e Thou. It lasted indeed about three
months : after this, the soldiers, soon carried away into the most
grievous excesses, thought themselves well excused, if they did
hut cry out Long live the Gospel; and the Baron des Adrets,
who knew full well the temper of this militia, upon his being
reproached, as a Huguenot historian* relates, that after quitting
them he had done nothing worthy of his first exploits excused
himself by saying, there was nothing he durst not enterprise
" with a soldiery, whose pay was revenge, passion, and honor,"
whom " he had bereft of all hopes of pardon" by the cruelties
he had engaged them in. If we believe the ministers, our Re
formed are still in the same dispositions ; and the most volu
minous of all their writers, the author of new systems, and the
interpreter of prophecies, has but lately published in print, that
" The fury, at this day, those are in who have suffered violence
and the rage they have conceived at being forced, strengthens
the love and attachment they had to truth.'"f This, according
to the ministers, is the spirit that animates these new martyrs.
40.—Whether the example of Catholics vindicates the Huguenots.

It serves not the turn of our Reformed, to excuse themselves,
as to the civil wars, by the examples of Catholics under Henry
III and Henry IV, since, besides the incongruity of this Jeru
salem's defending herself by the authority of Tyre and Babylon,
they are very sensible that the body of Catholics which .detested
these excesses, and remained faithful to their kings, was always
great: whereas, in the Huguenot party, scarce two or three
persons of note can be found that stood firm in their loyalty.
41.—Vain pretext of Calvinists> who pretend that these -cars did not properly
concern Religion.

Here again they make fresh efforts to show that these wars
were merely political, and nothing appertaining to religion.
These empty pretexts deserve not refutation, nothing more being
necessary for discovering the drift of these \i ars than to read
* D . Aub. t i. 1. iii. ch. ix. pp. 155, 156.
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the treaties of peace and the edicts of pacification,— af which
liberty of conscience, with some other privileges for the Prot
estants, was always the main import: but because, at this time,
men are bent more than ever upon darkening tne clearest fact,
duty requires of me I should speak something on this head.
42.—Illusions of Mr,

Burnet.

Mr. Burnet,* who hath taken in hand the defence of the con
•piracy of Amboise, enters also the lists in vindication of the
civil wars; but after a manner which shows plainly he is ac
quainted with no more of our history and laws than what he has
picked up from the most ignorant and the most passionate of
nil Protestant authors. I forgive his mistaking that famous
Triumvirate under Charles IX, for the union of the King of
Navarre with the Cardinal of Lorrain, whereas, unquestionably,
it was that of the Duke of Guise, of the Constable de Mont
morency, and the Marshal of St. Andrew: nor should I even
have thought it worth my while to have pointed out these sorts
of blunders, were it not that they convict him, who fell into them,
of not having so much as seen one good author. It is a thing
less supportable to have taken, as he has done, the disorder of
Vasdi for a premeditated enterprise of the Duke of Guise, with
a design to break the edicts, although De Thou,| whose tes
timony he must not reject, and (except Beza, too prejudiced by
passion to be credited on this occasion) even Protestant authors
aver the contrary. But to say that the regency had been given
to Antony, King of Navarre; to descant, as he does, on the
authority of a regent; to affirm that this prince, having out
stripped his power in the revocation of the edicts, the people
might join themselves to the first prince of the blood after him
namely, to the prince of Conde ; to carry on this empty reason
ing, and say that, after the death of the King of Navarre, th*
regency devolved to the prince his brother, and that the founda
tion of the civil wars was the refusal made to this prince of the
government, to whom it of right belonged," J is, to speak plainly
of a man so positive, mixing too much passion with too much
ignorance of our affairs.
4

43.—His gross blunders and great ignorance of the affairs of France.

For, in the first place, it is certain, that in the reign of Charle*
IX the regency was conferred upon Catharine of Medicis by the
unanimous consent of the who e kingdom, and even of the King
of Navarre. Mr. Burnet's lawyers, who proved, as he pretends,
that no woman might be admitted to the regency," were igno
rant of a standing custom, confirmed by many examples ever
since the time of Queen Blanche and St. Lewis.§ These sam«
14
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lawyers, according to Mr. Burnet's relation, presumed even to
say, " that two and twenty was the soonest that any King of
France had been ever held to be of age to assume the govern
ment, contrary to the express tenor of the ordinance of Charles
the Fifth, in 1374, which has always been a standing law in die
whole kingdom without any contradiction.* To quote these
lawyers, and make a law for France of their ignorant and iniqui
tous decisions, is erecting into a state law the pretext of rebels.
44.—Sequel of Mr. BurneVs

Fallacies.

Neither did the Prince of Cond6 ever pretend to the regency,
no, not even after the death of the King his brother; and so far
was he from calling in question the authority of Queen Catha
rine, that, on the contrary, at his rising in arms, he grounded
himself on nothing but the secret orders he pretended to have
received. But what deceived Mr. Burnet is, percnance, his
having heard it said, that those who joined themselves to the
Prince of Conde for the King's defence, who, they pretended,
was a prisoner in the hands of the Guises, gave to the Prince
the title of lawful Protector and Defender of the King and
kingdom.*!" ^ Englishman, dazzled with the title of Protector,
imagined he saw in this title, according to the usage of his
country, the authority of a regent. The Prince never so much
as dreamt of it, since even his elder brother, the King of Na
varre, was still living; on the contrary, this empty title of Pro
tector and Defender of the kingdom, which in France signifies
just nothing, was given him on no other account but because
it was very well perceived there was no lawful title that could
be given him.
n

45.—The French Calvinists extricate themselves no better out of this

difficulty.

Let us then leave Mr. Burnet, who, though a foreigner, pro
nounces thus peremptorily on our laws, without knowing so mu«'h
as the first rudiments of them. The French give the thing a
different turn, and ground themselves on some of the Q u e e r s
letters, " who begged of the Prince to preserve the mother and
children, and the whole kingdom, against those who had a mind
to ruin all."J But two convincing reasons leave no shelter for
this vain pretext. In the first place, because the Queen, who
in thi« manner addressed herself privately to the Prince, e x 
ceeded her power: it being agreed that the regency was con
ferred upon her on condition that she did nothing of consequence
except in council, with the participation and by the advice of
the King of Navarre, as the first Prince of the blood, and lieu
tenant-general, established by the consent of the Estates in all
T

• Vide a Poplin. 1. vL pp. 616.
f Thuan. 1. xxix. 1562. La Poplin. L viii
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the provinces and armies during the minority. As, therefore,
die King of Navarre felt that she was driving all to ruin through
that restless ambition which tormented her, of preserving her
authority, and that she wholly turned on the side of the Prince
and the Huguenots, the just fear he was in of their becoming
masters, and lest the Queen through despair, should at length
even cast herself into their arms together with the King, made
him break al the measures of this Princess. The other Princes
of the blood joined with him, no less than the chief men of the
kingdom and the parliament. The Duke of Guise did nothing
but by the orders of this K i n g ; and the Queen so well knew
she exceeded her power in what she requested of the Prince,
that she never durst use any other words, in her addresses to
him, than those of invitation; so that these so boasted letters
are nothing else, in reality, but the anxieties of Catharine, not
the lawful injunctions of a regent; so much the more (and it is
the second proof) as the Queen gave ear to the Prince but for
a moment, and through the vain terror she had conceived of
being stripped of her authority; insomuch, that it was easily
believed, says D e Thou, she would come off from this design
as s* on as ever she should get the better of her fears.*
1

46.—The Ctdvinisls convicted by Beza.]

A ^cordingly, the event discovers that she entered sincerely
into the measures of the King of Navarre, and thenceforward
never left negotiating with the prince in order to reclaim him to
his duty. Wherefore, these letters of the Queen, and all that
followed thereupon, are counted nothing by historians but a vain
pretext Nay, Beza makes it plain enough that all turned on
religion, on the breach of edicts, and on the pretended murder
of Vassi.J T h e Prince neither stirred, nor gave orders to the
Admiral to take up arms, b u t requested, and more than en
treated, by those of the new religion, to grant them his protection,
under the n a u e and authority of the King and his edicts."
44

47.—The first War resolved upon by the advice of all the Ministers, and th*
peace concluded notwithstanding their opposition.—Testimony of Beza.

It was in an assembly, at which were present the chief men
of their Church, that the question was proposed, whether they
might in conscience execute justice on the Duke of Guise, and
that with no great hazard, for thus the case was worded; and
the answer returned was, t h a t it was better to suffer what might
please God, putting themselves only on the defensive, should
necessity reduce the churches to that point. Yet, whatever
might happen, they ought not to be the first to draw the sword."§
Here, then, is a point resolved in the new reformation, that they
44
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may, without scruple, make war on a lawful power, at leaai in
their own defence. Now, they took for an assault the revoca
tion of the edicts ; so that the reformation laid it down for a
certain doctrine, that she might fight for the liberty of conscience,
in contradiction not only to the faith and practice of the Apostles,
but also to the solemn protestation Beza had but just made at
his demanding justice of the King of Navarre; viz., "that it
appertained to the Church of God to suffer blows, and not to
give them ; but that he ought to remember, this anvil had worn
out many a hammer.* This saying, so much extolled by the
party, proved a deceit, since, after awhile, the anvil itself com
menced to strike contrary to nature, and, wearied with bearing
blows, repaid them in its turn. Beza, who glories in this con
ceit, in another place makes this important declaration in the
face of all Christendom,f " that he had warned of their duty
as well the Prince of Conde as the Admiral, and all the other
lords and men of every degree, that made profession of the
Gospel, to induce them to maintain, by all means possible to ihem
the authority of the King's edicts and the innocence of the poor
oppressed; and ever after hath continued in this same will, ex
horting, nevertheless, every person to use his arms in the mos .
modest manner possible, and to seek, next to God's honor, peace
in all things, provided they do not suffer themselves to be de
ceived and imposed upon." What a delusion to persuade him
self, whilst he actually authorizes a civil war, that he has ful
filled his duty by recommending modesty to a people up in arms !
And as for peace, did he not see that the security he required
for it would always afford pretexts, either of keeping it at a dis
tance, or of breaking it 1 In the meantime he was by his preach
ing, as himself confesses, one of the principal inciters to the
war. One of the fruits of his gospel was, to teach this new duty to
subjects and officers of the crown. All the ministers concurred
in his sentiments, and he owns himself,J that when peace was
mentioned, the ministers so much opposed it, <hat the prince,
resolve d on concluding it, was forced to exclude all of them from
the debate ; for they were determined to hinder the party from
suffering the least exception to that edict, which was most favor
able to them, namely, that of January. But the prince, who
had consented,for peace sake, to some light rest* ictions, "caused
them to be read before the nobility, suffering r nne else but the
gentlemen bearing arms to speak their opinions, as he declared
openly in the assembly; so that the ministers, after that time,
were neither heard nor admitted to give in their advice ;"§ by
this means peace was made, and all clauses of the new edict
jnake it appear that nothing but religion was contended for in
A
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this war. Nay, it is manifes had the ministers been hearkened
to, it would have been conti? led in hopes of gaining more ad
vantageous conditions which they proposed at large in writing,
adding many things even to fhe edict of January i and they
made, says Beza, a declaration of them, " to the end posterity
might be informed howthey comported themselves in this affair."*
This, therefore, stands an eternal testimony, that the ministers
approved the war, and were more bent than the princes and the
armed soldiers themselves, on pursuing it from the sole motive
of religion, which they pretend, at present, was quite out of the
question; yet was the fundamental cause of the first wars, by
the consent of all authors, both Catholic and Protestant.
48,—The other wars are destitute of all pretext.

The rest of the wars have not so much as a color of pretext,
the queen then concurring with all the powers of the state;
neither was there any other excuse alleged but discontents and
contraventions ; things which, in the end, have no kind of weight,
but in presupposing this error, that subjects have a right in the
sause of religion to take up arms against their king, although
•eligion prescribes nothing but to suffer and obey.
49.—Answers of Mr. Jurieu.

I now leave the Calvinists to examine whether there be the
feast appearance of solidity in all Mr. Jurieu's discourses, where
he says, that this same is a quarrel " wherein religion came in
merely by chance, and to serve for a pretext only ;"f since, on
the contrary, it is manifest, religion was at the bottom of it, and
the reformation of the government was nothing but a cloak to
cover their shame for having begun a war of religion, after so
many protestations howmuch they abhorred all suchconspiracies.
But here is another kind of excuse which this artful minister
prepares for his party as to the conspiracy of Amboise, when he
answers, that, " be it as it will, it is no otherwise criminal than
by the gospel rules."J It is then a trifle for Reformers who
boast nought to us but the gospel, to form a conspiracy that is
Condemned by the gospel; nor will they be much concerned
provided it only militates against these sacred ordinances. But
what follows in Mr. Jurieu will make it evident he understands
as little of morality as Christianity, since he even dares to write
these words :—" The tyranny of the princes of Guise could not
be overthrown without a great effusion of blood; the spirit of
Christianity suffers not that: but if this enterprise be scanned
according to the rules of worldly morality, it is not at all crim
inal. "§ It was, nevertheless, according to the rules of worldly
* Beza, I. vi. p. 285.
t Aool. poor la Reform, part 1. ch. x. p. 301
t Ibid. ch. xv. o. 453
$ Ibid.
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morality, that the Admiral condemned the conspiracy as so
shameful and detestable, and, according tc tht dictates of a man
of honor, not barely of a Christian, that he conceived such a
horror of i t ; nor is the corruption of the world as yet advanced
so far as to discover innocence in deeds equally subversive of
ah laws human and divine.
T h e minister succeeds no better in his design when, instead
< f vindicating his pretended Reformers in their rebellions, he
sets himself to point out the corruption of the court against
which they rebelled, as if reformers could have been ignorant
of that apostolical command, " Obey your masters, though they
be froward."*
His long recriminations, with which he fills a volume, are not
a whit more to the purpose, since this the main question will
always return, whether those who are boasted of to us as the
reformers of mankind, have diminished or increased its evils,
and whether they are to be considered as Reformers who cor
rect them, or rather as scourges whom God sends to punish them.
50.—Question concerning the spirit of the Reformation.—Whether it was a
spirit of meekness or of violence,—1514.

Here might that question be considered, whether it be true
that the Reformation, as she boasts, never aimed at establishing
herself by f r r c e ; but the doubt is easily resolved by all the
above mentioned facts. As long as the Reformation was weak,
it is true she always seemed submissive; nay, gave out for a
fundamental point of her religion that she believed it not only
unlawful to use force, but even to repel it.f But it was soon
discovered this was of that kind of modesty which fear inspires,
a fire hidden in a s h e s ; for no sooner could the Reformation
attain to be uppermost in any kingdom, but she was for ruling
uncontrolled. I n the first place, no security was there for priests
and bishops ; secondly, the true Catholics were proscribed, ban
ished, deprived of their goods, and in some places of life, by the
law of the state, as for instance, in Sweden. The fact is cer
tain, whatever may have been said to the contrary. This wan
what they came to who at first cried so loud against violence;
and there needs but to consider the acrimony, the bitterness, and
insolence which was diffused through the first books and the
first sermons of these Reformers; their bloody invectives, the
calumnies they blackened our doctrine with, the sacrileges, the
'mpietics, the idolatries with which they incessantly reproached
s ; the hatred they inspired against us, the plunderings which
*vere the result of their first preaching, "the spite and violence"!
which appeared in their seditious libels set up against the M a s s ;
* 1 Pet. ii. 18. f Grit. t 1 Lett viii, N. 1. p. 12'>, et «eq. Lett xvi N. 9|
p. 315, &c
t Beza, 1. i. p. 16.
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in order to form a judgment of what was to bo expected from
such beginnings.
51.—Sequel of the violent spirit which predominated in the

Reformation,

But many wise men, say they, condemned these libels ;* so
much the worse for the Protestant party, whose transports w< re
so extreme, that all the wise men who remained in it could not
repress them
These libels were spread all over Paris, posted
up and dispersed in every street; fixed even to the door of the
king's chamber ;j* nor did the wise ones who disapproved this,
ase any efficacious measures for its prevention. When that
pretended martyr, Anne du Bourg, had declared in the tone of
a prophet t~* the president Minard, whom he challenged, that in
spite of hi& refusing to absent himself and decline hearing his
cause, he never should sit as judge in it,J the Protestants knew
full well how to make good his prophecy, and accordingly the
president was murdered towards the evening on entering his
house. It was known afterwards, that Le Maitre and St. Andre",
both of them very averse to the new gospel, would have met
with the like fate, had they come to the court; so dangerous a
thing it is to offend the Reformation, though weak! And we
learn from Beza himself, that Stuart, a relation of the queen's
" a man ready for any execution, and a most zealous Protestant,
made frequent visits to the prisoners held in the parliament jai
on the score of religion."§ He could not be convicted of having
struck the; blow, yet we see at least through what channel the
communication might flow; and, howsoever that may be, neither
did the party want men of desperate resolution ; nor can any be
accused of this combination, but those who interested themselves
for Anne du Bourg. It is no hard matter to vent prophecies,
when such angels are at hand to execute them. The assurance
of Anne du Bourg in foretelling so distinctly what was to happen,
discovers plainly the good intelligence he had received ; and
what is said in the history of D o Thou, k order to show him a
prophet, rather than an accomplice of such a crime, smells rank
f an addition from Geneva. We must not, therefore, wonder
a party which nursed such daring spirits, should take off
the mask as soon as ever a weak reign opened a prospect of
success, which we have seen they never failed to do.
x

52.— Vain excuses.

A new Defender of the Reformation is persuaded, from the
dissolute behaviour, and entire conduct of the Prince of Cond£
that there was more of ambition than religion in what he did
and he owns, that religion was of no other use to him, than tu
44
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ftiruish him with instruments of revenge."* He thinks by thai
means to resolve all into policy, and justify lis own religion:
not reflecting this is the very Ihing we charge them with, viz.
that a religion styling itself reformed, was so prompt an instru
ment of revenge to an ambitious prince. It is nevertheless the
crime of the whole party. But what does this author say to us
of the pillaging of churches and vestries, of breaking down
images and altars 1 Why truly he thinks to clear all by saying
that" the prince, neither by prayers, nor by remonstrances, nor
even by chastisements, could put a stop to these disorders.
This is no manner of excuse; it is a conviction of that violence,
which reigned in the party, whose fury the very heads could not
restrain. But I am very much afraid that they acted by the
same spirit with Cranmer and the rest of the English reformers,
who,uponthe complaints that were made against image-breakers,
" although they had a mind to check the heat of the people anc
keep it within compass, yet were unwilling it should be done
after such a manner as to dishearten their friends too much."}
This was the case of the chief leaders of our Calvinists, who,
though they judged themselves obliged in honor to blame these
enormities, yet we do not find they ever did justice on the au
thors of them. Beza's history will suffice to show, that our
Reformed were always ready at the least signal to run to arms,
to break open prisons, to seize on churches, nor was there any
thing ever seen more factious. Who is ignorant of the cruelties
exercised by the Queen of Navarre against priests and religious?
The towers from which the Catholics were cast headlong, and
the deep pits they were flung into, are shown to this day. Tht»
wells of the bishop's palace at Nismes, and the cruel instr^
ments employed to force them to the Protestant sermons, ai*
not less known to the whole world. We have still the informa
tions and decrees, by which it appears that these bloody execu
tions were the deliberate resolves of Protestants in council as
sembled. We have the original orders of generals, and thqse
of cities, at the request of consistories, to compel the Papists to
embrace the Reformation, by taxes, by quartering soldiers upon
them, by demolishing their houses, and uncovering the roofs.
Those who withdrew, to escape these violences, were stripped
of their goods: the records of the town-houses of Nismes,
jftontauban, Alais, Montpellier, and other cities of the party,
are full of such decrees; nor should I mention them, were it not
for the complaints with which our fugitives alarm all Europe.
These are the men who beast their meekness. What a cruelty
to persecute such people merely for religion, who warrant aT
* CriL t. i. Lett. ii. N. 3. p. 45, et seq. Ibid. Lett, xviii. p. 331.
t Ibid. Lett. xvii. N. 8.
t Burn, part ii. 1. L p. 9.
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they do from Scripture, and chant so harmoniously their psalms
in rhyme! N o fear, they soon found means to shelter them
selves from martyrdom, after the example of their doctors, who
always were in security themselves whilst they encouraged
others; both Luther and Melancthon, Bucer and Zuinglius,
Calvin and (Ecolampadius, with all the rest of them, speedily
betook themselves to secure s a n c t u a n e s ; nor a m I acquainted,
amongst the heads o f the reformers, with any, even false mar
tyrs, unless perchance such a one a s Cranmer, whom we have
seen, after a repeated abjuration o f his faith, unresolved to die
in the profession o f it, till he was convinced his renouncing it
would be unavailable to save his life*
53.—Ansioer to those who might say, this is foreign to our subject.

But to what purpose, it may be objected, the reflecting on
these past transactions, which a peevish minister will say is only
done to exasperate them the more, and aggravate their misfor
tunes ? Such fear3 ought not to hinder me from relating what
appertains s o manifestly to my subject; and all that equitable
Protestants can, in a history, require from me is, that, not rely
ing wholly on the credit of their adversaries, I also give ear to
their own historians. I do more than this, and, not content
with hearing them, I join issue with them on their evidence.
Let our brethren open then their eyes let them cast them o n
the ancient Church, which, during so many ages o f so cruel a
persecution, never flew out, not for a moment, nor in one single
person; but was seen a s submissive under Dioclesian, nay,
under Julian the apostate, when she was spread over all the
earth, a s under Nero and Domitian, when but in her infancy ;
there indeed appeared the finger o f God truly visible. But the
case is quite different, when men rebel a s soon a s a b l e ; and
when their wars last much longer than their patience. Expe
rience sufficiently shows us in all kinds o f sects, that conceited
opinion and strong prejudice can mimic fortitude, at least for a
while; but maxims o f Christian meekness are never in the heart,
when men s o readily exchange thern, not only for opposite prac
tices, but also for opposite maxims, with deliberation and by ex
press decisions, a s it is plain our Protestants have done. H e r e
is, therefore, a true variation in their doctrine, and an effect of
that perpetual instability, which cannot but fix o n their Reforma
tion a character suitable to those works, which having but what
is human in them, o f course m u s t " come to nought,"* according
to Gamaliel's maxim.
54 —The Assassination of the Duke of Guise, by Poltrot, held by the Reformation
as an act of Religion,—1562.

The assassination of Francis, Duke of Guise, ought not Id
* Acts v. 3R
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pass unmentioned in this history, inasmuch as the author of this
murder mingled his religion with his crime. It is Beza thai
represents to us Poltrot as excited by some secret impulse, at
th ' time he resolved upon this infamous exploit; and in order
to make us understand that this secret impulse was from God,
he also describes the same Poltrot just ready to enter on the
execution of this-black design,* " Praying to God most ardently,
that he would vouchsafe to change his wiii, if what he intended
was displeasing to him ; otherwise, that he would give him con
stancy, and strength sufficient to slay this tyrant, and by that
means free Orleans from destruction, and the whole kingdom
from so miserable a tyranny. Thereupon, and in the evening
of the same day, proceeds Beza, he struck the blow; that is,
during this enthusiasm, and just rising up from that ardent
prayer."| As soon as ever our Reformed knew the thing w a s
done, " they solemnly returned thanks to God with great rejoic
ings."! The Duke of Guise had always b e e n the object of
their hatred. N o sooner were they in a condition to effect it,
but we have seen them conspire his ruin, and this by the advice
of their doctors. After the riot at Vassi, although it was certain
he had used all his endeavors to appease it, the party rose up
against him with hideous ciamoi>:§ and Beza, who carried
their complaints to court, acknowledges, " He had desired an<\
begged of God innumerable times, either to change the heart
of the Duke of Guise, which, nevertheless, he could not hope,
or that he would rid the kingdom ot him ; whereof he calls t<
witness all those who have hearu his prayers and preaching, "jj
It was therefore in his preaching, and in public, that he offered
up innumerable times these seditious prayers ; after the example
of those of Luther, whereby, we have observed, he knew so well
how to animate mankind, and stir up individuals to fulfil his
prophecies. By the like prayers the Duke of Guise was rep
resented as a hardened persecutor, from whom it was necessary
to beseech God that he would deliver the world by some extraordinae^y stroke of his Providence. What Beza says in his own
excus3,ir "that he did not publicly name the Duke of Guise,"
is much too silly. What signifies the naming a man when you
Know both how to point him out by his characters, and explain
yourself in particular to those who might sufficiently have un
derstood you ? These mysterious innuendoes, in sermons and
divine service, are more likely to exasperate men's minds, than
more explicit declarations. Beza was not the only one that
inveighed most bitterly against the D u k e ; all the ministers
"ailed in the same manner. N o wondt r then, that amongst so
* L. vi. pp. 2C7, 268.
{ Thuan. lib. xxxix. pp. 77, 73.
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many " m e n iisposed for execution," with which the party
abounded, s o u e should be found that thought they did God
service in delivering the Reformation from such an enemy.
The still blacker enterprise of Amboise had met with the ap
probation of Beza and their doctors. This, in the conjuncture
of the siege of Orleans, when the bulwark of the party together
with this city was just falling into the Duke's hands, was of a
far different importance; and Poltrot believed he did more for
cis religion than La Renaudie
Accordingly, he talked openly
of his design as of a thing that would be well approved of. Al
though he was known in the party for a man sworn to kill the
Duke of Guise, cost what it would, neither the generals, nor the
soldiers, nor even the pastors dissuaded him from it. Let any
one that pleases believe what Beza says,* that those words were
taken " for the vagaries of a giddy-headed person," that would
never have vented his design had he resolved to execute it. But
the more sincere D'Aubign6 is agreed, that it was hoped in the
party he would strike the blow: which, he says, he had learnt
from good authority."^ It is also very certain, that Poltiot did
not pass for one that was hair-brained. J Soubize, whose ser
vant he was, and the Admiral, considered him as a useful
person, and employed him in affairs of consequence; and the
manner of his explaining himself spoke him rather a man reso
lute at all events, than one giddy-headed and crazy. " H«=
presented himself (they are Bezn's words) to Mr. Soubize, a
leading man in the party, to acquaint him that he had resolved
with himself in cold blood to deliver France from so many mis
eries, by killing the Duke of Guise; which he durst boldly
undertake, cost what it iro«/rf."§ The answer which Soubize
returned him was not calculated to make him relent in his un
dertaking; for he only tells him * T o do his accustomed duty;"
and as for the matter proposed, God knew well how to take
care of it by other means." So faint a reply, in an action which
ought not to be spoken of without horror, must have discovered
to Poltrot, in Soubize's mind, either the apprehension that the
thing would not be executed successfully, or the design of ex
culpating himself, rather than an express condemnation of it
The rest of the chiefs spoke to him with no less indifference :
hey were satisfied with telling him he ought to beware of
extraordinary vocations.")] This, instead of dissuasion, was
working up a belief in him that his enterprise had something in
it of what was heavenly and inspired ; and, as IVAubigne ex
presses it in his animated style, Their remonstrances, undei
the appearance of dissuading, really urged h m on." Accord
44
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ingly* he was but the more determined on his black undertaking
he spoke of it to every body; and, omtinues Beza, "had hi*
mind so bent on it, as to make it the common topic of his dis
course." During the siege of Rouen, at which the King of
Navarre was killed, this death being mentioned, Poltrot, •* fetch
ing a deep sigh from the bottom of his breast, H a ! says he, this
is not enough, a much greater victim must still be sacrificed."*
When asked what it might be: he answered, It is the great
Guise ;" and at the same time, lifting up his right arm, This
is the arm," cried he, that will do the deed, and pat an end to
our misfortunes." This he repeated often, and always with thflike energy. All these discourses bespeak a man determined,
scorning to conceal himself, because persuaded he is doing a
meritorious action : but what more discovers the disposition of
the whole party, is that of the Admiral, whom they held up to
the whole world as a pattern of virtue and the glory of the Ref
ormation. I shall not speak here of Poltrot's evidence, accusing
him and Beza of having induced him to this design. Let us lay
aside the testimony of a witness, who has perhaps varied too
much to be entirely credited on his own word: but the facts
avowed by Bezaf in his history cannot be called in question,
much less those that are contained in the declaration which the
Admiral and he jointly on the assassin's accusation, sent to the
Queen.J Thence, therefore, it remains evident, that Soubize
despatched Poltrot with a packet of letters to the Admiral when
still near Orleans endeavoring to relieve the town ; that it was
with the Admiral's consent that Poltrot went to the Duke of
Guise's camp, and pretended to surrender himself to him, as
one who was tired of bearing arms against the king ;§ that the
Admiral, who otherwise could not be ignorant of a design made
public by Poltrot, learnt from his own mouth that he persisted
in it still, since he owns that Poltrot, in departing on his enter
prise, went so far as to tell him, it would be an easy matter to
kill the Duke of Guise ;" that the Admiral spoke not a word to
turn him from it; nay, on the contrary, though conscious of his
design, gave hiin at one time twenty crowns, and a hundred at
another, to mount himself well :|| in those days a considerable
supply,and absolutely necessary both to facilitate his undertaking
and escape. IT Nothing can be more frivolous than what the
Admiral alleges in his own defence. H e says, that when
Poltrot mentioned to him his killing the Duke of Guise, he, the
Admiral, never opened his mouth to incite him to undertake it."
There was no need of inciting a man whose resolution was so
well taken ; and in order that he might accomplish his design,
44
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the Admiral had no more to do than as he did, to despatch him
to the place where he might execute it. The Admiral, not con
tent to send him thither, gives him money to support himself
there, and for the supply of all necessaries for such a design,
not forgetting even that of a good horse and furniture.* What
the Admiral alleged farther, that he sent Poltrot into the camp
only to gam intelligence, is manifestly nothing but a cloak to
that design, which he would not own. As for the money, nothing
is more weak than what the Admiral replies, viz. " that he gave
it to Poltrot, without ever specifying to him the killing or not kill
ing the Duke of Guise.""f But the reason he brings in his jus
tification for not dissuading him from so wicked an attempt,
discovers the bottom of his heart. H e confesses then, "before
these last troubles, he knew the men who had determined to
kill the Duke of Guise ; that far from inducing them to this
design, or approving it, he had diverted them from it, and even
given notice of it to Madame de Guise : that, since the affair
of Vassi, he had prosecuted the Duke as a public enemy; never
theless it cannot be discovered that he had approved any attempt
should be made on his person, till he had notice given him that
the Duke had drawn in certain persons to kill him and the Princt
of Conde." It follows, therefore, that after this notice giver
(as to the truth whereof we ought not to believe an enemy or
his bare word) he did approve" attempting
on the Duke's life
but, " since that time, he acknowledges, when he hoard one say
if he could he would kill the Duke of Guise even in his camp
he did not dissuade him from it:" by which it appears at once
that this bloody design was common in the Reformation, ana
the chiefs of it, the most esteemed for their virtue, such was
undoubtedly the Admiral, did not think themselves under any
obligation of opposing it; on the contrary, they concurred in it
in every way the most effectually they were able; so little did
an assassination disturb their consciences, provided religion
wjre its motive.
44

T

55.—Sequel

Should it be asked, what could induce the Admiral to confess
facts which bore so hard upon him ? it was not from his igno
rance of the difficulties he incurred; but, says Beza,"J; the
Admiral, being downright and truly sincere, if any man of his
quality ever was, made answer, that if afterwards, upon con
fronting, he should happen to make some further confession, he
might give occasion to think that even then he did not discover
the whole truth ;" that is, if rightly understood, this sincere and
downright man feared the force of truth at confronting, and pre
pared his subterfuges, as is usual to guilty persons, whose con
44
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science, and fear of being convicted, makes them often confest
more than could be drawn from witnesses. Nay, it seems, if
the manner of the Admiral's explaining himself be well-con
sidered, that he feared men should think him innocent, that he
shunned only the formal acknowledgment and a juridical con
viction, and, what is more, took pleasure in displaying his re
venge. But the most politic thing he did for his acquittal was
desiring that Poltrot might be kept to be confronted with him,
relying on his alleged excuses and the conjuncture of the times,
which forbade driving to extremes the chief of so formidable a
party.* Neither was the court ignorant of this, and accord
ingly the process was concluded. Poltrot, who had retracted
the charge brought in by him against the Admiral and Beza.
persisted in acquitting Beza, even to death;! >
* &
Admiral, he impeached him anew by three declarations, one
after another, even amidst the tortures of his punishment, of
having induced him to perpetrate this murder for God's service.
As for Beza, it does not appear that he had any share in this
action otherwise than by his seditious preaching, and the appro
bation he had given of the much more criminal conspiracy of
Amboise; but very certain it is, that before the fact was com
mitted, he did nothing to prevent it, although he could not be ig
norant of the design, and, when it was over, omitted nothing that
might give it all the appearance of an inspired action. The
reader may judge of the rest; and here there is more than suf
ficient to make it evident what spirit those were animated with,
who thus boast their meekness.
uut

a s
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56.—Catholics and Protestants agreed on the question of punishing Heretics.

There is no need here of explaining myself on that question,
whether or not Christian princes have a right to use the sword
against their subjects, enemies to sound doctrine and the Church,
the Protestants being agreed with us in this point. Luther and
Calvin have written books expressly to make good the right and
duty of the magistrate in this point. + Calvin reduced this to
practice against Servetus and Valentine Gentili.§ Melancthon
approved of this procedure by a letter he wrote to him on this
subject. || The discipline of our reformed likewise permits re
course to the secular arm in certain cases; and amongst the
articles of discipline of the Geneva Church,TT it appears that the
ninisters ought to inform the magistrate against the incorrigible,
vho despise spiritual penalties, and especially against those,
without distinction, who teach new doctrine. And even at this
+ Beza, p. 30a
f Pp. 312,319, 327.
J Luth. de Magist t iii
| Calvin, opusc. p. 592. Ibid. 600, 659.
j| Melan. Calvino inter Calv. Ep. p
163.
If Jur. Sj st. ii. chap. 22, 33. Lett Past, de la 1 Annee, 1, 2, 3.
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day, the author* that most bitterly of all the Calvmist w/iten
upbraids the Roman Church on this subject, with the cruelty ol
her doctr ine, subscribes to it ia the main, inasmuch as he per
mits the exercise of the power of the sword in matt 3rs of religion
and conscience ; a thing which in truth cannot be called in
question without enervating, and, as it were, maiming the power
of the legislature ; so that there cannot be a more dangerous
illusion, than to set down sufferance as a characteristic of the
true Church; nor do I know amongst Christians any but Sociuians and Anabaptists that oppose this doctrine. In a word,
the right is certain, but moderation is not less necessary.
57.— Calvin's

Death.

Calvin died at the beginning of these troubles. It is a weakness
to look for something extraordinary in the death of such m e n ;
God does not always exhibit such examples. Since he permits
heresies for the trial of his elect, we ought not to wonder that,
to complete this trial, he suffers the spirit of seduction, with all
the fine appearances wherewith it decks itself out, to predominate
m thein even to the end ; and without further informing myself
about Calvin's life and death, it is enough that he kindled a
flame in his country which the effusion of so much blood could
not extinguish, and is gone to appear before God's judgmentseat without the least remorse for so great a crime.
58.—JSfcw

Confession of Faith of the Helvetic

Churches.

His death made no alteration in the affairs of the party; but
the instability natural to new sects was always furnishing the
world with some new spectacle, and Confessions of Faith went
on at their usual rate. In Switzerland, the defenders of the
figurative sense, far from being satisfied with so many confes
sions of faith made in France and elsewhere, in exposition of
their doctrine, were not even .satisfied with those that were made
amongst themselves. We have seen that of Zuinglius in 1 5 3 C ,
we have seen another published at Basil in 1 5 3 2 , and another
of the same town in 1 5 3 6 ; another in 1 5 5 4 , agreed to with the
joint consent of the Swiss and those of* Geneva: all these con
fessions of faith, although ratified by divers nets, were not deemed
sufficient; and it was necessary to proceed to a fifth in 1 5 6 6 . |
59.—The frivolous reasons of the Ministers for this new Confession of Faith.

The ministers who published it were very sensible that these
alterations, in a thing of that importance, and which ought to be
so firm and simple as a Confession of Faith, discredited their
*?Iigion. For which reason, they set forth a preface, wherein
tney strive to ac ;ount for this last change ; and here is the whole
of their defence : viz., " Although many nations have already
* Hiat. du Papist 2. Recrim. ch. 2, etseq.
f Synu G«n. lat part, p, 1.
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published different c o n f e s s i o n s o f faith, and they theins; vea
have also done the same thing by public writings, nevertheless,

they also propose this" (reader, observe) "because those writings
may perchance have been forgotten, or be spread in divers
places, and explain the thing so much at large that all the world
have not time to read them."* Yet, it is visible that these two
first confessions of faith, which the Swiss had published, scarce
take up five leaves ; and another, which might be joined to
them, is much about the same length; whereas, this last men
tioned, which ought to be the shortest, has more than sixty.
And, allowing their other confessions of faith had been forgotten,
nothing was more easy than to publish them anew, were they
contented with them: so that there was no necessity for pub
lishing a fourth, but because they found themselves obliged to
it for a reason they durst not utter ; which was the variety of
new sentiments continually rising in their minds ; and as they
must not own their daily loading their confessions with such novel
fancies, they cloak their changes with such frivolous pretexts.
60.—Imputed Justice begins but then to be known amongst the Swiss.

We have seen that Zuinglius was an apostle and reformer
without so much as knowing what was that grace by which we
are Christians ; and he who saved even philosophers by virtue
of their morality, was an entire stranger to imputed justice. Ac
cordingly, nothing appeared of it in the Confessions of Faith o f
1 5 3 2 and 1 5 3 6 . f Grace was acknowledged there in such a
manner as Catholics might have approved, had it been less in
definite ; and nothing was so much as mentioned in them against
the merit of works. In the convention made with Calvin in
1 5 5 4 , it appears that Calvinism began to gain ground; and,
accordingly, imputed justice then shows itself; they had been
reformed nearly forty years without knowing this fundamental
article of the reformation. The thing was not thoroughly ex
plained till 1 5 6 6 , and it was by such a gradation that, from
Zuinglius's excesses, they passed insensibly to those of Calvin
61.—The merit of Good Works, how rejected.

In the chapter concerning good works, they speak of them in
the same sense that other Protestants do, as the necessary fruits
o f faith, and reject their merit, whereof, we have seen, not a
word was said in the precedent confessions. T o condemn them,
they here make use of a saying, often inculcated by St. Austin,
but they quote it incorrectly; for, whereas St. Austin says, and
.ncessantly repeats it, " That God crowns his own gifts, when
ne crowns our merits
they make him say, " He crowns in u s
+ Synt Gen. into" Pnefat. t Conf. 1532. Art. ix. Synt Gen,i, p. 63. .536
Art 2, 3. Ibid, p 72. Consens. Art iiL opuic. Cal. 751. Com. fid. c xf
Sjtit Gen. part i. p. 26.
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no; our merits, but his own gifts,"* The difference of these
two expressions is easily perceived, one of which joins the merits
with the gifts, and the other separates them. It seems, never
theless, as if they had a mind to insinuate, at the close, that they
condemned merit only as opposed to grace ; their conclusion
running thus : " We, therefore, condemn those who so defend
merit, as to deny grace." In reality, then, no error but that cf
the Pelagians is here condemned; for the merit, which we ad
mit, is so little contrary to grace, that it is the very gift and
fruit thereof.
62.—Faith appropriated to the Elect—Certainty
of Justice.

of

Salvation.—Inamissibility

In the tenth chapter, true faith is attributed to the predesti
nated alone, by these words : " Every man must hold it for
unquestionable, that, if he believes, and abides, in Jesus Christ,
he is predestinated." And a little farther on, " If we commu
nicate with Jesus Christ, and he belong to us, and we to him,
by true faith, this is to us a sufficiently clear and sure testimony
that we are written in the book of life."! Hence it is plain that
true faith, namely, justifying faith, appertains only to the elect;
that this faith and this justice can never be lost finally ; and that
emporary faith is not the true justifying faith. These same
words seem to conclude for the absolute certainty of predesti
nation ; for, although they make it depend on faith, it is a doc
trine received amongst the whole Protestant party, that a be*
liever, in saying, " I believe," feels in himself the true faith.
But herein they are insensible of the seduction of our self-love,
of the mixture of our passions, so strangely complicated, that our
own dispositions, and the true motives which actuate us, are
often what we, of all things, know with the least degree of cer
tainty; so that, in saying with that disconsolate father in the
gospel, " I believe,"J how greatly soever we may think our
selves moved, though we should cry out lamentably as he did,
and with a flood of tears; we ought, nevertheless, to subjoin,
with him, "Lord, help thou my unbelief;" and show by that
means, that saying " I believe," is rather an effort in us to pro
duce so great an act, than an absolute certainty of our having
produced it.
33.—Conversion

ill-explained.

How prolix soever be the discourse, which the Zuinglians
make on free-will, in the ninth chapter of their Confession,§ this
little is all that is material in it. Three states of man are well
distinguished : That of his first institution, wherein he had the
power of inclining to good, and declining from evil; that of his
all, when, • nable to do good, he yet is free to evil, because he
c
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embraces a voluntarily, a d by conseqjence with liberty, al
though God frequently prt vents the effect of his choice, ano
nindert. him from accomplishing his evil purposes; and that of
nis regeneration, when, reinstated by the Holy Ghost in the
power of voluntarily doing good, he is free, yet not fully, on
account of the infirmity of concupiscence remaining in him
acting, nevertheless, not passively ; these are their terms—odd
enough, I own—for what is it to act passively ? And how is
t possible such an idea should enter any man's head ? Howrvei, this manner of speech pleased our Zuinglians.
Acting
(they continue to speak of man regenerated,) not passively, but
actively in the choice of good, and in the operation by which ho
accomplishes it. How much was this short of a clear and full
explanation ? They ought to have joined to these three states,
that of man between corruption and regeneration, when, touched
with grace, he begins to bring forth the spirit of salvation amidst
the pangs of repentance. This state is not that of corruption,
in which he wills nought but evil, since he begins, in this state,
to will good; and if the Zuinglians would not consider it as a
state, it being rather a passage from one state to another, they
ought to explain, at least in some other place, that, in this pas
sage, and previously to regeneration, the effort man makes,
through grace, to convert himself, is not an evil. Our Reformed
are strangers to these necessary precisions: they ought also to
have explained whether, in this passage, when drawn towards
good by grace, we can resist it; and again, whether, in the state
of corruption, we do evil so of ourselves as not to be able even
to abstain from one evil rather than another; and lastly, whether
in the state of regeneration, working good, through grace, we
be so forcibly attracted to it, as not to have it then in our powei
to decline to evil. All these things were necessary to give a
right understanding of the operation and even notion of free
will, which these doctors leave confused by terms t^o indefinite
and equivocal.
;

64.—Monstrous Doctrine on Free-Will.

But what ends the chapter displays still better the perplexity
of their thoughts.
We doubt not," say they, that men re
generate, or not regenerate, have equally their free-will in com
mon actions ; because man, being not inferior to beasts, hath
that in common with them, to will certain th'ngs, reject others;
thus, he may speak or hold his tongue, go out of doors, or re
main within." Strange doctrine ! To make us free like beasts!
They have not a more elevated idea of man's liberty, having said
a little befcre, "that, by h»s fall, he is not altogether changed
'nto a log oi ston* ;"* which is as much as to say, he wants bu
* Cap. ix. pp. 12, 13.
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However that may be, the Swiss Zumghans aim no
higher ; nay, the Protestants of Germany grovel still lower
when tlie^ say, that in man's conversion, to wit, in the most
noble action he is capable of—in the action by which he unites
himself with his God,—he acts no more than a stone or log,
though he acts differently on other occasions.* How dost thou
debase thyself, Oh man, thus meanly accounting for thy free-will!
But, in fine, since man is not a log, and, in ordinary actions, his
free-will is made to consist in being able to do certain things, or
not to do them, it ought to be considered, that not finding in
ourselves a different manner of acting, in natural actions, from
what we do in others, this same liberty accompanies us through
out ; and that God knows how to preserve it, even when he
elevates us by his grace to actions supernatural—it being un
worthy of His Holy Spirit to make us act any more in these than
in others, like to beasts, or rather, like stocks and stones.
65.—Our Calvinists are more sparing in their explanations, and why*

It may perhaps seem strange, that we spoke nothing of any
of these matters in treating of the confession of the Calvinists
But the reason is, they themselves pass them all in silence, noi
think it worth their while to speak of the manner in which man
acts; as if it were a thing indifferent to man himself, or did not
appertain to faith to know, in point of liberty, together with one
of the most beautiful lineaments God has traced in man, to make
him in his own image, that very thing which renders us worthy
of blame or praise before God and man.
66.—The Supper without Substance, and the Presence only in virtue.

The article of the Supper still remains, in which the Swiss
will show themselves more sincere than ever. Those indeter
minate phrases, which we have seen them employ once only,
in 1536, by Bucer's advice, and in condescension to the Lu
therans, are no longer satisfactory to them. Even Calvin, their
very good friend, cannot bring them over to the proper substance,
nor the incomprehensible miracles, whereby the Holy Ghost,
notwithstanding the distance of place, makes us partakers of it.
They say, therefore, " that indeed we receive, not an imaginary
nourishment, but the proper body, the true body of our Lord
given for us, but interiorly, spiritually, by faith, the body and
blood of our Lord, but spiritually by the Holy Ghost, who gives
and applies to us the things which the body and blood af our
Lord have merited for us, namely, the forgiveness of sins, the
deliverance of our souls, and life eternal."j" This is, then, what
is celled the thing received in this sacrament. This thing rece 73d indeed, is the forgiveness of sins, and spiritual life; and
* Concord, p. 662, § 5. S. lib. viii. n. 48.

t Cap. xxi. p. 48.
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if the body and blood are also received, it is by their benefit and
effec*; or, as is afterwards subjoined, by their figure, by their
commemoration, and not by their substance. For-which reason,
after having said, " T h a t the body of our Lord is no where but
in heaven, where he ought to be adored, and not under the spe
cies of b r e a d / ' * in order to explain the manner in which he is
present, " H e is not," say they, absent from the Supper.
Though the sun be in heaven absent from us, he iB present to
us efficaciously, that is, present by his virtue. How much more
is J e s u s Christ present to us by his vivifying operation ?" Who
does not perceive that what is present to us only by its virtue,
has no need of communicating its proper substance ? These
two ideas are incompatible, nor has any man ever said seriously,
that he receives the proper substance of the sun and stars, un
der pretext that he receives their influences. Thus Zuinglians
and Calvinists, who, of all that have separated from Rome, boast
most of being united among themselves, nevertheless reform
each other in their several confessions of faith, and never could
agree in one common and simple explanation of their doctrine.
44

67.—Jfoth%7ig

particular in the Supper.

True it is, that of the Zuinglians leaves nothing peculiar to
the Supper. The body of J e s u s Christ is no more there than in
any other actions of a Christian.; and it was in vain that J e s u s
Christ said in the Supper only, with so much energy, This is
my b o d y ; " since with these powerful words he was able to work
nothing in it that is singular. This is the inevitable weak side
of the figurative sense, which the Zuinglians were well aware of,
and owned sincerely: " T h i s spiritual nourishment is taken,'
say they, out of the Supper ; and how often soever a person
believes, this believer hath already received and enjoyeth this
food of everlasting life ; but for the same reason, when he
receives the sacrament, that which he receiveth is not nothing
non nihil accipit."
What is our Lord's Supper reduced tot all
they can say for it is, that what you receive in it is next to
quite nothing. F o r , " proceed our Zuinglians, we continue
there to partake of the body and blood of our Lord." So the
Supper hath nothing singular in it.
Faith is stirred up, in
creases, is nourished with some spiritual food; for as long as
we live it receives a continual increase." It receives, therefore,
as much of all this out of the Supper as in the Supper, nor is
J e s u s Christ a whit more there than any where else. In this
manner, after saying that the particular thing received in the.
Supper is not a mere nothing, and in fact reducing it to so smal
& matter, they are not yet able to tell ur what is that little thej
m left in it. H e r e is a great vacuum T must o w n ; k wnn u
44
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order lo supply this emp tines3 that Calvin and the CalvinisU
invented thoir big swelling words. They thought to fill up this
frightful chasm by saying in their Catechism, that out of the
Supper, Jesus Christ is received in part only; whereas, in tho
Supper, he is received fully. But to what purpose promising
such great matters when you mean nothing by then* * I like
far better the sincerity of Zuinglius and the Swiss, who own the
scantiness of their Supper, than the false plenty of our Calvinists, sumptuous in nothing but in words.
68.—The Swiss the most sincere of all the defenders of the Figurative

Sense.

Thus much am I then obliged to say in behalf of the Zuingliaus, that their Confession of Faith is of all the most natural
and simple ; and this not only with reference to the Eucharistic
point, but in regard to all the others ; in a word, of all the
Protestant confessions of faith, that of 1566, with all its defects
speaks the most clearly what it means to speak.
f

Zuinglia7is in xohich the

69.—Remarkable Confession of the Polonian
are roughly handled.—1570.

i

Among the Polish separatists from the Church of Rome,
there were some that maintained the figurative sense, and these
had subscribed, in 1567, the confession of faith, which the Swiss
had drawn up the year before. They rested content with it for
three whole years; but in 1570, they thought it reasonable to
frame another in a synod held at Czenger, which is to be met
with in the collection of Geneva, in which they particularly
signalize themselves on the Supper-article.*
They condemn the reality, as well in respect to the delirium
of Catholics, who say the bread is changed into the body, as in
respect to the folly of the Lutherans, who place the body with
tne bread : they declare particularly against the latter, that the
reality, which they admit, cannot subsist without a change of sub
stance, such as happened in the waters of Egypt, in the wand
of Moses, and in the water at the nuptial feast of Cana ; thus
they clearly own that transubstantiation is necessary, even by
*he principles of the Lutherans. They hold them in such ablorrence, as to vouchsafe them no other appellation than that of
'eaters of human flesh," ascribing everywhere to them a "car
nal and bloody" manner of communicating, as if they ate raw
lesh.f
After condemning the Papists and the Lutherans they
<pp»k of others under error, whom they call Sacramentarians.
' We reject," say they, " the phrensy of those who believe that
he Supper is an empty sign of our absent Lord." By these
voids they aim at the Socinians, as introducers of an rmptj
upper, though unable to show that their own is better furn fhed
* Synod Czer. Synt. Conf! part i. p. 143. Cap. de CCBIU Dom. pt 153.
i Cap. de Sacramentariis, p. 165.
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nothir»g at all being to be found in either of them with respect to
the body and the blood, but signs, commemoration, and virtue.*
To place some difference betwixt the Zuinglian and Socinian
Supper, they say in the tirst place, that the Supper is not the sole
memorial of Jesus Christ absent, and make an express chaptei
concerning the presence of Jesus Christ in this mystery. But
endeavoring to expound it, they confound themselves with terms
that are not of any language, words so uncouth and barbarous,
as not to be translated. Jesus Christ, say they, is present in
the supper both as God and man: as God,
render these words who c a n : by his Jehoval divinity, that is, in
common speech, by his divinity properly so called, and expressed
by the incommunicable name, " As the vine in its branches, and
the head in its members." AH this is true, but nothing to the
Supper, where the question relates to the body and blood. They
proceed, therefore, to say, that Jesus Christ is present as man
in four ways. " In the first place," say they, "by his union with
the word, inasmuch as he s united to the word who is every
where. Secondly, he is present in his promise by the word and
by faith, communicating himself to his elect as the vine com
municates itself to its branches, and the head to its members,
though distant from it. Thirdly, he is present by his sacramental
institution, and the infusion of his holy spirit. Fourthly, by his
office of dispenser, or by his intercession for his elect." They
add, " he is not present carnally, nor locally, it being requisite
he should be no where corporally till the day of universal judg
ment, except in heaven."*}"

enter, pr&sen

70.—Ubiquity taught by the Polish Zuinglians.

The three last of these four ways of presence are well enough
known amongst the defenders of the figurative sense. But will
they be able to make us comprehend the first, agreeably to their
sentiments 1 have they ever taught, as the Poles of their com
munion do, that " Jesus Christ is present as man, in the Supper,
by his union with the word, because the word is every where
present V This is the reasoning of Ubiquitarians, who attribute
to Jesus Christ an omnipresence as to place, even according to
his human nature ; but this extravagance of the Ubiquitarians is
no where maintained but amongst the Lutherans. The Zuin
glians and Calvinists reject it equally with the Catholics. Yet
this notion is borrowed by the Polish Zuinglians, who, not fully
satisfied with the Zuinglian confession which they had sub*
scribed, append to it this new dogma.
9

71.—Their agreement with the Lutherans and Vaudois.

They did more, and that very year united themselves with the
*C^d«Sr«amm0atarii8 p.li3 154. Cap. dePnM.inCcemLp.i56,
f
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Lutherans, whom they had but just condemned as gross anc
carnal men, as men who taught a cruel and bloody communion.
They sued for their communion, and those eaters of human flesh
>eeame their brethren. T h e Vaudois entered into this agreenent, and all, assembled together at Sendomir, subscribed what
aad been defined concerning the Supper-article in the confession
of faith called Saxonic.
But for the better understanding of this triple union betwixt
the Zuinglians, Lutherans, and Vaudois, it will be necessary to
know who these Vaudois were, who then appeared in Poland.
It may not be amiss to know moreover what were the Vaudois
in general, they being at last turned Calvinists ; and many
Protestants doing them so much honor as to assert even that
the Church, persecuted by the Pope, preserved her succession
in this society—so gross and manifest a delusion, that I must
9trive once for all to cure them of it.

BOOK

XI.

k S H O R T H I S T O R Y OF T H E ALBIGENSES, T H E VAUDOIS,
T H E WICKLIFFITES, A N D HUSSITES.
A brief Summary,—A short history of the Albigenscs and Vaudois.—That
they are two different Sects.—The Albigenscs arc complete Manicheans.
—Their origin explained.—The Paulicians an; a branch of the .Manicheans
in Armenia, whence they pass info Bulgaria, thenee into Italy and Gcrman}\ where they are calhd Oathati; and into Fiance, where they took
the name of Albi^ense?.—Their prodigious errors, and their hypocrisy,are
discovered by all contemporary authors.—The illusions of Protestants en
deavoring to excuse them.—The testimony of St. Bernard, who is wrong'•"ally accused of credulity.—The origin of the Vaudois.—The ministers in
vain make them the disciples of Berengarius.—They believed Transubstandation.—The seven Sacraments acknowledged by them.—Confession and
sr.rrarnental Absolution.—Their error, a kind of Donatism.—They make
the Sacraments depend on the holiness of their Ministers, and allow the
administration of them to pious laymen.—Origin of the Sect called the
Brethren of Bohemia.—That they are not Vaudois, which origin they con
temn ; nor the disciples of John Huss, though they boast of it.—Theii
deputies sent over all the world to seek for Christians of their belief, with
out being able to find any.—WicklifPs impious doctrine.—John Huss, who
glories in being his disciple, abandons him in regard of the Eucharist —
The disciples of John Huss divided into Taboritcs and Calixtius,—The
confusion of all these Sects.—The Protestants can draw from thence no
advantage for *he establishment of their Mission, and succession of their
Doctrine.—The agreement of the Lutherans, of the Bohemians, 2nd the
Zuinglians in Poland.—The divisions and reconciliations of sectaries make
equally agaiust them.
3.— What is the succession of

Protestants.

I T IS incredible what pains our reformed have been at, in ordci
9 find themselves predecessors im all foregoing ages. Whilst
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in the fourth age, of all the most illustrious, none could be found
out Vigilantius aloi e, that opposed the honor paid to saints and
the veneration of their relics, he is looked on by Protestants as
the person who preserved the Depositum, nam sly, the succes
sion of apostolic doctrine, and is preferred to St. Jerome, who
has the whole Church on his side. For the same reason, too.
Aerius ought to be considered as the only one whom God en
lightened in the same century, for he alone rejected the sacri
fice wmch every where else, in the East as well as the West,
<vas offered for th«* relief of the dead. But, unluckily, he was
an Arian; and tney were asnamed to count amongst the wit
nesses of the truth, a man that denied the Divinity of the Sor
of God. But I am amazed they stuck at that. Claude of Turk
was an Arian, and the disciple of Felix of Urgel, that is, a Nes*
torian besides.* But because he broke Images, he rinds place
amongst the forefathers of the Protestants. It matters not how
far soever the rest of the Iconoclasts, as well as he, have out
stretched this point, even to say, that God forbade the arts of
painting and sculpture ; it is sufficient that they taxed the rest
of Christians with idolatry, to be enrolled amongst the firstrate
witnesses of the truth. Berengarius impugned nothing but the
Real Presence, leaving all the rest as he found it; but the re
jecting of one only tenet was sufficient to make him a Calvinist,
and a doctor of the true Church. Wickliff will be of that num
ber, notwithstanding all the impieties we shall see he taught;
though even by asserting that kings, lords, magistrates, priests,
pastors, are no longer such from their falling into mortal sin, he
has equally subverted all order in the Church and state, and
filled both with tumult and sedition. John Huss followed this
doctrine, and, what is more, said Mass to the end of his life
and adored the Eucharist; yet for standing up against the
Church of Rome in other points, he must be placed by our re
formed in the calendar of their martyrs. In a word, provided
they have muttered against any one point of our tenets, espe
cially inveighed against the Pope, in other respects, be they what
they will, and of what opinion soever, they stand on the list of
Protestant ancestry, and are deemed worthy to keep up the sue
cession of that Church.
2.—The Vaudois mid .llbigenses a weak support to Calvinists.

But of all the predecessors the Protestants have made choice
of« the most welcome to them, at least to the Calvinists, are the
Vaudois and Albigenses. What can be their aim in this? It
were but a weak support. T o mak B their antiquity rise some
ages higher, (for the Vaudois, alio wing them all they desire, and
Peter de Bruis with his disciple Henry, reach no further than
* Jon. Aur. prsf. com, Claud. Taur.
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the eleventh age,) and there to stop short unable to show on«
before them, is being forced to stand much beneath the time oi
the Apostles; it is calling for help from men as weak and as
much put to it as themselves ; who, alike with them, are chal
lenged to show their predecessors ; who, no more than they, are
ib!e to produce them; who, by consequence, are guilty of the
same crime of innovation they are accused of; so that naming
them in this cause, is naming accomplices of the same crime,
not witnesses that may lawfully depose in their defence.
3.— Why the Calvinisis lay a stress on thenu

Nevertheless, this support, such as it is, is eagerly embraced
by our Calvinists, and the reason is this. The Vaudois and
Albigcnses, it seems, formed churches separated from Rome,
which Bcreugarius and Wickliff never did. Making them there
fore their ancestors, is giving themselves, in some manner, a
series of church succession. A s the origin of these churches,
no less than the faith they made profession of, was as yet some
what obscure at the time of the pretended Reformation, the
people were made believe that they were of a very ancient date,
and sprung from the first ages of Christianity.
4.—Ridiculous pretensions of the Vaudois and of Beza.

I wonder not that Leger, one of the Vaudois Barbes (for so
they called their pastors) and their most celebrated historian,
has given into this error, for he was unquestionably the most
bold and ignorant of all mankind. But there is reason to wondei
.hat it was embraced by Beza, and that he has written in his
Ecclesiastical History, not only that the Vaudois, time imme
morial, had opposed the abuses of the Church of Rome,* but
also, in the year 1 5 4 1 , entered on record, by a public and au
thentic act, the doctrine taught them as from father to son down
from the year 1 2 0 after Christ's nativity, as their ancient preoeo*:?3ors always had informed t h e m . |
5.—False origin boasted of by the Vaudois.

Here is certainly a fine tradition, had it but the least proof to
countenance it. But, unfortunately, Waldo's first disciples did
not trace it up so high ; and the remotest antiquity they chal
lenged was of withdrawing from the Church of Rome at the
time when, under Pope Sylvester I, she accepted the temporal
domains that Constantiue, the first Christian Emperor, endowed
her with. This is so frivolous a cause of rupture, and the pre
tension witha! so ridiculous, as not to deserve refuting. A man
must have lost his wits to persuade himself that, ever since S t
Sylvester's time, that is about the year 3 2 0 , the-o was a sect
unongst Christians which the Fathers new n o t i n g of. Wc
+ L. L jx 36.

j Ibid. 39.
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have in the councils held in the communion of the Roman
Church, anathemas pronounced against an infinity of different
sects; we have the catalogues of heresies drawn by St. Epiphanius, by St. Austin, and several other church authors. The
most obscure and the least followed sects, those which appeared
in a corner of the world, as that of certain women called Collyridians, who were to be met with only in some part of Arabia,
that of the Tertullianists or Abeliaiu, who were only in Car
thage, or in some villages near Hippo, and many others equally
obscure, did not escape their knowledge.* The zeal of pastors
that labored to bring back the strayed sheep, discovered all to
save all; none but these separatists on account of ecclesiastical
revenues were unknown to every body. These men, more tem
perate than an Athanasius, a Basil, an Ambrose, and all the
other doctors, more wise than all the councils, who, without re
jecting goods given to the Church, were contented with making
rules for their just administration ; so well, I say, did these men
play their part, as never to have been heard of by them. The
assurance to assert this, was certainly the height of impudence
m the first Vaudois; but, with Beza, to trace back this sect,
unknown to all ages, up to the year of our Lord 120, is giving
himself ancestors and church succession by too glaring an im
position.
6.—The design of this Eleventh Book, and what is to be shown therein.

The Reformed, disgusted at their novelty, which they were
continually upbraided with, stood in need of this weak support.
But, in order to derive some advantage from it, it was also requi
site to set other artifices on foot; it was requisite to conceal
carefully the true state of these Albigenses and Vaudois. Of
two quite different sects they made but one; and this, lest th*.
Reformed should discover amongst their ancestors a too manifest
contrariety. But, above all, their abominable doctrine was kept
a secret; no notice taken that these Albigenses were complete
Manicheans, no less than Peter de Bruis and Henry his disciple ;
not a word that these Vaudois had separated from the Church
upon grounds equally detested by the new Reformation, and by
the Church of Rome. The same dissimulation was used in
regard of the Polish Vaudois, who were but m -ninally such ; and
the people kept ignorant that their doctrine wis neither that of
the ancient Vaudois, nor that of the Calvinists, nor that of the
Lutherans, The history I am going to furnish of these thref
sects, although epitomized, will be nevertheless supported wit!
such pregnant proofs as to make the Calvinists ashamed of the
tncestors whom they have self zted for themselves.
* Ettrpk h«r. 79. Aug. haei\ 86, 37. TeitulL
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T H E H I S T O R Y OF T H E N E W M A N I C H E A N S , C A L L E D T H E
H E R E T I C S OF T O U L O U S E A N D A L B Y .
7.—EiTors of the Manichcans

i

progenitors of the

Albigenses.

In order to understand what follows, you must not be wholly
ignorant what these Manicheans were. Their whole theology
turned on the question of the origin of evil; they beheld it in the
world, and were for discovering its principle. It could not he
God, because he is infinitely good. It was therefore necessary,
said they, to acknowledge another principle, which, being evil
by its nature, might be the cause and origin of evil. Here then
is the foundation of the error: two first principles, one of good,
the other of evil; enemies by consequence, and of a contrary
nature ; which having fought and mixed in the strife, one diffused
good on the world, the other evil; one light, the other darkness ;
and so on—for it is needless to relate here all the impious ex
travagances of this abominable sect. It sprung from Paganism,
and its princip es may be seen even in Plato. It reigned amongst
the Persians. Plutarch has acquainted us with the names they
gave to the good and evil cause. Manes, a Persian, strove to
introduce this prodigy into the Christian religion in Aurelian's
reign, viz. towards the end of the third century. Marcion had
begun some years before ; and his sect, divided into many
branches, had prepared the way for the impieties and reveries
Manes grafted on it.
8.—Consequences of the false Principle

of the

Manicheans.

Now the consequences which these heretics drew from this
doctrine were no less absurd than impious. T h e Old Testament,
with all its severity, was but a fable, or at best, but the product
of the evil principle ; the mystery of the incarnation an illusion;
and the flesh of J e s u s Christ a phantom : for flesh being the
work of the evil principle, J e s u s Christ, the son of the good God,
could not, in truth, have vested himself with it. As our bodies
came from the bad principle, and our souls from the good, or
rather were the very substance of it, it was not lawful to beget
children, nor unite the substance of the good principle with that
of the bad ; so that marriage, or rather the generation of children,
was prohibited. T h e flesh of animals, and every thing proceed
ing from it, as white meats, was the work of the evil cause ; the
same of wine : all these were impure by nature, and the use of
them criminal. Here then are manifestly those men seduced by
devils, of whom St. Paul speaks, that were " In latter t i m e s . . . .
to forbid to marry," and command " to abstain from meat*," &u
unclean, " w h i c h God hath created."*
* I Tira.lv. ],a
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9.— The Manicheans endeavored to justify themselves by the usages of tht
Church.

These wretches, who sought only to deceive the world by
ippearances, endeavored to justify themselves by the example
>f the Catholic Church, wherein the number of those that for>ore marriage, from the profession of continence, was very grea*
ind abstinence from certain meats was either practised always
is by many Anchorets after Daniel's example, or at particular
times, as in Lent. But. the holy fdthers replied, that there was
i great difference between those that condemned the procreation
)f children, as the Manicheans did expressly, and those that
^referred continence to it with St. Paul and Jesus Christ him
self, and judged it unlawful for them to look back, ifter making
profession of so perfect a state of life.* Besides, it was a differ
3nt thing to abstain from certain meats, either to signify some
nystery, as in the Old Testament, or to mortify the senses, as
was still continued in the new; a different thing to condemn
chem with the Manicheans, as impure, as evil, as the work, not
of God, but of the bad principle. And the fathers observed, thai
die apostle expressly impugned this latter sense, which was that
of the Manicheans, by these words: every creature of God is
good. And, again, by these : nothing is to be refused of all
God has created; from thence concluding, that there was no
wonder the Holy Ghost had wanned the faithful so long before,
by the mouth of St. Paul, against so great an abomination.
10.—Three other Characteristics of the Manicheans.—First,
Seduction.

the Spirit of

Such were the principal points of the Manichean doctrine.
But this sect had, besides, two remarkable characteristics; one,
that in the midst of these impious absurdities, which the devil
had inspired them with, they yet mixed something in their dis
courses of so specious a nature, so prodigiously seducing, that
St. Austin himself, so great a genius, was ensnared thereby, and
remained amongst them nine whole years, a great zealot of this
sect.f It was observed, likewise, that this was one of those
heresies which it is most difficult to be reclaimed from; for, to
impose upon the vulgar, it had juggling and unaccountable
delusions, so far even as to be taxed with sorcery; in a word,
none of the implements of seduction were wanting to it.
11.—Second Characteristic,

Hypocrisy.

The second characteristic of the Manicheans is, their knowing
how to conceal what was most detestable in their sect, with so
profound an artifice, that not only strangers, but oven those of
* A ue. I. xxx. cont. Faust. Man. c. 3, 4, 5, 6. Dan. 1, 8, 12. 1 Cor. vii.
26, 3*2, 34, £o. Matt. xix. 12. Luke ix. 62. 1 Tim. iv. 4.
f L. ii. cont. Faus. Man. c. 19; et 1. iv. Conf. c. L Theod L L bmr. Jfch
e. ult, de Munich. Ibid.
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the profession, passed a long time amongst them in ignore. x*e
thereof. For beneath the colorable pretext o f chastity they hid
impurities not t o be named, and which made part o f their very
mysteries. Amongst them were several degrees. Those whom
they called auditors, knew not the bottom of their s e c t ; and
their elect, namely, those that were let into the whole mystery,
carefully kept close from their probationers the abominable
secret, till they had been prepared for it by several gradations.
They made a show o f abstinence and the exterior o f a life n o t
wily good, hut mortified; and one part o f the seduction was,
the arriving as it were by stages to that which was believed the
more perfect, because hidden.
12.—Third Characteristic:

Mixing with the Catholics in the Churches, and
concealing themselves.

For the third characteristic of these heretics, we may further
observe i n them a surprising dexterity in mixing with the faithul, and concealing themselves under the appearance o f the same
)rofession ; for this dissimulation was one o f the artifices they
employed to inveigle men into their sentiments.* They were
* e e n promiscuously with others i n the churches; there they
•eceived the communion; and although they never received the
)lood o f our Lord, as well because they detested wine used in
sonsecration, as also because they d i d not believe Jesus Christ
l a d true blood, the liberty allowed i n the Church o f partaking
>f one or both kinds, was the cause that, f o r a long time, the
lerpetual affectation of their rejecting that of w i n e , passed u n jerceived. At length, St. Leo discovered them by this mark:
•>ut their cunning to elude the notice o f the Catholics, however
/igilant, was s o great, that they still concealed themselves, and
scarce were discovered under the pontificate o f St. Gelasius.
\t that time, therefore, i n order to render them wholly dis
tinguishable to the people, it was necessary to proceed to an
3Xpress prohibition o f communicating otherwise than under both
K i n d s ; and to show that this prohibition was not founded on
h e necessity o f always taking them conjointly, St. Gelasiust
grounds it i n formal terms o n this ground, because those who
refused the sacred wine d i d it through a certain superstition;
an evident proof, that, were it not for this superstition, which
'•ejected one of the parts o f this mystery as evil, the usage i n its
nature had b e e n free and indifferent, even i n solemn assemblies.
Protestants that believed this word, superstition, was not strong
enough to express the abominable practices o f t h e Manicheans
d i d not reflect that this word, i n the Latin tongue, signifies all
else religion ; but that it i s particularly v ppropriuled to the ftlani
* Leo i. Serin 45. Clui est iv oV Climdr. c.
* fi'olas.'n Dee.CIrut.<Wonf. distinct.2.0. Comp'-rimua. Yvo. Micro'.kc
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ehean sect, on account of their abstinences and superstitious
abservarices: the books of St. Austin proves this sufficiently.*
13.—The Paulicians or Manicheans of Armenia.

This so hidden a sect, so abominable, so full of seduction, of
superstition, and hypocrisy, notwithstanding imperial laws which
condemned its followers to death, yet maintained and diffused
itself. The Emperor Anastasius, and the Empress Theodora
wife to Justinian, had given it countenance. The followers
thereof are to be seen under the children of Heraclius, that is
in the seventh age, in Armenia, a province bordering on Persia,
the birthplace of this detestable superstition, and formerly sub
ject to the empire. They were there settled,! or confirmed by
one named Paul, from whom the name of Paulicians was given
them in the East, by one named Constantine, and, finally, by
one named Sergius. They arrived to such great power in that
country, either by the weakness of the government, or the pro
tection of the Saracens, or even by the favor of the Emperor
Nicephoras, much wedded to this sect, that at length, being per
secuted by the Empress Theodora, the wife of Basil, they
were able to build cities, and take up arms against their sove
reigns. J
14.—History of the Paulicians, by Peter of Sicily, addressed to the Archbishop
of

Bulgaria.

These wars were long and bloody under the reign of Basil
the Macedonian, to wit, at the close of the ninth century. Peter
of Sicily§ was sent by this Emperor to Tibrica in Armenia,
which Cedrenus calls Tephrica, a stronghold of these heretics,
to treat about the exchange of prisoners. During this time, he
became thoroughly acquainted with the Paulicians, and dedi
cated a book concerning their errors to the Archbishop of Bul
garia, for reasons hereafter specified. Yossius acknowledges
we are much obliged to Raderus for giving us, in Greek and
Latin, so particular and so excellent a history. || There, Peter
)f SicilylT paints out to us these heretics in their proper char
acters, their principles, the contempt they had for the Old Tes
tament, their prodigious address in concealing themselves when
they pleased, and the other marks already mentioned. But he
notices two or three which must not be forgotten, viz., their
particular aversion to the Images of Christ crucified,** a natural
consequence of their error, forasmuch as they rejected the pas
sion and death of the Son of God ; their contempt of the Holy
Virgin, whom they did not account the mother of Jesus Chris*
* De Morib. Ecc. Cath. c. 34. De morib. Manich. c. 18. Cent. Ep. fundam, c 15.
f Cedr. t i. p. 432.
1 Ibid, t H. p. 480. Ibid. p. 541.
§ Pet Sic. H i s t de Manich. Cedr. Ib. 541, & c
H Voss. de Hist Gnec
I P e t S i c Ib. Prarf. & c
** Ibid.
VOL. ii.
6*
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since they denied his human flesh; and, above all, their abhor
rence of he Eucharist*
15.—The conformity of the Paxdicians with the Manicheans,
refuted.

whom St.

Austin

Cedrenus,f who has taken the greatest part of what he writes
of the Paulicians from this historian, instances, after him, these
three characteristics, namely, their aversion to the Cross, to the
blessed Virgin, and the holy Eucharist. The same sentiments
had the Manicheans of old. We learn from S t Austin,J that
their Eucharist was different from ours, and something so ex
ecrable as not to be thought on, much less written. But the
new Manicheans had also received, from the ancient, another
doctrine, we are to observe. So long since as St. Austin's time,
Faustus, the Manichean, upbraided the Catholics with their idol
atry in the honor they paid the holy martyrs, and in the sacri
fices they offered on their relics.§ St. Austin pointed out to them
that this worship had nothing common with that of the heathens,
because it was not the worship of Latria, or of subjection and
perfect servitude ; and if they offered to God the holy oblation
of the body and blood of Jesus Christ, at the tombs and on the
relics of the martyrs, they were far from offering to them this
sacrifice, but hoped only " T o excite themselves thereby to the
imitation of their virtues, to be brought into partnership with their
merits ; and, lastly, to be assisted by their prayers." So clear
an answer did not prevent the new Manicheans from continuing
the calumnies of their forefathers. Peter of Sicily || acquaints
us, that a Manichean woman seduced an ignorant layman called
Sergius, by telling him, Catholics honored the saints as divinities,
and for that reason laymen were hindered from reading the Holy
Scripture, lest they should discover a number of the like errors
t6.—The design of the Paulicians on the Bulgarians;
instruction to hinder the effect.

and Peter of Sicily's

It was by such calumnies as these the Manicheans seduced
flf. ignoran*. A great desire of enlarging their sect was always
remarkea amongst them. Peter of Sicily IT discovered, whilst
ambassador at Tibrica, that it was resolved* in the council of the
Paulicians, to send preachers of their sect into Bulgaria, in order
to seduce those new converts. Thrace, bordering on this prov
ince, had been infected with this heresy long before. So there
was but too much reason to fear the worst for the Bulgarians,
should the Paulicians, the most cunning of the Manichean sect,
Attempt to seduce them; and it was this which induced Peter
of Sicily to inscribe the above-mentioned book to their archA u

* P e t Sic. Ib. Praef. &c.
f Cecrr. t. ii. p. 434.
{ S - h*r
46, &c. Lib. xx. Cont Fa-s. c. 4.
§ ibid, a 21, et seq. Ibid. c. 18
| Peter S i c ibid.
H Peter Sic, initio lib.
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bishop, t o s e c u r e t h e m a g a i n s t s u c h d a n g e r o u s h e r e t i c s .
In
spite o f all his p a i n s , it is certain the M a n i c h e a n h e r e s y took
d e e p r o o t in B u l g a r i a , a n d t h e n c e s o o n after spread itself over
the o t h e r parts o f E u r o p e ; w h e n c e c a m e , as w e shall s e e , th«
n a m e o f B u l g a r i a n s , g i v e n a s the followers o f this h e r e s y .
17.—The Manicheans begin to appear in the West stfter the year of our Lord
one thousand.
A t h o u s a n d y e a r s h a d e l a p s e d s i n c e the birth o f J e s u s Christ,
and the p r o d i g i o u s r e l a x a t i o n o f discipline threatened the W e s t 
e r n C h u r c h with s o m e extraordinary disaster.
B e s i d e s , it w a s
n o t u n l i k e l y the dreadful time w h e n S a t a n w a s to be let l o o s e ,
foretold in the R e v e l a t i o n s , * after a thousand y e a r s , w h i c h m a y
d e n o t e a t h o u s a n d y e a r s after the strong-armed, to wit, the v i c 
torious S a t a n , w a s bound b y J e s u s Christ at his c o m i n g into the
w o r l d . | H o w s o e v e r that m a y b e , in this time and in 1 0 1 7 , during
K i n g R o b e r t ' s r e i g n , h e r e t i c s w e r e d i s c o v e r e d at Orleans, o f
s u c h a doctrine, a s l o n g before had b e e n unheard o f a m o n g s t
the L a t i n s . J
18.—Manicheans that come from Italy discovered at Orleans in the time of
King Robert
A n Italian w o m a n brought into F r a n c e this abominable h e r e s y
T w o C a n o n s o f O r l e a n s , ^ o n e c a l l e d S t e p h e n or H e r i b e r t ; the
other L i s o i u s , both m e n o f reputation, w e r e the first i n v e i g l e d .
T h e r e w a s great difficulty in d i s c o v e r i n g their s e c r e t .
B u t at
l e n g t h a p e r s o n , n a m e d Arifaste, s u s p e c t i n g what it m i g h t b e ,
h a v i n g insinuated h i m s e l f into their familiarity, t h e s e heretics
and their f o l l o w e r s c o n f e s s e d , after a great deal o f p a i n s , that
t h e y d e n i e d the h u m a n flesh o f J e s u s C h r i s t ; that t h e y did not
b e l i e v e r e m i s s i o n o f s i n s w a s g i v e n in b a p t i s m ; nor that the
bread and w i n e c o u l d b e c h a n g e d into the b o d y and b l o o d o f
J e s u s Christ. I t w a s d i s c o v e r e d , t h e y had a particular E - i c h a riat, b y t h e m c a l l e d the c e l e s t i a l food. It w a s c r u e l and abomi
n a b l e , and w h o l l y s u i t a b l e to the M a n i c h e a n g e n i u s , although
not found a m o n g s t t h o s e o f old. B u t b e s i d e s what w a s s e e n at
O r l e a n s , G u y o f N o g e n t j ] a l s o t a k e s n o t i c e o f it in other c o u n 
tries ; nor i s it t o b e w o n d e r e d at that n e w prodigies are to b e
m e t with in s o c l o s e a s e c t , whether invented b y t h e m , or but
n e w l y brought to light.
19.—Sequel.
t

H e r e are the g e n e r a l characteristics o f M a n i c h e i s m .
We
h a v e s e e n t h e s e h e r e t i c s reject the incarnation. A ? for baptism,
S t . AustinlF s a y s e x p r e s s l y , the M a n i c h e a n s did n< t g i v e it, and
b e l i e v e d it u s e l e s s . P e t e r o f S i c i l y , * * and after hiir C e d r e n u e , f j
* Rev. xx. 2,3,7. f Matt xii. 29. Luke xi. 21, 22. J I eta Cone. - jrei
Bpicil. t i i Cone. Lab. t ix. Glab. lib. iii. c. 8.
§ Glab iMd. Acta. Cone
Aurel. || De vita sua. lib. iii. c. 16.
IT De tmv. in her. M&n.
** Petar,
S i c ib.
ffCedr. t i. p. 434.
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tell us the same of the Paulicians; altogether they show us tha
Jie Mann-beans had a diiferent Eucharist from ours. What was
said by the heretics of Orleans, that we ought not to beg th«
saints' assistance, was also cf the same stamp, and sprung, at
is seen above, from the ancient source of this sect.
W.—Sequel.

They said nothing openly of the two principles, but spoke will
contempt of the creation, and the books which record it, meaning
the Old Testament; and confessed, at the very time of thei
execution, that they had entertained evil sentiments concerning
the Lord of the universe.* The reader will remember, that fawas judged the evil principle by the Manicheans. They wer
to the stake with joy, in hopes of a miraculous delivery, s
strangely were they possessed with the spirit of seduction. No^
this was the first instance of the like punishment. It is knowi
the Roman laws condemned the Manicheans to death; the hoi
King Robert judged them worthy of the flames.*f
21.—The same Heresy in Gascony and at Toulouse.

At the same time, the same heresy is discovered in Aqunam
and Toulouse, as appears by the history of Ademarus,J of Chs
banes, monk of the Abbey of St. Cibard, in Angouleme, conten
porary with these heretics. An ancient writer of the histoi
of Aquitaine, published by the celebrated Peter Pithou,§ ii
forms us that they were discovered in this province, wherec
Perigord made part," Manicheans, that rejected baptism, tl,
sign of the holy cross, the church, and the Redeemer himself
denying his incarnation and passion, and the honor due to saintlawful marriage, and the use of meat." And the same authi
shows us they were of the same sect with the heretics of O
leans, whose error came from Italy.
22.—The Manicheans of Italy called Cathari, and why.

In effect, we see the Manicheans had settled in vhat countn
They were called Cathari, as much as to say, pure. Former)
other heretics had assumed that name, the Novatians, in tb
persuasion that their life was more pure than that of others, c
account of the severity of their discipline. But the Manichean?
elated with their continency and abstinence from flesh, whic
they believed unclean, accounted themselves not only Cathar
or pure, but also, as St. Austin|| relates, Catharists, nameb
purifiers, by reason of that part of the divine substance, whic
was mixed with the herbs ind pulse together with the contra*
substance, from which, in .ating them, they separated and pui

E

* Cedr. t. i. p. 434.
] Cond. de haer. 1. 52.
J Bib. nov. l'Abb. 1 1
p. 176, 180.
§ Frag. Hist. Aquit. editaaPet o Pith. Bar. t xL An. 101
Dtt haer. in hrer. Man.
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fied this divine substance. These, I own, are monsttous opin
ions : and it were hardly to be believed, that men could have
been so strangely infatuated, had not experience taught us thai
God sets, to man's proud mind, examples of the blindness he
may fall into, when abandoned to himself. This, then, is the
true original of the heretics of France, sprung from the Cathari
of Italy.
23.—Origin of the Manicheans of Toulouse and Italy.—Proof that they came
from Bulgaria.

Vignier, whom our reformed have accounted the restorer of
history in the last age, speaks of this heresy, and the discovery
thereof made in the Council of Orleans, whose date he places
by mistake, in 1022, and observes, that "In this year many
people were taken and burnt, for the crime of heresy, in the
presence of king Robert; for it is written," continues he, " that
they spoke ill of God and the Sacraments, to wit, of baptism
and the body and blood of Jesus Christ, as likewise of mar
riage ;" nor would eat meats that had blood and fat, reputing
them unclean.* H e reports, also, that the chief of these here
tics was called Stephen, whereof he cites Glaber as a witness,
with the chronicle of St. Cibard ; " according to whose testi
mony," proceeds he, " many other followers of the same heresy,
called Manicheans, were executed elsewhere, as at Toulouse
and in Italy." N o matter though this author was mistaken in
the date, and some other circumstances of his history; he had
not seen the acts, which have been recovered since that time.
It is enough that this heresy of Orleans, which had Stephen for
one of its authors, on the enormities of which king Robert took
vengeance, and whose history Giaber hath reported, be acknowl
edged for Manichean by Vignier; that he held it for the source
of that heresy which afterwards was punished at Toulouse, and
that all this impiety, as we are going to see, was derived from
Bulgaria.
24.—The same Origin proved by an ancient Author quoted by Vignier—
(addition to the Second Part)

An ancient author, cited in the additions of the same Yignier,
leave - no room to doubt of it. The passage of this author,
which Yignier transcribes entire in Latin, imports, " that as
soon as the heresy of the Bulgarians began to spread itself in
Lombardy, they had for Bishop a certain man called Mark, who
had received his ordination from Bulgaria, and under whom
•vere the Lombards, the Tuscans, and those of Mark Ancona;
but that another Pope, named Nicetas, came from Constanti
nople into Lombardy, who impeached the ordination of Bui gat
ria; and that Mark had received his from Drungaria."|
* Bib Hist. 2 p. in the year 1022, p. 678.

f Bib. H i s t p. 133
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25.—Sequel of the same Passage.

What couitry he meant by Drungaria I have no n^ed to ex
amine. Renier, thoroughly acquainted, as we shall see, with
all these heresies, tells us of the Manichean churches of D u granicia and Bulgaria, whence come all the rest of the sect
both in Italy and France ;* which perfectly well agrees, as is
plain, with Vignier's author.f In this same ancient author of
Vignier, we see that this heresy, brought from beyond sea, to
wit, from Bulgaria, thence spread itself through other provinces,
where afterwards it was in great vogue, into Languedoc, T o u 
louse, and especially into Gascony ; whence the name of Albigenses, as, for the like reason, that of Bulgares, was conferred
on the sect, on account of its origin. I shall not repeat what
VignierJ observes, how the name Bulgare was turned to its
present signification in our language. T h e word is too infa
mous, but its derivation certain ; nor is it less certain that the
Albigenses were called by this name in token of the place they
came from, namely from Bulgaria.
26.—Council of Tours and Toulouse against the Manicheans of this last city.

There needs no more to convict these heretics of Manicheism.
But, in process of time, the evil grew more apparent, principally
in Languedoc and Toulouse, for this city was like the metrop
olis of the sect, " whence the heresy, extending itself," as speaks
the Canon of Alexander I I I , in the Council of Tours, " l i k e a
cancer, into the neighboring countries, infected Gascony and
the other provinces."§ As the source of the evil, as I may say,
there took its rise, there also the remedy was first applied. T h e
Pope, Callixtus I I , held a Council at Toulouse,|| where were
condemned the heretics that " rejected the sacrament of our
Lord's body and blood, infant baptism, the priesthood, and all
ecclesiastical orders, with lawful marriage." T h e same canon
was repeated in the general Council of LateranlT under Innocent
II. T h e character of Manicheism is here seen in the condem
nation of marriage. And again, in rejecting the sacrament of
the Eucharist; for it ought to be particularly observed, that the
canon imports, not that these heretics had some error respecting
the sacrament, but that they rejected it, as we have seen the
Manicheans did likewise.
27.—Their conformity with the Manicheans known by St. Austin.—The
Heresy in Germany.

same

As for the priesthood and all ecclesiastical orders, the total
subversion of the hierarchy introduced by the Manicheans, and
the contempt they had of all church subordination, may be seen
* Ren. cont Wald. c. 6. t. iv.
t Bihl. PP. part ii. p. 759.
t Vignier, ib. § Cone. Tur. ii. c. 3. || Cone Tol. An. 1119. Can. 3.
1! Cone. Later, ii. A u 1139. Can. 93.
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in Su Augustm and other authors.* In respect ot infant bap*
tism, w: shall observe hereafter, that the new Manicheans im
pugned it with particular industry; and although they rejected
baptism in general, what struck men with surprise was chiefly
the refusal thoy made of this sacrament to children, whilst the
Church in general showed so much eagerness to confer it on
them. Therefore, the sensible characteristics, whereby this
Toulousian, afterwards called Albigensian heresy, made itself
known, were specified in this canon of Toulouse and Lateran,
The bottom of the error lay more deeply concealed. But the
more this cursed offspring from Bulgaria diffused itself in the
West, their Manichean tenets became the more palpable. They
penetrated into the heart of Germany, and the Emperor Henry
IV there discovered them at Goslar, a city of Suabia, towards
the middle of the eleventh century, surprised whence could pro
ceed this Manichean progeny, j" These here were known by
their abstaining " from the flesh of animals of what kind soever,
and believing their use prohibited." The error soon spread in
Germany on all sides; and in the twelfth century, many of
these heretics were met with near about Cologne. The name
of Cathari made the sect known, and Ecbert, a contemporary
author and able divine, shows us, in these Cathari near Cologne,
all the Manichean characters ; J the same detestation of flesh
and marriage; the same contempt of baptism; the same ab
horrence of communion; the same repugnance to believe the
truth of the Son of God's incarnation and passion: in short,
other similar marks which it is needless to repeat
28.—Sequel ofEcberVs Sentiments concerning the Manicheans of Germany.

But as heresies change, or in time show themselves plainer,
so, many new tenets and usages are perceptible in this. For
instance, in explaining to us amongst the rest, the contempt the
Manicheans had of baptism, Ecbert informs us, that although
they rejected the baptism of water, they gave, with lighted
torches, a certain baptism of fire, the ceremony of which he
sets forth. § They were firmly opposed to infant baptism, which
I notice once more, it being one of the distinguishing marks of
these new Manicheans. || They had likewise another not less
remarkable; their maintaining that the sacraments lost their
virtue by the bad life of those that administered them. Where
fore, they exaggeiated the corruption of the clergy, in order to
make it appear the t we had no longer any sacraments amongst
u s ; and this is one of the reasons for which we have seen they
* Aug. de haer. in haer. Man. Ecb. Senn. i. Bib. PP. t iv. part ii. p. 81
Ren. cont Wald. c. 6.
f Herm, cont ad An. 1052. Par. To. xi. ad eund
An. Centuriat in Cent xi. c 5. sub fin. J Ecb. Serm. xii. adv. Cath. t
<v. Bih PP. partii.
§ Serm. i. viii. vi.
jj S e n t . viL Serm. iv toe.
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were accused of rejecting all ecclesiastical orders, together with
the priesthood.
29.—It is discovered that they held two first Principles.

The belief of these new heretics, as to the two principles, was
not as yet fully brought to light. For although men were very
sensible this was the foundation of their rejecting the union oi
both sexes, and whatever proceeded from it in all animals, at
flesh, eggs, and white meats, yet, as far as I can find, Ecbert i>
the first that objects this error to them in express terms. Nay
he says, " he had most certainly discovered," that their private
motive ft abstaining from flesh was, " Because the devil wasthe creator of it."* You see how difficult it was to dive to th<
bottom of their doctrine; yet it appeared sufficiently by it*
consequences.
30.—Variations of these Heretics,

We learn from this same author,f that these heretics showec
themselves, at times, more moderate in regard to marriage
One called Hartuvinus allowed a youth amongst them to marry
a maiden, but required they should be both virgins, and not pro
ceed beyond the first child ; which I take notice of, in order t<
show the oddities of a sect contradictory to itself, and oftei
forced to act counter to its own principles.
31.—Their industry to conceal themselves.

But the most certain mark by which to know tnese heretics
was the pains they took to conceal themselves, not only by re
ceiving the sacraments with us, but also by answering like m
when urged regarding their faith. This was the spirit of th«
sect from its beginning, and we have before taken notice of it
ever since the time of St. Austin and St. Leo. Peter of Sicily,]
and after him Cedrcnus, show us the same character in the
Paulicians. They did not only deny in general that they wen
Manicheans, but also, when interrogated in particular concern
ing each tenet of their faith, they feigned themselves Catholics
betraying their sentiments by manifest lies, or at least disguising
tnem by equivocations worse than lies, because more artful am
more fraught with hypocrisy. § For example, when spoken t<
concerning the water of baptism, they received it, understanding
by the water of baptism, the doctrine of our Lord, whereby soul*
are purified. All they say abounded with the like allegories
and men took them for orthodox, unless from long custom the;
nad learned to see through their equivocations.
32.—Their equivocations when interrogated about faith,

Ecbert informs us of one which it was impossible to guess ai
* Ecb. Serm. v". y. 99.
t Serm. v. p. 94.
tPetr. Sic. inij lib. de Hist. Man.
$ Ibid. Cedr. t i. p. 434.
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It was known hat they rejected the Eucharist; and when, t<
sound them ov so important an article, they were asked whethe
they made the body of our Lord ? they answered readily, The}
made it. undeistanding that their own body, which they mad<
in some wise by their food, was the body of Jesus Christ, b*
reason that, according to St. Paul, they were the members oi
it.* By these artifices they appeared, outwardly, good Catho
lies. But, what is yet more unaccountable, one of their tenet*
was, that the Gospel forbade swearing for whatsoever cause
nevertheless, when examined concerning their religion, they be
lieved it lawful not only to lie, but to forswear themselves; am
had learned from the ancient Priscillianists, another branch oi
the Manicheans known in Spain, this verse, cited by St. Austin
" Jura, perjitra, secretum prodere noli : Swear true or false, a
long as thou betrayest not the secret of the sect."J For whicl
reason Ecbert styled them obscure men, men that did not preac)
but whispered in the ear, who lurked in corners, and mutterei
rather in private than explained their doctrine. § This was on<
of the sect's allurements; there was something of a charm ii
this impenetrable secret observed amongst them; and as tht
wise man said, " Those waters you drink by stealth are th<
pleasantest."|| St. Bernard, who was well acquainted with thes<
heretics, as we shall soon see, remarks in them this particula
character, that whereas other heretics, urged on by the spirit oi
pride, sought only to make themselves known; these on th*
contrary, strove only to conceal themselves—others aimed a
victory; but these, more mischievous, sought only to annoy
lurking silently in the grass, that they might instil their poisor
the more securely as the bite was less expected. IT The thing
was, their error, once discovered, was already half vanquished
by its own absurdity; wherefore they betook themselves to tht
ignorant, to mechanics, to silly women, to peasants, and recom
mended nothing so much to them as this mysterious secret.
33.—Enervin consults St. Bernard about the Manicheans near Cologne.

Enervin, who served God in a church near Cologne, at the
Lme these new Manicheans, whom Ecbert speaks o£ were dis
covered there, gives in the main the same account of them as
this author; and not finding in the Church a greater doctor to
whom he could address himself for their conviction than the
great St. Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux, he wrote him that fine
letter which the learned Francis Mabillon has given us in his
Analects.** Therein, besides the dogmas of these heretics,
* Ecb. Serm. i. ii. f Bern, in Cant. Serin. Ixv. J De haer. in har. Prised,
Bcb. Serm. ii. Bern. Ib. iniL lib. id. Serm. i. ri. vii, &c. § Ibid. || Prov. W.
17. S e m . Ixv. in Cantic
If Ibid. Ecb. init. lib. &c Bern. Serin. Ixv. Ixvi
Enei /in, Ep. d S. Bern. Anal. in. p. 452 ; Ibid. pp. 455, 4*6. 457
•OL. II.
A
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which it is needless to repeat, we see the particularities whic
occasioned their discovery; we see the distinction between " th
Auditors and the Elect," a certain character of Manicheisr
specified by St. Austin ; we there see that they had their Pop*
a truth which afterwards became more manifest; and in fin*
that they boasted, " their doctrine had a continued successio
down to us, but hidden ever since the time of the martvrs, an
after that in Greece, and in some other countries ; which is vei
true, since it came from Marcion and Manes, heresiarchs of tl
third century. and thereby it is apparent in whose shop w*.
first vended this method of maintaining the Church's perpetuity
by a hidden series, and doctors scattered here and there withoi
any manifest and legitimate succession.
34.—These Heretics interrogated

before all the people.

But, lest it should be said the doctrine of these heretics wa
perchance, calumniated for want of being well understood,
appears, as well by Enervin's letter as by Ecbert's sermons
that the examination of these heretics was made in public ; ar
that it was one of their bishops, with a companion of his, wl
defended their doctrine to their utmost, in the presence of tl
archbishop, the whole clergy, and all the people.
35.—The tenets of these Heretics refuted by St. Bernard, who was well at
quainted with them at Toulouse.

St. Bernard, whom the pious Enervin excited to confute thes
heretics, then composed the two fine sermons on the Canticle*
in which he so vigorously impugned the heretics of his time
They carry so manifest a relation to Enerviu's letter, that it i
plain this gave occasion to them; but it is no less plain by S«
Bernard's firm and positive way of speaking, that he had als*
Other informations, and knew more of the matter than Enervi*
himself. And, indeed, it was now above twenty years sine*
Peter de Bruis and his disciple Henry had secretly spread thei
errors n Dauphiny, in Provence, and especially in the neigb
borhood of Toulouse. St. Bernard took a journey into tha
country expressly to root up this bad seed, and the miracles h«
there wrought in confirmation of the Catholic truth are mor*
conspicuous than the sun. But the material point to be ob
served is, that he spared no pains to inform himself fully cor
cerning a heresy he was going to oppose; and after frequen
conferences with the disciples of these heretics, he could not r>*
ignorant of their doctrine. Now he distinctly instances, togeth*with their condemnation of infant baptism,f the invocation r>
saints, the oblations for the dead," that of the use of marriage
m d of all that proceeded," far or n e a r , from the union of bo<
44

44

44

* Fneran, Ep, ad S. Barn. Anal. iii. p. 453. Rcb. Serrn. L
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sexes, as flesh and white meats."* H e taxes tLnn likewise
with not i dmitting the Old Testament, and their receiving the
Gospel only. Another, also, of their errors remarked by St.
Bernard wa&,| that a sinner ceased to be a bishop, and that the
popes, the archbishops, the bishops, and priests, were neither
capable of giving nor receiving the sacraments, by reason they
were sinners. But what he most insists on, is their hypocrisy,
not only in the deceitful appearance of their austere and peni
tential life, but also in the custom they constantly observed of
receiving the sacraments with us, and professing our doctrine
publicly, which they inveighed against in secret.]; St. Bernard
shows their piety was all dissimulation. In appearance they
blamed commerce with women, and nevertheless were all seen
to pass days and nights apart with them. The profession they
made of abhorring the sex, seemed to warrant their not abusing
it. They believed all oaths forbidden, yet, examined concerning
their faith, did not stick at perjury; such oddness and incon
stancy is there in extravagant minds !§ From all these things
St. Bernard concluded this was " the mystery of iniquity" fore
told by St. Paul, || so much the more to be feared in proportion
as it was more hidden; and that these were they whom the
Holy Ghost made known to the same apostle, as giving heed
to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils, speaking lies in hy
pocrisy, having their conscience seared with a hot iron, forbid
ding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats which
God has created."1T All the characters agree too clearly with
them to need insisting on. Behold here the fine ancestors whom
the Calvinists have selected for themselves!
44

36.—Peter de Bruis and Henry.

T o say that these heretics of Toulouse, of whom St. Bernard
speaks, are not the same with those vulgarly called Albigenses
were too gross a fallacy. The ministers are agreed that Peter
de Bruis and Henry are two chiefs of this sect, and that Peter
the venerable Abbot of Cluny, their contemporary, of whom we
shall soon speak, attacked the Albigenses under the name of
Petrobusians."** If the chiefs are convicted of Manicheism,
the disciples have not degenerated from this doctrine, and these
bad trees may be judged of by their fruit; for although it be
certain, from St. Bernard's letters, and from the authors then
living, that he converted many of these Toulo isian heretics, the
disciples of Peter de Bruis and Henry, yet the race was not
extinguished, which the more private it kept itself the more
proselytes it gained.ft They were called "the good men"
44

* Serm. lxv.
f Serm. Ixvi. J Serm. ixv. § Ibid.
|| 2 Thess. ii 7.
IT Serm. Ixvi. 1 Tim. iv. 1,2, 3.
*+ La Roq. Hist, de I'Euch.. pp.
4K, 153.
+1 Ep. 241, ad Tol. Vit. S. Bern. lib. m. c &
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from their apparent meekness and simplicity ; but their doctrine
became manifest in an interrogatory many of them underwent
at Lombez, a little town near Alby, in a council held there
in 1176.*
37.—The Council of Lombez.—Famous

examination of these

Heretics.

Gaucelin, Bishop of Lodeve, equally well acquainted with
their cirtifiees and with sound doctrine, was there commissioned
to examine them concerning their faith. They shuffle in many
articles ; they lie in others ; but own in express terms, that
" They reject the Old Testament; that they believe the conse
cration of the body and blood of Jesus Christ, equally good
whether made by laymen or clergy, if good men ; that all swear
ing is unlawful; and that bishops and priests, devoid of the
qualities prescribed by St. Paul, are neither bishops nor priests."
They never could be brought, whatever was said, to approve of
marriage, nor infant baptism; and the obstinate refusal to ac
knowledge such certain truths, was taken for a confession of
their error. They were condemned also from the Scripture
as men that refused to confess their faith ; and, on all the points
proposed, were hard pressed by Ponce, Archbishop of Narbonne,
by Arnold, Bishop of Nismes, by the abbots, and especially by
Gaucelin, Bishop of Lodeve, whom Gerald, Bishop of Alby,
there present, and ordinary of Lombez, before the place was
erected into a bishopric, had vested with his authority. I do
not think there can be seen, in any council, cither a more regu
lar procedure, or Scripture better employed, or a dispute more
precise and convincing. Let men come and tell us after this,
that what is said of the Albigenses is all mere calumny.
38.—History of the same Council by a contemporary

Author.

An historian of those times recites at length this council, and
gives a faithful abridgment of more ample acts which have been
since recovered.\ l i e begins his account thus : " There were
heretics in the province of Toulouse, who would have them
selves be called good men, and were maintained by the soldiers
of Lombez. Those said, they neither received the law of Moses,
nor the Prophets, nor the Psalms, nor the Old Testament, nor
the Doctors of the New, except the Gospels, St. Paul's Epis
tles, the seven canonical Epistles, the Acts, and Revelations."
Setting all the rest aside, here is enough to make our Protes
tants blush for the errors of their ancestors.
39.—Why these Heretics are called Arians.

But in order to raise a suspicion of some calumny in the pro*
reodings against them, they observe, they were not called Man*
* Act. Ocme. I.uinh. t. x. Cone. Lab. An. 1176.
t Roger. Hoved. in Annul. An«L
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cheans but A r i a n 3 ; yet the Manicheans were never accused of
Arianism; a mistake, say they, which Baronius himself has
owned.* What a feint this is, to cavil about the title men give
a heresy, when they see it specified, not to mention other marks,
by that of rejecting the Old Testament! But we must also show
these contentious spirits, what reason there was to accuse the
Manicheans of Ananism. It was because, as Peter of Sicily
expressly tells us, " They professed the Trinity in words, but
denied it in their hearts, and turned the mystery into impertinent
allegories. f
,?

tO. - The sentiments of the Manicheans concerning the Trinity, from St. Austin.

This is likewise what St. Austin fully informs us of. Faustus,
bishop of the Manicheans, had written: We confess undei
three names one only and the same Divinity of God the Father
Almighty, of Jesus Christ his Son, and of the Holy Ghost."J
But then he further adds, " that the Father dwelt in the prin
cipal and sovereign light called by St. Paul inaccessible. As
for the Son, he resided in the second light, which is visible;
and being twofold, according to the Apostle who speaks of the
power and wisdom of Jesus Christ, his power resided in the sun,
and his wisdom in the moon ; and finally, in regard of the Holy
Ghost, his habitation was in our ambient air."§ This is what
Fastus said: whereby St. Austin convicts him of separating
the Son from the Father even by corporeal spaces; nay, of
separating him from himself, and of separating the Holy Ghost
from them both ; to situate them also, as did Faustus, in places
so unequal, was placing between the divine persons a too mani
fest inequality. Such were these allegories fraught with igno
rance, by which Peter of Sicily convicted the Manicheans of
denying the Trinity. Such an explanation as this was far from
a confession of it; but, as St. Austin says, was squaring the
belief of the Trinity by tho iule of his own conceits." An au
thor of the twelfth century, contemporary with St. Bernard,||
acquaints us that these heretics declined saying, Gloria Patri;"
and Renier states it expressly that the Cathari or Albigenses did
not believe that the Trinity was one only God, but believed that
the Father was greater than the Son and the Holy Ghost. IT N o
wonder then that the Catholics have sometimes ranked the Mani
cheans with those that denied the blessed Trinity, and, on this
consideration, given them the name of Arians.
44

44

44

41.—Manicheans at Soissons.—The

Testimony of Guy

ofNogent.

T o return to the Manicheism of these heretics : Guy o f N o 
gent,** a celebrated author of the twelfth age, and more ancien
* La Roq. ib. Bar. t. xii. An. 1176. p. 674.
J Fuust op. Aug. lib. xx. cent.
§ Ibid, c 7.
J Ren. cont Wald. c. 6, t. iv. Bib. PP. p. 759.
VOL. I I .
6*

j Pet. Sic. ibid
|| Hewb. Mon. Kp. AnnaL hi
* + Do vita BU&, lib. iii. c. 16.
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than St. Bernard, shows us heretics near Soisscns that made a
phantom of the incarnation; that rejected infant baptism ; that
held in abhorrence the mystery wrought at the Altar ; yet took
the sacraments with u s ; that pejected all manner of flesh, and
whatsoever proceeds from the union of both sexes. They made
after the example of those heret'cs above seen at Orleans, a
Eucharist and sacrifice not fit to be described ; and, to show
themselves completely like the other Manicheans, " they con
cealed themselves like them, and mixed clandestinely amongst
us," confessing and swearing any thing, to save themselves from
punishment,*
4%.— Testimony of Radulphus Aniens concerning the Heretics of the

Agenois.

Let us add to these witnesses Radulphus Ardens, a renowned
author of the eleventh nge, in the description he gives us of the
heretics of the Agenois, who boast of ieading the life of the
Apostles; who say, they do not lie, they do not swear; who
condemn the use of flesh and marriage; who reject the Old
Testament, and receive a part only of the N e w ; and, what is
more terrible, admit two Creators ; who say, the Sacrament of
the Altar is nothing but mere bread ; who despise baptism and
the resurrection of bodies."f Are not these Manicheans in their
proper colors? Now we descry no other characteristics in them
than in those of Toulouse and Alby, whose sect, we have seen,
extended itself into Gascony and the adjacent provinces. Ager
also had its particular doctors : but, be that as it will, the sanu
spirit is discernible every where, and all is of the same stamp.
44

43.—The same Heretics in

England.

Thirty of these heretics of Gascony took shelter in England
in the year 1 1 6 0 . They were called Poplicans or Publicans.
But let us see what was their doctrine from Gulielmus N e o bridgensis, an historian near to those times, whose testimony
Spelman, a Protestant author, has inserted in the second volume
of his English Councils/}; " These heretics," snys he, " were
brought before, the council held at Oxford. Girard, the only
person of any learning, answered well as to the substance of
the heavenly physician : but proceeding to the remedies he had
left us, they spoke very ill, abhorring baptism, the Eucharist anc
marriage, and despising Catholic unity." Protestants put in the
catalogue of their ancestors these Gascoign heretics, for speak
ing ill (in the sentiment of the English nation, then believing
the Real Preser.ee) of the Kucharistic sacrament.§ But they
ought to have, considered, that these Poplicans stand accused,
not of denying the Real Presence, but of abhorring the Kucha-'
* De vita sua, lib. iii. v. 1(1. f Ho; I ul. Ar<l. Serin, in Oom. viii. post Trin. t ii
I (iul. IWs\ H i t , A ii;. lib. ii. r. J.>. (Umv. Oxon, t. ii. Cone. Ann. Ccnc
Lab. t. x. An U(iU
J La Ko»j. J ii.st. di: 1'Kuv.h. c. xviii. p, 460.
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rist, no less than uaptism and marriage,—three visible charac
teristics of Manicheism: nor do I hold these heretics wholly
justified as to the other pomfs, under pretext that they did no(
answer amiss ; for we have seen too much of the wiles of these
people ; and at best they wa~dd not the less be Manicheans foi
mitigating some tew errors of this sect.
44.—That the Poplicans,

or Publicans,

are

Manicheans.

Even the name of Publicans or Poplicans was a name of the
Manicheans, as is manifestly seen from the testimony of William
le Breton. This author, in the life of Philip Augustus, dedicated
to his eldest son Lewis, speaking of these heretics, vulgarly
called Poplicans, says, that they rejected marriage ; accounted
it a crime to eat flesh ; and had other superstitions specified by
St. Paul in a few words : viz., in the first to Timothy."*
44

45.—The ministers make the Vaudois Manicheans, in making them

Poplicans.

Our Reformed nevertheless think they do an honor to the
disciples of Waldo by ranking them amongst the Poplicans.
There needed no more to condemn the Vaudois. But I shall
take no advantage from this mistake : I shall leave to the Vau
dois their particular heresies, it being enough for me here to
have shown the Poplicans convicted of Manicheism.f
46.—The Maniiheans

of

Ermengard.

I own, with the Protestants, that Ermengard's treatise ought
not to have been entitled, against the Vaudois," as it was by
Gretser, for he speaks in no respect concerning these heretics ;
but the fact is, in Gretser's time, the general name of Vaudois
was given to all sects separate from Rome ever since the eleventh
or twelfth century down to Luther's days : which was the rea
son that this author, publishing divers treatises against these
sects, gave them this common title, against the Vaudois." J
Yet he did not omit to preserve to each book the title he had
fjund in the manuscript. Now Ermengard or Ermengaud had
entitled his book thus : A treatise against these Heretics, who
say it is the devil and not God, that created the world and all
things visible."§ H e refutes in particular, chapter by chapter,
all the errors of these heretics, which are all those of Manicheism
so frequently noticed by us. || If they speak against the Eu
charist, they speak no less against baptism ; if they reject the
worship of saints, and our other doctrinal points, they do no less
reject the creation, the incarnation, the law of Moses, marriage
eating of flesh, and the resurrection ; so that to value themselves
on the author'ty of this sect, is placing their glory in infamy itself.
44

44

44

* Phil. lib. i. Duch. t. v. Hist. France, p. 102.
t La Roque, p. 455
t Aubert. La R.«»que.
§ Tom. x. Bib. PP. part. i. p. 1233.
;

jj Ibid. cap. xi. Ibj/.xii. Ibid. x ii. Ibid, ci, i. ii. hi. vii. Ibid.
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examination of the Authors who treat of the Manicheans and VaudoU
is procei led to.

I pass by many other witnesses which, after so many con
vincing proofs, are no longer necessary; but some there are
not to be omitted, for this reason, that they insensibly lead us to
the knowledge of the Vaudois.
48. —Proof from Alanus that the Heretics of Montpellier

are

Manicheans.

In the first place, T produce Alanus, a famous monk of the
Cistercian order, and one of the first authors that wrote againsl
the Vaudois. He dedicated a treatise against the heretics of
his time to the Count of Montpellier, his lord, and divided it
into two books. The first regards the heretics of his country.
T o them he ascribes the two principles, the denial of Jesus
Christ's incarnation, and attributing to him a fantastical body,
and all the other points of Manicheisrn, against the law of Moses,
against the Resurrection, against the use of Flesh, and Mar
riage ;* to which he adds some other things we had not as yet seen
in the Albigcnses; amongst others, the damnation of St. John
the Baptist, for having doubted of the coining of Jesus Christ,
for they took it for a doubt, in his holy precursor, what he caused
his disciples to say to our Saviour, " Art thou he that should
come!" a most extravagant notion, but very conformable to
what Faustus, the Manichean, writes, as St. Austin testifies.
The other authors who wrote against these new Manicheans,
unanimously lay the same error to their charge.
49.— The same author distinguishes

the Vaudois from the

Manicheans.

In the second part of his work, Alanus treats concerning the
Vaudois, and there makes a list of their errors, which we shall
see in due place ; it suffices to observe here, that there is noth
ing amongst them savoring of Manicheisrn, and that at first
sight, these two heresies are quite distinct.
50.—Peter of Vaucernay distinguishes very clearly these two sects, and shows
the Albigcnses are Manicheans.

That of Waldo was as yet a novelty. It took its rise at Lyons,
in the year 1 1 6 0 , and Alanus wrote in 1 2 0 2 , at the beginning of
the thirteenth century. A little after, and about the year 1 2 0 9 ,
Peter of Vauccrnay compiled his history of the Aihigenses,
where, treating on the different sects and heresies of his time,
he begins with the Manicheans, and specifies their several par
ties, wherein are always to be seen some characteristics of those
above observed in Manicheisrn, although in some strained higher,
and in others more tempered, according to (he fancy of these
heretics.f Be tha*. as if will, the whole is bottomed on Mam
* Alan. p. 31. Ma . xi. 3. Lib. v. cont. Faust, c. i. Ebrard. Anting
c. liii. t. vi. Bib. PP. !332. Ermeng. c. vi. ibid. 1339, &c\
f Hist. Albi. Pet. V.mx. Vul-Orn. cap. ii. t. v. Hist Franc. Dutheen
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cheism, and this is the peculiar characteristic of that heresy
which Vaucernay represents to us in the province of Narbonne,
namely, the heresy of the A.bigenses, whose history he under
takes
Nothing like this does he attribute to the other heretics
of whom he treats. " There were," says he, " other heretics
called Vaudois, from a certain Waldius of Lyons. These doubt
less were bad, but nothing in comparison with the first." Then
he observes, in a few words, four of their capital errors, and im
mediately after returns to his Albigenses. But these errors of
the Vaudois are far remote from Manicheism, as will soon ap
pear ; here, then, we have again the Albigenses and Vaudois,
two sects thoroughly distinct, and the last clear from any char
acter of Manicheism.
51.—Peter of Vaucernay in his plain way has well specified the
of the Manicheans.

characteristics

The Protestants will have it that Peter of Vaucernay spoke
of the Albigensian heresy without well knowing what he said, on
account of his charging them with blasphemies which are not to
be found even in the Manicheans. But who can answer for all
the secrets and new inventions of this abominable sect? What
Peter of Vaucernay makes them speak regarding the two Jesuses,
whereof one was born in the visible and terrestrial Bethlehem,
the other in the celestial and invisible, is much of a piece with
the other extravagances of the Manicheans. This invisible Beth
lehem does not ill suit with the supernatural Jerusalem, which
Peter of Sicily's Paulicians called the mother of God, whence
Jesus Christ proceeded.* Say what they will of the visible
Jesus, that he was not the true Christ, that he was accounted
evil by these heretics, I see nothing in all that more extravagant
than the other blasphemies of the Manicheans. We meet in
Renier with heretics holding something of the principles of the
Manicheans, and acknowledging a Christ, son of Joseph and
Mary, evil at first and a sinner, but afterwards turned good, and
the restorer of their sect.f Certain it is these Manichean her
etics were much addicted to change. Renier, one of their num
bs , distinguishes the new from the ancient opinions, and observes
m^ay novelties to have arisen amongs them in his time, and
since the year 1230.J Ignorance and extravagance seldom
hold long in the same state, and know no bounds in man. How
ever it be, if hatred conceived against the Albigenses made men
charge them with Manicheism, or, if you please, something worse
than hatred ; whence proceeds ihat care they took to excuse the
Vaudois, since it cannot be supposed they were better loved than
those, or less declared enemies to the Church of Rome? Yet
• Petr. S i c

f&

«mt. Wald. c. vi. t. iv. part ii. Bib. PP. p. 763.
I Ibid. 759.
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wc have already two authors very zealous for the Catholic doc
trine, and very averse to the Vaudois, who carefully distinguish
them from the Manichean Albigenses.
5*2.— Distinction of the two sects by Ebrard of Bcthune.
:

Here is also a third not less considerable. It is Ebrard,
native of Bcthune, whose book, entitled " Anti-heresy," was
composed against the heretics of Flanders.* These heretics
were called Piples or Piphles, in the language of that country.
A Protestant author docs not conjecture ill, imagining this word
Piphles to be a corruption from that of Poplicans; and thence
it may be known that these Flemish heretics, like the Poplicans,
were perfect Manicheans, nevertheless good Protestants, if we
believe the Calvinists, and worthy to be their ancestors. But
not to dwell on the other name, we need but give ear to Ebrard,
an author of that country, in his description of these heretics.
The. first characteristic which he gives them is, that they re
jected the Law, and the God that gave it; the rest is of the
same stamp, they not only despising marriage, but the use of
flesh meat, and the sacraments.t
53.—The Vaudois well distinguished from the

Manicheans.

After methodically digesting all he had to say against this
sect, he proceeds to speak against that of the Vaudois, which
he distinguishes, like the rest, from that of the new Manicheans ;
and this is the third witness we have to produce. J But here is
a fourth, of greater importance in this fact than all the rest.
54.—Testimony of Renter, who had been efthe sect of Manicheans, in Italy,
seventeen years.

It is Renier, of the order of Dominican friars, from whom we
have already cited some passages. H e wrote about the year
1 2 5 0 , or ' 5 4 , and the title he gave his book was, " De Haereticis,"
* of Heretics," as he testifies in his preface. H e styles himself
" Brother Renier, formerly an Heresiarch, and now a priest,"
on account of his having been seventeen years among the Cathari, as he twice acknowledges.§ This author is well known
among the Protestants, who never cease boasting the fine de
scription he has given of the manners of the Vaudois. H e is
the more to be credited on the occasion, as he tells us both good
and bad with so great sincerity. Now it cannot be alleged he
had not a competent knowledge of the several sects of his time.
He had been frequently present at the examination of heretics,
and there it was that the minutest differences were most nar
rowly scanned of so many obscure and cunning sects, where
with Christendom, at that time, was overrun. Many of them
+ Bib. PP. p. 1075. Pet. dc Val-cern. Ibia. c. ii. La Roq. p. 454.
t Ibid, <\ i. ii. iii. et sn<-. J Cup. 25.
§ Ren. cont Wal. t. iv. Bib. PP. pail
L p. 746. Pre/ Ibid. pp. 746, 756, 757. Ibid. c. vii. p. 765. Ibid. c. iii. p. 748,
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were converted, and disclosed all the mysteries of the sect,
which had been so carefully concealed. A thorough knowledge
of the distemper is half the cure. Over and above this, Reniei
applied his study to the reading of heretical books, as of that
great volume of John of Lyons,* a leading man amongst the
new Manicheans, and from thence extracted the articles of his
doctrine which he reports. N o wonder, then, this author has
given us a more exact account than any other, of the differences
in his contemporary sects*
55.—He distinguishes them very clearly from the Vaudois.—The Characteristics
of Jtfanicheism in the Cathari.

The first he instances in is that of the " poor men" of Lyons,
descended from Peter Waldo, all whose dogmas he sets down
even to the nicest minutiae. All therein is far remote from
Manicheisrn, as we shall see hereafter. Thence he proceeds
to the other sects of the Manichean race; and comes at length
to the Cathari, whose secrets he was entirely acquainted with ;f
for besides his having been, as already observed, seventeen years
amongst them, and thoroughly initiated in the sect, he had heard
their greatest doctors preach, and amongst others, one called
Nazarius, the most ancient of them all, who boasted of having
been formed, sixty years before, under the discipline of the two
chief pastors of the Bulgarian Church. However, observe this
oxtraction always from Bulgaria. It was from thence the Ca
thari of Italy, amongst whom Renier dwelt, derived their au
thority ; and as he had been conversant amongst them so many
'ears, it is not to be wondered that he has explained more
accurately, and more minutely, their errors, their sacraments,
their ceremonies, the different parties formed amongst them,
with the affinities as well as the diversities of one from the other.
In him, every where are to be seen very clearly the principles,
the impieties, and the whole spirit of Manicheisrn. The dis
tinction of the Elect and Auditors, a particular characteristic of
the sect, frequent in St. Austin and other authors, is found here
distinguished under another name. We learn from Renier, that
these heretics, besides the Cathari or Pure, the most consum
mate of the sect, had also another class which they called "their
Believers," made up of ail sorts of people. J These were not
admitted to all the mysteries ; and the same Renier relates that
the number of the perfect Cathari, in his time, when the sect
was weakened, " did not exceed four thousand in all Christen
dom;" but "that the believers were innumerable; a computation,"
says he, "which several times has been made amongst the m."§
* Ren. Ibid, c vi. pp. 762, 763.
j Ibid. c. v. p. 749, ct seq. Ibid.
pp. 7*3, 751, 755, 756.
% Ibid. p. 75C
j Ibid. p. 759.
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66.—A remarkable list of the Manichean Churches.—The Albigenses comprised
in %U—Ml of them descended from Bulgaria.

Amongst the Sacraments of these heretics, their imposition
of hands, in order to remit sins, is chiefly to be observed ; they
called it consolation; it served both instead of baptism and
penance. You .see it in tne above Council of Orleans, in
Ecbert, in Enervin, and in Ermeiigard. Renier gives the best
account of it, as an adept in the mysteries of the sect.* Bu
the most remarkable thing in Herder's book is the exact list of
the Churches of the Cathari, and his account of the state they
were in at his time. They counted sixteen in all, and amongst
the rest he reckons the Church of Franee, the Church of Tou
louse, the Church of Cahors, the Church of Alby, and-in fine,
the Church of Bulgaria, and the Church of Drunganicia
whence," says he, "sprung all the rest." This considered, I
see not how the Manicheism of the Albigenses can be called in
question, nor their descent from the Manicheans of Bulgaria.
The reader has but to call to mind the two orders of Bulgaria
and Drungaria, mentioned by Vignier's author, and which united
themselves in Lombardy. I repeat once more that there is no
necessity of searching what this Drungaria can be. These
obscure heretics often took their name from unknown places.
Renier tells us of Hungarians, a Manichean sect of his time,
whose name was taken from a village.t Who knows but this
word, Runcarians, was a corruption of Druncarians 1
We find in the same author, and elsewhere, so many different
names of these heretics, that it were labor lost to inquire into
their origin. Patarians, Poplicans, Toulousians, Albigenses,
Cathari, were, under different names, and often with some diver
sity in sect, Manicheans, all of Bulgarian descent; whence also
they took the name most in use among the vulgar.
w

57.—The same origin proved from Matthew Paris.—The Pope of the Albi
genses in Bulgaria.

Sc certain is this origin, that we find it acknowledged even
in vne thirteenth century. " At this time," says Matthew Paris,
(viz. in the year 1223,) "the Albigensian heretics made them
selves an Antipopc, called Bartholomew, in the confines of Bul
garia, Croatia, and Dalmatia."J H appears afterwards, that the
Albigenses went in crowds to consult him ; that he had a vicar
at Carcassonne and Toulouse, and despatched his Bishops far
and near; which comes up manifestly to what was said by
Enervin, that these heretics had their P o p e ; although the same
author informs us that all did not own him. And that no doubt
* T . ix. C o n e Ecb. Ren. c. xiv. t vi. Bib. PP. part i. p. 1254. Ibid. 759.
t Ren. c. xiv. pp. 753, 756.
J Mat Paris in Hem. Ill, An. 1283; p
%17. Ep Enerv. ad S. Bernard. Anal. Mabiil. iil IbiiL 1234. An. p. 395.
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might remain as to the error of the Albigenses, mentioned by
Matthew Paris; the same author assures us, " the Albigenses
of Spain," that took up arms in 1234, amongst many othei
errors, particularly denied the mystery of the incarnation."
58.—The great hypocrisy of these Heretics

fromEnervin

Notwithstanding such great impieties, the outward appearance
of these heretics was surprising. Enervin introduces them,
speaking in these terms :—" You, for your part," said they to
the Catholics, "join house to house, and field to field; the most
perfect amongst you, as the monks and canons regular, if they
possess no goods in pioperty, have them at least in common.
We, the poor of Jesus Christ, without repose, without settled
habitations, wander from town to town like sheep in the midst
of wolves, and suffer persecution like the martyrs and apostles."*
They boasted next of their abstinence, their fasts, the narrow
way they walked in, and called themselves the only followers
of the apostolic life, for that, contented with necessaries, they
had neither house, nor land, nor riches, " for this reason," said
they, "because Jesus Christ neither had, nor possessed the
like things, nor suffered his disciples to possess them."
59.—And from St. Bernard.—Conformity of their discourse with that of Faustus
the Manichean, in St. Austin.

According to St. Bernard, there was " nothing more Chris
tian in appearance" than their speech, nothing more blameless
than their manners. Therefore they calied themselves the Apos
tolic, and boasted of leading the lives of the apostles. Methinks,
I hear over again Faustus the Manichean, who, in St. Austin,
thus speaks to Catholics:—" You ask me whether I receive
the gospel 1 you see I do, inasmuch as I observe what the gos
pel prescribes: of you I ought to ask whether you receive it
since I see no mark of it in your lives. For my part, I have
forsaken father, mother, wife and children, gold, silver, meat,
drink, delights, pleasures; content with having what is suffi
cient for life from day to day. I am poor, I am peaceable, I
weep, I suffer hunger and thirst, I am persecuted for justice
sake, and do you question whether I receive the gospel]"*!* Af
ter this, must persecutions be still taken for a mark of the true
Church and true piety ? it is the language of Manicheans.
60.—Their hypocrisy confounded by St* Austin and St, Bernard.

But St. Austin and St. Bernard show them that their virtu*
was nothing but vain ostentation. T o carry the abstinence
from meats so far as to say that they are unclean and evil in
their natiira, and continence, even to the condemnation of mar*
riage, is, n the one hand, to attack the Creator, and on thn
• E n e m a , Anal. iii. p. 454.
VOL. Ik
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other, looking the reins to evil desires by leaving them absoutely without a remedy-* Never believe any good o f those
who run virtue to extremes; The depravation o f their minds
venting itself in such extravagance o f speech, introduces into
their lives disorders without end.
61.—The infamy of the Heretics and chiefly of the Patarians.

St. Austin informs us that these people, who debarred them
selves o f marriage, allowed liberty for every thing else. What,
according to their principles, they had a n abhorrence of, (I a m
ashamed to be forced to repeat it,) w a s properly conception;
whence it appears what an inlet w a s opened to the abominations
whereof the old and n e w Manicheans stand convicted. But, as
among the different sects o f these u e w Manicheans there were
degrees o f weakness, the most iniamous o f all w e r e those called
Patarians; which I the m o r e willingly take notice of, by reason
that our Reformed, who place them expressly amongst die V a u 
dois, glory in descending from thcm."f
62.—Doctrine of these Heretics, that the effect of the Sacraments depends mi the
sanctity of the Ministers.

Those that make the greatest ostentation o f their virtue and
the purity o f their lives, ffenerally speaking, are the most cor
rupt. It may have been observed how these impure Manicheans
prided themselves, at their beginning, and through the whole
progress o f the sect, in a virtue more severe than that o f others;
and with the view o f enhancing their o w n merit, said that the
sacraments and mysteries lost their efficacy in impure hands.
It is necessary to take good notice o f this pau o f their doctrine,
which w e have s e e n in Enervin, if St. Bernard, and in the
Council o f Lombez. "Wherefore R e n t e r repeats twice, that this
imposition o f hands, by them called Consolation, and wherein
they placed the remission o f sins, w a s unprofitable to th-5 re
ceiver, if the giver o f it w e r e in sir though hidden. J Then
manner o f accounting for this doctrine, according to Ermengard,
w a s because a person having lost th Holy Ghost, is n o iongei
empowered to give it; which w a s the very r e a B i n alleged by
he Donatists o f old.
63.—They condemn all Oaths and Putdsftmc-nt of Crimes.

It was moreover for show o f Sanctity and to raise themselves
above others, that they said, a Christian ought never to affirm
the truth by oath for what cause soever, not e v e n in a court of
judicature, and that it w a s unlawful to put any o n e to death
however criminal. The Vaudois, a s w e shall see, borrowed
* Bern. Serm. 66, in Cant,
t Aug. Ren. c. xvi. Ebrard. c. 26. T. iv. Bib. PP. parti, p. 1178. Ren. c
n. T. iv. Bib. PP. part ii. p. 753. La Roq. Hist de KEuc. part ii. c. 18. a 445
{ Ren. c. vi. Ibid. pp. 756, 759. Eim. c. xiv. de unp. Man. Bib. PP. p.' 11*4
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from them all these extravagant maxims and all this vain ex
terior of piety."*
Such were the Albigenses by the testimony of all their con*
temporary authors, not one excepted. The Protestants blush
for them ; and all they can answer is, that these excesses, these
errors, and all these disorders of the Albigenses, are the caljmnies of their enemies. But have they so much as one proof
for what they advance, or even one author of those times, and
for more than four hundred years after, to support them in it?
For our parts, we produce as many witnesses as have been au
thors in the whole universe who have treated of this sect. Those
that were educated in their principles have revealed to us their
abominable secrets after their conversion. We trace up the
damnable sect even to its source; we show whence it came,
which way it steered its course, all its characteristics, and its
whole pedigree branching from the Manichean root. They op
pose against us conjectures ; nay, what conjectures 1 We shall
take a view of them, for I mean to produce here those that carry
the best appearance.
65.—Examination of Peter de Britis's doctrine—the Minister's objection taken
from Peter of Cluny.

The greatest effort of our adversaries is in order to justify
Peter de Bruis and his disciple Henry. St. Bernard, say they,
accuses them of condemning meats and marriage* But Peter
the Venerable, Abbot of Cluny, who, much about that time, re
futed Peter de Bruis, speaks nothing of these errors, and ac
cuses him of five only : of denying infant baptism ; of condemn
ing hallowed churches; of breaking crosses, instead of venerating
them; of rejecting the Eucharist; of ridiculing oblations and
prayers for the dead.f St. Bernard avers that this heretic and
his followers " received only the Gospel." But Peter the Ven
erable, speaks doubtingly of it. " Fame," says he, " has pub
lished that you do not wholly believe either in Jesus Christ, or
the Prophets, or the Apostles; but reports, frequently deceitful,
are not to be lightly credited, there being some even that say,
you reject the whole Canon of the Scriptures, " j Whereupon
he adds : " 1 will not blame you for what is uncertain." Here
Protestants commend the prudence of Peter the Venerable, and
blame St. Bernard's credulity, as one too easily assenting to
confuted reports.
66.—Peter de Bntis's doctrine according to Peter of Cluny.

But, in the first place, to take only what the Abbot of Cluny
reproves as certain in this heretic, there is more than enough to
+ Bern. Serm. 66, in Cant. Ebrard. c. xiv. xv. Erm. c. xviii, xix. Bib.
PP. pp. 1134, 1136, 1260, 1261. t Tetr. Vcn. con. Pctrobr. \ Petr. Ven,
T. xxii. Bib. Max. p. 10-34. Sermon 65, in Cant. Petei Vcn. Ibid. p. 1037
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condemn him. Calvin* has numbered amongst, blasphemies
die doctrine condemning infant baptism. The denying it, with
Peter de Bruis and his disciple Henry, was refusing salvation
to the most innocent age of man; it was saying, that for so
many ages, during which scarce any were baptized but children,
there had been no baptism in the world, no sacrament, no church,
no Christians. It is what excited horror in the Abbot of Cluny.
The rest of Peter de Bruis's errors, refuted by this venerable
author, are not less insupportable. Let us give ear to what he
is reproached with in regard of the Eucharist by this holy abbot,
who hath just declared to us, that he will object nothing to him
but what is certain,
H e denies," says he, " that the body and
blood of Jesus Christ can be made by virtue of the divine word
and ministry of the priest, and avers, that all that is done at the
altar is unprofitable."f This is not only denying the truth of
the body and blood, but, like the Manicheans, rejecting abso
lutely the Eucharist. For which reason the holy abbot subjoins
a little after, " Were your heresy contained within the bounds of
that of Berengurius, who, in denying the truth of the body, did
not deny the sacrament or the appearance and figure of it, I
would refer you to the authors that have refuted him. But,"
proceeds he, a little after, " you add error to error, heresy to
heresy; and not only deny the truth of the flesh and blood of Jesus
Christ, but their sacrament, their figure, and their appearance,
and so leave God's people without a sacrifice."
41

67.—St. Bernard as circumspect as Peter of Cluny.

As for the errors of which this holy abbot does not speak, and
those he doubts of, it is easy to comprehend that the reason of
this was, their not being as yet sufficiently proved, nor aN the
secrets of a sect, which had so many windings and turnings,
thoroughly disclosed at the beginning. They came to light by
degrees; and Peter the Venerable, assures us himseif, that
Henry, the disciple of Bruis, had added a great deal to the five
chapters condemned in his master. J He had by him the writing
wherein all this heresiarch's new errors were collected from his
own mouth. But this holy abbot waited, before he refuted them,
for still further assurance. St. Bernard, who had beheld these
heretics at close view, knew more of them than Peter the
Venerable, who wrote only from report; nor did he know all,
and for that reason would not venture to call them complete
Manicheans ;§ for he was not less circumspect than Peter the
Venerable, to impute nothing to them but what was certain.
Accordingly observe how ho speaks of their impurities ; Men
say, they do shameful things in private." || Men say," implies,
44

41

* Opusc. conk servet f Bib. Mex. p. 107. J Ep. ad Episcop. Arclat. &G
AnU Epist contra Petrob. Bib. Max. p. 1091 § Sermon 66.
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be had not as yet a full assurance of them, for which reason he
durst not speak positively. Those who knew them, have spoken
of them; but this circumspection of St. Bernard shows us
clearly the certainty of that which he objects to them
68.—Answer to the objection regarding the credulity of St. Bernard.

But, say they, he was credulous, and Otho of Frisingen, an
author of the time, has reproached him with it. We must still
hear this conjecture, which Protestants lay so much stress on.
It is true, Otho of Frisingen finds St. Bernard too credulous,
because he caused the manifest errors of Gilbert of Poiree,
Bishop of Poictiers, to be condemned, whom his disciple Otho
endeavored to excuse. This reproach of Otho is then an ex
cuse, which a fond disciple draws up for his master. Let us
see, however, in what he makes the credulity of St. Bernard to
consist. " This abbot," said Otho, " both by the fervor of his
faith, and by his natural goodness, had a little too much cre
dulity ; so that the doctors, who trusted too much to human
reason, and to the wisdom of the age, became suspected by
him ; and if it was mentioned to him, that their doctrine was
not altogether conformable to the faith, he easily believed it."*
Was he wrong? Unquestionably not; and experience suf
ficiently shows that Peter Abelard, who became suspected by
dim in consequence of this; and Gilbert, who explained the
Trinity rather according to the topics of Aristotle than according
:o tradition and the rule of faith, strayed from the right path,
since their errors, condemned in the councils, are equally con
demned by Catholics and Protestants.
69.—St. Bernard imputes nothing, of which he is not certain, to Peter de Brute
and Henry, the seducers of the Toxdousians.

Let us not then here arraign the credulity of St. Bernard.
If he have represented to us Henry, the discipb: of Peter de
Bruis, and the seducer of the Toulousians, as the most wicked
and the most hypocritical of all men, all writers of the time
have passed the same judgment on him. The errors which ho
attributes to the disciples of these heretics have been acknowl
edged and discovered by themselves more and more every day,
as the sequel of this history will show. It was not without
reason that St. Bernard imputed to them those which we find
in his sermons. " I wish," said he, " to recount to you their
extravagances, which we have ascertained, either by the answers
which they have given, without intending it, to Catholics, or by
the mutual reproaches, which their divisions have caused to
burst forth, or by the things which they did, after having been
converted." Thus, then, those extravagances were discovered,
which St. Bernard subsequeif ly calls blasphemies. When there
* Albert. La Roq. Otho. Fris in Fri<L a 46,47,
r o t ti.
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was nothing else in the Henncans, but their blind attachmenl
for those women, whom they kept in their company, as St.
Bernard states, and with whom they spent their lires, shut up
in the same room night and day, that were sufficient for their
being held in detestation. However, the matter was so public,
that St. Bernard wished that they should be known by this mark.
" Tell me," said he to them, " my friend, what woman is this?
Is she your wife?"—" N o , " say they, " that suits not my pro
fession." ** Is she your daughter, your sister, your niece ?"—" N o ; she is no way related to me."—" But do you know that
it is not allowed, according to the laws of the Church, to those
who have professed continence, to cohabit with women? Put
her away, th°.n, if you wish not to scandalize the Church ; other
wise, this fact, which is manifest, will make us suspect the rest,
which is not so much s o . " l i e was not too credulous in this
suspicion, and the turpitude of these pretendedly chaste indi
viduals has since been disclosed to the entire world.
70.—Conclusion.

Whence comes it then, that Protestants undertake the defence
of these wicked men? The reason is too obvious. It is their
ambition to procure themselves predecessors. They find none
others who reject the worship of the cross, the prayers of the
saints, and oblations for the dead. They are annoyed at finding
ihe commencement of their reformation only among the Mani
cheans. Because they grumble against the Pope and the Church
of Rome, the reformation is well disposed in their favor. The
Catholics of that time reproach them with their bad notions
concerning the Eucharist. Our Protestants would have been
glad if they had been but mere Berengarians, displeased with
the Eucharist in part, not Manicheans, averse to it in the whole.
But though it had been so, these reformed, whom you will have
your brethren,concealed their doctrine, "frequented our churches,
honored priests, went to the oblation ; confessed their sins, com
municated, received with us," continues St. Bernard, " the body
and blood of Jesus Christ."* Behold them, therefore, in our
assemblies, which in their hearts they detested as the conventi
cles of Satan ; present at mass, which, in their error, they ac
counted an idolatry and sacrilege ; and, in short, practising the
usages of the Church of Rome, which they beli-eved was the
kingdom of Antichrist. Are these the disciples of Him, whv
commanded his gospel to be preached on the house-tops ? Are
these the children of light? Are these the works which shine
forth before men, or rather such as should be hid in darkness !
In a word, are these fit fathers for the Refoimation to choose
*nd boast of?
* Sermon 65, in Cant
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71.—Beginning of the Vaudo*?, or Poor Men of Lyons.

The Vaudois serve them no better with regard to establishing
a legitimate succession. Their name is derived from Waldo,
the author of the sect. Lyons was the place of their nativity.
They were called the "poor men" of Lyons, on account of the
poverty affected by them ; and as the city of Lyons was then
called, in Latin, Leona, they had also the appellation of Leonists, or Lionists.
72.—The names of the Sect.

They were also called the Insabbatized, from an ancient word
lignifying shoes, whence have proceeded other words of a like
signification, still in use in several other languages as well as
ours.* They took, therefore, the name of the Insabbatized from
a sort of shoes of a particular make, which they cut in the uppei
part, to show their feet naked like the Apostles, as they said;
and this fashion was affected by them in token of their apostolic
poverty.
73.—Their History bipartite.—Their beginnings specious.

Now, here is an abridgment of their history. At their first
separation, they held but few tenets contrary to ours, if any at
all. In the year 1160, Peter Waldo, a merchant of Lyons, at a
meeting held, as was customary, with the other rich traders of
the town, was so lively struck with the sudden death of one of
the most eminent amongst them, that he immediately distributed
all his means, which were considerable, to the poor of that city;
and having, on that account, gathered a great number of them,
he preached to them voluntary poverty, and the imitation of the
life of Jesus Christ and his Apostles. This is what Renier says,
whom the Protestants, pleased with the encomiums we shall
find he bestows on the Vaudois, will have us believe in this mat
ter preferably to all other authors.t But we are going to see,
what misguided piety can arrive to. Peter Pylicdorf, who be
held the Vaudois in their most flourishing condition, and related,
not only their dogmas, but deportment too, with much simpli
city and learning, says, that Waldo, moved with those words of
the gospel so highly favorable to poverty, believed the apostolic
lift; was no longer to be found on earth. Bent on restoring it,
he sold all he had. " Others, touched with compunction, did
the same," and united together in this indertaking. J At the
first rise of this obscure and timorous sect either they had none,
3i did not publish any particular tenet; which was the reason
that Ebrard of Bethune remarks nothing singular in them but
* Ebrard. Ih<d. c. 25. Conrad. Ursper. Chron. ad An. 1212.
t Ren. c. v. p. 749.
X Lili cont. Wal. c. i. T . iv. Bib. PP. part ii. p. 7 7 *
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the affe jtation of a proud and lazy poverty.* One nught see
these Insabhatized or Sabbatized, so he calls them, with their
naked feet, or rather with " their shoes cut open" at top, waiting
for alms, and living only on what was given them.f Nothing
was blamed in them, at first, but ostentation, and, without rank
ing them as yet amongst heretics, they were reproached only
with imitating their pride. J Hut let us hear the sequel of theii
history: " After living awhile in this pretended apostolic pov
erty, they bethought themselves that the Apostles were not only
poor, but also preached the gospel."§ They set themselves,
therefore, to preach, according to their example, that they might
wholly imitate, the apostolic life. But the apostles were sent;
and these men, whose ignorance rendered them incapable of
such mission, were excluded by the prelates, and lastly, by the
Holy See, from a ministry which they had usurped without their
leave. Nevertheless, they continued it in private, and mur
mured against the clergy, that hindered them from preaching,
as they said, through jealousy, and on account that their doc
trine and holy life cast a reproach on the corrupt manners ot
*he other. ||
74.—Whether Waldo were a man of learning'

Some Protestants have asserted, that Waldo was a man of
learning; but Renier says only, " he had a small tincture of it;"
aligmntulum lileratuft.lf Other Protestants, on the contrary, take
advantage from the great success he had in his ignorance. But
it is hut too well known, what a dexterity often may be met with
in the minds of the most ignorant men, to attract to them those
that are alike disposed, and Waldo seduced none hut such.
7it.—The. Vaudois con Innnel by Lucius 111.

This sect, in a little time, made a great progress. Bernard,
abbot of Fontcauld, who saw their beginnings, remarks their
increase under Pope Lucius III.** This Pope's pontificate
commences in 1181, to wit, twenty years after Waldo had ap
peared at Lyons. Twenty years at least were requisite to make
a body and so considerable a sect as to deserve notice. At that
time, therefore, Lucius III condemned them; and as his pon
tificate held but four years, this first condemnation of the Vau
dois must have fallen between the year 1181, when this Pope
was raised to St. Peter's chair, and the year 1185, wherein he
died.
76.—Tluy come to Rome.—They are itot accused of any thing in respect to the
Real Presence.

Conrade, abbot of Ursperg, thoroughly acquainted, as we
* Atitih. c. 25. Bib. Mux., I1RH.
f Ibid,
t Bib. p. 1170
§ Pylicd. ib.
|| Pylicd. ib. Uen. ib.
V Ron. c. vi
** Bern. Ahb. Fonti*' ii. adv. V.'aJd. Sect. T. iv. Bib. PP. P *f. p. IfOA.
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shall find, with the Vaudois, has written, that Pope Lucius placed
them in the number of heretics, on account of some dogmas
and superstitious observances. As yet these dogmas are not
specified; but there is no question, that, if &• Vaudois had
denied such re nurkable points as that of the Real Presence (a
matter become so notorious by Berengarius's condemnation,)
it had not be*n thought sufficient to say in general, they held
" some superstitious dogmas."*
77.—Another proof that their errors did not regard tlie Eucharist.

Much about the same time, in the year 1194, a statute of Al
phonsus or Ildephonsus, King of Arragon, reckons the Vaudois
or Insabbatized, otherwise the poor men of Lyons, amongst
neretics anathematized by the Church, and this is manifestly in
consequence of the sentence pronounced by Lucius III. After
this Pope's death, when in spite of his decree these heretics
spread themselves far and near, and Bernard, Archbishop of
Narbonne, who condemned them anew after a great inquest,
could not stem the current of their progress, many pious persons,
Ecclesiastics and others, procured a conference, in order to
reclaim them in an amicable manner. " Both sides agreed to
choose for umpire" in the conference, a holy priest called Raimond of Daventry, " a man illustrious for birth, but much more
so for the holiness of his life." The assembly was very solemn,
" and the dispute held long." Such passages of Scripture, as
each party grounded itself on, were produced on both sides.
The Vaudois were condemned, and declared heretics in regard
to all the heads of accusation. *f
78.—Proof of the same truth by a famous Conference^ wherein all points were
discussed.

Thence it appears that the Vaudois, though condemned, had
not as yet broken all measures with the Church of Rome, inas
much as they had agreed to the umpirage of a Catholic and a
priest. The Abbot of Fontcauld, present at the conference, did
commit to writing, with much judgment and perspicuity, the de
bated points, and the passages alleged on both sides : so that
nothing can give us a clearer insight into the whole state of the
question, such as it then was, and at the beginning of the sect.
79.—Articles of the Conference.

The dispute chiefly turned on the obedience due to pastors.
It is plain, the Vaudois refused it, and, notwithstanding all their
prohibitions, believed they had a right to preach, both men and
women. As this disobedience could be grounded on nothing
else but the pastor's unworthiness, the Catholics, in proving the
* Chron. ad An. 1212.
f Apud Em. p. ii. direct, inq. q. xiv. p. 287, et
ijnud Mar an Praef. in Luc. Trid. t iv. Bib. PP. ii. p. ii. p. 582. Bern, de
Font Cal advursua Wal. Ppct. in Pnef. t. iv. Bib. PP. p. ui. p. 119*.
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obedience due to them, prove it is due even to the wicked, and
that grace, be its channel what it will, never ceases to diffuse
itself on the faithful.* For the same reason they shotved, that
slandering of pastors (whence was taken the pretext of disobe
dience) was forbidden by the laws of God.f Then they attack
the liberty, which laymen gave themselves, of preaching with
out the pastors' leave, nay, in spite of their prohibitions, and
show, that this seditious preaching tends to the subversion of
the weak and gnorant.J Above all, they prove from the Scrip
ture^ that women, to whom silence is enjoined, ought not to
interfere in teaching. || Lastly, it is remonstrated to the Vau
dois, how much they are in the wrong, to reject prayer for the
dead, so well grounded in Scripture, and so evidently handed
down by tradition : and, whereas, these heretics absented them
selves from the churches, in order to pray apart in their houses,
they are made sensible, that they ought not to abandon the house
of prayer, whose sanctity the whole Scripture and the Son of
God himself had so much recommended.
80.—The Eucharist is not there spoken of.

Without examining here which side was right or wrong in this
debate, it is plain, what was the ground of it, and which were
the points contested ; and it is more clear than day, that in these
beginnings, fur from bringing the Real Presence, transubstantiation, or the sacraments into question, they did not as yet so
uiuch as mention praying to saints, nor relics, nor images.
At.—Alanus, who makes a list of the erroi-s of the Vaudois, objects nothing
concerning the Eucharist.

It was nearly about this time, that Alanus wrote the book
a b c 7 e mentioned ; wherein, after carefully distinguishing the
Vaudois from the other heretics of his time, he undertakes to
prove, in opposition to their doctrine, " That none ought to
preach without mission ; that prelates should be obeyed, and
not only good, but also evil ones ; that their bad lives derogate
not from their power; that it is to the sacred order we ought
to attribute the power of consecrating and that of binding and
loosing, and not to personal merit; that we ought to confess
U* priests, and not to laymen; that it is lawful to swear in cer
tain cases, and to execute malefactors."IT This is much what
he opposes to the errors of the Vaudois. Had they erred in
relation to the Kucharist, Alanus would not have forgotten it,
the very thing he was sc mindful to reproach the Albigenses
with, against whom lie undertakes to prove both the Real Pres
ence and transubstantiation : and after reproving so many *hings
+ e. 1, 2.
II
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of less importance in the Vaudois, he would never have omitted
so essential a point.
82.—JVor Peter de Vaucernay.

A little after Alanus's time, and about the year 1201, Petei
de Vaucernay, a plain downright man, and of unquestionablesincerity, distinguishes the Vaudois from the Albigonses by their
proper characters, when he tells us, " the Vaudois were bad, but
much less so than these other heretics," who admitted the two
principles, and all the consequences of that damnable doctrine.*
" N o t to mention," proceeds the author, "their other infideli
ties; their error chiefly consisted in four heads: viz., their
wearing sandals in imitation of the Apostles; their saying it was
not lawful to swear for any cause whatsoever; nor to put to
death, even malefactors ; lastly, in that they said that each one
of them, though but mere laymen, provided he wore sandals,
(namely, as above seen, the mark of apostolic poverty,) might
consecrate the body of Jesus Christ." Here are in reality the
specific characters that denote the true spirit of the Vaudois;
the affectation of poverty in the sandals which were the badge
of it; simplicity and apparent meekness in rejecting all oaths
and capital punishments, and, what was more peculiar to this
sect, the belief that the laity, provided they had embraced thenpretended apostolic poverty and bore its badge, that is, provided
they were of their sect, might administer and consecrate the
Sacraments, even the body of Jesus Christ. The rest, as their
doctrine concerning prayer for the dead, was comprised in the
other infidelities of these heretics, which this author forbears to
particularize. Yet, had they risen up against the Real Pres
ence, since the disturbance this matter had caused in the Church,
not only this religious would not have forgotten it, but had been
far from saying, " they consecrated the body of Jesus Christ,"
thereby making them not to differ from Catholics in this point,
except their attributing to laymen that power, which Catholics
acknowledged only in the priesthood.
83.—The Vaudois come to demand the approbation of Innocent III.

It appears then manifestly, that the Vaudois in 1209, at the
time of Peter de Vaucernay's writings, had not so much as
thought of denying the Real Presence, but retained so much
either true or apparent submission to the Church of Rome, that
even in 1212, they came to Rome, in order to obtain " the appro
bation of their sect from the Holy if 3e." It was then that Conrade, Abbot of Ursperg,f saw them ihere, as he himself reports,
with their master Bernard. They may be disco ered by the
tharacters given them by this chronicler : they were "the poo?
T

* Pet. d<; Val.-Cern. Hist. Albig.
• Conr. Ursperg. ml An. 1212.

c. 2. Duch. Hist Fran, t v. p. 57&
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men of Lyons, those whom Lucius III had put in the list of
heretics," who made themselves remarkable by the affectation
" of apostolic poverty, with their shoes cut open at top ;" who
in "their private preaching and clandestine assemblies reviled
the Church and Priesthood." The Pope judged the affectation
was very odd which they discovered " in these cut shoes, and
in their capuchcs, like those of the religious, though, contrary
to their custom, they wore a long head of hair like laymen."
And truly, these strange affectations most commonly covei
something bad ; but especially men took offence at the liberty
these new apostles gave themselves of going promiscuously to
gether, men and women, in imitation, as they said, of the pious
women that followed Jesus Christ and the apostles to minister
to them; but very different were the times, the persons, and the
circumstances.
84.—The Vaudois begin to be treated like obstinate heretics.

It was, says the Abbot of Ursperg, with the design of giving
to the Church men truly poor, more divested of earthly goods
than these false poor of Lyons, that the Pope afterwards ap
proved the institute of the Brother-Minors, assembled under the
direction of St. Francis, the true pattern of humility, and miracle
of the age ; whilst these other poor, fraught with hatred against
the Church and her ministers, notwithstanding their fallacious
humility, were rejected by the Holy Sec ; insomuch that, after
wards, they were treated as contumacious and incorrigible here
tics. Yet they made a show of submission till the year 1212,
which was the fifteenth of Innocent III, and fifty years since
their beginning.
35.—The Church's paiience in regard to the Vaudois.

Thence a judgment may be formed of the Church's patience
with respect to these heretics, using no rigor against them for
fifty years together, but endeavoring to reclaim them by confer
ences. Besides that mentioned by Bernard, Abbot of Font• auld, we also find another in Peter de Vauccrnay,* about the
year 1206, where the Vaudois were confounded; and lastly in
1212, when, on their coming again to Rome, the Church pro
ceeded no further against them than by rejecting their impos
ture. Three years after, Innocent III held the great Council
of Latcran, where, in his condemnation of heretics, he particu
larly takes notice of "those, who, under pretext of piety, arro
gate to themselves the authority of preaching without mission;"
whereby he seems to have particularly pointed out the Vaudoi^
and distinguished them by the origin of their schism.
* Pet. de Val. c. 6. p. 561.
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86.—The sect of the Vaudois a species of Donatisi*.

Here are seen evidently the beginnings of this sect. It was
i kind of Donatism, but different from that impugned of old in
Africa, in that the African Donatists, making the effect oi the
sacraments depend on the virtue of the ministers, reserved at
least the power of conferring them to holy priests and bishops;
whereas these new Donatists attributed it, as above seen, to lay
men whose life was pure. Nor did they come to this excess
'•at by degrees ; for at first they allowed nothing to the laity but
preaching. They not only reproved evil manners, which the
Church n o less condemned than they, but also many other things
she approved of, as ceremonies, yet s o as not to touch on the
sacraments : for Pylicdorf,* who was very accurate in observing
both the ancient spirit and the whole progress oi the sect, ob
serves that they discarded every thing employed by the Church
to edify the faithful," except," says h e , | " the saciaments alone;"
which shows, they left them untouched. The same author re
lates, moreover, " that it was a long while before they began,
being laymen, to hear confessions, to enjoin penances, and give
absolution ; and it has been observed but a little time since,"
continues this author, " that one o f these heretics, a mere lay
man, did consecrate, according to his notion, our Lord's body,
and communicated himself, together with his accomplices, al
though somewhat reprimanded for it by the rest."
87.—Their presumption increased by little and little.

See how their presumption increased by degrees. The fol
lowers o f Waldo, scandalized at the lives of several priests,
believed themselves," says the same Pylicdorf, better absolved
by their own people, seemingly to them more virtuous, than by
the ministers o f the Church,J which proceeded from the opinion,
wherein principally consisted the error of the Vaudois, that per
sonal merit had greater influence i n the sacraments than char
acter and order.
88.—The Vaudois doctrine concerning Church goods.

But the Vaudois carried the merit necessary to Ministers o f
the Church s o far as to have nothing in property; and this was
one o f their dogmas, that t o consecrate the Eucharist, it was
requisite t o be poor like them : so " that Catholic priests were
not the true and legitimate successors of Jesus Christ's apostles,
because they possessed goods o f their own
which they pre
tended Jesus Christ had forbidden his apostles.
89.—M> error relating to the Sacraments.

Hitherto their whole error, in respect to the sreraments, re
* Pet. Pyltcid. cont. Wald. c. i. T . iv. Bib. PP. part ii. p. /80.
f Ibid.
X Ibid
§ V. sup. Pet. de Valle-Cern. RefuL Error. Ibid. p. 818.
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garded only the perso is empowered to admin, ster them; all the
rest was left entire, as says expressly Pylicdorf. So they doubted
not either of the real presence, or transubstantiation; and, on
the contrary, this author has but just informed us, that the lay
man presuming to give communion, did only believe ** he had
consecrated the? body of Jesus Christ." After all, by the man
ner we have seen this heresy begin, it seems as if Waldo had
a good design at first; (hat the glory of poverty which he boasted
of, did seduce both him and his followers; that, puffed up with
the holiness of their lives, they swelled with a bitter zeal against
the clergy, and whole Catholic Church ;* that, exasperated with
their being prohibited to preach, they fell into schism, and, as
Gui says, " from schism into heresy."
90,—Manifest insincerity of Protestant Historians and of Pavl Ptrrin, con
cerning the beginnings of the Vaudois,
y

From this faithful account, and the incontestable proofs with
which it is manifestly supported, it is easy to judge how much
Protestant historians have abused the public credit by their re
lation of their origin of the Vaudois. Paul Perrin, author of
their history printed at Geneva, says, that in the year 1160, when
the penalty of death was denounced against all who should dis
believe the Real Presence, " Peter Waldo, a citizen of Lyons,
was one of the most courageous in opposing such an invention.""!'
But nothing is more false ; the article of the Real Presence had
been defined a hundred years before, against Berengarius : noth
ing had been done anew relating to this article ; and so far was
Waldo from opposing it, that we have seen both him and all his
disciples in the common faith for fifty years together.
1)1.—The Minister de la Roque.

M. de la Roque,£ more learned than Perrin, is not more sin
cere, when he s a y s , that Peter Waldo, having found whole na
tions divided from the communion of the Latin Church, joined
himself to them with his followers, in order to make but one and
the same body, and one and the same society, by the unity of
one and the same doctrine." But, on the contrary, we have
seen, in the first place, that all the contemporary authors (for
not one have we omitted) have shown us the Vaudois and Al
bigenses as two distinct sects; secondly, that all these authors
discover these Albigenses to be Manicheans ; and 1 defy all the
Protestants in the world to show me that there was any where
in Europe, when Waldo arose, any one sect separate from Rome
which was not either the very sect, or some branch and subdi
vision of Manicheism. Thus, nothing can make Waldo's cause
more evidently defenceless, than to grant his abettors what they
44
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demand in his behalf, namely, that he joined himself in unity of
doctrine with the Albigenses, or with such people as, at that
time, were separated from the communion of Rome. In a word,
though Waldo should have united himself to guiltless churches,
his particular errors would not have allowed any advantage to
be drawn from this union, these errors being detested, not by
Catholics only, but also by the Protestants.
9SS.—Whether the Vaudois aftenvards changed their doctrine about the Eucharist.

But let us proceed in the history of the Vaudois, and see
whothei our Protestants will discover in it any thing more fa
vorable from the time these heretics broke off entirely from the
Church. The first act we meet with against the Vaudois since
the great council of Lateran, is a Canon of the Council of Tar
ragona, describing the Insabbatized, as men " that forbade to
swear, and obey ecclesiastic and secular powers, and moreover
to punish malefactors, and other such like things,"* not the least
word appearing in regard of the Real Presence, which not only
would have been expressed, but also set foremost, had they
denied it.
93.—Proof of the contrary from

Renier.

At the same time, and towards the year 1250, Renier, so often
quoted, who so carefully distinguishes the Vaudois or Leonists
and the poor men of Lyons, from the Albigenses, sets down
moreover all their errors, reducing them to these three heads:
against the Church, against the Sacraments and Saints, and
against Church Ceremonies. |
But so far from any thing ap
pearing in all these articles against transubstantiation, you there
find expressly, amongst their errors, that " transubstantiation
ought to be made in the vulgar tongue ; that a priest could not
consecrate in mortal sin ;" that when a man communicated from
the hand of an unworthy priest, the transubstantiation was not
made in his hand that consecrated unworthily, but in the moute
of him who worthily received the Eucharist; that one might
consecrate at table, at common meals, and not in churches cnly,
conformably to those words of Malachi, " In every place there
is sacrificing, and there is offered to my name a clean oblation:"J
which shows, they did not deny the sacrifice nor the oblation of
the Eucharist: and that, if they rejected the Mass, it was on
account of the ceremonies, making it only to consist in " the
words of Jesus Christ pronounced in the vulgar tongue."§
Thence it clearly appears, that they admitted transubstantiation,
and in nothing differed from the doctrine of the Chi.rch as to the
substance of tliis sacrament; but said only, that it cou/1 not be
* Cone. Tarrac. t. xi Cone, part i. An. 1242. p. 51)3.
Bib. PP. -wirt ii. p. 7 4 a Ibid. 750.
J Malach. L 11.

f Ren.
v. T. iv
§ Ren. I bid.
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consecrated by bad priests, and might be by good laymen, ac
cording to these fundamental maxims of their sect, which Renier
is always exact in observing, "that every good layman is a
priest, and the prayer of an evil priest availed nothing :"* whenct
also they concluded, the consecration by an evil priest is wortl:
nothing. It is likewise to be seen in other authors, that ac
cording to their principles,! a man, without being a priest
might consecrate and administer the sacrament of penance; and
every laic, even women, ought to preach."
44

94.—A list of the Vaudois errors.

Yi e find also in the catalogue of their errors, as well in Renter
as other authors, " that it is not lawful for clergymen," namely,
the ministers of the Church,J " to have goods ; that neithei
lands, nor people, ought to be divided
which aims at the obli
gation of setting all ni common, and establishing, as necessary
this pretended apostolic poverty, which these heretics gloried
in;§ "that every oath is a mortal sin; that all princes and
judges are damned, because they condemn malefactors contrary
io these words: || 'Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord;* and
again, Let both grow together until the harvest.' "TI Thus did
these hypocrites abuse the Scripture, and with their counterfeited
lenity subvert the whole foundation of Church and State.
4

95,—Another list, and no mention of their erring in regard of the

Eucharist.

We find in Pylicdorf, a hundred years after, an ample refuta
tion of the Vaudois, article by article, without appearance of tht
least opposition in their doctrine to the Real Presence or transubsvantiation. On the contrary, it always appears in this author,
as in the rest, that the laymen of this sect made the body of
Jesus Christ,** although with fear and reserve in the country
wherein he wrote ; nor, in short, does he observe any kind of
error in these heretics relating to the Eucharist, except, that bad
pries's did not make it " any more than the other Sacraments."
96. —Another list.

Filially, in all the lists we have of their errors, whether in the
liibliotheca Patrum,|| or in the Inquisitor Emerick, we meet with
nothing against the Real Presence, although the least differences
between these heretics and us, the minutest articles whereon
they are to be interrogated, be there specified ; on the contrary.
Emerick the Inquisitor thus reports their error on the Eucharist.
They will have it that the bread is not transubstantiated into
u

* Ren. p. 751.
t Fragm. Pylicd. ibid. 817. Ren. Ibid. p. 751.
I Ren. p. 750. Ibid, err. 820.
§ Ibid. p. 752.
|| Ind. err. Ibid. 831.9.23
J Rom. xii. 19. Matt. xiii. 30. ** Pylicd. cont WnJd. T . iv. Bib. PP.pa*
a. 778, et seq. An. 1395. tbid. c. xxx. p. 803. Ibid, c, L Ibid. c. xvi xviu,
ft Bid. PP. t iv. part ii. p. 820, 832. 836.
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the body of Jesus Christ, if the priest be a sinner:"* which
clearly evidences two things ; first, that they believed transubstanvation; and secondly, believed the sacraments depended
on the sanctity of the ministers.
You find in the same list all the errors of the Vaudois we
have already mentioned. The errors of the new Manicheans,
whom w» have shown were the same with those of the Albi
genses, are also related apart in the same book. It is plain
>om thence, that these two sects are utterly distinct, nor is
here any thing amongst the errors of the Vaudois that savors
Manicheism, which the other list abounds with.
$7.—Demonstration that the Vwdois did not in the least err about Transubstantiation.

But to return to Transubstantiation : whence could it proceed,
that the Catholics should have spared the Vaudois in a point of
so essential a nature, they who were so zealous in exposing even
the least of their errors ?f Was it perchance that these matters,
and especially that of the Eucharist, were not of sufficient im
portance, or not sufficiently known, after Berengarius's con
demnation by so many councils? Was it the desire of keeping
the people ignorant that this mystery was attacked ? But they
were not afraid to report the much greater blasphemies of the
Albigenses, even against this mystery. Nothing was concealed
from the people of what the Vaudois said, the most shocking
against the Church of Rome, as that she was " the harlot men
tioned in the Revelations; her Pope, the chief of those that
erred ; her prelates and religious, scribes and pharisees." Their
excesses were pitied, but never kept private ; and had they re
jected the Church's faith in regard of the Eucharist, they would
have been upbraided with it.
98.—Sequel of the same demonstration,—Testimony of Claude Seyssel in 1517.
—Gross evasion of D'Jlubertin.

Further, in the last age, in 1517. Claude Seyssel,J famous
for his learning and offices of trust, held under Louis XII and
Francis I, and raised by his merit to the Archbishopric of Turin;
M the search he made after these heretics, hidden in the valleys
of his diocese, in order to unite them to his flock, relates in the
minutest manner all their errors, like a faithful shepherd willing
to know the bottom of the distemper afflicting his sheep, that
he might heal them ; and we read in his account all that other
writers relate of them, neither more nor less. With them he
chiefly observes, as the source of their error, that " they made
the authority of ecclesiastical ministry to depend on personal
merit; thence concluding, that they ought not to obey the Pope,
* Director, part ii. q. 14 p. 279. Ibid. 3. xiU. p. 273.
f Ren. c iv. Ibid*
730. Emeric. Ibid. { Adv. error. IVald. pa -t. An. 1520. £ i. et aeq. Ibid. f. 10.1 ]
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nor Bishops, because being wicked, and not imitating the lives
of the apostles, they have no authority from God, either to con
secrate, or absolve ; and as to themselves, they alone had this
power, because they observed the law of Jesus Christ, that the
Church was no where but amongst them, and the See of Home
was that harlot of the Revelations, and the fountain-head of all
errors." This is what that great Archbishop says of the Vaudois
in his diocese. The minister Aubertin* is astonished that in so
exact an account as he gives of their errors, it is not discovered,
that they rejected cither the Real Presence or Transubstantiation ; nor any other reply can he make to it, than that this pre
late, who had so strenuously confuted them in all other points,
was, in this, conscious of his too great weakness to resist them:
as if so learned and eloquent a man could not at least transcribe
what so many other learned Catholics had written on this sub
ject. Instead, therefore, of so miserable a shift, Aubertin ought
to have acknowledged, that if so accurate, so knowing a person,
did not reproach the Vaudois with this error, it was in reality
because he had discovered none such amongst them : wherein
there is nothing particular as to Seyssel, since all the other au
thors have no more accused them of it than this Archbishop.
dQ.—Aubertin's

vain

objection.

Nevertheless, Aubertin triumphs at a passage of the same
Seyssel, where he s a y s , | " He did not think it worth his while
to relate what some of that sect, to show themselves more
learned than the rest, prattled, or rallied, rather than discoursed,
concerning the substance and truth of the Euchanstic Sacra
ment, because, what they vented by way of secret, was so high,
that the most expert divines could scarcely comprehend it."
But so far are these words of Seyssel from showing the Real
Presence was denied by the Vaudois, that I should, on the con
trary, conclude from them, that some amongst them pretended tc
subtilize in expounding it. And should it be allowed (yet gra
tuitously and without any kind of reason, since Seyssel speak*
not a word of it) that these high notions entertained by the Vau
dois, relating to the Eucharist, regarded the real absence, to wit,
a thing the least sublime of any in the world, and the most suited
to carnal sense : yet then, it is nevertheless manifest that Seys
sel does not report here the belief of all, but the babble and idle
discourse of seme : so that, on all hands, nothing is more cer
tain thar what I have advanced, that the Vaudois never were
reproached with rejecting transubstantiation ; but, on the COD
hary, had always been supposed to believe it.
•Lib. 111. de Sacr. Euch. p. 936. Col. 2. Ibid. 987,
t FoL 55,56
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(00,—J&notke? proof from Seyssel that the Vaudois believed Transubslankatfoti

Accordingly the same Seyssel,* introducing a Vaudois sum*
ming up all his reasons, puts these words into his mouth against
a wicked priest and bishop : " J low can the bishop and priest,
enemies to God, render God propitious to others? how can he,
that is banished the kingdom of heaven, have the keys of it ?
in fine, since his prayer and other actions have no manner of
effect, how shall Jesus Christ transform himself, at his word,
under the species of bread and wine, and suffer himself to be
handled by that person, who has utterly rejected him?" It is
then still manifest, their error consists in a Donatism, and nothing
but a priest's life hinders the bread and wine from being changed
into the body and blood of Jesus Christ.
10 U~ ^Interrogatory of the Vaudois in the library of the Marquis of Seignelay.—
Two Volumes marked 1769, 1770.

And what leaves no kind of doubt on this head is, what may
be seen still at this day among the manuscripts of M. de Thou,
collected together in the valuable library of the Marquis of
Seigneiay ; there, I say, may be seen the inquests, in the ori
ginal, juridically made against, the Vaudois of Pragelas and the
other valleys in 1495, collected in two great volumes ; wherein
you have the examination of one Thomas Quoti of Pragelas,
who being asked whether the barbes (their priests) taught them
to believe the sacrament of the altar, answers," That the barbes
both preach and teach that when a chaplain who is in orders,
utters the words of consecration on the altar, he consecrates the
body of Jesus Christ, and that a true change is wrought of the
bread into the true body," and says moreover, " that prayer
made at home, or on the road, is every whit as good as in the
church." Conformably to this doctrine, the same Quoti answers
at two several times, " That he received every year, at Easter
the body of Jesus Christ; and the barbes taught them, that, in
order to receive it, they ought to have been well confessed, and
rather by the barbes than by the chaplains," meaning the priests.
102.—Sequel of the same Examination.

The reason of this preference is derived from the so often
•epeated principles of the Vaudois ; and it is pursuant to these
principles the same person answers," that the gentlemen of the
church-ministry led a life too large, but the barbes led a holy
and upright life." And in another answer, *• that the barbes led
the life of St. Peter, and had the power of absolving from sins,
and this was his belief; and if the Pope did not lead a holy life,
he had no power of absolving." For this reason, the same
Quota answers again iii another place," that he had given credit
* P. 1 1
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without any doubting, rather to the discourses of the barbes than
to those of the chaplains, because, in those times, no ecclesiastic,
no cardinal, no bishop, nor priest, led the life of the apostles;
and, therefore, it was better believing the barbes who were good,
than an ecclesiastic that was not so."
103.—SequeL

It were superfluous to relate the other examinations, the same
language appearing throughout, as well in respect of the Real
Presence as of all the rest; and especially it is repeated there
continually, " that the barbes behaved in the world like the im
itators of Jesus Christ, and hud more power than the priests of
the Church of Rome, who lived too much at large."
104.—Necessity of Confession*

Nothing is repeated there so much as these dogmas, " That it
was necessary to confess their sins; that they confessed to the
barbes, who had power of absolving them ; that they confessed
kneeling; that at each confession they gave a quart (a certain
piece of money;) that the barbes imposed penances on them
which generally did not exceed a Pater and Credo, but the Ave
Maria was never enjoined; that they forbade them all oaths what
soever, and taught them neither to sue for help from the saints,
nor to pray for the dead." Here is enough whereby to discover
the principle tenets and genius of the s e c t ; further than this, to
expect to meet with order and one constant form in such odd
opinions, in all times and all places, were to be deceived.
105.—Sequel of the same Subject.

I do not find they were interrogated concerning sacraments
administered by the generality of laymen, whether because the
inquisitors were not apprized of this custom, or that the Vaudois
had at length forsaken i t * And, indeed, we have observed, it
was not without difficulty and contradiction first introduced
amongst them with regard to the Eucharist. But, as for con
fession, nothing is more established in the sect, than the right
good laymen have to it: ** A good layman," said they, has
power to absolve ; they all gloried in forgiving sins by imposi
tion of hands; they heard confessions; enjoined penances ;
and lest such an extraordinary practice should be discovered
they very privately received confessions, and those of women
even, in cellars, in caverns, and other unfrequented plarss;
they preached clandestinely in corners of houses, and often in
the night-time."
44

106.—The Vaudois exteriorly did the Ditties of Catholics.

But what cannot be too much remarked is, that although they
* Pylicd. c, l. T. iv. Bib. PP. part ii. p. 780. Ind. Err. Ibid. p. 832. N. 12.
tan. Ml 750. Pylicd. Ibid c. i. p . 780. Ibid. c. viii. p. 782, 880.
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had such an opinion of us as we have seen, yet they frequented
o ir assemblies : «* There they offer," says Renier,* " there they
confess, there they communicate, but with dissimulation." The
reason was, in short, whatever they might say,f because " some
distrust remained in them of the communion they practised
among themselves." Wherefore, " they came to communicate
in the church when the throng was greatest, for fear of discov
ery. Many also remained even four, nay, six years, without
communicating, concealing themselves either in villages, or
towns, at Easter time, lest notice should be taken of them.
They also judged it advisable to communicate in the church,
but at Easter only, and, under this appearance, they passed for
Christains." This is what the ancient authors say of them,J
and what also frequently may be found in the interrogatories
above mentioned. " Being asked whether he made his con
fession to the parish priest, and discovered his sect to him, his
answer was, that he confessed yearly to him, but did not men
tion his being a Vaudois, which the barbes had forbid discover
ing." They answer also as above, " that every year they com
municated at Easter, and received the body of Jesus Christ,
and that the barbes warned them of the necessity, before they
received, of having made a good confession." Observe, there
is no mention here made but of the body alone, and of one
only species ; as, since the Council of Constance, it was then
given over all the Church, the barbes never thinking all this
while of condemning it. An old author§ has observed, " They
very rarely received from their teachers either baptism or Christ's
body, but as well teachers as simple believers went to seek
them at the priest's hands." Nor, indeed, do we conceive how
they could have acted otherwise, in regard to baptism, without
discovering themselves, for it would soon have been taken no
tice of, had they not brought their children to church, for which
they would have been called to an account. Thus, separated
in sentiments from the Catholic Church, these hypocrites, as far
as they were able, shewed themselves externally of the same
faith with others, and exhibited no act of religion in public which
did not belie their doctrine.
107.—Whether the Vaudois had discarded any one of the Seven
Confirmation.

Sacraments.—

The Protestants may perceive by this example what kind of
men those hidden faithful before the Reformation were, whom
they extol so much, and who had not bent a knee to Baal. It
might be doubted whether the Vaudois had discarded any of the
* Ren. Ibid, c v. p. 752, Ibid. vii. p. 765.
t Ind. Err. N . \% 13.
Ibid. p. 832,
i Pylicd. c. xxv. Ibid. 796. Tnterrogat of Gluoti and othor*
OjkL
§ Pylicd. Ibid. c. xxw. p. 796.
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Seven Sacraments. And it is already manifest, they were not
accused of denying so much as one at the beginning; on the
contrary, an author has been product d, who, upbraiding them
with their changes, excepts the sacraments. Those, Renier
speaks of,* might be suspected of varying in this matter, he
seeming to say, they rejected not only orders, but also con
firmation and extreme unction; but it is manifest, he means
such only a-s Catholics conferred. For, as to confirmation,
Renier, who makes them reject it, adds, " They were aston.shed we permitted none but bishops to confer i t f o r this
reason, because they were for allowing to good laymen the
power of administering this as well as the other sacraments*
Wherefore these same heretics, mentioned as rejecting confirm
ation, boast, a little after, " of giving the Holy Ghost, by laying
on of hands ;"f which is, in other words, the very substance of
this sacrament.
108.—Extreme Unction.

In regard to extreme unction, this is what Renier says of it :i
" They reject the sacramont of unction, as if given to the rich
only, and because many priests are necessary thereto
words,
which sufficiently evince that its nullity, which they pretendeo
was amongst us, proceeded from imaginary abuses, not fron
the nature of the thing. Resides, St. James§ having enjoined
to call in the priests in the plural number, these cavillers were
for believing that unction, given by a single person, as com
monly practised amongst us even so long ago, was not suffic
ient, and this bad pretext served for their neglecting it.
lOH.—What was the Ablution Renier speaks of in Baptism.

As for baptism, notwithstanding these ignorant heretics had
cast ofFits most ancient ceremonies with contempt, there is no
loubt but they received it. One might only be surprised at
Renier's words,j| as uttered by the Vaudois, that ablution,
given to children, is of no advantage to them." lint, whereas
this ablution is in the list of those ceremonies of baptism, which
were disapproved by these heretics, it is plain, he speaks of the
wine given to children after their baptism ; a custom that may
be still .seen in many ancient rituals, about that time, and which
was a remnant of the communion heretofore administered to them
under the liquid species only. This wine, put into the chalice
to be given to these children, was called ablution, because this
action resembled the ablution taken by the priest at Mass. Again,
this word ablution is not to be found in Renier as signifying
baptism ,* and, at all events, if men will persist to have it signify
this sacrament, all they could conclude from it would be for th*
44
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worst, viz., that Renier's Vaudois accounted as null whatever
baptism was given by unwv rthy ministers, such as they believed
all our priests were; an e m r so conformable to the principles of
the sect, that the Vaudois, w. om we have seen approve our bap
tism could not do it without running counter to their own doctrine.
110.—Confession.

Here, then, already are three sacraments, which the Vaudois
approved in the main, Baptism, Confirmation, and Extreme
Unction. We have the whole sacrament of penance in their
private confession, in the penances imposed by them, in the ab
solution received for the remission of sins ; and if they said
oral confession was not always necessary when contrition was
in the heart; they said true, in the main and in certain cases,
although frequently, as above instanced, they abused this maxim
by too long deferring their confession.
111.—The

Eucharist.

There was a sect called the Siscidenses, who differed little or
nothing from the Vaudois, says Renier, but in that they received
the Eucharist. Not that he meant the Vaudois, or poor men
of Lyons, did no* receive it, he having shown, on the contrary,
that they receive^ even transubstantiation ; but he means only,
they had an extreme repugnance to receive it from the hands
of our priests, whereas these others made less difficulty in it, or
perchance, none at all.
112.—Marring* —Whether Reiner hath calumniated the Vaudois.

Protestants ac*»"s« Renier of calumniating the Vaudois, by
reproaching them " *h*t they condemned marriage
but these
authors mutilate his words,* which here you have entire:
" They condemn the sacrament of marriage, by saying, mar
ried people sin inortolly when they use marriage for any other
end than to have children
whereby Renier would observe only
the error of these proud heretics, who, to show themselves above
human infirmity, would not^dmit the secondary end of marriage,
namely, its serving as a remedv a^amst concupiscence. It was
then in this respect only that he accused these heretics of con
demning marriage, to wit, of condemning this necessary part,
and making that a mortal sm, which the grace of so holy a state
renders pardonable.
113.—Demonstration that the Catholics were mother ig+m-m
the doctrine of the Vaudois.

*f ror
y

dissembltd,

It is now seen what was the doctrine of the Vaudois or poor
men of Lyons. The Catholics cannot be accused, ei<h«»r of
not knowing it, since they dwelt and conversed amomrst thrm,
and daily received their adjurations ; or, of i.egleciing to inform
• O . iv. p. 751,
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themselves, since, on the contrary, they applied themselves witL
so much care to report its minutest points ; or, in fine, of ca
lumniating them, since we have seen they were so exact, not
only in distinguishing the Vaudois from the Cathari and the rest
of the Manicheans, but also in acquainting us with all the cor
rectives applied by some of thorn to the extravagances of others;
and, in a word, of relating to us with so much sincerity what
was commendable in their manners, that theii* partisans even
now-a-days take advantage from it. For we have seen, they
did not dissemble the specious appearances at Waldo's first set
ting out, nor the first simplicity of his followers. Renier,* who
so much blames them, hesitates not to say, " that they lived
justly before men; that they believed of God what was fitting
to believe, and all that was contained in the creed ;" that they
were regular in their deportment, modest in their dress, just in
their dealings, chaste in their marriages, abstemious in their diet
and so of the rest, as it is well known. We shall have a word
to say on this testimony of Renier; but, in the interim, we see
he rather flatters, as I may say, than calumniates the Vaudois;
and, therefore, it cannot be doubted that what he says besides
of these heretics is true. And though we should suppose with
the ministers, that Catholic authors, urged on by the hatred they
had conceived against them, charged them with calumnies ; this
is a new proof of what we have but just said concerning their
doctrine, because finally, had the Vaudois stood in opposition to
transubstantiation and the adoration of the Eucharist, at a time
when our adversaries agree it was so well established amongst
us, the Catholics, whom they represent so inclined to load them
with false crimes, would never have failed reproaching them
with what was so true.
] 14.—Division of the Vaudois doctrine into three heads.

Now then that we know the whole doctrine of the Vaudois,
wo. may divide it into three sorts of articles. Some there are
which we detest together with the Protestants: some that we
approve, and Protestants reject: others that they approve, and
we condemn.
U5,—Doctrine which the Protestants as well as the Catholics reject in the
Vattdois.

The articles we condemn in common are, in the first place,
that doctrine so injurious to the Sacraments, which makes their
validity depend on the holiness of their ministers ; secondly, that
of rendering the administration of the Sacraments common to
priests and laity without distinction ; next, that of forbidding
oaths in all cases whatsoever, thereby condemning not only St.
Paul the Apostle,f but even God himself who has sworn : lastly
* C. iv, p. 749. Ibid. vii. p. 705.

f Heb. vi. pp. 13, !6, 17; and vii. 21.
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that of condemning the just punishments of malefactors*, and
authorizing all crimes by impunity.
116.—Doctrine which the Catholics approve in the Vaudois, and Pr. testanti
condemn.

The articles which we approve, and the Protestants reject, are
that of the Seven Sacraments, except, perchance, Orders, and in
the manner above spoken to, and what is still more important,
that of the Real Presence and Transubstantiation. So xnanv
articles which the Protestants detest either with us, or, contrary
to our sentiments, in the Vaudois, pass under the cover of five
or six points, wherein these same Vaudois favor them ; and not
withstanding their hypocrisy and all their errors, these heretics
are made to be their ancestors.
1

117.—The Vaudois have changed their Doctrine since Luther sand Calvin's tin e.

Such was the state of this sect till the time of the new Ref
ormation. Although this made so much noise ever since the.
year 1517, the Vaudois, whom we have seen till that date abiding
in all the sentiments of their ancestors, still remained unaltered.
At length in 1530, after much suifering, whether solicited to it,
or taking it into their heads of themselves, they thought fit tn
make them their protectors, whom like themselves they had
heard exclaim against the Pope so many years. Those who
had withdrawn for nearly two hundred years, as Seyssel* re
marks, into the mountains of Savoy and Dauphiny, consulted
Bucer and the Swiss, their neighbors. With much commenda
tion which they received, Gilles,*!" one of their historians, ac
quaints us, they received also admonitions concerning three de
fects observed amongst them. The first related to the decision
of certain points of doctrine ; the second, to the establishment
of the order of discipline and ecclesiastical assemblies, to the
end they might be held more openly. the third invited them,
no longer to permit those that desired to be accounted members
of their Churches, to be present at Mass, or to adhere, in any
kind, to papal superstitions, or to acknowledge the priests of the
Roman Church for pastors, or to make use of their ministry.
118.—New Articles proposed to the Vaudois by the Protestants.

There needs no more to confirm every thing we have said,
concerning the state of these wretched Churches, which concealea their faith and worship under a contrary profession. On
these advertisements of Bucer and O^colampadius, the same
Gilles assures us, new articles were proposed to the Vaudois.
He owns hu does not report them all: but here are five or six
of such as he specifies, which sufficiently discover the ancient
spirit of the sect. For in order to reform the Vaudois to the
* P.
tou II.

ft.

f Hist Eccl. dee. Egl. RcC do Pier. Gilles, c. v
0
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Protestant mode, it was necessary to make hem say,* that a
Christian may swear lawfully; that auricuh r confession is not
commanded of God ; that a Christian may lawfully exercise the
office of magistrate over other Christians ; that there is no de
termined time for fasting ; that the minister may possess some
thing in particular wherewith to maintain his family, without
prejudice to apostolic community; that Jesus Christ has ap
pointed but two Sacraments, Baptism and the holy Eucharist."
Hereby appears a part of what was necessarily to be reformed
in the V-iudois, in order to make them Zuinglians or Calvinists,
and, amongst the rest, one of the corrections was, to admit but
two Sacraments. It was also necessary to hint to them a word
or two concerning predestination, which assuredly they had
heard but little of; and they were informed as to this new dogma,
which was then like the soul of the Reformation, that whosoever
owns free-will denies predestination. It appears by these same
articles that, in process of time, the Vaudois had fallen into new
errors, since it wits requisite to teach them")* " they were to cease
from earthly labors on the Sabbath-day, in order to attend God's
service;" and again, " that it is not lawful for a Christian to
revenge himself on his enemy." These two articles show the
brutality and barbarity, which these Vaudois Churches (the main
support, it seems, of decayed Christianity) were fallen into, at
the time the Protestants reformed them : and this confirms what
Seyssel^ says of them, that " they were a base and bestial race
of men, that hardly could distinguish, by reason, whether they
were men or brutes, alive or dead." Such, by Gilles's account,
were the articles of reformation proposed to the Vaudois towards
incorporating them with the Protestants. If Gilles mentioned
no more of them, it might either proceed from a fear of exposing
too great an opposition between the Vaudois and Calvinists,
of whom the design then was to make but one communion, or
because this was all the Vaudois could be drawn to at that time.
Be that as it will, he owns nevertheless,§ they could not come
to an agreement, because some of the barbes were of opinion,
that by assenting to all these conclusions, they should dishonor
the memory of those who had so very prosperously conducted
those churches to that time. Thus, it is manifest, the design
of the Protestants was not to follow the Vaudois, b it to make
them change, and reform > their fashion.
A

110.

Conference of lite Vaudois xvilh

(Ecolnmpadius.

During this negotiation with the ministers of Strasburg and
Basil, two of the Vaudois deputies had a iong conference with
fEcolampadius, which Abraham Scultet, a Protestant historian,
• H u t Ev.cl dee Egl. ReC de Pier, Oiling, c. v.
* Giiles, c v.
t F 38.
$ Gil!. Ibd. c. v.
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rentes whole and entire in his Evangelical Annals,* and de
dares he had tran. cribed it word for word.
One of the deputies opens the conversation, by owning tha
the ministers, of which number he was one, " being prodigiously
ignorant, were incapable of teaching the people : that they lived
by alms and labor, poor shepherds or husbandmen, the cause of
their profound ignorance and incapacity: that they were not
married, nor lived always very chastely; but when they had
been caught tripping, they were expelled the company of the
rest: that it was not the ministers, but the priests of the Roman
Church who administered the Sacraments to the Vaudois; but
that their ministers made them ask pardon of God for receiving
the Sacraments from those priests, because forced to it; more
over, they admonished them not to adhere to the ceremonies of
Antichrist: that they practised auricular confession, and, till
then, had always owned seven Sacraments, wherein, they heard
it said, they were very much mistaken." They proceed to give
an account of how *hey rejected the Mass, purgatory, and the
invocation of sainb , and in order to clear up their doubts, they
propose the follow -ig queries :—" Whether or not it be lawful
for magistrates to put criminals to death, by reason God has
said, I will not th< death of the sinner?" But asked at the
same time, " If it were not allowable in them to kill the false
brethren who informed against them to Catholics, because, they
having no jurisdiction amongst them, there was no other way to
keep them in awe : whether the human and civil laws, by which
the world was governed, were good, the Scripture having said,
that the laws of men are vain; whether churchmen might re
ceive donations and have anything of their own : whether it were
lawful to swear: whether the distinction they made of original,
venial, and mortal sin, were good: whether all children, of
whatsoever nation, be saved by the merits of Jesus Christ; and
whether the adult, of whatsoever religion, not having faith, may
also be saved : what are the judiciary and ceremonial precepts of
the law of Moses; and whether they have been abolished by Jesus
Christ; and which are the canonical books." After all these
queries, which so clearly confirm all we have said of the belief
of the Vaudois, and the brutal ignorance these heretics were at
last fallen into, their deputy speaks in these terms :—" Nothing
bias so much disturbed us, weak and simple as we are, as what
I have read in Luther concerning free-will and predestination;
for we believe all men have naturally some power and strength,
which, excited by God, might do something, conformably to
those words, Behold, I stand at the door and knock ; and who*
poever would not open, should receive according to his works:
* Ann. Eocl. decad. 9. An. 1530, a p. 294, ad 300. Heidelb.
4
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but if the thing be not so, I do not see, as says Eras nus, of
what use the commandments are. As for predestination, we
oelieve that God has foreseen from all eternity those that were
to be saved or damned, and that he had made all men in order
to be saved, and the reprobate become such through their own
fault: but should all come to pass of necessity, as Luther says,
and the predestinated not have it in their power to turn reprobate,
aor contrarywiso, to what end so much preaching and so much
writing, since, everything happening by necessity, matters never
will be better or worse V Whatever ignorance may appear
throughout this discourse, it is plain, these ignorant people, with
all their rusticity, spoke better than those they had chosen foi
reformers ; and here are the men, forsooth, they present us as
the remains and refuge of Christianity.
We find nothing here in particular relating to the Eucharist,
which makes it likely, that the whole of the conference was not
related ; nor is it difficult to guess the reason. It was, in short,
because the Vaudois were, as above seen, greater Papists on
this head than the Zuinglians and Lutherans desired. More
over, this deputy speaks nothing to CEcolampadius of any Con
fession of Faith as in use amongst thorn; and we have already
seen that even Beza* reports none but that which the Vaudois
made in 1541, so long after Luther and Calvin : which shows
manifestly, that the Confessions of Faith produced by them, as
of the ancient Vaudois, can be but very modern, as we shall
soon discover.
120.—The Vaudois nowise Calvinists, as proved from Crespin.

After all these conferences with those of Strasburg and Basil
in 1536, Geneva was consulted by her neighbors the Vaudois,
and then it was that their society with the Calvinists commenced,
by the instructions of Farel, minister of Geneva. But we need
only hear the Calvinists themselves, to be convinced how far
remote the Vaudois were from their Reformation. Crespin,f in
his History of Martyrs, says, that those of Angrogne, by a long
suocession, and as from father to son, had retained some purity
of doctrine. But to show how small, even in their estimate,
was this purity of doctrine, he says in another place,J .speaking
of the Vaudois of Merindol, " that the very little (rue light they
totf, they endeavored to increase from day to day, by despatch
ing people on all sides, even to a great distance off, wheresoever
they heard some ray of light did discover itself." And he agrees
moreover in another place,§ that ** their ministers, who taught
them in private, did not do it with that purity, which was re
quisite ; inasmuch as ignorance having overflowed the whol*
• Slcid. 1. ii. n. 4.
+ In 1543. f.

m .
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>iniverse, and God having a right to let men go astray as he did,
ike brute beasts, it is no wonder these poor men had not so
mre a doctrine as they have since enjoyed, and at this day more
!han ever." These l*.st words show the pains the Calvinists
vere at since the year 1536, to lead the Vaudois whither they
iad a mind ; and after all, it is but too manifest that, from that
lime, this sect is not to be looked on as persisting in her ancient
loctrine, but as reformed by the Calvinists.
121.—Proof Jrom Beza.

We learn as muoh from Beza,* though with a little more pre*
caution, when he owns in his description of them, " that the
purity of doctrine was somewhat adulterated by the Vaudois;"
and in his history, that * in process of time, they had somewhat
swerved from piety and doctrine." Afterwards he speaks more
openly,| confessing that " in a long series of time the purity of
doctrine had been greatly adulterated by their Ministers, inso
much that they became sensible, by the ministry of (Ecolampadius, of Bucer, and others, how, by Hitle and little, the purity
of doctrine had not remained amongst them, and gave orders,
by sending to their brethren in Calabria, to put all things in a
better state."
4

122.—The change of the Calabrian Vaudois, and their entire

extinction.

These brethren of Calabria were, like them, fugitives, who
according to the maxims of the sect, held their assemblies, as
Gilles reports, J " in the most secret manner it was possible, and
dissembled many things against their will." What this minister
endeavors to hide under these words, you must understand was,
that the Vaudois of Calabria, after the example of all the rest
of them, performed all the external duties of good Catholics;
and I leave you to judge whether they could have been exempt
from it in that country, considering what we have seen of their
dissimulation in the valleys of Pragelas and Angrogne. Ac
cordingly Gillos acquaints us, how that these Calabrians, pressed
at last to withdraw from church assemblies, yet not able to take
the resolution, though advised to it by this minister, " of for
saking so fine a country," were soon abolished.
123,—The present Vaudois are not the predecessors\but followers of the Calvinists.

Thus expired the Vaudois. As they had only subsisted by
concealing what they were, they fell as soon as ever they re
solved to declare themselves; for those that afterwards remained
under that name, it is plain, were nothing else but Calvinists.
whom Farel and the other ministers of Geneva had formed to
their m o d e ; so that these Vaudois, whom they make their an
cestors and predecessors, to speak the truth, are nothing but
* Li f. l. p. 23. I 53«.
V O L . 11.

1 TSid. pp. 35, 36. 1544.
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their successors, and new disciples whom they havt proselyted
to their faith.
124.—JVo advantage to be derived from the Vaudois in behalf of i e Cafoinist*

But, after all, what help can these Vaudois, by whom they
*eek to justify themselves, afford our Calvinists? It is mani
fest by this history that Waido and his disciples were all mere
laymen, who thrust themselves in to preach without orders, with
out mission, and afterwards to administer the sacraments. They
separated from the Church by a manifest error, detested as much
by Protestants as Catholics, which was that of Donatism ; nay,
this Donatism of the Vaudois is beyond comparison much worse
than the African Donatism of old, so strongly confuted by St.
Austin. Those Donatists of Africa said, indeed, that none but
a holy person could validly administer the sacraments; but they
did not arrive at the extravagance of the Vaudois, to allow the
administration of the sacraments as well to holy laymen as holy
priests. If the African Donatists pretended that the Catholic
bishops and priests had forfeited their ministry by their crimes,
they at least accused them of crimes, which were actually re
proved by the law of God. But our new Donatists separate
themselves from the whole Catholic clergy, and would have it,
they were degraded from their orders for not observing their
pretended apostolic poverty, which, at most, was but a counsel.
For this was the origin of the sect, and what we have seen it
stood to, as long as it persisted in its firat belief. Who, there
fore, does not see that such a sect is nothing at bottom, but hy
pocrisy boasting her poverty and other virtues, and making the
sacraments depend, not on the efficacy Jesus Christ has given
them, but on man's merits 'I And, after all, these new doctors,
from whom the Calvinists derive their succession, whence came
they themselves, and who sent them 1 Puzzled at this query no
*ess than the Protestants, like them they went in quest of pre
decessors, and here is the fable trumped up by them. They
were told, that in the time of St. Sylvester,* when Constantino
endowed the cnurches with revenues, One of this Pope's com
panions would not consent to it, and withdrew from his commu
nion, abiding, together with them that followed him, in the way
of poverty ; and then it was the Church failed in Sylvester and
Ms adherents, and remained with them." Let not this be called
a calumny invented by the enemies of the Vaudois, for wc have
seen, that the authors, who unanimously report it, had no design
of calumniating them. This fable was still in vogue in Seyssel's
time.| The vulgar were then told, This sect had taken its
rise from a certain man called Leo, a very religious person, in
44

44
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the time of Consta tine the Great, who detesting the avarice of
Sylvester, and Con.tantine's excessive liberality, chose rather
to follow the poverty and simplicity of faith, than, with Sylvester,
to defile himself with a fat and rich benefice, to which Leo and
all those joined themselves, that judged aright in faith." These
ignorant people had been made to believe, it was from this coun
terfeit Leo, the sect of Leomsts derived their name and birth.
Christians are all for finding a succession in their Church and
doctrine. Protestants boast of theirs in the Vaudois, the Vau
dois in their pretended companion of St. Sylvester; and both
are equally fictitious.
125.—The Calvinists have no contemporary authors to favor their pretensions to
the Vaudois.

All the truth to be found in the origin of the Vaudois is, that
. ley took their motive of separation from the endowing of
churches and church-men, contrary, as they pretended, to that
poverty Jesus Christ requires of his ministers. But as this origin
is absurd, and besides, nowise serves the turn of Protestants,
we have seen what an account Paul Perrin has given of it in his
history of the Vaudois.* He represents this Waldo as a person
" the most courageous in opposing" the Real Presence in the
year 1160. But does he produce any author in confirmation of
what he says ? N o , not so much as one ; neither Aubertin, nor
La Roque, nor Chappel,—in a word, no Protestant of Germany
or France hath produced, or ever will produce, any one author,
either of those times, or of succeeding ages, for the space of
three or four hundred years, who gives the Vaudois that origin
which this historian lays for the foundation of his history. Have
any of the Catholics, who wrote so copiously, whatever Berengarius and the rest objected against the Real Presence, so much
as named Waldo amongst those that opposed it ? None ever
has dreamed of it; we have seen what they said of Waldo was
far different. But why must they have spared him only 1 Wha*
then, did this man, whom they make so courageous in stemming
the torrent, so conceal his doctrine that none ever could per
ceive he impugned an article of this importance ? Or, was
Waldo so formidable a person, that no Catholic durst impeach
him of this error at the time they impeached him of so many
others? An historian that sets out with a fact of this nature,
and lays it for the foundation of his history, what credit does he
deserve ? Nevertheless, Paul Perrin is heard, like an oracle,
*mong Calvinists, so readily do they come into whatever favors
he prejudices of the sect.
126.— Vaudois books produced by

Pemn.

But, for want of known authors, Perrin produces, for HW
* Hist des Vaudois, ch. L
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only proof, some old books* of the Vaudois, in man iscript, which
ne pretends to have recovered ; amongst the rest, one volume,
wherein was " A book, concerning Antichrist, bearing date 1120
and in this same volume, many sermons of the Vaudois Barbes."
But it is already evidently made out, that there neither were
Vaudois nor Barbes in 1120; since Waldo, by Perrin's own
account, did not appear till 1160, The word barbe was not
known, nor in use among the Vaudois to signify their doctors,
till many ages after, and manifestly in the latter times. So,
these discourses cannot all of them be made to pass as of the
year eleven hundred and twenty. Nay, Perrin himself is re
duced to allow this date only to the discourse concerning Anti
christ, which, by this means, he hopes to father on Peter de
Bruis, who lived about that time, or on some of his disciples.
But the date standing in the front, should seemingly extend to
all, and consequently is utterly false in regard of the first, as it
evidently is in regard of the rest. And besides, this treatise
about Antichrist, which he pretends to be of 1160, is not in a
different language from the other pieces of the Barbes cited by
Perrin ; and this language is very modern, very little unlike the
dialect of Provence, now in use. Not only Villehardouin's lan
guage, who wrote a hundred years since Peter de Bruis, but that
also of the authors subsequent to Villehardouin, is more obso
lete and obscure than that which he would date in the year eleven
hundred and twenty ; so that there is not a more gross and pal
pable imposition, than to palm on us these pieces as of remon
antiquity.
127.—Sequel

Nevertheless, on account of this sole date of 1120, placed,
you know not by whom, you know not when, in this Vaudois
volume no body knows any thing of, our Calvinists have cited
this book about Antichrist as undoubtedly the work of, " some
one of Peter de Bruis's" disciples, or as his own.f The same
authors quote, with great confidence, some discourses which
PerrinJ has annexed to that concerning Antichrist, as if of th«
same date, 1120, although, in one of those where purgatory is
handled, is cited a hook which St. Austin entitled, as the original
has it, " Milparlemcns," that is, of a thousand sayings, as if St.
Austin had written a book with this title; which can be attrijuted to nothing but a compilation made in the thirteenth cen
tury, bearing this title, " Millcloquim Sancti Augustini," which
the ignorant author of this treatise on Purgatory took for the
work of this father. Besides this, we might be able to say some* Hist, des Vaudois, lib. i. ch. vii. p. 57. H i s t des Vaud. et Albia part
ii. lib. iii. ch. i. p. 253.
f Aub. p. 062. La Roque. H i s t de l'Euchar. ppt
451, 459.
{ Hist dea Vaud. part iii. liv. iii. ch. ii. p. 305.
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thing of the age of these Vaudois books, and the alterations
possibly made in them, were we told of some known library
where they might be seen. Till the public has received this
necessary information, we cannot but wonder such books have
been produced to us for authentic as have not been seen but by
Ferrin alone ; neither Aubertin nor La Roque citing them other*
wise than on his word, without so much as telling us they have
ever handled them. This Perrin,* who alone boasts of them
to us, observes none of those marks in them whereby the date
of a book may be ascertained, or its antiquity proved ; and all
he tells us is, they are old Vaudois volumes ; which, in general,
may be said of the most modern Gothic books of no more than
a hundred or sixscore years' antiquity. There is then every
reason for believing that these books, whence they produce what
they please without any solid proof of their date, have been
composed or altered by those Vaudois, whom Farel and his
brethren reformed in their own way.
128.—Confession of Faith produced by Perrin.—That it is posterior to Calvinism
As to the Confession of Faith published by Perrin,")* and
which all Protestants quote as an authentic piece of the ancient
Vaudois, " It is extracted," says he, "from a book entitled the
Spiritual Almanac, and from the Memoirs of George Morel.'"
As for the Spiritual Almanac, I know not what to say to it, un
less, that neither Perrin, nor even Leger, who speaks with so
great a regard for the books of the Vaudois, have mentioned any
Sling of the date of this. They have not even thought it worth
their while to acquaint us whether it may be a manuscript or in
print; and we may hold it for certain, it is very modern, since
those who would make the most of it, have not specified its an
tiquity. But what Perrin reports is decisive, viz., that this Con
fession of Faith is extracted from the Memoirs of George Morel.
N o w it is plain from Perrin himself,| that George Morel was the
man whc about 1530, (so many years after the Reformation,)
went to confer with (Ecolampadius and Bucer, concerning the
means to bring about an union; which makes it clear enough
that this Confession of Faith is not, any more than the rest,
produced by Perrin, of the ancient Vaudois, but of the Vaudois
eformed according to the model of the Protestants.
129.—Demonstration that the Vaudois had no Confession of Faith before the
pretended Reformation.
Accordingly it has been already remarked by us, that no
mention of a Vaudois confession of faith was made in the Con
ference of 1530, between (Ecolampadius and the said Vaudois.
We may even boldly assert, that they never made a confession
4
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of faith t\.l a long while after, since that Beza, so diligent in his
researches into, and taking advantage from, the acts of these
heretics, says nothing, as has been seen, of any such confession
of faith, that he knew of, except in 1541. However that may be,
never before Luther's and Calvin's Reformation had a Vaudois
confession of faith been so much as heard of.* Seyssel, whom
pastoral vigilancy and the duty of his charge engaged in those
latter times, namely, in 1516 and 1517, to so exact an inquiiy
into all that concerned this sect, says not one word of a con
fession of faith; and the reason was,f because he had never
heard of any such thing, either from juridicial examinations oi
from those of his own converts, who, with so great tokens of
sincerity, discovered to him, with tears and compunction, the
whole secret of the sect. They had not, therefore, at that time,
any such confession ; their doctrine was to be learnt, as we have
seen, by their interrogatories at tribunals ; but as for a confes
sion of faith, or any Vaudois writing, we find not a word in those
authors that knew them best. On the contrary, the brethren of
Bohemia, a sect of whom we shall speak presently, and which
the Vaudois have frequently strove to unite themselves to, both
before and since Luther's time, assure us they wrote nothing.
" They never had," say they,J " a Church known in Bohemia,
nor had our people learnt any thing of their doctrine, by reason
they never had published any writings we know of." And in
another p l a c e — " T h e y would not suffer that there should be
any public testimony of their doctrine." But if you will say,
they had nevertheless, amongst themselves, some writing and
3 o m e confessions of faith ; if so, doubtless they would have
communicated them to the brethren with whom they wished to
unite themselves. But the brethren declare, they knew nothing
a s to that point, except from some articles of Merindol,
** which articles," say they, " possibly might have been polished
since our time." This is what a learned minister of the Bohe
mians writes,§ a long while after the Reformation of Luther and
Calvin. H e would have spoken more accurately if, instead of
saying these articles were " polished," he had said they were
coined since the Reformation. But so it was that men were
willing, in the party, to give some air of antiquity to the Vaudois
articles, nor would this minister entirely disclose the secret of
the sect. Be that as it wi 1, he says enough of it to convince
us what we ought to credit concerning the confessions of faith
produced, in his time, under the name of the Vaudois ; and il
is easily perceived they knew nothing of the Protestant doctrine
* S. n. 4.
| vSeyss. f. 3,et sec|.
\ Earom. Rudig. de (Vat. Orth. narrat
Heid. :um. Hist. Cam. 1605, pp. 147, 148. Prajf. Conf. fid. [rat. Bohero. A n
1578. Ibid. 173.
§ Rud. Ibid. pp. 147. 14ft.
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before they nad been taught it by the Protestants. Nay, they
scarce knew what they themselves believed, and but confusedly
delivered their minds concerning it to their best friends, so far
from having confessions of faith already at hand, as Perrin
would fain persuade us.
130.—The Vaudois in drawing thei\ Calvinistical Confession of Faith, retained
something of the Dogm is that, were peculiar to them.
9

And nevertheless we perceive, even in these pieces o f Perrin,
some footsteps o f the ancient genius o f the Vaudois, a confirma
tion o f what we have already said concerning theni For ex
ample, in the book about Antichrist, it is said,* " That the
emperors and kings supposing that Antichrist resembled the
true and holy mother the Church, they loved him, and endowed
him contrary t o God's command," which comes up to the tenet
of the Vaudois, that the clergy are forbidden to have any goods;
an error, as above seen, which was the first ground-work of
their separation. What i s advanced in the catechism, viz., that
you may know the ministers " by their true sense o f the faith,
and by their holy doctrine and life o f good example," & c , suits
also with that error, which made the Vaudois believe, that min
isters o f an evil life were degraded from their ministry, and lost
the administration o f the sacraments. For which reason, in
the book that treats o f Antichrist, it ia also said, that o n e o f his
works is, " to attribute the Reformation of the Holy Ghost to
faith exteriorly dead, and to baptize children into this faith,
teaching that, by this faith, these children do receive from hire
baptism and regeneration
words whereby a living faith is re
quired in the ministers of baptism, as a thing necessary for the
child's regeneration, and the contrary is ranked among the works
of Antichrist. Thus, when they composed these new confessions
of faith agreeable to the Reformation, which they had a design
of entering into, there was no hindering them from still insinu
ating something that savored of the old leaven; and without
further loss of time in this inquiry, it is sufficient you have ob
served, in these works o f the Vaudois, the two errors which
were the ground of their separation.
131.—Reflections on the History of the Albigenses and Vaudois.—Artifice of
the Ministers.

Such is the history of the Albigenses and Vaudois as reported
by the authors o f those times. Our Reformed, finding nothing
therein favorable to their pretensions, connived at their being
imposed upon by the most gross of all artifices. Many Catholic
authors who wrote in this, or towards the end of the preceding
age, have not sufficiently distinguished the Vaudois from t H
* Hist, des Vaud. et Albig. >art iii. I. iii. ch. L p. 292. Ibid, pait iii 1
D. 167. Ibid. 1. iii. p. 267.
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Albigenses, but given the general name of V a u d o i 3 alike to
both of them. Whatever might have been the cau-*e of theit
error, our Protestants are more able critics than to require we
should credit either Mariana, or Gretser, or even D e Thou,
and some other moderns, to the prejudice of the ancient authors,
who all unanimously, as we have seen, distinguished these two
sects. Nevertheless, on so gross an error, the Protestants,
after taking it for granted that the Albigenses and Vaudois were
but one and the same sect, have concluded, that nought but
talumny branded the Albigenses with the imputation of Mani
cheism, since the Vaudois, according to the ancient authors,
are exempt from that blemish.
132.—Demonstration that the Heretics, xolio denied the Reality in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, were Manicheans.—Notoriously
false
supposition
of the Ministers.

They ought to reflect that these ancients, who, in accusing the
Vaudois of other errors, have acquitted them of Manicheism, at
the same time have distinguished them from the Albigenses
whom we have convicted of it. For example, the minister de
la Iloque, who, as he was the last who wrote on this subject,
has mustered Up the subtle quirks of all the other authors of the
party, and especially those of Aubertin, believes he has justified
the Albigenses as to their rejecting the Old Testament, like the
Manicheans, by showing from Renicr's testimony, that the Vau
dois received it :* he gains nothing, since these Vaudois are, in
the same Renier,t thoroughly distinguished from the Cathari,
the stem of the Albigensian progeny. The same La Roque J
thinks to reap advantage from certain heretics, who, according
to Radulphus Ardens, said, " That the sacrament was nothing
but mere bread." It is true; but the same Radulphus adds,
what La Roque no less than Aubertin have dissembled, that
these same heretics " admit two Creators, and reject the Old
Testament, the truth of the incarnation, marriage, and the use
of flesh-meat." The same minister also cites certain heretics
mentioned by Peter de Vauccrnay,§ who denied the truth of
Jesus Christ's body in the Eucharist. I own it; but, at the
same tine, this historian|| assures us, they admitted the two
principles, with all the train of Manichean errors. La Roque
would make us believe, that the same Peter de Vaucernay dis
tinguishes the Ariaus and Manicheans from the Vaudois and
Albigenses. The Valf of this statement is true : it is true that
ne distinguishes the Manicheans from the Vaudois, but he dis
tinguishes them not from the heretics " that were in the country
* La Roq. 459, Aub. p. 967, ex. Ren. c. iii. p. 5.
f Ren. c. vi.
1 La Roq. 456, Aub. p. 964. B. Rad. Ard. Serm. 8, Post Pencec.
& La Roq. Aub. Ibid. 965, ex. Pet. de Vaile-Cern. H i s t Albig. lib. it cap.ft
P Hist. Albig. cap 2
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of N a r b o n n e a n d certain it is, these are the same that were
called Albigenses, and who unquestionably were Manicheans.
But, continues the same La Roque,* Renier owns heretics who
say, * the body of Jesus Christ is mere bread
they were those
he calls Ordibarians that spoke thus, and, at the same time,
denied the Creation, and vented a thousand other blasphemies
which Manicheism had introduced: so that these enemies of
the Real Presence were at the same time no less enemies of the
Creator than the Deity.
fc

133.—Sequei.—Manicheism at Metz.—The

Bogomilists.

La Roque returns to the attack with Aubertin, and believes
he finds good Protestants in the persons of those heretics, who,
by the testimony of Cesarius of Hesterback,*f " blasphemed the
body and blood of Jesus Christ." But the same Cesarius in
forms us, they admitted the two principles, and all the othet
Manichean blasphemies ; which he avers he is very well assured
of, not from hearsay, but " from his frequent conversation with
them in the Diocese of Metz." A famous minister of Metz,
whom I was well acquainted with, made the Calvinists of that
country believe these Albigenses of Cesarius were their ances
tors ; and then they were plainly shown, that these ancestors he
had given them, were abominable Manicheans. La Roque, in
his history of the Eucharist, would fain have us believe, the
Bogomilists were the same with those called, in divers places,
Vaudois, poor men of Lyons, Bulgarians, Insabbatized, Gazares, Poplicans, and Turlupins. I agree that the Vaudois, the
Insabbatized, and the poor men of Lyons are the same sect;
but that they were called Gazares or Cathari, Poplicans, Bul
garians, or Bogomilists, is what never will be proved from any
author of those times. Nevertheless, M. de k Roque must
needs have these Bogomilists to be their friends; surely for this
reason, because " they accounted the body and blood, which we
consecrate, unworthy of all esteem." But he ought to have
learned from Anna Comnena,J who has given us a right notion
of these heretics, '« that they reduced to a phantom the incarna
tion of J e s u s ; that they taught such impurities as the modesty
of her sex forbade this princess to repeat; and, in a word, that
they had been convicted by the Emperor Alexius, her father, of
introducing a dogma mixed with two, the most infamous of all
heresies, that of the Manicheans and that of the Massalians."
134.—Sequel of the suppositions of the Ministers,.

The same La Roque§ numbers also amongst his friends Petei
* La Roque, p. 457. Aub. p. 965. Ren. cap. vi.
1 Ca>.sar. Hesterb.
ib. v. cap. 2, in Bibl. Cisterc. La Roque, p. 457. Aub. p. 964. Ferri Cat
Gen. pp. 85, 455.
J An. Comn. Alex. lib. xv. p. 4S6. et seq.
§ La Roq. p. 458. Rog d Moved. An. Angl. Baron, ad 1178.
0
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Moran, who, pressed to declare his faith before all die people,
confessed, He did not believe the consecrated bread was the
body of our Lord;" and he forgets that this Peter Moran, by
the report of the author whose testimony he cites, was of the
number of those heretics convicted of Manicheism, who were
called Arians for the reason above mentioned.
»Vi —Jhiotkrr fahitu.
This autho • reckons also amongst nis friends* those heretics,
ancerning whom it is se'd in the Council of Toulouse, under
Jalixtus II, that they rejected the sacrament of Jesus Christ's
body and blood ;" and he mutilates the very canon he has taken
these words from, in the sequel whereof is to be seen, that these
heretics, together with the sacrament of the body and blood,
rejected also infant baptism and lawful wedlock."
44

44

44

1%.—Another passage mutilated.

With a like boldness he corrupts^ a passage of Emerick, the
inquisitor, concerning the Vaudois.
Emerick," says he, "at
tributes to them, as a heresy, their saying that the bread is not
transubstantiated into the true body of Jesus Christ, nor the
wine into blood/' Who would not believe the Vaudois con
victed by this testimony of denying transubstantiation ? but we
have given the whole passage, where you will read, The ninth
error of the Vaudois is, that the bread is not transubstantiated
into the body of Jesus Christ, if the priest who consecrate U he
a sinner." M. la Roquc cuts off these last words, and, by this
falsification alone, takes from the Vaudois two important points
of their doctrine: one, which is the abhorrence of all Profesta.its, to wit, transubstantiation; the other, which is the abhor
rence of all Christians, namely, their saying, that the sacraments
lose their virtue in the hands of unworthy ministers. Thus do
our adversaries prove what they please by manifest falsifications,
nor dread giving themselves predecessors even at this rate.
44

44

137.—Recapitulation.

These are a part of Aubertin's and La Roque's illusions with
regard to the Albigenses, and Vaudois, or poor men of Lyons.
In a word, they perfectly vindicate these last from Manicheism,
but, at the same time, bring no kind of proof to s^ow they de
nied transubstantiation ; on the contrary, they c o u y . p t the pas
sages which prove that they admitted it. And as for those who
denied it in those days, they produce none but such as are con
victed of Manicheism, by the testimony of the same authors thai
accuse them of denying the change of substance in the E ichan i t ; so *hat their ancestors either, with us, defend transubstaiv
« La Roq. p. 451. Cone. Tolnn. An. 11VA. Can. iiL v. a
f P. 457. Diroct. part ii, p. 14.
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tiation as the Vaudois, or are convicted of Manicheisrn with the
Albigenses.
138.— Two other objections of the

Ministers.

But here is what these ministers have advanced with greater
subtlety. Overpowered by the number of authors, who, treating
of these Toulousian and Albigensian heretics, make them per
fect Manicheans, they cannot deny there were such, and even
in those countries ; and they were those, say they,* who were
called Cath iri or Puritans. But, they add, they were very few
in number, since Renier,")" who knew them so well, assures us,
thry had but " sixteen churches m the whole world ;" nay, that
the number of these Cathari did not exceed four thousand in all
parts of the earth; whereas," says Renier,J the believers
are not to be numbered." These ministers would have it un
derstood from this passage, that these sixteen churches, and four
thousand men spread in all parts of the universe, could not have
caused in it all that noise and all those wars the Albigenses were
authors of; it must, therefore, have happened that the name of
Cathari or Manicheans was extended to some other sect more
numerous, and that the Vaudois and Albigenses had the name
of Manicheans given them either by mistake or calumny.
44

44

139.—Sixteen Churches of the Manicheans that comprehend the whole Sect

Whoever wishes to see what length prejudice or illusion will
go, needs but to hear, after what the ministers have said, the
truth I am going to relate, or rather, call to mind what has al
ready been related. And, in the first place, as to these sixteen
churches, you have seen that the word Church was taken in this
place by Renier,§ not for particular churches which were in cer
tain towns, but often, for whole provinces : thus you find amongst
these churches, the church of Sclavonia, the church of MarcAncona in Italy, the church of France, the church of Bulgaria,
the mother of all the rest. All Lomhardy was contained under
the title of two churches ; those of Toulouse and Alby, which
in France formerly were the most numerous, comprehended all
Languedoc, and so forth; so that, under the denomination of
.sixteen churches, the whole sect was expressed as divided into
sixteen cantons, all which had their relation to Bulgaria, as above
seen.
140.—The Cathari, in number four thousand*—How is this to be xmtiersteod?

We have also observed, with respect to those four thousand
Cathari, that none were understood by that name but the perfect
of the sect, called elect in St. Austin's ime ; but at the same
time that Renier assures us, in his tinu to wit, in the middle
vf the thirteenth century, when the sect was weakened, fnougb
* Aub. p. 968. a. La Roq. p. 460, ex. f C. vi. J Ibid. § Ren. c n.
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there were but four thousaid perfect Cathari, yet, that the mul
titude of the rest of the sect, namely, of simple believers, w a s
then infinite.
141.—Whether the word Believers, in the ancient authors,signified the Vaudois*
—•flubertin's fallacy.

La Roque, after Aubertin,* pretends, the word " Believers"
signified the Vaudois, by reason that Pylicdorf, and Renier him
self, call them so. But here is again too palpable a fallacy.
The word Believers" was common to all the sects : each sect
had its believers or followers. The Vaudois had their believers,
Credentes ipsorum, whom Pylicdorf has spoken of in divers
places. Not that the word " Believers" was appropriated to the
Vaudois ; but the thing meant was, that they had theirs like
the rest. The passages cited from Renier, by the ministers,
says, the heretics " had their believers, Credentes suos, to whom
they allowed all kind of crimes." It is not the Vaudois he speaks
of, since he commends their good deportment. The same Renier
relates the mysteries of the Cathari, or the breaking of their
bread, and s a y s , | they admitted to this table not only the Ca
thari, men and women, but also their believers," namely, those
who were not as yet arrived to the perfection of the Cathari:
which shows manifestly these two orders so well known among
the Manicheans ; and what he further remarks, that the simple
believers were admitted to this kind of mystery, makes it evi
dent, that there were other mysteries which they were not deemed
worthy of. These believers of the Cathari were therefore the
" innumerable" above mentioned; and these, guided by the rest
of an inferior number, raised all the commotions which dis
turbed the world.
44

4 4

142.—Conclusion : that the Vaudois concurnot in sentiment with the Calvinists.

Here have you then the subtleties, not to say artifices, the
ministers are reduced to, in order tofind themselves predecessors.
They have none of an apparent and continued succession; of
such they go in search the best way they are able, amongst ob
scure sects whom they strive to unite, and make of them good
Calvinists, though there be nothing they all agree in, but their
hatred against the Pope and Church.
143.—What is to be believed concerning the lives of the Vaudois.

It will be asked me, perhaps, what is my opinion concerning
the manners of the Vaudois so much extolled by Renier? I can
easily credit all he says, nay, if thoy please, more than Renier
said of them ; for the devil matters not by what sort of bands he
secures men to him. Those Toulousinn heretics, confessedly
Manicheans, had not less of this apparent piety than the Vaudois.
• Aub. 068. a. L i Roq. <160, c. i. 14,18. p. 780,

c. i. p. 747. f C. v i p. 756.
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It was of thtm St. Bernard said :* Their manners are irre
proachable ; they oppress none; they injure no man; their
countenances are mortified and wan with fasting; they eat not
their bread like sluggards, but labor to gain a livelihood." Wha.
can be more plausible than these heretics mentioned by St. Ber
nard ? But, after all, they were Manicheans, and their piety but
disguise. Inspect the foundation: it was pride, it was hatred
agains the clergy, it was rancor against the Church; this made
them Gtink in the whole poison of an abominable heresy. An
ignorant people may be led whither you please, when, after
kindling a violent passion in their breasts, especially hatred
against their guides, you use it as a chain to drag them by. But
what shall we say of the Yaudois, who kept themselves so clear
of the Manichean errors. The devil had accomplished his work
in them, when he inspired them with the same pride ; the same
ostentation of their pretended Apostolic poverty; the same pre
sumption to boast their virtues; the same hatred against the
clergy, carried so far as even to despise the Sacraments in their
hands ; the same bitterness against their brethren, even to a
rupture from them and open schism. With this hatred in their
breasts, even though they were externally still more just than
nas been reported, St. John assures me,t they are murderers.
Were they as chaste as angels, their lot would be no better than
that of the foolish virgins,"J whose lamps were void of oil,
and hearts void of that sweetness which alone can nourish charity.
4

44

144.—Sourness is the character of this Sect—Muse

of the Scripture.

Renier§ has therefore justly pointed out the character of these
heretics, when he resolves the cause of their error into hatred
bitterness, and rancor : Sic processit doctrina ipsonim, et rancor.
These heretics, says he, whose exterior was so specious, read
m u c h , and prayed little. They went to sermons, but in order
to lay snares for the preacher, as the Jews did for the Son of
God;" as much as to say, there was amongst them much of
the spirit of contention, but little of the spirit of compunction.
All of them in general, Manicheans and Vaudois, never ceased
inveighing against human inventions, and citing the holy Scrip
ture, whence they always had a text at hand upon all occasions. |j
When examined concerning faith, they eluded the question by
equivocating; if reproved for this, it was Jesus Christ himself,
said they, that taught them this practice when he said to the
J e w s : Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it
up ;"1T meaning of the temple of his body what the Jews understr od of that of Solomon. This text, to those that knew no
better, seemed expressly made for their purpose. The Vaudois
44

44

* Serm. 65, in Cant
§ Ch. v. p. 74.9.
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bad a hundred others of this sort, which they were expert in
wresting to their own purposes ; and to those not thoroughly
versed in Scripture, it was no easy matter to escape their snares.
Another author* remarks a very singular character in these false
professors of poverty. They did not proceed like a St. Bernard
like a St. Francis, like other apostolic preachers, and attack in
the midst of the world the dissolute livers, the usurers, the game
sters, the blasphemers, and the like public sinners in order to
convert them : on the contrary, whomsoever they found, in towns
or villages that were peaceable and retired, it was into their
houses they insinuated themselves under the covert of their ex
terior simplicity.
Scarce durst they raise their voice, their
meekness was so great: yet the topic of wicked priests and
wicked monks was introduced forthwith: a keen and merciless
satire put on the disguise of zeal; well-meaning people, that
listened to them, were ensnared ; and transported with this bitter
zeal, imagined even they became better men by becoming here
tics : thus an universal contagion diffused itoelf. Some were
drawn into vice by the great scandnls that appeared in the world
on every side ; the devil took in the simple after another man
ner ; and, by a false horror of the wicked, alienated them from
the Church, wherein the number of such was daily seen to in
crease.
145.—Eminent sanctity in the Catholic

Church.

Nothing could be more unjust; since the Church, far from
approving the disorders which gave a handle to the revolt of
heretics, by all her decrees detested them, and nourished at the
same time in her bosom men of so eminent a holiness, that in
comparison to it, all the virtue of these hypocrites appeared as
nothing. St. Bernard alone, whom God raised in those days
with all the graces of the Prophets and Apostles to combat these
new heretics, when they were making their greatest efforts to
spread themselves in France, was alone sufficient to confound
them. In him might they behold a spirit truly apostolical, a
sanctity of such a lustre, that even those whose errors he im
pugned were m admiration of it, insomuch that there were some
of them who, whilst they wickedly anathematized the holy doc
tors, excepted St. Bernard from that sentence,! and thought
themselves obliged to publish, that at last ho had come over to
their party; so much did they blush to have against them sc
great a witness. Amongst his other virtues, was seen to shine
in him, and his brethren the holy monks of Cisteaux and Clairvaux, to mention nothing of the rest, that apostolic poverty these
heretics boasted so much of; but St. Bernard and his disciples,
notwithstanding they carried this poverty ana Christian mortifi+ Pvhod. c x. p.
t Apud. Ren. ch. vL p. 755*.
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nation t o its utmost height, did not glory that they alone had
preserved the Sacraments, nor were they the less obedient to
superiors however wicked, distinguishing, with Jesus Christ
abuses from the chair and from doctrine.
146.—Bitterness and presumption of Heretics.

A t the same time, great saints might be numbered, not only
among the bishops, among the priests, among the monks, but
also among the common people, and even amongst princes, in
the midst of this worldly pomp ; but heretics cared to look on
nothing but vice, that they might say more boldly with the pharisee, " We are not as other men are
we are spotless, we are
the poor beloved of God ; come to us if you will receive the
Sacraments.
147.—Whether their false constancy aught to surprise us.—St. Bernard's mem*
arable answer.

One ought not, therefore, to be surprised at the apparent regu
larity of their manners, this being a part of that seduction against
which we have been put on our guard by so many admonitions
of the gospei. T o finish the external piety of these heretics,
this last stroke is added; that they suffered with a surprising
patience. It is true, and this it is which completes the illusion.
For the heretics of those times, and even the Manicheans, whose
infamies we have beheld, after shifting and dissembling as long
as ever they were able to escape punishment, when convicted,
and condemned by the laws, run to death with joy. Their false
constancy amazed the world : Enervin, their accuser,f was nev
ertheless astonished, and inquired of St. Bernard with concern
the meaning of such a prodigy. But the saint, too well versed
in the deep wiles of Satan to be ignorant of his being able to
make those he held captives mimic even martyrdom itself, an
swered, that by a just judgment of God, the evil one might have
power, " Not only over the bodies of men, but also over their
hearts ;"*.£ and if he was able to prevail with Judas to destroy
himself, he might well work on these heretics to suffer death
from the hands of others. Let us not, therefore, wonder, if we
see martyrs of all religions, even of those the most monstrous,
but let us learn from this example, to hold none for true martyr*
but those who die in unity*
148.—Inevitable condemnation ofthese Heretics,in that they denied their ttiigim

But what ought to put Protestants for ever out of conceit with
all these impious sects, is the detestable custom they had of
denying their religion, and partaking outwardly of our worship
whilst they rejected it in their hearts. It is certain the Vaudois,
like the Manicheans, lived in this practice ever sinr** the be* Lukp xviii. 11.

f An&lect lib. iii. p. 454.

1 Serm. 66, in Cant «ub. fin,
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gimi ,g of the sect, till towards the middle of the last cenfiry.
Seyssel* could not sufficiently wonder at the false piety of their
Barbes, who condemning even the minutest lies, as so many
grievous sins, yet dreaded not, in presence of the judges, to lie
in point of faith, with an obstinacy so surprising, that the con
fession of it could scarcely be extorted from them by the most
acute tortures. They forbade swearing, though even to bear
witness to truth in courts of judicature ; and at the same time
stuck at no oath to conceal their sect and faith ; a tradition they
had *eoeived from the Manicheans, as they had also inherited
from them their presumption and rancor. Men inure themselves
to any thing, when once their guides have gained the ascendant
over their minds ; but especially when engaged in a cabal under
the pretext of piety.
k H I S T O R Y OF T H E B O H E M I A N B R E T H R E N , V U L G A R L Y
A N D F A L S E L Y CALLED VAUDOIS.
149.—The Sect of the Bohemian
Brethren.

We are now to speak of those who were falsely called Vaudois
and Picards, and who called themselves the Brethren of Bohe
mia, or the Orthodox Brethren, or, barely, Brethren. They con
stitute a particular sect distinct from the Albigenses and the
poor men of Lyons. When Luther rose up, he found some
churches in Bohemia, and especially in Moravia, which he long
detested. H e approved afterwards of their confession of faith,
corrected as we shall see. Bucer and Musculus have also be
stowed great praises on them. The learned Camerarius, whom
we have so much spoken of, that intimate friend of Melancthon,
judged their history worthy to be written by his fine pen. His
son-in-law, Rudigeryf though called by the Protestant churches
of the Palatinate, preferred to them those of Moravia, and chose
to be their minister; and of all the sects separated from Rome
before Luther, this is the most commended by Protestants : but
its birth and doctrine will soon evince that nothing could be
drawn from it to their advantage.
\50.-~They

dismon those who call them Vaudois, and why.

As for its birth, many, led into a mistake by the name, and
some conformity of doctrine, make these Bohemians descend
from the ancient Vaudois : but for their part, they renounce this
origin,J as appears clearly in the preface they prefixed to their
Confession of Faith in 1572. There they set forth their origin
in an ample manner, and say, amongst other things, that the
Vaudois are more ancient than they ; that these had, indeed,
* F. 47.
\ Do Eccl. Frnt in. Bob. et Mor. nar. Hist. T-leid. 1605.
I De Oritr. Eccl. Boh. et confess, ab iiu uditis. Heid. An. 160:*, * un> H i s t
loach. U<um;r. p. 173.
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some churches dispersed in Bohemia when their own b e g a n first
to appear, but they had no acquaintance with them; that nev
ertheless these Vaudois, i n process of time, made themselves
known to them, yet refused, say they, to make any deep research
into their doctrine. " Our annals," continue they, " inform us
they were never united t o our churches, for two reasons ; first,
because they gave no testimony o f their faith and doctrine;
secondly, because, in order t o keep peace, they made no diffi
culty of assisting at masses celebrated by those of the Church
o f Rome." Whence they concluded, not only " that they never
had e n t e r e d into any union with the Vaudois, but also, that they
had always believed they could not enter into any such with a
safe conscience." So far are these people from acknowledging
a Vaudois extraction, that what i s eagerly sought for by the
T a l v i n i s t s i s rejected b y them with scorn.
151.—The sentiments of Camerarius and Rudiger.

Camerarius writes the same thing in his history of the Bo*
nemian brethren :* but Rudiger,f one of their pastors in Mo•avia, says, still more clearly, that these churches are far dif
ferent from those of the Vaudois; that the Vaudois were in being
ever since the year 1 1 6 0 , whereas the Brethren did not begin to
•tppear till the fifteenth century ; and finally, that it is written in
die annals of the Brethren, how they always with constancy re
fused t o make any union with the Vaudois, because they did not
give a full Confession of their faith, and went to Mass."
M

152.—The Vaudois disowned by the Brethren as well as the Picards.

Accordingly, we see the Brethren, i n all their synods and all
their a c t s , style themselves the Brethren of Bohemia, falsely
called Vaudois. J The name of Picards i s still more detested
by them : " It i s very likely," says Rudiger, " that t h o s e , who
first gave it t o our ancestors, took it from a certain Picard, who,
remwing the ancient heresy of the Adamites, introduced nudi
ties, and shameful actions; and as this heresy penetrated into
Bohemia about the time our churches were established, they
were discredited b y so infamous a title, as if we had been noth
ing but the miserable remains of that impure Picard."§ You see
thereby how t h e s e two pedigrees, from the Vaudois and this
Picard, are r e j e c t e d b y the Brethren; " they account it even an
affront to b e called Picard and Vaudois ;"|| and if the first origin
displeases them, the second, in which our Protestants glory,
seems to them but little less shameful; but i ow w e are going to
see that which they give themselves is not much more reputable*
* H i s t p. 105, &c. t Rudig. de EccL Frat in Bohem, et Mor.narj). 147.
I In Syn. Sendom. Synt Gen. part ii. p. 2W.
§ Radig. EccL Frat as
Bobom. k Mor. nar. p. 148.
|) Apo. 1532. ap. Lyd. 1. ii. p. J7.
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THE HISTORY OF JOHN WICKLIFF, AN ENGLISHMAN.
153.—Wick&jps impious doctrine in his Trialogue.

They boast of being the disciples of John Huss ; but to judge
of their pretension, we must ascend higher still, since John Huss
himself gloried in having Wicklifffor his master. What judg
ment we then ought to pass on Wickliff shall be showed in few
words, without producing any other records than his < ,wn works,
and the testimony of all candid Protestants.
The chief of all his works is the Trialogue, that famous book
which set all Bohemia in a flame, and raised such troubles in
England. This was the theology contained in it,* " That all
happens by necessity: that he, a long while, spurned at this doc
trine, because it was contrary to the liberty of God ; but, at last,
was obliged to yield, and acknowledge at the same time, that all
the sins committed in the world are necessary and inevitable :f
that God could not prevent the sin of the first man, nor forgive
it without Jesus Christ's satisfaction, but then it was impossible
the Son of God should not become incarnate, should not satisfy,
should not die: that God indeed might have done otherwise
had he willed it, but he could not will otherwise ; that he could
not but forgive man ; that the sins of man proceeded from se
duction and ignorance, and so it was requisite of necessity, that
the divine wisdom should put on flesh to repair them. That
Jesus Christ could not save the devili ; that their sin was a sin
against the Holy Ghost: J that to save them, it would have been
necessary the Holy Ghost should have become incarnate, which
was absolutely impossible ; therefore, that§ no possible means
were left of saving the devils in general. That nothing wa?
possible to God, but what actually came to pass ; that the powei
admitted for things, which did not happen, was an illusion. That
God can produce nothing within himself, which he does not
necessarily produce, nor out of himself, which he docs not like
wise necessarily produce in its time. That when Jesus Christ
said, he could ask of his Father more than twelve legions of
angels, you most understand he could if he would, but must ac
knowledge at the same time he could not will it.|| That the
power of God is linked in the main, and is no otherwise infinite
than because there is no greater power: in a word, that the
world, and aii which exists,1T is of absolute necessity, and went
there any thing possible that God should refuse a being to, he
would be either impotent or envious ; and as he could not refuse
a being to any thing capable thereof, so can he annihilate noth
ing.** That we ought not to ask why God does not hinder sin
* Lib, iii. c. vii. viii. xxiii. pp. 56, 82. Edit 1525.
f Ibid. c. xxiv. xxv. p.
66, &c. I Lib. c. xxvii. lib. i. c. x. p. 15. 6 Ibid. c. xi. p. 18. || Ibid, c li
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reason is, because he cannot; -nor, in general, why he
does or does not such a thing—because he does necessarily al
he can do: yet is he nevertheless free,* but in like manner, as
he is free to produce his Son, whom nevertheless he produces
necessarily.
That the liberty, so called, of contradiction,!
whereby you may do a thing or not do it,'| is an erroneous term
introduced by the doctors ; and the imagination we have of our
being free, is a perpetual illusion like to that of a child who thinks
he walks alone whilst led : yet we deliberate^ we consult about
our affairs, we damn our souls, but all this is inevitable, no less
than all that is done or omitted in the world either by the crea
ture, || or by God himself. That God has determined every
thing, and necessitates, as well the predestinated as the repro
bate to all they do,1T as also each particular creature to its sev
eral actions ; and thence it happens that there are elect and rep
robate ; and thus it is not in God's power to save one single
reprobate.** That he laughs at what is said in schools, de senstt
composite el diviso, seeing that God can save none but such as
are saved actually ;"f"f that there is a necessary consequence for
sinning if certain things fall out; that God wills these things to
happen, and that this consequence be good, because otherwise
it would not be necessary : so he wills you should sin, and wills
sin on account of the good he draws from it; and although it
does not please God that Peter should sin, yet the sin of Peter
pleases him : J J that God approves sinning; that he necessitates
to sin. That man can do no better than he does ; that sinners
and the damned are nevertheless beholden to God, who shows
mercy to the damned in giving them existence, which is more
advantageous to, and to be wished for by them than non-exist
ence : that indeed, he dares not wholly ascertain this opinion,
nor push men on to sin by teaching that it is agreeable to God
they should thus sin, and that God allows it them as a recom
pense ; he being aware§§ that the wicked might take occasion,
from this doctrine, to commit grievous crimes, which, if they
may, they will commit: but if no better reasons are given him
tiian what are commonly alleged, he shall abide confirmed in his
sentiment without uttering a word."
You see thereby, he feels a secret horror of the blasphemies
he vents; but he is hurri-d into them by the spirit of pride and
singularity to which he had abandoned himself, nor does h*
know how to restrain the transports of his pen. This is a faitl
ful extract of his blasphemies; they are reduced to two heads
to make a God overruled by necessity, and, what is a conse—tiic

+ Lib. L c. x.
f lb. c. xi.
t lb. c. x.
§ Ibid.
|| lb. lib. iii. c «•
f lb. i. c. xiv. Ii x iii. c. iv.
** Ibid. c. viii.
ft Ibid, c i*.
\l Ibid. c. vi. viii. Ib. c. iv.
§§ Ibid, c viiL
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quence from thence, a God, author and approver of all crimes;
namely, a fJ<*d whom the atheists would have reason to deny : so
that the religion of so great a reformer is worse than atheism.
At the same time may be seen how many of his Dogmas
were followed by Luther. As for Calvin and the Calvinists, we
shall sec them hereafter; nor, in this sense, is it in vain that they
have reckoned this impious wretch among their predecessors.
154.—He imitates the false piety of the Vaudois.

In the midst of all these blasphemies, he was for imitating
the false piety of the Vaudois, by attributing the effect of the
sacraments to personal merit :* saying, The keys did not ope
rate exce.pt in the hands of holy persons ; and those who do not
imitate Jesus Christ cannot have the power of them: that,
nevertheless, this power is not lost in the Church ; that it sub
sists in the humble and unknown : that laymen may consecrate
and administer the sacraments :f that it is a great crime in
churchmen to possess temporal goods, a great crime in princes
to have bestowed such on them, and not to employ their authority
to take them from the clergy." Here you have in an English
man, if I may be allowed to say it, the first pattern of the Eng
lish Reformation, and church plundering. Some will say, it is
self-interest we here combat for; no, we do but discover the
mischievousness of extravagant minds, which, as we see, are
capable of every excess.
44

155.—Wickliff's

Doctrine not calumniated at the Council of Constance.

M. la Roque pretends, Wickliff was calumniated at the
Council of Constance,;}; and that propositions, which he did noi
believe, were laid to his charge, this amongst the rest: " God
is obliged to obey the Devil." But if we find so many blas
phemies in one only work that remains of Wickliff, we may
easily believe there were many others in his books, so very
numerous at that time ; and particularly as for this, it is a mani
fest consequence from the above doctrine, forasmuch as God, in
all things acting by necessity, is drawn by the will of the devil to
do certain things when obliged of necessity to concur to them.
1

\ 56.—Wickliff s

pernicious Doctrine concerning Kings.

Neither do we find, in the Trialogue, that proposition imputed
to Wickliff,§ " that a king ceased to be a king by the commis
sion of a mortal sin." There were other books enough of Wick,
liff whence this might be taken* In fact we have a conference
between the Catholics of Bohemia and the Calixtins, in presence
of King George Pogiebrac, wherein Hilary, Dean of Prague
maintains to Roque sane, || chief of the Calixtins, that Wickliflf
* Lib. iv. c. x. xiv. xxrii. xxv. xxxii.
f Ibid. c. xvii. *viil xix. xxiv.
Hist da Euch. Cone. Const Seas. vm. prop. 6.
§ Ibid. prop. xv.
DiapttL com. Roky*. apud. Cani*. ant. hect. t iii p. i i p. 474
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had written in express terms, " that an old woman might be king
and pope, were she better and more virtuous than the pope and
king ; and in such cases she might say to the king, * Rise up
I am more to :rthy than thou to sit upon the throne/" Upon
Roquesane's answering this was not WicklifPs meaning, the
same Hilary- offered to show these propositions to the whole
assembly, and this besides ;* " that whosoever is, by his virtue,
the most praiseworthy, is also the most worthy in dignity, and
the most holy old woman ought to be placed in the most holy
employment." Roquesane stood mute, and the fact passed for
incontestable.
157.—Stick of Wicklifps

Articles as were conformable to our Doctrine,

The same Wicklifff consented to the invocation of saints,
honored their images, acknowledged their merits, and believed
in purgatory.
As for the Eucharist, what he most contended against was
transubstantiation, which he said was the most detestable heresy
that ever had been broached. Wherefore, it is his great article
that bread is in this sacrament. With respect to the Real Pres
ence, he has some things for, and some against it. He says,
*• The body is hidden in each morsel and crumb of bread." In
another place, after saying according to his cursed maxim, that
i n e sanctity of the minister is necessary to a valid consecration,
ue adds, " you must presume for the sanctity of priests ; but,"
says he, " on account that we have but a bare probability of it,
i adore conditionally the host which I see, and adore absolutely
Jesus ohrist who is in heaven." He does not, therefore, doubt
of the JPiebence, but inasmuch as he is not certain of the holi
ness of tne minister, which he believes absolutely necessary
/*ereto. Other such like passages may be found in him, but it
:S of little consequence to know more of them.
153.—Wickhff^s

Confession of Faith produced by M. de la Roque son of the
Minister.
9

A fact of greater importance is advanced by M. la Roque,
junior.^ R e produces a confession of faith, wherein the Real
Presence is cl« arly owned, and transubstantiation no less clearly
rejected ; but most material of all is what he affirms, that this
confession of faith was proposed to WicklifT in the Council of
London, wheii happened that great earthquake, called for that
reason concilium terrce. motus; some saying the earth had a horror
of the bishop'^ decision, and others, of WicklifPs heresy.
i59.—Proved false from

Wickliffhimself

But without further examination of this confession of faith, of
* Disput cum. Rokys. apud.

Canis. ant. lect. t. iii p. il p. 500.

T Lib. iii. c. 30. Lib. xi. 14. Lib. iii. 5. iv. 6,7,40,41. Lib. iv. 1, &. lib. rr * i
j Nouv. acc. O mt M. Varril. p. 73.
VOX. II.
II
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which we shall speak with more certainty when we shall have
seen it entire, I may venture to say beforehand, that it could
not have been proposed to Wickliff by the council. I prove it
from Wickliff himself,* who repeals four times, that" in the Coun
cil of London, where the earth trembled," in suo concilia terra
motus ; it was defined in express terms, " that the substance of
bread and wine did not remain after consecration ;" wherefore
it is more clear than the day, that the confession of faith whereir
is rejected this change of substance, can never be of this council.
160.—Wickliff

renounces his Doctrine and dies in the external Communion 0 /
the Church.

I take M. la Roque for a man of too great sincerity not to
yield to so clear a proof. Meanwhile, we are obliged to him
for sparing us the trouble of proving here the faintheartedness
of Wickliff*; his recantation in the presence of the council;
that " of his disciples, who at first had no more resolution thar
h e ; the shame he conceived at his dastardly comportment in
departing from the notions then received,"! which made him
break off all commerce with men; so that, since his retraction,
you hear no more mention of him ; and, finally, his dying in his
cure, and in the exercise of his function, which proves, as also
does his burial in hallowed ground, that he died externally in
the communion of the Church.
I have, therefore, no more to do but conclude with this author,
that Protestants can reap nothing but shame from WicklifPs con
duct,]]; " who either was an hypocritical prevaricator, or a Roman
Catholic ; who died in the church even whilst he assisted at the
sacrifice accounted the mark of distinction between both parties."
161.—Melancthori's sentiment concerning

Wickliff.

Those who have a mind to know Melancthon's opinion of
Wickliff, will find it in the Preface to his " Commonplaces,"
where he says,§ " You may judge of Wickliff's spirit by the
errors he abounds with. He understood nothing," says he, " of
the justice of faith; he makes a jumble of gospel and politics;
he maintains it unlawful for priests to have anything of their
own ; he speaks of the civil power after a seditious manner, and
full of sophistry; with the same sophistry he cavils about the
universally received opinion touching our Lord's Supper." This
19 what Melancthon said, after reading Wickliff. He would have
said more, and not spared this author, as well deciding against
free-will, as making God the author of sin, had he not feared,
in reproving him for these excesses, he should defame his mas*
ter, Luther, under Wickliff's name.
• Lib. v. c. 36, 37, 38.
f La Roque, Tb. 70. rb. pp. SI, 85, 88, 89, 90.
* LaUoque, Tb.
§ Prxf. w\ M«<on. IWwp. p. ii. ad An. 1350 £ l i t
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T H E HIST.iRY OP JOHN HUSS AND HIS DISCIPLES.
1

162.- Jbfcn Huss imitates Wickliff in'his hatred of the Pope.

What raised Wickliff to s o high a station among the prede
cessors of our Refotmed, was his teaching that the Pope was
antichrist, and that e^ er since the year of our Lord one thousand,
when Satan was to be let ioose, according to St. John's prophesy,
Ihe Church of Rome w a s become the whore of Babylon. John
Huss, the disciple of Wickliff,* has merited the same honors,
in having so closely followed his master in this doctrine.
163.—John Huss says Mass, and has no other sentiments in respect of the Eu
charist than those of the Church of Rome.

In other points he forsook him. Heretofore there was a dis
pute concerning his sentiments on the Eucharist. But the ques
tion is adjudged by our adversaries' consent; M. la Roque
having shown, in his history of the Eucharist,| from the authors
of those times, from the testimony of Huss's first disciples, from
his own writings, still extant, that he believed transubstantiation,
and all the other articles of the Roman faith, not one excepted,
unless communion under both kinds; and that he persisted in
these sentiments even unto death. The same minister demon
strates the same thing in relation to Jerome of Prague, the dis
ciple of John Huss, and the fact admits of no doubt.
164.—Why Huss's Doctrine came to be doubted of.

What gave occasion to doubt of John Huss, were some words
he had uttered .inconsiderately, and which were misunderstood,
or retracted by him. But what more than all the rest caused
him to be suspected in this matter was, the excessive praises he
gave Wickliff, the enemy of transubstantiation. Wickliff, in
reality, was the great doctor of John Huss and all the Hussite
party : but certain it is, they did not follow his doctrine, crude
as it w a s , but strove to explain it, as did John Huss, whom
Rudiger}; praises for having explained artfully, and courageously
defended the sentiments of Wickliff. It was, therefore, agreed
on in the party, that Wickliff, who, to speak the truth, was the
head thereof, had earned matters much too far, and stood greatly
m need of explanation. But however that may be, it is very
certain John Huss gloried in his priesthood to the very last, and
never intermitted saying Mass when able.
165.—John Huss a Catholic in alt the coni> averted points, except Communion
under both kinds, and the Pope*s authority.

M. la Roque, junior, upholds strenuously his father's senti
ments ; and is even sincere enough to own, that " they are dis
pleasing to several of the party, and especially to the famous
Mr.
, who gen jrally did not relish truths which had es*
» Wick. lib. iv. c 1., &c.

\ Part ii. ch. xix. p. 484.

} Rudig. Nam p. 1 J&
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Chp^Q hit notice."* Every body knows it was Mr. Claude whose
name he suppressed. But this young author cariies his re
searches much farther than any Protestant had done before
None can any longer doubt, after the proofs which he alleges
that John Ilnss prayed to saints, honored their images, ac
knowledged the merit of works, the seven sacraments, sacra
mental confession, and purgatory.f The dispute chiefly turned
on communion under both kinds ; and, what was of the most
importance, on that damnable doctrine of Wickliff, that authority,
and especially ecclesiastical authority, was lost by sin ; for John
lluss maintained, on this head, things as extravagant as those
advanced by Wickliff, and thence it was he drew his pernicious
consequences.
166.—Ml goes down with Protestants,

provided you inveigh against the Pope,

If, with such a doctrine, and saying Mass besides, every day
to the end of his life, a man may not only be a true believer, but
also a saint and martyr, (as all Protestants proclaim John Huss,
no less than Jerome of Prague, his disciple,) there is no need
of more disputing about fundamental articles : the only funda
mental article is, to cry out amain against the Pope and Church
of Home ; but if with Wickliff and John Huss you stretch so
far as to call that church the Church of Antichrist, this doctrine
is the remission of all sins whatever, and covers all kinds of errors.
167.—The

Taborites.

Let us return to the Brethren of Bohemia, and see how they
are the disciples of John Huss. Immediately aft r his con
demnation and execution, two sects were seen to arise under
his name, (he sect of Calixtins and the sect of Taborites : the
Calixtins under Roquesane, who by the joint consent of all, as
well Catholic as Protestant authors, was, under the pretext of
reformation, the most ambitious of all mankind : the Taborites
under Zisca, whose sanguinary actions are not less known than
his valor and success. Without inquiring into the doctrine of
iie Taborites, their rebellions and cruelty have made them
odious to the greatest part of Protestants. Men that carried
fire and sword into the bowels of their country for twenty years
together, and whose marches may be traced by the blood and
ashes they left behind, are not over qualified to be held for the
principal defenders of the truth, nor to give an origin to Christian
Churches. J Rudiger, who alone of the sect, for want of bet.er
knowledge, would have the Bohemian brethren descended from
the Taborites,§ acknowledges "that Zisca, pushed on by his
particular enmities, carried the hatred he had against the monks
* Nouv. a<c. cont Varr. pp. 148, 150.
| Ib. p. 158, et seq. Cone. Const
3ee& xv. pro >. 11, 12, 13, &c
J De Fra . Narrat p. 158.
§ Ib. 155.
v
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and priests so far, that he not only set fire to churches and mon
asteries, wherein they served God, but also, in order to leave
them no dwelling-place on earth, caused all the inhabitants of
those places they possessed to be put to the sword." This is
what Rudiger* says, an unsuspected author; to which he adds
that the brethren, whom he makes to descend from these bar
barous Taborites, were ashamed of this parentage. Accord
ingly, they renounce it in all their Confessions of Faith and
Apologies, and show even it is impossible they should have
sprung from the Taborites,t because at the time they began to
appear, this sect, in a manner crushed by the death of its gen
erals and the universal pacification of the Catholics and Calix
tins, (who united the whole powers of the state in order to de
molish them,) " held but in a lingering state till Pogiebrac and
Roquesane entirely brought their miserable remains to destruc
tion ; insomuch," say they, that no more Taborites, were left
on earth," which is confirmed by Camerarius in his history.£
44

168.—The

Calixtins.

T h e other sect, that prided itself in the name of John Huss,
was that of the Calixtins, so called, because they believed the
Chalice was absolutely necessary for the people. And it is un
doubtedly from this sect that the Brethren proceeded in 1457,
as they themselves declared in the preface to their Confession
of Faith of 1558, and again, in that of 1572, so frequently cited
by us, where they speak in these terms,§ *• Those who founded
our Churches, separated themselves at that time from the Ca
lixtins by a new separation ;" their meaning was, as by them
explained in their apology of 1532, that as the Calixtins had
separated themselves from Rome, so the Brethren separated
from the Calixtins; so that this was a schism and division, in
another division and schism. But what were the causes for this
separation ? there is no comprehending them aright without
knowing both the belief and condition the Calixtins were in at
that time.
161).—The Compactatum or Articles agreed to by the Council of Basil.

Their doctrine at first consisted in four articles. The first
concerned the cup ; the other three regarded the correction of
public and particular sins, which they carried to some excess ,
he free preaching of the word of God, from which, they main
lined, none rould be \ recluded ; and Church-revenues. Herein
was a smack of the Vaudois errors. These four articles were
regulated in the council of Basil, after such a manner as the
Calixtins were contented with, and the cup granted them on cer* De Frat Narrat. p. 155.
-f Pm>f. Confess. 1572. sen. de orig. Eccl
Bob. &c. post
t Hint. Camer. init. Pncf. p. 176. § Ib. p. 267. Prof Boh
Honf. 1553. R) it. Gen. p. 161. Apol. Frat 1. part, ap. Lyd. t ii. p. jjr
VOL. I I .
11 *
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tain terms which they agreed to. T h i s agreement was called
Compactatum, a name famous in the history of Bohemia. But
one part of the Ilnssites, not resting contented with these arti
cles, began, under the name of Taborites, those bloody wars
just mentioned ; a i d the Calixtins, the other part of tit; Hussites,
which had accepted the agreement, stood not to i t ; for instead
of declaring, as they had agreed at Basil, that the cup was neither
necessary nor commanded by J e s u s Christ, they pressed the
necessity thereof, even in regard to new-baptized children.*
This point excepted, it is allowed the Calixtins agreed in all
dogmas with the Church of Rome, and their disputes with the
Taborites prove as much. Lydius, a minister of Dort, has
collected the acts thereof, which are not called in question by
Protestants.
170.—The Calixtins disposed to own the Pope.

In them therefore it may be seen, that the Calixtins not only
allow transubstantiation, but also with relation to the Eucharist,
all and every part of the doctrine and usages received in the
Church of Rome, communion only under both kinds excepted;
and should that be granted by the Pope, they were ready to
acknowledge his authority, f
171.— Wherefore then did they so much respect the memory of

Wickliff?

Here the query might be put, their sentiments being such,
how they could retain so great a respect for Wickliff as to cal
him by excellence, as the Taborites did, the evangelical doctor,
the reason in short was, because we find nothing regular in these
separated sects. Although Wickliff had inveighed with all the
passion imaginable against the Church of Rome, and in particu
lar against transubstantiation, the Calixtins excused him,J by
answering, what he had said against this dogma was not spoken
decisively but scholastically, by way of dispute ; whereby we
may judge how easy a matter they found it to justifyi say what
you would, an author with whom they were infatuated.
172.—The ambition of Roquesane and the Calixtins hinders their reunion with
the Church.

F o r all that, they were not the less disposed to submit to the
Pope's PMthority, and Itoquesane's interests alone prevented
their reunion. This doctor himself had been contriving the rec
onciliation, in hopes, after so great a service, that the Pope
would be easily inclined to confer on him the Archbishopric of
Prague, which he much ambitioned.§ But the Pope, unwilling
to trust the care of souls and depositum of faith to so factious
ft person, invested Budvix with this prelacy, as much Roque• Lyd. Wald. t. 1. Rot era 1616.
| Syn, Pmsnie A | 1431, np Lyd. p. 304, ct An. 1434. Ibid. pp. 332, 354
t Ibid. p. 472.
§ Cam. Hist. Narr. Apol. Frat- p. 115, &c.
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sane'* superior in merit as in birth. This ruined all. Bohe
mia saw herself reinvolved in more bloody wars than ever.
Koquesane, in spite of the Pope, set himself up for Archbishop
of Prague, or rather for Pope in Bohemia; nor could Pogiebrac, whom he had raised to the throne by his intrigues, refuse
him any thing.
173.—Origin of the Bohemian Brethren, who separate from Roquesane mid tht
Calixtins.

During these disturbances, the tradesmen who had begun to
grumble in the precedent reign, set themselves more than ever
to confer among themselves concerning the Reformation of the
Church. The Mass, transubstantiation, prayer for the dead, the
veneration of saints, but especially the power of the Pope, were
offensive to them. In fine, they complained that the " Calixtins
romamzed in every thing except the cup."* They undertook
»o correct them. Roquesane, incensed against the Holy See,
seemed to them a proper instrument to manage this affair.^
Shocked with his haughty answer, which savored of nothing but
love of this world, they reproached him with his ambition; that
he was a mere worldling, who would sooner abandon them than
his honors. At the same time they placed at their head one
Kelesiski, a master-shoemaker, who drew up for them a body
of Doctrine called the Forms of Kelesiski. Afterwards they
chose themselves a pastor named Matthias Convalde, a lay and
ignorant person; and in 1467, divided openly from the Calix
tins, as the Calixtins had done from Rome. Such was the birth
of the Bohemian Brethren; and this is what Camerarius and
they themselves, as well in their Annals as in their Apologies
and Prefaces to their Confessions of Faith, relate of their origin,
except that they date their separation from the year 1457 ; and
it seems to me more proper to fix it ten years after, in 1467, at
the time they themselves date the creation of their new pastors,
174.—Weak beginnings of this Sect.

I find here some little contradiction between what they relate
of their history in their Apology of 1532, and what they say in
the Preface of 1572. J For they say in this Preface that in 1457,
at the time they separated from the Calixtih.* they were a people
collected from all manner of degrees : and in their Apology of
1532, wherein they were somewhat less assuming, they own
frankiy,§ they were made up " of the meaner sort, and of some
Bohemian priests in small number, all put together but a hand
ful of men, a small remnant, and the despicable refuse, ' or,
translate it as you please, " Miserabilis quisquihce., left in the
1

+' Apol. 1532, part I.
f Camer. de Eccl. Prat. pp. 64, 84, &c. Apol
Frat 1532, part 1.
J De orig. Eccl. Boh. post H i s t Camer. p. 267, part

§ Apol. Lyd. t. r. 221, 222, 232, &c.
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world by John Huss." Thus did they separate from the Ca«
lixtins, that is, from the only Hussites then in being. Thus it
is that they are the disciples of John H u s s ; a piece broken
from a piece ; a schism cut off from a schism ; Hussites divided
from Hussites, and retaining scarce any thing of them but their
disobedience and rupture from the Church of Rome.
175.—They only took the name of John Huss, and followed not his Doctrine.

Should it be asked, how they could own John Huss, as they
every where do, for an evangelical doctor, for a holy martyr, for
their master, and the apostle of the Bohemians, and at the same
time reject, as sacrilegious, the Mass, which their apostle con
stantly said to the last, Transubstantiation, and the other dogmas
he had always adhered so closely to : their answer is,* " that
John Huss had but begun the re-establishment of the gospel,"
and they believed, " had time been given him, he would have
changed a great deal more." Still he failed not to be a martyr
and apostle, though he persevered, according to them, in such
damnable practices, and the Brethren celebrated his martydom
in their churches the eighth of July, as we are informed by
Rudiger.f
176.—Their extreme ignorance, and their presumption
tize the whole world.

in preteyiding to rebap-

Camerarius J acknowledges their extreme ignorance, but says
what he can in excuse thereof. This we may hold for certain,
that God wrought no miracles to enlighten them. So many
ages after the question of rebaptizing heretics had been deter
mined by the unanimous consent of the whole Church, they
were so ignorant as to rebaptize " all those that came to them
from other churches." They persisted in this error for the
space of a hundred years, as they own in all their writings, and
confess in the Preface of 1558, that it was but a little while
since they were undeceived.§ This error ought not to be
deemed of trivial importance, since it amounted to this, that
Baptism was lost in the Universal Church, and remained only
amongst them. Thus presumptuous in their notions wore two
or three thousand men, who had more or less equally revolted
against the Calixtins, amongst whom they had lived, and against
the Church of Rome, from which both of them had divided thirty
or forty years before. So small a parcel of another parcel, dis
membered so few years from the Catholic Church, dared to rebaptize the remainder of the universe, and reduce the inheritance
of Jesus Christ to a corner of Bohemia! They believed them* Apo. 1532, part i. ap. Lyd. t. ii. pp. 116, 117, 118, &c.
t
Narr.
post Gamer. H i s t p. 151.
J Cam, Hist. Nam p. 102. Pnef. Apol. 1533,
fcpud Lyd. t. ii. p. 105.
$ Cam. H i s t Aool. part iv. p. 274. Conf fid
1518.
xii. Synt Gen. p. 195. Ibid. p. 170.
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selves therefore the only Christians, since they believed that
they only were baptized; and whatever they might allege in
theii own vindication, their rebaptization condemned them. All
they had tfc answer was, if they rebaptized the Catholics, the
Catholics also rebaptized them. But it is well enough known,
that the Church of Rome never rebaptized any that had been
baptized by any person whatsoever, " in the name of Father
Son, and Iloly Ghost;" and supposing there had been, in Bo
hemia, such very ignorant Catholics as not to know so notorioua
a thing, ought not they, who called themselves their Reformers,
to know better? After all, how came it to pass that these new
rebaptizers did not cause themselves to be rebaptized 1 If, at
their coming into the world, Baptism had ceased throughout
all Christendom, that which they had received was no higher
in value than that of their neighbors, and by invalidating the
Baptism of those by whom they were baptized, what became of
their own 1 They were then obliged no less to cause themselves
to be rebaptized, than to rebaptize the rest of the universe: and
in this there was but one inconveniency ; namely, that, accord
ing to their principles, there was not a man on earth that could
do them this good turn, Baptism being equally null whatever
side it came from. Thus it is when a shoemaker commences
Reformer, one, as themselves acknowledge in a Preface to their
Confession of Faith,* that knew not a word of Latin, and was
no less presumptuous than ignorant. These are the men whom
Protestants admire. Does the question turn on condemning
the Church of Rome ?—they never cease to upbraid her with
the ignorance of her priests and monks. Is the question re
garding the ignorant individuals of these latter ages, who ha^e
set up for reforming the Church by schism ?—they are fisher
men turned apostles: although their ignorance stand eternally
on record, from the first step they took. JNTo matter; if we
believe the Lutherans in the Preface they placed before the
Brethren's Apology, and printed at Wittenberg in Luther's time;
if, I say, we believe them, it was in this ignorant society, in this
handful of men, that " The Church of God was preserved when
she was thought entirely lost. "J
177.—Their fruitless search over all the universe after a Cnurch of their Belief

Nevertheless, these remains of the Church, these depositaries
of the ancient Christianity, were themselves ashamed that they
could not discover in the whole universe a Church of their be
lief. Camerarius informs us, J that it entered into their thoughts
St the beginning of their separation, to make inquiry if they could
* Conf. fid. 1558, Synt. Gen. part ii. p. 164.

t Joan. Euseb. in or a. pnrfixa Apo.frat. ?ub hoc titulo: CEconomia, &r. at
Lyd. t. ii, p. 95.

} De £ccl. Frat. p. 91.
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find, in some place of the earth, and chiefly in Greece or Ar
menia, or some other part of the east, that Christianity, of which
the west was utterly bereft according to their sentiments- At
that time, many Grecian priests, who had fled to Bohemia from
the sacking of Constantinople, and to whom Roquesane gave
reception in his own house, had leave to celebrate the holy mys
teries according to the rites of their Church. Therein the Breth
ren beheld their own condemnation, and beheld it still more in
conversing with (hose priests. But notwithstanding these Gre
cians assured them it was in vain for them to travel into Greece
in quest of Christians formed to their mode, whom they never
would find ; yet they appointed throe deputations of able and
discreet persons, whereof some traversed all the east, others went
northwards into Muscovy, and others turned their course towards
Palestine and Egypt; whence all meeting at Constantinople,
according to the project concerted by them, they returned at last
to Bohemia, and all the answer they brought to their brethren
was, that they might depend upon it there were none of theit
profession in the whole universe.
178.—How they sought Orders in the Catholic

Church.

Their solitude, thus destitute of all succession and lawful or
dination, raised such a horror in them, that even in Luther's
time they sent some of their people, who surreptitiously stole
Ordination from the Church of Rome ; wo learn this from one
of Luther's treatises, which is quoted in another place. A pool
church indeed, which, void of the principle of fecundity left by
Jesus Christ to the apostles and their legitimate successors,
were forced to intrude themselves amongst us to beg, or rather
to purloin, sacred orders.
171*.—Reproaches made them by Luther.

Besides, they were upbraided by Luther* that they knew noth
ing, no more than John IIuss, of Justification, the very principal
point of the Gospel; for they " placed it," he proceeds, " in
faith and works together, as many lathers had done ; and John
lluss was wedded to this opinion." He was in the right; for
neither the Fathers, nor John IIuss, nor his master "VVickliff
neither orthodox, nor heretics, nor Albigenses, nor Vaudois, had
ever, before him dreamed of his imputed justice." "Wherefore
he despised the Brethren of Bohemia,! "as men serious, rigid,
of an austere countenance, that martyred themselves with the
law and works, and never enjoyed a cheerful conscience." Thus
did Luther treat the most regular, to all appearance, of all the
schismatic Reformers, and, as was said, the sole remnant of the
true Church. But he had <onn reason tc be satisfied with them*
44

* Lnth. Coll. p. 28G. Edit of Franc, an. 1676.
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the Brethren carried Lutheran Justification so far, as to run
olindly into the excesses o f the Calvinists, and even into such
as the Calvinisms now-a-days strive to clear themselves from.
The Lutherans would have us justified without our co-operation.
Mid without our having part therein. T h e Brethren added.* it
was even " without our knowledge and feeling it, as an embryo
is quickened in its mother's womb " After our regeneration,
God begins to make himself felt; and if Luther would have us
know with certainty our Justification, the brethren still further
would have us entirely and indubitably assured o f our perseve
rance and salvation. They went s o far with the imputation o f
justice as to say, that " sins, how enormous so ever, were but
venial," provided you committed them "with repugnance," and
that it was o f these sins St. Paul said, " there is now n o con
demnation to them which are in Christ J e s u s . " f
ISO.— Their Doctrine concerning the Seven

Sacraments.

T h e Brethren had, like u s , Seven Sacraments in the Confes
sion o f 1504, which was presented to King Ladislaus. They
proved them from the Scriptures, and acknowledged them " es
tablished for the accomplishment o f the promises God had made
to the faithful." They must have preserved this doctrine o f the
Seven Sacraments even in Luther's days, since he blamed them
for it. The Confession o f Faith was therefore reformed, and
the Sacraments reduced to two : Baptism and the Supper, a3
Luther had ordained. Absolution was acknowledged, but not
in quality of a Sacrament. In 1504, they spoke of the confes
sion of sins as a thing of obligation. This obligation does no
onger appear s o express in the Reformed Confession, where it
merely said, " You ought to demand of the priest absolution
of your sins by the keys of the Church, and obtain the forgive
ness of them by this ministry ordained for that end by Jesus
Christ."!
181.— Concerning the Real

Presence.

As for the Real Presence, the defenders of the literal and the
figurative sense have equally strived to turn to their advantage
the Bohemian Confession of Faith.§ For my part, the thing
being indifferent to me, I shall only report their words, and here
is what at first they wrote to Roquesane, as they themselves set
forth in their Apology : " We believe that we r jeeive the body
and blood o f our Lord under the species o f bread and wine.'
And a little further o n : " We are none of those who, ill under*
* Apol. part ;v. ap. Lyd, t ii. p. 244, 24S. Ib.d. part ii. 172, 173. part iv
p. 282. Ibid, part h. p. 168.
f Rom. viii. 1.
| Conf fid. apud Lyd. t. iii. p. 8. et seq. citat, in Apol. If>3l. ap. eund. Lyd.
293. t ii. Ihcn. Germ. liv. de l'ador. p. 229, 230. Ibid. Art. xi. xii. xiii. Ib.
Art v. xiv. Pref. fid. ad Lad. c. de poenitent. laps. ap. Lyd. t ii. p. 15.
$ Apol. 1532, part iv. ap. Ly 1. p. 205,
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standing the words; of our Lord, say, he has given us consecrated
bread as a memorial of his body, which he pointed at with his
finger, saying,' This is my body.' Others say, this bread is the
body of our Lord who is in heaven, but significantly. All these
expositions appear to us far remote from Jesus Chris's inten
tion, and are very displeasing to us."
1S2.—Sequel.

In their Confession of Faith of the year 1504, they speak
(bus : " As often as a worthy priest, with a faithful people, pror.our ccs these words, * This is my body, this is my blood,' the
bread present is the body of Jesus Christ which was offered for
us to death, and the wine his blood shed for u s ; and this body
and this blood arc present under the species of bread and wine
in memory of his death." And to show the firmness of their
faith, they add, they would believe as much of a stone, had
Jesus Christ said it was his body.*
183.—They make the Sacrament depend on the merit of the minister.

Hitherto we see the same language as is used by Catholics ;
we see the body and blood "under the species" immediately
after the words, and we see them there, not in figure, but in
truth. What they have peculiar to them, is their requiring these
words should be pronounced by a worthy priest. This is what
they add to the Catholic doctrine. T o accomplish the work of
God in the Eucharistic bread, Jesus Christ's words did not suf
fice, but the minister's merit was also necessary ; this is what
they had learned from John Wickliff and John IIuss.
184.—Strong expression in favor of the Reality.

They repeat the same thing in another place :f " When," say
they, " a worthy priest prays with his faithful people, and says,
This is my body, this is my blood,' immediately the bread
present is the same body which was given up to death, and the
wine present is his blood which was shed for our redemption."
It is therefore plain they change nothing in the Catholic doctrine
as to the real presence; on the contrary, they seem to make
choice of the strongest terms to confirm it, by saying, " that im
mediately after the words, the bread is the true body of Jesus
Christ, the same that was born of the Virgin, and was to be given
up to crucifixion ; and the wine his true natural blood, the same
which was to be *hed for our sins, and alt this without delay, at
the very instant, with a presence most real and true, prccsentissimif as they speak." And the figurative senses appeared to
them, say they, ** so odious in one of their synods, that a certain
person called John Czizco, one of theirs who had dared to main* Prof. fid. ad Lad.c. de Each. ap. Lyd. t ii. p. 10. ciUit. Apol. part iv. Ib,
896. Ibid. p. xii
f Apol. ad La J. Ibid 12. Prof fid. ad. Lad. Ibid. p. 27. Apol. p. 66. «lc
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tain it, was expelled out of their communion." They add tbat
divers writings have been published by them against this pres
ence in sign, and those that defend it hold them for their adver
saries, call then Papists, Antichrists, and Idolaters.*
185.—The same tiling confirmed.

Another proof of their sentiment is a saying of theirs, " that
Jesus Christ is present in the bread and wine by his body and
blood ; otherwise," proceed they, " neither those that are worthy
would receive any thing but bread and wine, nor those that are
unworthy would be guilty of the body and blood, it being im
possible they should be guilty of what is not there."f Whence
it follows that they are there, not only for the worthy, but also
for the unworthy.
186.—Their manner of refusing Adoration confirms their Belief of the Reality,
even out of the Reception.

True it is, they are against our adoring Jesus Christ in the
Eucharist for two reasons : first, because he has not commanded
it; secondly, because there are two presences of Jesus Christ,
his personal, corporeal, and sensible presence, which ought to
attract our adoration ; and his spiritual or sacramental presence,
which ought not to attract it. But for all this, they nevertheless
acknowledge the substance of the body of Jesus Christ in the
Sacrament: " we are not commanded, ' say they, " to honor this
substance of the body of Jesus Christ consecrated, but the sub
stance of Jesus Christ which is at the right hand of the Father." J
Here, then, have you, in the Sacrament and in heaven, the sub
stance of Jesus Christ's body, but adorable in heaven and not
so in the Sacrament. And, lest you should wonder at this, they
add, "that Jesus Christ would not even oblige men to adore
him on earth when he was there present, because he waited the
time of his glory
which shows their intention was not to
exclude the substantial presence, when they exclude adoration,
on the contrary, they supposed it, since, had they not believed
it, they would have had no manner of occasion to excuse them
selves for not adoring in the Sacrament what, in reality, was
not there.
Let us not inquire of them now, whence they learned this rare
doctrine ; that, to adore Jesus Christ, it is not sufficient we know
him present, and that it was not his intention we should adore
him on earth, but only in his glory : I am satisfied with relating
what they say of the Real Presence, nay, of the Real Presence
not after the manner of the Melancthonists, in the sole use, but
immediately after the Consecration.
7

* Apol. 1532, part iv. p. 290 Ib. p. 298. Ibid. p. 291,299.
t Ibid. 309
I Ap. ad Lad. p. 67, et alibi passim. Ibid. p. 301, 306,307,309,311, etc.
§ Ibid. p. 67. Prof. fid. ad Lad. p. 29. Apol. ad cund. p. 68.
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187.—Th dr uncertainty and effected Ambiguities.

With these expressions apparently so distinct and so decisive
for the Real Presence, in other places they confound themselves
ifter so strange a manner, that it seems as if they feared nothing
BO much as leaving a clear and certain testimony of their faith .
foi they repeat continually that Jesus Christ is not in the Eu
charist in person.* It is true, they call his being there in per
son, being there sensibly and corporally : expressions which they
dways link together, and oppose to a spiritual manner of being,
icknowledged by them. But what casts them into a new con
fusion, is that they seem to say,*f Jesus Christ is present in the
Eucharist with this spiritual Presence, as he is in Baptism and
in preaching the word, as he was eaten by the ancient Hebrews
in the desert, as St. John the Baptist was Elias. Nor do I com
prehend what they mean by this odd expression : J Jesus Christ
is not here " with his natural body after an existing and corpo
real manner, eAslcnler el corporalilerj" but is here§ " spiritually,
powerfully, by way of benediction, and in virtue: spiritualiier
votenlcri benedictc, in virtue"
What they add is not intelligible,
that " J e s u s Christ is here in the abode of benediction," to wit
according to their language, he is in the Eucharist, " as he is at
the right hand of God, but not as he is in the heavens." If he
be there as he is at the right hand of God, he is there in person.
Thus naturally should one conclude : but how shall we dis
tinguish the heavens from the right hand of God? there we are
at a loss. The Brethren spoke distinctly when they said: ||
There is but one Lord, Jesus Christ, who is the same in the
Sacrament with his natural body, but who is after another man
ner at the right hand of his Father : for it is one thing to say,
there is Jesus Christ, this is my body; and another to say, he
s there after such a manner." But no sooner had they ex
pressed themselves in plain terms, than they bewilder themselves
in strange subtilized notions, into which they are plunged by the
confusion and uncertainty of their minds and thoughts, together
with a vain desire of contenting both parties of the Reformation.
188.—The Lutherans and Calvinists both strive to draw them to their side,—They incline to the first.

The more forward they advanced, the more important and
mysterious they became; and as the Lutherans and Calvinists
strove each to gain them, so they also, on their side, seemed in
clined to content both parties. At length, this is what they said
in 1558, and what they appeared resolved to stand by. IT They
complain, at tirst, they were accused of not believing that the
44

* Apoi.ad Ladis. lh.p.6S 69,&c.71,73.
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presence of the true body and true blood was present" What
odd expressions, presence to be present! thus they speak in the
preface: but teach in the body of the Confession, that it ought
to be acknowledged that the bread is the true body of Jesus
Christ, and the cup his true blood, without adding any thing of
vour own to his words. But whilst they forbid adding any thing
to 'the words of Jesus Christ, they themselves add to them the
word true, which is not there; and whereas Jesus Cn.;ist said,
** This is my body," they suppose he said, " This bread is my
body
a very different thing, as elsewhere you may have seen.
Now if it were allowable in them to add what they judged ne
cessary to denote a true presence, it was no less allowable in
others to add also what was requisite to remove all ambiguity;
and to reject these expressions after disputes had arisen, was
opposing light, and leaving the questions undecided. It was
for this reason Calvin* wrote to them, that he could not approve
of their obscure and captious brevity, and required them to ex
plain how the bread is the body of Jesus Christ; which, should
they fail to do, he maintained their confession of faith could not
be subscribed without peril, and would occasion great disputes.
But Luther was satisfied with them, as they approximated near
to his expressions, and were more inclined towards the Confes
sion of Augsburg. For they even continued to complain of
those,| who denied that the bread and wine were the true body
and true blood of Jesus Christ, and who called them Papists,
Idolaters, and Antichrists, on account of their acknowledging
the true presence. Finally, to show how far they were leaning
to the side of the Real Presence, they enjoin their ministers, in
distributing this sacrament,J and in reciting the words of our
Lord, "to exhort the people to believe that the presence of
Jesus Christ is p r e s e n t a n d in this view they enjoin, likewise
although in other respects little inclined to adoration, " That the
sacrament be received kneeling."
189.—Luther gives them his approbation, and how.

By thus expounding and thus palliating as already seen, they
so contented Luther, that he prefixed his approbation to a con
fession of faith published by them,§ declaring, however, " That
Tor this time they not only appeared more adorned, more free,
md more polished, but also more considerable and better
which sufficiently intimates, he approved their confession only
inasmuch as it had been reformed agreeably to his maxims*
190,— Their Festivals, their Churches, their Fasts, the Celibacy of their

Priests

It does not appear that any uneasiness was given them in re
gard of the stated fasts preserved amongst them, net in regard
* Calv. Eu.ad Wald. p.3!2,etseq.

t Ibid. 195.
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of the festivals they celebrated, forbidding all labor, not only in
honor of our Lord, but also of the Blessed Virgin and the Saints.
They were not upbraided that this was observing days contrary
to the precept of the Apostle, nor that these holy days in honor
of the saints were so many acts of idolatry. Neither were they
accused of raising churches to saints, under the pretext that they
continued, as we do *o name the Church of the Virgin, in Templo
divm Virginia, of Si. Peter, of St. Paul, churches consecrated
to God in memory of them. They are likewise suffered to en
join their priests celibacy, and degrade them from priesthood
upon marrying, for this unquestionably was their practice no less
than that of the Taborites.* All this is harmless in the Brethren ;
in us only every thing is rank poison.
191.—The perpetual Virginity of Mary, Mother of God.

I would also have them asked, where they find in Scripture
what they say of the blessed Virgin : " that she was a Virgin
oefore and after her deliv sry.""|* It is true, this was the belief
of the holy fathers, <ind the contrary rejected by them for no less
than an execrable blasphemy: yet does it, nevertheless, evince
that many things may he accounted blasphemies, the contrary
to which is nowhere in holy writ; so that, when they boast of
speaking nothing but from Scripture, they really mean no more
by it than that it serves their turn to talk in this strain : nor is
this apparent respect for the Scripture anything in them but a
blind to the ignorant and simple.
192.— They fly for shelter into Poland.

It is averred that these Bohemian brethren (whose words were
so meek and respectful in regard of higher powers) the more
they engaged in the Lutheran sentiments, so likewise the more
did they enter into their intrigues and wars. Ferdinand found
them mingled in the Elector of Saxony's rebellion against
Charles the Fifth, and drove them from Bohemia. J They took
sanctuary in Poland, and it appears, from a letter of Musculus
to tne Protestants of Poland, in 1 5 5 6 , that it was but a few
ears since these fugitives from Bohemia were received into that
ingdom.
193.—There they unite with the Lutherans and VAdnglians in the Assembly of
Sendoniir.

Some time after this, the union of the three Protestant sects <*f
Poland was brought about, namely, of the Lutherans, the Bohe
mians, and the Zuiuglians. The act of union was passed ir
1570, at the Synod of Sendoniir, and bears this title : " The
union and mutual agreement made between the Churches of Po* Art. xv. xvii. Ac*. Nyn. Torin. 159.>. Syn. part ii. p. 240, 242. Ait. u .
JEn. Silv. Hist. Boh ap. Lyd. p. 395, 405.
\ Orat Enc. ap. Lyd. p. 30
Art xvii. p. 201.
J Syntag. Gen. part ii. p. 212.
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Mid ; to wit, between those of the Augsburg Confession, those
of the Confession of the Bohemian Brethren, and those of the
Confession of the Helvetic churches, or Zuinglians."* In this
act the Bohemians style themselves the Brethren of Bohemia,
whom the ignorant call Vaudois. It appears then manifestly
that the question here was about those Vaudois who, by mistake,
were named so, as we have shown, and who accordingly discli ini this origin. For, with respect to the ancient Vaudois, we
cam from an old author,f that there were scarce any of them in
the kingdom of Cracovia, namely in that of Poland, no more than
in England, in the Low Countries, in Denmark, in Sweden, in
Norway, and in Prussia ; and since this author's time, this little
number is so dwindled away to nothing, that, in all these coun
tries, we hear no more mention of them.
194—Terms aflhe Sendomir Agreement.

The agreement was made in these terms. In order to explain
therein the point concerning the Supper, the whole article of the
Saxonic Confession, where this matter is handled, was there
transcribed. We have seen that Melancthon drew up this Con
fession in 1 5 5 1 , in order to have it presented at Trent. In it was
said, that " Jesus Christ is truly and substantially present in the
Communion, and is given truly to those who receive the body
and blood of Jesus Christ. "J To which they add, in a strange
manner of expression, " That the substantial presence of Jesus
Christ is not only signified, but truly rendered present, distributed,
and given to those who eat; the signs not being naked, but joined
to the thing itself, agreeably to the nature of the sacraments."§
195.—In this agreement the Zuinglians, more than all the rest, recede from their
particular tenets.
44

The substantial presence," it seems, was had very much at
heart, when, in order to inculcate it the more forcibly, they said,
it was not only signified but truly present; but I always distrust
these strong expressions of the Reformation, which the more she
diminishes the truth of the body and blood in the Eucharist, the
more rich is she always in words ; as if she could repair by them
the loss she sustains in things. Now, when you come to the
point, although this declaration abounds with equivocal expres
sions, and leaves subterfuges to each party whereby to preserve
their particular doctrine ; it is, nevertheless, the Zuinglians that
lake the greatest step, since whereas they said in their confes
sion that the body of our Lord being in heaven absent from us,
becomes present to us only by its virtue, the terms of the agree
ment import, that Jesus Christ is substantially present to us ;
* Syntag. Gen. part ii. pp. 218, 219.
j Pylic cont. Wald. c 15. t. iv
Bib. rP. part. ii. p. 785.
\ V. sup. lib. viii. n. 18. Svn. Cont parti
(. 166, part ii. p. 72.
§ Conf. p. 146
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and no/withstanding all the rules of human language, a presence
in virtue becomes immediately a presence in substance.
196.—Wherein the Lutherans recede^ yet may still come off.

There are terms in the agreement which it were difficult foi
the Lutherans to reconcile to their doctrine, did not men inure
themselves, in the new Reformation, to expound every thing to
their own sense. For instance, they seem much to depart from
the belief they are in, that the body of Jesus Christ is taken by
the mouth even by the unworthy, when they say in this agree
ment, " The signs of the Supper give by Faith to the Believers,
what they signify."* But, besides that they may say they spoke
in this manner, by reason that the real presence is not known
but by faith ; they may also add that, in fact, there are blessings
in the Supper which are given to the believers only, as life eter
nal, and the nourishment of the soul, and it is those they mean
when they say, " The signs given by Faith, what they signify."
197.—Disposition of the Bohemian

Brethren

I do not wonder the Bohemians signed this agreement with
out difficulty. Separated about forty or fifty years before from
the Catholic church, and reduced to allow Christianity in no part
of the world except a corner of Bohemia, which they inhabited,
upon seeing the Protestants appear, all they thought of was to
support themselves with their protection. They knew how t<?
gain Luther by their submission ; by equivocating, they had al
that could be desired from Bucer; the Zuinglians suffered them
selves to be soothed by the general expressions of the Brethren,
who said, yet without practising it, that nothing ought to be add
ed to the words our Saviour used. Themostdifficult to be pleased
was Calvin. We have seen in the letter^ he wrote to the Bohe
mian Brethren, who had taken refuge in Poland, how he blamed
the ambiguity of their confession of faith, and declared there was
no subscribing it without opening an inlet to dissension or error.
108.—Reflections

on this Union.

Contrary to his judgment, all was subscribed, the Helvetic
Confession, the Bohemian, and the Saxonic, the presence of
substance together with that of virtue only; namely, the two con
trary doctrines with their equivocations favoring them both. All
whatever they pleased was added to our Lord's words, even at
the time they ratified the Confession of Faith, wherein was laid
down for a maxim, that nothing ought to be added to them : all
passed, and a peace was concluded by this means. You see
how all the sects, divided from Catholic unity, separate and unite
among themselves ; separating from the chair of St. Peter, they
•eparate from one another, and bear the just punishment of de• Conf! p. 164.
f Ep. ad Wal. p. 317.
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gpising the band of their unity. When they re-unite h appear
ance, they are never the more united in the main ; and their
union, cemented only by political interests, serves b it to ev'
dence, by a new proof, that they have not so much as the idea
of Christian unity, since they never do unite in one accord, it
one mind, as St. Paul ordains.*
199.—General Reflections on the history of all these Sects.

May it be allowed us at present to make a few reflections on
this history of the Vaudois, the Albigenses, and the Bohemians.
You see whether the Protestants were right in reckoning them
among their ancestors ; whether this extraction be to their credit;
and in particular whether they ought to have looked on Bohemia,
since the time of John Huss, as the mother of the reformed
churches, f It is clearer than the sun, on one side, that they
only bring in these sects from the necessity of finding witnesses
in the foregoing ages for what they believe to be the truth ; «nd
on the other, that nothing is more despicable than to allege such
witnesses as are all convicted of falsehood in capital points, and
who, in the main, neither agree with Protestants, nor with us
nor with themselves. This is the first reflection Protestants
should make.
200.—Jlnother Reflection, that these Sects so contrary,all ground themselves on
the evidence of Scripture.

The second is of rro less importance. They ought to con
sider that all these sects, so different from one another, and
withal so opposite as well to us as to Protestants, agree with
them in the common principle of guiding themselves by the
Scriptures : not, indeed, as the Church in all times has under
stood and still understands them—for this is a most certain rule ;
but as every man of himself is capable of understanding them.
This is what has produced all those errors and all those contra
rieties which we have observed. Under the pretext of Scrip
ture, every man has followed his own notions ; and the Scripture,
taken in this way, so far from uniting minds, has divided them,
and made every one worship the delusions of his own brain,
under the name of the eternal truth.
201.

Last and most important Reflection concerning the accomplishment of St*
Paul's prediction.

But there still remains the last and by much the most iin*
portant reflection to be made on all these things we have just
seen in this contracted history of the Albigenses and Vaudois.
There we discover the reason of the Holy Ghost's inspiring St,
Paul with this prophecy : " the spirit speaketh expressly, that,
n the latter times, some shall depart from the faith, giving heed
* Phillip, ii. 2.

] Jur. Avis nu\ Prot.rs. de I'Europe at the beginning
of his Prejug. l»git. p. 9.
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to seduciiig spirits, and doctrines of devils; speaking lies in
hypocrisy, having their conscience seared with a hot iron ; for
bidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats which
God hath created to be received with thanksgiving of them which
believe and know the truth. For every creature of God is good,
and nothing to be refused, if it be received with thanksgiving:
for it is sanctified by the word of God and prayer."* AH the
holy fathers are agreed that this is meant of the impious sect of
Marcionites and Manicheans, who taught two principles, and
attributed to the evil one the creation of the universe; which
jnade them detest the propagation of mankind, and the use of
many kinds of food which they believed unclean and bad in theii
nature, as being produced by a creator who himself was bad
and impure. St. Paul points, therefore, at these accursed sects
by these two their so noted tenets; and without previously men
tioning the principle whence they drew these two evil conse
quences, he expresses the two sensible characters whereby we
have seen that these infamous sects were known in all times.
202.—The Doctrine of two Principles pointed at by St. Paul: why this Doctrine is called the Doctrine of Devils.

But although St. Paul docs not immediately express the deep
cause why these deceivers forbade the use of two things so nat
ural, he denotes it sufficiently further on, when he says, in op
position to these errors, that " every creature of God is good,"f
overthrowing by this principle the detestable sentiment of those
that descried impurity in the works of God, and making us withal
sensible that the root of this lay in not knowing the creation, and
in blaspheming the Creator. Accordingly, it is what St. Paul
calls, in particular, more than all other doctrines, " the doctrine
of devils,"J there being nothing more suitable to the jealousy
against God and against men of these seducing spirits, than to
attack the creation, condemn God's works, blaspheme against
the author of the law and the law itself, and defile human nature
with all manner of impurities and illusions. For this is what
Manicheism consisted in, and what truly is the very doctrine of
devils; especially if you add these enchantments and impos
tures, which all authors testify were so frequently made use of
in this sect. T o wrest now the so plain and so natural sense
of St. Paul, against those who, acknowledging both narriage
and all sort of meats for the work and institution of God, yet
abstain voluntarily from them to mortify the senses and purify
the mind, is a too manifest delusion, and one which we have seen
long ago exploded by the Fathers. It is, then, very perceptible
whom St. Paul aimed at, nor is it possible to mistake those h«
has so accurately described by their proper character**.
• 1 Tim. iv. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

t Ibid 4.
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•03.—Query, lohy the Holy Ghost, of all heresies, has only in particular foretold
Manicheism.— Character of this heresy.—H\pocrisy.—Spirit of Lying.—
Conscience

cauterized.

Why the Holy Ghost, amongst so many heresies, would only
mark this so expressly, was the admiration of the fathers, and
what they endeavored to account for, m the best way they could
in their age. But time, the faithful interpreter of prophecies,
has discovered to us the deep cause ; nor shall we wonder any
more that the Holy Ghost was so particularly careful to fore
warn us against this sect, after having seen it was this that in
fected Christianity the longest and the most dangerously ; the
longest, through so many ages as we have seen the world in
fected by i t ; and the most dangerously, not making a glaring
breach from the Church like the rest, but lurking, as much as
was possible, within her precincts, and insinuating herself under
the appearances of the same faith, the same worship, and even
an astonishing show of piety. For this reason St. Paul,* the
apostle, so expressly points out its hypocrisy. Never has the
spirit of lying, remarked by this apostle, been so justly charged
on any sect, since besides its teaching, like the rest, a false doc
trine, it exceeded all others in dissembling its belief. We have
observed, that these wretches allowed every thing you pleased;
they made nothing of lying in the most material points; they
stuck not at perjury to conceal their tenets ; their readiness in
betraying their consciences showed in them a certain insensi
bility which St. Paul admirably well expresses by the cautery^
which renders the flesh insensible by mortifying it, as the learned
TheodoretJ hath observed on this place ; nor do I think ever
p ophesy could have been verified by more sensible characters
than this has been.
204.—Sequel of the reasons why the Holy Ghost has pointed out this heresy more
than the rest.

N o longer are we to wonder why the Holy Ghost would have
the prediction of this heresy to be so particular and distinct. It
was more than all other heresies the error " of the latter times,"
i s it is called by St. Paul,§ whether we understand by the latter
Sines, according to the Scripture style, all the times of the new
IAW; or understand by that period of ages when Satan was to
be loosed anew.|| So long since as the second and third cen
tury, the Church beheld the rise of Cerdon, of Marcion,of Manes,
those enem'es to the Creator.IT T h e seeds of this doctrine are
every where to be met with ; you find them in Tatian, who con
demned wine and marriage ; and in his Concordance of the
Bible had erased all the texts that expressed J°sus Christ's ge* A u e , l Tim.
|| Rev. xx. 3, 7.

f Ante.
\ Comm. in hunc. locum.
§ 1 Tim iv.
IT Epip. haer. xlvi. Theod. i. haer. fab. 20. Ibid.*.cS4
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neaJogy from the blood of David. A hundred other infamous
ciects had attacked the God of the Jews even before Manes and
Marcion; and we learn from Theodoret, that this last did but
give another turn to the impieties of Simon the magician. Thus
did this heresy commence from the very beginning of Chris
tianity; it was the true *• mystery of iniquity"* which fell to
work in St. Paul's time ; but the Holy Ghost who foresaw this
pestilence was one day to rage in a more glaring manner, made
it be foretold by this apostle with an astonishing evidence and.
distinctness. Marcion and Manes have set this mystery of
iniquity in a more manifest light; the abominable sect has con
tinued its pestilent succession ever since that time. This we
have seen, and never did heresy disturb the Church for a longer
date, nor spread its branches to a greater distance. But after
that, by the eminent doctrine of St. Austin, by St. Leo's and
St. Galasius's great care and diligence, it was extinguished
every where in the West, and even in Rome, whore it had strove
to establish itself; then was seen to arrive the fatal time of
Satan's being loosed " out of his prison."f A thousand years
after that this strong armed had been bound by Jesus Christ at
hu; coming into the world, the spirit of error grow up more than
ever; the remains of Manicheisrn, too well sheltered in the
East, broke in upon the Latin Church. What hinders our look
ing on those miserable times as one of the periods of Satan's
being loosed, without prejudice to the other more hidden mean
i n g s ^ If Gog and Magog only be wanting to fulfil this pro
phecy, we shall find in Armenia, near Samosata, the province
named Gogarene, where the Paulicians dwelt, and Magog
amongst the Scythians, from whence the Bulgarians took their
rise. Thence came those numberless enemies of " the beloved
tfity,"§ who first assaulted Italy. The contagion flew, in an
instant, to the extremity of the north: a spark raises a great
combustion ; the flame almost spreads over the whole face of
the universe In all parts of it is discovered this lurking poison;
AriamsTii, with all kinds of heresies, together with Manicheisrn,
shoot up again under a hundred unheard of and uncouth names.
Scarcely could it be compassed to quench this fire in the space
of three or four hundred years, and even some of its remains
might be seen in the fifteenth century.
205.—How the Vaudois came from the Mbigcnsian Manicheans.

Nor did the evil cease, when nothing seemed left of it but its
ashes. Satan had supplied the impious sect wherewith to re
new the conflagration, in a manner more dangerous than ever.
Church discipline was relaxed over all the earth ; the disordei f
* 2

Tht-Hfi. it. 7.
f Rov. xx. 2,:S, 7. Mntt. xii. 29. Luke xi. 21, 28
I KWY. xx, 7, 8. Boch. liial. lib. iii IX
§ Uvw JS. 7, &
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and abuses, carried even to the foot of the altar, made the good
to sigh, humbled them, urged them on to improve still more in
their virtuous courses; but wrought a far different effect or
haughty minds. The Roman Church, the mother and bond of
churches, became the object of hatred to all indocile tempers;
envenomed satires spirit up the world against the clergy; the
Manichean hypocrite trumpets them over the whole universe,
&nd gives the name of Antichrist to the Church of Rome, for
then was that notion broached in the sink of M* nicheism, and
amidst the precursors of Antichrist himself. I h o s e impious
men imagine they appear more holy, when they say, holiness is
essentially requisite to the administration of the Sacraments.
The ignorant Vaudois swallow down this poison. N o longer
will they receive the sacraments from odious and defamed min
isters ; " the net is broken"* on all sides, and schisms multiply.
Satan no longer stands in need of Manicheism; hatred against
the Church is widely diffused ; the viperous sect has left a brood
like to itself, and a too fruitful principle of schism. N o matter,
though these heretics have not the same doctrine, they are
swayed by hatred and bitterness, and banded against the Church;
this is enough. The Vaudois believe not like the Albigenses,
but like the Albigenses they hate the Church, and proclaim them
selves the only saints, the only ministers of the sacraments.
Wickliff believes not like the Vaudois, but Wickliff proclaims,
like the Vaudois, that the Pope and his whole clergy have for
feited all authority by their loose behaviour. John Huss does
not believe like Wickliff, though he admires him ; what he ad
mires in him chiefly, and almost only follows in him is, that
crimes annul authority. These despicable Bohemians, as we
have seen, succeeded to this spirit, which they particularly made
appear, when, amounting to no more than a handful of illiterate
men they presumed to rebaptize the whole world.
206.- -How Luther and Calvin sprung from (he Albigenses and Vaudois.

But a still greater apostacy was hat ing by means of these
sects. The world teeming with animo...cy, brings forth Luther
and Calvin, who canton Christendom. The superstructure is
different, but the foundation is the same; it is still hatred against
the clergy and the Church of Rome, and no man of sincerity
mn deny that this was the visible cause of their surprising pro
gress. A reformation was necessary—who denies it ? but it
was still more necessary to refrain from schism. Were those
that promoted this schism by their preaching any better than
their neighbors 1 They acted as if they were ; this was enough
to delude and " spread like a canker," according to St. Paul's
•xpressic n . | The world was desirous of condemning and rtject* Luke v. 6,
+ 8 Tim, n. 17.
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ing their leaders; this is called Reformation. A specious name
dazzles the people, and, to stir up hatred, calumny is not spared:
:hus is our doctrine blackened ; men hate it before they know i t
207.—The Protestant Churches seek in vain a succession of Persons in the
preceding Sects.

With new doctrines, new bodies of churches are erected.
The Lutherans and Calvinists make the two greatest; but they
cannot find in the whole earth so much as one church that be
lieves like them, nor whence they can derive an ordinary and
lawful mission. The Vaudois and Albigenses, alleged by some,
are not to their purpose. We have but just shewn them to be
mere laymen, as much at a loss to make out their own mission
and title, a* those that seek their aid. Wo know the Toulousian
heretics were never able to delude so much as one priest. The
preachers of the Vaudois were trading men or mechanics, na)
women. The Bohemians had no better origin, as is already
proved ; and when Protestants name us all these sects, they
name not their fathers, but their accomplices.
208.—Much less do they find in them a succession of Doctrine.

But, perchance, though they do not find in these sects a suc
cession of persons, they will find in them a succession of doc
trines. Much loss : in certain respects like to the Hussites ;
in others, like the Vaudois ; in some like the Albigenses and
the other sectaries ; in other articles they are quite contrary to
them ; in this manner, without lighting upon any thing that is
uniform, and laying hold here and there of whn1 seems to suit
them ; without succession, without unity, without true prede
cessors, they climb to what bright thoy can. They are not the
first to reject the honor due to Saints, nor the oblations for the
dead : they find, before their days, bodies of churches of this
earnc belief in these two points. The Bohemians embraced
then but we have seen these Bohemians seek in vain for asso
ciates through the whole earth. However here is a church at
least before Luther ; this is something to such as have nothing.
But, alter all, this church before Luther is but fifty years before
him; they must strive to advance higher; they will find the
Vaudois, and, a little more distant, the Manicheans of Toulouse.
They will find, in the fourth age, the Manicheans of Africa
opposed to the worship of Saints. One only, Vigilantius, fol
lows thorn in this particular point, but higher than this no certain
author can be found; yet thereon depend** the stress of the
question. They may go a little further as to oblations for the
dead. The priest Aerius will appear, but alone, and without
followers : an Arinn besides. Th'u is all can be found that is
oositive ; whatever it* built besides this, will be built manifestly
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m the air. But let us see what they will discover as to the
Real Presence, and remember the question is concerning posi
tive and certain facts. Carlostadius is not the first who mam*
tained thai the bread was not made the body ; Berengarius had
said as much four hundred years before him, in the eleventh
century. Yet neither was Berengarius the first; these Mani*
cheans of Orleans had just said the same, and the world wa?*
still full of the rumor of their evil doctrine, when this scantling
of it was picked up by Berengarius. Beyond this, I find many
pretensions and actions lodged against us concerning this sub
ject, but no averred and positive (acts.
5209.— What is the succession of Heretics.

Now the Socinians have a more manifest succession ; catch
ing up a word here and another there, they will name to you
declared enemies of the divinity of J e s u s Christ in all ages, and
at the head of them will find Cerinthus, next to the Apostles.
Notwithstanding their discovering something concordant among
so many in other respects, discording witnesses, they will be
never the better founded, since, when all is said, Succession
and Uniformity are wanting to them. T o take the thing thus,
namely, should each of them, in patching up their several
churches, collect here and there without bond of union, all that
could be found conformable to their sentiments ; there is no
difficulty, as might have been observed, to trace the extraction
of every sect seen at this day, or ever to be seen, even up to
Simon the Magician, and to t h a t " mystery of iniquity," (2 Thess
li. 7) which began in the time of St. Paul.

BOOK

XII.

[From tne year 1571 to 1579, and from 1603 till the year 1615.J
k biief Summary.—The Reformed Churches disturbed about the word Substunce even in France.—It is maintained as grounded on the word of God
in one Synod, and in another brought to nothing in favor of the Swiss,
who were angry with the derision.—One Faith ibr France, and another
for Switzerland.—Assembly of Frankfoit, and a project of a new Confes
sion of Faith for the whole second party of Protestants,—What was to be
suppressed there in favor of the Lutherans.—Detestation of the Real Pre
sence established and suppressed at the same time.—Piscator's affair, and
the doctrinal decision of four National Synods reduced to nothing.—Prin
ciples of the Calvinists, and demonstrations drawn irom them in our behalf.
—Du Moulin's propositions received at the Synod of Ay.—Nothing solid
or serious in the Reformation.
1.—Many pit tended Reformed Churches oj France are for changing the article
of the Supper, in their Confession of Faith.—1581.

THE union of Sendomir had not its effect, except in Poland.
In Switzerland, the Zuinglians continued steadfast to reject
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equivocations. The French began already to jcin in their sen
timents. Many maintained openly, that it was requisite to dis
card the word Substance, and change the thirty-sixth article of
the Ccnfesbion of Faith presented to Charles I X , wherein the
Supper was explained. It was not particular men that made
this dangerous proposal, but whole churches, even the chief
churches, those of the Isle of France and Brie, that of Paris,
that of Meaux, where the exercise of Calvinism commenced,
and others neighboring to them. These churches were for
changing so considerable an article of their Confession of Faith,
which they had published but ten years before as containing
nothing but the pure word of God ; this must have too much
discredited the new party. T h e Synod of Rochellc, wherein
Beza presided, resolved to condemn these reformers of the
Reformation in 1571.
2.—The National

Synod condemns them.—This
plexities.

Synod's decision full of per

T h e case required a clear and distinct sentence. T h e con
test being on foot, and the parties present, there needed no
more than to decide in few words; but brevity is the fruit of
clear conceptions only. Behold, therefore, word for word what
was concluded, and I ask only to be allowed to divide the de
cree into three parts, and to recite them severally.
They begin by rejecting what is evil, and their condemnations
fall justly enough. T o fix upon any thing will be the grand
difficulty ; but let us read. " Concerning the thirty-sixth article
of the Confession of Faith, the deputies of the Isle of France
represented, that it would be requisite to explain this article, in
somuch as it speaks of the participation of the substance of
Jesus Christ. After a conference of some length, the Synod,
approving the thirty-sixth article, rejects the opinion of those
who refuse to receive the word Substance, by which word i s ^ot
understood any confusion, commixion, or conjunction whatever
after a carnal manner, or otherwise natural, but a true conjunc
tion, very intimate, and in a spiritual way, whereby J e s u s Christ
nimseif is so made ours, and we his, that there is no conjunc
tion of body, whether natural or artificial, so close ; the which
nevertheless does not tend to this end, that of his substance afcfl
person joined to our substances and persons, there should be
compounded some third person and substance, but only to this,
that his virtue and all in him requisite to our salvation, be by
this means the more strictly given and communicated to us, dis
senting from those who say, we join ourselves to all his merits
and gifts, and with his holy Spirit only, without he himself being
ours." Here is abundance of words, and nothing said. It is
no commixion, either carnal or natural: who Unrws not t h a t '
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It has nothing in common with the vulgar mixtures; its end is
divine; the manner of it is entirely celestial, and in this sense,
spiritual; who questions it 1 But has any man ever dreamed,
that of the substance of Jesus Christ united to ours, a third
person was made a third substance ? So much time ought not
(o be lost in rejecting such chimeras as never entered into any
man's head.
3.— Vain efforts of the Synod to find the substance of the Body and Blood in the
Doctrine of the pretended reformed Churches.

It is something to reject those who pretend we partake in
nothing but the merits of Jesus Christ, in his gifts, and in ms
spirit, without his giving himself to us : it was only requisite
ihey should adi, that he gives himself to us in the proper and
natural substance of his flesh and blood, for this was the point
in hand, and the thing to be explained. Catholics do this very
clearly, for they say, Jesus Christ in pronouncing " This is my
body, the same that was given for you: This is my blood, the
same that was shed for you,"* designs, not the figure of it, but the
substance, which, in saying " Take," he renders wholly ours,
there being nothing more ours than that which is given us in this
manner. This speaks; this is intelligible. Instead of deliv
ering themselves thus clearly and distinctly, we shall see our
ministers lose themselves in rambling from the point, heap texts
on texts without concluding anything. Let us return to where
we left off; here is what presents itself: " Not consenting,"
proceed they, " with those who say, we join ourselves to his
merits and his gifts and his spirit only, yea, rather maiveiling
with the Apostle (Ephes. v.) at this secret, supernatural and in
comprehensible to our reason, we believe that we are made par
takers of the body given for us and the blood shed for u s ; that
we be flesh of his flesh and bone of his bones, and receive him
together with all his gifts with him by faith engendered in us by
the incomprehensible influence and power of this holy spirit;
thus understanding that which is sfeid,' whoso eateth the flesh
and drinketh the blood hath life everlasting.' Item, Christ is
the vine and we the branches, and that he maketh us abide in
him to the end we may bring forth fruit, and that we be mem
bers of his body, of his flesh, and of his bones." They are
certainly afraid of being understood, or rather do not understand
themselves: thus clogging their meaning with so many useless
words, so many intricate phrases, such a confused jumble of
crowded texts. For after all, what they have to show in, how
much those are in the wrong who, refusing to acknowledge, in
the Eucnamt, any other communication than that of the merits
&nd /spirit of Jesus Christ, discard from this mystery
Th*
u

+ MfctL xxvL 26, 23,

Luke xxii. 19, 2).

I Cor. xi. 2 4
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proper substance of his body and blood." N o w this is what in
30 way appears in any of these numerous texts. These texts
conclude, only that wc receive something flowing from Jesus
Chiist in order to enliven us, as members receive from the Head
the spirit which animates thorn ; but do not at all conclude for
our receiving the proper substance of his hody and blood. None
of these texts, except one only, namely, that of St. John vi.,
relate at ah to the Eucharist; neither does that of St. John vi.,
if we believe toe Calvunsts, relate to it. And if this text, well
understood, shows indeed in the Eucharist the proper substance
of Jesus Christ's flesh and blood, yet it docs not show it in the
manner it is here employed by the ministers, since the upshot
of their discourse concludes at length in this, that " We re
ceive Jesus Christ together with all his gifts with him by faith
engendered in us." N o w ** Jesus Christ by faith engendered
in us," is nothing less than Jesus Christ united to us in the
nroper and true substance of his flesh and blood; the first of
those being no more than a mom I union wrought by pious af
fections of the mind; and the second, being physical, is real
and immediate of body to body, and of substance to substance :
thus does this great synod expound nothing less than what it
proposes to expound.
4.—Error of the Synod which seeks the Mystery of the Eucharist without pro
ducing the Institution.

I observe m this decree, that the Calvinists having undertaken
to explain the mystery of the Eucharist, and in this mystery the
proper substance of Jesus Christ's body and blood, which it is
grounded on, allege to us far different things from the words of
the institution, ** This is my body, This is my blood ;" for they
are very sensible, should they say, these words import the proper
substance of the body and blood, that this would be making it
clearly appear, that our Lord's design was to express the body
and blood, not in figure, nor even in virtue, but in effect, in truth
*nd in substance
Thus this substance must have been noi
only by faim, in the minds and thoughts of the faithful, but in
effect, and i." truth, under the sacramental species, where Jesus
Christ denotes it, and thereby, even in our bodies, into which
we are ordered to receive it, to the end that we might, in every
way, enjoy our Saviour and participnte of our victim.
o.—Thc Synod's reason for establishing the Substance.—They conclude the
other Opinion to be contrary to GotPs word.

Now, whereas the decree had not cited any one text that con
cluded for the proper substance, the thing in question, but rather
had excluded it by showing Jesus Christ united by faith only
they eomc back at length to the substance by the following
words: And in fact, as we derive our death fmm the first Adam.
44
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inasmuch as w: partake of his substance ; so ii is requisite we
should partake truly of the second Adam, Christ Jesus, that we
may deri\* our life from him. Wherefore all pastors, and in
general, all the faithful shall be exhorted to give no way, in
any kind, to opinions contrary to the above doctrine, which is
grounded expressly on I he word of God."
6.—The Synod says more than it designed.

The holy Fathers made use of this comparison of Adam to
show that Jesus Christ ought to be in us otherwise than by faith
and affection, or morally ; for it is not by affection and thought
only, that Adam and parents are in their children; it is by the
communication of the same blood, and the same substance ; and
therefore the union we have with our parents, and by their means
with Adam, from whom we are all descended, is not only moral,
t/dt physical and substantial. The Fathers have thence con
cluded, that the new Adam ought to be in us after a manner
equally physical and substantial, to the end that we might derive
immortality from him, as from our first parent we derive mor
tality. Accordingly, it is what they have fo.md, and much more
abundantly, in the Eucharist than in ordinary generation, for
that it is not a portion of the blood and substance, but the whole
substance and the whole blood of our Lord Jesus Christ which
is therein communicated to us. T o say now with the ministers,
that this communication is wrought barely by faith, is not only
to weaken the comparison, but also to annihilate the mystery,
and deprive it of its substance ; and whereas it is more abun
dantly in Jesus Christ than in Adam, it is making it to be much
less in him, or rather not at all.
7.—Ji point of Doctrine was in Question among them.
Thus do our doctors confound themselves, and the more
pains they take to speak their minds, the more do they obscure
.he subject. Nevertheless, through all these mists, you discern
plainly, that among the defenders of the figurative sense there
was in reality an opinion which admitted nothing in the Eucha
rist but the gifts and merits of Jesus Christ, or at most, nothing
but his spirit, not the proper substance of his flesh and blood;
but that this opinion was expressly contrary to the word of God,
uid not to have any admittance amongst the faithful.
8. — The Swiss believe themselves condemned by this decision.

It is no hard matter to guess who were the defenders of this
opinion; it was the Swiss, the disciples of Zuinglius ; and such
of the French as approving their sentiment would lain reform
this article. And this was the reason that the Swiss were pres
ently heard to complain, thinking they beheld their own condem
nation in the Syn">d of RocheKe, and the fraternity broken
VOL. I I .
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Bince, notwithstanding the stft turn given to the deciee, theL
doctrine was condemned in the main as contrary to the word of
God, with express exhortation to allow it no shelter among the
pastors or the faithful.
9.—The Synod answers them by Beza, that this Doctrine only regarai France.
—The LutJnrjns as well as Catholics detested as Defenders of a monstrous
Opinion.

Under this persuasion they wrote to Beza, and the answer
returned them was surprising. Beza was ordered to acquaint
them, that the decree of the synod of Roche He did not regard
them, but only certain Frenchmen ; so that there was a Confes
sion of Faith for France, and another for Switzerland, as if faith
varied according to the climate, and it were not equally true,
that in Christ Jesus there is neither Swiss nor Frenchman, as
it is true, according to St. Paul, that there is neither Scythian
nor Greek. To this Beza added, in order to calm the Swiss,
that the churches of France detested the substantial and carnal
presence, together with the monsters of transubstantiation and
consubstaniiaUon.* Hero, then, by and by, we have the Lu
therans as badly treated as the Catholics, and their doctrine ac
counted no less monstrous; but this only in writing to the Swiss;
we have seen how far they are able to soften matters when they
write to the Lutherans, and how tender they are then of consubstantiation.
10.—The Swiss, not satisfied with Beta's answer, still hold themselves fir
condemned,

The Swiss would not be gulled with these subtleties of the
synod of Rochelle, but were very sensible that they themselves
were attacked under the namo of these Frenchmen. Bullinger,
minister of Zurich, who was ordered to answer Beza, made no
difficulty of telling him they were in fact the people condemned : |
You condemn," answered h e , those who reject the word
proper substance;' and who is ignorant that we are of this
number?" What Beza had added, against the carnal and sub
stantial presence, did not remove the difficulty; Bullinger knew
toil well tivt the Catholics no less than the Lutherans com
plained that a carnal presence was laid to their charge, which
they did not dream of; and besides, he could not comprehend
the meaning of receiving in substance what was not substan
tially present. Thus unable to conceive the refinements of
Beza, or a substance united without being present, he answered
h i m , that they ought to speak plainly in matters of faith* lest
they should reduce the simple to such straits as no longer to
know what to b e l i e v e w h e n c e he concluded that it was ne44
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cessary to mitigate the decree, and this was the only means he
proposed for a reconcilement.
11.—They were, at last forced to change the Decree, and reduce the Substance to
nothing at all.—1572.

They were forced to stoop to these terms, and the year fol
lowing, in the synod of Nismes, substance was brought to so
small a matter, that they might as well have quite suppressed it.
Whereas at the synod of Rochelle, the debate was about putting
a stop to an opinion contrary to that which was grounded ex*
pressly on the word of God, they endeavor now to insinuate that
the question was only about a word. They raze out of the de
cree of Rochelle these words which contained its main force
and purpose : viz. The synod rejects the opinion of those who
refuse to receive the word substance." They declare they will
do no prejudice to strangers; and such is their complaisance
for them, that these great words, " the proper substance of J e s u s
Christ's body and blood," so much affected by Calvin, so stren
uously maintained by his disciples, so carefully retained at the
synod of Rochelle, and at last brought to nothing by our re
formed, no longer appear in their confession oi faith, but as a
monument of the impression of the reality and substance, which
the words of Jesus Christ had naturally made in the minds of
their forefathers, and even of Calvin himself,
41

12,—Reflection on this weakening of the first Doctrine.

And yet if they will but reflect on these relaxations of their
first doctrine, they may observe therein in what manner the spirit
of seduction has deluded them. Their fathers would not easily
have deprived themselves of the substance of J e s u s Christ's
body and blood. Accustomed in the Church to this sweet
presence of the body and blood of their Saviour, the pledge of
an immense love, they would not willingly have been brought
down to shadows and figures, nor to a simple virtue flowing from
his body and blood. Calvin had promised them something more.
They had suffered themselves to be attracted by a notion of re
ality and substance continually inculcated in his Ifooks, in his
sermons, in his commentaries, in his confessions of faith, in his
catechisms : a false notion, I confess, they being there in words
"»nly, and not in fact; but yet they were charmed with the fine
dea, and believing they lost nothing of what was possessed by
them in the Church, they did not fear to leave it. Now that
Zuinglius has gained the ascendant by the consent o f their
synods, and Calvin's big words stand evidently void of force and
destitute of all sense, why do not they return from their error
and seek, in tl e Church, that real possession with which they
had been flatter ed?
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13.-—The different Confessions of Faith a mark of the disunion of the Party.

T h e Swiss Zuinglians were appeased by the explanation of
die synod of Nismes : but the ground of division still subsisted.
So many confessions of faith were a too convincing token of it
to be dissembled. Meanwhile the French, the Swiss, the E n g 
lish, and the Poles, had their separate ones, which all of thc«u
kept to, without borrowing from their neighbors, and their uni' •
seemed nearer allied to policy than true concord.
14.—The Jlsscmbly of Frankfort, tohere endeavors are used to bring the defenders
of the figurative sense to agree in one common
Confession.—1572.

They had often sought remedies for this inconvenience, but
in vain. In 1577, an assembly was held at Frankfort, where
"toe ambassadors of Queen Elizabeth assembled with the depu
t e s of France, of Poland, of Hungary, and of the low countries.*
T h e Count Palatine, John Casimir, who, the year before, had
brought into France such great succor to our reformed, procured
this assembly. T h e whole party that defended the figurative
sense, whereof this prince was one, was there assembled, except
the Swiss and Bohemians. But these last had sent their decla
ration, submitting themselves thereby to what should be resolved:
and as for the Swiss, the Palatine caused it to be declared by
his ambassador that he held himself assured of them.f
The
intent of this convention, as appears by the palatine-deputy's
harangue at his opening of it, was to draw up, by the unanimous
consent of all the other deputies, one common confession of faith
for these churches; and the reason that induced the Palatine to
make this proposal was, because the Lutherans of Germany,
after making the famous Book of Concord so often mentioned,
were to hold an assembly at Magdeburg, there to pronounce
with one accord the approbation of this book, and at the same
time the condemnation of all those who should refuse to sub
scribe It; so as, being declared Heretics, they might be ex
cluded from toleration granted by the empire in matters of religi n. By this means, all the defenders of the figurative sense
were to be banished, and the monster of ubiquity, maintained in
this book to be established. It was the interest of these churches,
which were to be condemned, to appear at that time numerous,
powerful, and united. T h e y were cried down as having each
one their particular confession of faith, and the Lutherans, united
under the common name of the Confession of Augsburg, easily
resolved on the proscription of a party, which its disunion made
contemptible.
Iff.—*Q design of comprehending the Lutherans in this common Confession of
Faith.

T h u their great grievance was colored over nevertheless, in
* A c t auth. Blon. p. 59.
f Ibid. p. 60.
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the best way possible, with specious words; and the Palatinedeputy declared that a 1 these Confessions of Faith, conformable
m doctrine, differed in method only, and the way of speaking.
But he well knew the contrary, nor were the differences but too
real for these churches. Be that as it will, it was their interest,
in order to put a stop to the proceedings of the Lutherans, to
show th:-m their union by a confession of faith as well received
among them all, as was that of Augsburg among the Lutherans.
But they had yet a more general design : for in making this new
confession of faith common to the defenders of the figurative
sense, their intent was to pitch on such expressions as the Lu
therans, defenders of the literal sense, might agree to, and so
by this moans make one body of the whole party called Reformed.
T h e deputies had no better means than this of preventing the
condemnation threatened them from the Lutheran party. Where
fore, the decree they made concerning this common Confession
of Faith had this turn given it.* " That it ought to be made,
and made clear, full, and solid, with a clear and brief refutation
of all the heresies of these times; yet, with such a temper of
style, as rather to attract than alienate those that adhere purely
to the Confession of Augsburg, as much as truth could allow."
16.—Qualities of this new Confession of Faith.—Deputies

named to draw it up.

T o make this Confession of Faith clear, to make it full, to
make it solid, with a clear and brief confutation of all the heresies
of those times, was a grand undertaking; fine words, but the
•hing exceedingly difficult, not to say impossible, amongst people
of such different persuasions : above all, not to exasperate any
further the Lutherans, those zealous defenders of the literal sense,
it was necessary to pass lightly over the Real Presence, and the
other articles so often mentioned. Divines were named, who
had a thorough knowledge of the grievances of the Church, to
wit, of the divisions in the Reformation, and of her Confessions
of Faith which kept them asunder. Rodulph Gultier, and T h e 
odore Beza, ministers, one of Zurich and the other of Geneva,
were to put the finishing stroke to the work which was after
wards to be despatchr d to all the churches in order to be read,
examined, corrected, and augmented as judged proper.
17.—Letter written to the Lutherans by the Assembly of

Frankfort.

T o prepare a worl' of such great nicety, and hinder the con
demnation which the Lutherans were hatching, it was concluded
to write, in the name of the whole assembly, a letter capable of
mollifying them. Wherefore they were acquainted,! that this
assembly was called together from sundry parts of the Christian
world, to oppose the Pope's attempts, aftei informations received
* A c t auth. Blon. p. 62.

t Ibid. p. 63.
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that he was uniting the most potent princes of Christendom
against them, namely, the Emperor, the King of France, and
the King of Spain; but what had most afflicted them was, tha*
certain princes of Germany, who say they invoke the same God
with us, as if ihe Catholics hud another, and detest with us the
tyranny of the Roman Antichrist, were preparing to condemn
the doctiine of their Churches ; and so, amidst the misfortunes
that distressed them, they saw themselves attacked by those, in
whose virtue and wisdom they had reposed their chief trust.
id.— The ,'Lssemhly minces the difficulty of the

Eucharist.

Then they represented to those of the Confession of Augs
burg, that the Pope, whilst he ruined the rest of the Churches,
would not spare them. For how, proceed they, should he hate
those less who first gave him the mortal stab, namely, the Lu
therans., wnom, by this means, they place at the head of the whole
party 'I They propose a free council in order to unite amongst
themselves, and oppose the common enemy. Lastly, after com
plaining they were going to be condemned without a hearing,
they say, the controversy that divides them most from those of
the Confession of Augsburg, viz., that of the Supper and Real
Presence, has not so much difficulty as is imagined, and it is an
injury done them to accuse them of rejecting the Confession
of Augsburg. But they add, it stood in need of explanation in
some places, and even that Luther and Melancthon had made
some corrections in it; by which they evidently mean those dif
ferent editions, wherein were made the above-seen changes in
the lifetime of Luther and Melancthon.
ID.—The consent of the Synod of Sainte-Foy to the new Confession of
Faith.—1578.

The year following, the Calvinists of France held their na
tional Synod at Sainte-Foy, where they gave power to change
the Confession of Faith, which they had so solemnly presented
to our Kings, and which they boasted they would maintain to
the last drop of their blood. The decree of this Synod is worth
our notice : it imports, that after seeing the instructions of the
assembly held at Frankfort by the means of Duke John Casimir, they enter into the design of uniting in one holy band of
pure doctrine all the reformed Churches of Christendom, whereof
certain Protestant Divines were for condemning the soundest
and the greatest part: and approve the project of making and
drawing up a formulary of a Confession of Faith common to
all the Churches, as also the invitation expressly made to the
Churches of this kingdom, to send to the place appointed men
well approved and * 'jlhorized with ample procuration, in order
to treat, agree, and decide on all the points of doctrine and othei
things relating to the union. »-et>oso, and preservation of the
u
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Church, and God's pure service." For the execution o f this
project, they name four deputies to draw up this common Con
fession of Faith, but with much more ample powers than had
been demanded for them in the assembly of Frankfort.* For,
whereas this assembly, unable to believe the Churches could
agree in one Confession of Faith, without seeing it, had ordered,
that after its being seen by certain ministers and polished by
others, it should be sent to all the churches for their examination
and correction: this Synod, condescending beyond all that could
be imagined, not only expressly charges these four deputies to
be present at the place and time appointed, with ample procura
tions as well from the ministers, as in particular from the Vis
count of Turenne ; but also adds thereto, " that in case even
there were no means of examining this Confession of Faith
throughout all the provinces, it was left to their prudence and
sound judgment to agree and conclude all the points that shall
come under deliberation, whether in regard of doctrine, or any
other thing concerning the welfare, union, and repose of all the
Churches."
20.—Faith trusted in the hands of four Ministers,
Turenne.

and of the Viscount of

Here have you then manifestly, by the authority of a whole
national Synod, the faith of our pretended churches of France
left to the disposal of four ministers and of the Viscount o f
Turenne, with power to determine therein as they pleased, and
those who will not allow, that we may refer to the judgment of
the whole Church the least points of faith, refer the whole o f
theirs to that of their deputies.
21.—Why M. de Turenne was put in this deputation concerning

Doctrine.

One may wonder perchance to see M. de Turenne named
amongst these doctors : but you must understand that this
" welfare, union, and repose of all the churches," for the sake
of which this deputation was made, meant much more than ap
peared at first sight. Forasmuch as the Duke John Casimir,
and Henry de la Tour, Viscount of Turenne, joint deputies with
these ministers, had thoughts of settling this repose by other
means than by arguments and Confessions of F a i t h ; which,
however, necessarily made part of the negotiation, experience
having shown that these new reformed Churches could not be
united in a league as they ought, without first agreeing in point
o f doctrine. All France was flaming with civil wars ; srid the
Viscount de Turenne, then but young, yet full of wit and valor,
whom the disaster o f the times had drawn into the party but twe
or three years before, had immediately raised himself in it t o so
* H i s t de PUB. de Frwic A c t auto, Blon. p. 63. Syn.de Sainte-Foy. Ibid
op. 5, 6.
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great an i*hority (not so much by his ilkbtrious blood which
allied him to the greatest families of the kingdom, as his great
capacity and courage) that h" was already lord-lieutenant to the
King of Navarre, afterwards Henry IV. A man of such genius
entered easily into the design of reuniting all the Protestants:
but Gul did not suffer him to accomplish it. The Lutherans
were found intractable, and the Confessions of Faith, notwith
standing the resolution unanimously taken of changing them all,
subsisted as containing the pure word of God, which it is neither
lawful to add to, nor take from.
22.—Litter, wherein the Calvinists own Luther and JMelancthonfor their Fathers.

We see that, in the year following, namely, 1579, a union
was still hoped for, since the Calvinists of the Low Countries
wrote conjointly to the Lutherans, authors of the Book of Con
cord, to Kemnitius, Chythraeus, James Andrew, and the rest of
the violent defenders of Ubiquity, whom they failed not to call,
not only their brethren, but their own flesh, (so intimate was
their union, notwithstanding their great divisions,) inviting them
to take moderate counsels, to enter into methods of union, in
order whereto the Synod of France (that of Sainte-Foy) had
named deputies, and this," say they, "after the example of our
holy fathers, Luther, Zuinglius, Capito, Bucer, Melancthon,
BuIJinger, Calvin," whose unanimity was such as you have seen.
These, then, are the common fathers of the Sacramentarians
and Lutherans ; Jiese are the men in whose harmony and mod
erate counsels the Calvinists glory !
44

23.—The project of a Common Confession continued to our days, and always to
no purpose.

AIL these endeavors towards a union proved abortive, and the
defenders of the figurative sense were so far from being able to
agree with the Lutherans, defenders of the literal sense, in one
common Confession of Faith, that they could not even agree
among themselves.* The proposal was frequently renewed,
and even near to our days in 1614, at the Synod of Tonins,
which, in 1615, was backed by the expedients proposed by the
famous Peter du Moulin. But though for this he received the
thanks of the Synod of the Isle of France, held the same year
at the borough of Ay, in Champagne ; and notwithstanding the
known credit he had, not only in France, among his own
brethren* but also in England and over the whole party, all
proved to no purpose. The churches, which defend the fig
urative sense, confessed the mighty evil of their disunion, but
withal confessed it was beyond remedy ; and this common Con
fession of Faith, so earnestly desired and endeavored at, is be
come a Platonic idea.
* A c t Auth. Blon. p. 72.
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24.—Vain shifts of the Ministers.

This history would require that I should relate the answeia
returned by the ministers, with regard to this decree of SainteFoy, after it became public, and was urged against them by tne
Catholics. But all of them, by the above account of the fact,
fall of themselves. Some said, a mutual toleration was the only
thing in question; but it is plain enough, a common Confession
of Faith was not necessary for that end, since the effect of this
toleration is, not to make one common faith, but to bear mutu
ally with one auofner's faith. Others, in excuse for the great
power of deciding on doctrine lodged in the hands of four depu
ties, answered, this was because it was known " near the mat
ter"* what they could agree i n ; this " near the matter" is ad
mirable. Doubtless men are not over nice in questions of faith
when satisfied with knowing ** near the matter" what they are
to say; and little also do they know what to stick to, when, for
want of such knowledge, they give their deputies so unlimited
a power of concluding whatsoever they shall think fitting. The
Minister Claudef answered, that they knew precisely what they
were to s a y ; and should the deputies have gone beyond it, they
would have justly jeen disowned as men that had gone beyond
their commission. But this answer, allowing it so, does not
satisfy the chief difficulty, consisting in this, that to please the
Lutherans, they must have given up to them all that tended to
exclude, as well the Real Presence as the other points contested
with them ; that is to say, they must evidently have changed, in
such important articles, a Confession of Faith expressly affirmed
by them to be contained in the word of God.
25.—Difference between what was designed to be done in favor of the Lutherans
at Frankfort and Sainte-Foy, and what was done at Charenton.

Care ought to be taken not to confound what was to be done
then with what was done since, when the Lutherans were re
ceived into communion at the Synod of Charenton, in 1631.
This last action shews only, that the Calvinists can bear with
the Lutheran doctrine, as a doctrine not at all prejudicial to the
fundamentals of faith. But it is certainly quite a different thing
to tolerate, in the Lutheran's Confession of Faith, what you
believe erroneous in it, and to suppress in your own what you
believe to be a truth revealed of God, and expressly declared
by his word. This is what they had resolved to do in the as
sembly of Frankfort and at the Synod of Sainte-Foy ; this is
what they would have executed, had it pleased the Lutherans ;
insomuch that it was only the fault of the defenders of the Real
Presence that all which clashed with it was not erased out of
the Sacramentarian Confessions of Faith. But the reason of
* Anon. ii. Rep. p. 365.

TC L. II.

f Mr, Claude, «1rn laNo:> Conf. rep. a PExpos. p. 149
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riiis was once change, and no end of changing; a Confession
of Faith which changes the doctrine of ages past, ahews thereby
that itself may be changed likewise ; nor must we wonder the
Synod of Saintc-Foy thought they had power to correct in 1578
what the Synod of Paris had established in 1559.
s

26.—Spirit of instability in

Calvinism.

Al these means of agreement now mentioned, so far from
diminishing the disunion of our Reformed, did but increase it.
Here were men ignorant as yet what to stick to, whose first
Hep, at setting out, was by a breach upon the whole Christian
world. Here was a religion built on the sand, which had no
stability even in her Confessions of Faith, although made with
such nice care, and published with such pomp. Even the pro
fessors of it could not persuade themselves that they had not a
right to innovate in so changeable a religion, and it was this
produced the novelties of John Fischer, known under the name
of Piscator, and those of Arminius.
27.—Piscalor's

dispute.

Piscator's affair will teach us many important matters, and
I am the more desirous to relate it at full length, the less it is
known by the generality of our reformed.
Piscator taught divinity in the academy of Herborne, a town
in the earldom of Nassau, towards the end of the sixteenth
century. Examining the doctrine of Imputed Justice, he says
that the justice of Jesus Christ, which is imputed to us, is not
that which he practised during the course of his life, but that
which he underwent in bearing voluntarily the punishment of
our sin on the cross; as much as to say, the death of our Lord
being a sacrifice of an infinite value, whereby he paid and satis
fied for us, it was also by this act alone that the Son of God was
properly Saviour, without any necessity of joining to it any other
acts, this being of itself sufficient; so that, if we arc to be justi
fied by imputation, it is by that of this act, in virtue whereof
precisely wo are acquitted in the sight of God, and whereby
"the hand-writing of the sentence passed against us was de
faced," as VST. Paul speaks, " by the blood which pacifieth both
heaven and earth."*
28.—This doctrine detested by the National

Synod of Gap.—First

decision.

This doctrine was detested by our Calvinists in the Synod of
Gap, anno 1603,*|" as contrary to the eighteenth, twentieth, and
twenty-second articles of the Confession of Faith, and it was
resolved by them, "that a letter should be addressed to Mr.
Piscator, and likewise to the university in which he taught."
It s certain these three articles decided nothing as to whaf
* Col. ii. 14.
1 Syn. do Gap. eh. de In < >nf. de Foy.
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concerned Piscator, and for this reason we find no more men
tion made of the twentieth and twenty-second articles. And
as to the eighteenth, in which it was pretended die decision
might be found, it said no more than that "we are justified by
the obedience of Jesus Christ, which is allowed us," without
specifying what obedience ; so that Piscator found it no hard
matter to defend himself in regard to the Confession of Faith.
But since they will have it that he innovated in respect to the
Confession of the pretended reformed of this kingdom, which had
been subscribed by those of the Low Countries, I agree to iu
29.- -Second Condemnation of Piscator** Doctrine at the Synod of Rochelle,

Piscator was written to by order of the synod, as resolved,
and his answer, modest, but firm in his sentiment, was read at
the Synod of Rochelle, in 1607. After reading it, this decree
was made : " As to the letter of Dr. John Piscator, Professor
in the Academy of Herborne, in answer to that of the Synod
of Gap, rendering account of his doctrine which teaches justi
fication to be by the sole obedience of Christ in his death and
passion, imputed as justice to the faithful, and not by the obedi
ence of his life; the assembly not approving the division of causes
so conjoint, hath declared, that the whole obedience of Christ
*n his life and death is imputed to us for the entire remission of
•>ur sins, as being no other than one and the same obedience"
JO*—Important observation, that the Doctrine of the Calvinists against Piscator
resolves the difficulties they urge against us in regard of the sacrifice of the
Eucharist.

In consideration of these last words, I would willingly ask our
Reformed, why, in order to merit for us the forgiveness of our
sins, they require, not only the obedience of the deatn, but also
that of the whole life of our Redeemer? Is it fnat tne merit of
Jesus Christ dying is not infinite, and not more than sufficient
for our salvation ? This they will not say; they must, therefore,
say, that what is required as necessary after an infinite merit,
does neither destroy its infiniteness nor sufficiency: but at the
same time it follows, that to consider Jesus Christ, as continu
ing his intercession by his presence not in heaven only, but also
on our Altars in the sacrifice of the F.ucharist, is destroying
nothing of the infiniteness of the propitiation made on the cross;
it is only, as speaks the Synod of Rochelle, not dividing things
conjoined, and accounting all Jesus Christ did in his life, all he
did in his death, and all he now does whether in heaven, where
he presents himself for us to the Father, or on our Altars, where
he is present in another way, as the continuation of one and the
same intercession, and of one and the same obedience which he
began in his life, consummated in his death, and never ceasei
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or

10 renew botn in heaven and in the mysteries, thereby to applj
them to us effectually and perpetually.
31,—Third decision.—Formulary and Subscription ordained against
in the Synod of Privas.—i612.

Piscatof

The doctrine of Piscator had its partizans. Nothing was
found against him in the eighteenth, twentieth, and twentysecond articles of the Confession of Faith.
And, indeed, thej
abandoned the two last to fix on the eighteenth, which was nc
more to the purpose, as we have seen, than the others ; and to
drive the matter home against Piscator and his doctrine, they
went so far, in the national Synod of Privas, as to oblige all
the pastors to subscribe expressly against Piscator in these
terms : " I underwritten N . in regard to the contents in the
eighteenth article of the Confession of Faith of the Reformed
Churches, regarding our justification, do declare and protest,
that J understand it according to the sense received in our church,
approved by the national synods, and conformable to God's word;
which is, that our Lord Jesus Christ was subject to the moral
and ceremonial law, not only for our good, but in our stead ;
and that all the obedience he rendered to the law is imputed
to us, and that our justification does consist, not only in the
remission of sins, but in the imputation of active justice ; and
subjecting myself to (he word of God, I believe that the Son of
man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,' and that
he did minister to the purpose he came for : promising never to
depart from the doctrine received in our churches, and to subject
myself to the ordinances of the national synods on this head."
4

32.—The Scripture ill-quoted, audits

whole Doctrine

ill-understood.

What it avails imputed justice, that "Jesus Christ came to
minister, and not to be ministered unto ;" and to what purpose
this text is brought abruptly and without connexion into the midst
of this decree, let him guess that can. Neither do I see what
use the imputation of the ceremonial law is to us, which never
was made for us ; nor for what reason Jesus Christ must have
been subject to it, not only for our good, but in our stead." I
well comprehend how Jesus Christ, having dispersed the shadows
and figures of the law, has left us free from the servitude of the
ceremonial laws, which were but shadows and figures; but that
it was necessary for such intent that he himself should have been
subject to them in our stead, the consequence would be perni
cious, since it might be equally concluded he had also set us
free from the moral law, by his fulfilling it. All this shows the
little exactness of our Reformed, who were more intent on show
ing erudition in a profusion of big empty words, than on speaking
with acc iracy in their decrees.
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33.—Fourth decision against Piscator in the Synod of Tonins.—1614.

I am at a loss to know what could be the reason that Piscator's affair was taken so very much to heart by our French Re
formed, or why the Synod of Privas descended to e utmost
precautions, by enjoining the above subscription. This, how
ever, ought to have been decisive : a formulary of faith, oidered
io l> subscribed by all the pastors, should have explained the
•natter fully and distinctly. Neverthe ess, after thit subscription
ind all the precedent decrees, it was still necessary to make a
lew declaration at the Synod of Tonins in 1 6 1 4 . Four great
decrees one after another, and in such different terms, concern
ing a particular article, and on so limited a subject, is very ex
traordinary ; but in the new Reformation something is always
found to be added or curtailed, and never is their faith explained
so sincerely, nor with so full a sufficiency, as to make them
adhere precisely to the first decisions.
34.—The impiety of Imputed Justice as it is proposed by these Synods.

T o conclude this affair, I shall make a short reflection on the
nature of the doctrine, and some reflections on the procedure.
As to the doctrine, I very well understand how the death of
Jesus Christ, and the payment he made to the divine justice of
the punishment we owed it, is imputed to us, as you impute to
a debtor the payment made by the security for his acquittance.
But that the perfect justice fulfilled by our Lord in his life and
death, and the absolute obedience he rendered to the law, should
be imputed to us, or as they speak, allowed, in the same sense,
that the payment of the surety is imputed to the debtor; Is the
same as to say, that he discharges us by his justice from the
obligation of being good and virtuous, as by his punishment he
discharges us from the obligation of undergoing that which out
sins had merited.
35.-—Plainness and simplicity of the Catholic Doctrine opposed to the obscuritiet
of the contrary.

I understand, then, and very clearly, in another kind of man*
ner, what it avails us to have a Saviour whose sanctity is infinite.
For thereby I behold him alone worthy to obtain for us all the
graces requisite to make us just. But that we should formally
be made just, because Jesus Christ was just; and that his jus
tice should be allowed us, as if he had fulfilled the law to our
discharge, neither does the Scripture say it, nor can any man
of good sense comprehend it.
By this means accounting as nothing our interior justice, and
that which we practise through grace, th«) make us all in the
main equally just, by reason that the justice of Jesus Christ, sup*
•>osed by them the only one that renders us just, is i lfinite
VOL. II.
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They likewise wrest from the elect of God that crown of
justice, which the just Judge reserves for each one in particular,
since they suppose all have the same justice which is infinite;
or if at length they confese, this infinite justice is allowed us in
different degrees, accordingly as v/e approach to it more or lesa
by that particular justice we are vested with by grace, it is by ex
traordinary expressions, saying the same thing with the Catholics.
30.—Reflections on the procedure.—Scripture

quoted therein only for form-sake.

This is, in a few words, what I had to say on the doctrine
itself. 1 shall be still more brief as to the procedure: it has
nothing but what is weak in it, nothing grave nor serious. The
act of most importance is the formulary of subscription enjoined
at the iSynod of Privas, but, from the very beginning, they do
not so much as think of convicting Piscator from the Scriptures.
The point to be proved was, " That the obedience of Jesus
Christ, whereby he fulfilled the whole law in his life and death,
is allowed us in order to make us just," which is called in the
formulary of Privas, as before in that of Gap, the imputation of
the active justice.
Now, all that could be found in four synods to prove this
doctrine and the imputation of the active justice, by the Scrip
ture, is that "the Son of Man did not come to be ministered
unto, but to minister," a text so little adapted to imputed justice,
that there is no discovering even to what purpose it was cited.
But so it is with these new reformers, provided they name
but the word of God with emphasis, and then fling out a text
or two, however wide from the purpose, they think to have
answered the profession they make of believing nought but
Scripture in express terms. The people arc dazzled with these
big promises, and are not even sensible what a sway the authority
of their ministers has over them, though when all is done it is
by that their assent is determined.
3

37.—How the Confession of Faith is quoted.

As from the word of God nothing was proved against Pis
cator, so likewise their Confession of Faith was opposed in vain
against him.
For we have seen them at Privas immediately forego the
twentieth and twenty-second articles, which were produced at
Gap. The eighteenth is only insisted on, and as it spoke noth
ing but what was general and indeterminate, they bethought
themselves of thus remedying it in the Formulary: " I declare
and protest that I understand the eighteenth article of our Con
fession of Faith according to the sense received in our churches,
approved in our synods, and conformable to the word of God.'
The word of God would have sufficed alone; but as that
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was in dispute, to finish it there was a necessity of coming back
to the authority of things judged, and abiding by the article of
the Confession of Faith, understanding it, not according to its
precise terms, but according t« the sense received in churches,
and approved in the National Synods, which finally regulates
the dispute by tradition, and shows us that the most assured
means of understanding what is written, is to see in what man
ner it always had been understood.
This is what passed, as to the affair of Piscator, in four na
tional synods. The last of them was that of Tonins, held in
1614, where, after the subscription commanded by the Synod of
Privas, all seemed determined in the most serious manner im
aginable ; yet after all there was nothing in it, for the year fol
lowing, to go no further, that is, in 1615, Du Moulin, the most
renowned of all their ministers, openly made a jest of it, with the
approbation of a whole synod. The history of the thing is this :—
38.—They laugh at all these Decrees.—Nothing serious in the Reformation.—
Du Moulin s remonstrance approved in the Synod of Ay.—1615.
9

The party of the Reformation opposed to Lutheranism had
always been disturbed because they could never contrive among
themselves a common Confession, to unite all their members, as
the Confession of Augsburg united all the Lutherans. So many
different Confessions of Faith showed a principal of division
which weakened the party. They came back, therefore, once
more to the project of a reunion. Du Moulin proposed the
means in a writing sent to the Synod of the Isle of France.
The whole drift of it was to dissemble the dogmas, which they
could not agree in; and D u Moulin writes in express terms,
that among the things it was requisite to dissemble in this new
Confession of Faith, they ought to place Piscator's question
regarding Justification :* a doctrine so much detested by four
national synods, becomes indifferent all of a sudden in the opinion
of this minister, and the synod of the Isle of France, with the
same hand with which it had but just subscribed Piscator's con
demnation, nay, the pen, as I may say, still wet with the ink it
nad made this subscription with, thanks M. du Moulin by ex
press letters for this proposal :f such instability is there in the
new Reformation, and so easily does she sacrifice the greatest
matters to this common Confession which she never could attain.
39.—Du Moulin** words.— Dissimulation, character of Heresy, otoned in the
Reformation,

The words of Du Moulin are too remarkable not to be related.
"There," says he,T viz., in this assembly to be held for this
new Confession of F a i t h , 1 am for no disputes about religion,
for minds once heated will never be brought to yield, and each
* Act Aut. Blond. Piece, vi. p. 72.
f Ibid.
1 Ibid. n. 4
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one in his return cries out victory; but I would ha* 3 laid ox.
the table the Confession of the churches of France, of England,
of Scotland, of the Low Countries, of the Palatinate, of the
Swisr, &c. That out of these Confessions we might strive in
form one common one, wherein we should dissemble many things,
without the knowledge of which one might be saved, as is Piscalo? $ question regarding Justification, and many subtle opinions
propo&cd b'j Arminius about Free-will, Predestination and Per
severance of the Saints."
He adds, " us Satan had corrupted the Church of Rome by
her having too much, namely, by avarice and ambition, so he
strives to corrupt the churches of the new reformation by know
ing too much, to wit, by curiosity," which, in reality, is the
temptation all heretics sink under, and the snare they are taken
in ; and concludes that, in the way of agreement, " they shall
have gone the greatest part of the journey, if they can but pre
vail on themselves to be ignorant of many things, be contented
with necessaries to salvation, and be easy in regard of others."
,}

40,—Reflection on these words of Du Moulin approved in the Synod of Jly.

How to agree in this matter was the question, for if by such
things, the knowledge of which is necessary to salvation, he
understands those which every private man is obliged to know
under penalty of damnation, this common Confession of Faitn
is already made in the Creed of the Apostles, and in that of
Nice. The union made on this foundation would reach much
beyond the newly reformed churches, nor could they hinder our
being comprehended in it; but, " if by the knowledge of things
necessary to salvation" he understands the full explanation of
all the expressly revealed truths of God, who has revealed none
the knowledge of which does not tend to secure the salvation of
nis faithful, there " to dissemble" what the synods have declared
expressly revealed of God," with detestation" of the con
trary errors, is laughing at the Church, is holding her decrees
for imposture even after signing them, is betraying both religion
and conscience.
4

44

41.—Du Motdhi's

inconstancy.

Now, when you shall perceive that this same Du Moulin, who
makes so slight a nu tter, not of Piscator's propositions only, but
also of the much more important ones of Arminius, was aftei*
wards one of the most unmerciful censors of them, you will ac
knowledge, in his procedure, the perpetual inconstancy of the
new Reformation, always suiting her dogmas to the occasion.
42.— Great points to he suppressed; amongst others, that which is contrary U
the Real Presence.

T o conclude i\e account of this project of reunion then con
ceited, when this mmm >r Confession of the K rty opposed to the
4
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Lutherans should be finished, another was to be made also, but
more wide and general, in which the Lutherans might be com
prehended.* Du Moulin here sets forth all the ways of ex
pressing themselves, so as " not to condemn the Real Presence,
nor Ubiquity, nor the necessity of Baptism," nor the rest of the
Lutheran tenets ; and what he cannot save by equivocations or
indeterminate expressions, he wraps up in silence, in the bes"
way he can ; he hopes to abolish by this means the appellation
of Lutherans, of Calvinists, of Sacramentarians, and, by force
of equivocating, to make no other name remain for Protestants
than the common one of the Christian Church Reformed. The
whole synod of the Isle of France applauded this fine plan ; and
this union, thus completed, it would be time, proceeds this min
ister, to solicit the reconciliation of the Church of Rome—but he
doubts as to their succeeding. And with good reasou, for we
have not one instance of her ever approving equivocations in
matters of religion, or consenting to the suppression of articles
she once believed revealed by God.
43.—Importance of the disputes among the defenders of the figurative sense.

But I do not allow to D u Moulin and the rest of the same
party, that the differences in their Confessions of Faith are only
in the method and expressions, or else in polity and ceremonies ;
or, if in matters of faith, in such only as had not yet passed into
law or public ordinance: for we have seen, and shall see the
2ontrary through the whole sequel of this history.
And can
they say, for example, that the doctrine of Episcopacy wherein
the Church of England is so firm, and carries it to such a pitch
as to receive no Calvinistic ministers without reordaining them*
is a matter only of expression, or, at most, of mere polity and
ceremony? Is it nothing to look on a Church as utterly desti
tute of pastors lawfully ordained ? It is true the Calvinists are
even with them, as we are assured by one of their famous min
isters in these words: " If any of ours should teach the distinc
tion of bishops and priests, and that there is no true ministry
without bishops, we could not suffer him in our Communion, that
'9 to say, at least in our ministry."| The Knglish Protestants
therefore are excluded from it. Is this a difference of small
importance ? This same minister does not speak so of it he
being agreed that, on account of these differences, which he will
have but small, of government and discipline, they treat one
another as persons excommunicated. J If we descend to par
ticulars in these Confessions of Faith, how many points shall
we find in some wl ich are not in others 1 And in reality, were
the difference in words only, their obstinacy would be too gtea'
* Act. Audi. Blond, op. 12, 13.
f Jur. S y s t p. 214.
I Id. avis, auz Prot i . 3, at the beginning of 4is Prej. Legit
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not to agree after so frequently attempting it: if in :eremomet
only, their weakness woull be too great in insisting on them;
but the truth is, they are all sensible how little they agree in the
main ; and if I hey boast of being well united, this only serves
to confirm that the union of the new Refoi .'nation is rather po
litical than ecclesiastic.
Nothing now remains but to entreat our brethren to consider
.he great steps they have seen taken, not by private men, but by
their whole churches, touching matters decided by them with
all the authority, said they, of the word of G o d : yet all these
decrees came to nothing. It is a way of speaking in the Ref
ormation always to name the word of God : they believe a thing
never the more for that, nor fear the least to suppress what they
had advanced under the sanction of so great an authority ; but
we must not wonder at it. There is nothing in religion more
authentic than Confessions of Faith; nothing ought to have
been better warranted by the word of God than what the Cal
vinists had inserted in them against the Real Presence and the
Dthcr dogmas of the Lutherans. It was not only Calvin that
accounted, as detestable, the invention of the Corporeal Pres
ence ; De corporali pnvseniia detesiabile commentmn ;* the whole
Reformation of France had just said, in body, by the mouth of
Beza, that she detested this monster, as well the Lutheran Consubstantiation as the Papistical Tmnsubstantiation. But there
is nothing sincere, nor serious, in these detestations of the Real
Presence, since they were ready to retrench all that had been
said against it, and this, not only by decree of a national synod,
but by a joint determination of the whde party solemnly as
sembled at Frankfort. The doctrine of the figurative sense, not
to speak here of other points, after so many battles and such a
number of pretended martyrs, would have been buried in eternal
silence, had it f r pleased the Lutherans. England, France,
Germany, Swn erland, the Low Countries, in a word, all the
Calvinists any \s ere to be found, consented to ftiis suppression.
How therefore c m men remain so wedded to a tenet, which
they see s o little revelation for, that it is already cast forth fro*fl
the profession of Christianity by the concurrent wishes of thf
whole party
* 9 De£ oont. W e s ^ . Opusc 83. S n. &
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BOOK XIII
T H E D O C T R I N E C O N C E R N I N G A N T I C H R I S T , A N D VARIA
T I O N S O N T H I S S U B J E C T FROM L U T H E R ' S T I M E D O W N
TO THIS.
A brief Summary.—Variations of the Protestants in regard to AntichristLuther's vain predictions.—Calvin's evasion.—What Luther lays down,
asfc>this Doctrine, ia contradicted by Melancthon.—A m;\v article of Faith
added to the Confession in the Synod of Gap.—The foundation of this de*
cree manifestly false.—This Doctrine despicable in the Reformation.—
The absurdities, contrarieties, and impieties of the new interpretation of
prophecies proposed by Joseph Mcde, and maintained by the minister Ju
rieu.—The most holy Doctors of the Church enrolled amongst Blas
phemers and Idolaters.
1.—Article added to the Confession of Faith on purpose to declare the Pope
Antichrist.

T H E disputes of Arminius raised great combustions in the
United Provinces, and it were now time to treat of them ; but
as the questions and decisions resulting from them are of a more
particular discussion, before I engage therein, a famous decree
should be mentioned of the Synod of Gap, the account of which
was deferred, not to interrupt the affair of Piscator.
It was therefore in this Synod and in 1603, that a new decree
was made to declare the Pope Antichrist. This decree was
counted of so great importance that it passed into a new article
of faith, the thirty-first in order, and took place after the thirtieth,
it being there said that all true pastors are equal; so that what
gives the Pope the character of Antichrist, is his styling him
self superior to other bishops. If it be so, it is a great while
since Antichrist has reigned ; nor do I conceive why the Ref
ormation has so long deferred enrolling in the catalogue of thin
great number of Antichrists she has introduced, St. Innocent.
St. Leo, St. Gregory, and the rest of the Popes whose epistle*
show us the exercise of this superiority in every page.
2.—Luther's empty prophecies, and Calvin's as empty shift.

N o w when Luther so greatly exaggerated this n w doctrine
of the Antichristian papacy, he did it with that pn phetic air
abovo. remarked in him.* Wt have seen in wnat a strain he
foretold the downfall of the Papal power; and how his preach
ing was that breath of Jesus Christ which was to overthrow the
man of sin; without arms, without violence, by himself alone,
without any intervening power : so dazzled, so intoxicated was
he with the unexpected effect of his eloquence! The whole
Reformation was in expectation of the speedy accomplishment
of tria new prophesy. But when they saw the Pope still keep
his ground, (for many more than Luther will split against thw
* Sup. 1. i. P. 31.
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rock,) and that the Pontifical power, so far from tumbling at tfcr
blast of this false prophet, maintained itself against the con
spiracy of sc many revolted powers, insomuch tha* the attach
ment of God's people to this sacred authority, which makes thf.
band of their unity, redoubled rather than was weakened by so
numerous a defection, they laughed at the illusion of Luther's
prophecies, and at the weak credulity of those who took them
for celestial oracles. Yet Calvin had his evasion ready wh**c
he said to one that ridiculed them,* that " though the body of
die Papacy subsisted still, the spirit and life had forsaken it to
as to leave nothing but a dead carqass." Thus men will run
die hazard of a prophesy, and if the event does not answer, a
-lash of wit brings them off.
3.—Daniel and St. Paul brought in to no purpose.

But they tell us with a serious air it is a prophesy, not of Lu
ther, but of the Scripture, and evidently to be seen (so it should
since it is an article of faith) in St. Paul, and in Daniel. As
for the Revelations, Luther did not think fit to employ this book,
nor receive it into his canon. But for St. Paul, j what could be
more evident, seeing that the Pope sitteth in the temple of God?
In the Church, says Luther,! that is questionless in the true
Church, the true temple of God; it being unexampled in Scripture,
that a temple of idols was ever called by this name : so that the
first step they must make towards a right understanding how the
Pope is Antichrist, is to acknowledge that Church, wherein he
presides, for the true Church. What follows is not less man
ifest. Who does not see how " the Pope showcth himself that
he is God, exalting himself above all that is worshipped?"
Chiefly in that sacrifice so much condemned by our Reformers,
in which, for proof that he is God, the Pope confesses his sins
with all the people; raises himself above every thing by en
treating af the saints and all his brethren to beg forgiveness for
him; also by declaring afterwards, and in the most holy part of
this sacrifk e, that he hopes this forgiveness, " not through his
own merits, but through the bounty and grace, and in the name
of Jesus Christ our Lord?" A new kind of Antichrist, that
obliges all his adherents tc place their hope in Jesus Christ, and
for always having been the most firm assertor of his divinity, is
placed by the Socinians at the head of all Antichrists, as the chief
of them all, and as the most incompatible with their doctrine.
4.—Protestants discredit themselves by this Doctrine.

But again, if such a dream can deserve our serious attention,
which of all these Popes is * that man of sin and the son of per
dition specified by S t . Paul?" We never met in Scripture with
the like expulsions, unless to characterize some particular par*
* G .-atul. ad Yen. Prcshvt opuac. p. 33 J. t 2 Thcss. ii. 4. J Sup. I iii a
4
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son. N o matter for that: all the Popes since St. Gregory, as
they said heretofore, and as they say at present, all the Popes
since St. Leo, are " this man of sin, this son of perdition, and
this Antichrist," though they converted to Christianity England,
Germany, Sweden, Denmark, and Holland; so that all these
countries, by embracing the Reformation, did publicly acknowl
edge that they had received Christianity from Antichrist himself,
&.—Illusions with regard to the Revelations.

Who can relate here the mysteries our Reformed have found
in the Revelations, and the deceitful prodigies of the beast, which
are the miracles Rome attributes to saints and their relics; to
the end that St. Austin, and St. Chrysostom, and St. Ambrose,
and the rest of the Fathers, who, they allow, published the like
miracles with unanimous consent, may be the precursors of
Antichrist? What shall I say of the character which the beast
stamps on the forehead, which in their language means the sign
even of the Cross of Jesus Christ, and the holy chrism which
is employed to imprint it: to the end that St. Cyprian, and all
the other bishops before and after, who most undoubtedly, as is
confessed, did apply this character, maybe Antichrists ; and the
faithful, who bore it ever since the origin of Christianity, be
stigmatized with the badge of the beast; and the sign of the
Son of Man, become the seal of his adversary. It is irksome
to relate all their impieties, and for my part, I am verily per
suaded, it was these impertinences and profanations of the holy
book of the Revelations, which were seen increasing without
end in the new Reformation, that brought the ministers them
selves, weary of hearing them, to a resolution in the national
synod of Saumur,* " that no pastor should undertake the expo
sition of the Revelations, without the advice of a provincial synod."
6.—This Doctrine concerning Antichrist was not till then in any one act %f the
Reformation: Luther places it among the Smalcaldic articles, hut Melanethor
opposes it.

N o w although the ministers had never ceased to animate tne
people by these odious notions of Antichristianism, they had
never ventured hitherto to let them appear in the confessions of
faith, though never so outrageous against the Pope. Luther
alone had placed, among the articles of Smalcald, a long article
concerning the papacy, more resembling a satirical declamation
than a dogmatical article, and in it inserted this doctrine ;t but
this example was followed by none else. More than this, when
Luther proposed the article, Melancthon refused to subscribe
it, and we have heard him say, with the general consent of the
whole party, that the Pope's superiority was so great a benefit
to the Church, that were it noc established, it ought to be s o ; J
• Sy n. oi Saumur. 1596. f S. L iv. n. 38. } S. L iii. n. 30. L r. 24. 1 GO*
VOL. II.
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nevertnekss. »t was precisely in this superiority that our Re
formed acknowledged the character of Antichrist at the synod
of Gap in 1603.
7.— Decision of the Synod of Gap.—Its false

Foundation.

There they said, " that the Bishop of Rome pretended to a
dominion over all the churches and pastors, and styled himself
God." In what place? in what council.' in what profession
of faith ? it is what they should have specified, this being th6
foundation of the decree. But they durst not do it, for then it
would have appeared they had nothing to produce but the words
of some impertinent interpreter, viz., that in a certain manner,
and in the sense God speaks to Judges, " Ye are gods," the
Pope might be called God. Grotius laughed at this objection
of his party, asking them since what time the hyperboles of
some flatterer were taken for received dogmas ? IVor, indeed,
we may safely say it, has this reproach of the Pope's naming
himself God, any other foundation tlian this. On this founda
tion they decide that h e is properly the Antichrist, and the son of
perdition pointed at in the word of God, and the beast clothed with
scarlet whom the Lord will discomfit, as he promised, and as he
has already begun to do :" and this is what was to constitute the
thirty-first article of faith for our pretended Reformed of France,
according to the decree of Gap, chapter concerning the Confes
sion of Faith. This new article had for title, " Article Omitted."
The Synod of Kochelle gave orders, in 1G07, that this article
of Gap, " as most true and conformable to what was foretold in
Scripture, and which we sec in our days manifestly fulfilled,
should be inserted in the copies of the Confession of Faith
which were to be printed anew." But it was judged of dan
gerous consequence to surfer a religion, tolerated under certain
conditions, and under a determinate confession of faith, to mul
tiply its articles as its ministers should think fit, and a stop was
put to the effect of the synod's decree.
u

8.—Occasion of this

Decree.

It may be asked, perhaps, what spirit moved them to this
novelty. The secret is discovered by the synod itself. We
there read these words in the chapter concerning Discipline:
* Forasmuch as many are uneasy for having the Pope called
Antichrist, the company protests this is the common belief and
confession of vs all, by ill luck omitted, nevertheless in all pre
cedent editions, and the foundation of our separating from the
Church of Rome, a foundation drawn from the Scripture, and
sealed with the blood of so many inartyrs." Wretched martyrs,
who spill their blood for a tenet absolutely forgotten in all
the Confessions of Faith
But it is true that of late it is be
1
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come the most important of all, and the most essential subject
of the breach.
9 — T h i s Doctrint retati?ig to Antichrist,

how despised i:\ the Reformation.

Let us now hearken to an author, who alone makes more
noise in his whole party than all the rest, and whom they seem to
have intrusted with the whole defence of the cause, none but he
any longer entering the lists. Here is what he says in that fa
mous book entitled, "The Accomplishment of the Prophecies."*
He complains, above every thing else, "that this controveisy
concerning Antichrist had languished a u;hole century, and was
abandoned through policy, and in obedience to popish princes.
Had this great and important truth, that popery is Antichristianism, been placed before the eyes of the Reformed, they would
not have fallen into that remissness we see them in at this day.
But it was so long ago since they had heard the thing mention
ed, that they had quite forgotten it." Here, then, is one of the
fundamentals of the Reformation ; " and nevertheless," con
tinues this author,f " ^
happened, through a manifest blind
ness, that we were solely bent on controversies which were but
accessaries^ and neglected this, that popery is the Antichristian
empire." The more he enters into the subject, the warmer his
imagination grows. " In my judgment," proceeds he,J " this
is so capital a truth, that without it, we cannot be true Chris
tians." And in another place ; " Verily," says he, " I so greatly
account this an article of a true Christian's faith, that I cannot
hold those for good Christians who deny this truth, after the event
and labors of so many great men have set it in so evident a
light." Here is a new fundamental article which they had not
as yet thought on, nay, on the contrary, which the Reformation
had unfortunately abandoned : " for," adds he,§ " this controve*sy was so thoroughly extinguished, that our adversaries be
lieved it dead, and imagined we had renounced this pretension,
find ihis foundation of our whole reform."
s o

10.—Confuted by the n.ost learned Protestants,
himself

Grotius,

Hammond,

furieu

For my own par', thus much is true, that I never in my life have
met with any man of good sense among our Protestants, that
laid stress on this article : in sincerity, they were ashamed of so
great an excess, and more in pain how to excuse the transports
of their own people that introduced this prodigy into the world,
than we were to impugn it. Their ablest men freed us from
this labor. It is well known what the learned Grotius wrote on
this subject, and how clearly he has demonstrated that the Pope
* Avis, t, i. p. 48.
\ Ibid. Acc. des Proph. part i. ch. rvi. p. 292.

f Ibid. p. 49.
j AviB. t i, p. 49, ML
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could not be Antichrist.* If the authority of Grotius seem not
weighty enough to our Reformed, because truly this learned man,
by studying carefully the Scriptures, and reading the ancient ec
clesiastical authors, disabused himself by little and little of the
errors he was born in, Doctor Hammond, that learned English
man, was not suspected in the party- Nevertheless, he took no
less pains than Grotius to destroy the frenzies of Protestants
touching the Antichrist ianism charged on the Pope.
These authors, with some others, whom our minister is pleased
to call " the shame and reproach, not only of the Reformation,
but also of the Christian name,"f were in every body's hands,
and received the praises not only of the Catholics, but likewise
of all the able and moderate men amongst Protestants. M.
Jurieu himself is moved with their authority. For which reason,
in his book of "Lawful Prepossessions,"J he delivers all he
says of Antichrist as a thing not unanimously received, as a
hing undecided, as a picture " whose lineaments are applicable
o different subjects, some whereof have already happened, and
others perchance are yet to come." Accordingly, the use he
makes of it is as of a prepossession against popery, not as a
demonstration. But now the case is quite altered ; what was
undecided before, is now become the groundwork of the whole
Reformation ; " for certainly," says our author,§ " I do not be
lieve this Reformation otherwise well grounded than for this
reason, that the Church we have abandoned is true Antichristianism." Let them no longer perplex themselves as hitherto,
in search of their fundamental articles ; here is the foundation
of foundations, without which the Reformation would have been
unjustifiable. What wdl then become of it if this doctrine,
popery is true Antichristianism," falls of itself, merely by ex
posing it i This will be perceived clearly by a little attention
to what follows.
44

11.—Expcsition of Hit Minister Juricu's

Doctnne.

Thcrr "eeds only to consider that the whole mystery consists
in clearly snowing what it is that constitutes this pretended An
tichristianism. The next point to be determined, is the begin
ning of it, its duration and its period, the most speedy that it is
possible, in order to comfort those who are wearied with so te
dious an expectation. He thinks he has found, in the Revela
tions, an infallible light for the unfolding of this secret, and sup
poses, by taking the days for years, that the twelve hundred and
sixty days assigned in the Revelations || for Antichrist's perse
cution, make twelve hundred and sixty years: let us take all
*Jiis for truth, for our business here is not to dispute, but relate
* Avis. p. 4, A o c part i. ch. xvi. p. 291.
J Prej. leg. part i. ch. iv. pp. 72. 73. § Ibid. p. 50.

f Ibid. p. 4.
|| Rev. xi.xu.xiit
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historically the doctrine given us for the groundwork of thf
Reformation.
12 —JVf. Jurieu labo -s hard to abridge the time of his pretended

prophecies.

At first, he is very much puzzled about these twelve hundred
and sixty years of persecution. Persecution is very wearisome,
and gladly would he find a speedy eno put to i t : it is what our
author openly manifests ; for since what happened last in France,
" my soul being cast," says he,* " i n t o the deepest abyss of
grief that I ever felt in my life, I was willing for my comfort to
find grounds to hope a speedy deliverance for the Church."
Bent on this design, he goes to search " even in the fountain
head of the Sacred Oracles, to see," says h e , | " whether the
Holy Ghost would not teach me, in regard to the approaching
downfall of the Antichristian empire, something more sure and
more precise than what other interpreters had discovered in them,"
13.—This Author owns his prevention.

Men generally find, right or wrong, whatever they have a mind
in prophecies, that is, in obscure places and enigmatic sayings,
when violent prejudices accompany them. This author ac
knowledges his own : " 1 will own it," says he,J "with sincerity,
that I approached these divine oracles full of my prejudices, and
entirely disposed to believe that we were near to the end of the
reign and empire of Antichrist." As he confesses himself pre
possessed, he desires also to be read with favorable preventions :§
if so, he is persuaded you cannot but enter into his notions 5 all
will go on smoothly with this allowance.
14.—He forsakes his guides, and why.

Here is he then well convicted, by his own confession, that he
commenced reading the word of God, not with a mind disen
gaged from his prejudices, and thereby in a fit temper to receive
the impressions of divine light; but, on the contrary, with a mind
" full of its prejudices," disheartened with persecutions, abso
lutely determined to find the end of them, and the approaching
overthrow of this so irksome an empire. H e finds all the in
terpreters put it off to a distant date. Joseph Mede, whom he
had chosen for his guide, and who had indeed set out so much
to his liking, lost his way at last; for whereas he hoped, by the
means of so good a guide, " to sev the persecution ended in five
and twenty or thirty years' t i m e , ' to accomplish what Mede
proposes, he must stay many ages. " Thus are we," says he,j|
" very much retarded, and greatly remote from our reckoning:
we must still wait these many ages." This was too much foi
a man in such haste to see an end, and to publish better tidings
.0 his brethren.
* Avis. p. 4.
VOL. I I .

f Ibid. pp. 7, 8.
{ Ibid. p. 9.
|| Accomp. part ii. eh. iv. p. 60.

16 *

§ Ibid. p. 53.
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15.—The impossibility of settling the beginning of these twelve hundred ana
sixty years which the Reformation allows to the persecution of Antichrist

But after all, do what he will, he is obliged to find full twelve
nundred and sixty years of persecution. T o give a speedy end
to them, it is necessary to date the beginning early. The greatest
number of the Calvinists had begun this reckoning from the time
we began, sis they pretended, to say Mass, and to adore the
Eucharist; for that was the god Mauzzim, whom Antichrist
was to worship, according to Daniel.* Among other fine alle
gories, there was somewhat of a resemblance in sound between
Mauzzim and the Mass. Crespin makes a mighty stir with this
«n his " History of the Marty rs,"f and the whole party is ravished
with the invention. But how! place the adoration of the Eu
charist in the first ages*? it is too soon : in the tenth or eleventh,
in Berengarius's time? that may be done ; those are ages the
Reformation is little concerned about: but after all, supposing
these twelve hundred and sixty whole years to commence in the
tenth or eleventh century, there would remain still six hundred
and sixty years of troublesome times to rub through. Our author
is disheartened at this, and his ingenuity would be of little service,
could it not furnish him with some more favorable expedient.
16.—New date given to the birth of Antichrist by this Minister in his prepos
sessions.

Until now the party had shown a regard for St. Gregory. It
is true, Masses were discovered in him abundantly, even for the
dead, invocations of saints in plenty, a number of relics; and
what is very disagreeable to the Reformation, a strong persuasion
of the authority of his see. Yet, for all this, his holy doctrine
and holy life made him be revered. Luther and CaU.'n had
called him the last bishop of Rome; his successors were nothing
but Popes and Antichrists ; but as for him, it was not feasible
to make him of that number. Our author was bolder, and in
his " Lawful Prepossessions" (for he began there to be inspired
to interpret the Revelations) after frequently deciding with all
his interpreters, that Antichrist must begin with the ruin of the
Roman empire, he dcclared,J " This empire ceased when Rome
ceased to be the capital city of the provinces, when this empire
was dismembered into ten parts, which happened at the end of
the fifth century, and at the beginning of the sixth." This he
repeats four or five times, that you may not doubt of it, and tit
last concludes thus :§ " It is, then, certain, that at the beginning
of the sixth age, the corruptions of the Church were great enough,
and the pride of the bishop of Rome already risen high enoujh,
j make us determine on thin era for the first birth of tiie An&
* Dan. xi, 38.
f H i s t des Mart by Crcsp. L u
t Prej. leg. part. i. p. 82.
$ Ibid. pp. 83, 85,
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christian empire." And again :* " One may well reckon for the
birth of the Antichristian empire a time, wherein were already
seen all the sprouts of future corruption and tyranny." And,
finally, "this dismembering of the Roman empire into ten pieces,
happened about the year 500, a little before the end of the fifth
century, and at the beginning of the sixth." It is, then, manifest
we must begin from thence to count the twelve hundred and
sixty years assigned for the duration of the Popish empire.
A7 --77w times do not tally right with it, by reason of the sanctity of the then
Popes.
f

Unfortunately, the Churcn of Rome is not found sufficiently
corrupted in those days to make an Antichristian church of her
for the Popes of those times were the most zealous defenders
of the mysteries of the incarnation and redemption of mankind,
and withal as illustrious for sanctity as ever the Church had.
We need but hear the enconium which Dionysius Parvus,!
learned and pious a man, gives St. Gelasius, the Pope, who was
seated in St. Peter's chair from the year 492 to the year 496.
We shall there see, that the whole life of this holy Pope was
either reading or prayer: his fasting, his poverty, and, in the
poverty of his life, his immense charity to the poor, his doctrine,
in short, and his great watchfulness, that made him account the
least remissness in a pastor of dangerous consequence to souls,
formed in him such a bishop as St. Paul describes. This is
the Pope whom this learned man beheld in the chair of St. Peter
towards the end of the fifth century, when, it seems, Antichrist
was born. Even a hundred years after him, St. Gregory the
Great was seated in this chair, and the whole Church, in the
East no less than in the West, was replenished with the odor
of his virtues, amongst which his humility and zeal shone con
spicuous. Nevertheless, he was seated in the chair which " be
gan to be the seat of pride, and that of the beast "J These are
fine beginnings for Antichrist. Had these Popes been pleased
to be something more wicked, and defended with less zeal the
mystery of Jesus Christ and the cause of piety, the system would
fit better; but every thing is settled : Antichrist, then, was only
in his minority,§ and in this nonage nothing hindered his being
a Saint, and a most zealous defender of Jesus Christ and his
kingdom. These were our author's discoveries at the begin
ning of the year 1685, and when he composed his " lawful Pre
possessions."
8 0

18.—The Jluthor cfutnges his mir I, and is for advancing the overthrow of
•Antichrist.

But upon his observing, towards the end of the same year,
* Frej. leg. part i. p. 128.
| Prej. leg. part

f Prof. Coll. decre*. cod. H i s t t. i. p. 183.
p. 147.
\ Ibid. 128.
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the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, with all the consequences
of it, this great event made him change his prophecies, and
advance the time of the downfall of Antichrist's kingdom. The
author would have it in his power to say, he hoped to live to be
an eyewitness of it. In 1686, he published his great work of
the " Accomplishment of the Prophecies,"* wherein he deter
mines the period of the Antichristian persecution at the year
1 7 1 0 , or at least in 1 7 1 4 or 1 7 1 5 . But he informs his reade»
that, after all, he thinks it a difficult matter to mark precisely
the y«:ar. " God," says he, "in his prophecies, looks not into
malleis sc minutely."'
Stupendous maxim ! Nevertheless," one
may say," proceeds he, " this must happen between the year
1 7 1 0 and the year 1 7 1 5 . "
This we may depend upon, and
what he calls persecution will be at an end for certain, at the
beginning of the eighteenth century ; so we draw near the point:
scarce five-and-twenty years remain. Which of the zealous
Calvinists would not have patience, and wait so short a term?
19. He is obliged to make him be bom in the person of St. Leo the Great.

The truth is, there is some difficulty in the thing; for the
more he advances the end of the twelve hundred and sixty years,
the higher must he carry the beginning of them, and settle this
epoch of the Antichristian empire in still purer times. Thus
to finish in 1 7 1 0 , or thereabouts, he must have begun the Anti
christian persecution in the year 4 5 0 or 4 5 4 , under the Ponti
ficate of St. Leo ; and accordingly it is what the author chooser
after Joseph Mede, who, in our days, has made himself famou>
in England by his learned extravagancies on the Revelation;
and the other prophecies employed against us.
20.—Absurdity of this

System.

It seems as if God had a design to confound these impostors
by filling the chair of St. Peter with the greatest men and greatest
Saints it ever had, at the time which was selected to make it
the seat of Antichrist. Can one but consider the letters and
yermons wherein St. Leo inspires, even at this day, so forcbly
nto his readers the faith of Jesus Christ, and believe that an
Antichrist was the author of them ? But what other Pope has
impugned more vigorously the enemies of Jesus Christ, has
maintained with more zeal both Christian grace and ecclesias
tical discipline, and, in fine, given to the world a more holy
doctrine, with more holy examples? l i e , whose sanctity made
him be revered by the barbarous Attila, and saved Rome from
massacre, is the first Antichrist, and father of all the rest. It
was Antichrist thathchl the Fourth General Council,so respected
by all good Christians ; it was Antichrist that dictated the divine
* Acc. part ii. ch. ii. pp. 13, 23.
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letter t ) Flavian, which was the admiration of the whole church,
wherein the mystery of Jesus Christ is so sublimely and sr»
distinctly explained, that the Fathers of this great Council cried
out at each word, " Peter has spoken by the mouth of L e o ; "
whereas they should have said, by his mouth Antichrist has
spoken, or rather, Peter and Jesus Christ himself have spoken
by the mouth of Antichrist. Must not a man have drunk deep,
even to the dregs of that infatuating cup, the potion of the lying
prophets of old, and turned his head quite giddy with its fumes,
to vent to the world such delirious exorbitances 1
21.—Idle shift of the Minister.

At this part of the prophecy, the new prophet foresaw the
indignation of mankind, and that of Protestants no less than
Catholics ; for he is forced to own that, from Leo the First to
Gregory the Great, inclusively, Rome had u great many good
bishops,* of whom he must make as many Antichrists, and
hopes to satisfy the world by saying they were " Antichrists
commenced." But after all, if the twelve hundred and sixty
years of Antichristian persecution begin then, he must either
abandon the sense he gives to the prophecy, or say, that then
" the holy city was trod under foot by the Gentiles ; | the two
witnesses," namely, " the small number of the faithful," were
put to death, " the woman with child," to wit, the church, was
driven into the wilderness," and deprived at least of the public
exercise of religion; that from that time, in short, began the
execrable "blasphemies of the beast against the name of God,
and against all those that dwell in heaven, and the war she
waged against the Saints. "J For it is set down expressly in
St. John, that all this was to continue a thousand two hundred
and threescore days, which he will have to be years. T o make
these blasphemies, this war, this Antichristian persecution, and
this triumph of error, to begin in the Church of Rome, even
from the time of St. Leo, St. Gelasius, and St. Gregory, and
make it hold on for the space of all these ages, when unques
tionably that church was the model of all other churches, not
in faith alone, but also in piety and discipline, is the height of
all extravagance.
44

22.—Three bad characters imputed to St. Leo.

But again, what has St. Leo done to deserve to be the first
Antichrist 1 H e could not be Antichrist for nothing. Here are
Ae three characters he gives to Antichristianism, which must
be made to agree with the time of St. Leo, and w'th him in
person ; " Idolatry, tyranny, and corruption of manners,"§ How
deplorable, to be reduced to defend St. Leo against Christians,
fr

* Acc. part ii. ch. ii. pp. 39, 40, 41.
f Rev. xi. 2.
J A c e part i l ch.
159, Rev. xi . 6, 14. xiii. 5. 6.
§ Ibid. ch. it. pp. 18,28.
:
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from all those reprou ;hes ! but chanty constrans us to it. Lei
us begin by the conuption of manners. But then nothing is
objected against him on this head ; nothing can be found in the
life of this great Pope but examples of sanctity. In his time
ecclesiastical discipline was still in its full vigor, and St. Leo
was the support of it. Thus you see how manners were cor
rupted. Let us run over the other characters, that of tyranny
next, in as few words. Ever since the time of St. Leo, objects
our author,* who was sitting in the year 450, to that of St.
Gregory the Great, the Bishops of Rome have labored to arro
gate to themselves a superiority over the universal church:"
out was it St. Leo that began ? He dares not say it; all he says
is, "he labored at it," for he knows full well that St. Celestin
his predecessor, and St. Boniface, and St. Zozimus, and St.
Innocent, to go no further back at present, acted no otherwise
than St. Leo ; nor were they less zealous in maintaining the
authority of St. Peter's chair. Why should they not, then, be
of the number, at least, of these Antichrists commenced."
The reason is, because, had he begun from their time, the twelve
hundred and threescore years would have elapsed already, and
the event would have belied the sense he is resolved to give
the Revelations. Thus do men impose on the world, and turn
die divine oracles to their own fancy.
44

44

23.

St. Leo's idolatry.—The

.Mauzzims of Daniel applied to the Saints.

But it is time we should come to the third character of the
beast, which our adversaries are determined to find in St. Leo,
and in the whole church of his time. There is a new Paganism,
an idolatry worse than that of the Gentiles, in the honor paid
to saints and their relics. It is on this third character the chief
stress is laid : Joseph Medef has the honor of this invention,
who interpreting these words of Daniel, he shall honor the
God Mauzzitn," to wit, as he translates i t , the God of forces;"
and again, he shall do it to fence Mauzzim with a strange
God ;" understands this of Antichrist, who shall call the saints
<iis fortresses.
44

44

44

24.—St. Basil and. the rest of the Saints of those times accused of the same
Idolatry.

But how can he find that Antichrist will give the saints this
Qame? Tn .his," says he, that St. Basil has preached to af
lis people, or rather to the whole universe, who have read and
approved his divine sermons, that the forty martyrs, whose relics
they possessed, were towers whereby the city was defended.'"J
St. Chrvsostom§ has also said, that the relics of St. Peter and
Paul wt;r> more secure towers for Rome than ten thousand
44

44

4

44

* Acc. do. Proph. part ii. ch. ii. p. 41. t Expos, of Dan. ch. xi. n. 36, &c.
Book iii. ch. xvi. <vii. p. 6(>B, et. seq. Dim. xi. 38, 39. j Ibid. ch. xvii. p. 673*
Bas. Orat ti 40. Mart. Id, in Matir. Mart.
§ CI iryp. Horn. 32, ad Rom.
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ramparts." Is not this," concludes M e d e , raising uj the
gods Mauzzims 1" St. Basil and St. Chrysostom are the Anti
christs who erect these fortresses against the true God.
25.—Other Saints likewise Idolaters.

Yet not the)* alone: the poet Fortunatus hath sung after S t
Chrysostom, that Rome had two ramparts and two towers in
St. Peter and St. Paul." St. Gregory has said as much of them.
St. Chrysostom, that the holy martyrs of Egypt protect us like
impregnable ramparts, like unshaken rocks, against our invisible
enemies." And Mede still replies, are not these Mauzzims?"
he a d d s , that St. Hilary discovers likewise our bulwarks in the
angels."* He cites St. Gregory, of Nyssa, brother to St. Basil,
Gennadius, Evagrius, St. Kucherius, Theodoret, and the prayers
of the Greeks, in proof of the same. He does not forget that
the Cross is called our defence, and that our common expression
i s , we fortify ourselves with the sign of the Cross;" Munire
se signo Cruris :"\ the Cross comes in amongst the rest, and this
sacred symbol of our salvation must also be ranked amongst the
Mauzzims of Antichrist.
14

44

44

44

4 4

26.—St. Ambrose added to the rest by M. Jurieu.

M. Jurieu sets off all these fine passages of Joseph Meoe to
the best advantage ; j and not to be a mere transcriber, adds to
them St. Ambrose, who s a y s , the saints Gervase and Protase
were the tutelary angels of the city of Milan." He might also
have named St. Gregory Nazianzen, St. Austin, and, in short,
all the Fathers who abound in as strong expressions. All this
is making as many gods of the saints, because it is making of
them ramparts and rocks where is found a secure sanctuary,
names which the Scripture appropriates to God.
44

27.—The Ministers

cannot believe what they say themselves.

These men know well in their own consciences, that the
Fathers, whom they quote, never understood it so : but meant
only to say, that God gives us in the saints, as heretofore hs
did in Moses, in David, and in Jeremiah, invincible protectors,
whose acceptable prayers are a more secure defence to us than
a thousand ramparts: for he is able to make of his saints, when
he pleases, and in the manner that he pleases, impregnable
fortresses, iron pillars, and brazen walls."§ Our doctors, I say
again, are convinced in their hearts that is the sense of St.
Chrysostom and St. Basil, when they call the saints towers and
fortresses. From these examples they ought to learn, not to
take in a criminal sense other as strong expressions, and withal
as innocent as these ; at least not to carry impiety so far as to
u

* Clvys. Horn. 32 ad Rom. p. 673. Horn. 70. ad Pop. A n t Orat in 40,
Mart.
t Ibid. p. 678.
J Acc. des Proph. part i. ch. xiv. pp. 248 249, fit
acq. lb p. 235. Mode ubi sub. ch. xiv.
§ Jer. i. 18.
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make theso holy doctors the founders of Ant?chri3tian idolatry
this being a charge equally atrocious on the whcle Church of
their times, whose doctrine and worship they did but propound.
Nor, indeed, ought we to imagine our ministers believed seri
ously what they said, and judged so many saints no better than
blasphemers and idolaters. All that we can conclude from
thence is, that they suffer themselves to be transported beyond
all bounds, and with *ut enlightening the understanding, seek
only to kindle hatred in the heart.
28.— Why they do not make St. Basil the beginning of Jlntichristianism
as St. Leo.

as weU

But after all, if we must hold for Antichrists all these pre
tended worshippers of Mauzzims, why do they defer to St. Leo's
time the beginning of the Antichristian empire?* Let them
show me that in this Pope's days more was done for the saints
than acknowledging them for towers and impregnable fortresses?
Let them show me that more trust was put in their prayers,
more honor paid to their relics ? You say that in 360, and 390
the worship of creatures, that is, in your notion, that of the
saints, was not as yet established in the public service: show
me that it was more or less so in St. Leo's time ? You say, in
the same year of 360, and 390, great precautions were taken
not to confound the service of God with the service of creatures
then commencing : show me that less was taken afterwards, and
especially in St. Leo's Pontificate ? But who ever could have
con/bunded things so well distinguished? We demand things
of God ; we demand prayers of the saints : who ever dreamed
of asking either prayers of God, or the things themselves of the
saints as of those that gave them ? Show, them, that in St. Leo's
time these characters so distinct were confounded, the service
of God, with the honor given to his servants for love of him?
you never will undertake it. Why, therefore, stop in so fair a
way? dure to utter what you think. Begin by St Basil, and
St. Gregory of Nazianzen, in the reign of Antichristian idol
atry, and the blasphemies of the beast against the Eternal, and
against all that dwells in heaven : turn into blasphemies against
God and against the saints, what has been said ever since that
time of the glory God imparted to his servants in the Church:
St. Basil is no better than St. L e o ; nor the Church more priv
ileged at the end of the fourth age, than fifty years after the
middle of the fifth. But 1 see the answer you make me in your
heart,
that should you begin by St. Basil, all would have
been cot lpleted long ago ; and thus belied by the event, you
could no longer amuse the people with vain hopes.
* Aoc, pari ii. p. 23.
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29.—Ridiculous Calculations.

Accordingly, our author owns* you might begin his whok
calculation from four different epochs : viz., 3 6 0 , 3 9 3 , 4 3 0 , anc
in fine, 450, or 455, which is the calculation he himself follows.
All these four accounts, according to him, agree admirably with
the system of the new idolatry :"(* but unluckily in the two first
reckonings, where all things else, as he pretends, agree so well,
the chief point is wanting; to wit, that according to these com
putations the Popish empire should have fallen in 1G20, or in
1653. Now it still exists and enjoys a small respite. As to
the third calculation, it terminates in 1690, four or five years
hence, says our author: it would be too much exposing himself
to take so short a term. Yet every concurrence tallied with it
to admiration. See what these concurrences are which they
build so much on, mere dreams, visions, manifest illusions,
proved notoriously such by the event.
30.—Why St. BasiVs Idolatry and that of the other Fathers is not accounted
Antichristian.

" But," says our author, "the chief reason why God will not
compute the birth of Antichristianism from these years, 360
393, and 430, notwithstanding that the new idolatry," which he
will have to be the character of Antichristianism, " was then
established, is, that there was a fourth characteristic of the birth
of this Antichristian empire which had not as yet appeared ;
namel\, that the Roman empire was to be destroyed ; that there
were to be seven Kings, to wit, according to all the Prot
estants, seven forms of government in the city on seven moun
tains, meaning Rome."J The Papal empire was to make the
seventh government, and it was requisite tbe six others should
be destroyed to make room for the seventh, which was that ol
the Pope and Antichrist. When Rome ceased to be mistress
ai.d the Antichristian empire was to commence, it was necessary
there should be ten kings, which were to receive the sovereign
power at the same time with the beast ;§ anj ten kingdoms,
" into which the Roman empire wa3 to be subdivided," accord
ing to the oracle of the Revelations. All this was fulfilled in
the nick of time under St. Leo : this, therefore, is the precise
time of the birth of Antichrist, and there is no resisting the con
currence of such circumstances.
31.—Infinite absurdity.

Admirable doctrine ! neither these ten kings, nor the dismem
bering of the empire, entered into the constitution of Antichnst
nor at farthest could this be any thing else than an exterioi tokec
of his birth; what truly constitutes him, is the corruption of
* Acc. part. ii. p. 20, &c.
t Acc. pas* ii. p. 23. REV. xviL 9.

\ Ibid. p. 22.
$ Uev. xvii. 12
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manners, is the pretention to superiority, is principally the ne*»
idolatry. All this is no more to be found under St. Leo, than
fourscore or a hundred years before; but God would not, as
yet, impute it for Antichristianism, nor did it please him that the
new idolatry, though already entirely formed, should be Antichristian. It is impossible, in fine, that such extravagances
where impiety and absurdity strive together which shall exceed,
should not open the eyes of our brethren, and, at length, put them
out of conceit with those who delude them with such dreams.
J3.—The system of the Ministers concerning the seven Kings of the Revelations
evidently confounded by the very words of this prophesy.

Bui Jet us enter into the particulars of these fiius concur
rences so dazzling to our Reformed, and begin with the seven
Kings, who, according to St. John, are the seven heads of the
beast, and with these ten horns, which, according to the same
St. John, are ten other kings. The sense, say they, is manifest.
•* The seven heads," says St. John, " are the seven mountains
on which the woman sitteth, and these are seven kings: five
are fallen ; one is, and the other is not yet come ; and when he
cometh he must continue a short space ; and the beast that was
and is not, even he is the eighth king, and one of the seven, and
goeth into destruction."* The seven kings are, says our au
thor,! the seven forms of government Rome had been subject
to ; the kings, the consuls, the dictators, the decemvirs, the mil
itary tribunes, who had consular power, the emperors, and finally
the Pope. Five are fallen, says St. John : five of these gov
ernments had expired when he wrote his prophesy : one is still;
the empire of the Ctesars under which he wrote : and the other
must come soon ; who does not espy the Papal empire ? It is
one of the seven kings: one of the seven forms of government,
and it is also the eighth king, nimely, the eighth form of gov eminent: the seventh, because the Pope much resembles em
perors by the dominion which he exercises; and the eighth,
because he has something peculiar, his spiritual empire, his do
minion over consciences ; till mighty just, but for one little woid
that mars the whole. In the first place, I would fain ask, why
the seven kings arc seven forms of government, and not seven
real kings. Let them show me in Scripture, that the forms of
government are named kings ; on the contrary, three verses*
after, I see that the ten king are ten real kings, and not ten sorts
of government. Why should these seven kings of verse the
ninth, be so different from the ten kings of verse the twelfth ?
Does he pretend to make us believe that the consuls, annual
magistrates, are kings? that the entire extirpation of the regal
power of Rome is one of the seven kings of Rome ? that ten
• Rev. wlL 3, 9, 12. Ib. 9, 10, 11.
t Arc parti, p. 11.
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men, the decemviri, are one king ; and the whole series of four
or six military tribunes, more or less, another king I But in
good truth, is that another form of government ? who is ignorant
that the military tribunes differed not from consuls, except m the
number? for which reason they were called Tribuni miliinm
Comalari pot estate; and if St. John had a mind to denote all
the names of the supreme power among the Romans, why did
he forget the Triumviri ? had they not, at least, as much power
is the Decemviri'! And should it be said, it was too short to
deserve notice, why should that of the Decemviri, which held
but two years, deserve it more ? This is true, they may reply:
let us put them in lieu of the Dictators, for there is little like
lihood the Dictatorship could ever be called a form of govern
ment under which Rome continued for a certain time. It was
an extraordinary magistracy, set up according to the exigency
of present circumstances in all times of the republic, not a par
ticular form of government. Let us remove them then, and put
the Triumviri in their stead. I consent to it, and even willingly
give to the interpretation of Protestants the best appearance it
is capable of: for when all is said, there is nothing in it but
illusion ; one little word, as I said, will subvert the whole fabric ;
for in short, we read of the seventh king, (who shall be, since
they will have it, the seventh government,) that, " when he
cometh, he must continue a short space."* St. John has but
just shown him ; and immediately, says he, " he goeth into de
struction." If this be the Papal empire, it must needs be short.
Now it is pretended from St. John, that it must continue at least
one thousand two hundred and threescore years, as long a time,
as is owned by our new interpreter, " as all the other govern
ments together."f Wherefore it is impossible the Papal empirt
should be meant by this prophesy.
33.—Trifling

reply.

But replies our author, " one day," as says St. Peter,J " is
with the Lord as a thousand years." A fine discovery! all equally
is short to the eyes of God, and not only the reign of the seventh
king, but also the reign of all the rest. Now St. John would
distinguish this seventh king by comparing hiin with the other
kings, and his reign was to be remarkable by the shortness of
its continuance. T o show this characteristic in the Papal gov
ernment, who does not see that its being short in the sight of
God, with whom nothing is durable, is not sufficient? It ought
to be short in comparison with the other governments; more
short by consequence than that of the military Tribunes, which
scarcely subsisted thirty or forty years ; more short than that of
'he Decemv ri, which continued but two; more shot* at leasl
* Rev xvii. 10.
f Acc. part i. p. 11.
1 2 Pet. iii. 8.
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than that of the kings, or consuls, or emperors, who filled up the
greatest space of time in duration. But on the contrary, that
which St. John has distinguished by the brevity of its duration,
does not only hold out longer than any of the rest, but also longer
than all the rest together: what more manifest absurdity! and
is it not an attempt to make the prophecies ridiculous, thus to
interpret them ?
M.~The

Ten Kings of the Revelations manifestly as ill interpreted.

But let us say one word of the ten kings whom our interpreter,
after Joseph Mede, believes he triumphs in. There it is he
ranges before us*—first, the Britons ; second, the Saxons;
third, the French ; fourth, the Burgundians ; fifth, the Visigoths;
sixth, the Suevi and Alani; seventh, the Vandals; eighth, the
Germans; ninth, the Ostrogoths in Italy, where the Lombard*
succeed them ; tenth, the Grecians. Here are fully ten king
doms which the Roman empire was divided into at its fall
Without disputing on the qualities, without disputing on the
number, without disputing on the dates, this at least is very cer
tain—viz. that as soon as ever these ten kings appear, St. John
makes them "give their power and strength unto the Beast."j"
We own as much, say our interpreters; J and it is likewise the
very thing that gaius our cause; for these are "the ten vassal
and subject kings which the Antichristian empire, namely, the
Pontifical, hath always had in subjection to worship it, and main
tain its power." Here is a wonderful tallying of incidents ; but
what, I pray, have the Arian kings contributed to the establish
ment of the Papal empire, such as the Visigoths and the Ostro
goths, the Burgundians and the Vandals; or the Heathen kings,
such as at that time were the French and Saxons? Are these
the ten vassal kings of the Papacy, who had nothing else to do
but worship it? But when was it that these Vandals and Os
trogoths worshipped the Popes ? Was it under Theodoric and
his successors, when the Popes groaned under their tyranny?
or under Genseric, when with the Vandals, he pillaged Rome
and carried (he spoils of it into Africa? And since even the
Lombards are introduced, were they also of the number that
aggrandized the Church of Rome, they that did all in their power
to oppress her as long as ever they subsisted, namely, for two
hundred years ? For what else were, during this whole space
of time the Alboini, the Astolphi, and the Didiers, but enemies
to Rome, and the Church of Home ? And the Emperors of the
East, who were in reality the Emperors of Rome, though ranged
here the last under the name of Greeks, must they also be
reckoned amongst the vassals and subjects of the Pope, thej
* Prej. legit, part i. ch. vii. p. 126. Arc. <les Proph. part ii. pp. 27,28.
i Rev. xvii. 13.
i Acc. part i. ch. xv p. 266.
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whom St. Leo and his successors, down to the time of Charle
magne, acknowledged tor their sovereigns ? But, you will say,
these Heathen and heretical kings embraced the true faith.
Right; they embraced it a long while after this division into ten
kingdoms. The French had four Heathen kings : the Saxons
were not converted till the time of St. Gregory, a hundred and
fif*y years after this division ; the Goths, who reigned in Spain,
vcre converted from Arianism at the same time. What has this
to Jo with these kings, who, according to the pretension of our
aiterpreters, were to begin to reign at the same time with the
Beast, laid give up their power to him ? Besides, can no other
era be found for the entrance of these kings into the Antichris
tian empire, but that of their turning Christians or Catholics ?
What a happy destiny for this pretended Antichristian empire,
to be compounded of people converted to Jesus Christ! But
what is it, after all, that these kings, so happily converted, have
contributed to the establishment of the Pope's authority? If, at
their admittance into the Church they acknowledged the First
See, which was that of Rome, neither did they give him tha
supremacy which he had undoubtedly before their conversion,
nor did they acknowledge, in the Pope, any thing more than
Christians had acknowledged in him before them, to wit, the
successor of St. Peter. Nor did the Popes, on their side, ex
ercise their authority over these people otherwise than by teach
ing them the true faith, and upholding regularity and discipline
among them : nor can any man show, during this time, or four
hundred years after, that they concerned themselves with any
thing else, or enterprised any thing on temporals. Thus you
see what were these ten kings, with whom the Papal empire was
to commence.
35.—Vain reply.

But then, we are told,* came other ten in their place, and
these are they with their kingdoms : first, Germany ; second,
Hungary ; third, Poland ; fourth, Sweden ; fifth, France ; sixth,
England ; seventh, Spain; eighth, Portugal; ninth, Italy ; tenth,
Scotland. Expound who can why Scotland stands here rather
than Bohemia; why Sweden rather than Denmark or Norway;
why, in fine, Portugal, as separated from Spain, rather than
Castile, Arragon, Leon, Navarre, and the other kingdoms ? But
why do we lose our time in examining these fancies? Let them
resolve me at least this question, whether or no these were the
ten kingdoms that were to be formed out of the remnants of the
Roman empire at the same time that Antichrist was to appear,
and which were to resign their authority and power to him?
What has Poland to do here, and the other kingdoms of the
* Prej. part i. ch. vi. p. 105.
VOL. IK
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North, which Rome was not acquainted with, and which, be
yond question, were not formed of her ruins when the Anti
christ, St. Leo, came into the world ? Is it in banter that men
write, with so serious an air, such ridiculous conceits ? In good
truth, it ill becomes those who have nothing in their mouths but
the pure word of God, thus rashly to sport with its oracles : and
if they have nothing more pertinent whereby to explain the
prophecies, it were much better to adore their sacred obscurity,
and respect the future, which God has reserved in his own hands.
36.— GotUrarittit't* of flu- mw

InttrpntiYs.

W e must not wonder to see these daring interpreters at va
riance among themselves, and destroying one another. Joseph
Mede, on that verse of St. John, importing that in a great earth
quake *' the tenth part of the city fell, " * thought he had hit ex
actly, when he interpreted this tenth part with respect to the new
Antichristian Rome, which is ten times less than ancient Rome.
To come at the proof of his interpretation, he seriously com
pares the area of old Rome with that of the new, and with a fine
figure demonstrates that the first is ten times greater than the
l a s t ; but his disciple, M. Jurieu, deprives him of so mathemati
cal an interpretation. * * He is mistaken with all the r e s t , ' ' cries
out haughtily the new prophet,! " when by the city St. John
speaks of, he understands only the city of R o m e . " " We ought
to hold for certain," proceeds he in a masterly strain, that the
great city is Rome with its empire."J And the tenth part of the
city, what shall it be? H e has found it out; " France," says
he, " i s the tenth part."§ But how? shall France fall? and
does this prophet forebode so ill of his own country ? N o , no,
she may be reduced indeed to a tottering condition : lei her look
to it, the prophet threatens her : yet shall not perish. What the
Holy Ghost here means by saying she shall fall, is, " that she
shall fall with respect to Popery ;"|| but then she shall rise more
illustrious than ever, because she shall embrace the Reformation,
and that speedily ; and our kings (a thing I am loth to repeat)
are on the point of being Calvinistically reformed. W hat pa
tience is able to support these interpretations ? But after all, he
is more in the right than he imagined, by calling this a " fall
dreadful indeed would be the " f a l l " into a "reformation,"
wherein the spirit of illusion so forcibly predominates.
u

T

37.—The Englishman finds England, and the Frenchman
lotions.

France, in the Reve*

If the French interpreter finds Fiance in the Revelations, the
Englishman finds England in them : the phial poured out upon
the rivers and fountains of waters, < are th^ Pope's emissaries

t Acc

* Rev. xi. 13. Mod. connn. in apor. part ii. p. 489.
p. ii. ch. xi. p. KM.
j V>'>\. }•;>. 200, 203.
§ Ib. 2 0
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and the Spaniards vanquished in Queen Elizabeth's reign of
glorious memory." But good Mr. Mede,* it seems, was in a
gross mi-take: nis more enlightened disciple assures u 3 , t
second and third phial " were the crusades, when God returned
blood upon Catholics for the blood of the Vaudois and Albigenses
spilt by them." These Vaudois and Albigenses, John Wickliff
and John Huss, with all the rest of that gang, even to the bloody
Taborites, appear throughout these new interpretations as faithful
witnesses of the truth persecuted by the Beast; but they are now
well known and even this were enough to prove the falsity of
these pretended prophecies.
38.—The King of Sweden foretold, and the prediction falsified immediately after

Joseph Mede had outdone himself in his exposition of the
fourth phial.
He saw it poured out upon the sun, upon the
chief part of the heaven possessed by the Beast," J—namely, the
Papal empire: the meaning whereof was, that the Pope was
going to lose the empire of Germany, which is his sun : nothing
more clear. \ \ hilst Mede, if you will believe him, was printing
tfiese things, which he had meditated on long before,"§ he
heard of the wonderful achievements of that pious, happy, and
victorious king, whom God had sent from the North to defend
his cause :" in a word, it was the great Gustavus. Mede can
no longer doubt but his conjecture was an inspiration ; and ap
plies to this great king the same canticle that David applied to
the Messiah: Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, 0 most mighty
King! combat for the truth, and for justice, proceed prosper
ously and reign."!! But
belied the prediction; si
Mede published at once his prophecy and shame.
44

44

44

44

e v e n t

30.—Ridiculous conceit about the Turks.

N o less remarkable is that fine passage, where, whilst Mede
is contemplating the overthrow of the Turkish empire, his dis
ciple, on the contrary, spies in it the victories gained by that
empire. The Euphrates in the Revelations, 1T is to Mede** the
empire of the Turks ; and the waters of the Euphrates dried up
at the effusion of the sixth phial, is the Turkish empire destroyed.
He is quite in the dark : M. Jurieu
demonstrates to us that
the Euphrates is the Archipelago and the Bosphorus, which the
Turks passed in 1390, in order to possess themselves of Greece
and Constantinople. More than this: J J there is great likeli
hood that the conquests of the Turks are carried on thus far in
ordei to give them the means of contributing, together with Pro
testants, to the great work of God,—namely, to the destruction
44

* Med. comm. Apo. p. 528. ad Phial. Ap, iii. p. 16.
t Acc. des Proph.
part ii. ch. iv, p. 72. Preu legit part i. ch. v. pp "*8, 99. J Com. Ap. p. 528.
Rev. x'i. S.
§ Ibid. p. 529.
|| Psaln. xljv.
H Rev. xvi. 12.
** Jos.Mede, ad Ph. vi. p 529. ft Acc. partii. ch. vii.p.90. jj Ibid.p. 101
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of the Papal empire: for though the Turks have never been so
low as at present" (this is the very thing that makes our autltor
believe they will soon rise again,) " I look upon," says he, " this
year 1685, as critical in this affair. God hath humbled the
Reformed and tk" Turks at the same time, to raise them up again
at the same /?• e, and in order to make them the instruments oi
his revenge against the Popish empire." Who would not admire
this sympathy of Turkism with the Reformation, and this com
mon destiny of them both 'I Should the Turks prove successful
then will the Reformed (whilst the rest of Christians grieve al
their victories) raise up their heads, and believe that the time ot
their deliverance is at hand. We were strangers as yet to this
new excellency of the Reformation—of its being to increase and
decrease as it were by sympathy with the Turks. Our author
himself was puzzled at this place when he composed his allow
able " Prepossessions," and knew nothing of the plagues of the
two last phials wherein this mystery was locked up : but at last,
"after knocking two, four, five," and "six times, with a religious
attention, the door flow open,"* and he beheld this mighty secret.
•JO.—Why these absurdities are tolerated in the party.

Men of sense, you will tell me, among the Protestants, laugh
at these fooleries as well as we. Yet they let them take their
run, knowing them necessary to amuse the credulous multitude.
It was principally by these visions that hatred was excited
against the Church of Rome, and hopes fomented of her speedy
overthrow. The same artifice is employed again for the same
purpose, and the people, a hundred times deceived, give ear to
them, as the Jews, abandoned to the spirit of error, did hereto
fore to false prophets. Examples are quite useless to disabuse
a people possessed with prejudice. They believed they saw,
in the prophecies of Luther, the expiration of the Papacy so
near at hand, that there was not a Protestant who did not hope
to be present at its funeral. It was necessary, indeed, to pro
long the time, but the same spirit was kept up still, and the
Reformation never ceased to be the bubble of these lying pro
phets, who prophesy the delusions of their frantic brain.
41.—The party's Prophets are impostors.—Confession

of the Minister

Jurieu.

God forbid I should lose my time in speaking here of a Cotterus, a Urabicius, a Christiana, a Comenius, and all those other
visionaries, of whose predictions our minister boasts, and whose
errors he acknowledges. None of them, as he pretends, no, not
even the learned Usher, but must turn prophet. But the same
minister frankly owns he was no less mistaken Jhan the rest.
Experience proved them all deluded, " and we discover in
them," says the minister,! " so many things in which they blun* Acc. part ii. ch. viL o. 94,

] Avis k tous Ies ch., at uV beginning, pp. 5,67. Ib
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dered, that there is no relying on them.'' Yet he nevertheless
accounts them prophets, and great prophets, Ezekiels and Jere
miahs. H e finds " in their visions such majesty and loftiness,
that those of the ancient prophets have not more, and a train of
miracles as great as ever happened since the apostles."* Thus
does the chief of our Protestants suffer himself to be imposed
on by these false prophets, even after the event had confounded
them : so prevalent is the spirit of illusion in the party; but the
true prophets of the Lord deliver themselves in another strain
against such impostors as abuse the name of God : " Hear thou,
O Hananiah," saith Jeremiah,"f this word that I speak in thine
ears, and in the ears of all the people. The prophets that have
been before me, and before thee of old, and have prophesied
good or evil to nations and to kingdoms; when their words
came to pass, it was known that they were prophets whom the
Lord had truly sent; and the word of the Lord came unto
Jeremiah, saying, Go and tell Hananiah, saying, thus saith the
Lord; thou hast broken the yokes of wood,"—in token of the
people's future deliverance,—" and thou shalt make for them
yokes of iron: I will aggravate the yoke of those nations" to
whom thou denouncest peace.
Then said the prophet Jere
miah unto Hananiah the prophet, Hear now, Hananiah, the
Lord hath not sent thee, but thou makest this people to trust in
a lie ; therefore, thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will cast thee
from off the face of the earth : this year thou shalt die, because
thou hast spoken against the Lord; and Hananiah the prophet
died the same year, in the seventh month." Thus did he de
serve to be confounded who deceived the people in the Lord's
name, and the people needed but to open their eyes and take
warning.
44

44

42.—Their interpreters no better.

Our Reformed interpreters are not worth more than our Re
formed prophets. The Revelations and the rest of the Prophe
cies have ever been the subject which the wits of the Reformation
la e thought themselves at liberty to sport with. Each one
has discovered in them his concurrences, whereby the credu
lous Protestants were always caught. M. Jurieu reproves often,
as we have seen, Joseph Mede, whom he had chosen for his
guide. J Nay, he has pointed out the errors of Du Moulin, his
grandfather,^ whose interpretations on the prophecies were ad
mired by the whole Reformation; and has even showed that
the foundation he built upon was destitute of fidelity." Never
theless, there was abundance of wit, and a very extensive eru
dition in these visions of Du Moulin; b it so it is, the more wi:
r

44

* A c c dee Proph. part ii. p. 174. Ibid.
t Jur. Acc. des ]?roph. part i. p. 71.

f Jer. xxviii. 7, et seq.
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a man has, the more he deceives himself on these occasions;
because, tho more wit he has, the more he invents, and ventures
the more. Du Moulin's fine wit, which must needs exercise
itself on futurity, set him on a task for which he was laughed at,
even in his own family; and M. Jurieu, his grandson, who,
perhaps, shows more wit than the rest on this subject, will be
but the more certainly the laughter of mankind.
43.— What the Ministers

have discovered in the Revelations
Reformers.

touching

their

I am ashamed of dwelling so long on visions more chimerical
lhan sick men's dreams. But I ought not to forget what is of
greatest importance in this vain mystery of the Protestants
According to the idea they give of the Revelations, nothing
should be more distinctly marked in them than the Reformation
itself, with its authors, who came to destroy the empire of the
Beast; and especially it ought to be marked in the effusion of
the " seven phials," in which are foretold, as they pretend, the
seven plagues of their Anticbristian empire. But what our
interpreters descry here, is so ill contrived, that one destroys
what the other builds. Joseph Mede* thinks he has found both
Luther and Calvin when the phial is poured on the sea, that is
on the Antichristian world, and when immediately this sea, " is
changed into blood like to that of a dead man."f " Here,"
says he, " is the Reformation ; it is a poison that kills everj
thing : for then every living soul died in the sea." Mede takes
care to explain this blood like to that of a carcass, and says, it
is as the blood of a member lopped off, on account" of the pro
vinces and kingdoms which were then rent from the body of the
papacy."}. This is an ill-boding spectacle for Protestants, to
see the reformed nations exhibited to them in no other view than
that of "lopped members," which have lost, according to Mede,
"all connexion with the fountain of life, all vital spirit, and all
warmth," without telling us any more of the matter.
44.—The idea of the Minister

Jurieu.

This is Mede's idea of the Reformation. But if he sees it
in the effusion of the second phial, the other interpreter sees it
only in the effusion of the seventh, " When there came," says
St. John,§ " a great voice out of the temple of heaven, from the
throne, saying, it is done. And , iere were voices, and thun
ders, and lightnings ; and there w.;s a great earthquake, such
as was not since men were upon the earth; ' there, says he, is
the Reformation. ||
This great commotion, I must own, suits well enough with
the disturbances it raised over the whole universe, such as never
l

* Jos. Mede, ad Ph. ii. Apo xvi. 3.
f Rev. Ibid.
J M«l. J bid
$ Rev. xvi. 17.
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Had been seen before on the score of religion. But hero it it
he shines most: " the great city was divided into three parts,
namely," says our author, " into the Church of Rome, the Lu
theran, and the Calviman ; these are the three parties that divide
the * great city,' to wit, the Western Church." I accept the
omen; the Reformation breaks unity: in breaking it, she divides
herself into two, and leaves unity to the Church of Rome in
St. Peter's chair, which is the centre of it. But St. John should
not have forgotten that one of the divided parties, the Cnlviniani
broke again into two pieces, since England, reckoned to apper
tain to it by our minister, yet makes, in the main, a sect apart.
Nor must he say, this division is but light, for, by his own con
fession, they mutually treat each other as *« excommunicated
persons."! Accordingly, the Church of England reckons the
Calvinists, or Puritans, in the number of Nonconformists; that
is, in the number of those whose service she does not allow,
nor receives their ministers but by ordaining them anew as pas
tors, destitute of sanction or character. I might also speak of
the other sects which divided the Christian world at the same
time with Luther and Calvin, and which, taken together 01
separately, make a party sufficiently great not to have been
omitted in this passage of St. John. And all considered, these
men should have given their reformation a more specious char
acter than that of overthrowing every thing, and a more credit
able mark than that of pulling to pieces the Western Church,
the most flourishing of the whole universe; which has been the
greatest of all plagues.
4

B O O K

XIV.

[From the year 1601, to that part of the Seventeenth Century, wherein thr
Author wrote and concluded his History.]
h. brief S u m m a r y . — T h e excesses of the Reformation, with respect to Pre
destination and F r e e Will, discovered in Holland.—Arminius, w h o own:*
them, falls into other excesses.—Parties of Remonstrants and Anti-Re*
monstrants.—The Synod of Dort, where theexcessesof CaJ "inian Justifica
tion are clearly approved.—Monstrous Doctrine on thecertan *yof Salvation,
and the justice of the most wicked persons.—Consequences equally absurd,
concerning Infant Sanctification, decided in the Synod.—The Synod's
procedure justifies the Church of R o m e against Protestants.—Arminianism,
in the main, left entire, notwithstanding the decisions of Dort—Pelagianism
tolerated, and the suspicion of Socinianism the sole cause of rejecting thr
Armenians.—The uselessness of Synodical decisions amongst Protestants.
-—The Synod of Dort's connivance at an infinity of capital errors, whilst
bent on maintaining the particular D o g m a s of Calvinism.—These Dogmas
confessed at the beginning for essential. A last reduced almost to nothing.—
r

* Rev. Ibid.

t S. 1. xii. n. 44.
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Decree of Cha enton for receiving the Lutherans to Communion.—Constv
quence of this decree, which changes the state of Controversies.—The die
Unction of articles, Fundamental and not Fundamental, obliges Protestants
to own, at last, the Church of Rome for a true Church, affording salvatior
to her members.—Conference of Cussel between the Lutherans and Cal
vinists.—Their agreement, wherein decisive grounds are established fot
Communion under one kind.—Present state of Controversies in Germany
—The opinion concerning Universal Grace prevails in France.—Is con
demned at Geneva and among the Swiss.—The question decided by the
Magistrate.—Formulary established.—The errors of this Formulary with
respect to the Hebrew text.—Another decree concerning Faith, made at
Geneva.—That Church impeached by M. Claude of making a schism
from the rest of the Churches by her new decisions.—Rcilections on the
Test, in which the Reality remains entire.—Acknowledgment of the
Protestant Church of England, that the Mass and Invocation of Saints
may have a good sense.
—Intolerable excesses of Calvinism.—Free-will
author of sin.—Beza's

destroyed, and God made the
words.

THE subject of Grace and Free-will was carried to such
lengths in the Reformation, that it was impossible even Protes
tants themselves should not be at last sensible of these exorbi.ancies. In order to destroy Pelagianism, which they were
determined to fix on the Church of Rome, they had cast them
selves into the opposite extremes, insomuch that the very name
of Free-will excited a horror in them. There never had been
such a thin^ iii men or angels ; nay, impossible it should have
been : nor had the Stoics themselves ever made Fate more
rigid and inflexible. Predestination reached even to sin itself,
and God was not less the cause of evil actions than of good ;
such were Luther's sentiments : Calvin had followed them, and
Beza, the most renowned of his disciples, had published " A
Brief Exposition of the Chief Points of the Christian Religion,"
when; he laid down this principle, " that God does all things
according to his determined counsel, even those that are wicked
and execrable."*
2.—Mam's Sin ordained by God.

He had extended this principle as far as the sin of the first
Man, which, according to him, was not committed but by God's
will and appointment, on account, that " he having ordained the
end,"| which was to glorify his justice in the punishment of the
Reprobate," must likewise have ordained the proportionable
causes leading to that end," to wit, sins which lead to eterna.
damnation, and in particular that of Adam, the origin of all the
rest; so that the corruption of the principal work of God,"
namely, the first Man, "did not happen by chance, nor without
the decree and just will of God."J
u

3.—Inevitable necessity in Mam.

It is true, this author maintains at the same time, " that the
* Ex. de la Foi. chcz. Riv. I .WO, ch. ii. Cone I.
*. p. 35. J I!). Cone, part vi. n. 3«

« Jb C!L p. iii. t. \ . ; ar*
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will of man, which was created good, made itself evil:' * but
then he understands and repeats several times, that what is
voluntary, is withal necessary ; | so that nothing hinders the
will of sinning from being always the fatal consequence of a
hard nnd unavoidable necessity; and if men will reply, that
they had not the power of resisting the will of God," Beza
does not answer them as he ought to do, that God does not
move them to sin, but says only, they must be left to plead
against him, who will be well able to defend his own cause."
44

u

4.—This Doctrine of Beza taken from Calvin.

This doctrine of Beza was taken from Calvin, who maintains,
in express terms, J " that Adam could not avoid falling, yet was
nevertheless guilty, because he fell v o l u n t a r i l y w h i c h he
undertakes to prove in his Institution, and reduces the whole of
his doctrine to two principles: the first, that the will of God
causes in all things, even in our wills, without excepting that
of Adam, an inevitable necessity; the second that this necessity
is no excuse for sinners. Hereby it is plain, he preserves free
will in name only, even in the state of innocence ; and after this
there is no room for disputing whether he makes God the author
of sin, since besides his frequently drawing this consequence,
it is but too evident, by the principles he lays down, that the will
of God is the sole cause of that necessity imposed on all that sin.§
Nor indeed are Calvin's sentiments, and those of the first
reformers, any longer disputed now, as to that point; and after
owning what they have said upon it, ** even that God pushes
on the wicked to enormous crimes, and that he is in some sort
the cause of sin,"|| his disciples think they have sufficient^
justified the Reformation from these so impious expressions, by
reason that " they have not been employed for more than a hun
dred years ;"1T as if it were not a sufficient conviction of the
evil spirit she was conceived in, to confess in her very authors
such horrid blasphemies.
5,—The Tenets xohieh Calvin and Beza superadded to those of Luther.

Such, therefore, was the fatality which Calvin and Beza taught
after Luther; and thereto the aforesaid dogmas were added
by them regarding the certainty of Salvation and the inarnissibility of justice.** As much as to say, true justifying faith
could never be lost: those that have it are surely assured of
having it, and thereby are not only assured of their present
iustice, as spoke the Lutherans, but also of their eternal salva
tion, and this with an absolute and infallible certainty : assured,
* Ex. d e l a F o i . chez.Riv. 1560,ch. ii. Cone, partvi.p.39. flb.29,90,91.
ch. iii. Con. part vi. p. 40. \ Lib. de JEt Dei prides, opiwe. 7.14, 705. Lib.
iii.c. xxiii. n. 7, 8, 9. § De piiedts. de occult. provid.,&c. j| Jur. jugom.
jur lesmech Soct xvii.'pp. 142, 143. IT Jur. lb*L +*• & L ix. n. 3, efseq
VOL. n.
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by consequenc:, of dying just, whatever urines they might
commit; and not only of dying just, but also of continuing so
in sin itself, because without that, they could not maintain the
sense given by them to this text of St. Paul, " the gifts and call
ing of God are without repentance."*
6.—Evety Believer certified of his Perseverance and Salvation:
Calvinism, is the zhief foundation of Religion.

and this, in

This is what Beza likewise decided in the same exposition of
faith, where he said, " that to the elect alone was granted the gift
of faith:" that this faith, which is proper and peculiar to the
elect, consists in depending with certainty, each " one for him
self, on their election :" whence it follows, " that whosoever hath
•his gift of true faith, ought to rest assured of his perseverance."
For as he says,f " What does it avail me to believe, if I be not
assured (perseverance in faith being requisite) that perseverance
will be given m e ! " Then he reckons among the fruits of this
doctrine, that it alone teaches us to be assured of our faith for
Che time to come : which he takes to be of such importance,
that those," says he, " who oppose this, do certainly overthrow
the chief foundation of the Christian religion."
u

* -—This certainty of One's own particular Salvation, as great as if God himself
had given it us by His own Mouth.

Thus, this certainty, which every man hath of his own faith
and perseverance, is not only a certainty of faith, but also the
principal foundation of the Christian religion ; and to show that
he speaks not here of a moral and conjectural certainty, Beza
adds, f " that we have it in our power to know whether we be
predestined to salvation, and to be assured of the glorification
which we expect, on account of which all Satan's war is waged
against u s ; yea, say I, assured," continues he, " not by our
fancy, but by conclusions as certain as if we had ascended into
heaven to bear that sentence from the mouth of God." He will
not have the faithful aspire to less certainty than this : and after
nropo^ing the means of attaining to it, which he places in the
certain knowledge we have of the faith that is in us, he conludes,
•* we thereby learn that we are given to the Son according to
God's purpose and predestination : by consequence," proceeds
he. since that God is unalterable, since that perseverance in
the faith in requisite to salvation, and being made certain of our
predestination, glorification is annexed to it by an indissoluble
band: how can we doubt of perseverance, and finally of oui
salvatiou?'
M

:

S.—Catv ni&*s begin to be sensible oj Mese

Excesses.

1

As (he Lutheran*, n*> 13a thai: the Catholics, abominated these
* Rom xi. 20.
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dogmas, and the writings of the first were read with a more fa
vorable prevention by the Calvinists, the horror of these senti
ments, unheard of till Calvin's days, spread itself by little and
little among the Calvinian churches. Men began to awake, and
perceive how horrible it was, that a true believer could not fear
for his salvation in contradiction to this precept of the apostle :
work out your own salvation with fear and trembling."* If if
be a temptatiou and weakness to fear for one's salvation, as in
Calvinism men are forced to say, why does St. Paul command
this fear ; and can a temptation fall within the precept?
14

9.—They opposed this Fear commanded by St. Paul.

T h e answer returned by thein was not satisfactory. " The
believer trembles, 'said tiiey, " when he regards himself,because,
however just he may be, he hath nothing in himself but death
and damnation ; and would indeed be damned, were he judged
with rigor. But resting assured that he shall not be so judged,
what has he to fear 1 the future," say they ; " because should
he forsake God, he would perish :" weak reasoning ! since, be
sides their holding the condition itself impossible, they hold,
moreover, that the true faithful ought to believe assuredly that
they shall persevere. T h u s , in all manner of ways, the fear
inspired by St. Paul is banished, and salvation rendered certain.
1

10.—Frivolous Evasion.

When they answer,—without fearing for salvation, there arc
other chastisements enough to afford just occasion of trembling;
the Catholics and Lutherans reply, that this fear mentioned by
St. Paul does manifestly regard salvation: " Work out," says
he, your own salvation with fear and trembling." The apostle
inspired a terror reaching so far as to fear making shipwreck in
the faith, as well as in a good conscience ; | and Jesus Christ
himself hath said, " fear him who is able to destrov both soul
and body in hell : " J a precept which concerned the faithful as
well as the rest, and made them fear no less a thing than the
'oss of their own souls. T o these proofs they added those from
wxpenenee: the idolatrous and disastrous fall of a Solomon,
adcrned undoubtedly at first with all the gifts of grace; the
abominable crimes of a David; besides unat every person is
conscious of m his own regard. What, then, is it fitting that,
without security against crimes, you should be secure against
heir penalties; and that he, who once believed himself truly
faithfui, should be obliged to believe that he is sure of forgive
ness, let him fall into whatsoever abominations he may. But
must he lose this certainty in the midst ( f crimes ?—he must
then necessarily lose the remembrance of his faith and of thr
u

* Phil. ii. 12.

t 1 Tim. i. 19.

J M a t t x. 38,
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gvace he has received. Does he not lose it?—he must then
remain as secure in crimes, as in innocence ; and, provided he
argue aright according to the principles of his sect, he shall find
therein wherewith to < ondemn all doubts whatever which might
arise of his conversion; so that, whilst he continues to live
amidst disorders, he will be sure not to die in them: or else,
will be sure lie never had been a true believer when he most be
lieved himself such; and there you see him in despair, never
able to hope for more certainty of his salvation than he had en
joyed then, nor able, to do what he will ever to secure himself
in this life, that he shall not relapse into the deplorable state he
now is in. What remedy for all this, unless to conclude, that
the infallible certainty, boasted of in Calvinism, suits not with
this life, and that nothing is more rash nor pernicious than such
certainty.
11.—Justifying

Faith, not forfeited

by sin.

But how much is it more so, to hold one's self assured, I do
not say to recover lost grace, with true justifying faith, but not
to lose them in sin itself; to remain therein still just and regen
erated ; to preserve therein the Holy Ghost, and the seed of
life, as the Calvinists undoubtedly believe,* if they follow Calvin
md Beza and the other chief doctors of their sect? For, ac
cording to them, justifying faith is peculiar to the sole elect, who
are never deprived of it; and Beza said, in the exposition so
often quoted,^ " that faith, although it be as it were buried some
times in the elect of God, in order to make them sensible of
their infirmity, yet it never is without the fear of God, and charity
for our neighbor." And a little further on,J he says two things
concerning the spirit of adoption: first, " that those who are
Hanted in the Church only for a time, do never receive it;"
second, " that those who are admitted among the people of God
by this spirit of adoption, do never go forth from them."
12.— What Scripture-texts

Calvinists ground themselves on.

This doctrine was grounded on these texts : " God is not like
to man, so as to be a liar; nor like to the son of man, so as to
repent. "§ Which also was the reason why St. Paul said, "That
the gifts and calling of God are without repentance."[| What
then, docs not man lose any of the gifts of God in adulteries, m
nomicides, in the blackest of crimes, not even in idolatry? And
if some of them at least may be lost for a time and during this
state, why should not justiiymg faith, and the presence of the
Holy Ghost, be of this number, nothing being more incompatible
with the state of sin, than such Graces?
+ S. 1. ix. n. 15.
f Ch. iv. Coiw. part 13. p. 7 4
t S. 1 ix. Ch. v. Cent. 5. p. 90.
5 Cone. p. 74.
|| Rom. xl
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13.—Quist&on proposed to the Calvinists: whether a Believer were damned thai
died in his crime.

In regard to this last difficulty, a very material query was also
proposed, which I beg may be attentively considered, because
it will be the subject of an important dispute presently to be
treated of. The Calvinist is therefore asked, whether this true
believer, David for instance, fallen into adultery and murder,
would be saved or damned dying in this state before he had done
penance 1 None durst answer, he would be saved; and indeed,
how can a Christian maintain that any may be saved with such
crimes ? This true believer would be therefore damned, dying
in this state; this true believer, in this state, has therefore ceased
to be just, since none will ever say of a just man, that he would
be damned dying in his justice.
14.—The Calvinists' inextricable confusion under this question.

T o answer, he shall not die in his sin, but will do penance ii
ne be of the number of the predestinated, is saying nothing; for
it is not predestination, nor the penance we shall do one day,
which justifies and makes us saints; otherwise, a predestinated
infidel would actually be sanctified and justified even before he
had faith and repentance; since, before he had either of them,
he was already certainly predestinated; God had already cer
tainly decreed he should have them.
If it he answered, this infidel is not actually justified and
sanctified, because he has not as yet had faith, and repentance,
although he be to have them hereafter; whereas, the true be
liever has them already: here arises a new perplexity ; for it
would follow from thence, that faith and repentance, but once
exercised by the faithful, justify and sanctify them actually and
for ever, although ceasing to exercise them, and even abandon
ing them by abominable crimes : a thing more horrible to con
ceive than all hitherto said on this subject.
15.—This no indifferent question.

Again, this is no chimerical question; it is a question that
every believer, when he sins, should make to himself: or rather,
it is a judgment he ought to pronounce; were I to die in the
state I am in, I should be damned. T o add after this, but I am
predestinated, and shall amend one day; and by reason of this
future amendment, am, at this instant, just and holy and a living
member of Christ" Jesus, is utter blindness.
16.—These difficulties were the occasion of many forsaking Calvinism.

Whilst Catholics, and Lutherans more readily listened to in
the new Reformation, than they, urged home these arguments,
many Cdvinints were convinced; and seeing on the other hand
amongst the Lutherans a more engaging doctrine, they were
VOL. i i .
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attracted by it.* A general will in God to save all mankind ;
in J e s u s Christ, a sincere intention to redeem them, and means
sufficient offered unto all, was what the Lutherans taight in the
book of Concord. We have seen as much ; we have seen even
their excesses regarding these offered means and the co-opera
tion of free-will : they gave daily more and more into these
sentiments, and the Calvinists began to listen to them, prin
cipally in Holland.
17.—Jlrminius's dispute and excesses.—1601,

1602.

James Arminius, a famous minister of Amsterdam, and since
Professor of Divinity in the University of Leyden, was the first
that declared himself in the university against the maxims re
ceived in the Churches of his country : but a man of so vehe
ment a temper was not likely to keep within just bounds. H e
openly blamed Beza, Calvin, Zanchius, and the rest, whom Cal
vinism accounted her main pillars and support."f But he im
pugned excesses with other excesses; and besides his apparently
drawing near to the Pelagians, was suspected, nor without rea
son, of something worse ; certain words falling from him, made
him be believed favorable to Socinianism, and a great number
of his disciples turning afterwards to that side, confirmed the
suspicion.
IS.—Gomar's opposition to him in defence of Calvinism.—Party
strants and
Jlnti-Remonstrants.

of Remon

H e met with a terrible adversary in the person of Francis
Gomar, Professor of Divinity in the University of Leyden, a
rigorous Calvmist, if ever there was one. T h e academies di
vided themselves between these two Professors: the division
increased ; the ministers espoused the quarrel; Arminius be
held whole churches in his party. His death did not end the
dispute. And the minds of men on both sides were so inflamed
under the names of Remonstrants and Anti-Reinonstrants,
namely, of Arminians and Gomarists, that the United Provinces
saw themselves on the very brink of a civil war,
19.—The Prince of Orange upholds the first, Barneveld the second

Party.

Maurice, Prince of Orange, had his reasons for supporting
the Gomarists. Barneveld, his enemy, was judged fa\orable
to the Arminians ; and the reason of it was his proposing a
mutual toleration and imposing silence on both parties.J
This indeed answered the wishes of the Remonstrants. A
party just shooting up, and as yet but weak, asks no more than
time to gather strength : but the ministers, among whom Goma
prevailed, were determined on victory, and the Prince of Orange
* S. 1. viii. n. 52. Epit. c. xi. Concord, p. 621. solid, repet 669,805, et seq.
t Act. Syn. Dordr. Edit Dordr. 1620. Prasf. ad Eccl. ante Synod. Dordr.
1 Ibid.
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nad more skill than to let a party strike root, which he judged
as opposite to his grandeur as to the primitive maxims of the
Reformation.
20,—The Remontrants

or Arminians condemned in the Provincial
Convocation of the Synod of Doit.

Synods.—

T h e provincial Synods had done nothing but aggravate the evil
by condemning the Remonstrants ; it was necessary to proceed
at length to a greater remedy : wherefore the States-general
assembled a national Synod, and invited to it all those of their
religion in every country. Upon this invitation England, Scot
land, the Palatinate, Hesse, the Swiss, the republics of Geneva,
of Bremen, and Embden, in a word, the whole body of the Ref
ormation not united to the Lutherans, sent deputies, with the
exception of the French, whom reasons of state prevented ; and
of all these deputies, in conjunction with those of the whole
United Provinces, was composed that famous Synod of Dort,
whose doctrine and procedure we are now to relate.
21.— Opening of the Synod, 1618.

This assembly opened the 14th of November, 1 6 1 8 , with i
sermon preached by Balthasar Lydius, minister of Dort. The
first sessions were taken up in regulating divers matters of dis
cipline, or of procedure ; nor was it till the 13th of December,
tn the thirty-first sitting, that, properly speaking, they began to
treat of doctrine.
22.—The dispute reduced to five heads.—Declaration of the Remonstrants
general touching these five heads.

in

In order to understand in what manner they proceeded there,
it is necessary to know that, after many books and conferences,
the dispute was at length reduced to five heads. T h e first re
garded predestination ; the second, the universality of redemp
tion ; the third and the fourth, which were always treated to
gether, regarded the corruption of man and his conversion ; the
Ifth regarded perseverance.
On these five heads, the Remonstrants had declared in genjral, in full Synod, by the mouth of Simon Episcopius, Professor
>f Divinity at Leyden, who always appears at their head, that
men of great renown and repute in the Reformation had laid
down such things as agreed neither with God's wisdom, nor with
his goodness and justice, nor with the love which Jesus Christ
bore to all men, nor with his satisfaction and merits, nor with
the sanctity of preaching and the ministry, nor with the use of
the sacraments, nor, in fine, with the duties of a Christian
These great men, whom they impeached, were the authors ot
the Reformation,—Calvin, Beza, Zanchius, and the others,
whom they were not allowed to name, but whom they had no*
spared in their writings. After this general declaration of thei/
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sentiments, they explained themselves in particular as to the five
articles;* and their declaration attacked principally the certainty
of salvation, and the inamissibility of justice—tenets by which,
they pretended, piety was ruined in the Reformation, and so fine
a name discredited. I shall relate the substance of this decla
ration of the Remonstrants, in order that it may be better understod what chiefly was the subject matter of the deliberation
and tw.e result thereof, in the decisions of the Synod.
23.—The import of the declaration of the Remonstrants
Jis to Predestination.

as to each particular* - -

Concerning Predestination, they saidf—" They ought not to
own in God any absolute decree, whereby he had determined
to give Jesus Christ to the elect alone, no more than to give to
them alone by an efficacious vocation, faith, justification, per
severance, and glory; but that he had appointed Jesus Christ
the common redeemer of the whole world, and resolved, by this
decree, to justify and save all those who should believe in him,
and at the same time to give to all of them sufficient means
in order to be saved ; that none perished through want of these
means, but through the abuse thereof; that the absolute and
especial election of particular persons was made in view of their
faith and future perseverance, nor was there any election but
conditional; and that reprobation likewise was made in view of
men's infidelity and perseverance in so great an evil."
24.— Doctrine of the Remonstrants concerning Infant Baptism, and what they
would conclude from it.

They added two points worthy of particular consideration :
the first, that all children of the faithful were sanctified, and that
none of them, dying before the use of reason, are damned ; the
second, that with much more reason none of these children
dying after baptism, before the use of reason, are damned. J
In saying that all the children of the faithful are sanctified,
they did but repeat what we have clearly seen in the Calvinian
Confessions of Faith; and if they be sanctified, it is evident they
cannot be damned in this state. But after this first article, the
second seemed unnecessary ; for if these children were secuie
of their salvation before baptism, after its reception there could
be no question of it. It was therefore with a particular design
that this second article was inserted, and the Remonstrants
would thereby denote the inconstancy of the Calvinists, who on
one hand, to salve the baptism given to all these children, said,
they were all saints, and born in the covenant, the sign whereof,
by consequence, could not be refused them; and to salve, on
Sie other hand, the doctrine of the inamissibilty of justice, they
Jaid that baptism given to children had not its effect, but in tb
* Scsb. xxxi. p. 112,
f Ibid.
J Art. ix. 10. JbidL
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predestinated alone; so that the baptized that lived ill after*
wards never had been saints, not even with the baptism they
had received in their infancy.
Remark, I beseech you, judicious reader, this important diffi
culty ; it strikes home to the question of inamissibility, and it
will be curious to behold how the Synod will behave in this
regard.
25.—Declaration of the Remonstrants concerning the universality of Redemption.

As to the second head regarding the universality of redemp
tion, the Remonstrants slid,* that "the price paid by the Son

of God was not only sufficient to all, but actually offered for all
and every individual person ; that none were excluded from the
fruit of redemption by an absolute decree, or otherwise than by
their own fault; that God, prevailed with by his Son, had made
a new treaty with all mankind, although sinners and damned."
They said, by this treaty he had bound himself in respect of all,
to afford them those sufficient means as o^ovementioned: "but
that the remission of sins, merited for all, was not given actu
ally, except through actual faith, whereby man believed actually
in Jesus Christ:" by which words they gave to understand,
that whosoever lost, by his crimes, actual faith which justifies
us, lost also, together with it, justifying grace and sanctity;
finally, they said also, " none ought to believe Jesus Christ died
for him, save only those for whom he died in effect ;f insomuch
that the reprobate, for whom Jesus Christ did not die, whatso
ever some might think of them, ought not to believe that he died
for them." This article reached much further than it seemed.
For the design of it was to show (according to the doctrine of
Calvin and the Calvinists, who laid down for an undoubted
dogma, that Jesus Christ did not die in any sort but for the pre
destinated, and in no sort for the reprobate) that it followed from
thence, that to be enabled to say, Jesus Christ died for me, one
ought to be assured, with an absolute certainty, of his predesti
nation and eternal happiness, without ever being able to say
"he died for me, but I have rendered his death and redemption
unserviceable to me,"—a doctrine which defeats all preaching
of the word to Christians, who, if bad livers, are continually told
they have made themselves unworthy of being redeemed by
Jesus Christ. Accordingly, this was one of those articles by
which the Remonstrants maintained, that, in the Reformation!
all the sincerity and holiness of preaching was subverted, as
well as this text of St. Peter—" They have denied the Lord that
bought them, and brought upon themselves swift perdition."J
26.—Their doctrine as to the third and fourth head.

Regarding the third and fourth head, after saying that grao«
* S e u . xjxiv. p. 115, et seq.

f Art iv. Ibid.
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is necessary to all good, not only to finish, but also to begin ii
bey added, " that efficacious grace was not irresistible."* This
was their express on, and that of the Lutherans, whose doctrine
they boasted of f allowing. Their meaning was, that one might
resist all kind of grace; and thereby, as every one sees, they
p[etended,| "That although grace were bestowed unequally,
yet God gave or offered a sufficient grace to all those to whom
the gospel was announced,even to those that were not converted;
and offered it with a sincere and serious desire of saving them
all without acting two different parts, seeming inclined to save,
and at bottom unwilling to do it, and moving men interiorly to
sins which he forbade exteriorly." In all these places they
aimed directly at the authors of the Reformation, and that insincere vocation which they attributed to God, whilst he openly
called those to grace whom in reality he excluded from it, pre
destinating them to evil.
In order to show how far grace was resistible^ (these words
warranted by use, must be allowed, in order to avoid circumlo
cution,) they had inserted an article, which said " that man
could do more good by the grace of the Holy Ghost than he
did, and keep at a further distance from evil than he did ;" he
therefore frequently resisted grace, and made it useless.
27.—Declaration of the Remonstrants

concerning the Jlmissihility

of Justice.

Concerning perseverance, they decided,§ that " God gave to
the true faithful, regenerated by his grace, means for preserving
themselves in that state ; that they might lose the true justifying
faith, and fall into sins incompatible with justification, even into
atrocious crimes ; persevere in them, die in them, recover from
them likewise by repentance, nevertheless without being neces
sitated to it by grace." Here is what they urged with the
greatest efforts, " detesting," said they, " from the bottom of
their hearts those impious dogmas, and contrary to good morals,
which were disseminated daily among the people ; viz., that the
true faithful could not fall into the sins of malice, but only inte
the sins of ignorance and weakness ; that they could not lose
grace ; that all the crimes of the world put together could not
frustrate their election, nor deprive them of the certainty thereof
a thing/ added they, " whicu opened a gap to carnal and per
nicious security; that no crimes, how h c . i b l e soever, were
imp ited to them ; that all manner of sins present and to come
were forgiven them beforehand ; that in the midst of Hresies
of adulteries, of murders, for which they might be excommuni
cated, they could not totally and finally lose the faith."
* Kad. S C S P . xxxiv. p. 1 e t seq.
f Ibid. p. 117.
J Art. vii. Ibid, p. 11>
§ Ibid. pp. 117, 118, et acq. || Eacl. Sess. xxxiv. Art. iv. Ibid. p. 118.
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2ft.—Tuo material word* which the whole dispute turned on: l\at one could
lose grace totally and finally.

These two words, totally and finally, were what the dispute
chiefly turned upon. T o lose faith and the grace of justification
totally, was to lose it wholly for a certain time; to lose it finally,
was to lose it for ever and beyond recovery. Both the one and
the other were held impossible in Calvinism, and both of these
excesses were detested by the Remonstrants.
29.—Against the certainty of Salvation.

They concluded the declaration of their doctrine by saying
that, as the true believer might, in the time present, be assured
of his faith and good conscience, he might also be assured for
that time, should he then die, of his eternal salvation ;* that he
might also be assured of being able to persevere in the faith,
forasmuch as grace would never fail him for that end: but to be
assured of always doing his duty, they did not see how he " could
be so, nor how this assurance could be necessary for him."
30.—Foundations of the Remonstrants, viz., that there is no gratuitous pre
ference for the Elect.

If you desire now to comprehend in few words the whole of
their doctrine, the foundation of it was, that there is no absolute
election, no gratuitous preference, whereby God prepares for
certain chosen persons, and for them only, certain means to lead
them to glory; but that God offers to all men, and especially
all those to whom the gospel is published, sufficient means of
conversion, which some make use of, and others not, without
employing any other for his elect more than for the reprobate ;
so that election always is conditional, which, the condition
failing, may be forfeited. Whence they concluded in the first
place, that we may lose justifying grace, and totally, that is,
entirely; and finally, that is, beyond recovery : secondly, that
man could not in any wise be sure of his sa.vation.
31.—Wherein Catholics agreed with the Remonstrants.

Although Catholics did not agree with them in the principle,
they agreed with them in the two last consequences, which
nevertheless they grounded on other principles, which it is not
necessary to the present subject to set forth in this place ; and
likewise they agreed that the Calvinistic doctrine, apposite to
these consequences, WHS impious, and an inlet to all sorts of
wickedness.
32.—Wherein consisted tht difference between Catholics, Lutherans, and
Remonstrants.

The Lutherans also agreed on this point with the Catholics
and Remonstrants. But the difference between Catholics and
Lutherans is, that these latter, denying the certainty of perse*
:

* Art. vii. and vii»

Ibid. p. 119.
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verance, acknowledged a certainty of present justice, in which
they were followed by the Remonstrants; whereas Catholics
differed from both of them, by maintaining that none could be
assured either of his future good dispositions, nor even of his
present ones, which by reason of the blindness of self-love, we
have always grounds to distrust; so that the confidence we
have on God's side, takes not away wholly the doubt we have
on our own.
33.—Calvinists contrary to the Doctrine of them botlu

Calvin and the Calvinists opposed the doctrine of both these,
%nd maintained against the Lutherans and Remonstrants, that
the true believer was sure, not of the present only, but also of
the future, and sure, by consequence, of never losing totally,
that is, entirely ; nor finally, that is, beyond recovery, justifying
grace or the true faith once received.
34.—The Remonstrants demand a distinct Decision.

The state of the question and the different sentiments are well
understood ;* and never so little perspicuity in the decision of
the Synod of Dort, would have made us easily comprehend what
was their doctrine, which they were so much the more obliged
to, as the Remonstrauts, after their declaration, had summoned
those that should complain of their doctrines being ill-repre
sented by them, to reject distinctly every particular wherein they
judged themselves wrongfully accused; and entreated also the
Synod to deliver themselves precisely in respect of the articles
hat cast such a blemish on the whole Reformation.
35.— The Synod's decision.

If ever there was a necessity of speaking plainly, it was aftei
such a declaration and in such a conjuncture. Let us now give
ear to the decision of the Synod.
It pronounces on the five heads proposed in four chapters, for,
as above said, the third and fourth head always went together.
Each chapter has two parts: in the first, they assert: in the
second, reject and condemn. This is the substance of then
colons, for so did they call the decrees of this Synod.
16.—The Synod*s decision on the first head.—Faith in the sole Elect: certainty
of Salvation.

Concerning predestination and election they decided, " that
the ddcree thereof is absolute and unchangeable; that God gives
true ar.J lively faith to all those he resolves to withdraw from
common damnation, and to them only; that this faith is a gift
of God ? that all the elect, in their time, are assured of ther
election, albeit not in the same degree nor in equal measure
that this assurance is derived to them, not from the fathoming
* Se»s. XXXJV. Ibi I pp. 121 322.
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of God's secrets, but from observing in themselves, with a holy
pleasure and spiritual joy, the infallible fruits of election, such
as be true faith, sorrow for their sins, and the like; thai the
sense and certainty of their salvation always make them better;
that those, who have not as yet this sense and this certain con
fidence, ought to desire it; and, lastly, that this doctrine should
not affright any but those who, wedded to the world, are not
seriously converted."* Here have we already for the sole elect,
together with true faith, the certainty of salvation; but the thing
will unfold itself hereafter much more clearly.
37.—Decision on Infant Baptism.

The seventeenth article decides,! " that the word of God de
claring holy the children of the faithful, not by nature, but by
the covenant wherein they are comprised together with their pa
rents, the believing parents ought not to doubt of the election
and salvation of their children that die in this infant age."
In this article the Synod approves the doctrine of the Remon
strants, whom we have heard say precisely the same thing:J
nothing, therefore, is more unquestionable amongst our adver
saries, than an article which we see equally taught by both par
ties ; the sequel will manifest to us what are its consequences
38.—Condemnation of thos*. that denied the certainty of Sahalion.

Amongst the rejected articles, we find that which asserts that
"the certainty of salvation depends on an uncertain condition
that is to say, they condemn those who teach that one is sure of
being saved by persevering to live well, but one is not sure of
living well; which precisely is the doctrine we have heard the
Remonstrants teach. The Synod declares this, ** unci rtain cer
tainty" absurd; and, by consequence, establishes an absolute
certainty, which it endeavors even to prove from Scripture: but
proofs are not our present purpose; it is to see this doctrine
well asserted, viz., that the true believer, according to the de
crees of Dort, not only ought to be sure of his salvat on, sup
posing he does his duty well, but also ought to be sure of doing
it well, at least, at the end of his life. Rut this is nothing a*
yet, and we shall see this doctrine decided much more clearly.
;

39.—Justifying Faith again confessed in the sole Elect.

Concerning Redemption and the Promise of Grace, they de*
fine, " that it is announced indifferently to all people ; that it is
through their own fault that those who believe it not do reject
it, and through grace, that the true faithful do embrace it; but
they are the elect only to whom God is resolved to give justify
ing faith, whereby the infallibly are saved." Here then, a second
* Seas, xxxvi. p. 249, et seq. Ib. Art. xxi. et seq. p* 251.
t Ibid. Art. xvii, p. 252.
J Sup. n. 23.
§ Ibid, Art rjv p
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time, have we justifying faith in the elect a l o n e : wc must see
afterwards what those shall have who dc not continue 1o believe
unto the end.
40.—Co-operation, how admitted.

The summary of the Fourth Chapter is, (hat although God
calls seriously all those to whom the Gospel is proclaimed, so
that if they perish it is not God's fault; something nevertheless
particular is mought in those that are converted, God calling
them efficaciously, and giving to them faith and repentance.
T i e sufficient grace of the Arminians, whereby " Free-will dexermines itself," is rejected a s a Pelagian tenet.* Regenera
tion is represented a s transacted " without u s , " not by the ex
terior word, or by moral persuasion," but by an operation leaving
it not « in the power of man to be regenerated or wo/," to be con
verted, or not converted; and nevertheless, say they in this
article, " when the will is renewed, it is not only pushed on and
moved by God, but atcs, being moved by him, and it is man
that believes and repents."
44

41.—The Believer's

certainty.

The will therefore does not act but when converted and re
newed. What then, does it not act when one begins to desire
his conversion, and to pray for the grace of regeneration'? Or
had you it already, when you began to pray for it I This they
ought to have explained, and not say in general, Conversion and
Regeneration is wrought without u s . " Many other things
might be said in this place, but our business is not disputing, it
is sufficient we make the doctrine of the Synod historically well
understood.
It says, in the thirteenth article, that the manner whereby this
operation of regenerating grace is wrought in us is inconceiva
ble: it is sufficient to conceive that by this grace the believer
knows and feels that he believes and loves his Saviour." l i e
'knows and feels ;" here have you what is most certain within
'he compass of perception, to know and feel.
44

1

42.—Sequel of the same subject.

We read m the sixteenth article,! that as sin hath not robbed
man of his nature, nor of his understanding, nor of his will; so
regenerating grace acts not in him as in a stump or log of
wood;" it preserves to the will i t s properties, and does not
fcrco it in spite o f itself;" that is, it does not make it will with
out willing." What strange theology! Are not men resolved
to puzzle every thing, who thus weakly express themselves on
free-will ?
44

44

44

43.—Habits infused*
rejected errors, I find that

\mongst the
* Art. xii. p. 205.

t Ibid.

which teaches,* that
{ Ibr vi. p. 267.
44
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in the true conversion of man, God cannot communicate quali
ties, habits, and gifts by infusion, and that faith by which we are
first converted, and from which we are called faithful, is not a
gift and quality by God infused, but only an act of man." I am
glad to hear the infusion of these new qualities and habits; it
will be of great service to us in order to explain the true idea
of justification, and to show by what means it may be obtained
of God. For I do not believe it can be doubted but that, in
thi »se who are come to the age of understanding, it is an act of
faith inspired by God which obtains for us the grace to receive
the habit of it, with that of other virtues. Yet the infusion of
this habit will be nevertheless gratuitous, as will be seen in due
time
But let us proceed, and come now to the last chapte*
whicn is the most material, because the reproaches of the Re
monstrants concerning the certainty of salvation and the inamis
sibility of justice were there to be answered fully and distinctly.
44.—Justice not to be lost—Monstrous

doctrine of the Synod.

Concerning inamissibility, this is what they say,* viz., " That
in certain particular actions the true faithful may sometimes
withdraw themselves, and do so in effect, by their vices, from
the guidance of grace, to follow concupiscence, even so far as
to fall into atrocious crimes ; and do, by these enormous sins,
offend God, render themselves guilty of death, interrupt the ex
ercise of faith, greatly wound their consciences, and sometimes
lose, for a while, the sense of grace."
O God, is it possible, in
this detestable state, they should only " lose the sense of grace"
and not grace itself, and this, too, but "sometimes /"f But it is
not yet time to exclaim; here is much worse : " God, in tho«e
dismal foils, does not entirely deprive them of his holy Spirit, nor
suffers them to fall so as to forfeit the grace of adoption and the
state of justification, nor so as to commit the sin unto death,
nor against the Holy Ghost, and be damned." Whosoever
therefore is once truly faithful, and regenerated by grace, not
only shall not perish in his crimes, but ai the very time he aban
dons himself to them, "does not fall from the grace of adoption,
and the state of justification." Could Jesus Christ be associated
with Belial, grace with sin, in a more flagrant manner?
45.— What is the sin a true Believer cannot fall into?

The Synod, indeed, seems willing to preserve the faithful
from some crimes, when it says, " they are not so far abandoned
as to fall into the sin unto death, or against the Holy Ghost,"
which the Scripture says is not to be forgiven; but if they un
derstand any other sin by this, than that of final impenitence, 1
am at a loss to know what it can be, there being no such sinner,
what disorders soever he may have been guilty of, that should
* Art iv. v. p. 27
f Ibid. vi. et seq.
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not be made to hope the forgiveness of them. Let us, howe* er,
eave to the Synod to determine what c4her explanation of i. i s
sin it may pit ase to fancy; it is sufficient we see plainly, accord
ing to its doctrine, that all cr: les possible to be named, for
example, an adultery as long continued, and a murder as much
premeditated as that of David's heresy, idolatry, even with all
its abominations which the Synod evidently allows the true be
liever may fall into, are compatible " with the grace of adoption
and the state of justification."
46.— The Synod speaks plainly.

Nor can it be said by this state the Synod understands only
the right of salvation still remaining in the true believer, namely
according to the Synod, in the predestinated, in virtue of pre
destination ; for on the contrary, the matter here in deliberation
concerns the immediate right one has to salvation by actua
regeneration and conversion, and concerns the state whereby
one is, I do not say destined to, but really in possession as well
of the true faith as of justification. In a word, the matter in
debate is not whether you shall one day have this grace, but
whether, after having had it, you can forfeit it one single mo
ment; the Synod decides you cannot. Remonstrants, com
plain not, you have your answer, at least, in plain terms, as you
desired it, and all the pernicious doctrine you say is believed in
the party which you accuse, all that you reject therein with ab
horrence is decided by them in express terms.
47.—The great words " totally" and "finally."

Hut, to remove ail equivocation, wo must see in the Synod*
those essential words, "totally" and "finally," whereon, I have
shown, the whole dispute depended. We must sec, I say
whether it allows the Remonstrants to assert, that a true believer
" may fall totally and finally from the state of justification."
The Synod, to leuve no doubt of its sentiment as opposite to
the total loss, says, " that the immortal seed, whereby the true
faithful are regenerated, abides always in them in spite of theii
fall," As opposite to the final loss, the same Synod says,f that
the reconciled, one d a y , " shall feel grace anew;" they shali
not recover it; no, the Synod is sure not to say that, " they
shall feel it" anew. In this manner, proceeds the Synod,
it happens that " neither do they lose totally the faith and grace,
nor do they remain finally in their sin, so as to perish in it."
Here, mcthinks, is enough said for inamissibility. Let us
poe as to certainty.
48.—Certainty of salvation, of what kind.

" The true faithful," says the Synod,| " maj be certain, and
are so, of their salvation and perseverance, according to the
* & n. 27.

f Art. vii. viii. p. 272.

t lb. Art. ix.. pp. 272, 273.
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measurti of faith wherewith they believe with . eriainty that they
are, and ibide, living members of the Church; that they have
forgiveness of their sins, and life eternal: a certainty which
does not accrue to them from a particular revelation, but from
faith in the promises which God hath revealed in his word, and
by the testimony of the Holy Ghost, and lastly by a good conicience, and a holy and serious application to good works."
49.—All uncertainty a temptation

To leave nothing unsaid, it adds,* " that in the temptations
*rid doubts of the flesh, whicn we are to contend with, we do
-•ot always feel this fullness of faith and this certainty of perse*
verance :" to the end that, as often as ever you feel some doubt,
and dare not promise yourself with an entire certainty to perse
vere always in your duty, you may look on yourself obliged to
reckon this doubt among the motions of the flesh, and the temp
tations you are to fight against.
50.—Totally and filially*

Among the rejected errors this afterwards is reckoned,! viz.
" that the true faithful may fall, and do often fall, totally ana
finally from justifying faith, from grace and salvation, and that,
during this life, you cannot have any security of future perse
verance without special revelation." They declare this doctrine
orings back the doubts of Papists, because this certainty, with
out special revelation, was condemned in the Council of Trent.
51.—How man justified remains guilty of death.

It may be asked, how they reconcile with the doctrine of Inamissibility, that which is said in the Synod,! ' - ^
by great
crimes, the faithful committing them, " render themselves guilty
of death." This is what easily is brought to bear with the prin
ciples of the new Reformation, where it is maintained that the
rue believer, how much soever regenerated, remains always,
by concupiscence, "guilty of death," not only in his great and
less sins, but also in his good works ; so that this state, render
ing us guilty of death, is no hindrance, according to the terms of
the Synod, to our abiding in the state of justification and grace."
v

z

a f >

44

52.—The self-contradiction of the Calvinian Doctrine,

But then, have we not said that our Reformed could not deny
nor in effect did deny, but that, should one die in these uimes
without doing penance, he would be damned? True it is, the
greatest part confess it; and although the Synod decided
nothing in body concerning this difficulty, it was proposed there,
as we shall see, by some of the Opiners. In good truth, it is
wonderous strange men can remain in an error containing so
inevitable and manifest a contradiction as that is which acknowl;

*S.n,27, Art. ii. fAr*. iii. \\ 274. Cone Trid.Soss. i c x i i . C a n . x v i . JS.n.4&
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edges a state of grace, in which, nevertheless, one would he
damned should he die therein. But many other contradictions
are there in this doctrine; here is one unquestionably not less
palpable than the other. In the new Reformation, true faith is
inseparable from the love of God and good works, the necessary
fruits thereof; it is the most steady dogma of this religion and
here you see, nevertheless, in opposition to this dogma, true
faith, not only without good works, but also in the greatest
crimes. Have patience, this is not all: I see another contra
diction not less manifest in the new Reformation, even bv the
Synod's own decree :* All children of the faithful are holy, and
their salvation certain. Therefore, in this state, they are truly
ju rtified : therefore they cannot fall from grace, and every indi
vidual of the Reformation will be predestinated: nor can on*
believer, which is still more strange, have a child that is not
holy and predestinated like himself: thus all their posterity are
evidently predestinated, and never can a reprobate spring from
one elect. Who of them all will dare to say it ? And yet, who
of them can deny, that so visible and so strange an absurdity is
clearly contained in the principles of the Synod and the doctrine
of inamissibility ? It is therefore all over teeming with manifest
absurdities, all over jarring with horrid contradictions ; nor can
it indeed be otherwise than the necessary result of error thus
always to contradict itself.
53.—Jill error contradicts

itself.

There is no error but must fall into self-contradiction some
way or other; but see what befalls man possessed with strong
prejudice. He first strives, what he can, to avoid seeing this
inevitable and glaring contradiction : if this cannot be done, he
looks on it with a prepossession, that does not allow him to
form a right judgment of i t ; he thinks to fence against it by
soothing himself with frothy reasoning and fine words : dazzled
with some specious principle to which he is strongly wedded,
he is resolved never to forsake it. Eutyches and his followers
durst not say, Jesus Christ was not at the same time true God
and true man : but fond of that unity ill-understood, which they
imagined in Jesus Christ, they would have both natures con
founded in this union, and were pleased and gloried in removing
by this means to a greater distance than all others (thougn it
were even to excess) from Nestorius's heresy which divided
the Son of God. Thus do men entangle, thus do they prepos
sess themselves, thus do the prepossessed, with blind determin
ation, lead the van and draw after them the giddy vulgar, with
out being willing, or able to understand, as says the Apostle,|
either what they say themselves, or whereof they affirm" with
* S. n. 36.
J 1 Tim. . 7.
v
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such assurance. This is what constitutes all opinionists; this
is the pit all heretics fall into.
54.—Certainty of salvation, a false allurement

Our adv. rsaries frame to themselves an object of infinite
comfort in the certainty they will needs be in of their eternal sal
vation. D o not expect they ever will regard, with candid equity
or attention, what may deprive them of this certainty. If to
maintain it they must be obliged to say, one is sure not to die
in sin though he fall into it with malice prepense, nay, though
he contract a detestable habit thereof; this they will say. If
they must exaggerate, beyond measure, this text of St. Paul,*
'* The gifts and calling of God are without repentance," and
say, God never takes away entirely, nor in substance, what he
has given; this they will say, happen what will, whatever con
tradictions you may show them, whatever inconsistency, what
dismal consequence soever may result from their doctrine:
otherwise, besides losing the pleasure of their certainty and the
charms discovered by them in the novelty of this tenet, they
must also be forced to own that they were in the wrong as to
the point they looked upon the most essential of their Reforma
tion, and the Church of Rome, so much censured and hated by
them, was in the right.
55.—Whether the Synod toere ill-understood in respect to Inamiasibiliiy, and
whether the Certainty it proposes be no more than confidence.

But, perchance, this certainty, which they teach, is nothing
else at bottom than that trust which we admit. Would to God
it were! Nobody denies this trust: the Lutherans maintained
it, yet the Calvinists told them a hundred times, that something
more was requisite. But without going forth from the Synod,
the Arminians admitted this trust; for unquestionably they never
said that a believer fallen into sin, which he repents of, should
despair of his salvation. The Synod nevertheless condemns
.hem, because that, satisfied with this hope, they reject certainty.
The Catholics in fine admitted this trust, and the holy perse
verance which the Council of Trenfj* will have us acknowledge
is G o d s special gift, it will have us expect with confidence
from nis infinite bounty: and yet, because it rejects absolute
rertainty,! the Synod condemns it, and accuses the Remon
strants, who likewise condemned this certainty, of falling by this
means into the doubts of Popery. Had the dogma of absolute
certainty and inamissibility raised as much horror in the Synod
as so hideous a doctrine should excite naturally in all minds,
the ministers that composed this assembly would not have had
mouths enough tc proclaim throughout all the universe, that the
Remonstrants, the Lutherans, and the Catholics, laying such a
* Rtm. xi. 29.

t Co«c Trid. Sess. vi.

J Can. xv. xvi. xxn.
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blasphemy to their charge, did calumniate them ; and ali Europe
would have rung with their clamor: but o n the contrary, ao
far were they from defending themselves against this certainty
and inamissibility objected to them by the Remonstrants, that
they define it expressly, and condemn the Remonstrants for deuying it. When they think themselves calumniated, they are
not at all sparing o f their complaints. They complain, for in
stance, at the close o f their Synod,* that their enemies, and
amongst the rest, the Remonstrants accuse them " o f making
G(.d the author of sin; and of the reprobation o f men without
any regard to sin: o f making him precipitate the children o f
the faithful into damnation, s o a s that all the prayers o f the
Church, and even baptism itself, are not able to withdraw them
from i t . " Why do they not complain, in like manner, they are
wrongfully accused o f admitting this same certainty and inamis
sibility. " It is true," they say in this very place,*f they are
accused " o f inspiring men with carnal security, by affirming
that n o crime prejudices the salvation of the elect, and that they
may, with full security, commit the most execrable." But is
this a sufficient explanation from men that were asked for a
plain and direct answer 1 What, does it not suffice them then
for an evasion, that they acknowledged crimes, for instance,
the sin even unto death and against the Holy Ghost," what
ever it may be, which the elect and true faithful never fall into?
And if it was their sentiment that other crimes were equally in
compatible with true faith and the state o f grace, could they not
have said a s much in express terms, whereas, in express terms,
they assert the contrary ?
14

56.—Calvin's Doctrine expressly defined by the Synod.

Conclude we, therefore, that, o f the three articles wherein we
have made the Calvinian justification to consist, the two first
which already were insinuated in the Confessions o f Faith,
namely, absolute certainty o f predestination, and the impossi
bility o f forfeiting finally faith and grace once received, are ex
pressly defined in the synod o f Dort; and that the third article,
where the question is, whether a true believer may at least lose
for a while, and during his continuance in sin, justifying grace
and true faith, although not expressed in any confession o f frith,
is likewise decided conformably to Calvin's doctrine and the
spirit o f the new reformation.!
57.—Peter de JSJoulin's Sentiments approved by the Synod.

One may also know the sentiment of the whole Sync* by that
of the renowned Peter du Moulin, minister of Paris; allowed
* Syo. Don!. Concl. Sess. 136. p. 275.
] Ibrd.
| S. I. ix. n. 2, $
et acq. Gonf. do Foi de Fr. Art. xviii. xix. xx. xxi, xxii.
8.1. ix. Conf. "Bilg. Art. xxiv. SynL 'Jen. part i, p. 139
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by all the world to be unquestionably the most rigorous Calvims
of his time, and the most wedded to the doctrine which Gomar
defended against Arminius. He sent to Dort his judgment on
this matter, which was read and approved by the whole Synod,
and inserted in the acts. He declares, that he had not leisure
to handle all the questions :* but lays down the whole subsumed
of the Synod's doctrine when he decides, that none is justified
but he that is glorified : whereby he condemns the Arminians,
in that they teach,f *• tnere are men justified that lose the faith,
and are damned." And still more clearly in these words :J
Although the doubt of salvation enter sometimes into line
minds of the true faithful, God nevertheless commands us in his
word to have a certainty thereof, and we must tend with all our
might to this certainty, at which we should not doubt many do
arrive; and whoever is assured of his salvation, is so, at the
same time, that God will never abandon him, and that he shall
thus persevere even to the end.'* One cannot more clearly re*
gard doubting as a temptation and weakness, nor certainty, as
enjoined by God's commandment. Thus the faithful are not
assured that they shall not fall into the worst of crimes, and con
tinue in them a long while, like David: but are nevertheless
assured, " God never will abandon them, and that they shall
persevere even to the end." This is an abridgment of the Synod:
accordingly, it was resolved by the assembly to return D u Mou
lin thanks for the very accurate judgment passed by him on this
subject, and for his assent to the doctrine of the Synod.
14

58.—Question whether the certainty of Salvation be a certainty of Faith,

Some would doubt whether this certainty required by the Sy
nod in every believer for his salvation, be a certainty of faith:
but their doubt will cease, if they do but observe, that the cer
tainty in question, is always expressed by the word " Believe,"
which in die Synod is taken no otherwise than for true faith; to
which add, that this certainty, according to the same Synod, is
nothing else than the belief of the promises applied by each in
dividual to himself and to his eternal salvation, with a certain
eeling in the heart of the sincerity of his faith; so that, to the
end no kind of certainty may be wanting, you have that of faith
joined to that o." experience and feeling.
59.—The Sentiment of the Divines of Great Britain.

Of all the Opiners, those that best explain the sense of the
Synod, are the Divines of Great Britain: for after confessing
with all the rest, a kind of doubt in the believer concerning his
salvation, but a doubt that always proceeds from temptation,
they explain very clearly,§ "how that after the temptation, the
* Sess. ciii. civ. pp. 289, 300. f Ibid. p. 291. J Ibid. 300. § Theolog.
Maa. Brit c. de perscv. cert, quoad no*. Tb ii. p. 213. IbuiTh. iv. p. 2191
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act whereby one behoves that God looks upon him with the
eyes of mercy, and that he shall infallibly possess eternal life, is
not an act of dubious opinion, or of conjectural hope, wherein
one might be deceived, cuifalsnm subessepotest; but an act oi
a true and lively faith excited and sealed in our hearts by the
spirit of adoption :" wherein these Divines seem to advance
further than the English Confession of Faith, which, as we have
already seen, looks as if it designed to avoid speaking so clearly
" on the certainty of salvation."*
60.—These Divines believed that Justice could not be forfeited.—Contradiction
of their Doctrine,

Some have thought that these English Divines were not of
the common opinion in respect to justice attributed to the faith
ful fallen into grievous crimes whilst they continue in them like
to David ; and what may occasion this doubt is, that these doc
tors decide formally, "that these faithful are in the state of dam
nation, and would be damned, should they die therein : " | whence
it follows, that they are fallen from the grace of justification, at
least for that time. Hut this is one of those places which in
volve all such as err in necessary contradictions: for these
Divines see themselves obliged, by their erroneous principles,
to acknowledge, on one side, that the faithful, thus plunged into
crimes, would be damned should they then die; and on the other,
"that they do not fall from the state of justification.";];
61.—That Faith and Charity subsist amidst the greatest Crimes.

Nor must one persuade himself, they here confound justifica
tion with predestination : for, on the contrary, it is what they dis
tinguish most expressly ; and say,§ that these faithful, plunged
into crimes, not only are not fallen from their predestination,
which is true of all the elect, but, " they are not fallen from
the faith, nor from that celestial seed of regeneration and those
fundamental gifts, without which, spiritual life can in no wissubsist ;|| insomuch, that it is impossible the gifts of charity ant
faith should entirely be extinguished in their hearts. They do
not entirely lose the faith, sanctity, adoption :TT they abide in this
universal justification, which is justification in its most proper
sense, which i. > particular crime can exclude them from : they
abide in this justification, from which interior renovation and
Banctification are inseparable ;"** in a word they are sainta
who, if they died, would be damned.
62.—What it was t/utt remained in the Faithful guilty of grievous crimes.—
The Doctrine of those of Embden.

They were extremely puzzled to explain, according to these
* Conf. Ang. Art xvii. Synt Gen. i. p. 102. S. 1. x. n. 23.
t TheoL
Mag. Brit Th. iii. iv.
t Ib. Th. ii. p. 212. $ Ib. Th. v. p. 213. vi. 314
| Ib. 215.

IT Ibid. T h vii.

Ibid. Th. vL

" ** Ibid. pp. 214,2IS.
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principles, what it was that remained in the faithful who had run
themselves into criminal disorders. Those of Embden were
agreed,* " actual faith could not remain in them, and that it was
inconsistent with the consent to grievous sins." What they did
uot lose, " was habitual faith, that," said they, " which subsists
in man whilst he sleeps, or doth not act:" but then, " this ha
bitual faith infused into man by preaching and the use of the
sacraments, is the true living and justifying faith ;" whence the}
concluded that the faithful did not, for all these enormous crimes
loge either justice or the Holy Ghost:" and when they were
asked whether it might not as well be said, they l o s t faith and
the Holy Ghost" afterwards to recover them, as to say, they only
lost the feeling and energy" thereof;! ^ey answered, the faith
ful ought not to be depri fed of the comfort accruing to them
from the impossibility of their ever losing either faith or the
Holy Ghost, what crime soever they fell into against their con
science." " For this," said they, " would be but a cold com
fort, to tell them, you have entirely lost faith and the Holy Ghost,
yet, perchance, God will adopt and regenerate you again, that
you may be reconciled to him." Thus, what sins soever the
believer may give himself up to, contrary to his conscience, they
are so favorable to him, that to comfort him, they are not satis
fied with leaving him the hopes of a future return to the state
of grace ; J but he must also have the comfort of actually being
in it, his crimes notwithstanding.
44

44

44

44

63.—What it was the Holy Ghost did in the Faithful guilty of grievous sins.—
Strange idea of Christian justice.

The question still remains, what did faith and the Holy Ghost
in these believers thus abandoned to sin, and whether or no they
were altogether without action in them ? It was answered, they
were not without action; and the effect produced by them, for
3 x a m p l e in David, was, that he did not sin whole and entire:
Pecavit David, at non totus;"§ there being a certain sin which
le did not commit. But if y ou urged so far as to ask, what
could be this sin the whole man falls into," and the faithful are
never guilty of? they answered* || " it was not a particular fall
of the Christian man into such or such a crime against the first
or second table, but a total and universal defection and apostacy
from the Gospel truth, whereby man offends not God in part
and by halves, but, by an obstinate contempt, despises his whole
majesty, and absolutely excludes h mself from grace." Thus,
till you are arrived to this obstitate contempt of God, and to
this universal apostacy, you still h*we the comfort of being
44

r

44

41

+ Jud. Theo F.rnbd. de V. Art. Th. i. n. 44, 52, pp. 2Hi>, 2B7. Ibid. n. 45
find. STO.
f Ibid. n. 50, 51.
[ ib'uL n. 30. p. 265.
t Aid. i . 54. p. 267.
B \bid. a. 30. p. 96&
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holy, of being justified, and regenerated," and of navmg tn<
Holy Ghost dwelling in you.
64.—The Opinion of those of Bremen.

Corresponding to this is the sentiment of Bremen, when the)
say,* " that those who are once ' -uly regenerated, never wander
to that degree as to stray entirely from God by a universal anostacy, so as to hate him as their enemy, to sin like the Devil with
a studied malice, and to deprive themselves of heavenly gifts :
wherefore they never lose absolutely God's grace and favc*
so that they remain in this grace and favor, well regenerated,
well justified, provided only they be not the declared enemies
of God, and quite as wicked as the Devil.
-

65.— Whether the Synod can be excused from these excesses.—The
consent of all the Opiners.

unanimous

So great are these excesses, that the Protestants are con
founded at them; nay, there have been some Catholics that
could not persuade themselves the Synod was guilty of them.
Nevertheless, here have you historically, with the decrees of the
Synod, the votes of the principal Opiners. "f And that there
might be no doubt, in respect to those of all the rest, besides
what is inserted in the Acts of the Synod, that every thing was
there decided by the unanimous consent of all the voices, not one
excepted, I have expressly related the opinions, wherein those
that are willing to excuse the Synod of Dort find the greatest
moderation.
66,—The Sanctiftcation of all baptized Children confessed in the Synod, and
the consequence of this doctrine.

Besides these important points, we see a fourth expressly de
cided in the Synod ; and it is that of the sanctity of all children
descending from the faithful. There have been different ex
planations of this article in the Acts of the new Reformation.
We have seen this sanctity of children formally established in
.he Outechism of the Calvinists of France, and there it is said
expressly, that all children of the faithful are sanctified, and born
in the Covenant; yet, we have seen the contrary in the agree
ment of those of Geneva with the Swiss, and the sanctification
of infants, even baptized, is there restrained to the predestinated
alone. Beza seems to have followed this restriction in the
above-cited exposition : but the Synod of Dort pronounces in
favor of the sanctity of all children born of faithful parents, and
permits not the parents to doubt of their salvation ; an article
from which we have seen it follow demonstratively, according
to the principles of the Synod, that all the children of the faith
ful and all the posterity of these children to the end of time
* Jud. Brem. de V. Art n. 32, 33. pp 254, 255.
j Sera. exxv. exxx. et praef. ad Ecc.
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should their race continue so long, are of the number cf the
predestinated.*
67.—Procedure of the Synod*—Petition of the Remonstrants complaining that
they are judged by their Adversaries.

Whether all these decisions, which seem so authentic, be so
certainly fundamental in the new Reformation, a 3 to deprive of
salvation and cut off from the Church all those that reject their.),
i» what we are to examine by setting forth the procedure of the
Council.
The first thing I observe therein, is a petition preferred by the
Remonstrants, representing to the Synodf that they have been
condemned, treated as Heretics, and excommunicated by the
Anti-Remonstrants, their colleagues and parties ; that they are
pastors like the rest, and so naturally ought to have a seat in
the Synod together with them: if they are to be excluded from
it as parties in the cause, their plaintiffs ought to be excluded
from it no less than they—otherwise, they would be both judges
and parties at the same time, which of all procedures is the
most unjust.
68.—They employ the same arguments which the whole Protestant party insiste
on against the Church.

These were manifestly the same reasons for which all the
Protestants had excepted against the Council of the Catholics ;
for which the Zuinglians in particular had opposed the Synod
of the Ubiquitarians, by whom they were condemned at Jena,
as before seen. The Remonstrants did not fail to quote these
examples. They instanced chiefly the complaints made against
the Council o f Trent, when all Protestants exclaimed,^ " We
will have a free Council; a Council we may be present at to
gether with the rest; a Council that comes unbiased ; a Council
that does not hold us for Heretics—otherwise we should be
judged by our adversaries." We have seen that Calvin and the
Calvinists alleged the same reasons against the Synod o f Jena.
The Remonstrants found themselves in this very state when
they beheld Francis Gomar and his adherents seated in the
Council amongst their Judges, yet themselves excluded, and
treated as guilty persons :§ this was prejudging against them
before examining the cause ; and these reasons seemed to them
so much the more convincing, as they ware visibly the very
same their fathers had urged against the Council o f Trent, as
they set forth in their petition.
* S. L i x . p p . i l , 12,19. Ibid. SI. Expos, de la Foi, ch. iv. Cone xiii. p. 80.
Sessione xxxri. Ca. de praedest. Art xvii. Sup. n.36.
f Sess.xxv.p.*
* ieq.
J S. 1. viii. n. 41. Ibid. 70, SI.
§ Syn. Dord. Ibid. pp. 70 71, 72, &c 81, &c
5,
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mouths are stopped by the authority of the States.

After their petition was read, it was declared to thern, " the
Synod thought it very strange that the accused should set laws
to their judges, and prescribe them rules ; which was not only
injuring the Synod, but also the States-General, by whom it was
assembled and authorized to judge ; wherefore they had no more
to do but to obey."*
This was stopping their mouths with the authority of the secular
power, but not answering their arguments, nor the example of
their forefathers when they declined the judgment of the Council
of Trent. And truly, little did they dwell on these considera
tions: the delegates of the States who were present at the Synodf
with the whole authority of their superiors, judged the Remon
strants were not to be admitted plaintiffs, and ordered them to
obey the regulations of the Synod—which, on its side, declared
their propositions insolent, and their challenging the whole Synod
as a party in the cause, injurious, not only to the Synod itself,
but also to the supreme authority of the States-General.
TO.—They protest against the Synod.—The arguments used against them by the
Synod condemn tfte whole Protestant party.

T h e Remonstrants condemned, change their petitions into
protests against the Synod. These were debated o n ; and as
the reasons alleged by them were the same with those the Prot
estants had used to elude the authority of the Catholic bishops,
the answers returned them were the same that the Catholics had
employed against the Protestants."J
They were told that it
had never been the custom of the Church to deprive pastors of
tfteir right of suffrage against errors, because that they had op
posed them : that this would be divesting them of the preroga
tives of their function for having faithfully discharged their duty,
and subverting the whole economy of Church judgments : that
by the same reasons the Arians, the Nestorians, and the Eutychians might have excepted against the whole Church, and
left themselves no judge amohg Christians: that this would be
the way to silence pastors and give a free scope to all kind of
heresies. After all, what judges would they have 1 Where could
they find, in the whole body of the pastors, these neutral and indifferent persons that had interested themselves no way in quej •
tions of faith and affairs of the Church? These arguments were
unanswerable ; but then, unluckily for our reformed, they were
the same that had been objected to them when they declined the
judgment of the bishops in possession of authority, at the time
of (heir separation.
* Syn. Dord. p. 80. Sess. xxvi. pp. 82, 83.
t Sew. xxvi. p. 81.
t
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71.—TA«j decide that the weaker and younger party ought to yield to the greater
and more ancient.

What carried the greatest weight in the objections against the
Remonstrants was, that they were innovators, and the least
party, as well aa he newest, which by consequence ought to be
judged by the greatest, and the most ancient; by that which'
was in possession, and which maintained the doctrine till then
received."* But thereby the Catholics did most evidently gain
their cause, for, after all, what antiquity did the Dutch Reformed
Church allege against the Remonstrants'! We will not suffer,
said she,"f any alteration to be made in the doctrine we have
constantly taught " these fifty years past," for this was the utmost
antiquity they could boast If fifty years gave to this Church,
that called herself reformed, so great a power against the Ar
minians newly crept out of her bosom, what ought to be the au
thority of the whole Catholic Church, of so many ages standing?
44

72.—Perplexity of the Synod at the Protest of the Remonstrants.

Among all the answers made to the Remonstrants, in relation
to their Protest, what was the least taken notice of was the com
parison made by them between their exceptions against the Synod
of Dort, and those of the Reformed against the councils of the
Catholics and those of the Lutherans. J Some of them said
" there was a great difference between this, and the councils of
Papists and Lutherans. There you hear men, the Pope ana
Luther; here you hear God. There men are prepossessed;
here not a man to be found that is not ready to yield to the
word of God. There you have enemies to contend with; and
here, none but brethren. There every thing is forced; here all
is free." This was solving the question by that which caused
the difficulty. The question was, whether the Gomarists did
not come to the Synod prepossessed; the question was, whether
ihey were enemies or brethren; the question was, which of them
had the most docile hearts in regard to truth and the word of
God; whether the Protestants in general, or the Catholics, the
disciples of Zuinglius or those of Luther; the Gomarists or the
Arminians. And as to liberty, the authority of the States which
every where interposed, and moreover was always in the mouth
of the Synod,§ that of the Prince of Orange, the declared enemy
of the Arminians, the imprisonment of Grotius and the othei
heads of that party, and lastly, the capital punishment of Barne
veld, sufficiently prove what liberty was allowed in Holland aa
to that matter.
73.—Strange answer of thou of Geneva.

The deputies of Geneva made fewer words of the difficulty
• 8MS. xxvii. pp, 97, 103, &c.
f Pre£ ad Ecc. Ant Syn. Dwd.
t P. 99.
§ Sou. xxr, 80. xxvi. SI, 82, 83, & c
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and without stopping at the Lutherans, to whom but four years
of seniority above the Zuinglians could give but little authority
to be their judges, they answer in respect of the Catholics :*
Our fathe s might, as they pleased, protest against the Coun
cils of Constance and Trent, because we are determined to have
no kind of union with them; on the contrary, we despise acd
hate them: in all times those who declined the authority of
Councils separated from their communion." This is the whole
of their answer; and these great doctors would have had noth
ing to oppose against the exceptions of the Arminians, had they
but broken off from the Churches of Holland, and openly des
pised" and " hated" them.
u

u

"4.—According to the Synod of Dort, the Protestants were obliged to own the
Council of the Catholic Church,

According to this way of answering, the Lutherans needed
not have taken so much pains to heap up grievances against the
Council of Trent, nor to have discussed which was party, and
which was not, in this cause. T o reject the authority of the
Council the Catholics cited them to, they had no more to do but
say downright, We are determined to break with you, we de
spise you, we hate you, we trouble not ourselves about your
Council. But public edification, and the very name of a Chris
tian, would not suffer such an answer. Neither did the Luther
ans answer in this manner ;f on the contrary, they declared, and
even at Augsburg in their own Confession,^ that they appealed
to the Council, even that Council which the Pope was to assem
ble. There is a like declaration in the Confession of Strasburg; so that both Protestant parties were agreed in this point.
They were not for breaking with u s ; they did not hate us ; they
did not despise us to that degree as did those of Geneva. If it
be therefore true, according to them, that the Remonstrants
ought to have submitted themselves to the Council of the Ref
ormation, as they were averse to schism; so the Protestants,
who alike declared they would not separate from the Catholic
Church, ought to have submitted to her Council.
75.—In order to silence the Remonstrants, a Synod of Calvinists is forced U
have recourse to the assistance of the Holy Ghost promised to Councils.

We must not forget the answer made by a whole Synod of
the Province of Holland to the exceptions of the Remonstrants:
it was thr. Synod held at Delft, a little before that of Dort. The
Remonstrants objected that the Synod, which was to be con
vened against them, would not be infallible like that of the Apos
tles, and, consequently, would not bind their consciences. This
they must certainly have owned, or denied all the principles of
* Sess. xxvi. 103.

t S. L iii. n. 62.
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the Reformation ; yet after owning it, those of Delft had thesa
words ;* " J e s u s Christ, who promised the Apostles the spirit of
truth, whose lights were to lead them into all truth, h a d likewise
promised .o his Church t o be with her even to the end of the
world, and t o be in the midst of two o r three t h a t should meet
together in his n a m e w h e n c e they concluded a little after,
that when pastors should meet together from sundry countries,
in order to decide, according to God's word, what ought to be
taught in the churches, one ought to persuade himself with a
firm confidence that J e s u s Christ would be with them according
to his promise."
1

76.—This is returning to the Catholic

Doctrine,

Here, then, you see them obliged to confess two promises of
Jesus Christ, that he will be present at and direct the judgments
of his Church. N o w the Catholics never had any other foun
dation than this to believe the Church infallible. They make
use of the first text, in order to show he always is with her con
sidered in her whole. They make use of the second to show
we ought to hold for certain he would be in the midst of two oi
three, were we assured that they were truly assembled in the
name of J e s u s Christ. N o w what is doubtful in respect to two
or three assembled in private, is certain in regard to the whole
Church assembled in body; we ought, therefore, to hold for cer
tain, in such case, that J e s u s Christ is there by his spirit, and
by that means her judgments are infallible; or let them tell us
what other use can be made of these texts in the case to which
the Synod of Delft applies them.
77.—The Remonstrants

are made to hope for an (Ecumenical

Council,

It is true, the certain accomplishment of these promises is to
be found in the body of the Universal Church and in her oecu
menical council. Accordingly, it was to such a council the
Remonstrants had appealed. They were answered,! " It was
doubtful whether and when this ( E c u m e n i c a l council could be
assembled ; meanwhile, the national one, called together by the
states, would be like to o n e oecumenical a n d general, forasmuch
as it would be composed of the deputies of all the reformed
c h u r c h e s a n d in case they should find " themselves aggrieved
by t h e national Synod, they would be f r e e to appeal to an oecu
menical council, provided, in the interim, they obey the national
council."
73.—The illusion of this promise.

The reflection, we ought to make here is, that to speak of an
oecumenical council w a s , amongst these new reformed, a rem
nant of the language of the Church. F o r what could this word
* Oct 24, 16 IS. Syn. Delph. i n t Act. Dord. Sess. xxvi.p.86. Matt tviii.2a
f Piuef ad Eco. Ant Svn. DorcL
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mean in these upstart cnurches ? They dursi not say, ihe depu
ties of all the Reformed Churches were an oecumenical council
representing the Universal Church. It was, said they, not an
oecumenical council, bul like to an oecumenical council. What,
then, should a true oecumenical council be composed of? Ought
the Lutherans to be a part of it, who had excommunicated them ?
or the Catholics 1 or, in fine, some other churches'! That is
what the Calvinists could not tell, and in the condition they had
put themselves by dividing from all the rest of Christendom, the
great name of an oecumenical council, so venerable among
Christians, was nothing to them but an insignificant word, which
had no idea in their mind corresponding to it.
79.—Resolution of the Synotl,that the Confessions of Faith might be revised, and
at the same time an obligation imposed of subscribing them.

The last observation I have to make, as to the procedure, re
gards the Confessions of Faith and the Catechisms received in
the United Provinces. The provincial Synods obliged the Re
monstrants to subscribe them.* These refused it absolutely
because they believed there were principles in them from which
the condemnation of their doctrine might be clearly enough de
duced. Upon this refusal they were treated as heretics and
schismatics ; and this, notwithstanding it was agreed in the pro
vincial Synods, and expressly declared in the Synod of Dort,f
that these Confessions of Faith, so far from passing for a cer
tain rule, might be examined anew; so that they obliged the
Remonstrants to subscribe a doctrine of faith, even without be
lieving it themselves.
80.—Decree of the pretended Reformed of France, at the Synod of CharenUm^
in order tr approve that of Dort.—The certainty of Salvation acknowledged an
the princival point.

We have observed already, what is specified in the acts, tha
the canons of the Synod against the Remonstrants were estab
lished wi+h the unanimous consent of all the voices, " not one
excepted " The pretended reformed of France were not al
lowed to go to Dort though invited, but received its decisions
in their national Synods, and amongst the rest, in that of Charenton, in 1620, where all the canons were translated into French,
and a subscription of them enjoined in this form : | — " I rt 'eive,
approve, and embrace all the doctrine taught in the Synod of
Dort, as entirely conformable to God's word and to the Confes
sion of Faith of our churches : the doctrine of the Arminians
makes God's election to depend on the will of men, brings back
Paganism, disguises popery, and overthrows the whole certainty
•f salvation." These last words show us wnat they judged of
• B y n . Delph. Int. Act
f Dord. Sesa. xxv. p. 91. Sess.xxxii 131
\ Sees. exxv. rxxx, Pnrf, aH Eoc. ??n. He Cha. xxiii.
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most importance in the decisions of Dort, and the certainty of
salvation stands foremost as one of the most essential charac
teristics of Calvinism.
8 1 . — A nexo Subscription

of the Synod of Dort, by the French

Refugees.

Even very lately, the first thing required of our ministers, who
had taken refuge in Holland in these last contests about religion,
was to subscribe the acts of the Synod of D o r t ; and so great a
concourse, so many oaths, such a number of repeated acts, seem
to make it plain, that nothing is more authentic in the whole party.
82.—By the Decree of the Synod of Dort the Remonstrants
excommunicated.

stand deposed and

Even the decree of the Synod shows the importance of this
decision,* the Remonstrants being deprived by it " of the min
istry, of their chairs of professorship in divinity, of all other func
tions as well ecclesiastic as academical, until, having satisfied
the Chun 'i, they be fully reconciled and received to her com
munion : which shows they were treated as excommunicated;
and that tfce sentence of excommunication passed against them
in particular churches and synods was ratified; after which the
Synod supplicates the states not to suffer " any other doctrine
co be taught but that which was just defined, and to obstruct
heresies and errors that were creeping i n ; " which manifestly
regards the Arminian article*,by them qualified " a s erroneous,
and as the source of hidden errors."
83.—The decisions of Dort not essential.—The

sentiment of the Minister

Jurieu

All these things might make one think these articles were ac
counted very essential to religion. M. Jurieu, nevertheless,
assures us of the contrary : for after supposing " the Church of
Rome was in the sentiment of the Arminians, at least during the
time of the Council of Trent," he thus proceeds :f " I f she had
no other errors, we should have done exceedingly ill to separate
from h e r : we ought to have born, with those for peace sake,
by reason that she was a church v hereof we made part, and
which had not banded herself to maintain grace according to St.
Austin's system of divinity," &c. And accordingly, it is this
which makes him conclude, " that the reason which made them
cut the Remonstrants off from their communion was, that they
would not submit to a doctrine which, in the first place, we be
lieved conformable to the word of God, which, in the second,
we had bound ourselves, by a confederate confession, to main
tain and defend against the Pelagianism of the Church of Rome."
84.—Semi-Pelagianism, according to this Author, damns none.

Without assenting to his principles, or what he says of the
Church of Rome, it suffices to relate his sentiments, which maktj
* Sent. S-'vn.
Rcmon. Seas, cxxxviii. p. 280.
• Svet. dc Vft'J. liv. II. i-Y iii. p. 25r>. Ibid. ch. x p. 505.
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him say in another place,* " that the churches of the Swiss and
Geneva Confession would exclude from their communion a
Semi-Pelagian, and one that should maintain the errors of the
Remonstrants: yet it would not be their design thereby to de
clare this man damned, as if Semi-Pelagianism did damn." It,
therefore, stands well grounded by the sentiment of this minister,
that the doctrine of the Remonstrants may well exclude one
from the particular confederation of the pretended reformed
churches, but not, in general, from the fellowship of God's chil
dren : which shows that these articles are not of the number of
those they call fundamental.
Lastly, the same doctoryf* in his "judgment concerning me
thods," where he labors at the reunion of the Lutherans to those
of his communion, acknowledges, " that in order to stem a tor
rent of Pelagianism which was going to overflow the Low Coun
tries, the Synod of Dort ought to oppose the most rigid and
strict method to this Pelagian relaxation." He adds, " that with
this view she might have imposed on her party the necessity of
maintaining St. Austin's method, and obliged, I do not say all
the members of her society, but, at least, all her doctors,
preachers, and the rest concerned in teaching, yet without lay
ing other churches and other communions under the same obli
gation." Whence it comes that the Synod, so far from binding
all Christians to her tenets, does not even pretend to bind all
her members, but only her preachers and doctors ; which shows
what these grave decisions of the new Reformation are in the
main ; when, after so much boasting the express word of God,
all terminates at last in obliging doctors to teach, by common
agreement, a doctrine which private men are neither obliged to
believe nor profess.
85.—The tenets in debate at Dort were the most popular and the nwst essential

Nor can it be answered that these are dogmas which apper
tain not to the knowledge of the people: for besides that all
dogmas revealed by God are made for the people as well as for
the rest, and there arc certain cases wherein they are not allowed
to be ignorant of them; that which was defined at Dort ought,
above all others, to be a most popular dogma, since it principally
concerned that certainty every body ought to have of hio own
salvation; a dogma, wherein the Calvinists laid the main ibvni
dation of the Christian religion.
86.—The minister Jurieu makes the Synod of Dort act more by policy tha* ti itk.

All the rest of the decisions of Dort, as you have seen, te iding to this dogma of certainty, it was no question of idle spec
ulation, but of practice, which they judged the most necessarf
* SysL dc VE°L liv. ii. ch. iii. p. 249.
t Jug. sur les ninth. Sect, xviii. p|t. 159, 160L
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and of the utmost consequence to religion ; and, nevertheless
M. Jurieu has represented this doctrine not so much as a cap
ital dogma, but as a method they were obliged to follow ; and
not as the most certain neither, but as being " the most rigid."
" In order to stem," says he,* " this torrent of Pelagianism, it
was necessary to expose against it the most rigid and strict
method, and to decide," adds he, " many things to tl# prejudice
of that liberty of disputing pro and con, which always had sub
sisted among the Reformed:" as if this were a political affair,
or that other things were to be considered in Church decisions
than the pure truth revealed by God clearly and expressly in his
word; or, after a full knowledge thereof, it were allowable to
ahift and decline from it.
i

87.—Tliey were ready to bear with Pelagianism

in the

Arminians.

But what this minister teaches in another place, is still more
surprising, since he declares to the Arminians, that it is not
properly Arminianism, but Socinianism, which they reject in
them.j* ™ T h e s e Remonstrants," says he, " ought not to wonder
we offer peace to sects that seem to be of the same mind with
them in respect to the Synod of Dort, and do not offer it to
them. Their Semi-Socinianism will ever be a wall of separation
between them and u s . " Here then is what makes the separa
tion.
* It is because, at this day," proceeds he, " Socinianism
is in the most elevated stations amongst them." It is plainly
seen, were it not for this obstacle, that they might unite with the
Arminians, without concerning themselves for " that torrent of
Pelagianism with which they overflowed the Low Countries,"
nor for the decisions of Dort, nor even for the confederacy of
all Calvinism in favor of the pretended sentiments of St. Austin.
88«—T&« rest of the Mi7iisters are of the same opinion with M. Jurieu.

M. Jurieu is not the only one that has revealed to us this
secret of the party. The minister Matthew Bochart had assured
us before him,£ that, " i f the Remonstrants had only differed
from the rest of the Calvinists in the five points decided at the
Synod of Dort, the difference might have been adjusted," which
he confirms by the opinions of other doctors of the sect, even
with that of the Svnod itself.
39.—The Reformation allows private men to arrogate to themselves more capacity
for understanding sound Doctrine, than all the rest of the Church.

It is true, he says at the same time,§ that although they were
disposed to tolerate, in peaceable and modest individuals senti
ments opposite to those of the Synod, they could not have suf
fered them in the ministers, who ought to be better instructed
than the rest; but this, however,is enough to evince, that these
* Jug. sur les meth. Sec*, xviii. p. 59.
| IK Sect xvi. p. 137
1 Piallact. c. viii. p. 126 &c. }b, 130. lb, 127.
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decisions, " which were opposed against Pelagianism," although
made by the Synod with so great solemnity £.: <d with such fre
quent declarations of their following nothing therein but the pare
and express word of God, are not very material to Christianity ;
and what is more surprising, is, that they hold for modest men
such private persons as, after knowing the decisions of all the
doctors, nay, as speaks Mr. Bochart, " o f all the Churches of
the party as many as there are in Europe," yet believe they are
better able to understand which is sound doctrine, not only than
anyone of these in particular, but even than all of them together.
90.—The Doctors themselves are very much relaxed in the observance of the de

crees of Dort

It is also very certain, that the doctors, in whom sentiments
opposed to those of the Synod were not to be tolerated, are
greatly relaxed in that respect.* The ministers who have writ
ten in latter times, and among others M. Beaulieu, whom we
have seen at Sedan one of the most learned and pacific of them
all, soften as much as they are able the dogma of inamissibility
of justice, and even that of the certainty of salvation ; and two
reasons move them to it: the first is, the dislike of Lutherans
to it, whom they are willing to be united to at any rate; the
second is, the absurdity and impiety discoverable in these tenets
by never so little an inspection. The doctors may, by degrees,
inure themselves to them in consequence of the false principles
they arc imbued with; but plain and sincere people will not
easily be persuaded, that every one of them, to have true faith,
must assure himself he has no damnation to fear, let him com
mit what crimes he pleases ; much less, that he is sure of pre
serving sanctity and grace in such crimes.
As often as our Reformed disclaim these impious tenets, let us
praise God for it, and without more disputing, entreat them only
to consider that the Holy Ghost could not have been in those
that taught thein, ai»d who made a great part of the Reformation
to consist in notions so derogatory to Christian justice.
91.—The Synod of Dort hath done no good, and in sjnte of all its decrees M.
Jurieu is a Pelagian.

This, however, we may conclude from thence : that, after all,
this great Synod has proved quite useless, and neither cured the
people, nor even the pastors, for whom it was principally in
tended, inasmuch as what is called Pelagianism in the Reforma
tion (the thing the Synod resolved to destroy) still stands its
ground ; for 1 ask, who has been cured of this evil ? N o t those
surely who do not believe the Synod ; nor even those who do
believe it; for M. Jurieu, for instance, who is of this last num* The. dc Art. Just part ii. Th. 42, 43. Item. Th. An Homo SOMB nat
ririb., &c. Corol. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & c
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ber, and seems to continue so firm in the confederation, as he
calls it, of the Calvinian Churches against Pelagianism, in re
ality does not disapprove it, since he maintains, as we have seen,
that it s not contrary to piety.* H e is like those Socinians,
who when asked if they believe the eternal divinity of the Son
of God, make no difficulty of answering, they believe it: but
urged f. little further, will tell you, that the contrary belief, in the
main, is neither opposite to piety nor true faith. Such are true
enemies to the Son of God's divinity, since they hold the tenet
for indifferent: M . Jurieu is a Pelagian, and the enemy of
grace, in the same sense.
92.—Another Pelagian saying of the same Minister,
dictions.

and his wretched

contra

In effect, what is the tendency of these words of his, " i n ex
hortation, you must of necessity speak like a P e l a g i a n ? " This
is not the speech of a divine ; for if Pelagianism be a heresy,
and a heresy that renders useless the cross of Jesus Christ, as
has been so much preached even by the Reformation, you can
not keep at too great a distance from it in exhortation, so far
from retaining the least tincture of it.*f
This minister is no less inconsistent when he excuses the P e 
lagians or Semi-Pelagians of the Augsburg Confession, together
with the Arminians, following the same sentiments, under pre
text that, "whilst they are Semi-Pelagians in word and spirit,
they are the disciples of St. Austin in the h e a r t f o r can he be
ignorant that a perverted spirit soon corrupts the heart? Men
must be very closely attached to error when even truth pre
sented does no*l awaken them, nay, presented by a synod made
up of their whole communion.
When therefore M . Jurieu says, on one hand, that Pelagian
ism does not damn; and on the other, that you will " never make
truly pious men of Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians," J though he
be never so subtle a divine, he could not show more clearly that
he does not reflect on what he says, and that, by endeavoring to
save all, he loses all.
93.—This Minister falls back into the excesses of the Reformers relating to thi
cause of Sin.

H e also thinks he has kept clear from that blasphemy which
makes God the author of sin, into which, he pretends, none of
his party has fallen " for this hundred years ; " and he himself
relapses into it in that very book where he pretends to show
they are no longer guilty of it. § F o r after all, whilst you con
tinue to deprive mankind of the liberty of their choice, and be
lieve that free-will subsists together with an entire and inevitable
* S.n. pp. 83,84, 87. | Meth. S e c t x v . p 131. Ibid. Sect xiv. pp. 113,114
t S. n. 83, 34, 87. Meth. S e c t xv. pp. 113, 121.
6 S. n. 6,
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necessity it always will be true that neither nwn, nor prevari
cating angels, could avoid sinning ; and so the s j i s they fell into
are the necessary consequence resulting from those dispositions
their Creator placed them in. N o w M. Jurieu is one of those
who leave this inevitable necessity whole and entire, when he
says, we know nothing of our soul, " only that she thinks," noi
can we define what is requisite " to constitute her free."* H e
owns, therefore, he does not know but it is this inevitable ne
cessity which drags us into evil as well as good, and by that
means sinks into all the excesses of the first Reformers, from
which he boasts that his party has been free a whole age.
T o avoid these terrible inconveniences, you must at least
believe, if not arrived to the comprehension of it, that there is
no admitting, without blasphemy and making God the author of
sin, this invincible necessity which the Remonstrants reproached
the pretended Reformers with, and from which the Synod of
Dort has not justified them.
94.—Connivance of the Synod of Dort, not only at the excesses of the pretended
Reformers, but also at those of the Remonstrants.

And in reality, I observe that nothing is said in any part of
the Synod against these damnable excesses. It was willing to
spare the Reformers and save the beginnings of the Reforma
tion from eternal infamy.
Yet at least it ought not to have extended the like condescen
sion to the Remonstrants, who opposed to the excesses of the
Reformers other no less criminal excesses.
They printed in Holland in 161S, a little before the Synod, a
book under this title—" The State of Controversies in the Low
Countries," j" where it is shown it was the doctrine of the R e 
monstrants that certain accidents might befal God ; that he was
liable to change ; that his prescience of certain events was not
certain ; that he proceeded by discoursing and conjecture in
drawing, as we do, one thing from another; and other the like
numberless errors, wherein the Author sides with those philoso
phers who destroy God's foreknowledge, for fear of lessening
the liberty of man. There it is made appear they went so far
astray as to make God corporeal, to attribute to him three
essences, and the rest that may be learned from that Book,
which is very perspicuous and concise. It was composed in
order to prepare, for the approaching Syn^d, the subject matter
of their deliberations : but none of all these things were men
tioned at it, no more than many others as materially started by
the Remonstrants. The whole care of the Synod was taken up
in preserving those Articles which are peculiar to Calvinism $
* Moth. Sect. pp. 12!), t."»2.
* Snr."M>. f Vntrov. Vc\± o.v Oilit
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and more zeal was exhibited by them for these opinions, than
for the fundamental principles of Christianity.
95.—The Decree of Charenton receiving the Lutherans to Communion.—1631.

The great deference which we have seen was paid to the Lu
therans, prevailed nothing with them in regard to an union, they
still persisting to hold the whole party of the Sacramentarians
for excommunicated. At last the Reformed of France, in theii
national Synod of Charenton, made this memorable decree
wherein they declare, "that the Germans and others following
the Confession of Augsburg, for so much as the Churches of
the Augsburg Confession agree with the others that are reformed
in the fundamental principles and tenets of the true religion, and
that in their worship there is neither idolatry nor superstition,
may, without making abjuration, be received to the holy table,
to contract marriage with the faithful of our Confession, and to
present, as god-fathers, children to baptism, in promising the
Consistory they will never solicit them to act counter, directly
or indirectly, to the doctrine received and professed in our
Churches, but will be contented with instructing them in the
principles wherein we all agree."
96.—The Consequences of this Decree.

In consequence of this decree, they were obliged to say,*
" that the doctrine of the Real Presence, taken in itself, has no
venom in it: that it is neither contrary to piety nor God's hon
or, nor the good of mankind: that although the opinion of the
Lutherans relating to the Eucharist infers, no less than that of
Rome, the destruction of Jesus Christ's humanity, this conse
quence nevertheless cannot be imputed to them without ca
lumny, inasmuch as it is formally rejected by them,"—so that
it is an allowed maxim that, in matters of religion, none ought
to charge on others the consequences they draw from their doc
trine, but only such things as they allow in express terms.
97.—The Calvinists had never advanced so far before.

Never had the Sacramentarians, before this time, made so
great an advance towards the Lutherans. The novelty of this
decree does not consist in saying, that the Real Presence, and
the other disputed points between both parties, do not regard the
fundamentals of salvation ; for it must be owned ingenuously,
that ever since the time of the Conference of Marpurg, that is,
so long ago as the year 1529,"f the Zuinglians offered the Lu
therans to hold them for brethren notwithstanding their doctrine
of the Real Presence ; and never, from that time, did they be
lieve it fundamental, but required that the fraternity should be
mutual, and owned equally on both sides; which being refused
* Dailld Ayol
VOL. ii.
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Aem by Luther, they likewise continued .o disown those fo*
brethren who were so averse to pass the same judgment in thru
favor: whereas, in the Synod of Charenton, it is the Sacramentarians alone that receive the Lutherans into that fellowship,
notwithstanding that they arc held by them for excommunicated.
08,—Memorable date of the Decree of Charenton*

The date of this decree is remarkable ; it was made in 1631,
when the great Gustavus was thundering in Germany, and when
it was currently believed throughout the whole Reformation,
that Rome itself would be soon in the power of the Lutherans
God had otherwise ordained : the year following, this victorious
King was killed at the battle of Lutzcn, aud all the rare disco
veries made concerning him in the prophecies were now to be
retracted.
99.—Great change in controversies by means of this Decree.—It convicts bhe
Calvinists of calumny.

Meanwhile the decree passed, and the Catholics observed the
greatest change imaginable in the doctrine of the Protestants.
In the first place, all that horror they had infused into the
people against the doctrine of the Real Presence appeared man
ifestly unjust and calumnious. The doctors may say what
they please of the matter: but it was the Real Presence on
which the ave*r ion of the people was chiefly bent. This doc
trine had been represented to them, not only as gross and carnal,
but also a* brutal and full of barbarity, whereby men became
Cyclopses saters of human llesh and human blood, parricides
that eat thnir Father and their God. But now, since the decree
of this Synod, it stands confessed, that all these exaggerations
with which the silly vulgar were fascinated for so long a time,
are calumnies; and the doctrine that was made to pass for so
impious and inhuman, has no longer *uiy thing in it that is con
trary to piety.
100.—The literal sense and the PtH Presence necessary.

Thereby even it becomes the most credible and the most ne
cessary ; for the chief reason inducing to wrest the sense of
these words—" Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and
drink his blood,"* and also of these—" Eat, this is my body;
drink, this is my b l o o d , " ! — spiritual and metaphorical mean
ings was, because they seemed to lead to sin by commanding
tc eat human flesh, and to drink human blood : so that St. Aus
tin's rule, of interpreting spiritually what appears to incline to
evil, was here to take place. But at urescnt this reason carries
no longer any the least probability; : U this imaginary crime is
vanished, and nothing prevents taking the words of our Saviour
in their true literal sense.
to

* John vi. 55.

f Matt xxvi. 26, 27, 28.
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T h e people were n u d e to abhor the Catholic doctrine, as a
doctrine that destroyed J e s u s Christ's human nature, and ruined
the mystery of his ascension. But they must no longer be
affrighted at these consequences, since the denial of them suf
ficiently acquits whosoever denies them.
101.—The chief argument in behalf of the rupture rendered

frivolous.

These horrors thus raised in the minds of the people were,
to speak the truth, the real cause of their departure from the
Church
Read in all the acts of the pretended martyrs the
cause for which they suffered, and you will find everywhere, that
it was for the doctrine opposite to the Real Presence. Consul
a Melancthon, a Sturmius, a Peucer, all the rest that were
against condemning the doctrine of the Zuinglians—you wil
find their chief reason to be, because it was for this doctrine
that such a number of the faithful laid down their lives in France
and England. These wretched martyrs persuaded themselves,
in dying for this doctrine, they died for a fundamental point of
faith and piety; at present this doctrine is innocent, and excludes
none from the sacred table, nor from the kingdom of heaven.
4

102.—The hatred of the People turned against Transubstantiation,
of much less importance.

a thing

T o preserve in the hearts of the people their aversion to the
Catholic doctrine, it was requisite to turn it on another object
than the Real Presence. Transubstantiation is now the great
crime : there is now no manner of difficulty in admitting Jesus
Christ really present; in admitting one and the same body in
different places at once ; in admitting the entire body in every
crumb of bread: the grand error consists in taking the bread
away : what regards Jesus Christ is of small importance ; what
regards the bread is alone essential.
103.—Jesus Christ no longer adorable in the Eucharist, as formerly
Protestants.

believed by

All the maxims, till then held for unquestionable, regarding
the adoration of J e s u s Christ, are now changed. Calvin and
the rest of them had demonstrated, that where\ <er Jesus Christ,
so adorable an object, was held present by so spe *ial a Presence
as that acknowledged in the Eucharist, it was not lawful to with
hold that adoration wliich is due unto him. But now, Jesus
Christ's Presence in any place is not enough to make him be
adored in it; he must command it, he m u s t declare his will,
in order to be adored in such and such a state
otherwise, as
much God as he is, he will meet with no worship from us. More
than this, he must show himself: " i f the body of Jesus Christ
be in a place insensibly, and in a manner imperceptible to all
• ConL Westp. Cont Hephu. Dial. Du Zvlinisk Boch. sur le syu, de Cha. i
p. 24. Ejusd. Dial, part ii. cap. vii Sedani, p. V..
41
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the senses, he does not oblige us to worship hin in such a place."
His word does not suffice, it is necessary he should be s e e n :
you may hear the voice of the king never so much ; if you see
hi:n not with your own eyes, you owe him no respect, or, a
least, he must declare expressly it is his intention to be honored:
otherwise you should behave as in his absence. Were it the
case of an earthly king, none would question paying him what
is his due the moment it is known where he i s ; but thus to
honor the King of heaven would be idolatry, and it would be to
be feared lest he should take the worship to be given to another
than himself.
104.—Interior Acts of Adoration are tolerated in the Lutherans, and the exterior,
which are hut the tokens of than, rejected.

But here is a device that is new and surprising. T h e Lu
theran, who believes J e s u s Christ present, shall receive him as
his God ; shall put his trust in him, shall invoke h i m ; and the
Synod of Charenton decides, "their is neither idolatry, nor su
perstition in his worship:" but if he make any perceptible act
of adoration, he idolizes ; that is to say, it is allowable to have
the substance of adoration, which is the interior sentiment, but
not allowable to testify it; and you become an idolater in making
appear, by some posture of respect, the sense of that truly sacrec
veneration you have in your heart.
I Of),—Frivolous

Answer.

" B u t the reason of this is," say they,* " b e c a u s e , should the
Lutheran adore J e s u s Christ in the Eucharist, who is there to
gether with the bread, there would be danger lest the adoration
should be referred to the bread alike as to J e s u s Christ; or,
however, lest some should think the intention was to refer it s o : "
no question, when the wise nieii adored Jesus Christ, either in
his crib, or in a cradle, it was to be feared lest they should wor
ship, together with J e s u s Christ, either the crib or the cradle ; or
in line, lest the Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph should take them
for worsluppers of the cradle rather than of the divine infant lying
in it. These were the subtleties introduced by the decree of
Charenton.
I0G.— Ubiquity

tolerated.

Moreover, the doctrine of Ubiquity, which had been accounted,
and with reason, alike by the Sacrameutarians and by Catholics,
a most monstrous doctrine, confounding both natures of J e s u s
Christ, becomes the doctrine of the Saints.
For you are not to imagine that the defenders of this doctrine
were expected out of the union: the Synod speaks in general
of the churches of the Augsburg Confession, whereof it is well
knowi the greatest part are Ubiquitarians, and the ministers as*
* Dial, du Min. B« ^h. sur le syn. de Cha. i. p 24.
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mure us,* Ubiquity hath nothing mortal in it, though it destroys*
more expressly than ever Eutychianism did, the human nature
of our Lord.
107.—Nothing but the external Worship is looked upon as important*

In a word, little account is made of every thing that causes
no alteration in the worship, even in the external worship: for
the belief, which you may have interiorly, is n:> obstacle to com
munion * i d l i n g but the respect you shrw externally makes
the si..; and tin's is wnat we are brought to by those who are
a ways preaching to us adoration in spirit and in truth.
108.—The foundation of Piety formerly acknowledged by them, is changed.

It plainly appears, without needing my intimation, that after
the Synod of Charenton, neither the inamissibility of justice, not
the certainty of salvation, are any longer a necessary foundation
of piety, since the Lutherans are admitted to communion with
the contrary doctrine.
109.—The dispides about Predestination concern not the Substance of Religion.

N o more must they speak to us of absolute predestination and
absolute decrees as of a fundamental article, since they cannot
deny, according to M. Jurieu, " but then* is piety in those great
communions of Protestants, wherein both absolute decrees and
grace of itself efficacious, are so roughly handled." The same
minister is agreed, " that the Protestants of Germany make the
foreknowledge of our faith enter into that gratuitous love whereby
God has loved us in Jesus Christ." Thus the decree of predestinaton will not be an absolute decree, and independent of all
foreknowledge, but a conditional decree, including the condition
of our future faith; and this is what M. Jurieu does not condemn.!
!10.—Two other remarkable Novelties ensuing from the Decree of Charenton.

But here are the two most remarkable novelties which the
decree of Charenton has introduced into the pretended Reforma
tion : first, the dispute on fundamental points; and secondly,
the dispute on the nature of the Church.
111.—Distinction of fundamental

Points, and the inevitable perplexity of our
Reformed.

As to fundamental points, the Catholics thus argued with them
If the Real Presence, if Ubiquity, if so many other important
points, contested for more than an age between the Lutherans
and Calvinists, be not fundamental, why should those be more
so on which you dispute with the Church of Rome ? Does not
she believe the Trinity, the Incarnation, the whole Creed ? Has
she laid any other foundation than Jesus Christ? All you ob
ject against her, on this head, in order to sho v that she has an*
other, are so many consequences which she denies, and which,
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according to your own principles, ought not to be imputed tc
her. Wherein, then, do yoti place precisely what is fundamental
in religion i" T o relate here all they have said concerning fun
damental points, some one way, some another, and the greatest
part confessing that it is all a mystery to them, and a tiling rather
to be felt than explained, were an endless task, and involving
one's self with them in a labyrinth from whence there is no exit.
112.—They are forced to own that the Church of Rome is a true
wherein one may be saved.

Church,

T h e other disp itc was not less important: for this principle
being once established by them, that those who retain the prin
cipal foundations of faith, however separated in communion, are,
in the main, the same Church and the same society of God's
cmldren, worthy of his holy table and his kingdom, the Catholics
demand how they can be excluded from this Church and from
eternal salvation? For now it will no longer serve their turn to
say, the Church of Rome is a Church excluding the whole world,
and which the whole world ought to exclude: for you see the
Lutherans, who exclude the Calvinists, are not excluded. It is
this which has produced this new system of the Church which
makes so great a noise, and wherein, after all, they carihot but
comprehend the Chun h of R o m e .
v

113.—The Conference of ( 7m«/, where the Lutherans of Rintel come to an
Agreement with the Calvinists of Marpurg.

The Protestants of Germany have not been in all places alike
inexorable in regard of the Calvinists. In 1 6 6 1 , a conference
was held at Cassel between the Calvinists of Marpurg and the
Lutherans of Rintel, where both parties entered into a brotherly
fellowship. I own this union was without consequence in the
other parts of Germany, and I have not been able to discover
what even was the consequence of it between the contracting
parties: but in the agreement there was one important article
not to be forgotten.
114—Important article of this Agreement relating
charistic Bread,

to the breaking of the En

The Calvinists reproached the Lutherans that, in the celebra
tion of the Eucharist, they omitted the breaking of the bread
which had a divine institution.* It is the current doctrine of
Calvinism, that the breaking makes part of the Sacrament as
being a symbol of that body broken which J e s u s would give
to his disciples ; that for this reason it was practised by Jesus
Christ, that it is of precept, and comprehended by our Saviour
in this ordinance, Do ye this." This is what was maintained
by the Calvinists of Marpurg, and denied by the Lutherans of
Rintel. They nevertheless united, each side persisting in their
44
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sentiments; and it was said by those of Marpurg, " That the
breaking did not appertain to the essence, but only to the in
tegrity of the Sacrament, as being necessary thereto by thfl
example and commandment of Jesus Christ, so that the Luther
ans, without breaking the bread, had nevertheless the substance
of the Supper, and both parties might mutually tolerate each other."
115.—Demonstration in favor of Communion under one kind,

A minister, who answered a treatise concerning Coi imunion
under both kinds, has examined this conference which was ob
jected against them: the fact passed for unquestionable, and the
minister agreed that the breaking of the bread, although com
manded by Jesus Christ, did not appertain to the essence, but
only to the integrity of the Sacrament.* Here, then, have we
the essence of the Sacrament manifestly separated from the di
vine precept, and reasons have been found to dispense with that
which they said was commanded by Jesus Christ: after which
[ do not see how they can urge the precept of receiving under
both kinds ; forasmuch that as though we were agreed Jesus
Christ had commanded the receiving of them, we should still
be admitted to examine whether this divine commandment re
garded the essence, or only the integrity.
116.—Present state of Controversies in Germany,

The present state of controversies in Germany between the
Lutherans and Calvinists may be likewise seen in the same con
ference ; where it will be perceived, that the constant doctrine
of the divines of the Augsburg Confession is, that grace is uni
versal ; that it is resistible; that it is amissible; that predesti
nation is conditional, and presupposes the foreknowledge of our
faith; lastly, that the grace of conversion is annexed to an action
purely natural, and depending on our own strength, namely, on
our carefulness to hear sermons :f which the learned Beaulieu
confirms by many testimonies, to which we could add many
others, were not the thing past dispute, as might have been seen
by the testimony of M. Jurieu,J and had we not spoken of this
matter already.
117.—The relaxation of the principles of the Lutherans give occasion to those
of Cameron and of his disciples, touching Universal Grace.

Accordingly, one may have seen in this history, how Melanc
thon had softened, among the Lutherans, that extreme rigoi
wherewith Luther maintained absolute and particular decrees,
and how unanimously it is taught amongst them, that God wills
seriously and sincerely the salvation of all men ; that he offers
them Jesus Christ as their redeemer; that he calls them to him
* TraitS de Communion sons ICB deux Especes. part ii. ch. xii. La Roq.
Rep. part ii. ch. xvii. p. 307. f Thcs. de q. An hom. in stat. pecc solie nat
tiribUB, &c. Th. x x « . et aeq.
f S. n. 109. S. I. viii. n. 48, et sec*
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by preaching and the promises of his gospel; and that l i s Spirit
is over ready to be efficacious in them, if they do but hearken
to his word; that, finally, it is attributing to God two contrary
wills, to say on one side, he. proposes his gospel to all mankind ;
and on the other, that he will save but a very small number of
them.* In consequence of that complaisance, still continued
in behalf of the Lutherans, John Cameron of Scotland, a famous
miuistei; and Professor of Divinity in the Academy of Saumur,
there taught an universal vocation and grace, declared in behalf
of all mankind by the wonders of God's works, by his word, and
the Sacraments. This doctrine of Cameron was strenuously
and ingeniously defended by his disciples Amiraud and Testard,
professors of divinity in the same town. This entire Academy
embraced it: D u Moulin put himself at the head of the con
trary party, and engaged in this sentiment the Academy of Sedan,
where he ruled uncontrolled ; and in our days we have seen the
whole Reformation divided in France, with much warmth, be
tween Saumur and Sedan. In spite of the censures of the
Synods, which suppressed the doctrine of universal grace, yet
without qualifying it as heretical or erroneous, the most learned
ministers undertook to defend it. Daille made its apology, to
which Blondel put a preface very much to the advantage of the
abettor of this sentiment; and universal grace triumphed even
in Sedan, where the minister Beaulieu taught it in our days.
118.—Whether Universal Grace be contrary to the Synod of Dort

It had not equal success out of this kingdom, particularly in
Holland, where it was judged opposite to the Synod of Dort.
But on the contrary, Blondel and Daille showed,! that the di
vines of Great Britain and Bremen had maintained in the Synod
"an universal will and intention" of saving all mankind, a suffi
cient grace given to all; a grace without which one could not
renew in himself God's image. This is what these divines had
publicly declared in the Synod, nor did they merit the less for it
the praises and congratulations of this whole assembly.
119.—Decree passed at Geneva against Universal Grace, ami the question re
solved by the Magistrate,—Helvetic
Formulary.—1669-1671.

Geneva, ever attached to Calvin's rigorous propositions, was
very averse to this Universality, which nevertheless was carried
into its very bowels by the French ministers. Every family was
now in contention for or against it, when the Magistrate inter
posed. From the court of Twenty-five it was carried to that
of the Two Hundred. These Magistrates did not blush to
* S. i. viii. n. 2-2, et eq. Kp\t Tit. de pned. Cone. p. 617. Solida repetit
Cod. T i t p. 804.
t DalL Apol. Tract, part ii. Blond. A c t audi, viii
et acq. p. 77. Jud. The. Mag. Brit do Art. ii. inter. A c t 8yn. Doid. pari
o. p. 287. Jud. Brum. Ibid. p. 113, et seq.
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make their pastors and professors enter into a dispute before them,
and set themselves up as judges in a question of the most re
fined theology.
Powerful recommendations came from tht
Swiss in behalf of particular grace against universal grace;
a rigorous decree was issued in condemnation of the latter.
They published the formulary of a divine which the Swiss ap
proved, wherein the system of universal grace was declared
" not a little remote from the sound doctrine revealed in Scrip
ture ;" and that nothing might be wanting to it, the sovereign
magistrate commanded that all doctors, ministers, and professors,
should subscribe the formulary in these words : Thus do I
believe ; thus do I profess ; thus will I teach." This is no sub
mission of polity and order, it is a pure act of faith enjoined by
the secular authority; this is what the Reformation ends in,
subjecting the Church to the world, learning to ignorance, and
faith to the magistrate.
u

120.—Another decision of the Helvetic Formulary concerning the Hebrew text^
which the learned of the party laugh at.— Variation in regard to the Vulgate.
7

This Helvetic formulary had also another clause, wherein, not
concerning themselves with the Septuagint, nor the Targums,
nor the original Samaritan, nor with any of the old interpreters,
nor any of the ancient readings, they canonized even the points
of the Hebrew text, such as we now have it, declaring it un
tainted with any even the least faults of the transcriber, and clear
from all injuries of time. The authors of this decree were not
sensible how egregiously they exposed themselves to the laughter
of all learned men, even of their own communion; but they
adhered to the old maxims of the Reformation, then but igno
rant. They were vexed that the readings of the Vulgate, for
merly taken by them for so many falsifications, were daily more
and more approved by the learned of the party; and by fixing
the original text, such as it is at this time, they thought to rid
themselves of the necessity of tradition, never reflecting that,
under the name of the Hebrew text, instead of ecclesiastic tra
ditions, and that of the ancient Synagogue, thev consecrated
those even of the Rabbins.
121.—Other decisions of Geneva and the Swiss how much condemned by Jtf.
Claude.

Another decree passed also at Geneva concerning Faith in
1675, wherein was confirmed that of 1649, whereby they added
two new Articles to the Confession of Faith; the first, import
ing "that the imputation of Adam's sin was anterior to corrup
tion ;" the second, "that, in the economy of the divine decrees
the sending of Jesus Christ is after the decree of election."
They ordered that all those w 10 should refuse to subscribe these
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two new articles of Faith, should he excluded .nd deposed from
the ministry and all ecclesiastical functions.
This decision was judged very odd ev m in the pcrty, and
Turretin, minister and professor at Geneva, was greatly up
braided for it by 31. Claude,* as appears by a letter of this
minister dated the twentieth of June, 1675, which Lewis du
Moulin, son to the minister Peter du Moulin, and uncle to the
minister Jurieu, caused to be printed.
M. Claude complains in this letter,! "that the Swiss were
solicited to draw up a Formulary conformable to that of Geneva,
containing the same points and the same restrictions, in order
to be added to their Confession of Faith :" and it is plain from
a remark of Du Mo'ilin, inserted in the same letter,J that the
Swiss had in fact struck this stroke which M. Claude judged
so terrible.
Nevertheless, the same minister maintains that it is not law
ful to add thus§ " new articles of Faith to those of his Confes
sion ; and that it is dangerous to remove the ancient landmarks
w h i c h have been set by our fathers."||
I would to God oui
Reformed had always had before their eyes this maxim of
the wise man, which they so fn quently are obliged to return
to, in order to terminate the divisions they see daily breed
ing in the midst of them ! M. Claude proposes it to those
of Geneva,IT and is astonished that this Church " should thus
make new articles of Faith and new laws of preaching :" he
makes bold to say,** that acting in this manner is sett ng up
gods of their own, and breaking unity with all the ( hurches
which are not of their own opinion : to wit " with tJio>e of
France, with those of England, with those of Poland, of Prussia,
and G e r m a n y t h a t the matter in hand is not of mere disci
pline, in which Churches may be allowed to vary, but that it in
separating themselves i n f t " points of doctrine unalterable in
their nature, which they cannot, with a good conscience, teach
differently :" so that this is not only " setting up for themselves
a particular ministry," but also sowing " the seeds of a fatal
division" in faith itself, and, in short, " shutting their hearts"
against other Churches.
If now one should be desirous to know to what length Geneva
carried her rigor, he will be informed from the same letter :J1
for it specifies, " that the signing of the articles was exacted
with an inconceivable seventy, and exacted even from those
who came to Geneva to be ordained with the design of serving
elsewhere ; that the same necessity of subscription was la il on
* Faerie. Ep. 1676, pp. 83, 94.
f Ibid. p. 95.
J P. 101.
§ bid.
p. 15.
|| Prov. xxii. 28.
If Fascir. Ep. p. 89.
++ Pp. 90, 91, 98,
103.
ft Ibid. pp. 93, 100.
Fascic. Ep. pp. 94,
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them as on those of Geneva itself; that it was exacted with the
same rigor from pastors already received, notwithstanding they
had already grown old in the abors of the ministry:" and this,
says M. Claude,* " is, as much as in them lies, wresting every
where the cure from those that are of different opinions, namely,
from all the rest of the Churches, and condemning thernselve3,
as having hitherto maintained as unjust peace with peoplo agah st
'v"iom they ought to have declared war."
All these remonstrances were of no effect; the church of
Geneva stood firm, no less than that of the Swiss, both of them
in the notion that their determinations were grounded on the
word of G o d : which still continues to make it manifest that,
under the covert of this word, it is his own conceits every man
pays worship to ; and if they have no other principle whereby
to agree in the sense of this word, there never will be amongst
their Churches any other than a political and exterior union,
such as subsists with those of Geneva, who in the main have
broken off from all the rest; and in order to find something
fixed, it is necessary, after M. Claude's example, thai they
should be brought back to this maxim of the wise man, not
to remove the landmarks set them by their forefathers ;"f that
is, they must hold to the decisions already made by those in
matters of faith.
44

122.—The Test Act in England; therein the English approach to our senti
ments, and only, through manifest error, condemn the Church of Rome.

The famous Test well deserves a place in this history, foras
much as it was one of the principal acts of Religion in Eng
land. The parliament held at London in 167S, passed an Act
enjoining the following declaration.
1 , A. B. do solemnly
and sincerely, in the presence of God, profess, testify, and de
clare, that I do believe that in the Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper there is not any transubstantiation of the elements of
bread and wine into the body and blood of Christ, at or after
the consecration, by any person whatsoever ; and that the in
vocation cr adoration of the Virgin Mary, or any other saint,
and the sacrifice of the Mass, as they are now used in the
Church of Rorpe, are superstitious and idolatrous, &c." The
particulars to be observed in this Profession of Faith, are first,
that it only attacks Transubstantiation and not the Real Presence,
wherein it follows the amendment which J Hzabeth had made
in the Reformation of Edward the Sixth, l u c r e are only added
to it these words, "at or after the Consecration," which mani
festly allow the belief of the Real Presence before the manducation, since they exclu le nothing, as is plain, but the sole
cnange of substance.
4 4
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Thus., a good English Protestant, without blemish to his reli
gion or conscience, may believe that the body ana olood of
Jesus Chris"; are really and substantially present in the bread
and wine immediately after consecration. If the Lutherans be
lieved as much, it is certain they would adore him. Neither do
the English place any obstacle to it in their T e s t : and as they
receive the Eucharist kneeling, nothing hinders their acknowl
edging and worshipping Jesus Christ there present, in the samv
spirit that we do : after this, tc cavil with us about Transubstantiation, is a proceeding little worthy of them.
In the following words of the Test, Jae Invocation, or as they
call it, the Adoration of the Blessed Virgin and the saints, with
the sacrifice of the Mass, are condemned as acts of "supersti
tion and idolatry:" not absolutely, but "as they are now used
in the church of Rome." Rut the reason of this was, that the
English are too well versed in antiquity to be ignorant, that the
Fathers of the fourth century (to ascend no higher at present)
did invoke the Blessed Virgin and the saints. They know that
St. Gregory of Nazianzum approves expressly, in the mouth of
a martyr, that piety which moved her to beg of the Blessed
Virgin,." that she would assist a Virgin engaged in danger."*
They know that all the Fathers have made, and solemnly ap
proved in their Homilies, the like invocations addressed to saints;
nay, in respect of them, have even used the word Invocation.^
As for that of adoration, they know likewise, it is equivocal no
less among the holy Fathers than in Scripture ; and does not
always signify, rendering to a person divine honors; and for
his reason also St. Gregory of Nazianzum made no difficulty,
in many places, of saying that the relies of the martyrs were
adored, and that God did net disdain to confirm such an adora
tion by miracles. The English are too well read in antiquity
to be ignorant of this doctrine and these practices of the ancient
Church, and bear her too great a veneration to accuse her of
superstition and idolatry : it is this which makes them use this
restriction, which we observe in their Test, and suppose, in the
church of Rome, a kind of invocation and adoration different
from that of the Fathers, because they were very sensible, with
out this precaution, the Test would be no more subscribed with
%tfoodconscience by the learned Protestants than by Catholics.
Nevertheless it is certain, as to the fact, that we demand
nothing of the saints but the partnership of their prayers, no mon.
thar. the ancit nts did : and that we honor nothing in the r relic?
but what they honored in them. If we sometimes entrea* the
Saints, not to pray, hut to give and act, the learned among th'
* Ornt. in. Cyn. Basil. Oral, in Mam.
f Grojr. Nyjw. Orat in Thee.
Ajuk. fcierm. dt. ti. Vit. Gieg. Na*. Oral, hi Ji»L in Machah.
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English will agree that the ancients have done it like us,* and
I/K6 us have understood it in that sense which attroutes favors
leceived, not only to the Sovereign that distributes them but
also to the intercessors who obtain them : so that there never
will be found any real difference between the ancients, whom
the English will not condemn and us, whom they do condemn,
but through mistake, and by laying to our charge what we do
not believe.
I say the same of the sacrifice of Mass. The English are
better skilled in antiquity than to be ignorant that in all times
the same gifts were offered to God, in the sacred mysteries and
the celebration of the Eucharist, as were afterwards distributed
to the people, and that these were offered to him no less for the
dead than for the living. The ancient Liturgies containing the
form of this oblation, as well in the east as west, are in the hands
of every one, and the English are far from accusing them either
of superstition or idolatry. There is then a way of offering
to God the Eucharistic sacrifice for the living and the dead,
which the Protestant Church of England judges neither super
stitious nor idolatrous : and if they reject the Roman Mass, it
is by supposing that it is different from that of the ancients.
But this difference is none at a l l ; one drop of water is not
more like another, than the Roman Mass is like, as to its essence
and substance, to the Mass which the Greeks and the rest of
Christians received from their forefathers. For which reason
the church of Rome, when she admits them to her communion,
does not prescribe another Mass to them. Thus the Roman
Church has not, in the main, another sacrifice than that which,
by the confession of the English Protestants themselves, was
offered in the east and west ever since the beginning of
Christianity.
Hence it clearly follows that the Roman doctrine, as well
concerning Invocation and Adoration, as the sacrifice of the
Mass, is no otherwise condemned in the Test, than by presup
posing that Rome receives these things in another sense, and
practises them in another spirit, than that of the Fathers ; which
visibly is not s o : so that readily, and without alleging further
reasons, we may say, that abrogating the Test would be nothing
else but abrogating a notorious calumny fixed on the Church
of Rome.
* Greg. Naz. Ormt funeb. Ath. et Basil, &&
•OI»iu
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XV.

[ Variations in the Article of the Creed: I believe the Holy Catholic Chu/ch.The unshaken steadiness of the Church of Rome.]
A brief Summary.—An account of the Variations relating to the subject ol
the Church.—She is naturally owned to be Visible.—The difficulty of
showing where the Church was, forced men upon the device of an Invis
ible one.—The perpetual Visibility of it necessarily confessed.—Divera
means of saving the Reformation under this supposihon.—The state of the
question, as, by the disputes of the Ministers Claude and Jurieu, it stance
at present.—They are at length forced to own that salvation may be still
had in the Church of Rome, as well as before the pretended Reformation.
—Stiange Variations, and the Confessions of Faith despised.—Advantages
yielded to Catholics on the necessary foundation of Jesus Christ's promises
in favor of perpetual Visibility.—'I he Church owned to be infallible.—•
Her sentiments acknowledged to be an infallible rule of Faith.—Vair
exceptions.—All the proofs against the infallible authority of the Churcr
brought to nothing by the Ministers.—Evidence and simplicity of the
Catholic doctrine with regard to the Church.—The Reformation for
sakes her first groundwork, by owning that Faith is not formed on the
Scriptures.—Consent of the Ministers Claude and Jurieu on this tenet.—
Unheard of absurdities of the new system concerning the Church, but ne
cessary to defend themselves against the objections of the Catholics.—The
uniformity and constancy of the Catholic Church opposed to the Varia
tions of the Protestant Churches.—Abridgment of this fifteenth Book,—
Conclusion of the whole Work.
1.—The cause of Variations, in Protestant Churches, is their want of a trut
notion of what the Church is.

As, after observing the pernicious effects of a distemper on
man's body, the cause of it is diligently inquired into, in order
to apply specific remedies : in like manner, after seeing that
perpetual instability of Protestant Churches, (the disastrous dis
temper of Christendom,) the prime source thereof ought to be
traced out, to the end that a suitable relief, if possible, may be
afforded. T h e cause of those variations, which we have ob
served in separate societies, is the r not having known the au
thority of the Church, the promises she has received from heaven,
nor, in short, so much as what the Church is. F o r that was
the fixed point, in which all the steps they were to take ought
to centre ; and by deviating from this, heretics, cither curious or
ignorant, have been bewildered in the mazes of h.iman reason
ing, abandoned to their resentments, to their particular passions;
.he very reason they did but walk groping even in their confes
sions of faith, and could not shun falling under the two inconve
niences specified by St. Paul concerning fahse teachers ; one
of which is " to be condemned by their own judgment
and
the other, " t o be ever learning, and never able to come to the
knowledge of the truth."t
fe.—The Catholic Church ever knea herself and never varied in her Decmon%

This original cause of the instability o ' the pretended Refor+ Tit. nl U.
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mation has appeared through the whole series of this work: bu.
it is time to observe it with particular attention, by showing, in
the confused sentiments of our separated brethren, relating to
the article of the Church, the variations which have cauiod all
the rest: after that we shall finish this discourse, by showing a
quite contrary procedure in the Catholic Church, which, from
well knowing what she was through the grace of Christ Jesus
has always so well delivered herself at the very first in all ques
tions that arose, in order to ascertain the faith of Christians, tha
there never happened a necessity, I do not say of varying but
of deliberating anew, or of departing in the least tittle from the
first plan.
v

3.—Doctrine of the Catholic Church concerning the Article of the Church*—
Four points essential and inseparable one from the other.

The doctrine of the Catholic Church consists in four points
whose connexion is inviolable :* the first, that the Church is
visible; the second, that she is perpetual; the third, that the
truth of the Gospel is always professed therein by the whole
society; the fourth, that it is unlawful to depart from her doc
trine : which is as much as to say, in other terms, that she is
infallible.
The first point is grounded on a certain fact: which is, that
the word Church always signifies in Scripture, and, therefore,
in the common language of the faithful, a visible society: Ca
tholics take this for granted, and it was necessary for Protestants
to assent to it, as will appear hereafter.
The second point, that the Church is perpetual, is not less
certain, it being grounded on Jesus Christ's promises agreed on
by all parties.
Hence the third point is inferred most clearly, that the truth is
professed always by the society of the Church; for the Church
being no otherwise visible than by the profession of the truth, it
follows, that if she be always, and always be visible, she cannot
but always teach and profess the truth of the Gospel: from
whence the fourth point is as clear!/ deduced, that it is not allow
able to say the Church is in error, nor to forsake her doctrine;
and all this is founded on the promise allowed by all parties,
since, in fine, the same promise, which makes the Church be
always, makes her always be in that state which the word Church
implies; consequently always visible, and always teaching the
truth. Nothing is more simple, more clear, nor more coherent
•han this doctrine.
I —Sentiments of the Protestants touching the perpetual visibilu y of the Church
—The Confession of Augsburg.

S > clear is this doctrine, that Protestants could not deny i t ;
* Conf. avec M. CL p. 13, et sea.
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• o clearly does it condemn them, that they durst no own it
wherefore, their whole thoughts were bent on perplexing it, noi
were they able to avoid falling into the contradictions I am abou
to relate.
Let us, in the first place look into their confessions of faith;
and to begin with that of Augsburg,* which is the first, and as
it were the foundation of all the rest,—the article concerning thf
Church was thus delivered by it: W e teach that there is
holy Church which must eternally subsist." What now is tha*
Church whose duration is eternal 1 The following words explain
it: The Church is the assembly of saints wherein the Gospel
;s rightly taught, and the sacraments rightly administered."
Here maybe seen three fundamental truths. First, "that
the Church subsist always:" there is then an inviolate succes
sion. Second, Inat she is essentially compounded of pastors
and people, the administration of the sacraments and preaching
of the word entering into her very definition. Third* that the
word and sacraments are not only therein administered, but
rightly administered, recte, as they ought to be :" which also
enters into the essence of a Church, since it is placed, as we see,
in her definition.
4 4
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5.—This doctrine owned by Protestants is the subversion of their Reformation,
and the source of their perplexities.

Now, this being admitted, the question is, how they can possiblv accuse the Church of error, either in doctrine or in administration of the sacraments ; for, could that happen, the definition
of the Church wherein is placed not only preaching, but true
preaching of the Gospel, and not only administration, but the
right administration of the sacraments, would he false ; and if
that cannot happen, the Reformation, which accused the Church
of error, carried in her very title her own condemnation.
Observe well the difficulty : for this was the first source, in
the Protestant Churches, of those contradictions we shall discovc! in them; but contradictions, which the remedies thej
•hought to find for the defect of their original, made them but
plunge the deeper into. In the meanwhile, till the series of
*-*cts lead us to these fruitless remedies, let us endeavo:
thoroughly to make known the evil.
6.-* What it was precisely that the Protestants did oblige themselves to by thii
Doctrine.

On this foundation of the seventh article of the Confession
o Augsburg, the Lutherans were asked, what it was they came
to reform ?
The Church of Rome," said they. But have \OM
any other Church wherein the doctrine yrjr would establish is
professed? It was a fiict incontestable that taey could nhow
f
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none. Where was then that Church, in which, by your seventh
article, the true preaching of God's word, and the right adminis
tration of the sacraments, were always to subsist ? T o name
some doctors here and there, and from time to time, who, as
you pretend, have taught your doctrine, allowing the fact proved,
yet would be nothing to the purpose: for it was a body of a
Church you were to show, a body wherein truth was preached*
and wherein the sacraments were administered; by consequence,
a body compounded of pastors and of people; a body, in thiir
respect, always visible. This is what must be shown, and, con
sequently, there must be shown in this body a manifest succes
sion both of doctrine and of ministry.
7.—Perpetual Visibility of the Church Confirmed by the Apology of the
Augsburg Confession.

At the recital of the seventh article of the Confession of
Augsburg, the Catholics found fault with their defining the
Church " the assembly of s a i n t s a n d said, that sinners and
hypocrites, who are united to the Church by the external bands,
ought not to be excluded from their unity. Melancthon ac
counted for this doctrine in the Apology,* and it is not impos
sible that might be a dispute as much about words as things.
out without stopping at this, let us but observe, they persisted
to sayf that the Church was always to last, and to last always
visible, preaching and the sacraments being essential to her
for let us hear how they speak : J *• The Catholic Church is no
an exterior society of certain nations, but it is men dispersed
all over the universe, who have the same sentiments with regard
to the Gospel, who have the same Christ, the same Holy Ghost,
and the same Sacraments." And still more expressly a little
after,§ ** We never have dreamed that the Church was a Pla
tonic city not to be found on earth ; we say that the Church ex
ists, that in it there are true believers, and men truly just spread
over all the universe; we add to this, its marks, the pure Gos
pel, and the Sacraments, and it is such a Church that is properly
the pillar of truth." Here, then, at least, unquestionably is a
Church very really existing ; very really visible, wherein sound
doctrine is very really preached, and the Sacraments very really
administered as they ought to b e ; for, as they subjoin, the
kingdom of Jesus Christ cannot subsist but with the word and
lacramcnls, so that where they are not, there can be no Church.^
H.—How they endeavored to make this Doctrine consist with the necessity 0/ e
Reformation.

Notwithstanding, many human traditions, said they, had crep
into the Church, whereby sound doctrine and the right admin* Apol. Tit. de Ecc. p. 144.
f Ibid. pp. 145, 14B.
t Ibid.
§ Ihid.p 43.
j| Ibi.p. 156.
vor.. 11.
21*
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istration of the sacraments was changed; and this was what
they would reform. But if those human traditions were turned
in the Church into articles of faith, where could be that purity
of the word and doctrine, without which she could not subsist 1
Here the thing was to be palliated, and accordingly they said.*
as has been seen, that their design was not to combat against
* the Catholic Church, nor even the Church of Rome, nor tr
maintain opinions which the Church had condemned ;" that the
matter in debate was no more than some few abuses brought
into the Church without any certain authority ; nor was that to
be +aken for the doctrine of the Church of Rome, which was
approved of only by the Pope, some cardinals, some bishops,
and some monks.
To hear the Lutherans speak thus, one might think they did
not impugn the received dogmas, but some particular opinions
only, and some few abuses lately crept in without authority.
This but little suited with those outrageous invectives of sacri
lege and idolatry, with which they filled the whole universe,
much less with an open rupture. Hut the fact is certain, and
by these smooth words they endeavored to salve the inconsist
ency of owning corruption in the tenets of the Church, after hav
ing made a pure preaching of the truth essential to her.
4

9.—The perpetual Visibility confirmed in the Articles of Smalcald by the pro
mises of Jesus Christ.

This immutability and perpetual duration of sound doctrine
was confirmed in the articles of Smalcald,f subscribed by the
whole Lutheran party, explaining those words of our Saviour:
" On this rock will I build my Church," namely, said they, " on
this ministry of the profession made by Peter." Thereunto
preaching, and true preaching, was therefore necessary, withou
which they owned the Church could not subsist.
tO.—The Saxonic Confession* in trhieh they begin to spy out the difficulty with
out departing from the precedent doctrine.

Now we are upon the subject of the doctrine of the Lutheran
Churches, the Saxonic Confession, known to be Melancthon's,
opportunely presents itself. In it is acknowledged that " there
is always some true Church; that the promises tn" God, who
hath promised her duration, are immutable ; that ihey speak
not of the Church as of a Platonic idea, but point out a Church
which is seen and heard; an'", that she is visible in this life, and
is the assembly which emb/aces the Gospel of Christ Jesus,
and which has the true use of the Sacraments, in which God
operates efficaciously by the ministry of the Gospe and wherein
many are regenerated."^
* S. lib. iii. n. 59.
t Art Smal. Concord, p. M&.
t Cap. de Ecc. Syn. Gen. part ii- p. 72.
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They add, "she maybe 1 educed to a small number, yet
However, there is always a remnant of the faithful, whose voice
makes itself be heard on earth, and of which God, from time tc
time, renews the ministry." They must mean that he continues
it; for the definition of" the Church which, as just said, cannot
subsist without the ministry, does not allow its interruption even
for a moment; and immediately after it is subjoined,* "that
God will have the ministry of the Gospel be public; he will not
have preaching shut up in darkness, but heard by all mankind;
and that there are assemblies where it may resound, and where
his name may be praised and invoked."
Here then you see the Church always visible. True it is,
they begin to see the difficulty when saying, " she may be re
duced to a small number;" but after all, the Lutherans have not
less difficulty in showing, at Luther's first appearance, a small
society of their sentiments than a great one, and yet without
that there is neither ministry nor Church.
11.—Doctrine of the Confession of Wirtemburg, and the perpetual Visibility
always maintained.

The Confession of VVirtemburg, which was penned by Brentius, does not degenerate from this doctrine, it being there ac
knowledged " that there is a Church so well governed by the
Holy Ghost, that, although weak, she lasts for ever; that she
judges of doctrine; and is where the Gospel is sincerely
preached, and where the sacraments are administered accord
ing to Christ's institution."! The difficulty still remained of
showing us a Church and a society of pastors and people wherein
sound doctrine had always been preserved to Luther's days.
The next chapter relates how councils may err; by reason
that, although Jesus Christ has promised his Church the per
petual presence of his Holy Spirit, nevertheless, " every as
sembly is not the Church ;" and it may happen in the Church,
as in bodies politic, that the greater number of bad men may
prevail over the good. This is what I shall not dispute at pres
ent ; but I still insist on their showing me a Church, little or
great, which, before Luther's coming, was of his sentiments.
12.—The Confession of Bohemia.

The Confession of Bohemia is approved by Luther. Therein
U confessed^ " a Holy and Catholic Church which compre
hends all Christians dispersed throughout all ihe earth, which
are assembled by preaching of the gospel in the faith of the
Trinity and of Jesus Christ: wheresoever Jesus Christ is
preached and received, and wheresoever are the words and sa
craments nccordmg to the rule by him prescribed, there is the
* Cap. de Ccen. p. 72. f Cap. de Ec,'. Ibid. p. 132. Ibid. c. de Cone p. 134
t Syn. Gen. Art. viii. p. 186
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Church." T h e s e men at least were fully satisfied that when
they were born there was no Church in the whole universe of
their belief ;* for the deputies despatched by them every where
on that errand, had well assured them of it. And yet they durst
not say their assembly, such as it was, little or great, was the
holy, universal Church; but only that " she was a member and
a part thereof, " f
But what then was become of all the other
parts? They had surveyed all corners of the world, and no
tidings of them : sad extremes indeed ! not to dare *~ ^ay they
were the Universal Church, and dare still less to s u / that they
had met with brethren and partners of their faith in any part what*
soever of the whole universe.
Be that as it will, these are the first that seem to insinuate iir
a Confession of Faith, that true Christian Churches might be
separated from one another, since they dare not exclude fron~.
Catholic unity, those Churches with whom they knew they had
no communion ; which I beg may be remarked, by reason that
this doctrine will at length be the last resource of Protestants
i s shall appear hereafter.
13.—The Confession of

Slrasburg.

We have seen the Confession of the Lutherans regarding the
Church : we shall now hear the other party. T h e Confessior
of Strasburg, presented as before observed, to Charles V, at tht
same time with that of Augsburg, defines the Church,J " t h e
society of those who have enlisted themselves soldiers of J e s u s
Christ, amongst whom arc mixed many hypocrites." There is
no doubt that such a society is visible—that she must always
abide in this state of visibility,—it being added, " that Jesus
Christ does never abandon her; that those who do not hear her,
ought to be held for heathens and publicans ; that, indeed, there
is no seeing what constitutes her a Church, namely, her faith ;
yet she makes herself h* seen by her fruits, amongst which
confession of the truth is one."
The following chapter sets forth§ how tnat " the Church being
on earth in the flesh, God also will instruct her by tl e exterior
word, and make her faithful members preserve an exterior so
ciety by means of the sacraments." There are then necessarily
both pastors and people, nor can the Church subsist without thip
ministrv.
14.—Two Confessions of Basil.

T h e Confession of Basil in 1536 says,)] " that the Catholic
Church is the holy congregation of all the saints j and although
unknown to any but God, nevertheless is she seen, is she known,
is she constituted by external rites of God's appointment: to wii,
+ S. 1. xi. n. 176.
| Syn. Gen. p. 187.
f Coat Argent- c \ v dc ^ o d
S j u t Gen. part i. p. 191.
§ Ibid. cap. xvi,
h Ibid. A n . 14,1&.
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preaching

of

word ;" wherein is seen manifestly, that ministers l a w f u l l y
called are comprehended, by whom it is also added, " God m a k e s
H i m s e l f known to his faithful, and administers to them the r e 
mission of their sins."
In another Confession of Faith, made at Basil, in 1 5 3 2 , " The
Christian Church is likewise defined the society of the Saints,
whereof al. those who confess Jesus Christ are the citizens;"
thus the profession of Christianity is essential to her.

his

*5.— The Helvetic Confession of 1566, and the perpetual Visibility thoroughly
established.

Whilst we are upon the Helvetic Confessions, that of 1566,
which is the great and solemn one, defines also the Church,
" which has been always, which is, and which shall ever be, the
assembly of the faithful, and of the saints who know God, and
serve him by the Word and the Holy Ghost."* Here, then, i s
not only the interior band, namely, the Holy Ghost, but the ex
t e r i o r also, which is the word and preaching; and therefore they
s a y afterwards, " that lawful and true preaching i s her chief
mark, to which must be added the sacraments as God has in
stituted t h e m . | Whence they conclude "that the Churches
which are deprived of these marks, although they boast the suc
cession of their bishops, their unity, and their antiquity, do not
belong to the true Church of Jesus Christ; nor can salvation
any more be had out of the Church than out of the ark; if you
will have life, you must not separate yourself from the true
Church of Jesus Christ."
I desire these words may be observed, which will be of great
consequence when we shall come to the last answers of the
ministers; in the mean time, let us but remark, that it is impos
sible to teach more clearly that the Church is always visible, and
that she is necessarily compounded of pastors and people, than
i s here done by this Helvetic Confession.
,,

16.—They begin to vary.—The invisible Church begins to appear.

But as they were obliged, according to these ideas, always to
find a ministry and a Church wherein the truth of Christianity
w a s preserved : the difficulty was no small one, because, say
what they would, they were very sensible that there was no
Church, little or great, composed of pastors and people, wherein
they could show that faith, which they would make pass for the
only true Christian faith. They are then forced to subjoin,
that God has had his friends out of the people of Israel; that,
during the captivity of Babylon, the people were deprived sixt)
years of the sacrifice; that, through a just judgment of God
t h e truth of his word a n d worship, a n d the Catholic faith* aie
* S y n . G e n . cau- xvii. p. 3 1 .
t Ibid. pp. 33, 34.
u
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sometimes so obscured, that it seems almost a s if they wer«
extinct, and no Church at all subsisting, as happened in the time
of Eli and at other times ; so that the Church may be called in
visible ; not that the men she is composed of are so, but be
cause she is often hidden to our eyes, and being known to God
alone, escapes from the sight of men." H e r e is the dogma of
an invisible Church, as clearly established as the dogma of the
visible Church had been before ; that is to say, the Reformation,
struck at first with the true notion of the Church, defined it so
as that her visibility came into her very essence ; but afterwards
fell into other notions through (he impossibility of finding a
Church always visible of her belief.
17.—Church invisible.— Why invented.— Confession of the Minister

Jurieu.

That it was this inevitable perplexity which drove the Calvinian Churches upon this chimera of a Church invisible none
can doubt, after hearing M . Jurieu. " T h a t which moved,"
3ays he,* " s o m e reformed doctors (he should have said whole
Churches of the reformation) in their own Confessions of Faith,
to cast themselves into the perplexity they were entangled in
upon their denying the perpetual visibility of the Church, was
because they believed, by owning the Church always visible,
they should find it difficult to answer the question which the
Church of Rome so often asks us:—Where was our Church a
hundred and fifty years ago 'I If the Church be always visible
your Calvinist and Lutheran Church is not the true Church
for that was not visible." This is fairly owning the cause of
that perplexity which disturbed his Churches : he that pretends
to have refined beyond them, will not extricate himself better,
as we shall see ; but let us continue to observe the confusion
of the Churches themselves.
18.—Belgic Confession, and sequel of the perplexity.

The Belgic Confession manifestly copies after the Helvetic,
rince it says,! that the Catholic or Universal Church is the
issembly of all the faithful; that she has been, is, and will be
ternally, by reason that J e s u s Christ, her eternal King, cannot
without subjects ; although for some time she seem little,
tnd <ts it were extinct to the eyes of m e n ; as in the time of
\chab and of those seven thousand who had not bent thei"
knees to Baal."
Nevertheless, they afterwards subjoin,^ that the Church is
the assembly o" Le elect, out of which none can be saved ; that
rt is not lawful to withdrew from her, or abide apart; but all
must unite themselves to .he Church, and submit to her disci*
pline ;§ that one may see and know her, by pure preaching;
44

44

* Syst p 226.

j Syn. Gen. Art. 27. p. 140.

J lb. A r t 28.
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right administration of the sacraments, and a g:*oG discipline,
and it is thereby, say they, that we may rightly distinguish this
trie Church, from which it is not allowable to depart."
It beemR, then, on one side, as if they would say, one may
eatsily and always know her, since she has such manifest tokens,
and that it is never lawful to depart'from her. And on the other
tide, if we press them to show us a Church of their belief, though
never so mini te, always visible, they provide a subterfuge for
themselves by flying to this Church which does not appear, al
Jiough they dare not speak out boldly, nor say absolutely that
*he is extinct, but only that she seems as it were extinct.
19.—Church of England*

The Church of England speaks ambiguously. " T h e visible
Church," says she,* *« is a congregation of faithful men, in which
the pure word of God is preached, and the sacraments are duly
ministered, according to Christ's ordinance;" that is, such is
she when visible, but this is not saying that she is always visible
What follows is not more clear: ** As the Churches of Jerusa
lem, Alexandria, and Antioch, have erred, so also the Church
of Rome hath erred in matters of f a i t h t h e question is, (they
thus attainting these great, and as it were, mother churches of
all the rest,) whether the infection might have spread so univer
sally, as that the profession of truth wa3 extinguished over all
the earth : but they chose rather to speak nothing of it, than to
incur this terrible dilemma, which would oblige them, on one
side, either to own there was no Church left on earth in which
truth was confessed : or, allowing the impossibility of this, woulc
oblige them, on the other side, to seek what they knew could
not be found, to wit, a Church always subsisting and believing
as they did.
20.—Confession of Scotland, and manifest contradiction.

In the Confession of Scotland, the Catholic Church is defined
the Society of all the Elect: they s a y , | " She is invisible, and
known to God only, who alone knows his elect;" and add,
" that the true Church hath for its mark, preaching and the
sacraments:" and wherever these marks be, though there should
be but two or three men, there is the Church of Jesus Christ,
in the midst of which he is, according to his promise : " Which
is understood," say they, not of the universal Church just
spoken of, but of the particular Church of Ephesus, of Corinth,
and so forth, wherein the ministry had been planted by St. Paul."
Prodigious! to make Jesus Christ say the ministry may be
where two or three men can be found. But they were forced
into tbes>3 straits; for to find one only Church of their belief.
u

* Syn. Gen. Art 19, p. 103.

f Ibid. Art 16, de EccL p. 1 IS, Art 18, p. lift
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wherein was a regulated ministry, as at Ephesus or Corinth,
always subsisting, was what thoy despaired ; £
21.—Catechism of the pretended Reformed of France.

I have reserved the Confession of the pretended Reformed of
France for the last, not only on account of the particular con
cern I ought to have for my own country, but also because in
France especially the Protestants have for this long time sought
most diligently for the solution of this difficulty.
Let us begin by the Catechism,* wherein on the fifteenth
Sunday, upon this Article of the Creed, " I believe the Holy
Catholic Church," they teach, that this name is given her, to
signify that as there is but one head of the faithful, so all are to
be united in one body; so that there are not many Churches,
but one only, which is diffused all the world over." How the
Lutheran or Calvinian Church was diffused all over the world,
when scarcely known in some corner of i t ; and, how Churches
of this belief are to be found, in all times and in all the world,
is what constitutes the difficulty. They saw, and they obviate
it in the following Sunday,| where, after having asked, whether
this Church may be otherwise known than by believing her, they
answer thus : " There is indeed a visible Church of God con
formable to the signs he hath given us to know her by; but in
this place, (the Creed,) properly speaking, is meant the society
of those whom God hath elected for salvation, which cannot be
discovered fully by the eye."
w

B2.—Sequel inwhich the difficulty appears*—The Church in the Creed at length
acknowledged visible.

They seem to say two things : the first, that no mention is
made of the Church in the symbol of the Apostles; the second,
that for want of such a Church which they might show visibly
of their belief, it is sufficient to have recourse to that invisible
Church which cannot be seen fully by the eye. Hut what fol
lows puts an obstacle to the two points of this doctrine, it being
there taught, "that no man obtains pardon of his sins, unless he
be first incorporated with God's people, and persevere in unity
and communion with the body of Christ, and so be a member
of the Church:" whence they conclude, that " cut of the Church
there is nothing but death and damnation; and that all those
who separate themselves from the company of the faithful to
make a sect apart, ought not, whilst divided, to hope salvatio; "
T o make a sect apart, is, unquestionably, to break the extenoi
bonds of the unity of the Church. They suppose, therefore,
that the Church, wherewith it is necessary to be in communion
in order to obtain pardon of our sins, has a twofold union, tht
internal and external; and that both of them are necessary
* Catech. Dim. xv.

t Dim. xvi.
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first, to salvation, and secondly, to the understanding the Article
of the Creed touching th Catholic Church: so that this Church,
confessed in the Creed, is visible and distinguishable in her ex
terior ; for which reason also they durst not venture to say that
we could not see her, but, could not see her fully, to wit, as to
that which is internal; a thing no man disputes,
23.—Calvin's

Sentiment.

A ' these notions in the Catechism came from Calvin who
composed it: for, explaining the Article, " I believe the Catholic
Church, '* he distinguishes the Church visible from the invisible
Known to God alone, which is the society of all the elect, and
it seems as if he would say it is this the Creed speaks of: al
though, says he,f " this Article regards, in some measure, the
external Church," as if they were two Churches, and it were not,
on the contrary, most evident, that the same Church, which is
invisible in her internal gifts, doth manifest herself by the sacra
ments and profession of her faith. But so it is, that the Reforma
tion is always in a panic when the visibility of the Church is tc
be acknowledged.
1

24.—Confession of Faith of the French

Calvinists.

They act more naturally in their Confession of Faith, and
elsewhere it hath been proved unanswerably, that they there
own no other Church but that which is visible. J T h e fact stands
incontestable, as will be seen hereafter. Nor was there, indeed,
any thing that could less bear a dispute; for, from the twentyfifth Article, where this matter begins, to the thirty-second
Article, where it ends, they all along evidently suppose the
Church visible ; and in the twenty-fifth Article, they lay it down
a? a fundamental point, that " t h e Church cannot subsist, unless
toere be pastors in her that have the charge of teaching." It is,
therefore, a thing absolutely necessary; and those who oppose
this doctrine are detested, as fantastical. Whence they conclude,
in the twenty-sixth Article, " that no man ought to withdraw
apart, nor rest on self-sufficiency ; " so that it is necessary to be
united externally with some Church: a truth inculcated in every
place, without the appearance of so much as one word of *
Church invisible.
It ought, however, to be observed, that in the twenty-sixth
Article, where it is said, " N o man ought to withdraw apart noi
rest on self-sufficiency, but should join himself to some Church,"
they add, " and this in whatever place God shall have established
a true form of a Church ;" whereby it is left undecided whether
or no they mean that such a form always does subsist.
25.—Sequel, wherein the perpetual

Visibility is always manifestly

supposed.

In the twenty-seventh Article caution is given to distinguial
* W t . 1. iv. c. I. n.'2.
V O L . u.

1 N. 3.

J Conf. avec. M. CI. p, 9, et seq.
22
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carefully which is tne true Church; words that plainly show
they suppose her visible: and after having decided that she is
"the congregati/ n of truly faithful men," they add, "amongst
the faithful there be hypocrites and reprobate, whose wicked
ness cannot deface the title of a Church," wherein the Church's
visibility is again clearly supposed.
THE HISTORY
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26,—The Church of Rome excluded from the title of a true Church by the twenty*
eighth JlrticU of the French Confes^on.

By the principles laid d >wn in the twenty iighth Article, the
Church of Rome stands excluded from the tiVie of a true Church,
forasmuch a.*, after laying this foundation, "that, where the
word of God is not preached, and no profession is made of
bringing one's self under subjection to it, and where there is no
use of sacraments, properly speaking, we cannot judge that
there is any Church:" they declare they " condemn the assem
blies of the Papacy, considering that the pure truth of God is
banished thence, and the sacraments are there corrupted, adul
terated, falsified, or wholly annihilated; and all superstitions
and idolatries are in vogue amongst them:" whence they draw
this consequence,—" We hold that all those who join in such
deeds, and communicate in them, do separate and cut them
selves off from the body of Christ Jesus."
It is impossible to decide more clearly that there is no salva
tion in the Church of Rome. And what is suhjoii ed by them,
that there are still some " footsteps of a Church amongst us," so
far from mitigating the preceding expressions, even strengthens
them; inasmuch as this term implies rather some remains and
traces of a Church that had formerly passed that way, than a
token of her being there. Thus was it understood by Calvin,
when he asserted* "that the essential doctrine of Christianity
was entirely forgotten by us." But the difficulty of discovering
a society in which God could be served, before the Reformation,
has made them elude this article, as we shall see hereafter.
27.—The thirty-first Article, in which the interruption of the Ministry^ and the
cesssation of the visible Churchy is acknotcifdged.
v

The same reason obliged them also to elude he thirty-first,
which regards the vocation of Ministers. However trite may
have been this subject, it must nevertheless, o* necessity, be
resumed, and so much the more, as it has given occasion to
notorious variations even in our days. Jt begins by these words:
—" We believe, (it is an article of faith, consequently revealed
by God, and revealed clearly in his Scripture according to the
principles of the Reformation,) we believe, then, that no man
may intrude himself, of his own proper authority, into the govfrnn?9nt of the Church;" allowed, the thing is certain: "bu*
* Instit iv. c. xi. n. 2,
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that this ought to be done by election ;" this part of the Article
is not less certain than the other. You must be chosen, deputed,
authorized, by somebody; otherwise you are an intruder, ** and
by your own particular authority," the thing just now prohibited.
But here is what annoys the Reformation j they knew not who
had chosen, deputed, authorized the Reformers, and it was ne
cessary to find out here some cloak for so visible a defect.
Wherefore, after having said you ought to be elected and dep
uted after some form or other, without specifying any, they add,
" s o far forth as is possible, and God permits it:" whereby an
exception is manifestly prepared in behalf of the Reformers.
And accordingly, they immediately subjoin, " which exception
we add expressly, because it hath been necessary sometimes
nay, in our days, when the state of the Church was interrupted,
that God should raise men in an extraordinary manner to set up
the Church anew which was fallen into ruin and desolation."
They could not denote in more clear and more general terms
the interruption of the ordinary ministry established by God,
nor carry it further than to be obliged to have recourse to an
extraordinary mission which God himself despatches, and ac
cordingly furnishes with the particular proofs of his immediate
will. For they acknowledge frankly in the present case, that
they can neither produce pastors that did consecrate, nor people
that could elect; which implied necessarily the entire extinction
of the Church in her visibility; and remarkable it was that, from
the interruption of the visibility and ministry, they came to own
in plain terms that the Church was fallen into ruin, without dis
tinguishing the visible from the invisible, because they had got
into a train of simple notions by which the Scripture natural y
leads us to own no Church but such as is visible.
28.—Perplexity in the Synods of Gap and Rochelle, on account of the invisible
Church having been forgotten in the Confession.

This difficulty was at length perceived by the Reformation ;
and in 1603, five and forty years after the Confession of Faith
had been published, was proposed to the national Synod of Gap
in these terms:* " T h e provinces are exhorted to examine
thoroughly, in the provincial synods, in what terms the twentyfifth Article of the Confession of Faith ought to be couched,
so much the more as our belief, regarding the Church, whereof
mention is made in the creed, being to be expressed, there is
nothing in the said confession that can be understood of any
other than the Church militant and visible." A general com
mand is subjoined, " that all come prepared or questions con
senting the Church."
This is therefore, a fact well avowed, tha* «vhen they wev
* Synod, de Gap. ch. de la Conf. de FoL
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to expound the doctrine of the Church, an article so essential
to Christianity as to have been expn-ssed in the creed the idea
of a Church invisible did not so much as enter into the minds
of the Reformers, so distant was it from good sense, and sc
unnatural. However, they bethink themselves afterwards that
it is necessary for their turn, it being impossible for them to find
out a Church which had always visibly persisted in the faith they
profess, and a remedy is therefore sought for this omission.
What shall they say? That the Church might be wholly in
visible 1 This were introducing into a Confession of Faith so
crude a fancy, so repugnant to good sense, that it never entered
into the heads of those that drew it up. It was therefore re
solved, at last, to leave it as they found i t ; and four years after,
in 1607, at the national Synod of Rochelle,* when all the prov
inces had thoroughly examined what was wanting to the Con
fession of Faith, " they concluded not to add to or diminish
anything from the twenty-fifth and twenty-ninth Articles," the
very same in which the visibility of the Church was expressed
the most fullv, " nor to meddle anew with the subject of the
Church."

^9.—Vain subtlety

of the Minister

Claude towards eluding these Synods.

M. Claude, of all men, was the most subtle to elude the de
cisions of hi.? Church when they ncoinmoded him ;"f* but, on
this occasion, he jests but too openly, for he would make us
believe that all the difficulty the Synod of G a p met with in the
Confession of Faith, was, that she could have wished that, in
stead of specifying only " the militant and visible part of the
universal Church, hor invisible parts, which are the Church tri
umphant and that which is still to come, had also been specified."
Was not that, indeed, a very important, a very difficult question,
to order the discusssion of in all the synods and over all the
provinces, towards bringing it to a decision in tlfc next national
synod? Did they so much as dream of ever raising so frivo
lous a question I And to believe they troubled their heads about
it, must not he have forgotten the whole state of controversies
ever since the beginning of the pretended Reformation? But
M. Claude was not for acknowledging that the synod's per
plexity proceede from her not finding, in their Confession of
Faith, the invisible Church, whilst his brother, M . Jurieu, morp
sincere in that particular, agrees that they thoi>ght it was ne
cessary in the party, in order to answer the query, Where waf
the Church?
:

30.—Remarkable decision, which they stick not to, of the Synod of Gap, eon
cerning extraordinary Vocation,

The same Synod of Gap passed an important decision on the
* Syn. de la Roch. 1607.
t Rop. au Disc, de M de Cond. p. 280.
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thirty-first article of the Confession of Faith, which spoke of
the extraordinary vocation of pastors : for the question being
proposed, " Whether or not it were expedient, when they should
treat on the vocation of pastors who reformed the Church, to
ground the authority they had to reform and teach, on the voca
tion they had received from the Church of R o m e t h e Synod
judged '* they ought to refer it, according to the article, to the
extraordinary vocation only whereby God interiorly stirred them
ip to this ministry, and not to the small remains amongst them
of that corrupted ordinary vocation." Such was the decision
of the Synod of Gap : but, as before frequently observed, the
Reformation never hits right at first. Whereas, she enjoins here
to have recourse to an extraordinary vocation only, the fynod ot
Rochelle says they must principally have recourse to it. Bui
they will no more abide by the exposition of the Synod of Ro
chelle, than by the determination of the Synod of Gap; and
the whole sense of the article, so carefully explained by two
Synods, shall be changed by two ministers.
31.—The Ministers elude the decree concerning extraordinary Vocation.

The ministers Claude and Jurieu are no longer for an extra*
ordinary vocation by which ministers are sent immediately from
God; neither does a confession of faith, nor Synods, terrify
them: for as the Reformed in the main neither care for confes
sions of faith nor synods, and answer objections from them only
for form-sake, even the slightest evasions will serve their turn.
For such, M. Claude was never at a loss ; " the right to teach,"
says he, " and to perform the pastoral functions, is one thing:
the right to labor towards a reformation, is another."* As for
the last, the vocation was extraordinary, on account of the ex
traordinary talents the Reformers were endowed with: but as
for the vocation to the pastoral ministry, there was nothing ex
traordinary in it; since these first pastors were appointed by
the people, in whom the source of authority and vocation nat
urally resides.|
32.—Extraordinary

Vocation, established in the Confession and two national
Synods, is abandoned.

They could not shift off the thirty-first Article in a more gross
manner. For, it is manifest the question there regarded in no
manner of way either the extraordinary labor towards a refor
mation, or th rare talents wherewith the Reformers were en
dowed ; but merely the vocation for governing the Church, into
which i was not lawful " for any one to intrude himself of his
own proper authority." N o w it was in this regard that they had
* Def. de la Rep. p. i. ch. iv. et p. iv, ch. iv. Hop. a M. de Cond. pp. 313,339
f Ibid. pp. 307,? 13.
VOL. I I .
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recourse to an extraordinary vocation ; consequent!}', it was if
regard of the pastoral functions.
The Synod explains itself no less clearly; for without the
least thought )f distinguishing between the power of reforming
and that of teaching, which in reality are so linked together, that
the same power which authorizes to teach, authorizes likewise
to reform abuses,—the question was, whether the power, as well
of reforming as of teaching, ought to be founded on vocation
derived from tho Church of Home, or on an extraordinary com
mission issuing immediately from God; and the Synod con
clude* for the latter.
But no longer were there any means left of maintaining it,
hey not having any one mark thereof: nay, two Synods could
find no other warrant to authorize these extraordinary commis
sioned pastors, except what they said for themselves, that they
nad an " interior impulse to their ministry." The chiefs of the
Anabaptists and Unitarians say the same, nor is there a more
sure method of introducing into the pastoral charge all manner
of fanatics.
33.—How important is the present state of the controversy about the Church*

Here was a fine field opened to Catholics. Nor have they
failed so to press the arguments regarding the Church and min
istry, that intestine divisions began to disorder the camp of the
enemy; and the minister Claude, after subtilizing to a higler
pitch than any one had ever done before him, was not able to
content the minister Jurieu. What they both have said on this
subject, the steps they have taken towards the truth, the absurd
ities they fell into for not having sufficiently pursued their prin
ciple, have placed the question concerning the Church in such a
state as not to be dissembled without omitting one of the most
material occurrences of this history.
34.—They no longer contest with us the risibility of the Church.

These two ministers suppose the Church visible, and always
visible, nor is it in this point they are divided. In order to put
it beyond all doubt that M. Claude persisted in this sentiment
to the very last, I will produce his last work on this subject.
He there declares,* that the question between Catholics and
Protestants is not whether the Church be visible ; that it m not
denied in his religion that the true Church of Jesus Christ, the
Church which his promises relate to, is so ; he very clearly
decides that the text of St. Paul, in which the Church is repre
sented as without spot or wrinkle, " regards not only the Church
in heaven, but also the visible Church that is on earth: inso*
nuch, that the visible Church is the body of Christ Jesus, or
* Hop. au Disc. <!•• AJ. de Cond

. 73. lb. pp. 82, 83, et seq.
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what comes to the same thing, the body of Christ Jesus, which
alone is the true Church, is visible : that this is the sentiment
of Calvin and Mestresat, and that the Church of God is not ta
be sought out of the visible state of the ministry and world."
35.—The promises of Jesus Christ in behalf of the Visibility are allowed.

This is most clearly owning that sne cannot subsist without
ner visibility and the perpetuity of her ministry: accordingly
this author has acknowledged it in many places, and particularly
in expounding these words : the " gates of hell shall not prevail
against her;" where he speaks thus :* if in these words he
understood a perpetual subsistence of the ministry in a state suf
ficient for the salvation of God's elect, in spite of all the efforts
of hell, and in spite of all the disorders and confusions of the
ministers themselves; it is no more than what I own has been
promised by Jesus Christ, and therein it is that we have a sensi
ble and palpable token of his promise."
The perpetuity, therefore* of the ministry is not a thing which
happens accidentally to the Church, or is only suitable to her
for a time : it is a thing which is promised her by Jesus Christ
himself; and it is equally certain, that the Church will never
be without a visible ministry, as it is certain that Jesus Christ
is the eternal truth.
44

36.—Another promise equally confessed.

This Minister proceeds still further,! and expounding this
promise of Jesus Christ, Go ye, baptize, teach, and lo, I am
with you always even unto the end of the world," he approves
this comment thereon : with you teaching, with you baptiz
ing," and concludes it with these words : 1 acknowledge that
Jesus Christ promises the Church to be with her, and to teach
with her, without interruption, to the end of the world:" an
acknowledgment from whence I shall, in due time, conclude the
infallibility of the Church's doctrine, with whom Jesus Christ is
always teaching: but I only employ it here to establish by his
scriptures and his promises, with the consent of this Minister,
the visible perpetuity of the Church ministry.
44

44

4 4

37 — The Visibility enters into the definition which the Minister Claude has
given of the Church.

Accordingly, also, he proceeds thus to define the Church:
* the Church is," says he, "the true faithful who make profession
of the truth, of Christian piety, of a true sanctity under a minis
try which furnishes her with the food necessary for a spiritual
life, without subtracting from her any part thereof. "J Where
the profession of the truth and the perpetuity of tie visible min+ Rep. HU. Disc. d e M . d e Cond. p. 105. Matt xvi. 18. Conf. avec. M.
4

d p . 36. Rep. nu. Disc, de M. de Cond. pp. 106, 107.

Je M. de Cond. p. .19.

{ Rep. au Disa
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istry are s e e 1 manifestly to enter the definition of the Church:
whence it clearly follows, that a s much a s he i s assured that
she will always exist, so much i s he assured that she always
will be visible, since visibility appertains to her essence, and
comes into her very definition.
38.—In what manner the Society of the faithful is visible, in this
opinion.

Minister's

If it be asked this minister, how he understands the Church
lo bo visible, since he will have her be the assembly of the true
faithful known to God alone, and that the profession of the truth,
which might make her known, is common to her with wicked
men and hypocrites, as well as the visible and exterior ministry ;
he answers,* that it is sufficient to render the assembly of the
faithful visible, that we may point at the place where she abides,
to wit, the body wherein she is nourished, and the visible min
istry under which she is necessarily contained : by which means
we may even say, " there she is," as viewing the field in which
grow good corn and tares, we say, " there is the good corn ;"
and as, beholding the nets wherein are good and bad fish,
"there are the good fish."
39.—Before the Reformation, the Elect of God saved in the Communion, and
under the Ministry of Rome.

But what was that public and visible ministry under which
were contained, before the Reformation, the true faithful whom
h e will have alone to be the true Church? this was the grand
question. N o ministry was to be found throughout the whole
universe that had perpetually continued, except that of the
Church of Rome, or of others, whose doctrine was equally dis
advantageous to Protestants. Wherefore he was obliged at last
to own, that " this body in which the true faithful were nour
ished, and this ministry whereby they received sufficient food
without subtraction of any part, was the body of the Church of
Rome, and the ministry of her prelates."')'
40.—Tins Minister

has not recourse to the Albigenses,

tyc.

This Minister is here to be praised for his penetration, e x 
ceeding that of many others, and for not having confined the
Church to societies separate from Rome, as were the Vaudois
and Albigenses, the Wickliffites and the Hussites: for though
he considers them as the most illustrious part of the Church,
because they were the most pure, the most knowing, and the
most generous ;"J he well saw it was ridiculous there to place
the whole defence of his cause ; and in his last work, without
minding these obscure sects, whose insufficiency is now made
u

* Rep. au Disc, do M. de Cond. pp. 79, 95, 115, 121, 14^,243. f Ibid. DP
130, &c. 145, &c. 360, &c. 369, &c. 373, 378.
». p. 289. Uep. au Disc, de M.
Cond.

J
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visible, he no where places the true Church and true Jaithfu
but in the Latin ministry.
41.—Inevitable perplexity and contradiction.

But hf re lies the dilemma, which it is impossible to evade;
for the Catholics return to their old query : if the true Church
be always visible; if tht marks to know her by, according to all
your catechisms and all your confessions of faith, be the pure
preaching of the Gospel, and the right administration of the
Sacraments, either the Church of Rome had these two marks,
and you came in vain to reform her, or she had them not; and
you can no longer say, according to your principles, that she is
the bodv in which is contained the true Church. For, in contraduction to this, Calvin has said,* that the doctrine essentia]
„o Christianity was there buried, and she was nothing but a
school of idolatry and impiety." His sentiments passed into
the Confession of Faith, wherein we have seen,f " that the pure
truth of God was banished from this Church ; that the sacra
ments were there corrupted, falsified, and adulterated ; that all
superstition and idolatry were there in vogue." Whence he
concluded. that the Church was fallen into desolation and
ruin, the state of the ministry interrupted, and her succession
so annihilated, that there was no means of reviving it but by an
extraordinary mission." And, in reality, if imputed justice was
the foundation of < hristianity; if the merit of works, and so
many other received doctrines, were mortally ruinous to piety :
if both kinds were essential to the Eucharist, where was the
truth and sacraments % Calvin and the confession were in the
right to say, according to these principles, that no Church at all
was left amongst us.
44

44

42.—The answers whereby they fall into a greater

perplexily.\

On the other side, neither can it be said that the Church has
ceased, nor ceased to be visible : the promises of Jesus Christ
are too perspicuous, and reconciled they must be, some way oi
other with the doctrine of the Reformation. Hence commenced
$he distinctions of additions and subtractions : if by subtraction
you take away some fundamental truths, no longer stands the
ministry: if you lay evil dogmas on these foundations; nay,
though they should destroy this foundation by consequence, the
ministry subsists, impure indeed, yet sufficient: and by the dis
cernment which the faithful make of the foundation, which is
Jesus Christ, from that which is superadded, they shall find all
necessary nourishment in the ministry. Here then ends that
purity of doctrine, and of sacraments rightly administered, which
had been set as marks of the true Church. Without having so
* Inst 1. iv. c. ii. n. 2. S. n. 26.
f Ibid,
t Rep. de M. CL au Disc, i e M. de Meaux, pp. 123, 146,149,247, 561, in
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much as preaching which you can approve of, or worship which
you can join in, or an entire Eucharist, still you have all neces
sary food without subtraction o f any part thereof, still you have
the purity o f the word, and the sacraments well administered;
what is it to contradict one's self, if this be not?
43.--According \o the •Minister's principles all is entire in the Church of Rome
thai am be required for external Salvation.
But here occurs* another difficulty. If together with all t h e s e

points o f doctrine, all these practices, and all this worship o f the
Church o f Home, with the adoration and oblation o f our Sa
viour's body, with the subtraction o f one kind, and all the other
dogmas, you have still ** all necessary food without subtraction
o f any part," becuuse one God is by her confessed, Father, Son,
and 1 loly Ghost, and one only Jesus Christ a s God and Saviour;
it i s , therefore, t o be had there still: still you have in her the
marks o f a true Church, namely purity o f doctrine, and the right
administration o f the sacraments to a sufficient degree : still
then the true Church is there, and still therein may you s a v e
your soul.
44.—Ao difference between us and our fathers.

T o this M. Claude would not agree ; the consequences of s o
considerable uconcession made him tremble for the Reformation.
But M. Jurieu did not mince the matter, sensible as he was that
the differences which M. Claude alleged between u s and our
fathers were t o o frivolous t o contend for. And, indeed, n o more
than these two were mentioned: the first i s , that at present there
is a body whose communion w e may embrace, v i z . the body of
the pretended Reformed: the second i s , that the Church of
Rome has made many dogmas articles o f faith, which in our
father's time, were undecided.* But nothing can be more friv
olous ; and to convince the Minister Claude, he needs only to
remember what the Minister Claude has but just told u s : viz.
that the Berengarians, the Vaudois, the Albigenses, the Wickliftites, the Hussites, & c , hud already appeared in the world as
the most illustrious part of the Church, because they were the
most pure, the most knowiug, the riost generous."f
Again,
ho has but to remember that, even in his judgment, the Church
of Rome had already given cause sufficient o f withdrawing
from her communion by her anathemas against Berengarius,
against the Vaiuoiw and Albigenses, against John Wickliff and
John Huss, and by the persecutions she had exercised against
them."! Yet he owns, nevertheless, in all these places, that,
in order to salvation, it was not necessary to join with these
sects, and that Rome did still contain the elect o f God.
w

44

* Dcf. d« la ilef. p. 265. Rep. au Disc, de M. dc Cond. pp. 370, 358, fcc
f Ibid, p iii. c k v. p. SS9.
J Rep. au Diac de Cond. p. M L
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T o say that the Lutherans and Calvins outshone them in
orightness and lustre, weie only disputing about more or less,
the substance of the thing still continuing the same. The de
cisions, passed against these sects, comprehended the principal
part of what afterwards was defined against Luther and Calvin;
and without speaking of decisions, the constant and universal
practice of offering the sacrifice of the Mass, and making the
most essential part of the divine u Drship to consist in this obla
tion, was no new thing, nor was it possible to remain in the
Church without consenting to this worship. We had, therefore,
with this worship, and with all its dependencies, all necessary
food, without subtraction of any part thereof: therefore we maj
still have it; M. Claude could not have denied this without too
gross an imposition, nor was the concession of it, lately made
by M. Jurieu, otherwise than forced.
Add to this that M. Claude, who would make us believe so
great a difference between the times preceding and those sub
sequent to the Reformation, under pretext that doctrines before
undecided, are since made articles of faith, has himself destroyed
this answer, by saying,* " that it was not a more difficult thing
to the people to abstain from believing and practising what had
been made a dogma, than to abstain from believing and prac
tising what was taught by the ministry, what was commanded
by it, and what was become common
so that this mighty mat
ter of making new Dogmas, which he sets up for such a scare
crow to his party, after all, is just nothing even in his own
judgment.
45.—Falsehood asserted by the Minister Claude, that one might be in the Ro*
mish Communion without Communicating in her Dogmas and Practice.

T o these inconsistencies of M. Claude's doctrine, I add also
a palpable falsehood which he was bound to maintain by this
system, viz. that the true faithful, whom he owns in the Church
of Rome before the Reformation, "therein subsisted without
communicating in her doctrines, or her corrupted practices ;"f
that is to say, without coming to Mass, without confessing them
selves, without communicating all their lives, or at death; in a
word, without ever performing any one action of a Roman
Catholic.
H e has been made to see, * lundred times, what a new pro
digy this would be; for withou speaking of the great care that
was taken through the entire Church to make inquiries after the
Vaudois and Albigenses, the Wickliffites and Hussites, it is
certain, in the first place, that even those, whose doctrine was
unsuspected, were obliged, on a hundred occasions, to show
tokens of their be lef, and particularly when the holy Viaticum
* Rep. au Disc, de M. de Cond. p. 357.

+ Jhid. on. 360, 361, &c, 369, &«,
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was given them. We need but look into ah the rituals antece
dent to Luther's times, to be convinced of the crre then taken
to make th <sc to whom they administered it, first to co lfess
their sins, and in giving it to them, to make them own therein
the truth of the body o f our Lord, and adore it with a profound
respect. A second incontestable fact results from thence : which
is, that the concealed Vaudois and others, who wished to shelter
themselves from the censures of the Church, had no other means
of compassing it, than by practising the same worship with the
Catholics, even by receiving communion with them :* this has
been most clearly shown by all kinds of proofs that can be had
in such a matter. But there is a third and still more certain
fact, inasmuch as it is acknowledged even by the ministers, viz.
that of all those who embraced either Lutheranism or Calvinism,
not so much as one has been found to say, that in embracing
such doctrines he did not change his belief, but only declared
what he always h i d believed in his heart.
46.—A certain fact, that before the Reformation, the Doctrine she taught was
unknown.—Reflection
on a book: of M. Claude, after the conference of this
Minister.

To this fact distinctly stated, M. Claude is satisfied with an
swering insultingly, " D >es M. de Meaux imagine that the dis
ciples o f Luther ivnd Zuinglius ought to have made formal dec
larations o f all they had thought before the Reformation; or
that these declarations ought to appear publicly in print ?"f
This is shuttling in too weak and palpable a manner, for I did
not pretend that all ought to be. declared, or all printed ; but that
they never would have omitted to write that which decided one
of the most material points of the whole cause, namely, the
question, whether or not, before Luther and Zuinglius, there was
any one person of their faith, or whether their faith then was ab
solutely unknown. This question was decisive, since none being
able to conceive that the truth had been wholly extinguished, it
followed manifestly that what doctrine soever was undiscoverable
then on eaith, could not be the truth. Kxamples would have
cleared all kind o f doubt on this matter, and if any had been, it
is evident they would have made them public, but they produced
none ; it is therefore because there were none, and the fact
must stand as incontestable.
47.—Whether Luther's great success be a pn ', that before his disputes nun
thought as he du .

All that could ->e answered to this was, that had men been
iiatisfied with the doctrines and worship of Rome, the Refor
mation would not have met with so speedy a success, t Butj
* Sup. I. x\. n. !0fi, 107, 117, 1 *:»,&(•. \ Rrp.? i Oisr.de M. de Cond. p. 46(1
t Rep. nu D i s c thi M. d* Coml. j>. MV.i.
a Let. Past, de M. de Means.
1
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not to repeat here what may be found elsewhere, with regard
to this success, and even throughout this whole history, it is
sufficient to reflect on that saying of St. Paul, " That the word
of heretics will spread like to a gangrene :"* now the gangrene
does not suppose a gangrene in the body it corrupts, nor by
consequence do Heresiarchs find their error already settled in
those minds which it depraves. It is true, matters were dis
posed,!
Claude says, by ignorance and other beforementioned causes, for the most part little to the credit of the
Reformation: but to conclude from thence with this minister,
that the disciples, whom novelty gained to Luther, were already
of his sentiments, is, instead of a positive fact whereof proof is
demanded, substituting a consequence that is not only doubtful,
but even evidently false.
a s

43.—Absurdity of JU. Claude's supposition, with respect to those who, in his
judgment, lived in the communion of Rome.

Again, though it were granted M. Claude, that before the
Reformation all men were asleep in the Church of Rome, even
so far as to let every man act as he pleased ; those that were
neither present at Mass nor Communion, that never confessed
their sins, never partook of the sacraments, either living or dy
ing, lived and died quite undisturbed: none ever dreamed of
requiring from such people a confession of their faith, and repa
ration of the scandal they had given to their brethren: after all,
what does he gain by advancing such prodigies? His drift
therein was to prove that men might have saved their souls
whilst remaining with sincerity in communion with the Church
of Rome. In proof of this, the first thing he does, is to take
from those he saves all the exterior bands of communion. The
most essential part of the service was the Mass : they were to
take no part in it. The most manifest token of communion,
was communicating at Easter: they were to abstain from it;
otherwise they must have adored Jesus Christ as present, and
partook but of one kind. All pulpits resounded with this wor
ship, with this communion, and, in fine, with these doctrines
deemed so corrupt. Great heed was to be taken not to give
the least sign of approving them ; by this means, says M.
Claude, salvation might be had in communion with the Church.
He ought rather to have concluded, that by this means salva
tion would be had out of communion with the Church, since by
chis means such would have violated all the ties of communion ;
for, in short, let them define to me what it is to be in commu
nion with a Church. Is it to dwell in the country where this
Church is owned, as Protestants did amongst us, and Catholics
do now in England and Holland? Surely i+ cannot be that:
+ 2 Tim. ii. 17.
VOL.

ii.
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but, perhaps., it is to appear in the churches, to hear the sermons
and be present at the assemblies without any token of approba
tion, and much in the same disposition with a curious traveller,
without saying "amen" to their prayers, and especially without
ever communicating ! This is bantering, you will reply. Why,
then, to communicate with a church, is at least to frequent her
meetings with the marks of consent and approbation given
thereto by others. T o give these marks to a Church whose
orofession of faith is criminal, is giving consent to a crime;
and refusing them, is no longer being in that exterior commu
nion, wherein, nevertheless, you would have them be.
But if you say, the marks of approbation to be given must
only fall on the truths which this Church preaches, and on the
good she practises, by the same way of reasoning, one might
be in communion with the Socinians, with the Deists, could they
make one society, with the Mahometans, with the Jews, by re
ceiving the several truths professed in each party, silent as to
all the rest, and living withal in every respect a complete Socinian, a complete Deist: what extravagance can compare
with this ?
49.—This Minister varies in what he had said of the Visibility of the Church.

This is the state wherein M. Claude has left the controversy
regarding the Church; a weak state, as is plain, and manifestly
indefensible. And, indeed, he does not trust to it, nor will he
deprive his party of the subterfuge, though never so pitiful, of
an invisible Church, since he supposes God may make his
Church entirely vanish out of the sight of men :* and when he
says he may, he does not mean that he can do this absolutely
speaking, and it itnplies no contradiction, for that is not the
question; nor are metaphysical abstractions here so much as
thought of; but he may do it in the hypothesis, and allowing
the present plan of Christianity. It is in this sense that M.
Claude decides, " That God may, when he pleases, reduce the
faithful to an entire external dispersion, and preserve them in
this miserable state, and that there is great difference between
saying, the Church ceases to be visible, and saying, the Church
ceases to be." After a hundred times repeating, that he dis
putes not with us the visibility of the Church ;*f after making
the visibility of her ministry enter into her very definition ; aftei
grounding her perpetuity on these promises of Jesus Christ,
* Lo, I am with you always, and the gates of hell shall not pre
vail,"—to say what we have just heard, is to forget his own
doctrine, and make void the promises which are more durable
than heaven and earth. But his case was this : after his ut* Def. de la Rep. pp. 47, 40, 314.
My 145, 847.
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most straining to reconcile them with his Reformation, and tr
maintain the Scripture doctrine of the visibility, he found it still
requisite to leave himself a last refuge in the invisible Church,
to fly to in case of need.
50.—The Minister Jurieu comes in to the assistance of the Minister
who had involved himself in an inextricable labyrinth.

Claude,

In this posture was the question, when M. Jurieu published
his new system of the Church.* N o means were there of de
fending the difference which his brother would have placed be
tween us and our forefathers, nor of saving one in damning
the others. N o less ridiculous was it, in owning that some
elect are born to God, in the communion of the Church of
Rome, to say, that these elect of her communion were such as
took no part in her doctrine, nor in her worship, nor in her sac
raments. M . Jurieu was very sensible that these pretended
elect could be nothing but hypocrites or impious m e n ; and at
length, though with much ado, he opened Heaven's gate to
those who lived in the communion of the Church of Rome.
But lest she might glory in this advantage, he communicated it,
at the same time, to all other Churches wheresoever Christianity
is spread, how much soever divided amongst themselves, though
never so unmercifully excommunicating one another.
51.—He establishes Salvation in all Communions,

H e carried this notion to such a height, that he did not hesi
tate to call the contrary opinion inhuman, cruel, barbarous,| in
a word an executioner's opinion, that is pleased with damning
mankind, and the most tyrannical that ever was. H e will not
allow d truly charitable Christian can have any other sentiment
than that which places the elect in all communions where J e 
sus Christ is known ; and informs us that, " if amongst his own
people this doctrine has not been hitherto much insisted on, it
was from the effect of a policy which he does not approve.'
Nay, he has found means to render his system so far plausible
in his party, that they no longer oppose any thing else to our in
structions, and believe they have therein so strong a hold as not
to be forced from i t ; so that the last resource of the Protestant
party is to give to J e s u s Christ a kingdom like unto that of
Satan; a kingdom " divided againsl itself,'| ready," by conse
quence, " to be brought to desolation, and whose houses arc
falling one upon the other."
1

$2.-~The history of this opinion, beginning from the Socinians. —Division in
the Reformation between M. Claude and M. Pajon.

If now one should desire to know the history and progress
of this opinion, the glory of the invention belongs to the So* Syrt. de l'Egl. 1, i. ch. XJU xxu, &c.
1 System. Pref. towards the end
t Luke xL 17, 18.
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cinians. These men, indeed, agree not with the rest of Chris
tians in fundanif ntal articles, for they admit but two ; the unity
of God and the mission of Jesus Christ. But, they say, all
those who profess them with manners suitable to this profes
sion, are true members of the Church universal, and that tne
dogma superadded to this foundation hinder not salvation ; nor
is the world ignorant of the notions and indifference ot DaDominis on this head. After the Synod of Charenton, where
the Calvinists received the Lutherans to communion, notwith
standing the separation of both societies, there resulted a neces
sity of acknowledging one and the same Church in different
communions. The Lutherans were far from this sentiment;
but Calixtus,* one of the most renowned and learned of them,
has, in our days, brought it into vogue in Germany, and admits
into the communion of the universal Church all sects preserv
ing the foundation, without even excepting the Church of Home.
It is nearly thirty years since Huisseau, minister of Saumur,
pushed on the consequence of this doctrine to a great extent.
This minister, already famous in his party for his publication
ot Ecclesiastical Discipline compared with the decrees of na
tional Synods, made himself much spoken of by the plan of
reuniting all Christians of all sects, which he proposed in 1 6 7 0 ;
and M. Jurieu acquaints us,t that he had many sticklers, not
withstanding the solemn condemnation which was passed on
his books and person. A little while since, M. Pajon, the fa
mous minister of Orleans, in his answer to the Pastoral Letter
of the French clergy, did not think himself able to maintain the
Church system defended by M. Claude. The catholicity or
universality of the Church appeared to him much more exten
sive than his brother had made i t ; and M. Jurieu gives notice
to M. Nicole,J "that answering M. Claude's book will be
doing nothing, unless he also answer that of M. Pajon, by rea
son that these two gentlemen having taken different paths, one
am the same answer cannot satisfy both."
53.-—Sentiments of the Minister Jvrien.

In this division of the Reformation, driven to the utmost
straits on the question regarding the Church, M. Jurieu§ sided
with M. Pajon; and not affrighted with the separation of
Churches, decides, that all Christian societies which agree in
some tenets, inasmuch as they agree, are united to the body of
tho Christian Church, though they be in schism one against
another, even to daggers drawing."
Notwithstanding these so general expressions, he varies in
44

* Calixt de fid. et stud. Cone. Ecc. n. 1,2, 3, 4, &c. Lud§. B a t 1651.
t Avert, aux. Prot de l*Eur. at the beginning of the Prejug. p. ML
t Ibid. p. IS.
§ Prejug. p. 4.
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regard of the Socinians ; for at first in his " allowable Prepos
sessions," where he spoke naturally what he thought, he begins,
by enrolling them " amongst the members of the Christian
Church.".* He seems a little puzzled at the question, whether
or not one may save his soul amongst them : for on one hand,
ho seems to allow none capable of salvation but those who live
in sects wherein the divinity of Jesus Christ, with the other
fundamental articles, are acknowledged; and on the other,!
after compounding " the body of the Church of all that great
heap of sects which make profession of Christianity in all pro
vinces of the world put together," wherein the Socinians are
visibly comprehended, he concludes in express terms, "that
the saints and elect are spread in all parts of this vast body."
The Socinians gained their cause, and M. Jurieu was blamed,
even in his own party, for having been too favorable to them;
which is the reason that he restrains in some measure his ideas
in his systems : for whereas, in his " Prepossessions," he placed
naturally in the body of the universal Church all sects whatso
ever without exception : in the system, he commonly adds to
it this corrective, " at least those who preserve the fundamental
articles ;"J which he explains in behalf of the Trinity, and other
points of like consequence. Thereby he seemed to limit his
general propositions: but at last, led on by the force of his
principle, he broke through all restraints laid on him by the
policy of the party, and loudly owned that the true faithful may
be found in the communion of a Socinian Church.
This is the history of that opinion which makes up the Catho
lic Church out of separate communions. In all probability, its
authority among Protestants would be great, did not policy ob
struct it. The disciples of Calixtus multiply in the Lutheran
party. As for the Calvinists, it is plain that the new system
of the Church prevails among them ; and as M. Jurieu signal
izes himself in that party, by defending it, and none has better
laid down the principles, nor better foreseen the consequences
of it, its irregularity cannot be shown better, than by relating the
disorder into which that minister has cast himself by this doctrine,
and the advantage he at the same time affords the Catholics.
54.—Salvation may be had in the Church of Rome, according to this Ministet.

T o dive to the bottom of his notion, his distinction of the
Church considered as to its body, and of the Church consi
dered as to its soul, must be presupposed. § The profession
of Christianity is sufficient to make pau of the body of the
Church, which he advances against M. Claude, who comoounds the body of the Church, of the true faithful only; but
Prey leg.

9.

4.
§

vou

11.

f Ibid. p. 4, &r„ p. S.
leg. ch. i. Syrt. L L
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to have part in the soul of the Church, it is necessary to be in
the grace of God.
This distinction supposed, the question is, what sects are
simply in the body of the Church; and what are those in which
one may attain to partake of her soul, namely, of charity and
the grace of God ? which he explains sufficiently by an abridg
ment he makes of Church history. This he begins, by saying*
"that she was corrupted after the third century:" this date
must be observed, l i e passes over the fourth century with
out either approving or blaming it: " but," continues he,"}* " i n
the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, and the eighth, the Church
adopted divinities of a second rate, adored relics, made herself
images, and prostrated herself before them even in the Churches;
and then grown sickly, deformed, ulcerous, she was alive never
theless :" so that her soul was in her still, and what is worthy
of observation, it was in her in the midst of idolatry.
He goes on saying,J " that the universal Church divides itself
into two great parties, the Greek Church, and the Latin Church.
The Greek Church, before this great schism, was already sub
divided into Nestorians, Eutycheans, Melchites, and divers
other sects : the Latin Church into Papists, Vaudois, Hussites
Taborites, Lutherans, Calvinists, and Anabaptists; and he pro
nounces, that it is an error to imagine all these different parties
had absolutely broken off from Jesus Christ, by breaking one
from the other."
55.—The Church of Rome comprehended amongst the living Societies, wherein
the fundamentals of Salvation are retained.

Who breaks not with Jesus Chnst, breaks not from salvation
and life; accordingly, he counts these societies amongst the
living societies. The societies that are dead, according to thie
minister, are " those which rum the foundation; to wit, the
Trinity, the Incarnation, the satisfaction of Jesus Christ, and
other the like articles; but this is not the case of the Greeks,
the Armenians, the Cophts, the Abyssinians, the Russians, the
Papists, and Protestants ; all these societies," says he, " have
composed the Church, and therein does God preserve his fun
damental truths."§
It signifies nothing, to object that they subvert these truths
by consequences drawn in good form from their principles;
because, as they disown these consequences, they ought not,
•ays this minister, | j to be imputed to them ; for which reason,
ae acknowledges God's elect even amongst the Kutychians,
•vho confounded the two natures of Jesus Christ, and amongst
the Nestorians, who divided his person. " There is no room
• Prej, leg. ch. i. Syat I. i. ch. L p. 5, | Ibid.
147, 149. (j Ibid. p. 155.

1 Ibid p. 6.

& Svst. pp.
*
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to doubt," says he,* but God preserves a remnant in them ac
cording to the election of grace -," and lest it should be imagined
there is more difficulty with respect to the Church f Rome than
for others, by reason that she is, according to him the kingdom
of Antichrist, he clears this doubt in express terms, asserting
" that God's elect were preserved even in the kingdom of Anti
christ, and in Babylon itself, "f
56.—The Jlntichristianism

of the Church of Rome no hindrance to Men's
saving their souls in it
44

The minister proves it by these words:— Come out of Bab
ylon, my people. "J Whence he concludes that the people of
God, that is, his elect, must necessarily have been in it; but,
continues he, they were not in it, as his elect are in some
manner amongst the heathens, from whom they are withdrawn;
for God does not call those his people who are in a state of
damnation ; consequently, the elect who are found in Babylon
are absolutely out of this state, and in a state of grace. It is,"
says he, clearer than day, that God, in these words, come
out of Babylon, my people,' alludes to the Jews of the Baby
lonian captivity," who certainly, in this state, did not cease to
be Jews and the people of God."
After this manner the spiritual Jews and the true Israel of'
God,§ that is, his true children, are to be found in the commu
nion of Rome, and will be found there to the end, it being evi
dent that this sentence, come out of Babylon, my people,"})
is pronounced even in die fall and desolation of that mystical
Babylon, which he will have to be the Church of Rome.
44

44

4

44

44

57.—Men may be saved amongst us whilst retaining our Faith and Worship.

In order to explain how men are saved in her, the minister
distinguishes two ways: the first, which he has taken from M.
Claude, is the way of separation and discernment, when one is
in the communion of a Church without partaking of her errors,
and of whatever may be evil in her practices: the second, added
by him to that of M. Claude, is the way of toleration on God's
side, when, in consideration of fundamental truths retained in a
communion, God pardons errors svoeradded to them.
That he comprehends us in this h*st way he clearly gives to
understand in his system^ where he declares the conditions upon
which one may hope from God some toleration in the sects
which sap the foundation by their additions, yet without taking
t away. "IT By what has been now said, it is plain he means
us arid those like to us; and the condition under which he allows
men may be saved in such a kind of sect i s , that they commu
nicate with it in sincerity, believing that it has preserved the
44

44

* Pre), ch. i. * 16. f Ibid. 1 S v s t p. 145. § GaL vi. 16.
t S y s t pp. 173.174
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essence of the sacraments, and obliges to nothing against con
science," which shows (so far from obliging those who abide
in these sects to reject their doctrine in order to be saved) that
they who remain therein with the greatest since rity, and are the
most persuaded as well of the doctrine as of the practices in use
amongst them, may be the soonest saved.
58.—One may be saved who is sincere in his conversion from Calvinism to the
Church of Rome*

It is true he seems to add two other conditions also: one, of
having been engaged in these sects from one's birth; and the
other, of not having it in one's power to communicate with a
more pure society, either because one knows none such, or " i s
not in a condition of breaking" with the society he happens to
be in.* But afterwards he passes beyond these bounds : for
after having proposed the question, whether it be lawful " to be
one while a Greek, another while a Latin ; now a reformed,
then a Papist; sometimes a Calvinist, sometimes a Lutheran,"
he answers,t " no, when you make profession of believing what
you do not believe in fact. But if you pass from one sect to
another by way of seduction, and because you cease to be per
suaded of certain opinions which you had formerly looked upon
as true," he declares that " one may proceed to different com
munions without hazard of salvation, as well as remain in them :
because those who pass into sects, which neither ruin nor sub
vert the foundations, are not in a different state from those who
are born in them ;" so that one may not only remain a Latin
and Papist when born in this communion, but also come into it
from Calvinism, without forsaking the way of salvation; nor
are they who save their souls amongst us, such only, as said
M. Claude, who abide amongst us without approving our doc
trine, but such even as are sincere in the profession of it.
59.—This Doctrine of the Minister destroys all he says against us and our
Idolatries.

Our brethren, the pretended Reformed, may thence be con
vinced, that all they are told of our idolatries is wretchedly ex
travagant. Never was it believed that an idolater might be
saved under pretence of his sincerity; so gross an error, so
manifest an unpiety, is ncompatible with an upright conscience.
Wherefore the idotatrj imputed to us is of a particular species;
it is an idolatry invented to excite against us the hatred of the
weak and ignorant. But it is high time they should undeceive
themselves; for, to be converted is nc such great misfortune,
since he who cries out tht. loudest against our idolatries, and
loads with most reproaches the converters and converted, is
agreed that all of them may be true Christians
• S y s t pp. 158, 164, 259.

f Ibid. pp. 174, 115, 196.
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6 0 . - The Ethiopians saved adding Cirmimcision to the Sacraments of the
Church.

Neither is the presumption imputed to us of having, on one
side, augmented the n imber of the Sacraments, and on the
other, mutilated the Supper by cutting off, as they say, a part
from it, any longer to be exaggerated by them : for this minis*
ter declares it would be " a cruelty to turn out of the Church"*
such as admit other sacraments than those two, which he pre
tends are only instituted by Jesus Christ, namely, Baptism and
the Supper; and so far from excluding us thence for having
added to them Confirmation, Extreme Unction, and the rest, he
does not even exclude from it the Ethiopic Christians, who, says
he, ** receive circumcision, not by the politic custom, but in
quality of a sacrament, although St. Paul has declared, If ye
De circumcised, Christ shall profit you nothing.' "f
4

61.—Communion tinder one kind contains, according to the Ministers, the
whole substance of the Eucharistic Sacrament.

As for what concerns communion under one kind, nothing is
more common in the writings of the ministers, even of this
author himself, than to say, that by so giving the Eucharistic
sacrament we corrupt the foundation and essence thereof;
which, in matter of sacraments is saying the same thing as if
we no longer had them."J But such propositions are not to be
taken literally as they stand ; since M. Claude has already told
us that, before the Reformation, our Fathers receiving but in
one kind, had nevertheless all necessary food without subtrac
tion of any part thereof ;"§ and M. Jurieu says still more
clearly the same thing, forasmuch as after having defined the
Church the aggregate of all the communions which preach the
same Jesus Christ, which declare the same salvation, which
give the same sacraments in substance, and which teach the
Bame doctrine," |j he counts us expressly in this collection of
communions, and in the Church ; which necessarily supposes
that we give the substance of the Eucharist, and by consequence,
that both kinds are not essential to it. Let our brethren, there
fore, no longer defer coming over to us in sincerity and truth,
aince their ministers have removed for them the greatest obsta
cle, if not the only one, which they allege against it.
44

44

44

62.—The excesses of the Confession of Faith softened in our favor*

The truth is, ftiere appears a manifest opposition between
this system and the Confessions of Faith of the Protestant
Churches : for the confessions of faith, all of them, unanimously
give two only marks of a true Church, " The pure preaching
of tiod's word, and the administration of the Sacraments con
formably to the institution of Jesus Christ ;"1F for which reason,
* Syst. pp. 539, 5-18
t Cal. v. 2.
4 Ibid. p. 216.
1 Prej. legit, p. 24.

[ S y s t p. 548.
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the confession of faith of our pretended Reformed has con
cluded,* " That in the Roman Church, whence the pure truth
o f God was banished, and where the sacraments were corrupted,
or wholly annihilated, properly speaking, there was n o Church
at all." Kut our minister assures us,f these expressions are
not to be understood in their strict s e n s e ; as much as to say,
there is a great deal o f exaggeration and excess in what the
Reformation lays to our charge.
t* — The two marks of a true Church given by Protestants are sufficiently to be
seen amongst us.

However, it is something c r n o u s to behold how the minister
*vill acquit himself as to these two marks o f the true Church so
solemn in the whole Protestant party. It is true, saya £ie,J
We lay them down : we, that is to say, we Protestants : but
for my part, I would give the thing," proceeds he " another turn,
and would say, that to know the body o f the Christian and uni
versal Church in general, there is but one mark requisite, viz.
the confession o f the name o f J e s u s Christ, the true Messias
and Redeemer o f mankind."
This is not a l l : for after having found the marks o f the body
of the universal Church, It is necessary to find those of the
soul, to the end you may know in what part o f this Church God
preserves his elect." Here it i s , answers the minister,§ that
we must return to our two marks, pure preaching, and pure
administration o f the sacraments." But beware you he not de
ceived ; this is not to be taken in a strict sense."|[ T o save
the essence o f a Church, the preaching is sufficiently pure when
the fundamental truths are preserved, what error soever be
superadded ; the sacraments are sufficiently pure, notwithstand
ing the additions ; let us add, following the aforesaid principle,
notwithstanding the subtractions which spoil them : forasmuch
as, in the midst o f all this, the foundation subsists, and God
applies to his elect what good there is, hindering whatsoever of
numan institution from turning to their prejudice and destruc
tion-" We conclude, therefore, with this minister, tnat nothing
of what has been said o n this subject in the Confession o f Faith
must be taken in a strict sense ; and moreover, that the Church
of Rome, (Lutherans and Calvinists, calm your hatred!) the
Church o f Rome, I say, so much hated and so much con
demned, in spite o f all your confessions o f faith and all your
reproaches, may glory in he ing, in a very true sense, as
far as is necessary to form tne children o f God, the pure
preaching o f die Word, and the right administration of the
Sacraments."
44

44

44

44

44

44

* Art xxviii. S. n. 86.
\ Ibid. p. 25.
y Ibid.
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64.—The Confession of Faith hath no longer any authority amongst the
Ministers.

If it be said, these favorable nterpretations of the Confessions
of Faith are quite opposite to, and destroy the text; that for
instance, what is there said of the Church of Rome, that truth
is banished from her, the sacraments either falsified or wholly
annihilated, and properly speaking, that we have no such thing
as a Church among us ;"* are far different things from what we
have just heard from our ministers. I own as much ; but the rea>
son in short is, they have found by experience that there is no
longer any possibility of maintaining their confessions of faith, to
wit, the foundations of the Reformation. Nor indeed is it less
truth that, in the main, little are the ministers concerned about
them ; and it is only from a point of honor that they give them*
selves any pains to answer in their behalf; which was the cause
of the minister Jurieu's inventing the aforesaid answers, more
polite and better suited to his turn, than sincere and solid.
44

65.—This system changes the language of Christians, and confounds their ideas,
even of those of the Reformation.

Now, to maintain this new system, a courage is requisite ca
pable of withstanding any difficulty, and not to be startled at
any novelty. Although men be animated against one another
even to " daggers drawing," it must be said, they are but one
body in Jesus Christ. |
If any one rebel against the Church,
and scandalize her, either by his crimes or his errors, one would
think, by excommunicating him, he is cut off from the body of
the Church in general, and thus have Protestants spoken as
well as we : it is a mistake : this scandalous and this heretical
person is cut off but from one particular flock, and do what you
will, remains a member of the Catholic Church by the sole pro
fession of the Christian name : notwithstanding that Jesus Christ
has pronounced, If any one neglect to hear the Church, look
upon him,"J not as a man that is cut off from a particular flock,
and who remains in the great one of the Church in general, but
look upon him as " a heathen and a publican," as an alien from
Christianity, as a man that has no longer any part with God's
people.
M

66.- -Manifest contrariety between the notions of the Minister in regard of Ex*
communication, and those of his own Church.

Further, what M. Jurieu here advances is a particular opin
ion wherein he evidently contradicts his own Church. A na
tional Synod has defined excommunication in these terms: to
excommunicate," say they, is to cut a man ofF from the body
of the Church like a rotten member, and to deprive him of hei
communion and all Irer benefits. "§ And in the proper form of
44

44

* Art. ax viii.
f Ibid. S. n. 15.
J Matt xviii. 17.
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excommunication, the people are thus a d d r e ^ c d " We remove
this rotten member from the society of the faithful, that he may
be to you as a heathen and a publican." M. Jurieu* spares no
pains to embroil this matter with his distinctions of sentence
declaratory and sentence juridical; sentence which cuts off from
the body of the Church, and sentence which cuts off only from
a particular confederation. H e invents these distinctions only
that the reader may lose himself in the maze of these subtle
ties, and not perceive he is fed with empty sound. For, after
all, he never will be able to show, in the pretended Reformed
Crunches, any other excommunication, separation, lopping off,
than the abovementioned; nor can one depart more expressly
from it, than does M. Jurieu. H e pronounces, and repeats in
a hundred places and a hundred different ways, that " it is im
possible to banish a man from the universal Church ;"f and his
Church says on the contrary, that the excommunicated person
must be looked upon as a heathen, who no longer appertains to
God's people. M. Jurieu proceeds:J " A l l excommunication
whatsoever is made by a particular Church, and is nothing else
but an expulsion from a particular C h u r c h ; " and we see, ac
cording to the rules of his religion, that a particular Church
severs a man from the body of the Church as " one does a rot
ten member," which doubtless no longer cleaves to any part of
the body after it is once divided from it.
67.—Confessions of Faith but arbitrary

conventions.

Let us, nevertheless, consider again what are the: e partic
ular Churches and these particular flocks, from which he sup
poses one is separated by excommunication. T h e Minister
explains himself by this principle :§ " A l l whatever different
flocks have no other external link than that which is made by
way of voluntary and arbitrary confederation, such as was that
of the Christian Churches in the third age, on account that they
found themselves united under the same temporal prince." So
that, ever since the third age, when the Church was still found
in her purity, the Churches, according to the Minister, were no
otherwise united than by an arbitrary confederacy, or, as he
elsewhere styles it, " by accident,." |j W h a t ! T h o s e Christians
then who were not subject to the Roman Empire, those who
wero spread from the time of St. Ircnaeus, and even from the
time of St. Justin, amidst the Barbarians and Scythians, were
they under no external band with the other CI; irehes and had
they not a right to communicate with them? This is not the
notion they have formerly given us of Christian fraternity. All
that are orthodox have a right to communicate w th an orthodox
* Syst. 1. ii. ch. iii.
f Svst. p. 24, &c.
i Pre> p. 6. SyeL pp. 246, &t\ 254, 5W2. 2C9, 305, 557.

{ Ibid,
J Ibid. p.
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Church; all that are Catholic, to wit, all members of the Church
universal, with the whole Church. All those who bear the mark
of the children of God hav 3 aright to be admitted wherever ihey
find tho table of their common Father, provided their manners
be approved: but here comes one to disturb this fine order;
you are no longer in society, " but by accident ;" Christian fra
ternity is changed into arbitrary confederacies, which you may
extend at will, more or less, according to the different confes
sions of faith agreed upon.* These confessions of faith are
treaties in which you insert whatever you please. Some have
put in them, " that'they are to teach the verities of grace as ex
pounded by St. Austin,"f and these, we are told, are the pre
tended Reformed churches : far from truth; nobody is less, in
their doctrine, than St. Austin ; yet they are pleased to say so.
These men are not allowed to be "Semipelagians, and the Swiss,
no less than those of Geneva, would exclude them from their
communions."^ As for those who have not made the like con
vention, they shall he Semipelagians, if they please. What is
still more, those who have entered into the confederacy of Ge
neva and that of the pretended Reformed, where one thinks he
is obliged to maintain the grace of St. Austin, " may depart from
the agreement ;"§ but then they must be contented to be sepa
rated from a confederation whose laws they have violated, and
what one would tolerate everywhere else," can be no longer tol
erated in those flocks in which other conventions had been made.
w

68.—Independentism established contrary to the Decree of Charenton,

But what will become of those men who break th* agreement
of the Calvinian Reformation, or of some such othe^ like con
federacy 1 Shall they be then obliged to enter into league with
some other Church? N o such thing : " It is nowise necessary,
when you separate yourself from one Church, to find out another
to adhere to."(| I am aware he is forced to say so, because
otherwise he could not excuse the Protestant Churches, which,
on their separation from the Church of Rome, were not able to
nnd on earth a Church they could embrace. But we must hear
the reason which authorizes such a separation. " It is," con
tinues M. Jurieu,1T " because all Churches are naturally free and
independent of one another;" or, as he explains it in another
place, " naturally and originally, all Churches are independc it."
Here is exactly our doctrine, will say the Independents ; we
are the true Christians that defend this primitive and natural lib
erty of Churches. Yet Charenton has nevertheless condemned
them in 1644. Therefore by anticipation has also condemned
* S y e t p. 254.
f Ibid.
|| Lib. iu.ch.xv. p. 547.
VOL. ii.

| Ibid. p. 249.
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M. Jurieu, who maintains them ;* but let JS hear the Decree.
Whereas it has been represented, that many who call them
selves Independents, because they teach that every church ought
to govern herself by her own laws 'without any dependance on
any body in Church matters, and free from any obligation of ac
knowledging the authority of Conferences and Synods for their
conduct and government;" that is, without any confederation
with any other Chuich whatsoever ; and this is exactly the case
of M> Jurieu. But the Synod's answer is very different from
his for the Synod pronounces, that it ought to be dreaded,
iest this poison insensibly diffusing itself, should create," say
they, disorder and confusion amongst us, should open a gate
to all kind of irregularities and extravagances, and make void
all means of applying a remedy; which would be equally prej
udicial to Church and State, and give room to form as many re
ligions as there are parishes and particular assemblies." And
M. Jurieu concludes, on the contrary, that by separating from
one Church without adhering to another, you do nothing but re
tain the liberty and independence, which naturally and origi
nally belongs to Churches," namely, that liberty which J e s u s
Christ, at their formation, bestowed upon them.
u

44

44

44

69,—All authority and subordination of Churches depends on Princes*

Accordingly, there is no way of maintaining, conformably to
me principles of this minister, these Conferences and Synods.
For he supposes, in case a Catholic kingdom should divide itself
from Rome, and then subdivide itself into many sovereignties,
that each Prince might make a Patriarch, and establish, in h e
state, a government absolutely independent of that of its neigh
boring states without appeal," without union, without corre
spondence ; | for all that, in his notion, depends on the Prince ;
and it is for this reason that he makes the first confederation of
Churches depend on the unity of the Roman Empire. But, if
this be so, his uncle, Lewis du Moulin, gains his cause : for he
pretends,J that all this subordination of Conferences and Synods
(if you consider it as ecclesiastical and spiritual) is nothing else
but Popery in disguise, and the ushering in of Antichrist; con
sequently, that there is no power in this distribution of Churches
but from the Sovereign's authority ; and that excommunications
and degradations made by Synods, whether provincial or na
tional, have no authority but from thence. But by a little fur
ther extension of this argument, the excommunications of con
sistories will appear no more effectual than those of Synods :
so that, euner tnere will be no ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and the
Independents are in the right: or, it will be lodged in the Prince's
44

* Disc. ch. vi, of the union of Churches.
f Syst p. 546.

Notes on the 2d Art. p. 118.
J Fa»ci. Ep. Lud. Moll
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hand, aud, in fine, Lewis du Moulin must have converted hii
nephew, who so long opposed his errors*

70.—TAc true

Christian

Unity.

See what this system comes to, wherein the whole solution
of this difficulty about the Church is placed; it is matter of as
tonishment to hear these novelties. What an error to imagine
there is no external Union between Christian Churches, but de
pendency on Princes, or by some other arbitrary and voluntary
confederation;" and not be sensible that Jesus Christ hath
obliged his faithful to live in a Church, to wit, as is owned, in
an exterior society, and to communicate with one another, not
only in the same faith and the same sentiments, but also, when
they meet, in the same sacraments and the same service; in
somuch that, however distant churches be, yet are they but the
same Church distributed into divers places, the diversity of
places not hindering the unity of the holy table, at which all
communicate one with another, as they do with Jesus Christ
their common head.
44

71.—Rashness of the Minister, who owns that his System is contrary to the
Faith of all ages.

Let us now consider the origin of this new system which we
have just now taken a view of. Its author boasts,* perhaps, as
he does in other tenets, of having on his side the three first ages;
and, it is likely, the opinion which includes the whole Church
in one and the same communion (it being pretended so tyran
nical) will be born under the empire of Antichrist: n o ; it was
born in Asia, even in the third age : Firmilian, so great a man,
and his colleagues, such great bishops, are the authors of it: it
passed over into Africa, where St. Cyprian, a martyr so illus
trious, and the light of the Church, embraced it with the whole
council of Africa; and it was this cruel opinion which made
them rebaptize all heretics, no other reason for it being alleged
by them, but that heretics were not of the Catholic Church.
It must be owned St. Cyprian made use of the following bad
argument: Heretics and Schismatics are not of the body of the
Catholic Church ; therefore they ought to be rebaptized at their
coming into it. But M. Jurieu would t ot have the assurance
to say, that the principle of the unity of the Church, abused by
St. Cyprian, was as new as the conseqi ence he drew from it,
since this minister acknowledges,"}* that the false idea of the
unity of the Church was formed on the history of the two first
ages down to the middle, or end of the third. We must not
wonder," continues h e , that the Church accounted all the sects*
which existed during those times, as entirely separated from the
body of the Church, for that was true ;" and he adds, it wax
* SypL 1. i. ch. vii. viii.
t Ibid, a 5a.
44
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at that time, namely in the two first ages down to the middle of
the third, that they got a habit of believing that heretics did
not in any manner appertain to the Church:" so that the doc
trine of St. Cyprian, which he accuses of novelty, nay, of ty
ranny, was a habit contracted ever since the first two ages of
the Church; that is, from the beginning of Christianity.
It must no less be owned that this doctrine of St. Cyprian,
concerning the unity of the Church, was not invented on the oc
casion of rebaptizing heretics, by reason that the book, " Con
cerning the Unity of the Church," wherein the doctrine exclu
ding heretics and schismatics is so clearly laid down, did pre
cede the dispute of rebaptization ; so that St. Cyprian entered
naturally into this doctrine consequently to the tradition of the
two foregoing ages.
Nor is it less certain that the whole Church had embraced this
doctrine equally with him, long before the dispute of rebaptizing.
For this dispute began under St. Stephen, Pope. N o w , before
this, and not only in the time of St. Lucius, his predecessor, but
also from the beginning of the pontificate of St. Cornelius, pre
decessor to St. Lucius, Novatian and his followers! had been
looked upon as separated from the communion of all the Bishops
and Churches of the world, although they had not renounced the
profession of Christianity, nor overthrown any fundamental arti
cle. From that time, therefore, even those that preserved the
fundamentals, if under other pretexts they broke unity, were ac
counted separated from the universal Church*
Thus is it an unquestionable fact, that the doctrine impugned
by M. Jurieu was received by the whole Church, not onl before
the quarrel about rebaptization, but even from the first origin of
Christianity; and was made use of by St. Cyprian, not as a new
foundation which he gave to his error, but as a common principle
in which the whole world concurred.
4

72.—The Minister contradicts himself by asserting the Council of Nice to b*
of his sentiments.

The Minister had the presumption to say,} that his ideas of
the Church are the same with those of the Nicene Council, and
concludes, ** that this holy council did not reject all heretics from
the communion of the Church, because it did not command all
of them to be rebaptized, neither requiring this in regard of the
Novatians or Cathari, nor of the Donatists, nor of the rest that
retained the foundation of faith, but only of the Paulianists,
namely, the followers of Paul of Samosata, who denied the
Trinity and Incarnation." But, waiving other arguments, the
Minister needs but hear himself, in order to be convicted. He
speaks of the Council of Nice " as of the most universal ever
* SyuL J. L ch. vii. viii p. 56. \ Epist Cyp. ad Antoaian,. be. J Syst p. S I
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neld
but which, nevertheless, was not altogether so, since
" t h e gieat assemblies of the Novatians and Donatists were
not called to it." I desire no more than this confession to con
clude, that consequently they were not accounted, at that time,
as part of the universal Church, since there was not so much an
the lea^t thought of calling them to the Council expressly con
vened to represent her.
And, in fact, let us hear how this Council speaks of the N o atians or Cathari: those, says the council,! " when they shall
°ome to the Catholic Church." Enough said ; the dispute is
tnded : in the Church, therefore, they could not be. Nor does
it speak in other terms of the Paulianists whose baptism it con
demns :J as for the Paulianists, when they ask to be received
into the Catholic Church, see again ; in it, therefore, they were
not, according to the notions of these Fathers, and the minister
agrees therein. But that he may no longer presume to say, that
those whose baptism is received are in the Catholic Church, and
not those whose baptism is rejected ; the council puts out of the
Church no less those whose baptism it approves, as the Nova
tians, thar those whom it makes be rebaptized, as the Paulian
ists ; consequently, this difference did not at all depend on those
being deputed members of the Catholic Church, and not these.
As much must be said of the Donatists, the Council of Nice
neither admitting of their communion nor their bishops ; on the
contrary, receiving to its sessions Cecilian, bishop of Carthage,
from whom the Donatists had separated. T h e council, there
fore, looked upon the Donatists as separated from the universal
Church.
Let the minister now come and tell us that the Fathers of the
Nicene council are of his opinion, or that their doctrine was
new, or that when they pronounced against the Arians this sen
tence— The holy Catholic and Apostolic Church anathemizes
them,"—they left them fellow-members of this same Catholic
Church, and did but banish them from a voluntary and arbitraiy
confederation, which they might extend, more or less, according
to their fancy : such discourses ought to appear nothing less
than prodigies.
44

73.—The Minister

,s condemned by the Creeds which he receives.

T h e Minister counts amongst the symbols received by the
whole world, that of the Apostles, that of Nice, and that of
Constantinople. We are agreed, indeed, that these three creeds
make but one, and that the Apostles' creed is but explained by
that of the two first (Ecumenical councils. § We have seen
the sentiments of the Council of Nice. The Council of Con* S y e t p. 234.
VOL. i i

f Cone. N i c Can. viii.
J Ibid. Can. xLu
$ Cone. c. p. Epist ad Omn. Episc.
24 *
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proceeds on the same principles, in t h a t 4 t banishes
all sects from its unity: whence it concludes, in its letter to all
the bishops, that the body o f the Church is not divided ; and it
was conformably to this same spirit that it said in its creed—" I
believe one Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Church,"—adding this
word one, to those, Holy and Catholic^ which were in the Symbol
of the Apostles, and strengthening it by that of Jlposiolic, in
order to sh^w that the Church thus defined and perfectly one by
the exclusion of all sects, w a s that which was founded by the
Apostles.
Btantinople

74.—The Minister endeavors to weaken the authority of the Apostles* Creed.

T h e judicious reader expects here to know what this hardy
minister will say in regard of the Apostles' Creed, and touching
that article, " I believe the Catholic Church." Until now it had
been believed, and even in the Reformation, that this creed, so
unanimously received by all Christians, ivas an abridgment, and
as a summary of the doctrine of the Apostles and the Scripture.
But the minister tells us quite the contrary ;* for, after deciding
that the Apostles were not the authors of it, he will not even
grant, what none else denied till now, that, at least, it was made
wholly according to their spirit. H e says, therefore, " that we
must look for the sense of the articles of the creed, not in the
Scripture, but in the intention of those who composed it." But,
proceeds he, the creed was not made all at once : the article—
* I believe the Catholic Church'—was added in the fourth age."
What does this reasoning tend to else, but to prepare himself a
refuge against the creed, and give it only the authority of the
fourth age 1 Whereas all Christians to this time have held it for
a common Confession of Faith, of all ages, and of all Christian
Churches, from the days of the Apostles.
41

75.—A new gloss of the Minister

on the Apostles'

Creed.

But let us see, nevertheless, in what manner he will define the
Catholic Church conformably to the creed. H e at once rejects
the definition which he imputes to Catholics ;f nor does he a p 
prove more of that which he attributes to Protestants. For his
part, he, who no less raises himself above his brethren, the
Protestants, than above his adversaries, the Catholics, being to
define the Church of all times, he does it thus : " it is the body
o f those who make profession of believing J e s u s Christ the tiue
Messias; a body divided into a great number of sects ; " he
must add besides, which excommunicate one another, to the end
that all anathematized Heresies, nay, all Schismatics, though
divided from their brethren, " even to daggers drawing," (to use
ihe minister's expression,) may have the happiness of being ir
* Prej leg. cK ii pp! 27, 28.

Sy«t p. 2J".

t Prej. p. 29
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the Ghuich expressed by the creed, and in the Christian unity
which it teaches us. This is what men are bold enough to say
in the Reformation, and the kingdom of Jesus Christ carries
among them, in its proper definition, the character of the divi
sion " whereby every kingdom (as the Gospel says) is brought
to desolation.*'*
76.—The Minister destroys tht notion of a Catholic Church taught by himself
when he explained the Catechism.

The minister should at least have called to mind the Cate
chism, which he himself taught at Sedan so many years; wherein,
after reciting " I believe the Catholic Church," it concludes,
" that out of the Church there is nothing but damnation and
death, and that all those who separate themselves from the com
munity of the faithful to make a sect apart, ought not to hope
salvation."! It is very certain, that the Church here spoken of
is the universal Church ; therefore, in respect to her, one may
make a sect apart, one may separate himself from her unity.
I ask, whether in this place to make a sect apart," be a word
that implies apostacy 1 Is it necessary for him that makes a
sect apart, to put on a turban, and publicly renounce his bap
tism ? D o men speak thus 1 Should they speak thus, in a
catechism, to an innocent child, on purpose to confound all his
ideas, and that he may no longer know what to stick to ?
41

77.—The Schism of Jeroboam and the Twelve Tribes is justified.

Methinks I labor for the salvation of souls, by continuing the
recital of this minister's errors, the most exorbitant and palpable
that the defence of a bad cause has perhaps ever cast man into.
What he was forced to invent in support of the new system, is
still more strange, if possible, and more unheard of than the
system itself. It was necessary for him to perplex all the ideas
with which the Scripture furnishes us. It speaks to us of the
schism of Jeroboam J as of a detestable action, which began by
a revolt, which maintained itself by a downright idolatry in ado
ring calves of gold, so far even as to forsake the ark of the cov
enant ;§ in fine, to renounce the law of Moses, to cast off the
priesthood of Aaron and the whole Levitical ministry, to conse
crate false priests of strange gods and of devils. Yet must it
be said, nevertheless, that these Schismatics, these Heretics,
these Apostates from the law, these Idolaters, made part of God's
people ;|( that the seven thousand whom God had reserved to
himself, and the remainder of the elect in Israel, adhered to the
schism ; that the prophets of the Lord communicated with these
Schismatics and Idolaters, and broke off from Judah, which was
the place that God had chosen ; and a schism aggravated with
* Luke xi. 17.
€ Par. ix. 13.

f Catechism of the Prot. Ref. Dim. 17. | Kings iii. 1%
§ 2 Paralip. xi. 15.
|| Syst 1. i.eL xii
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such circumstances ought not, it seems, to be counted " among
those sins which destroy grace."* I f this be true, the whole
Scripture must be nothing but delusion and the most excessive
exaggeration that can be found in all human language. But then,
what must be said to the texts alleged by M . Jurieu ? Any
thing, rather than to own so enormous a doctrine, and to place
manifest idolaters in the communion of God's children, for this
is no proper place for a deeper research into this subject
78.—The. Church in the Apostle's time is accused of Schism and Heresy.

N o more does the Christian than the Jewish Church escape
the hands of this minister.*f H e attacks her in her prime and
vigor, even in those happy days when she was governed by the
Apostles. For, if we believe him, the converted J e w s , namely,
the greatest part of the Church, there being " so many thousands
of them,"J according to S t James's testimony, and undoubtedly
its most noble part, since it comprehended those on whom the
rest "were grafted;" the stock " a n d holy root whence the fat
ness of the good olive"§ was derived to the wild branches, were
Heretics and Schismatics,|j nay, guilty of a heresy of which St.
Paul has said, " i t destroyed grace, and rendered Christ of no
effect to them."1T T h e rest of the Church, to wit, those who
came from heathenism, partook of the schism and heresy by
consenting to it, and by acknowledging those as holy and
brethren in J e s u s Christ, who entertained in their minds so
strange a heresy, and in their hearts so criminal a jealousy; and
the Apostles themselves were the most heretical and schismatical of all, for conniving at such crimes and errors. Such is the
dea he gives us of the Christian Church under the Apostles,
when the blood of Jesus Christ was, as I may say, still reeking,
his doctrine fresh in their minds—the spirit of Christianity in
its full strength. What an opinion will the impious have of the
Church in her progress, if these so much extolled beginnings
be grounded on heresy and schism; nay, if corruption even
reach to those who had the first-fruits of the Spirit?
79.—According to the Minister, one may save himself even in the Communion
of Socinians.

It seemed as if our minister was for excluding the Socinians,
at least, from the communion of God's people, he having so
frequently said, that they impugn directly the fundamental truths,
and that these being subverted, such societies are dead and cau
raise no children to Almighty God. But all this was nothing
but a false appearance; and the minister would heartily despise
whosoever should be deluded by it.
:

* Syst. 1. ch. xx. p. 153.
J Ibid. ch. xiv., xxi. p. 167.
J Acta xxu
§ Rom. xi 17, &c.
|| S y s t Ibid. ch. xx. p. 167.
U Gal. v 2 I
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And, indeed, the principal foundation of his doctrine is,*
That the word of God is never preached in any country but
God makes it effectual with regard to some people." As then,
v«ry certainly, the word of God is preached amongst the Socinians, the minister concludes aright, according to his princi
ples,! "That if Socinianism had been as much diffused as is,
for example, Popery, God would also have fcund means of
fending in it his elect, and of hindering their taking part in the
mortal heresies of that sect, as he found means heretofore ot
preserving, in Arianism, a number of elect and virtuous souls
untainted *with the Arian heresy."
And if the Socinians, in the state they are in at present, can
not contain in their body the elect of God, it is not on account
of their perverse doctrine, but,J for that they being in small
numbers, and dispersed up and down without making a figure
in the world, and in most places having not so much as an as
sembly, it is not necessary to suppose that God saves any of
them." Nevertheless, since it is certain the Socinians have
had churches in Poland, and have at this day in Transylvania,
one might ask of the minister, what is the number requisite to
make a figure? But be that as it will, according to him it de
pends only on princes to give children of God to all societies
whatsoever, by giving them assemblies; and if the devil com
plete his work, if taking men on that side to which their senses
lean, and, by that means, multiply Socinians in the world, he
also finds means of procuring them a more free and extensive
exercise of their religion, he will compel Jesus Christ to form
his elect amongst them.
4

44

80.—By the Minister's principles, one might be saved in the exterior Commit
nion of the Mahometans and Jews*

The minister will answer doubtless, that if he says, you may
oe saved in the communion of Socinians, it is not by the way
of toleration, but by that of discernment and separation; that is
to say, it is not by presupposing God tolerates Socinianism as
he does other sects which have preserved the foundation, but,
m the contrary, by presupposing that these the Socinian asso
ciates, discerning the good from the evil in the doctrine of this
sect, will reject in their hearts what is blasphemous therein, al
though they remain united therewith exteriorly.
But take his answer which way you will, it is equally full of
impiety. For in the first place, this makes him inconsistent
with himself in respect to the toleration of those who deny the
divinity of the Son of God, since he extends this toleration even
to the Arians : " To damn," says he,§ "all those numberless
+ Prej. leg. pp 4, 5, &c. t Syst pp. !.47,149, &c. Prej. leg. p. 16. Sy»t
L i <h. xii. pp. 98, 102; ch. x\x. p. 149, &c.; «h. xx. p. 153, &c.
J Ibid.
§ Prej. p. 22.
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Christians wh<r lived in the external c o i i n u m o n of Aiianism
some whereof detested its tenets, others were ignorant of them
some tolerated ihem in the spirit of peace, others held then tongues
through fear and authority: to damn, I say, alt those people, is
the opinion of a n executioner, and becoming the cijelty of
Popery." In this manner M. Jurieu extends his mercy, not to
those only who remained in the communion of A nans, being ig
norant of their sentiments, but to those also who K n e w them;
and not only to those who, knowing and detesting them in their
hearts, did not blame them through fear, but also to those whu
" tolerated them in the spirit of peace," namely; to those who
judged that denying the divinity of Jesus Christ was a tolerable
doctrine. What, then, hinders his tolerating, in the spirit of
peace, even the Socinians, as he tolerates the rest, and extend
ing his charity so far even as to save them?
But although the minister should repent himself of having
carried his toleration to this excess, and would save but those
only in the Socinian communion that should heartily detest their
sentiments, his doctrine would be nothing the better for that;
since, in short, he must always save those who, conscious of the
Socinian tenets, should, nevertheless, remain in their external
communion, that is, frequent their assemblies, join in their
prayers and worship, be present at their sermons with an exte
rior like to that of others who pass for men of that communion.
If this dissimulation be lawful, no longer do we know what is
hypocrisy, nor what this sentence means, " Depart from th«
tents of the wicked."*
Should now the minister reply, that those who frequent the
Socinian assemblies in this mannei ought so to direct their in
tention as to partake only of that wn. *h is good amongst them,
namely, of the unity of Cod and the mission of Jesus Christ;
this is a still greater absurdity, since, in this sense, there would
be likewise no difficulty of living in the communion of J e w s and
T u r k s : for you need but persuade yourself, you partake only
with them in the belief of God's unity, detesting in your heart,
without uttering a word, all they speak impiously against J e s u s
Christ; and should it be said, that it is enough to ineur damna
tion to make your usual worship in an assembly where Jesus
Christ is blasphemed, the Socinians, blasphemers of his divinity
and so many others of his sacred truths, are no better than they.
81.—The succession which the Minister gives his Religion, is common to him
with all Heresies.

Such are the absurdities of this new ^yatem : it was not the
product of free choice, for no man takes pleasure in making
Wmself ridiculous by advancing such paradoxes. But cne fals*
* Num. xvi. 26.
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step draws on another; nor would he have plunged into this
excess, but for others he had fallen into before* The Refor
mation had fallen into the excess of separating herself not only
from the Church in which she had received her baptism, but also
from all other Christian Churches. In this state, urged to
answer where the Church was before the time of these Re
formers, she could not keep to one constant language, and ini
quity gave herself the lie. At last, quite nonplused, and little
satisfied with all the answers hitherto made in our days, she
thought to extricate herself by saying,* it is not of particular
societies, of Lutherans, of Calvinists, you should ask for the
risible succession of their doctrine and pastors; it being true,
they were not as yet formed two hundred years ago;" grant
ing this, yet the universal Church, whereof these sects make
a part, was visible in the communions of which Christianity was
composed, viz. that of the Grecians, of the Abyssinians, of the
Armenians, and Latins, which is all the succession there is oc
casion for. Here is the last refuge; this their whole solution.
But all kinds of sects, they must allow, may say the same.
There is not any, nor ever was, to take in each of them no more
than the common profession of Christianity, which does not find
its particular succession as our minister has found his ; so that,
to give a descent and an always visible perpetuity to his Church,
he was forced to lavish the same favor on the most novel and
impious societies.
;<

82.—The Minister at the same time speaks pro and con with relation to the
perpetual Visibility of the Church.

The greatest offence that can be done to truth is, to know it,
and, at the same time, to abandon or undermine it. M. Jurieu
has owned great truths : in the first place, that the Church is
taken in Scripture for a society always visible; nay, I g o , " says
he, "further on this head than M, de Maux."| With all my
heart; what I had said was suffici. it; but since he will allow
us more, I receive it from him.
Secondly, he agrees that it cannot be denied " that the Church,
which the Creed obliges us to believe is a visible Church. J
This was enough to demonstrate the perpetual visibility of
the Church, because that, which is believed in the Creed, is
eternally and unalterably true. But in order that there may be
no doubt that this article of our faith is grounded on the express
promises of Jesus Christ, the minister grants us moreover, that
the Church to which Jesus Christ had promised that hell should
not prevail against her, was§ " a confessing Church, a Church
which published the faith with St. Peter, a Church, by conseu

M

* S y t t L t ish. xxix. p. 226.; I. iii. ch. xvii.
$ Ibid. p. 215.
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quence, always exterior and visible;" which he carries so far
aft to declare, without hesitation,* " that he, who should have
the faith without the profession of the faith, would not be of the
Church."
ft is this also that makes him say,"f " it is essential to the
Christian Church to have a ministry." Equally with M. Claude,
he approvesj °f
inferring from these words of our Saviour,
teach, baptize, and lo I am with you always, even unto the end
of the world ;§ "that there will be teachers with whom Jesus
Christ shall teach, and that true preaching never shall cease in
the Church." H e says as much of the sacraments, and is
agreed, || that the band of Christians, by means of the sacra
ments, is essential to the Church; that there is no true Church
without the sacraments;" whence he concludes, that it is neces
sary to have the essence" and foundation, to be members of
the body of the Church.
From all these express passages, the minister concludes with
us, that the Church is always visible, necessarily visible, and,
what is more remarkable, visible not only as to its body, but
also as to its soul, as he terms it, because, says he, IT when I
see Christian societies, wherein doctrine conformable to the
word of God is preserved as much as is necessary for the es
sence of a Church, I know and see for certain, that there are
elect in it, since, wherever are the fundamental truths, they are
salutary to some people."
After this chain of doctrine, which the minister confirms by
so many express passages, one might think nothing could be
oetter settled in his mind, from Scripture, from the promises of
Jesus Christ, from the Creed of the Apostles, than the perpetual
visibility of the Church ; and yet he says the coutrary, not by
consequence, but in formal terms ; for he says, at the same
time.** that this perpetual visibility of the Chun h is not to be
found by those proofs which are called of right," that is, by
Scripture, as hs explains i t , otherwise than by supposing thai
God always preserves to himself a hidden number of the faith
ful, a Church, as one may say, subterraneous and unknown to
the whole earth, which would be as well the body of Jesus
Christ, his spouse and his kingdom, as a known Church ; and,
in fine, that the promises of Jesus Christ would renrKiin invio
late, though the Church should have fallen into so great an ob
scurity, as that it were impossible to point out and say, there is
the true Church, and there does God preserve the elect."
VTiat, then, becomes of that express acknowledgment, thai
o u r
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the Church in the Scripture is always visible , that the promises
she has received from Jtsus Christ, for her perpetual duration
are addressed to a visible Church, to a Church that publishes
her faith, to a Church which has the keys and a ministry, to
whom the ministry is essentia!, and which no longer is a Church,
if the profession of faith be wanting to her? This we are at a
loss to k n o w ; the minister thinks lie salves all by telling us,
that, for his part,* he truly believes the Church always visible,
and thai she hath been ever so, may he proved from history.
Who docs not see what he aims at? Namely, in a word, that
in case it happens a Protestant should be forced to own, accord
ing to his belief, that the Church had ceased to be visible, at most
he would only have denied a fact,yet not overthrown the promises
of J e s u s Christ. But this is putting us on the wrong scent in too
gross a manner. T h e question in hand is not whether the Church,
by good luck, has always remained to this day in her visibility, but
whether she has promises of continuing for ever in it; nor, whether
M. Jurieu believes it, but whether M. Jurieu has written that all
Christians are obliged to believe it as a t.uth from God, and ar
a fundamental article couched in the Creed. Most certaii>l)
he has written it, as we have s e e n ; and he goes on demor.strating, that the question touching the Church involves tht
ministers in such a disorder, that they know not which way to
turn themselves ; and if they can but meet with an evasion, i
is all they aim at.
S3.— Vain distinction between errors.

But not one is left them, provided they follow but never so
little the principles which they have granted; for, if the Church
he visible and always visible by the confession of the truth; if
Jesus Christ has promised she would be so eternally, it is
clearer than day that it is not allowable to depart one moment
from her doctrine, which is saying, in other words, that she is
infallible. T h e consequence is very plain ; since, departing
from the doctrine of her who always teaches truth, would be too
manifestly declaring enmity to truth itself; again, nothing can
be more clear and distinct than this.
Let us consider, nevertheless, what method the ministers
have used to ward off this stroke. Jesus Christ has promised
say they, a perpetual ministry, yet not a ministry always pure;
the f\o"«^ *{the ministry shall subsist in the Church, because
the foundation- will be retained ; but what shall he added to
these, will corrupt it, which makes M. Claude to say,t that the
ministry will never come to a subtraction of a fundamental
truth, such as is seen, for example, i.i Sociuiani-m, which r e j e c t
he divinity of Jesus Christ; but there i not a h\w inconveui*
• Syst p. J*5. Prej. p. 22.
f Rep. en rlinc. de M !• Cond p. 383, * sec*,
vol.. n .
95
;
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ence in corrupting, by addition, wholesome truths is the Church
of Rome :as done, because the fundamentals of salvation still
subsist.
Pursuant to the same principles, M. Jurieu agrees,* " fhat
Jesus Christ has promised there always shall be teachers with
whom he will teach, so far that true preaching shall never cease
in his Church;" hut he distinguishes: there always shall be
teachers with whom Jesus Christ will teach the fundamental
truths, he grants it; but that there never shall be errors in this
ministry, he denies it :f so, " true preaching shall never cease
In the Church ; we own it," answers he, " if by true preaching
be understood a preaching which announces the essential and
fundamental verities ; but we deny it, if by true preaching a
doctrine be understood that contains no kind of errors.
84.—Jl single word destroys these

subtillies.

To dispel all these mists, nothing more is necessary than tu
ask these men, where it is they have learned to put a restriction
on the promises of Jesus Christ i He that is able to prevent
subtractions, why must he not he able to prevent dangerous ad
ditions ? What certainty, therefore, have they, that preaching
shall be more pure, the ministry more privileged with regard to
subtraction, than to addition I This word, " I am with you,"J
implies an universal protection to (hose with whom Jesus Christ
does touch. If the duration of the external and visible ministry be
the work of man, it may fail equally on all sides; if, on account
of the intervention of Jesus Christ, pursuant to his promises,
we are assured that subtraction has never taken place therein,
no longer do wo comprehend how addition can find admittance.
85.—Strange toay of securing the promises of Jesus

Christ.

And assuredly it is impossible, agreeing as they do, that
Jesus Christ has promised his Church that the truth should al
ways be taught in her, and that he would eternally abide with
the Ministers of this same Church, in order to teach with them;
it is, I say, impossible he should not have v eant to say, that
the truth he promised to preserve in her should be pure, and
such as revealed by him ; there being nothing more ridiculous
than to make him promise he would always teach the truth with
such as, retaining a foundation of it, were; to overwhelm thm
foundation, nay destroy it, as is supposed, with their errors, by
the inevitable consequence of their doctrine.
And, in reality, I leave the Protestants to judge whether these
magnificent promises of rendering the Church immovable in the
visible profession of the truth be fulfilled in the state, which the
Minister has represented to us by these words : § — " We say that
* Synt. pp. 298, 239.

f Ibid.

t Matt, xxviii. 20. § Prej. feg. p. %l
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the Church is perpetually visible; but the greatest part of the
time, and almost always, she is more visible by the corruption of
her manners, by the addition of many false tenets by the decay
of her ministry, by her errors and her superstitions* than by the
truths she does preserve." If such be the visibility which Chrisf
has promised to his Church, if it be thus he promises,* that the
truth shall always be taught in her, there is no sect, though never
so impious, which may not glory that the promise of Jesus Christ
is fulfilled in her: and if Jesus Christ only promises to teach
with all those that shall teach some truth, whatever error may be
interwoven with it, he promises nothing more to his Church than
to the Socinians, to the Deists, to Atheists themselves, since
none of them are gone so far astray as not to retain some rem
nant of the truth.
t

86.—The Minister says that the Universal Church teaches, and at the same time
does not teach.

It is now easy to understand what we have inculcated so fre
quently, that the article of the creed, " I believe the Catholic
and Universal Church," imports necessarily the belief of her
infallibility, and that there is no difference between believing the
Catholic Church and believing in the Catholic Church, to wit.
by approving and assenting to her doctrine. The Minister rises
up with contempt against this reasoning of M. de Meaux, and
opposes it by two answers : | the first is, that the Universal
Church teaches nothing; the second, that, supposing she taugh'
:he truth, it would not follow that she taught it entirely pure
But he contradicts himself in these two answers : in the first
in express terms, as I am going to show; in the second,
by the evident consequence of his principles, as will be shown
hereafter. Let us, then, observe how he speaks in his first
answer. " The Universal Church," says he,J " mentioned in the
Creed cannot, properly speaking, either teach or preach the
truth:" and I prove to him the contrary by his own words, he
having said, but two pages before, that the Church to which Jesus
Christ pronises an eternal subsistence, by saying " the gates of
hell shall not prevail against her, is a confessing Church, a
Church that publishes her faith :"§ now this Church is, undoubt
edly, the Universal Church, and the same that the Creed speaks
of; therefore the Universal Church, of which mention is made
in the Creed, confesses and publishes the truth; nor can it any
longer be denie 1 by this Minister, without giving himself the
He, but that Chu:ch does confess, does preach the truth, unless
publishing and ;onfessing be different from preaching to the
whole universe
* Matt xvi. 18.
t Ibid. p. 2I&

f Syst. I. i. ch. xxvi. pp. 217, 91&
{ Ibid. p. 915.
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87.—SeqMi of the contradictions of the Minister on this subject, that tht Unl
versal Church teaches andjvdges.

But let us dive farther into this Minister's sentiments on this
important subject. What he most repeats, what he most insists
upon in his system is, " that the Universal Church teaches noth
ing, decides nothing, has never passed, nor will ever pass, nor
will be able ever to pass, any judgment.; and that to teach, to
decide, to judge, is the property of particular Churches." But
this doctrine* is so false, that, to sec it convicted of error, no
more is requisite th:m to continue on the reading of those places
where it is asserted ; for there you will iiud,* that "the subsist
ing communions, and those which make a figure, are the Greeks.,
the Latins, the L'rolcstunts, the Abyssinians, the Armenians, the
Nestorians, the Russians. I say that the consent of all these
communions in teaching certain verities, is a kind of judgment,
nay, of hifalHble judgment."
These communions, therefore,
teach ; and seeing these communions, according to him, arc the
Universal Church, he cannot deny that the Universal Church
does teach; no more can he deny that she judges in u certain
sense, since he attributes to her a kind of judgment, which can
be nothing less than a sentiment declared. Here is, then, by
the confession of the Minister, a declared sentiment, and, more
over, an infallible sentiment of the Church he calls universal.
88.—By the Confession of the Minister, the sentiment of the Church is a certain
rule of Faith in the most essential matters.

He proceeds :—" When the consent of the Universal Church
is general in all ages as well as in all communions, then I main
tain that tliis unanimous consent makes :i demonstration." This
is not enough ; this demonstration is grounded on the porpetua\
assistance which, according to him, God owes his Church :
" God," says he,f " cannot.permit great Christian societies to be
engaged in mortal errors, nor to persevere in them a long while."
And, a little after, is it likely that God should so far have aban
doned the Universal Church, thnt all communions, in all ages
should have unanimously renounced the most important truths ?"
Thence it clearly follows that the sentiment of the Universal
Church is a certain rule of faith, and the Minister makes the
application of it to the two most important disputes, which, in
his own judgment, possibly can arise among Christians. The
first is that of the Socinians, which comprehends so many essen
tial point*; and, thereupon, the presumption of the Socinians,"
says hej, "cannot he considered otherwise than as a prodigious
temerity and a certain token of reprobation; for that, in the
article:? of .Jesus Christ'< divinity, the trinity of persons, the re
demption. s"ih«JV-fin i, origin il sin, the ciea'.ion. grace, numo*
44
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tnlity of the soul, and eternity of torments, the} have departed
from the sentiment of the whole Universal Church."* Again,
therefore, this Universal Church has a sentiment: her senti
ment carries along with it an infallible condemnation of the
errors opposite thereunto, and serves as a rule for the decisior
of all the aforesaid articles.
89,—fhis fe
rn

}

according to the Minister, is sure, clear, sufficient, and the Faii%
it produces is not blind nor unreasonable.

Besides this, there is another subject wherein this sentiment
stands for a rule : " I believe that it is here also the most sure
rule of judging which points are fundamental, and of distinguish
ing them from such as are not; so knotty, so difficult a question
to resolve ! Thus, all that Christians have unanimously believed,
and do still everywhere believe, is fundamental and necessary
to salvation."
This rule is not only certain and clear, but also fully sufficient;
since the Minister, after having said that the discussion of textSj
of versions, of interpretations of Scripture, and even the reading
of this divine book, is not necessary to the believer in order to
form his faith, concludes at last,f that " a simple woman, who
has learnt the Apostles' Creed, and understood it rn the sense of
the Universal Church (withal keeping God's commandments,)
shall be, perhaps, in a more sure way than the learned, who, with
so much ability, contend about the difference of versions."
There must be, therefore, an easy method of discovering what
is believed by the Universal Church, since this discovery is
within the reach of a simple woman. There is a security in this
Knowledge so discovered, since this simple woman relies upon
and trusts to it; lastly, there is an entire sufficiency, since this
woman has nothing to seek further, and, fully instructed in her
faith, needs no otherwise to be concerned than how to live well.
This belief is neither blind nor unreasonable, since it is founded
on clear and sure principles ; and in reality, when one is weak,
as we all are, it is the most excellent pitch of reason to know
well whom you may rely upon.
90.—It can be no longer objected to us, that by following the authority of the
Church we follow men.

But let us push on this argument still further. That which
makes an absolute certainty in matter of faith, a certainty of de
monstration, ind the best rule to decide truths by, must be clearly
grounded on the word of God. Now, this kind of infallibility,
which the Minister attributes to the Universal Church, imports
a certainty absolute, and a certainty of demonstration, and it is
the most sure rule whereby to decide the most essential, and
* Syst p. 237.
VOL. I I .

f Syst. 1. iii. ch. iv. p. 463.
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withal the most knotty truths : therefore, it is clearly grounded
on the word of GodFor the future, therefore', when we shall urge the Protestants
with the authority of the Universal Church, should they object
to us. that we follow the authority and traditions of men ; their
Minister will confound them by saying, with us, that following
the Universal Chuich is not following men, but God himself,
who assists her by his spirit.
91.—The idea which the Minister forms to himself of the Universal
he conceives it, is not agreeable with the sentiments of the Universal

Cttnrch as
Church.

If the Minister should answer, that we get nothing by this
acknowledgment, because the Church, wherein he owns this
infallibility, is not ours, and that all Christian communions enter
into the notion which he gives of the Church: he will be no
less confounded by his own principles, since he has but just
placed among the conditions of the true faith, that the Creed be
understood
in the sense of the Universal Church." We
must therefore understand, in this sense, that article of the
Creed, which speaks of the Universal Church herself. Now
the Universal Church never has believed, that the Universal
Church was the aggregate of all Christian sects : nor does the
Minister find this notion in all places, or all times;* on the
contrary, he is agreed that the notion which reduces the Church
to a perfect unity, by excluding all sects from her communion
is of all ages, even of the three first: he has seen it in the two
councils whose creeds he receives, namely, in that of Nice, and
in that of Constantinople. It is not, therefore, in his sense,
but in ours, that the simple woman, whom he makes to walk so
surely in the way of salvation, ought to understand these words
in the Creed, "the Catholic or Universal Church;" and when
this good woman says, she believes therein, she is obliged to
fix upon one certain communion, which God shall have distin
guished from all the rest, and which contains in her unity none
but the orthodox : a communicu which must he the true king
dom of Christ Jesus perfectly united in itself, and opposite to
ne kingdom of Satan,! whose character, as before observed, is
disunion.
44

92.— The Minister

condemns his Church by the characteristics
to the Universal Church.

ascribet **y him

Should the Minister think to escape by answering that, sup
posing we had proved a communion of this nature, we had done
nothing as yet, since it still remained to be proved that this is
our communion ; I own, before we come to that, there are still
some steps to be taken: but, in the meanwhile, and before we
do this, and force the Minister, according to his principle*, tc
* See Sect 71, of this Book, et seq.

f Luke xi 17.
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lake these steps with u s ; we find already in his principles,
whereby to reject his Church. For when he gave us for a rule
that which the Universal Church unanimously believes every
where : lest he should comprehend the Socinians in this Uni
versal Church, whose authority he opposed against them, he
reduced this Church to " communions which are ancient and
extensive,"* exclusively of sects which have neither of these
advantages, and which, " for this reason, could neither be called
communions, nor Christian communions." Here are then twe
great characteristics, which, according to him, a communion
ought to have to merit the denomination of Christian, antiquity
and extent: now it is very certain, that the Churches of the
Reformation were not, at the beginning, either ancient or ex
tensive, no more than those of the Socinians and others which
the Minister rejects; therefore, they were neither " Churches
nor communions :" but if they were not so then, they could not
become so afterwards : therefore, they are not so now, nor can
one, consistently with the Minister's rules, to& speedily forsake
them.
93.—All the Ministers fir** 1 for defending his Churches are common to them
with those of the Socinians and of other Sectaries rejected by the Refor
mation.

It serves no purpose
answer, that these Churches had their
predecessors in those srr^t societies which were antecedent to
them, and which preserved the fundamental verities ; for it suits
only with the Socinians to s«?v as much. The minister urges them
in vain with these wo<ds.t " Let these men name us a commu
nion which has taught their dovma. T o find out the succession
of their doctrine, they beg»w by a Cerinthus ; they continue by
an Artemon. by a Paul of Samosara, by a Photinus, and other
such like men, who never had in assembly of four thousand
people, who never had a communion.and who were the abomi
nation of the whole Church." When the Minister urges them
thus, he is right in the main, but he is **o* right according to his
principles, because the Socinians wili always tell him, that the
only fundamental point of salvation is to b«di<*ve one only God,
and one only mediator, Christ; that it !s th« unity of these
tenets, which all the world agrees in, that make^ the Church's
unity; that the superadded tenets may, indeed, make particular
confederations, but not another body of the Church universal;
that their faith had subsisted, and does still subsist i" «11 Chris
tian societies ; that they can live amongst the Calvinism as the
pretended elect of the Calvinists lived, before Calvin
the
Church of Rome ; that they are no more obliged to show, noi
. 0 reckon their predecessors, than the Lutherans or Caivimsts;
* Syst 1. ii. ch. i. p. 238.
r Ibid.
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that it is not true, they were "the abomination of the whole
Church
since, besides their being a part thereof, the whole
Crunch never had ihe power of assembling herself against them ;
the whole Church " teaches nothing, decides nothing," detests
nothing ; that all those functions appertain only to paritcular
Churches ; that he is in the wrong to find fault with them for
clundestinity, or rather for the nullity of their assemblies ; that
those of the Lutherans or Calvinists at the beginning were in no
respect different; that, after their example, they meet together
when able, and where they have the liberty : which if others
have extorted by bloody wars, their cause is never the better for
that; and to annex salvation to such favor or toleration, how
soever obtained from prince or magistrate, whether by negotia
tion or force, is making Christianity to depend on policy.
94.—Abridgment of the foregoing

arguments.

The Minister having taken these great steps, by never so lit
tle reflection upon his own principles, would soon join issue with
us. The sentiment of the universal Church is a rule ; it is a
certain rule against the Socinians: therefore, an universal
Church must be shown in which the Socinians are not compre
hended. What excludes them from it is the want of " extent
or succession
a succession, therefore, must be pointed out
to them, which they cannot meet with amongst themselves:
now they meet evidently with the same succession that Calvin
ists boast of; namely, a succession in the principles which are
common to them with other sects ; it is necessary, therefore
they should find out another; it is necessary, I say, that you
should find a succession in the tenets peculiar to that sect
whose antiquity you would establish. N o w this succession
agrees not with Calvinists, who, in their peculiar tenets, have
no more succession, nor antiquity, than the Socinians : you
must, therefore, go forth from theirs as well as from the Sociniau Church : you must, therefore, be able to find out a better
antiquity and succession than either of theirs. Finding this
antiquity and this succession, you will have found the certainty
of faith : all, therefore, you will have to do is, to rely on the
sentiments of the Church, and on her authority; and what is
all this else, I pray, but owning the Church infalliblel This
Minister leads us then by a sure way to the infallibility of the
Church.
05.—There

is no restriction

with respect to Dogmas in the Church's Infalli
bility.
44

I am sensible he lavs a restriction.
The universal Church,*
says he,* " is infallible to a certain degree, as far as thosl
bounds which divide fundamental truths from those which aif
* P. 236.
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not. so."' But we have aheady made it plain that this restric
tion is arbitrary. God hath not declared to us that he ever
confined within these bounds the assistance which he promised
to his Church, nor that he designed to limit his promises at the
will of ministers. He gives his Holy Ghost, not to teach some
truth, but to teach " all truth/'* because he has revealed none
but such as is useful and necessary in certain cases. Never,
therefore, will he permit any one of these truths to be extiib
guished in the body of the universal Church.
96.—What is once believed in the whole Church, teas always believed in it.

Wherefore, whatsoever doctrine I shall show to have been
once universally received, the minister must receive it accord
ing to his principles; and should he think to escape by answer
ing that this doctrine, for instance, transubstantiation, the
sacrifice, invocation of saints, veneration of images, and such
like points, are indeed to be found in all the Oriental commu
nions no less than in the Western Church, but yet were not al
ways there, and that it is in this perpetuity that he has placed
the stress of his proof and the infallibility of the universal
Church: he must have misunderstood himself, because he could
not have believed in the Church universal, a perpetual assist
ance of the Holy Ghost, without comprehending, in this ac
knowledgment, not only all times together, but also each time
in particular : this perpetuity including them all: from whence
it follows that, throughout the whole duration of the Church, he
will never be able to point out a time, when the error prevails
which the Holy Ghost has bound himself to preseive her from.
Now it has been seen, the Holy Ghost has equally bound him
self to preserve her from all error, nor from one more than
another; therefore there never can be any.
97.—The Catholic alone believes in the promises.

What makes our adversaries stop at this, is their having
nothing but a human and a wavering faith. But the Ca'holic,
whose faith is divine and firm, will say without hesitatwg: if
the Holy Ghost has promised his universal Church to assist her
indefinitely against errors, therefore against all: and if against
a//, therefore always:
and as often as one shall find, in any
certain time, a doctrine established in the whole Catholic
Church, such can never be impeached of novelty, but by error.
98.—The Minister can no longer deny the Infallibility which he has conjessed*

We press him too much, will he say, and at last shall force
him to forsake his principles of the infallibility of the universal
Church. God forbid he should forsake so true a principle, ot
that he should fall back into all the absurdities he sougbl to
* John xvL IX
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ivoid by establishing it; for then his case would be that men
tioned by St. Paul, " If I build again the things which I de
stroyed, 1 make myself a prevaricator."* But since he has
begun to take so wholesome a medicine, he must be made to
follow it to the last drop, however bitter it may seem at present;
that is, he must be shown all the necessary consequences of
that truth which he has once acknowledged.
99,—The infallibility of general Councils a consequence from the infallibility
of the Church.

H e puzzles himself about the infallibility of universal coun
cils : but in the first place, supposing there were no councils,
the minister is agreed that the consent of the Church, even with
out being assembled, would serve for a certain rule. Her con
sent might be known, since he supposes it is so sufficiently at
present, to condemn the Socinians, and to serve for an unalter
able rule in the most knotty questions. Now, by the same
means that the Socinians are condemned, the other sects may
also be condemned. Nor, indeed, can it be denied that the
whole Church, without assembling herself, has sufficiently con
demned Novatian, Paul of Samosata, the Manicheans, the Pe
lagians, and an endless number of other sects. In like manner,
what sect soever may arise, it may always be condemned like
those, and the Church will be infallible in this condemnation,
since her consent will be a rule. Secondly, by owning that the
universal Church is infallible, how can the Councils not be so
that represent her, which she receives, which she approves,
wherein nothing else is proposed but to declare her sentiments
in a lawful assembly?
100.—Cavils against

Councils.

But this assembly is impossible, because there is no assem
bling all the pastors of the universe, and much less, so many
opposite communions. What a chicanery! Did ever man
take it into his head to require, in order to form an CGcumenical Council, that all pastors should he present, at it? Is it not
sufficient that so many romc to it, and from so many places,
and the rest so evidently consent to their assembly, as to be
come manifest that the judgment passed in it is the judgment
of the whole earth? Who, therefore, can refuse his consent to
such a Council, unless he that will say, J e s u s Christ, contrary
to his promise, has abandoned the whole Church? And if the
Bentiment of the Cturch was of much force whilst diffused, of
how much more will it be, when reunited ?
01.—Excessive and monstrous power given by the Minister

to those wh) am

rebels to the Church.

Concerning what the Minister says about opposite cornmu* Gal. ii. 18.
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mons, I have but one word to tell him. If the Universal Church
be infallible in opposite communions, she would be much more
so, remaining in her primitive unity. Let us, then, take her ih
this state ; let us convene her pastors in the third cenfu.y, be
fore the Church was corrupted : before, if he pleases, that N o vatian had separated from it: at such a time, he must allow the
convention ©f such a council would have been a divine relief in
order to prevent the progress of an error. Let us now suppose
what came to pass a proud Novatian makes himself bishop in
a See already filled, and makes a sect that will reform the
Church. H e is expelled; is excommunicated: what then;
because he continues to call himself a Christian, must he be of
the Church in despite of her ? Because he carries his insolence
to the utmost extremes, and will listen to no kind of reason,
must the Church have lost her first unity, nor be able any
longer to assemble, nor to form an universal Council unless
his proud heart consent? Must temerity have such a power?
And will there need no more than to lop off a branch, nay, a
rotten branch, to say that the tree has lost its unity and root ?
102.—The Council of Nice formed contrmy to the principles of the Minister.

It is therefore a thing not to be questioned, that in spite of
Novatian, in spite of Donatus, in spite of all other no less con
tentious than unreasonable men, the Church will have power to
convene an (Ecumenical Council. Will have it, do I say?
Already has she exercised that power, and in despite of Nova
dan and Donatus held the Nicene Council. That it was
necessary to call, and what is worse, to make the followers of
those heresiarcbs actually come to it, in order that the assembly
might be lawfully held, is what was never so much as thought
of. T o invent such an evasion, and thirteen hundred yeanafter the whole world (the impious part excepted) has looked
on this holy council as universal; to maintain it was not so. nay
that it was impossible for the Catholic Church to hold suclf a
council, because she could not assemble in it those rebels who
had unjustly broken unity, is obliging her to depend on her ene
mies, and punish their rebellion on herself.
103.—Remarkable words of a learned Englishman concerning the infallibility
of the Nicene Council.

Here is, then, a Council justly called universal, by conse
quence infallible, if the minister do not forget all he has just
granted ; and pleased am I with the opportunity of quoting to
him what a learned Englishman, a staunch Protestant, has said
to this purpose.
The matter under question in this Council
was a main article of the Christian religion. If, in a question
of this importance, it be imagined, that all the pastors of the
Chuich could have fallen into error, and deceived all the faith'
u
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fill, how shall we be able to defend the wor'J of Jesus Christ,
who has promised his Apostles, and in their persons, his suc
cessors, t o \\e always with them ? A promise that would not
be true, the Apostles not being to live s o long a time, were it
not that their successors are here comprehended in the persons
of the Apostles themselves;"* which he confirms by a passage
out o f Socrates,| who says, " That the Fathers o f this Council,
although simple and not over-learned, could not fall into error,
for that they were illuminated with the light of the Holy Ghosl;"
whereby h e shows us all at once the infallibility o f universal
Councils by the Scripture and by the tradition o f the ancient
Church. May the blessing o f God light on the learned Doctor
Bull ! and in recompense o f this sincere acknowledgment, and
withal o f that rscal he has shown in defence o f Jesus Christ's di*inity,may he be delivered from the prejudices which prevent him
lrom opening his eyes to the lights o f the Catholic Church, and
to the necessary consequences o f that truth he has confessed.
104.—One may judge of other Councils by the Council of Nice.

I do neither undertake the history nor the defence o f all gene
ral councils ; it suffices inc to have remarked in one only, from
avowed principles, what the attentive reader will easily extend
.o all the rest; and the least that can b e concluded from this
example i s , that God having prepared in these assemblies so
mincdinte an assistance to his troubled Church, it is renouncing
faith in his providence to believe, that Schismatics may so alter
the constitution o f his Church, a s that this remedy should be
come absolutely impossible to her.
105.—The Minister forced to take from Pastors the title of Judges w? matten
of Faith.

In order to enervate the authority o f ecclesiastical judgments
in matters o f faith, M. Jurieu has ventured to s a y that they are
not even judgments ; that the pastors assembled in these cases
are not judges, "but wise and experienced men, and that they
act not with authority;" that the want o f being let into this s e 
cret was the cause, that his brethren " have written with s o little
perspicuity o n this subject;" and the reason h e alleges for
taKing from councils the title o f judges i s , because " not being
infallfble, it is impossible they should be judges in decisions
o f faith, because the word 'judge' imports a person you must
necessarily submit to."J
106.—This Doctrine is contrary to the sentiments of his

Churches.

That the pastors are not judges in questions relative to faith,
s what never has been heard o f among Christians, nay, not so
much a s in the Reformation, where ecclesiastical authority ia
* Dr Bull, dof. fid. Nic. pram), n. 2. p. 2. Ibid. n. 3. f Socra. 1.1. c 9
I Syst. 1. iii. ch, ii. p. 243. ch. iii. p. 251. ch. iv. p. 258. Ibid. 243. p. 95fc
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brought to so low an e!>b. On the contrary, M. June*it him
self produces us the words of the Synod of Dort,* wherein
h:it Synod declares herself judge, and even lawful judge, iu
.he cause of Uuiinius," which certainly regarded faith.
We read also in the book of Discipline,! "that all the differ
ences of a prov uce shall be definitively judged, and without ap
peal, in its respective provincial Synod, except what regards
suspensions and degradations.
. . And likewise what
concerns doctrine, the sacraments, and discipline in general;
all which cases muy, step by step, be brought up to the national
Synod to receive the definitive and last judgment," which, in
another place, is called the entire and final resolution."J
To say with M. Jurieu,§ that the word "judgment" is here
taken "in an extensive sense," for a report of experienced
men, and not for a sentence of judges having authority to bind
men's consciences," is an insult on human language ; for what
must be called acting with authority, and binding consciences
if it be not to push things so far as to oblige the particular con
demned persons)] to acquiesce from point to point, and with
express disclaiming of their errors entered in a register, under
penalty of being cut otf from the Church "J"
Is this a judgment in an improper "and more extensive sense,'and not rather a judgment in full rigor? And that the Synods
have exerted this power, we have seen in the affair of Piscator,H
they obliging him to subscribe a formulary which condemned
his doctrine : we have seen in the affair of Arminius, and in ttor
subscription required to the canons of the Synod of Dort; aim
all the registers of our reformed are full of the like subscriptions.
41

44

44

44

107.—Subscriptions disapproved by the Minister notwithstanding the prartict
of his Churches.

N o other remedy has M. Jurieu found out for this but to say,**
* that when a Synod decides controversies which are not impor
tant, it ought never to oblige the condemned parties to sub
scribe, and to believe her decisions ;" but £his is contrary to the
express terms of their Discipline, which obliges to acquiesce
from point to point, and with an express disclaiming of their
errors entered in a register, under penalty of being severed from
the Church;" which M. Jurieu himself understands o f less
important controversies, which neither destroy nor hurt the
foundation."!|
44

44

109.—The Miynster's evasion.
44

It only remainded to say, that cutting off from the Church,"
n this place, was no moic than cutting off from an arbitrary
+ S y s t 1. iii. ch. ii. p. '24 J. oh. iii. p. 251, ch. iv. p. 258 Ibid. 243. p. 257.
f Disc. ch. viii. Art x.
t Ibid. v. Art. xxxii. p. 111.
§ Syst, p. 257.
H Dive. Ibid.
K S. i. xii.
** Synt. p. 3)6.
ft Ibid. p. «70
II.
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confederation,* contrary to the express words of their Disci
pline, which, explaining this cutting off in the same chapter, is
acquainted with no other than that which severs a rotten mem
ber from the body, and ranks it among heathens, as already seen.
109.—Injallibility proved by the principles

of the

Minister.

Wherefore it is but too manifest tiat this minister has changed
the maxims of the sect. Let us now restore them, and joining
them to the ministers own principles, we shall clearly find in
fallibility confessed. By the minister's principles, if councils
were judges in matters of faith, they would be infallible : | now,
by the principles of his Church, they are judges ; therefore, the
minister either must condemn himself, or his Church, if he al
low not the infallibility of councils, of those at least, wherein is
the last and final resolution : but though he should have bereft
the pastors assembled of the title of judges, so as to leave them
nothing but that of experienced men, yet the councils would be
but the better authorized by his doctrine, there being not a man
of sound sense that would not hold himself for at least as rash,
in resisting the sentiment of all experienced men, as in resist
ing the sentence of all judges.
110.—Strange expression of the Minister, who will have v? sacrifice Truth to
Peace.

He is not less perplexed about the letters of submission, which
the deputies of all provincial Synods are to carry to the national
one in good form, and in these terms : J— We promise before
God to submit ourselves to all that shall he concluded and re*
solved in your holy assembly, persuaded, as we aie, that Got
will there preside, and will lead you into all truth UMI equity by
the rule of his word." The last words demonstrate that the
matter in hand was religion ; nor any longer can we learn what
it is to be judges, nay, and sovereign judges, if men to whom
such an oath is taken be not so. 1 have elsewhere shown§ that
they exacted it in full rigor; that many provinces were censured
for having made a difficulty of submitting " to the clause of ap
probation, of submission and obedience ;" and that they were
obliged to make it. in specific terms to all that should be con
cluded and decreed, without condition or modification." These
words are so pressing, that after so long torturing himself to
expound them, IVL .Jurieu at length conies to say,j)
that they
promise this submission on regulations of discipline relating to
things indifferent, or, at furthest, less important controversies,
which do not destroy nor hurt the foundation of faith ;" so that,
toncludcs he, it is not strange that in such sort of things we
44

44

44

44

* Syat p. 269. Ibid. Art. xvii. t Sup. it. (05. S. J(>6,f.t seq. j Due. p. 144
( Expo*, ch. xix. Conference with M, Claude, pp. 52. 337.
|| 3>at pp. 270, 271.
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;>ay the Synod an entire submission, because, m controversies
which are not of the utmost importance, we ought to sacrifice
truths *.o the good of peace."
Sacrifice truths, and the revealed truths of God! Either he
knows not what he says, or he blasphemes. To sacrifice hea
venly truths, if this be to renounce them, and subscribe the con
demnation of them, it is a blasphemy. There is no truth
revealed of God that does not deserve, so far from sacrificing
't, that we should sacrifice ourselves for it. But perchance to
sacrifice them, is to hold one's tongue. The expression is
iWich too violent. Let it pass, however, provided this will
satisfy : but the Synod will come upon you after her last and
final resolution," and press you in virtue of their Discipline and
your own solemn oath, *' to acquiesce from point to point, and
with an express disclaiming of your opinion authentically enter
ed in a register," in order to prevent all equivocation, under
penalty of being cut off from God's people, and accounted as a
heathen. What will you do, if unable to make your judgment
bend to that of the Church ? Certainly, either you will subscribe
and bwtny your conscience, or speedily you alone will be youi
whole Church.
u

111.—The Confession of Faith always put to the question in all Synods.

Besides, when the minister tells us,* that the points of con
troversy which are submitted to the Synod, are not those which
are contained in the " Confession of Faith," he does not reflect
how many times they would have changed them in important
articles out of complaisance to the Lutherans. Nay, more, he
has forgotten the custom of all their Synods, wherein the first
point put to debate always is, upon reading the Confession of
Faith, to examine whether there be anythir-g to be corrected in
it. The fact was put to JVh Claude,t nor was it denied by him,
and besides this, it is manifest by the acts of all the Synods.
Who will now wonder that nothing hns escaped change in the
new Reformation, since, notwithstanding so many books written,
and so many Synods held, they are every day still to seek and
deliberate anew about their faith?
112.—The weak constitution of the Reformation forces at length the Ministers
to change their Capital Dogma, viz. the necessity of the Scripture.

But nothing will set in a plainer light the. feeble constitution
of their Church, than the change I am now about to relate.
Nothing amongst them is more essential, nor more fundamen
tal, than to oblige each one to form his faith on the reading of
the Scripture. But one sole question proposed to them has, at
length, withdrawn them from this principle. Now, they were
ftsked, what could be the faith of \ •ose people, who as yet had
* Syet. n. 270.
f Conference with M. Cauda, p. 370.
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neither mad the Script re nor heard it read, but were just entering
on the reading of it ? There needed no mere than this to put
them manifestly to a stand.
To say, that in this state, one has no faith, with what dispo
sition, then, and in what spirit, will such a man read the holy
Scripture ? But if you say, he has, whence has he received it?
All they had to answer was,* that the Christian doctrine,
taken in the whole, makes itself be felt: that to form an act of
faith on the divinity of Scripture, it is not necessary to have
read it ;*f that it suffices to have read a summary of Christian
doctrine without descending to particulars; that, those who
wanted the Scripture, had it nevertheless in their power to be
come good Christians ; that the Gospel doctrine makes its di
vinity be felt by the simple, independently of the book in which
it is contained ; that supposing this doctrine were mixed with
things not divine but useless, the pure and celestial doctrine
blended with it would nevertheless make itself be felt; that con
science relishes truth, after which the faithful man believes such
a book to be canonical, because he has found truths that sensi
bly affect him; in a word, that one feels truth as he feels the
light in seeing it; heat, sitting near the fire ; sweet and bitter,
in eating."
44

113.—Their Faith no longer formed on Scripture.

Heretofore it was an inextricable difficulty for the ministers
to resolve this question ; whether or not it is requisite, if faith
be to be formed on Scripture, to have read all the books thereof?
and, if sufficient to have read some of them, which are those
privileged ones we must read preferably co the rest, in order to
form our faith { But tiioy have rid themselves of this perplexity
by saying, there is not even a necessity of reading any one of
them; nay, they have carried it so far as to make a believer
form his faith without so much as knowing which are the books
inspired by (rod.
114.—The people have no further necessity of discerning Apocryphal from
Canonical Books.

Their thoughts were too much busmd about the Confession
of Faith, when they said, speaking of the divine. books,"}; that
they were known for canonical, not so much from the consent
of the Church, as from the testimony and interior persuasion of
the Holy Ghost." The ministers, it seem.s are sensible at
present that this was all illusion, and how little likelihood there
is that the faithful should lie capable, by their interior relish, and
without the assistance of tradition, to discern from a profane
book, the Caiiti'le of < unticle<«, or to feel the divinity of t!i<? first
^h^efPrs of Genesis, and so forth ; accordingly, it is d e n b d »t
*
p. 4 2 8 .
f Ibid. p. 4 5 3 , *t wq,
} Crmfcrrt Art. iv.
44
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present, that the examination of the questioi touching Apoc
ryphal books, is not necessary for the people." M. Jurieu* has
written a chapter expressly to prove it; and so far is it from
being requisite to torment one's self about books Canonical or
Apocryphal, about text or version, or to be at the pains of dis
cussing Scripture, or even reading it, that the Christian truths,
provided you only put them together, will of themselves make
you feel them as you feel cold and heat.
1 to.— The importance of this change.

M. Jr**«eu says all this ; and what is more remarkable, says
it but after M. Claude. And since these two ministers have
concurred together in this point, which is as much as to say,
that the party has but this sole refuge; let us stop a while to
consider whence they set out, and whither they are arrived.
The ministers heretofore built faith on Scripture ; | now they
orm it without the Scripture. It was said in the Confession
of Faith, speaking of Scripture,^, that "all things ought to be
examined, regulated, and reformed according to it;" now, not
the sentiment, which men have of things, ought to be proved by
Scripture, but Scripture itself is not known, nor perceived to
be Scripture, otherwise than by the sentiment you have of things
before you know the divine books ; and religion is formed
without them.
r

116.—Manifest

Fanattcisi*i.

This testimony, imagined by men to proceed from the Holy
Ghost, whereby to discern divine Scripture from Scripture not
divine, was held deservedly for fanaticism and a means of deceit;
because tiiis testimony, not being annexed to any positive proof,
there was not a man that could not either boast of it without
reason, or fancy it to himself without grounds. But the case
is now much worse ; whereas they said formerly, " let us see
what is written, and then we will believe ;" which was begin
ning V- least by something positive and a certain fact: now,
they begin by feeling things in themselves as you feel cold and
heat, sweet and bitter; and when afterwards they come to read
the Scripture in this disposition, God knows with what facility
they turn it to what they already hold for as certain as what they
have seen with their eyes and touched with their hands?.
117,—'Neither Miracles, nor Prophecies, nor Scripture, nor Tradition necessary
to authorize and declare Revelation.

According to this presupposition, viz., truths necessary tc
salvation make themselves be felt by themselves, Jesus Christ
needed not mirae'ea, nor prophecies: Moses would have been
believed, though the lied Sea had not divided itself, though the
+ Syst. I. iii. lb. ch. ii. p.
t Def. of the Ref. par ii. r } u . p. 996.
et set).
I Confec *ion of Faith. Art v
VOL* it.
26 *
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rock had not poured out torrents of water at the first touch of
the wand ; they had nothing to do but to propose the Gospel or
the law. N o more had the fathers of i\ice and Ephesus, than
to propose the Trinity and Incarnation, provided they proposed
it with all the other mysteiies; the researches into Scripture
and tradition, which they made with so much care, were need
less to thorn : on the bare exposition of truth, grace would have
commanded the assent of all the faithful ; God inspires'ill he
pleases into whom he pleases, and inspiration of itseJf alone can
do all things.
118.—The Grace necessary to produce Faith, why annexed to certain exteriof
means and matters of fact.

This was not the thing doubted of, and the power of God was
well known to Catholics, no less than the necessity men stood
in, of his inspiration and grace. The business was to find out
the external means it makes use of, and whereto God has been
pleased to annex it: one may feign or imagine that he is inspired
of God without being really so ; but he cannot feign, nor ima
gine that the sea divides itself, that the earth opens, the dead
arise, those born blind receive sight, that he reads such a thing
in a book, and that such and such our predecessors in the faith
have so understood it; that the whole church believes, and
always has believed it so. The question, therefore, at issue i»,
.iot whether those external means be sufficient without grace
and divine inspiration, for none pretends that: but, in order to
hinder men from feigning or imagining an inspiration, whethc
it
not been God*s economy, and his usual conduct, to make
his inspiration walk hand in hand with certain means of fact,
which men can neither feign in the air without being convicted
of falsehood, nor imagine without illusion. This is not the
place to determine which are these facts, which these external
Means, which the motives of belief, since it is already certain
there are some such, for the minister hath agreed to it; it is, 1
say, agreed not only that there are such certain facts, but more*
ovei that those certain facts may serve for an inlivlliblc rule.
For instance, according to him, it is a certain fact that the Chris
tian Church has always believed the divinity of Jesv • Christ,
ihe soul's immortality, and the eternity of pains, with such and
such other articles : but this certain fact, a'cord'mu t. him, is an
infallible rule, and the best of all rules, not only to decide all
these articles, but also to resolve the obscure and knotty ques
tion concerning fundamentals. We have soon the pas.^ages
where the Minister teaches and proves t h i s b u : when he
-.eaches thus, and allows the universal consent to be " the most
sure rule"' of judging these important and knotty questions;
* S. n. 38. et s?a.
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yet, in proposing this external motive, which, according to him
implies demonstration, he did not aim at excluding grace and
inward inspiration: the question, therefore, is, whether the au
thority of the Church, which joined to the grace of God is a
sufficient motive and '* most sure of all rules" in certain points,
may not be so in all; and whether, setting up an inspiration ex
clusive of all these exterior means, and whereof you give your
self and your own sentiment for surety to yourself and others,
be not the best plea that can possibly be put into the mouths of
false teachers, the surest illusion to drive headstrong men to the
utmost extremes.
119,— The language of the Ministers loosens the reins to the peopled
licentiousness.

After having put it into the heads of the people that they are
particularly inspired by God; to complete the thing you need
but also tell them that they may make themselves guides as they
think fit, may depose all those that are established, may set up
others to act by such powers as they judge meet to communi
cate- This is what has been done in the Reformation. M.
Claude and M. Jurieu also agree together iu this doctrine.
120.—The language of the Catholic Church concerning the settlement of Pastors,

The Catholic Church thus speaks to the Christian people.
Ye are a people, a state, and a society: but Jesus Christ, who
is your king, holds nothing of you, and his authority is derived
from a higher source : naturally, you have no more right to give
him ministers than you have to appoint him your prince ; thus
his ministers, who are your pastors, derive their descent still
nigher as he himself does, and it is necessary they should come
by an order of his appointment. The kingdom of Jesus Christ
is not of this world, nor can a comparison be made between his
kingdom and those of the earth, which is not defective; in a
word, nature affords us nothing that bears a conformity with
Jesus Christ and his kingdom, nor have yow any other right
than that which you shall find in the laws or customs immemo
rial of your society. Now, these customs immemorial, to
begin from the Apostolic times, are, that the pastors already
constituted should constitute others: •* Choose ye," say the
Apostles, "and we shall appoint;"* it was Titus's business to
appoint the pastors of Crete; and it was from Paul, appointed
by Jesus Christ, that he received this power. ** For this cause/'
says he, " left I thee in Crete, that thou shouldest reform the
things that are wanting, and ordain priests in every city, as I
nad appointed thee."| Besides, those who flatter you vith the
notion that your consent is absolutely necessary to constitute
vour pastors, do not believe what they tell you, since the)
* £cts vi. 3, 6, 7.
f Tit i. 5.
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acknowledge those of England for true pastors, though the peopie has no share in their election. The example of St. Muthias,
extraordinarily cho-en by a divine lot, ought not to be made a
precedent, nay, even then, all was not left to the people, for Pe
ter, already established pastor by Jesus Christ, held the assem
bly : neither was it election that constituted Alathias; it was
heaven which declared itself. Everywhere else, the authority
of constituting is given to pastors already constituted : the
power, which they have from above, is rendered sensible by the
imposition of hands, a ceremony reserved to their order. It is
thus that pastors follow successively one another: Jesus Christ,
who appointed the first, has said that ho would always be with
those to whom they should transmit their power; ye cannot have
pastors anywhere but in this succession, nor any more ought ye
to apprehend its failing, than that the Church herself, preaching,
and the sacraments, should fail.
121.—Language of the

Reformation.

Thus speaks the Church, nor do the people presume beyono
what is given them : but the Reformation speaks to them quite
the contrary. In you, says she, is the source of celestial power;
ye may not only present, but constitute your pastors. Should
proofs of this power, in the people, be recpiired from the Scrip
tures, she would be at a stand. T o exempt herself from this
task, she tells the people that it is a natural right of all societies ;
so that, to enjoy it, there is no need of Scripture, it being suffi
cient that Scripture has not recalled this right allowed by nature.
The turn is cunning, I must own ; but beware of it, ye people,
who arc fed with this delusion ! To make yourselves a lord on
earth, it suffices to acknowledge him for such, and every man
carries this power in his own will. But the case is not the same
in making yourselves a Christ, a Saviour, a celestial King, and
appointing him his ministers. And will ye then, indeed, ye peo
ple, impose your hands or* them on being told it appertains to
vou to appoint them 1 They dare not: but are again encouraged,
when assured this ceremony of imposition of hands is not neces
sary. What! is it not sufficient to judge it necessary, that you
so often find it in Scripture, and do not find, either in Scripture
or in all tradition, that ever pastor was made any other way, no,
not one but was made by other pastors? N o matter, do it ne
vertheless, O people! believe ye that the power of loosing and
binding, of appointing and rejecting, is in you, and that your
pastors have no power but as your representatives; that the
authority of their Synod flows from you, that they are no more
than your delegates; believe, I say, ail these things, although
you find not a word thereof in Scripture; and bcl eve, beyond
Bvery thing else, that, when you shall think yourse ves inspired
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bv God to reform the Church, whensoever you shall be assem
bled in whatsoever way, you have power to do with your pastors
just what you please, none having a right to deprive you of this
liberty, it being derived from nature. Thus is the Reformation
preached; thus is Christianity destroyed root and branch, and
the way paved for Antichrist.
122.—The Sects issuing from the Reformation, proofs of her evil
Comparison of the Ancient Church ill alleged.

constitution,"

With such maxims and such a spirit, (for althouph it shoots
out more manifest in our days, the root was always the same in
the Reformation), it is no longer to be wondered that we have
seen it, from its first origin, run from change to change, pro
ductive of so many sects of so many kinds. M. Jurieu has
had the face to answer, that herein, as in all other things, it re
sembles the primitive Church.* In pood truth, this is too noto
riously abusing the people's credulity and the venerable name
of the primitive Church. The sects which divided from her
were not the consequence or natural effect of her constitution.
Two kinds of sects did arise in primitive Christianity; some
purely heathen in their foundation, as that of the Valentiuians,
the Simonians, the Manicheans, and others of that stamp which
entered themselves, in appearance, on the list of Christians,
only to set themselves off with the great name of Jesus Christ;
nor have these sects anything in common with thvse of the lat
ter ages. The other sectaries, for the most part, were Chris
tians, which, unable to bear the loiliness, and, as I may say, the
whole weight of faith, sought to ease reason now of one article,
then of another: thus, some deprived Christ of his divinity;
others, unable to unite the divinity and humanity, mutilated, as
it were, in divers ways, both one and the other. Against the
like rocks split the proud spirit of Martin Luther, l i e sunk in
reconciling grace and free-will, which, in truth, is a grand mys
tery : he kept no compass in matter of predestination, and no
longer saw anything for men but a fatal and inevitable neces
sity, wherein good and evil are equally comprehended. We
have seen how these extravagant maxims produced those of the
Calv'nists, still irore extravagant. Wheu laying aside all tem
per by carrying to extremes predestination and grace, men fell
int) such visible excesses as were no longer to be supported :
the horror they conceived thereof cast them into the opposite
extreme ; and from Luther's excess, who went beyond bounds
with grace, (however incredible it may seem), they passed to
the excess of the Demipelagians, who destroy it. \\ hence
have we the Arminiuns, who, in our days, have produced the
Pajonists, complete Pelagians, whose author was M Pajon, the
* History of Calvin, part i. ch. iv.
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late minister of Orleans. On the ot )er side, the -same Luther
cast down by the force of these words,—" This is my body
this is my blood," could not find in his heart to reject the Real
Presence; but at the same time was resolved, in compliance
with human sense, to rid it of the change of substance. Things
stopped not there; and the Real Presence was soon assaulted.
Human sense took a pleasure in its own inventions, and its ex
ceptions being satisfied with regcid to one mystery, stood up
for the same concession m all the rest. As Zuinglius and his
followers pretended that the Real Presence was a remnant of
Popery still to be reformed in Lutheranism, the Socinians n«w
a days say the same of the Trinity and Incarnation ; and thest
great mysteries, which had stood free from all insult of heresy
for iwelve hundred years, are entered on the footing of disputa
ble points in an age when all kinds of novelties think they have
a right to show their heads.
123.—Socinians united with the Anabaptists, end both of them deriving their
origin from Luther and Calvin.

We have seen the illusions of the Anabaptists, and are sen
sible it was by following the principles of Luther and the rest
of the Reformers that the/ rejected baptism without immersion
and infant baptism ; for this reason, that they did notfindthem
in the Scripture, where they were made believe all was con
tained. The Unitarians or Socinians united with them, yet not
so as to keep within the limits of their maxims, because the
principles they had borrowed from the Reformers led them much
further,
M. Jurieu remarks that they came forth a long while since
the Reformation, from the midst of the Church of Rome.
Where is the wonder! Luther and Calvin came forth from her
as well as they. The question is, whether the constitution of
the Church of Rome was the cause of these innovations, and
not rather the new Church-frame set up by the Reformers.
Now this question is easily decided by the history of Socinianism.* In 1545, and in the years subsequent to this date, twenty
years after Luther had removed the bounds set by our forefa
thers, when all minds were in a ferment and the world, teeming
with novelty from his disputes, was always ready to bring forth
some strange offspring, Lelio Socinus and his companions held
their clandestine conventicles in Italy against the divinity of the
Son of God. George Blandratus and Faustus Socinus, Lelic's
nephew, maintained this doctrine in 155S and in 1573, and
formed the party. By the same moth d employed by Zuingli is
to elude these words, " This is my Lody," the Socinians aid
their followers eluded those by which Christ is called God. If
* Vid. Bibl. Anti-Trinit
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Zuinglius relieved himself forced to the figurative interpretation
by the impossibility of comprehending a human body whole and
entire everywhere that the Eucharist was distributed, the Unita
rians believed they had the same right over all the other myste
ries equally incomprehensible ; and after it had been set them
for a rule to understand figuratively those passages of Scripture
which bore hard on human reasoning, they did but extend this
rule to whatsoever the mind of man had to suffer the like vio
lence from. T o these evil dispositions introduced by the Re
formation, let us join the general foundations it had laid, the
authority of the Church despised, the succession of pastOFS held
for nothing, precedent ages impeached of error, the Fathers
themselves basely handled, all fences laid open, and human cu
riosity abandoned entirely to itself; what else could be the issue
but what has been seen, namely, an unbridled licentiousness in
all matters of religion? But experience has proved that these
hardy innovators saw not the least possibility of settling amongst
us; it was to the Churches of the Reformation they betook
themselves; those upstart Churches, which, set in motion, and
still giddy with their own changes, were susceptible of all others.
It was in the bosom of these Churches, at Geneva, amongst the
Swiss and the Polish protestants, that the Unitarians sought a
sanctuary. Repulsed by some of these Churches, they raisei
themselves a sufficient number of disciples amongst the rest of
them to make a separate body. This, beyond question, was
their origin. You need but look into the Testament of George
Schoman, one of the Unitarian chiefs, and the account given by
Andrew Wissonats, " in what manner the Unitarians separated
themselves from the Reformed,"* to be convinced that this sect
was nothing but a progress of, and a sequel from the dogmas
of Luther, of Calvin, of Zuinglius, of Menon, the last of whom
was one of the heads of the Anabaptists. There you will find
all those sects were but " the first draught, and, as it were, the
dawn of the Reformation, and that Anabaptism, joined to Socinianism, is the mid-day.
124.—Constitution of the Reformation hoxo unlike to that of the Primitive
Church.
N o longer, therefore, let them object to us the s e c t 3 of the

ancient Church, and no longer boast of resembling her. Never
did the ancient Church vary in her doctrine ; never, in her con
fessions of faith, did she suppress the truths which she believed
were revealed by God; she never retouched her decisions,
never deliberated anew on matters once determined ; never, no
not once, proposed new expositions of faith, save when some
* T e s t Georg. Sch. et relat Wisson. in Biblioth. Anti-Trin. Sand, pp
t lb.
f
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new question arose. But the Reformation, quite on the eon.
trary, never could content herself; her creeds have nothing t.*at
is certain ; the decrees of her synods nothing fixed ; her con
fessions of faith are confederacies and arbitrary contracts ; what
<s an article of faith amongst them, is not so for all, nor ah**ys
—they go apart by caprice, and meet ajrain by policy. When
therefore, sects arose in the ancient Church, it was from the
common and inveterate depravation of mankind ; and when
they now arise in the Reformation, it is from the novel and par
ticular constitution of the. Churches she has modelled.
125.—JI memorable instance, of Variation in the Protestant

Church of Strasburg,

To make this truth the more apparent, I shall choose for an
example the Protestant Church of Strasburg, as one of the most
learned of the Reformation, and by her proposed, ever since the
beginning, as a pattern of discipline to all the rest. This grea
city was one of the first that fell by Luther's preaching, and did
not think, at that time, of disputing the Real Presence. All the
complaints made against her senate were, that '* it took away
images, and made communion be given in both kinds/'* It
was in 1523 that, by the means of Bucer and Capito, she turned
Zuinglian. After she had for some years heard their invectives
against the Mass, without wholly abolishing it, and without a
full assurance of its being evil, the senate decreed " it should
De suspended until it were proved a worship acceptable to God."t
Here is a new provision in matter of faith ; and though I had
not mentioned that this decree came from the senate, it would
easily have been understood, that the assembly where it was
made had nothing in it that was ecclesiastical. The decree
passed in 1529
The same year, those of Strasburg,"! having
never been able to agree with the Lutherans, joined in a league
with the Swiss, who were Zumglians like themselves. So fa*
did they carry Zuinglius's notion and their hatred of the Rea.
Picsence, as tc refuse tc subscribe the Confession of Augsburg
in 1530,§ and to make themselves a particular Confession,
which we have seen under the name of the Confession of Stras
burg, or of the four towns.|| The very next year,V (hey shuf
fled so much, and with so much art on this subject, as to get
themselves comprehended in the league of Smalcald, from
which the rest of the Sairainentarians were excluded. But
they went still further in 1536, inasmuch as t h e subscribed the
VVittemberg agreement, wherein, as we have «een, was con
fessed the substantial presence and the communion of the true
body and true blood in the unworthy, although void of faith.**
* Sleid. lib. iv. fol. 60.
\ Ibid. lib. vi. fol. 93.
\ Ibid. foi. 100.
viii. fol. 104.
|| S. lib. iii. n. 3.
IT Sleid. lib. viii. f«L ISA,
** S. lib. iv. n. 23. Flosp. part ii. A.n. 1536.

f Ibid, lib
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Thereby they passed over insensibly to Luther's sentiment, and
from that time wore counted among the defenders of the Con
fession of Augsburg which they subscribed. They declared*
nevertheless, in 1548,* that this was without departing from
their first Confession, which, although formerly it had made
(hem reject that of Augsburg, was found conformable to it now.
In the meau time, Strasburg was so wedded to the agreement
of Wittemberg and the Confession of Augsburg,t that Peter
Martyr and Zanchius, the two greatest men at that time of the
Sacramentarians, were forced at length to withdraw from that
city; one for refusing to subscribe the agreement, and the other
for having subscribed the Confession with a restriction ; so
zealous were they become at Strasburg for the Real Presence.
In 1598, this city subscribed the book of Concord; and after
having been for so long a time the chief, as it were, of those
cities that opposed the Real Presence, she stretched her Con
fession, in spite of Stunnius, to the prodigious tenet of Ubi
quity."J The cities of Linden and Memmingen, formerly
her associates in the hatred of the Real Presence, followed this
example. § At this time the ancient Agenda was changed, and
Marbachius's book was printed at Strasburg, in which he main
tained that " Jesus Christ, before his ascension, was in Heaven,
as to hi* humanity; that this visible ascension was nothing, in
reality, out an appearance; that the Heaven wherein Jesus
Christ's humanity was received, contained not only God and all
the saints, but moreover all the devils and all the damned : and
that Jesus Christ was, according to his human nature, not only
in the bread and wine of the Supper, but also in all the pots and
all the glasses." T o these extremities were men driven, when,
forsaking the sure guidance of Church authority, they gave
themselves up to human ooinions like to a changeable and im
petuous wind.
126.—Constancy of the Catholic Church.

If now, to the variations and giddiness of these new Churches
you oppose the constancy and gravity of the Catholic Church
't will easily be judged where it is the Holy Ghost presides;
and because I neither can, nor ought to relate, in this work, all
he judgments she has passed in matters of faith, that uniformity
and steadiness I commend her for, shall be made appear in
those very articles wherein we have seen the inconstancy of
our Reformed.
127.—.Example in the Question mooed by Berengarius
Presence.

concerning tke Red

The first who made a sect in the Church, and dared to con* Hosp. An. 1548. fol. 203.

Ibid. Cone diacors. c Ivi. p. 978.
VOL. I k

| Ibid. An. 1556 et 1563.
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§ Ibid. Cone, diacora. c. 'vi. fol 9A
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demn her, in regard to the Real Presence, was unquestionably
Berengarius. What our adversanes say of Ratramnus* is
nothing less than a certain fact, as above seen ; and, though i'
were granted that Ratramnus favored them, (which is false,)
an ambiguous author, by all of them made to speak in behalf
of their several opinions, would be in nowise proper to make a
sect. I say the same of John Scot, whose error was personal
and had no continued succession.
128.—The Church's behaviour in regard of Innovators.

The Church does not always anathematize rising errors ; not
does she censure them as long as there are hopes they will
vanish of themselves ; nay, often fears rendering them famous
by her anathemas. Thus Artemon, and some others who had
denied Jesus Christ's divinity before Paul of Samosata, drew
not such signal condemnations on themselves as he did, they
not being judged capable of raising a s e c t As for Berenga
rius, certain it is he attacked openly the faith of the Church,
and had disciples of his own name like other heresiarchs, al
though his heresy was soon extinguished.
129.—Beginning of Berengarius's Sect, and his

Condemnation.

It appeared about the year 1 0 3 0 ; not but that we have al
ready remarked, some years before, even from the year 1017,
the Real Presence manifestly impugned by the heretics of Or
leans, who were Manicheans.f Such were the first authors
of that doctrine, one article of which was maintained by Keren
garius. But as that sect kept concealed, the Church was sur
prised at this novelty, yet not much disturbed with it at that
time. It was against Berengarius that the first decision was
made on this subject in 1 0 5 2 , in a council of a hundred and
thirteen bishops called together at Rome from all sides by
Nicholas II. J Berengarius submitted himself, and the first
who made a sect of the Sacramentarian heresy, was the first
also that condemned it.
130.—First Confession of Faith required of

Berengarius.

N o one is ignorant of that famous Confession of Faith, which
begins " Ego Berengarius," where this Heresiarch acknow
ledges, " that the bread and the wine which are placed on the
altar alter consecration are not only the sacrament, but also the
true body and the true blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, and -ire
sensibly touched by the hands of the priest, broken and bruised
between the teeth of the faithful, not only in sacrament, hut in
truth."
There were none but understood, that the body and blood of

L

* S. lib. iv. n. 32.
f S. lib. xi. n. 17, et sea.
Concil. Rom. sub Nic. II. An. 1059. t x. Con. Lab. Girt lib. i i i - 1 xnk
PP. Max. p. 462, &c
;
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Jesus Christ was broken in the Eucharist, in thr. same sencte
that we say a man is torn, lie is wet, when the clothes he actu
ally wears are torn or wet. When his clothes are not on him,
we use not the same way of speaking: so that the meaning
was, that Jesus Christ was as truly under the species, which
are broken and eaten, as we are truly in the clothes we wear,
ft was said, moreover, that Jesus Christ is sensibly received
and touched, because he is in person and in substance under
the sensible species which are touched and received ; and all
this imported that Jesus Christ is received and eaten, not in his
proper species and under the exterior of man, but under a fo
reign species, and under the exterior of bread and wine. And
if the Church said also, in a certain sense, that the body of J e 
sus Christ is broken, it was not from her being ignorant that, in
another sense, it was not so : just as when saying, in a certain
sense, we are torn and wet when our clothes are s o ; we are
still sensible, at the same time, that, in another sense, we are
neither one nor the other, as to our persons. Thus the Fathers
justly said to Berengarius what we still say,* " that the body
of Jesus Christ is all entire in the whole Sacrament, and all
entire in every particle thereof; everywhere the same Jesus
Christ always entire, inviolable and indivisible, communicating
himself without dividing himself, as the word to a whole audi
ence, and as our soul to all our members." But what obliged
the Church to say, after many Fathers, and after St. Chrysostom, that the body of Jesus Christ is broken, was, that Beren
garius, under pretext of doing honor to the Saviour of the world,
was accustomed to say,f ** God forbid that man may break with
the tooth or divide Jesus Christ, in the same manner as we put
under the tooth, and divide these things," namely, the bread
and wine. The Church, which always took care to combat in
heretics the most precise and strongest word* they made use
of to explain their error, opposed against Berengarius the con
tradictory of that proposition he had advanced, and placed in
some manner the Real Presence under the eyes of Christians,
by saying to them what they received in the sacrament, after
consecration, was as really the body and the blood, as before
consecration it was really bread and wine.
131.—Berengarius's second Confession of Faith, where the change of Substance
is inore clearly explained! and why.

Besides, when the faithful were told that the bread and wine
of the Eucharist were in truth the body and the blood, they were
accustomed to understand, not that they were so by their na
ture, but became such by the consecration, so that the change
* Quit. lib. i. adv. Beren. Bib. PP. t xviii. pp. 443, 440,
t Ber. apud Quit Ibid. p. 441.
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of substance was contained in that expression, although what
principally was aimed at by it, w a s to reader the presence sensi
ble, which likewise was principally impugned. Some while after it
was perceptible that Berengarius and his disciples varied. For
we learn from authors of those times* 'hat, in the course of the
dispute, they acknowledged in the Eucharist the substance of
the body and blood, but with that of bread and wine, employing
even the term of impanation and that of invination, and assert
ing that Jesus Christ w a s , as 1 m-iy say, impanate in the Eu
charist, a s he became incarnate in the Virgin's womb. Thin,
says Guitmoudus,')* was as a last entrenchment to Berengarius;
nor was it without difficulty that this subtlety o f the sect was
discovered. But the Church, which always follows heretics
step by step to condemn their errors as they disclose them,
after having so well established the Real Presence in Berengarius's first Confession of Faith, proposed also another to him,
in which the change of substance was expressed more distinctly.
He confessed, therefore, under Gregory VII., in a Council
held at Rome,J which was the sixth held under that Pope in
1079, " That the bread and wine, which are placed on the altar
by the mystery o f holy prayer and the words o f Jesus Christ,
are substantially changed into the true, life-giving, and proper
flesh of Jesus Christ, &c." And the same is said o f the blood.
It is specified that the body here received is the same that
was born o f the Virgin, that was nailed to the cross, that is
seated at the right hand of the Father, and the blood is the same
that flowed from his side
and in order that no room might be
left for equivocation, whereby heretics delude mankind, it is
added, this is done " not in sign and in virtue by a simple sacra
ment, but in the propriety o f nature and the truth o f substance."
41

132.—The change of Substance was a ipose 1 to Berengarius from the beginning.

Berengarius again subscribed, and this second time con
demned himself; but he was now so hampered, that no room
for equivocation was left him, no subterfuge for his error. And
if the change of substance was here insisted on more precisely,
it was not that the Church had before in the least doubted o f it,
since, from the beginning o f the dispute against Berengarius,
Hugo of Langres had said,§ that the bread and wine did not
remain in their first nature, but pass into another; that they
were changed into the body and blood o f Jesus Christ by the
omnipotence of God, against which Berengarius opposed him
self in vain." And as soon as ever this heretic had declared
u

* Guit ante pp. 441, 442, 462, 463, 464. Alg. de Sac. Corp. et Sang.
Pnef t. xxi. p. 251.
t ibid.
t Cone. Rom. vi. sub Greg. VII. L x. Cone. Lab. An. 107ft.
§ Bib. PP. Max. t xviii. p. 417.
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himself, Adelman, Bishop of Bresse, his schoolfellow, and the
first discoverer of his error, warned him,* " that he stood in oppos *ion to the sense of the whole Catholic Church, and that it
was as easy for Jesus Christ to change the bread into his body,
as to change water into wine, and create light ty his word
alons." It was, therefore, a constant doctrine of tbt universal
Church, not that the bread and wine contained the body and
blood of Jesus Christ, but that they became his body and blood
by a change of substance.
;

133.—A certain fact, that the Faith op-posed to Berengarius
whole Church and of all Christians.

was that of the

Nor was it Adelman only that reproached Berengarius with
the novelty and singularity of his doctrine ; all authors unani
mously upbraid him as with a certain fact, that the faith he
impugned was that of the whole universe ; that he scandalized
the whole Church by the novelty of his doctrine ; that to come
over to his faith, it was necessary to believe there was no such
thing as a Church on earth; that there was not so much as one
town, no, not one village of his opinion; that the Greeks, the
Armenians, in a word, all Christians had, in this regard, the
same faith with those of the west; so that nothing could be
more ridiculous than to censure, as incredible, what was be
lieved by the whole world. Nor did Berengarius deny this
fact, but, like all heretics, answered disdainfully, that wise men
ought not to follow " the sentiments, or rather the follies, of the
vulgar." But Lanfranc and the rest of them remonstrated,
that what he called the vulgar, was the whole clergy and all
the people of the universe ; and upon the certainty of this fact,
wherein he feared no contradiction, he concluded, that if Berengarius's doctrine were true, " the inheritance promised to
Jesus Christ was made void, and his promises annihilated:"
lastly, that " the Catholic Church was no more, and, if she was
no more, she never had been."f
134.—Ml Innovators always find the Church in a full and constant
of that Doctrine they attack.

possession

A remarkable fact likewise may be here observed ; namely,
that Berengarius, like all other heretics, found the Church firm
and universally united in the dogma which he impugned ; this
is what has always happened in like cases. Of all the dogmas
which we believe, not so much as one can be named, which
was not found invincibly and universally established when the
contrary dogma began to make a sect; and wherein the Church
has not remained, if possible, still more fixed from that very
* Bib. PP. Max. t xviii. pp. 43S. 439.
f Aacol. Kp. ad Ber. Guit. Ibid,
lib. iii. pp. 462. 4t53. Lanfranc dcCorp. f Sang. Dorn. Ibid. c. ii. iv. v. zxiL
yy. 765, 7«6, 776.
voi.. I I .

il.i I.

iv. p. 765

27 *

Ibid. c. xxii. p. 776.
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time, a tLng alone sufficient to make palpable the perpetual
succession and immutability of her faith.
135.—There was no need of an universal Council against Berengarins.

There was not more necessity for convening an universal
council against Berengarins than against Felagius; the decisions
of the holy See, and of the Councils then held, were unani
mously received by the whole Church, and the heresy of Berengarius, quickly crushed, found no longer any sanctuary but with
the Manicheans.
136.—Decision of the great Council of Lateran.—The word Transubslantia*
Hon pitched upon, and why.

It has bean seen in what manner these Manicheans began to
spread themselves all over the west, filling it with their blas
phemies against the Real Presence, and at the same time, with
their equivocating language, on purpose to conceal themselves
from the Church, whose assemblies they were determined to
frequent.* In order, therefore, that she might defeat these
equivocations, the Church thought herself obliged to employ
some precise terms, as she had done formerly with so much
advantage against the Arians and IVestorians, which she did in
this manner under Innocent III., in the great council of Late
ran in the year of our Lord 1215.*f " There is one only uni
versal Church of the faithful out of which there is no salvation,
in which Jesus Christ is himself the sacrifices and the victim,
whose body and blood are truly contained under the species of
bread and wine in the Sacrament of the altar, the bread and
wine being transubstantiated, one into the body, and the other
into the blood of our Lord by the divine power, to the end that,
for accomplishing the mystery of unity, we should take of his
what he himself took of ours." There is no one who does not
see, that this new word transubstantiation here employed, with
out adding any thing to the idea of a change of substance which
we have seen already owned against Berengarius, did but de
clare it by an expression, the bare signification of which served
for a mark to the faithful against the subtilties and equivoca
tions of heretics, as did heretofore the Uomoousion of Nice,
and the Theotocos of Ephesus. Such was the decision of the
council of Lateran, the greatest and the most numerous that
ever had been held, its authority being so great that posterity
has called it, by excellence, the General Council.
137.—The plainness of the Decisions of the Church.

By these decisions may be seen, with what brevity, with what
precision, with what uniformity, the Church explains herself,
Heretics, abvays in search after their faith, walk groping in the
dark, and vary. The Church, which always carries her faith
+ S. L a . n. 31, 32, &c.
f Tone. L a t iv. L xi. Cone. Lab. p. 141
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entirel) formed in her heart, sevks only to explain it without
intricacy and ambiguity; for which reason her decisions are
never clogged with a multiplicity of words. Besides, as she
beholds without surprise the most sublime difficulties, she pro
poses them without reserve, convinced that she shall always find
in her children a mind ready to captivate itself, and a docility
capable of the whole weight of the divine mystery. Heretics*
who seek to indulge human sense and the animal part unsuscep
tible of the divine secret, take great pains to bend the Scripture
to their taste and fancy. On the contrary, the Church only
thinks of taking it in its plain sense. She hears our Saviour
say, " This is my body," and cannot apprehend that what he
calls "body** so absolutely, should be anything else than the
body itself; wherefore she believes without difficulty, that it is
the body in substance, because the body in substance is nothing
else but the true and proper body; thus the word substance en
ters naturally into her expressions. But then Berengarius never
thought of using that word ; and Calvin, who used it, though
agreeing in the main with Berengarius, has thereby made it but
manifest, that the figure which Berengarius admitted, did not
answer the whole expectation, nor the whole idea of a Christian.
The same simplicity, which made the Church believe the body
present in the Sacrament, has made her believe that it was the
whole substance of it, Jesus Christ not having said, " My body
is here," but " This is it;" and as it is not so by its nature, it
becomes, and is made so by the divine power. This is what
imports a conversion, a transformation, a change ; a word so
natural to this mystery, that it could not fail taking place in Berengarius's case, and the more so, as it was everywhere already
found in the Liturgies and Fathers.
138.—Decision of the Council of Trent.

These reasons, so plain and natural, were opposed to Beren
garius. We have no other, even at this day, to oppose against
Calvin and Zuinglius : we have received them from Catholics
that wrote against Berengarius, as they had received them from
those who preceded them ; nor has the Council of Trent added
anything to the decisions of our forefathers, unless what was
necessary for a further elucidation of what Protestants studied
to perplex and darken, as will easily be perceived by those who
have the least knowledge of the history of our controversies.*
But it was necessary, for instance, to explain more distinctly
that Jesus Christ rendered himself present, not only in the
actual use of the Sacrament, as is the opinion of the Lutherans,*}
but immediately after the Consecration, because it is not then
* Dur. Troarn. t xviii. Bib. PP. p. 422. Guit Ibid. 462, &c.
t 8. n. 131. S. 1. iii. n. 51, et teq. aa far as 56; I viz.

26, 31,et Mt)>
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said " This shal be," b u t This is
which, nevertheless, was,
in the mam, what had been formerly said against Berengarius
when the presence was annexed, not to the manducation, or Ui
the faith of him who received the Sacrament, but to the " sacred
prayer and the word of our S a v i o u r w h e r e b y also did appear,
not the adoration only, but likewise the truth of the oblation and
sacrifice, as we have seen confessed by the Protestants :* so
that, in the end, there remains no difficulty but in the Krai Pre
sence, wherein we have the advantage to discover, that those
even who in fact depart from our doctrine, do always endeavor
(so sacred is it!) to draw as near to it as they are able.
139.—Reason for the Decision of the Council of Constance,
munion under one kind.

touching

Com

The decision of Constance, in approbation of and for retain*
ing communion under one kind, is one of those, wherein our
adversaries think they have the most advantage. Hut in order
to be convinced of the gravity and constancy of the Church in
this decree, we need but remember that the Council of Con
stance,! when they passed it, had found the custom of commu
nicating under one kind established, beyond contradiction, many
ages before. The case was much the same with that of Bap
tism by immersion, ns clearly grounded on Scripture as com
munion under both kinds could be, and which, nevertheless, had
been changed into infusion, with as much ease and as little con
tradiction, as communion under one kind was established; sr.
that the same reason stood for retaining one as the other.
140.—lieasons determining

the maintenmue of the ancient

custom.

It is a fact most certainly avowed in the Reformation, although
at present some will cavil at it, that Baptism was instituted by
immersing the whole body into water; that Jesus Christ re
ceived it so, and caused it to be so given by his Apostles ; that
the Scripture knows no otber Baptism than this ; that antiquity
BO understood and practised it; that the word itself implies it,
to baptize being the same as to dip: this fact, I say, is unani
mously acknowledged by all the Divines of the Reformation,
nay, by the Reformers themselves, and those even who best
understood the Greek language and the annent customs as well
of the Jews as Christians ; by Luther, by Melancthon, by Cal
vin, by Casaubon, by Grolius, by all the rest, and lately even by
Jurieu, the most contradicting of all ministers.^ Nay, Luther
has observed, that the German word signifying Baptism was
derived from thence, and this Sacrament named Tauf, from pro
fundity or depth, because the baptized were deeply plunged into
4

+ S. 1. be. n. 2(i, 27, 28, at s.-<i. as far as n. 75. \ Cone. Coast, fesa. vii\
{ Lath, tie Racr. Bnpt. L i.
)r>c. vom. r. dp Baptist, Cat. Inst Iv. 15,19.
fee. C&eau. not,, in Mat*, iii. 6. < riot F.p. 336. Jur. S y s t I. iii. ch. xi. p. 583
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water. If then, any fact in the world can be deemed certain,
it is this s u m e : but it is not less certain, even by all these au
thors, that Baptism without immersion is valid, and that the
Church is in the right to retain the custom. It is therefore
plain, in a parallel fact, what ought to be our judgment as to
the decree of communion under one kind, and that all which is
opposed .gainst it, is nothing but chicane.
And, indeed, if there was reason to maintain Baptism with
oat immersion, because, in rejecting it, it would follow, there
had been no such thing as Baptism for many ages, consequently,
no such thing as a Church, it being impossible for the Church
to subsist without the substance of the Sacraments ; no less
impossible was it, without the substance of the Supper. T h e
same reason, then, subsisted for maintaining communion under
one kind, as for maintaining Baptism by infusion; and the
Church, in maintaining these two practices which tradition
showed equally indifferent, did nothing else but, according to
custom, maintain against contentious spirits that authority,
whereon the faith of the people reposed.
Whoever desires to see more on this subject, may turn back
to those places of this history where it is handled, and among
others, to those where may be seen, that communion under one
kind was settled with so
contradiction, that it was not im
pugned by the greatest enemies of the Church, not even by
Luther, at the beginning.*

little

141,—Question about

Justification.

Next to the que>tion of the Eucharist, the principal one of
our controversies is that of justification, in relation to which the
gravity of the decisions of the Church may be easily under
stood, in that she did but repeat in the Council of Trent, what
the Fathers and St. Austin had decided formerly, when this
question was debated with the Pelagians.
142.—Inherent

justice

acknowledged on both sides.— Consequence of
Doctrine.

this

And, in the first place, it must be supposed that there is no
question between us, whether or not a sanctity and justice in
fused into the soul by the Holy Ghost should be acknowledged
in man justified ; for the qualities and infused habits are, as
above seen, confessed by the Synod of Doit.*j" The Lutherans
are no less steady in defending them ; and, in a word, all Pro
testants are agreed, that by the regeneration and sanctification
of the new man, a sanctity and justice is formed in him like a
permanent habit: the question is, whether this sanctity and this
justice be what justifies us in the sight of God. But where is
* S. 1. ii. 10. iii. 60, 61, ct acq. vii. 67. xi. 106. xiv. 114, 115. S. n. 43.

i 8.1. xhr.
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the difficulty of this? A sanctity which does not make U9
saints, a justice which does not make us just, were a subtlety
quite vnintelligible. But a sanctity and justice formed in us by
Almighty God, and yet not pleasing to him ; or, if agreeable to
bim, not making that person in whom it is found agreeable to
him, would be another nicety still more unworthy the sincerity
of a Christian.
43.—The Church in the Council of Trent dots but repeat her ancient Dicisia;,/
touching the notion of justifying
Grace.

But, aflerall, when the Church defined in the Council of Trent,
that remission of sins was given us, not by a simple imputation of
the justice of Jesus Christ outwardly, but by a regeneration which
changes and renews us inwardly ; she did but repeat what for
merly she had defined against the Pelagians in the Council of*
Carthage, " that children are truly baptized in the remission of
sins, to the end that regeneration should purify in them the sin
which they contracted by generation. '*
Conformably to these principles, the same Council of Carthagef understands by " justifying grace, not only that which
remits to us sins committed, but that also which assists us to
commit them no more," not only by enlightening our minds, but
also by inspiring charity into our hearts, to the end, that " \\r
might fulfil God's commandments." Now, the grace which
works these things is not a simple imputation, but is also an
emanation of the justice of Jesus Christ: wherefore justifying
grace is a different thing from such an imputation ; and what was
said in the Council of Trent is nothing but a repetition of the
Council of Carthage, whose decrees appeared by so much the
more inviolable to the Fathers at Trent, as the Fathers of Car
thage were sensible, in proposing them, they proposed nothing
else on this subject, but what " had always been approved of in
the Catholic Church spread over the entire earth."J
1

144.— Touching

gratuity.

Our forefathers, therefore, did not believe, in order to destroy
human glory and attribute all to Jesus Christ, that it was neces
sary, either to take from man that justice which was in him, or
to diminish the value, or deny the cfleet thereof; but believed
they ought to acknowledge it as proceeding from God only by a
gratuitous bounty, and this also was what the Fathers of Trent
acknowledged after them, as above seen ir many places of this
work.§
It is in this sense that the Catholic Chuicn had always con
fessed after St. Paul, that " Jesus Christ is made unto us wis
dom, "|j not by simply imputing to us that wisdom which is ii
* Cone. Carth. cap. i.
f Ibid. cap. iii. iv, T.
\ Ibid. c. iv.
{ S. I. iii. n. SO, et seq.
|| 1 Cor. i. 29, 30, 31.
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him, but by infusing into our souls that wisdom which flows from
his ; that he is " unto us justice and sanctity," in the same sense
that he is redemption, not by covering our crimes only, but by
defacing them entirely by his Holy Spirit poured into our hearts :
moreover, that we are made the justice of God in Jesus
Christ,"* in a manner more intimate than Jesus Christ had
been made to be sin for u s , since God had made him sin," to
wit, the victim for sin, by treating him a s a sinner though ho
were just; whereas, he had made us the justice of God in
him," not by leaving us our sins, and merely treating us as just
men, but by taking from u s our sins, and by rendering us just.
44

44

44

145.—Touching the preparations to Grace, that they all proceed from

Grace.

In order to make this grace inherent in u s absolutely gratui
tous, our forefathers did not believe that it was necessary to say,
one cannot dispose himself for them by good desires, nor ob
tain them by prayers; but they believed these good desires and
prayers were themselves inspired of God ; and this is what the
Council of Trenff has done after their example, when it said
that all our good dispositions came from a preventing grace ;"
that we could not dispose and prepare ourselves" for grace,
but as we are excited and assisted by grace i t s e l f t h a t God
is the source of all justice, and in this quality ought to be be
loved ; and that there was no believing, hoping, loving, noi
repenting a s we ought, so that the grace of justification might
be conferred upon u s , without a preventing inspiration of the
Holy Ghost."J Wherein this Holy Council has done n o more
than repeat what we read in die Council o f Orange,§ viz. that
we can neither will, nor believe, nor think, nor love as we ought
to do, and advantageously, but by the inspiration of preventing
grace ;" that is to say, they would not dispute c ither against
heretics, or against infidels, or even against heathens, or, in
a word, against any others who imagine they love God, and
who feel in effect inclinations s o like to those of the faithful:
but, without entering with them into an impossible discussion ot
the precise differences o f their sentiments from those o f the
just, they were satisfied with defining, that what is performed
without grace, is n o t a s it ought to be," nor agreeable to God*
since without faith it is impossible to please him."]]
44

44

44

44

44

44

44

146,—Touching the necessity of preserving

Free-will together with Grace,

If the Council o f Trent, in defending the grace of God, hath,
at the same time, maintained Free-will, tnis also was a faithful
repetition o f the sentiments of our forefathers, when they de
fined, against the Pelagians, that grace destroyed not free-will
but set it at liberty, to the end that, o f being darkened it might
44

• % Cor. v. 21.

i Sets. vi. c. v. vi.

{ Can. i.

U Heb. xL &

§ Con. Ara. ii. c. 6, 7. 25,
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become full of light ; of sick, healthy ; of depraved, upright ;
of imprudent, provident and wise ;"* for which reason the grace
of God was called "an aid and a succor of the free-will;"
consequent!), something which, far from destroying, conserved
and perfected it.
147.—Touching the merit of

good-works.

According to so pure a notion, far from fearing the word
merit, which indeed naturally expressed the dignity of goodworks, our Fathers maintained it against the remnant of Pela
gians in the same Council of Orange,*f by these words repeated
in that of Trent,J the goodness of God is so great to all man
kind, that what he gives us, he will even have to be our merit;"
from whence it follows, as likewise the same Fathers of the
Council of Orange§ have decided, " that all the works and merits
of the saints ought to be referred to God's glory, because
none can please him except by the things which he has given."
Lastly, if at Trent they did not fear to acknowledge, with a
holy confidence, that eternal recompense is due to good-works,
it is still in conformity with, and on the same principles that our
Fathers had said in the Council of Oringe,|| " that merits do
not prevent grace, and that recompense is only due to good-works
on account that grace, which was not due, did not precede them."
u

}4S.— Touching the fulfilling of God's

commandments.

By this means we find in the Christian a true justice, but
which is given him by God together with his love, and which
accordingly makes him accomplish his commandments, wherein
the Council of TrentlT likewise does not but follow that rule of
the Fathers of Orange : viz.," after having received grace by
baptism, all the baptized, with the grace and co-operation of Je
sus Christ, can and ought to fulfil what appertains to salvation,
if they will labor faithfully ;" where these Fathers have united
Jesus Christ's co-operating grace with man's labor and faith
ful correspondence, agreeably to that saying of St. Paul, " Yet
not I, but the grace of God with me."**
149.—Touching the Truth, and, withal, the imperfection of our Justice.

Notwithstanding this opinion whieh we have of Christian
justice, yet we do not believe that it is perfect and wholly irreprehensible, since we place the principal part thereof in continu
ally demanding the forgiveness of sins : and if we believe these
sins, whereof the most just are obliged daily to implore forgive
ness, do not hinder them from being truly just, the Council of
Trent has moreover taken this so necessary a decision from the
Council of Carthage, which declaresf f " that the saints are they
* Auct. sett. Apost de grat. inter dec. Ccelest. P P . f Cone. Ara. tCono
Trid. Sssa vi. 16. § Cone. Ara. v.
|| Ibid. c. xviti. K Cone. 1 no. Sea*
•i. can. II can. 18. cap. xxv.
++ 1 Cor. xv. 10.
ft Cap vil viiL
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who say humbly and truly at the same t i m e , forgive us our
t r e s p a s s e s t h a t the apostle St, James, although holy and just,
said, nevertheless, we all offend in many things:' that Daniel
also, though b l y and just, yet did say, we have sinned.'"
Whence it follows that such sins hinder not holiness and justice,
because they hinder not the love of God from reigning in our
hearts.
4

r

4

150.—God accepts our good xoorks for the love of Jesus Christ.

Now, if the Council of Carthage, cr. account of these sins
gill have us continually say to G o d , Enter not into judg
ment with thy servant, for no man living shall be justified in thy
sight
we understand this, as does that Council, of perfect
justice, without excluding from the just man a true justice ;
acknowledging, nevertheless, that it is also by an effect of a
gratuitous bounty, and for the Jove of Jesus Christ, that God,
who could have set at as high a price as he pleased, to con
demned persons as we were, so great a good as life eternal, did
not exact of us a righteousness without blemish, and, on the
contrary, has consented to judge us, not with extremity of rigor
but with a rigor tempered and suited to our weakness, which
obliged the council of Trentf to acknowledge that man hath
not wherewith to glorify himself, but all his glory is in Christ
Jesus, in whom we live, in whom we merit, in whom we satisfy,
doing worthy fruits of penance which derive from him their vir
tue ; by him are offered to his Father, and for the love of him
are accepted by his Father."
44

44

151.—That the Holy Fathers have detested no less than we, as a blasphemy, tht
doctrine which makes God equally predestinate to good and evil.

The rock to be feared in celebrating the mystery of Predes
tination, was the admitting it equally in respect of good and evil;
and if the Church abhorred the crime of the pretended Re
formers guilty of this excess, she did but walk in the steps of the
Council of Orange,J which pronounces an eternal anathema
with utter detestation, against those who should dare to say that
man is predestinated to evil by the divine power;" and of the
Council of Valentia,§ deciding, in like manner, that God, by
his fore-knowledge, doth impose on no man the necessity of
sinning, but foresees only what man wsuld be by his own will;
so that the wicked do not perish on account that they had no;
the power of being good, but because they would not bee amc
good, or because they would not remain in '.he grace the; had
received."
44

44

152.—The Church always found in the same situation.

Thus, when a question has been once judged in the Church,
as she never fails to decide it according to the tradition of al
•Cao.vii. viii. ] Seas, xiv.c. viii. J Cone. Aran.c. xxv. § Cone. Valent.iii. ciLv
• b i . ii.
28
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past ages, so. should it happen to be moved again in .succeeding
times, you find the 'hurch, after a thousand or twelve hundred
years, always m the same situation, always ready to oppose
against the enemies of truth the same decrees which the Holy
Apostolic See and Catholic Unanimity had pronounced, without
ever adding anything thereto, save what is necessary against
new errors.
153.- - Our Fathers hav: rejected, as well as we, the certainty of Salvation and
Righteousness.

To conclude what remains on the subject of justifying grace,
f find no decision touching the certainty of salvation, because
as yet nothing had obliged the Church to pronounce on this
point: yet none has contradicted St. Austin, who teaches that
this certainty is not beneficial in this state of temptation, in
which assurance might produce pride
which also extends
itself, as is plain, to the certainty one might have of present
righteousness, so that the Catholic Church, whilst she inspires
into her children so great a confidence as to exclude perturba
tion and trouble, yet leaves in them, after the example of the
Apostles, the counterpoise of fear, and no less teaches man to
distrust himself than to trust absolutely in God.
i l

154.—Melancthon agrtts that the article of Justification

is easy to be reconciled.

In fine, if all that has been seen granted in this work by our
adversaries, touching justification and the merits of the saints, be
reviewed, it will entirely convince a man that there is not the
least occasion to complain of the doctrine of the Church.f
Melancthon, so zealous for this article, owns nevertheless that
"it is easy to come to an agreement on both sides
what he
seems most to insist upon is the certainty of justice ; but every
humble Christian will easilv rest contented with the same certainty with respect to justice as to eternal salvation : all the
comfort man ought to have in this life is that of excluding by
hope, not only despair, but also trouble and anguish; nor is
there anything to reproach a Christian with, who, assured on
God's side, has no longer anything to fear or doubt but from
himself.
155.—The clearness of the decisions of the Church.—She cuts away the root
of abuses in regard of Prayer to the Saints.

The decisions of the Catholic Church are not less clear ard
precise than they are firm and lasting, always obviating what
ever might give occasion to the mind of man going astray.^
Honoring the Saints in her assemblies, was honoring God, the
autlror of their sanctity and bliss ; and demanding of them thf
* De correct, et grat. c. xiii. de Civ. Dei. xi. 12. t S. 1. iii. n. 25, et •e^.
Sent. Phil. Mei. de pace Ec. p. 0. Bern. S«r. i.
8«ft
| S. I. xiii. xiv.

nil 22, et seq.
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partnership of their prayers, was joining ourselves to the choirs
of angels to the spirits of the perfectly just, and to the Church
of the first-born which are in heaven. So holy a practice may
be discovered ever since the first ages, nor is the beginning oi
it to be discovered there, since none can then be found who were
noted for innovation in that regard. The thing most to be feared
with respect to the ignorant was, lest they should make the in
vocation of saints too like to that of God, and their intercession
too like that of Jesus Christ: but the Council of Trent* in
structs us fully as to these two points, by warning us that the
saints pray,—which places them at an infinite distance from him
who gives; and that they pray through Jesus Christ,—which
places them infinitely beneath him who is heard through himself.
156.—Regarding linages.

Setting up images is rendering sensible the mysteries and
examples which sanctify us. The thing to be feared in respect
of the ignorant is, lest they should believe that the divine na
ture might be represented, or rendered present in images, or, at
all events, lest they should look upon them as filled with some
virtue for which jiey are honored; these are the three charac
ters of idolatry. But the Council has rejected them in plain
terms ;f so that it is not lawful to attribute to one image more
virtue than to another, nor, by consequence, to frequent one
more than another, unless in memory of some miracles, or some
pious history which might excite devotion. J The use of images
being thus purified, Luther himself and the Lutherans will de
monstrate that images of this kind are not what the Decalogue
speaks of, and the honor rendered to them will be manifestly
nothing else than a sensible and exterior testimony of the pious
remembrance they excite, and the simple and natural effect of
that mute language which accompanies these pious representa
tions, and whose usefulness is so much the greater, as it is
capable of being understood by all mankind.
157.—Regarding Worship in general.

In general, worship is referred to the interior and exterior
exercise of faith, of hope, and of charity, and principally to that
of this last virtue, whose property it is to unite us with God;
so that a worship in spirit and in truth exists everywhere, wher
ever there is to be found the exercise of charity towards God
or towards our neighbor, conformably to that saying of St.
J a m e s , " Pure religion, and undefiled before God is this, to visit
the fatherless and widows, and to keep himself unspotted from
the world
and every act of piety not animated with this
spirit is imperfect, carnal, or superstitious.
* Sees. xxv. deer, de invoc S. S.

t Ibid.
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158 —Against those who accuse the Council of Trent of bating
ambiguously.

spoken

Under pretext that the Council of Trent declined enter iig
into many difficulties, our adversaries, after Fra-Paolo, are con
tinually blaming it as having explained the dogmas in general,
obscure, and equivocal terms, with the design of pleasing in aj>pearance the greatest number: but they would entertain more
equitable sentiments, did they but consider, that God, who knows
how far he designs to guide our understanding in revealing to
u s some truth, or sonic mystery, dues not always reveal to us
either the ways of explaining it, or the circumstances which ac
company it, or even wherein it consists as to its utmost precision,
or, a s we speak in schools, as to its specific difference ; so that,
in Church decisions, it is often necessary to keep to genera!
expressions, in order to retain that measure of faith so much
commended by St. Paul,* and not to transgress his precept
forbidding us to be more wise than we ought to be.
159.—The principles of Protestants

prove the necessity of

Purgatory.

For example, in the controversy concerning Purgatory, the
Council of Trent has firmly believed as a truth revealed of God,
that just souls may depart this life without being wholly purified.
Grotius proves evidently,! that this truth is confessed by Pro
testants, by Mestresat, by Spanheim, by Calvin himself, on this
common ground-work of the Reformation, viz. that in the whole
course of this life the soul is never entirely pure, whence it fol
lows that she is still defiled at her departure from the body. But
the Holy Ghost hath pronounced, that " not anything that is pol
luted shall enter into the holy city
and the minister Span
heirn§ proves unanswerably, that the soul cannot be presented
to God till she be " without spot or wrinkle, all holy, pure, and
irreproachable," conformably to the doctrine of St. Paul,|| which
he allows she cannot be, during this mortal life.
160.—Protestants do not reject the purification of souls after this life.

After this still remains the question, whether or not this puri
fication of the
1»A wrought in this life at the last moment,
or after death; and Spanheiin loaves the thing undecided :1T
" T h e main point," says he, "is uncertain, but the manner and
circumstances are not so." But without further pressing this
author with the principles of the sect, the Catholic Church ad
vances beyond this : for the tradition of all apes having taught
her to pray in behalf of the dead, for the comfort of their souls,
for the forgiveness of their sins, and their lelicf, she has held it
*br a certain truth, that the perfect purification of souls was per
formed after death, and this by secret pains not alike explained
* Rom. xii. 3. f Grot Ep. extraor. pp. 575, 57S, 579. I Rev. xxi. 27.
J Span. dub. Ev. Tern. iii. dub. 141. n. vi. vii. || Epbes. v. 27. V N. vii
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by the holy doctors, but of which they said only, that they might
be mitigated and wholly remitted by prayers and oblation^
answerably to the Liturgies of all Churches.
161.—Moderation of the Church in not determining anything but what i$
certain.

Without examining in this place whether this sentiment be
good or bad, it were no longer equitable, or candid, to refuse
granting us, that in this presupposition at least, the Council
oight to have formed its decree in a general expression, and
lefined as it has done :* first, that there is a Purgatory after
thu life ; secondly, that the prayers of the living may afford
relief to faithful souls departed, without descending to particu
lars, either of their pains or the manner in which they are puri
fied, because tradition did not explain it; but showing only
that they are purified by Jesus Christ alone, they being purified
only by prayers and oblations made in his name.
162.—The difference of general terms, from indefinite, perplexed, or ambiguous
tertrj.

The same judgment ought to be passed on other decisions,
and care taken not to confound, as our reformed here do, gene
ral with indefinite, intricate, or ambiguous terms. Indefinite
terms signify nothing ; ambiguous terms signify equivocally,
and leave in the mind no determinate sense; intricate terms
raise a mist of confused ideas; but although general terms
carry not the evidence as far as the utmost precision, they are,
however, to a certain degree perspicuous.
163.—General terms are clear in their way.

Our adversaries will not deny that the passages of Scripture,
which say that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father, de
note clearly some truth, since they denote, beyond all doubt,
that the third person of the Trinity derives his origin from the
Father no less than the second, although they do not express
specifically wherein his procession consists, nor wherein it is
different from that of the Son. It is, therefore, plain, that gen
eral expressions cannot be blamed, without blaming at the same
time Jesus Christ and the Gospel.
164.—In what consists the clearness of a decision.

It is in this that ouv adversaries always show themselves un
just to the Courcil, sometimes blaming it for descending too
much to particulars, and sometimes requiring it should have de
cided all the disputes of the Scotists and Thomists, under pen
alty of being convicted of affected obscurity: as if they were
ignorant that, in decisions of faith, a free scope ought to be alowed to divines for proposing different means of explaining the
Christian truths, and, consequently, that a Council, waiving
* Sess. xxv. dec. de Purg.
VOL. ii.
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their several and particular opinions, ought to keep itself within
the compass of such essentia] points, as they all defend in com
mon. This method of defining the articles of our faith is so
far from speaking equivocally, that, on the contrary, it is an ef
fect of clearness to define so plainly that which is certain, as
not to involve iti the decision what is doubtful; nor is there any
thing more becoming the authority and majesty of a Council,
than to repress the impetuosity of those who would advance be
yond these bounds.
165.—That which is certain in regard of the Pope's authority, acknowledged in
the Council and by the Catholic Doctors.

Confortnably to this rule, a form for explaining the Pope's
authority having been proposed at Trent in such terms as that
his superiority over the general Council might in some manner
be inferred, the Cardinal of Lorraine and the Bishops of
France being opposed to it, Cardinal Pallavicini himself relates
in his history, that the form was suppressed, and the Pope an
swered, that " Nothing ought to be defined but what all the
Fathers should unanimously agree to ;"* an admirable rule
in order to separate what is certain from what is doubtful!
Whence it also came to pass that the Cardinal du Perron, al
though a zealous defender of the interests of the Court of Rome,
declared to the King of Kngland, " That the dispute concern
ing the Pope's authority, whether in its spiritual regard to (Ecu
menical Councils, or in its temporal regard to secular jurisdic
tions, is not a dispute about things that are held for articles of
faith, or are inserted and required in the Confession of Faith,
or that could hinder his Majesty from entering into the Church,
should he he satisfied in other points."! And even in our days,
the renowned Andrew du Val,J doctor of Sorbonne, to whom
those on the other side of the Alps referred the defence of their
cause, decided that the doctrine denying the Pope s infallibility
is not absolutely against faith ; and that which places the Coun
cil above the Pope cannot be branded with any censure, eithe!
of heresy, or error, or even of temerity.
:

16G.— With this moderation, Melancthon woxdd have owned
thority.

the Pope's au

Thereby it appears that doctrines, not supported by a certai
and perpetual tradition, cannot strike root in the Church, since
they make not a part of her confession of faith ; and that even
those who teach them, teach them as their particular doctrine,
and not as the doctrine of the Catholic Church.§ To reject
the supremacy and authority of the Holy See, with this whole* Hist. Cone. T r i d interp. Gialtin. lib. xix. c. xi. xiii. xiv. xv.

t Reply, 1. vi. Pncf. p. 8MJ. \
Vat. Elench. p. 9, it. tract, de Sujx
Rom. Pont, potea. part ii. |. 1. p. 4. q. 7, 8.
§ Vid. 1. iv. 39. v. 24, -2:>.
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some moderation, is to reject the oand of Christians, is tu be at
enmity with order and peace, and to envy the Church that good
which Melancthon himself wished it might enjoy.*
167.—Abridgment of this last book, and first, touching the perpetual
of the Church.

Visibility

After what has been seen, there is nothing left at present that
can hinder our reformed from submitting to the Church; the
shelter of a Church invisible is abandoned : no longer is it al
lowable to allege in its defence the obscurities of the Jewish
Church; the ministers have freed us from the trouble of answer
ing on that head, by showing clearly, that the true worship was
never interrupted, not even under Achaz and Manasses :f the
Christian society, more extensive than that of the Jews, ac
cording to the conditions of its covenant, has likewise stood
more firm, and the perpetual visibility of the Catholic Church
can be no longer doubted of.
168.—A remark on the Confession of Augsburg.

Those of the Confession of Augsburg are yet more obliged
to acknowledge it than the Calvinists : J the Invisible Church
has neither found place in their Confession of Faith, nor in their
apology, wherein, on the contrary, we have seen the Church
spoken of in the Creed vested with a perpetual visibility, and,
according to these principles, they should be able to show us
an assembly made up of pastors and people, in which sound
doctrine and the Sacraments have ever flourished.
169.— The arguments brought by them against the authority of the Church, art
resolved by the Ministers.

All the arguments that were formed against the authority of
the Church are given up. Yielding to the authority of the Uni
versal Church, is now no longer acting unadvisedly nor sub
mitting to men, since they own that her sentiments are the rulo,
nay, the most sure rule, for deciding the most important truths
of religion.§ They agree, if this rule had been followed, and
men had proposed to themselves the understanding holy Scrip
ture as it was understood bv the Universal Church, that there
never would have been Socinians; never should we have heard
the divinity of Jesus Christ called in question, the immortality
of the soul, the eternity of pains, the creation, God's foreknowedge, the spirituality of his essence : things so firmly believed
mong Christians, that they did not so much as think they could
be ever doubted of, and which at present are impugned with
such captious arguments, that many weak minds are ensnared
thereby. They agree that the authority of the Universal Church
is an infallible remedy against this disorder; so that the author* Me!, de pace, c. de pot Pontif P. 6.
t 4 Reg. xn. 4, 15. xxi. Jur,
Syst pp. 222, 223.
I S. n. 4. et seq. to n. 10.
§ S. n. 86, 87, et **p
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ity of the Church, far from being, what was said in the Reformation, a means of introducing all manner of new-fangled doc
trines amongst Christians, is, on the contrary, a certain means
of putting a stop to the licentiousness of men's minds, of pre
venting the abuse they make of the sublimity of Scripture, after
a manner so dangerous to the salvation of souls.
The Reformation has discovered these truths at last; and
if the Lutherans will not receive them from the hands of a Calvinist minister, they have but to explain to us how they c£n re
sist the authority of the Church after having owned that the
truth is always manifest in her.*
170.—Salvation to be had in the Church of Rome.

None now, of whatever separate communions, should any
longer hesitate to come and seek eternal life in the bosom of the
Church of Rome, since it is confessed! that God's true people
and his true elect are still in her, as it hath always been confess
ed that they were before the pretended Reformation. But it is
perceived at length, that the difference put between the ages
that preceded, and those which followed it, was vain, and that
the difficulty which was made of acknowledging this truth, pro
ceeded from evil policy.
Should the Lutherans here start new difficulties, and not suf
fer themselves to be persuaded by the sentiments of Calixtus,
let them show us what the Church of Rome has done since
Luther's time to forfeit the title of a true Church, and so to lose
her fecundity, that the elect can be no longer born in her womb.
171.—The Ministers are not to be believed when they make Salvatimi so difficult
in the Church of Rome.

True it is, when the ministers acknowledge you may be saved
in the Church of Rome, they would make you believe you may
do it as in an infected air, and by a kind of miracle, by reason
of her impieties and idolatries. But men should learn to distin
guish, in the ministers, what hatred has made them add, from
what truth has forced them to confess. If the Church of Home
made profession of impiety and idolatry, no salvation could have
been had in her, either before or after the Reformation ; and if,
both before and after, salvation may be had in her body, the
accusation of impiety and idolatry is unworthy and calumnious.
172.—Excesses of the Ministers who prefer the Arian Sect to the Church of
Rome.

And, indeed, the hatred they show to her is but too visible
since they are so far transported as to say, that without doubt a
man may save his soul in that communion, but with greater
difficulty than amongst the Arians/'J who deny the divinity >f
• S. n. 4. et seq.
f S. n. 50, 51. et seq. an <ar at n. 5&
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the Son of God and of the Holy Ghost; who, by consequence,
believe themselves devoted to creatures by baptism; who,in
the Eucharist, look on the flesh of a man, who is not God, ai
the source of life; who believe that, without being God, a man
has saved them, and was able to pay the price of their redemp
tion ; who invoke him as the person to whom all power is given
in heaven and on earth ; who are consecrated to the Holy
Ghost, namely, to a creature, to become his temples ; who
believe that a creature, to wit, the same Holy Ghost, distributes
grace to them as he pleases, regenerates them, and sanctifies
them by his presence. This is the sect they prefer to the Church
of Rome ; and is not this saying to all that are capable of under
standing, Believe not one word we say ; when we speak of that
Church, hatred possesses and sets us besides ourselves.
173.—The Protestants can no longer excuse themselves from

Schism.

Lastly, there is no longer any possibility for our refdmed to
avoid being reckoned amongst the number of those " who sepa
rate themselves, and who make a sect apart," contrary to the
precept of the Apostles, particularly St. J u d e , * and contrary to
the import of their own Catechism.f Here are its very words
in the exposition of the Creed : The article of forgiveness of
sins is placed after that of the Catholic Church, because no one
obtains pardon for his sins except beforehand he be incorpo
rated with God's people, and persevere in unity and commu
nion with the body of Christ, and so be a member of the Church;
insomuch that, out of the Church, there is nothing but death and
damnation ; for all those who separate from the society of the
faithful, to make a sect apart, ought not to hope for salvation
whilst they are in division."
T h e article speaks clearly of the Universal Church, visible
and always visible, and in this we have seen that they are
agreed :J they are agreed likewise, as to a fact certain and no
torious, that the Churches, which ca.ll themselves reformed, at
their renouncing the communion of the Church of Rome, did
not find on earth one Church which they united with: they
therefore made a sect apart from the whole body of Christians
and the Universal Church ; and, according to their own doc
trine, renounce the grace of forgiveness of sins, which is the fruit
of the blood of J e s u s Christ; and death and damnation is their l o t
41

174.—Short repetition of the absurdities of the new System.

The absurdities, necessarily attending the answer to this ar
gument plainly discover how invincible it is ; for after a thou
sand fruitless shifts, they were, in fine, driven into such straits
as even to say,§ that you remain in the Catholic and Universal
• Jod. xvii. 18.
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Church, in renouncing the communion of all Churcheo in the
world, and in making a Church a p a r t ; that you remain in the
same Universal Church although driven f.om it by a just cen
sure; that you cannot go forth from it by any other crime than
•hat of apostacy, by renouncing Christianity and your baptism;
that all the Christian sects, how divided soever they be, are one
and the same body, and one and the same Church in Jesus
Christ: that Christian Churches have no exterior band of union
by the appointment of J e s u s Christ; that their band is arbitrary
that the Confessions of Faith whereby they unite themselves,
are arbitrary likewise, and contracts susceptible of what terms
you please, which yet may not be broken without incurring the
guilt of Schism : that the union of Churches depends on em
pires and the will of princes; that all Christian Churches are
naturally, and by their origin, independent one of another,
whence it follows that the Independents, so grievously censured
at Charenton, do nothing else but stand up for the natural
liberty of Churches ; that, provided you find means of assem
bling together either with consent or by violence so as " to
make a figure in the world," you are a true member of the body
of the Catholic Church ; that no heresy ever has, or can be,
condemned by a judgment of the Universal Church; nay, that
there is not, nor can be, any ecclesiastical judgment in matters
of faith ; that men have no right to exact subscriptions to the
decrees of Synods respecting faith; that one may save his sou.
in the most perverse sects, even in that of the Socinians.
t

175.—The height of the absurdities, viz. the kingdom of Jesus
founded with the kingdom of Satan.

Christ con

There would be no end were I to repeat all the absurdities i
was necessary to vent in order to save the Reformation from
the sentence pronounced against those " who make a sect
apart." But, besides that it is needless to enter into a detail of
them, they are all comprised in this one which has been always
more or less maintained in the llefonnition, and wherein the
whole defence of the cause is placed now more than ever; viz.
" that the Catholic Church," whereof the ('reed speaks, is one
heap of sects divided amongst one another, and which anathema
tize one another;* insomuch that the character of the kingdom
of J e s u s Christ is the same with that given by J e s u s Christ to
the kingdom of Satan, as above explained.
But nothing is more opposite to the doctrine of Christ him
self. According to his doctrine, the kingdom of Satan is di
vided against itself,*)* and must fall, house upon house, to utter
desolation. On the contrary, according to the promise of Jesus
Christ, his Church, which is his kingdom built on the rock,J on
• S. a. M, km.
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the same Confession of Faith, and the same ecclesiastical gov
ernment, is perfectly united: whence it follows that she is im
movable, and the gates of hel! shall not prevail against her;
that is to say, division, the cause of weakness and the charac
ter of hell, shall not get the better of unity, the cause of strength,
and the character of the Church. But all this order is changed
in the Reformation ; and the kingdom of Jesus Christ being
divided like to that of Satan, no wonder men have said, con
formably to such a principle, that it was fallen to ruin and deso
lation.
176.—The immovable steadfastness

of the Church.— Conclusion of this

Work.

These maxims of division were the ground-work of the Re
formation, inasmuch as it was established by an universal rup
ture, and a Church-unity has never been known therein : and
therefore its Variations, whose history we have at length con
cluded, have shown us what it was, to wit, a kingdom disunited,
divided against itself, and which must fall sooner or later:
whilst the Catholic Church, so unalterably attached to decrees
once pronounced, that not the least variation since the origin
of Christianity can be discovered in her, shows herself a Church
built on the rock, always in full security from the promises she
has received, firm in her principles, and guided by a Spirit which
never contradicts himself.
May He who holds in his hand the hearts of men, and who
alone knows the bounds he has set to rebellious sects, and to
the afflictions of his Church, cause all his stray children quickly
to return to her unity; and may we have the joy to behold with
our eyes Israel, so unfortunately divided, unite under 01 e am
the same head with Judah.*
* Hoaea i. 11.
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1.—A new Book written

by the Minister Jvrien concerning
Calvinists with the Lutherans.

the ^nion of the

AFTER this work was finished, a Latin book fell into my
nands, which the indefatigable Jurieu has just brought to light
and whereof it is requisite I should give the public some ac
count. The title is, "An Amicable Consultation conccrnirg
Peace between the Protestants." Therein he treats of this
subject with the Doctor Daniel Severin Scultet, who, on his
side, proposes to himself to smooth the difficulties of this peace,
so frequently and so unsuccessfully attempted. The question
chiefly in debate is that of predestination and grcice. The Lu
theran cannot digest what was defined at the Synod of Dort
touching absolute decrees und irresistible grace : he judges still
more insupportable what the same Synod teaches of the inamissibility of justice, and the certainty of salvation, there being
nothing, in his notion, more impious than to give to man once
justified, a certain assurance in the midst of the most heinous
crimes, that they shall neither make him forfeit his salvation in
eternity, nor in time even the Holy Ghost and the grace of
adaption. I repeat not the explanation of these questions,
which the reader must have understood from the account given
A them in this history;* but shall only say, that this is what is
sailed, among the Lutherans, the particularism of the Calvinists ;
so abominable a heresy that they < harge it with nothing less
than of making God the author of sin, and of subverting all
Christian morality, by inspiring with a pernicious security those
who are abandoned to the most ah nninable enormities. JVL
Jurieu does not deny that the Synod of Dort taught these dog
mas laid to its charge : he endeavors only to clear them frorr.
those evil consequences which are thence drawn ; and he him
self carries so far the certainty of salvation, the very dogma we
have seen all centre in, as to say, that taking it from the faithfid is making a Christian's life au msulferab!" torment.f He
grants then, in the main, the sentiments imputed to the Cal
vinists : but in order io tiring about a pence, notwithstanding so
* L. ix. a t .

f P. i. c. riiu p 2, c. vi. p. 191, &c. xi, 253, 254.
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great an opposition in such important articles, after proposing
some mitigations consisting in words only, he concludes for
a mutual toleration. The reasons he grounds himself on are
reduced to two, one whereof is recrimination, and tne other a
compensation of dogmas.
2.—The recriminations of the Minister Jurieu against the Lutherans, concern
ing Luther's

blasphemies.

As for recrimination, M. Jurieu's reasoning is as follows.
You accuse us, says he to Doctor Scultet, of making God the
author of sin ;* it is Luther you must accuse of this, not us :
and thereupon cites to him those passages we have above re
lated, where Luther decides "that God's prescience renders free
will impossible; that Judas, for this reason, eouH not help
betraying his master; that all that passes in man, whether good
or evil, happens by pure and inevitable necessity; that it is God
who operates in man all the good and evil that is done by him,
and makes man guilty of damnation by necessity; that David's
adultery is no less the work of God than the vocation of St.
Paul; lastly, that it is no more unworthy of God to damn the
innocent, than to forgive, as he does, the guilty."
The Calvinist then shows, that Luther does not speak here
in a doubting manner, but with that terrible decision above spejfied, and which suffers no reply on this head : ** You," says
Ae,f " that hear me, never forget that I am the man who thus
teaches, and without any new inquiry submit to this word."
The Lutheran thought to escape, by saying that Luther had
recanted : but the Calvinist nonplusses him when he demands,!
" where is this recantation of Luther ? It is true," proceeds
he, " he has begged we would excuse, in his first books, some
remnants of Popery in regard to indulgences : but as to what
regards Free-will, he never changed a tittle of his doctrine."
And, indeed, it is very certain that the above-said monsters of
impiety were far from being derived from Popery, which, as
Luther acknowledges in all these places, held them in execrationM. Jurieu, in that respect, is of the same opinion with us,
and declares,^ " he holds in abhorrence these Dogmas of Lu
ther, as impious, horrible, frightful, deserving every anathema,
introductive of Manicheisrn, and subversive of all religion."
He is sorry to see himself obliged to speak thus of the head of
thff Reformation. " I speak it," says he, with grief, and favor,
as much as I am able, the memory of this great man." This
is, therefore, one of those confessions, which the evidence of
truth extorts from men, how much soever against their will;
and, m fine, the author of the Reformation, by the very confes44

* H. . ii. n. 17. Jur. part ii. c. viii. p. 210, et seq.
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sion of the Reformed, is convicted oi being an impious blas
phemer against God : a great man, afier this, as much as they
please ; for to have sounded the alarm against Rome, is merit
enough in the Reformation for any titles whatever. Melancthon Is guilty of this wicked doctrine, which destroys all re
ligion. M. Jurieu has convicted him of uttering the same
blaspheu-ies as his master;* and instead of detesting them, as
they deserved, of never having retracted them but too faintly
and with diffidence. You see on what corner-stones the Refor
mation was built.
3.— Whether Calvin has less blasphemed than

Luther.

But because M. Jurieu here seems willing to excuse Calvin,
he need but cast his eyes on the passages of this author already
quoted by me in this history : there will he findf " that Adam
could not avoid his fall, and was nevertheless gnilty, because
he fell voluntarily; that it was ordained by God, and comprised
in his secret decrees." There will he find, " that a hidden
counsel of God is the cause of hardness of heart; that we must
not deny that God willed and decreed the defection of Adam,
since he does all he wills ; that this decree, he must confess
raises horror; yet, after all, it cannot be denied but God fore
saw the fall of man, because he had ordained it by his own de
cree ; that we ought not to use the word permission, since it iti
an express order; that the will of God makes the necessity of
things; and all he hath willed happens necessarily; that it was
for this reason Adam fell by an order of God's providence, and
because God had so judged it fitting, although he fell through
his own fault; that the reprobate are inexcusable, although they
cannot shun the necessity of sinning; and that this necessity
befalls them by God's appointment; J that God speaks to them,
but on purpose to make them the more deaf; that he places
light before their eyes, but on purpose to blind them ; that he
applies sound doctrine to them, but on purpose to render them
the more insensible; that he sends them remedies, but to the
end they may not be cured."
What is here wanting to make Calvin as complete a Mani
chean as Luther ?§
What, therefore, does [\ avail M. Jurieu to have quoted us
some passages of Calvin, where he seems to say that man was
free in Adam, and fell in Adam by his own will ; since it is
otherwise certain from Calvin himself, that this will of Adam
was the necessary effect of a special decree of God? And,
indeed, the truth is, this minister has not pretended absolutely
* Jur. part. ii. c. viii. p. 24.
j S. I. xiv, n. 4. Opusc. de prad. pp. 704.
J05, Inst iii. xxiii. i. pp. 1, 7, 3, 0.
J S. 1. xxiv. n. 13.
§ Jur. part ii. c. xiii. ibid. p. 2t4.
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to excuse Calvin, but contents himself with saying only, " he
was sober in comparison to Luther :"* but we have mst heart)
him speak not less extravagantly and impiously than Luther.
I have also produced Beza's words,*!* which manifestly refei
all sins to the will of God as their first cause. Thus, beyona
all dispute, the heads of both parties of thf> Reformation, Luther
and Melancthon on one side, Calvin and Beza on the other, the
masters and disciples, equally are convicted of Manicheism ani
impiety; and M. Jurieu has had reason to confess candidly c "
he Reformers in general, that they taught that God drove on
wicked men to enormous crimes."J
M

4.—Another recrimination of the Minister Jurieu*—The Lutherans convicted
of Pelagianism*

The Calvinist returns to the charge, and here is another re
crimination not less remarkable. You upbraid us, says he to
the Lutherans, with our irresistible grace : but in order to make
it resistible you run to the opposite extreme; and, unlike to
your master Luther, who in matter of grace, so far outwent all
bounds " as to make himself suspected of Manicheism," you
do the like in Free-will, so as to turn Demi-Pelagians, since
you attribute to it the beginning of salvation. § Which he makes
evident by the same proofs we have made use of in this history,
by showing the Lutherans that, according to them, the grace of
conversion depends on the care they themselves take to hear
the word preached. I have clearly demonstrated this DemiPelagianism of the Lutherans from the book of Concord, and
from other testimonies; but the minister strengthens my proofs
with the testimony of his adversary, Scultet, who confesses in
as many words,|| " that God converts men, when men them
selves receive the word preached with respect and attention."
Accordingly, it is in this manner the Lutherans explain the uni
versal will of saving all mankind, and say with Scultet, " that
God will infuse contrition and a lively faith into the hearts of all
the adult, provided, neveitheless, they do beforehand the neces
sary duty for man's conversion." Thus, what they attribute to
the divine power, is that grace which goes hand in hand with
preaching; and what they attribute to Free-will, is rendering
itself beforehand, by its own strength, attentive to the word an
nounced ; which is saying, as clearly as ever the Demi-Pela
gians have done, that the beginning of salvation comes purely
from Free-will; and, that there may be no doubt that this is the
error of the Lutherans, M. Jurieu produces moreover a passage
from Calixtus, where he transcribes word for word the proposi
tions condemned in the Demi-Pelagians ; for he says, in express
*• Jar. part. ii. c. xiii. ibid. p. 214.
t 3.1. xtv. n. 2, 3.
\ JUT. part ii. c. viii, p. 117. S. 1. viii. n. 83. ct seq. xiv. l i e .
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terms,* " that there remains in all men some strength of the
understanding, of the will, and of natural knowledge, which, if
they make right use of, in laboring what they are able for their
salvation, God will afford them the necessary means to arrive
at the perfection which revelation leads us t o ; " which once
more makes grace depend on wh&t man precedently does by
his own strength.
I was right, then, in affhming that the Lutherans are become
true Demi-Pelagians, namely, Pelagians in the most dangerous
part of this heresy, it being that by which human pride is the
most flattered. F o r the greatest mischief of Pelagianism is
placing man's salvation finally in his own hands, independently
of grace. N o w this is done by those, who, like the Lutherans,
make the conversion and justification of a sinner dependent on
a beginning introductive of all the rest, and which, nevertheless,
the sinner gives to himself merely by his Free-will without
grace, as I have proved evidently, and as M. Jurieu has also
but just made apparent from the Confession of the Lutherans.
They ought not, therefore* to flatter themselves, as if they had
escaped the Anathema merited by the Pelagians, under pretext
that they are only such by halves; since we sec that this part
swallowed by them of so mortal a poison, as that of Pelagianism,
contains its own malignity : from whence one may perceive the
deplorable condition of the whole Protestant party; since, on
one side, the Calvinists know no way of maintaining Christian
grace against the Pelagians, but by making it inamissible with
all the other aforesaid inconveniences; and on the other, the
Lutherans believe there is no avoiding this detestable particu
larism of Dort and of the Calvinists, but by turning Pelagians,
and abandoning man's salvation to his own Free-will.
5.—Sequel

of Recriminations.—The
Lutherans convicted
necessity of good works.

of denying

th$

T h e Calvinist pursues his point; and, says he to the Luther
ans, " it is impossible to dissemble" your doctrine against the
necessity of good works. " I will not," proceeds he, " go in
quest of the harsh propositions of your Doctors, aricient and
modern, on this subject."! As I take it, he glances at the De
cree of Worms, where we have observed that it was decided
that good works are not necessary to salvation. But without
insisting on this assembly, and other like decrees of the Luther
ans. I shall observe only (says he to Scultet) what you yourself
have taught: J " That it is not lawful for us to give any alms to
the poor, no, not a farthing, with the design of obtaining forgive
ness of our sins." And, again, " T h a t the habit and exercise
* Jur. p. 118. Calix. Kp.
) lb. part ii. c. ii. p. 243.
J S. 1. iii n. Iii. viii. n 32. pp 243 244.
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o f virtue is n o t absolutely necessary for the justified in ordei
t o be saved: that the exercise of the love of God, neither in
the course of life, nor even at the hour of death, is a necessary
condition, without which we cannot be saved." Lastly, That
neither the habit nor exercise of virtue is necessary to a dying
person, in order to obtain forgiveness of his sins;" that is to
s a y , a man is saved," as this minister concludes, without
having done s o much as one good work, either in his life or at
his death."
44

44

44

6.—Another recrimination on the certainty of Salvation.—The Lutheran*
convicted of contradiction and blindness.

These are just and terrible recriminations, of which Dr.
Scultet will never clear himself: again, here is another no less
remarkable. You object to us as a crime (says M. Jurieu* t o
h i m ) , the certainty of salvation defined in the Synod of Dort;
but you, who object it to us, hold the same yourselves. There
upon he produces the Theses, wherein t)octor John Gerard
(the third man after Luther and Chemnicius of the Reformation,
if we believe their testimony who approved his works) advances
this proposition.|
W e maintain against the Papists the cer
tainty of salvation as a certainty of faith." And, again, The
predestinate has in himself God's testimony, and says interiorly
t o himself, he that predestinated me from all eternity, calls me,
and justifies me in time by his word.' " It is certain he wrote
these things, and others every whit as strong, alleged by M.
Jurieu : | they are usual with the Lutherans. But this Minister
reproaches them, with reason, that they are not consistent with
their doctrine of the amissibility of justice, which they account
as a capital point; accordingly, it is what I have remarked in
this history, nor have I forgotten the solution proposed by the
Lutherans, and even by Dr. Geravd: but I do not vouch for
the contradictions the Minister Jurieu upbraids them with in
these words : § — It is a thing incredible that wise men, having
eyes in their heads, should have fallen into so stupendous a
blindness, as to believe one is assured of his salvation with a cer
tainty of faith, and, at the same time, that the true believer may
lose the faith and eternal salvation." From thence he takes
occasion to reproach them, that their doctrine is self-contra
dictory, that their universalism, introduced contrary to Luther's
principles, has brought such a confusion into their theology
** that there is none but is sensible that it has no longer an:
manner o f coherence; that it cannot be self-consistent; thai
they have n o excuse left them."|| Thus you see how these
44

44

4

44

* Jur. part i. c viii. pp. 129,129.
f Gerard, de elect, et rep. & xiiL
Thes. pp. 210,211,
| Jur. part i. c. viii. p. 129. Sup. 1. iii. n, 39. viii.»
SO, 61.
$ Ibid.
|| Ibid. pp. 213, 129, 131,135.
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men treat one another when in peace; what do not they do
when at mortal war?
7.—Another recrimination.—The monster of Ubiquity.

Besides what regards grace, the Minister also charges the
Lutherans very home with their monstrous doctrine of Ul iquity
" worthy," says he,* " of all the eulogiums you bestow on the
decisions of Dort, a frightful, huge, and horrid monster, of a
prodigious deformity in itself, and still more prodigious in its
consequences; since it brings back the confusion of natures in
Jesus Christ, and not only that of the soul with the body, but
also that of the divinity with the humanity, and, in a word,
Eutychianism, so unanimously detested by the whole Church."
H e shows them they have added to the Confession of Augs
burg this monster of Ubiquity, and to Luther's doctrine their
excessive Universalism, which has made them fall back into the
error of the Pelagians. All these reproaches are very true, as
we have made appear ;f and here you behold the Lutherans,
the first of those that took up the title of Reformers, convicted
by the Calvinists of being all at once Pelagians in formal terms,
and Eutychians by consequences indeed,^ but such as the whole
world is sensible of, and which are as clear as the noon-day.
8.—The compensation of Dogmas proposed to the Lutherans by the Minister
Jurieu.

After all these vigorous recriminations, one would think that
the Minister Jurieu§ must conclude to detest, in the Lutherans,
so many abominable excesses, so many visible contradictions,
so manifest a blindness : no such thing. H e accuses the Lu
therans of so many enormous errors, only to conclude a peace
by a mutual toleration on both sides, notwithstanding the gross
errors both stand convicted of by the testimonies of each other.
Here, then, he proposes that marvellous compensation, that
bartering of doctrine, where all terminates in concluding " if
our particularism be an error, we offer you a toleration for errors
muck more strange." Let us make up peace on this founda
tion, and mutually declare one another God's faithful servants,
without any obligation on either side of correcting anything in
our tenets. We allow you all the prodigies of your doctrine :j|
we allow you that monstrous Ubiquity: we allow you youi
Demi-Pelagiaiiism, which places the beginning of man's salva
tion purely in his own hands : we allow you that horrid dogma,1T
which deiies that good works and the habit of charity, any more
than the exercise thereof, are necessary to salvation, either in
life or a. death: we tolerate you, we receive you to the holy
table, we own you for God's children, notwithstanding all these
c

* Jur. part i. c. viii. 242. f S. 1. viii. n. 46. \ Jur. ibid. § Jur. part it
m. «t seq. x. xi. p. 240. U Part i. c. viii. p. 123 % Jur. part L c. via. M l
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errors: ovenbok, then, in our behalf, and in behalf of the Sy
nod of Dort, these absolute decrees with irresistible gnice, the
certainly of salvation with the inamissibility of justice, together
with all the rest of our particular dogma j, how much soever you
abhor them.
This is the bargain he proposes; this, what he negotiates in
the face of the whole Christian world : a peace between Churches
calling themselves not only Christian, but also Reformed : not
by agreeing in the doctrine which they believe expressly revealed
by God, but by forgiving mutually each other the most unpar
donable errors.
What shall be the issue of this treaty ? I am loth to foresee
it: but will be bold to say the Calvinists shall gain nothing else
by it but an addition to their own errors of those of the Luther
ans, which they make themselves accomplices in by admitting
to the holy table those as the true children of God who profess
edly maintain them. As for the Lutherans, if it be true, as it is
insinuated by M. Jurieu,* that they begin for the most part to
become more tractable in regard to the Real Presence, and offer
peace to the Calvinists, provided only they receive their DemiPelagian Universalism, the whole universe will be witness that
they have made a peace by sacrificing to the Sacramentarians
what Luther most defended against them, even to his death, to
wit, the reality; and by making them profess what the same
Luther most detested, namely, Pelagianism, to which he pre
ferred the opposite extreme, even the horror of making God
the author of sin.
9.—The means proposed by M. Jurieu for advancing this agreement.—Princet
sovereign Judges of Religion.

But let us also see the means which M. Jurieu proposes fo?
attaining this wonderful agreement, f " In the first place," say*
he, " this pious work cannot be brought about without the con
currence of the princes of both parties, by reason that," pro
ceeds he, "the whole Reformation was made by their authority."
Wherefore, in ordor to promote it, we must assemble—" not
Ecclesiastics, alwa) s too much wedded to their own sentiments
—but politicians,"^ who, in all appearance, will part with their
religion at an easier rate* These therefore, shall examine
"the importance of each tenet, and weigh with equity, whether
such and such a proposition, supposing <t an error, be capable
of being agreed to, or incapable of being tolerated ;"§ that is
to say, what is most essential to religion must be debated in this
assembly, it being to decide what is fundamental, and what not;
what may be, and what may not be tolerated. Here lies th*
* Jar. pan ii. c. xii. p. 261.
Ibid. p. 260, n. 1.
§ Ibid p. 263, n. &

{ Ibid, a 4.
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grand difficulty : but in this difficulty, so essential to religion
" t h e divines are to speak as lawyers, the politicians are to
hearken and judge under the authority of their princes."*
H e r e , then, manifestly arc princes become supreme arbiters of
religion, and the substance of faith trusted absolutely in theii
hands. Whether this be religion, or a mere political agreement
I refer to the reader.
Nevertheless, it must be owned, the reason alleged by M.
Jurieu for submitting the whole to princes, is convincing, sine*
in reality, as he has just told us, " the whole Reformation was
made by their authority."! it is what we have shown through
the whole series of this history: but now, at least, this fact, so
ignominious to Protestants, can no longer be disputed. M.
Jurieu confesses it in plain t e r m s ; nor must we wonder that
princes have vested in themselves the supreme authority of
judgment, in regard to a Reformation which they themselves
have made.
For which reason, the Minister has laid it down for the ground
work of the agreement, " that previously to all conferences and
disputes, the divines on both sides shall make oath to obey the
judgment of the delegates of their princes, and to do nothing
contrary to the agreement."! The princes and their delegatea
are now turned infallible : obedience is sworn to them beforenand, enjoin what they will: that must be believed essential or
indifferent, tolerable or intolerable, in religion, which shall please
them. And the fundamental points of Christianity must be
decided by policy.
10.—The Calvinists ready to subscribe the Confession of

Augsburg.

One no longer knows what country he is in, nor whether they
are Christians he hears speak, when he sees the foundation of
religion given up to temporal authority, and the sovereign dis
posal of it resigned to princes. But this is not all; after this,
a Confession of Faith must be agreed to, and hence should
arise their main perplexity : but the expedient is easy.§ They
are to make one in indefinite and general terms, which the whole
world shall be satisfied with : each must dissemble what may be
displeasing to his companion : silence is a remedy for all evils:
every man shall believe in his heart just what he likes,—Pela
gian, Eutychian, or Manichean ; provided he hold his tongue,
all will go well, and Jesus Christ will not fail to look on both
one and the other for Christians well united. What shad we
say? Let us deplore the blindness of our brethren, and be
seech God that the enormity of their error may at length opec
their eyes, so as to become sensible thereof.
• Jur. part ii. c. xii. p. 263, n. 8.
f [bid.
§ Ibid, c xi. p. 245, et seq. c. xii. 268.
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But here is the finishing stroke. We have seen what Zuinglius and the Zuinglians, Calvin and the Calvinists, judged of
the Confession of Augsburg :* how from its first beginning they
refused to subscribe it, and separated themselves from its de
fenders ; how those o" France in all succeeding times, in re
ceiving a.l the rest, nave ever excepted the tenth article relating
to the Supper. We have seen, among other things, what was
said at the conference of Poissy ;f nor forgotten what Calvin
then wrote, " no less of the suppleness than of the obscure and
defective brevity" of this Confession, which was the cause, said
he, " that it displeased people of good sense, and even that Melancthon, its author, repented he ever made i t b u t during the
present great prevalency of that fond desire of uniting with the
Lutherans! they are ready to subscribe this Confession; foi
they are very sensible the Lutherans will never depart from it.
Well then, says our minister,^ " is no more required of us than
to subscribe it? The business is done : we are ready for this
subscription, provided you wfll receive us." Thus you see this
Confession, which had been so stoutly rejected these hundred
and fifty years, all of a sudden, without any alteration in it, will
become the common rule of Calvinists as it is of Lutherans
upon condition each one shall have the liberty of interpieting
and adapting it to his own notions. I leave the reader to decide
which of the two ought most to be lamented, the Calvinists, who
turn with every wind, or the Lutherans, whose Confession is
subscribed only with a view of discovering in it a doctrine suit
able to their notions, by the means of those equivocal expres
sions, of which it is accused. N o man but sees how vain, to
say no worse, would be this projected union ; what would en
sue from it of some real consequence is, however, as says M.
Jurieu,§ " that one might make thereof a good confederacy,
and that the Protestant party would make the Papists tremble."
These were the hopes of M. Jurieu, who would be well enough
satisfied with the success of his negotiation, if, failing as to a
sincere agreement of minds, it could at least unite them so as
to set all Europe in a flame; but, luckily for Christendom,
leagues are not made as doctors wish.
11.—Wondrous motives for an union proposed to the Lutherans,

In this marvellous negotiation nothing is more surprising than
the artfulness M. Jurieu uses to mollify the hard-hearted Lu
therans. What, says he,|| will you always be insensible of the
complaisance we have shown, in allowing you your corpora]
presence 1 " Besides all these philosophical absurdities which
we were forced to digest, how perilous are the consequences
* S. L iii n. 3. ix. n. 88,89, 1000, et seq.
J Ibid, c xiii. p. 171.
§ p. 262.

f Ibid. n. 107.
|| p. 840.
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of this d o g m a ? " Those expenence it, proceeds he, who are
obliged to endure, in France, this continual reproach : " Why
do you reject the Catholics after having received the Lutherans ?
Our people make answer, T h e Lutherans take not away the
substance of the bread : they do not adore the Eucharist: they
offer it not in sacrifice : they deprive not the people of one kind :
so much the worse for them, we are told, it is in this they argue
ill, nor follow their own principles. For, if the body of Jesua
Christ be really and carnally present, we ought to adore him :
if he be present, we ought to offer him up to his F a t h e r : if he
be present, J e s u s Christ is whole and entire under each species.
Do not say you deny these consequences; for, after all, they
flow better and more naturally from your dogma than those you
impute to us. It is certain your doctrine regarding the Supper
was the beginning of error: the change of substance was
grounded thereupon : thereupon was adoration commanded ;
nor is it easy to withstand it: human reason directs us to adore
Tesus Christ wheresoever he is. N o t that this reason is always
good, for God is in a piece of wood and in a stone, yet we may
not adore a stone or wood ; but, after all, the mind is carried to
it by its own propensity," and as natural as the elements tend
to their centre : a great struggle is required " to hinder our fall
ing into this precipice"—(this precipice is worshipping Jesus
Christ where he is present); " and I nowise doubt," proceeds
our Author, " but that the simple amongst you would fall into
it, were they not prevented by the continual contests with the
Papists." Open your eyes, ye Lutherans, and suffer the Ca
tholics to speak thus to you in their turn. We do not propose
that you should worship wood or stone because God is in them :
we propose to you to worship Jesus Christ where you acknowl
edge he is, by so special a presence, attested by so particulai
and divine a testimony: " reason directs you to it of course;
the mind is carried to it by its own propensity." Simple minds,
void of contention, would follow so natural a bent, if continual
disputes did not restrain them ; nor is it anything but the spirit
of contention that can hinder the adoration of Jesus Christ
where he is believed so present.
12.—Both parties irreconcilable in the main, according to the Minister

Jurieu.

Such are the conditions of the agreement at this day in treaty
between the Lutherans and Calvinists ; such are the means they
are to use for attaining it; and such the reasons employed to
persurde and move the Lutherans. And let not these people
go away with the notion, that our speaking of it in this manner
proceeds from some fear we may be in of their re-union which,
after all, will never be anything better than grimace and cabal ;
for IR short, for them to convince one another is a thing judgeo
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impossible even by M. Jurieu. " Never,"* says he, " will
either of the parties suffer itself to be led in triumph; and to
propose an agreement between the Lutherans and Calvinists.
on condition that one party shall renounce its doctrine, is the
same as if you should propose to the Spaniards as a means of
agreement, to give up all their provinces and fortresses into the
hands of the French. T h a t , " says he, " is neither just nor
possible." Who does not see, on this foundation, that the Lu
therans and Calvinists are in the main two nations as irrecon
cilable and lncor patible as any ? They may join in confede
racies, but that tucy ever will be able to arrive at a Christian
agreement by the conformity of sentiments, were manifest folly
to believe. Nevertheless, they will still continue to say, and
one as much as the other, that the Scripture is clear, although
conscious in their hearts that this alone can never terminate
the least dispute; and all they can do is to patch up agree
ments, and dissemble what they believe to be the truth clearly
revealed by God, or at all events to disguise it, as they have
endeavored a thousand times to do, under equivocal expressions.
L e t them, therefore, do what they think fit, and whatsoever
God shall suffer them to do in respect to these vain projects of
agreements ; they will be eternally the mutual punishment and
grievance of each other: they will bear eternal testimony one
against another, how unhappily they usurped the title of Reform
ers, and that the method they took for the correction of abuses,
could tend to nothing but the subversion of Christianity.
13.—Query put to the Lutherans and

Calvinists.

But here is something still worse for them. Supposing they
were arrived at this mutual toleration, we should then ask them
in what rank they would place Luther and Calvin, who make
God, in express terms, the author of sin, and thereby stand con
victed of a dogma which their disciples now abhor? Who
does not see that of two things one will happen, either that they
must place this blasphemy, this Manicheism, this "impiety
which subverts all religion," amongst the tenets tl at may be
tolerated; or in fine, to the eternal ignominy of the Reforma
tion, Luther must become the horror of the Lutht rans, and
Calvin of the Calvinists 1
* Jur. ii. p. cap. l. pp. 138, 141
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Ablution.
What the ablution was
demn all oaths and punishment of
which the Vaudois condemned in
crimes, ib.—proof of their being
Baptism, 94.
Manicheans, 75—Protestants reap
Adam. The sin of Adam ordained bynothing but shame by challenging
God, according to the Calvinists,
the Albigenses for their ancestors,
192.
78—reflections on the history of the
Albigenses and Vaudois; artifice
Adoration ofJesus Christ in theEuchaof tiie Ministers, 107—the Albi
rist, rejected by the Brethren of Bo
genses unquestionably
Mani
hemia, 133—alteration s made by the
cheans, 108—the Albigenses of
Calvinists in respect to the Adora
Metz were Manicheans, 109—six
tion of Jesus Christ in the Eucharist,
teen Churches of the Manicheans
231—they tolerate in the Lutherans
comprehended the whole Sect, 111
the internal acts of this Adoration,
—inevitable condemnation of these
and reject the external, which are but
Heretics from their denying their
tokens thereof, 232— Vide Vol. I.
religion, 115—how the Vaudois
Albigenses (The) well treated by the
sprung from the Manichean Albi
Calvinists, and why, 48—those of
genses, 142.
Toulouse bore the name of PetroConspiracy of Amboise.
busians, 63—Council of Lombez Amboise.
16—entered
upon from a maxim of
against them. Famous examina
conscience,
according
to Beza, ib.
tion of these Heretics, 64—why
—the
riot
of
Amboise
was
the work
they are called Arians, ib.—the Al
of Protestants, and had religion fot
bigenses are Manicheans, and, by
its motive, ib.—the Huguenots* dis
consequence, different from the
covering the conspiracy, does not
Vaudois, 68, et. seq.—The Albi
justify the party, 18—the protesta
genses comprised by Renier in the
tion of the conspirators does not
list of the Manichean Churches, 72
justify them, ib.—what is said by
—they came from the Manicheans
M. Jurieu concerning the conspire
of Bulgaria, ib.—the Pope of the
acy of Amboise, 28.
Albigenses in Bulgaria, ib.—their
profound hypocrisy, 73—the agree- Amissibility of justice received by the
ableness of their propositions with
English under~"'
Elizabeth, 14—doc
those of Faustus the Manichean,
trine of the Arminians concerning
i».—their hypocrisy confounded by
the amissibility of justice, 202—
S t Bernard, ib.—their infamy, 74—
Vide Vol. I.
they teach that the effect of the Sa Antichrist.
The Synod of Gap adds
craments depends on the holiness
an article to the Confession of Faith
of the Ministers, ib.—they conon purpose to declare the Pope An3
0
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tichrist, 167—Daniel and S t Paul
quoted in vain to prove the Pope
is Antichrist, 168—the Protestants
discredit themselves by this doc
trine, ib.—this doctrine concerning
Antichrist was not in any act of
the Reformation; Luther inserts it
in the article of Smalcald, 169—but
Melancthon opposes it, ib.—this
doctrine relating to Antichrist how
despised even in the Reformation,
171—it is refuted by the most learn
ed Protestants,Grotius, Hammond,
and Jurieu himself, ib.—examina
tion ofJoseph Medc's and the Min
ister Jurieu's doctrine on this point,
172, 173—Jurieu sets a new date
for the birth of Antichrist, 174—he
varies and is for advancing the
downfall of Antichrist, 175.
Arminians, or Remonstrants, upheld
by Bameveld, against the Prince of
Orange, 198—-they are condemned
in the Provincial Synods, 199—the
Synod of Dort is assembled against
them, ib.—the dispute reduced to
five heads; declaration of the Ar
minians on these live heads, ib.—
the purport of their declaration in
respect to Predestination, and thrir
doctrine touching the Baptism of
Infants, 200—their declaration con
cerning the universality of Rcdc mo
tion, 201 —their doctrine concci ring
Grace, ib.—and concerning tlie
amissibility of Justice, 202—their
whole dispute concerning two es
sential words, 203—their ground
work, viz., that there is no gratui
tous preference in behalf ofthe elect,
ib.—wherein the Catholics agreed
with, and disagreed from, the Ar
minians, ib.—they require of the
Synod of Dort a distinct decision,
204—requests of the Arminians,
who complain they are judged
by their adverse parties, 217—they
insist on the same reasons that the
whole Protestant party employed
against the Church, ib. —their
mouths are stopped by the authori
ty of the States, 218—they protest
against the Synod, ib.—the Svnod
of Delph in order to silence them,
ts forced to have recourse to the as
sistance of the Holy Ghost promis
ed to Councils, 220—they arc put
in hopes of an (Ecumenical Coun

cil, 25 • -the Arminians are depot
edam* excommunicated bytheSy
nod of Dort, 223.
Arminius. Peter du Moulin placet
Arminius's opimonsamongstthingi
indifferent, 164—Arminius's dis
pute and excesses, 198—the dis
putes end not with his death; Barneveld upholds his disciples against
the Prince of Orange, 198.
Aubertin. This Minister's gross eva
sion with respect to the belief of the
Vaudois concerning the Eucharist,
89—his frivolous objection in order
to show that these Heretics denied
the Reality, 90—he artfully con
founds tl e Vaudois with the Albi
genses, 108—Aubertin's illusion on
the same subject, 11?.
Ay. The Synod of Ay in 1615 ap
proves the proposal of Peter au
Moulin for a common Confession
of Faith, 163—reflection on this
approbation of the Synod of Ay,
164.
Baptism believed useless by the Mani
cheans, 45—ceremonies of baptism
despised by the Vaudois, 94—the
brethren of Bohemia re-baptized
every body, 128—Peter du Moulin,
approved by the Synod of Ay, ia
against condemning the necessity
of Baptism, 165—doctrine ofthe Re
monstrants, or Arminians, touch
ing infant baptism, and what they
would conclude from it, 200—the
Synod of Dort's decision on infant
baptism, 205— Vide Vol. I.
Bameveld upholds the Arminians
against the Prince of Orange, 198.
Basil. What the Council rf Basil
allowed to the Calixtins, 12J.
Berengarius impugns only the Real
Presence, 47—he never separated
from Rome, 48—Berengarius at
tacked the Reality after the Mani
cheans of Orleans, 314—he is con
demned and recants, ib.—his first
Confession of Faith, ib.—he varies
as well as his discipies, and makes
a second Confession of Faith, 315
—they invent I m pa nation and Invination, 316—their Doctrine oppo
site to that of the whole Church, 317
—Berengarius owns as much, ib.—
no necessity of a General Council
in order to condemn him, 318.
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( S t ) consulted about the
in matters of Faith reserved to tha
Manicheans that dwelt near Co
royal authority by the declaration
logne, 61—account of the tenets
o f the English Protestant Bishops
of these Heretics, whom he had
12.
been well acquainted with at Tou Bohemia. The sect of the Bohemian
louse, 62—he confounds their hy
Brethren falsely called Vaudois,
pocrisy, 73—answer to the objec
116—why they disown those who
tion relating to the credulity o f S t
call them Vaudois, 116,117—and
Bernard, 77—he lays nothing to
Picards, 117—tficy boast their de
the charge of Peter de Bruis and
scent from John Huss, 118—they
Henry, the seducers of the Toudivide from the Calixtins, J 24—toe
lousians, but what he knows, ib.—
bloody wars of the Calixtins trouble
what he says of the behaviour of
all Bohemia, ib.—they make to
the Toulousian Heretics, 112—
themselves an ignorant lay Pastor,
this Saint's memorable answer in
137—weak beginning of this Sect,
regard to the false constancy of
ib.—they only took the name of
Heretics, 115.
John Huss but did not follow hit
owns that the conspiracy of Amdoctrine; their extreme ignorance
and assurance to re-baptize the
boise was undertaken through a
whole world, 128—their fruitless
maxim of conscience, 16—he is for
search throughout the universe af
rising in arms, ib.—what he says
ter a Church of their belief, 129—
concerning the motive of the Calhow they sought Ordination in the
vinian wars in France, 26—how he
Catholic Church; reproaches made
authorizesthe civil wars, ib.—what
them by Luther, 130—their Doc
he says touching the assassination
trine in respect to the seven Sacra
of the Duke of Guise by Poltrot,
ments, 131—they change it in their
33—Beza's ridiculous pretensions
Reformed Confessions of Faith, tft.
in favor of the antiquity of the
—what they thought of the Eucha
Vaudois, 48—what he says of their
rist, 131, 132—the manner in
Doctrine shows they were not
which they refuse to adore Jesus
Calvinists, 101—in 1571 Beza pre
Christ, a proof that they believed
sides in the national Synod of Rcthe Reality even out of the actual
chelle, where those that were for
use of the Sacrament, 133—their
changing the Supper article in the
uncertainty and affected ambi
Confession of Faith are condemn
guities, 134—the Calvinists and
ed, 146—by the Synod's orders, he
Lutherans each strive to bring them
answers the Swiss offended at its
to their side; they incline to tht*
decision, that it only regarded
latter, ib.—Luther gives them hw
France, 150—he is of the numbet
approbation; their Festivals, theii
of those that were deputed by the
1 emples, their Fasts, and the Ce
Frankfort assembly to draw up one
libacy
of their Priests, 135—they
common Confession of Faith, 153
take shelter in Poland, 136—there
—ho makes God the author of sin,
they unite with the Lutherans and
192—this doctrine of Beza taken
Zuinglians, ib.—what disposition
from Calvin, 193—the Dogmas he
they were in for this agreement,
odds to those of Luther, ib.—what
13&—reflections on this union, ib.
he says of the certainty of particu
lar men's salvation, 194—he teach Breaking. Important article of the
es, after Calvin, that justifying
Conference of Cassel, concerning
Faith is not lost in a criminal state,
the breaking of the Eucharistic
196.
Bread, 234.
Blandratus.
George Blandratus, Bull, a learned English Protestant,
one of the heads of the Socinians,
maintains the Infallibility of the
310.
Council of Nice and that of the
Bishops. Constancy of the English
other general Councils, 299.
Catholic Bishops, who are deposed Burnet. His imposition in asserting
for refusing to own Gluten Eliza
that the Doctrine established undet
beth's supremacy, !>, 13—decisions
Edward VI. was not charged,

Beza
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what Mr. Burnet says of the indif
ference of the English as to the
Real Presence,
a memorable
passage of Mr. Burnet concerning
the English Reformation, 14—his
illusion in regard to the wars of the
Huguenots, 24—his gross mis
takes and prodigous ignorance re
lating to the affairs of France, to.
—sequel of his fallacies, 25—Vide
Vol. J.
Calixtins. The Sect of the Calixtins
lises up in Bohemia, 124—why
called Calixtins, 125—the Com*
actatum, or the four articles alw e d to the Calixtins by the Coun
cil of Basil, ib.—the Calixtins dis
posed to acknowledge the Pope,
126—the reason of their so great
respect for WicklifPa memory;
their ambition hinders them fronre-uniting with the Church, t&.—
the Bohemian Brethren separate
from them, 127.
CalixtuSy a famous Lutheran, estab
lishes in Germany the union of
Sects, and is followed in France by
the Minister d'Husseau, 268.
Calumny. The decree of the Synod
of Charenton in 1631 convicts the
Calvinists of calumny, 230.
Calvin. His connivance at the con
spiracy of Amboi&c, 20—his death,
38—in what manner issued frnn
the Vaudois and Albigenses, 143—
his evasions in regard to the vain
predictions of Luther concerning
the Papacy, 167—he made God the
author of Adam's sin, 193—the
Dogmas by him added to those of
Luther, iS.—his Doctrine of the
Certainty of Salvation defined by
the Synod of Dort, 212— Vide
Vol. I.
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Calvinists (The; of France receive
the English Doctrine, making the
King head of the Church, 13—
change of their Doctrine, 15—their
conspiracy at Amboise, ib.—they
take up arms by a maxim of Reli
gion, t&.—the first civil wars which
the whole Calvinist Party concurs
to, 20—decisions of their national
Synods in approbation of their arm
ing, 21—what spirit actuated them
m these wars, 23—their false pre
tence that these wars did not con

cern ielimon, ib.- -perplexity of th|
Fren h Calvinists to justify then
wars, 25—they are convicted by
Beza, 26—their other wars destitute
of all pretext, 28—whether the spi*
rit of their Reformation were a spi
rit of meekness or violence, 81l£—
fatal consequences of their violenspirit, 30—tlieir vain excuses, t6.~
their cruelties, 31—why our Cal
vinists examine less into the cues
tion of Free-will than the Zuin
glians, 42—the reason of their keep
ing such a stir about the Albigcnsci
and Vaudois, 4t^-the present Vau
dois are their Disciples, 101—they
have not one contemporary Authoi
that favors their pretensions touch
ing the Vaudois, 103—all are wel
come to the Calvinists, if they but
exclaim against the Pope, 1*24—
in what manner tfiey descended
from the Albigenses and Vaudois,
143—they seek in vain the succes
sion of Persons in the precedent
Sects, 144—still less do they find
amongst them the succession of
Doctnnc, 145—many Calvinists of
France are for changing the article
of the Supper in the Confession of
Faith, but are condemned by a na
tional Synod, 145, 146—they as
semble at St. Foy, and ^ive the
power to four Ministers of chang
ing their Confession of P'aith, 154
—a letter M'herein the Calvinists
own Luther and Melancthon for
their fathers, 156—they have con
tinued to our days the project of a
common Confession, but always 1o
no purpose, ib.—they receive the
Lutherans to their Communion,
157, 229—the unsettled spirit of
Calvinism, 158—the Calvinists de
test Pisca tor's Doctrine, ib.—the
Doctrine of the Calvinists against
Piscator solves all the difficulties
they object to us on the sacrifice of
the Mass, 159—the impiety of their
Doctrine touching imputed justice,
as it is proposed by the Synods
which condemn Piscator, 161—re
flection on their procedure, against
Piscator, 162— they add an article
to their Contusion of Faith in order
to declare the Pope Antichrist, 167
—intolerable excesses of Calvinism
concerning Ftco-will, 192- the?
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sake God the author of sin,
rhey believe as a fundamental point
that every one i ' the faithful is sure
of hie perseverance and salvation,
194—they are sensible of these ex
cesses, so contrary to the fear and
trembling prescribed by St. Paul,
ii.—they maintain that justifying
Faith is not lost in a criminal state,
196—what texts of Scripture they
ground themselves on, ib.—the per
plexity they are under to answer
this question, "What would be
come of a Believer should he die in
his sin?" 197—these difficulties
have reclaimed many Calvinists, ib.
—they are contrary to both the Lu
therans and Remonstrants in the
point of Grace, 202—contradiction
of their Doctnne, 207—they pro
mise the Arminians art CBcumeni
cal Council, 221—the illusion of
this promise, ib.—the Calvinists of
France receive the Synod of Dort,
222-ptheir union with the Luther
ans in 1631,229—they never before
had advanced so far towards it, ib.
—this conduct of theirs convicts
them of calumny, 230—they tole
rate in the Lutherans the interior
acts of Adoration, and reject the
exterior, which are but tokens of
tee former, 232—their perplexity
concerning the distinction of funda
mental points, 233—they are forced
to own that the Church of Rome is
a true Church, wherein salvation
maybe had, 234—the Calvinists of
Marpurg agree with the Lutherans
of RinteTin the Conference of Cassel, 234—what is said by the Cal
vinists of France concerning the
visibility of the Church, 252—they
own that the Church of the Creed
is visible, ib.—they always suppose
the Church's perpetual visibility,
253—they exclude the Church of
Rome from the title of a true
Church, 254—they own the inter
ruption of the Ministry, and the
cessation of the visible Church, ib.
--their perplexity, in that the invi
sible Church had been forgotten in
their Confession, 255.
lamcrarins writes the history of the
Bohemian Brethren, 116—he says,
they disown those who called them
Vtndoia, HZ
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Cameron's, and Ida Disciples', Doc*
trine concerning universal Grace,
236.
Catholics. The constancy of the Ca*
tholic Bishops in England in oppo
sition to Queen Elizabeth's innova
tions, 9—demonstration that the
Catholics were neither ignorant of
nor dissembled the Doctrine of the
Vaudois, 95—wherein the Catho
lics were different from the Remon
strants and Lutherans with regard
to justifying Grace, 203.
Celibacy of Priests retained by the
Bohemian Brethren, 135.
Ceremonies retained by Queen Eliza
beth, 4—the Ceremonies of Bap
tism despised by tho Vaudois, 94.
Certainty of Salvation taught, 40—
this certainty of Salvation the chief
foundation of the Calvinian Reli
gion, 194—certainty of Salvation
as sure to Calvinists as if revealed
to them by God himself, ifr.—this
certainty opposite to the fear and
trembling prescribed by S t Paul,
204—the Synod of Dort's decision
on the certainty of Salvation, ib.—
certainty of Safvation a false allure
ment, 211—whether the certainty
of Salvation confirmed by the Sy
nod of Dort be different from trust,
t6.—whether this certainty be a
certainty of Faith, 213—the senti
ment of the Divines of Great Bri
tain, ib.—Vide Vol. I.
Charenton. The Synod of Charenton
in 1631 receives the Lutherans to
Communion, 229—memorable de
cree of this Synod, ib,—conse
quence of this decree, ib.—remarka
ble date of this decree, 230—great
turn in controversies by means of
this decree; it convicts the Calvin
ists of calumny, ib.—it makes void
the chief subject of their rupture,
231—novelties following from this
decree, ib.—decree of the Synod of
Charenton in 1620 in approbation
of that of Dort, 222.
Children. The Synod of Dort a o
Knowled»es thesanctiMcationof al
baptized children, 216.
Church. Elizabeth completes the
work of church-olunderins, 13—
difference between tho conduct of
the Church and that of Protestants^
29—eminent sanctity in the Catho*
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lie Church, 114—the Reformation
longer dispute the Cm rch'a vuifat
allows private people to take on
lity, ib.—according totl e principle*
themselves a greater ability for un
•f the Minister, Claude, all that ii
derstanding sound Doctrine than if
necessary fur Salvation is in the
allows the whole Church besides,
Church of Rome, 262.
225—the Calvinists forced to own Claude of Turin, an Arian, breaks
that the Church of Rome is a true
Images, and is accounted amongst
Church, and that her Members may
the predecessors of the Protestants,
be saved, 234—the cause of the
47.
Protestant Churches Variations Claude (M.), his frivolous evasion
proceeded from their not knowing
with respect to the Synod of Saintewhat the Church was, 242—the
Foy, where a design was in hand
Catholic Church always knew her
of making one common Confession
self, and never varied in her deci
for all Protestants, 157—how much
sions, ib.—the Doctrine of Catho
he disapproves the Church of Ge
lics on the article concerning the
neva for having added two articles
Church, 243—notions of Protest
of Faith to her Confession, 237—
ants on the perpetual visibility oi
this Minister's vain subtlety in order
the Church, t&.—this Doctrine re
to elude what the Synods of Gap
lating to the Church confessed by
in 1603, and Rochelle in 1607, had
Protestants, is the ruin of their Re
decided concerning the Church,
formation and the source of their
256—what is said by him with re
perplexity, 244—the perpetual visi
spect to the vocation of the Re
bility of the Church confirmed by
formers, 257—he very positively
the Apology for the Confession of
owns the Church's visibility, 258—
Augsburg, 245—this visibility con
this visibility enters into the defini
firmed in the Smalcaldic articles by
tion he makes of the Church, 259
the promises of Jesus Christ, 246
—he saves the Elect before the Re
—in the Saxonic Confession of
formation under the Ministry of the
Faith, ib.—in the Wirtemberg Con
Church of Rome, 260—according
fession of Faith, 247—in the Bohe
to his principles, all things neces
mian Confession of Faith, ib.—in
sary for Salvation are in the Church
the Confession of Strasburg^ 248
of Rome, 262—he owns, that be
—in both the Confessions of Basil,
fore the Reformation their Doctrine
and in that of the Swiss in 1566,
was unknown, 264—he varies with
ib.—the beginning of their Varia
revpect to the Church's visibility,
tion ; the Invisible Church begins to
266.
appear, 249—the Invisible Church
why invented, 250—what the Eng Communion, under one or both kinds,
held for indifferent in the ancient
lish say of her, 251—what the pre
Church,
52—Communion under
tended Reformed of France say of
one
kind
impugned
by John Huss,
her in their Catechism, 252—they
123—and
by
the
CaGxtins,
125—
own at length that the Church of
Communion
under
'»oth
kinds
is
the Creed is visible, ib.—the exgranted them,
demonstration
in favor of Communion under one
ressions of their Confessions of
kind, 235—Communion under one
'oith suppose a perpetual visibility
kind is sufficient, 320.
of the Church, 253—there they take
from the Church of Rome the title Compa':tatwn what it means, 125.
of a true Church, 254—there they Confession* The Vaudois believed in
acknowledge the interruption of
Confession of sins to a Priest, 92,
the Ministry, and the cessation of
95—sacramental Confession owned
the visible Church, ib.—their per
by John Huss, 124.
plexity in Iho Synods of Gap anrl Confession of Faith. New Confes
Rochelle on account that the Invi
sion of Faith of the Helvetic or
sible Church had born forgotten ip
Swiss Churches, 38—remark nble
their Confession, 255—how impor
Confession of the Polonian Zuin
tant is the controversy relating tc
glians, 44—a spurious Confession
the Church, 258—the Ministers nc
nf Faith of the Vaudois, 106—•
1
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Confession of Faith falsely attri
to the royal autl ority by ! ic decia
buted to Wickliff, 121—Confession
ration of the English Protestant
of Faith of the Bohemian Brethren
Bishops, 12.
in 1504, wherein they acknowledge Declaration of the English Protestant
seven Sacraments, 131—this is al
Clergy in regard to Queen Eliza
tered by them, ib.—endeavors are
beth's supremacy, 10—how Pro
used at Frankfort to make all the
testants palliate PO great an evil, ib.
defenders of the figurative sense to De Dominie.
Anthony de Dominis
tgree in one common Confession
one of the first authors of indiflerof Faith, 152—the Lutherans were
ency, 268.
to be comprised in this Confession, Delph. The Synod of Delph is forced,
ib.—qualities of this new Confes
in order to silence the Arminians,
sion of Faith, and deputies named
to fly to the Holy Ghost's assistance
to draw it up, 153—consent of the
promised to Councils, 220.
Synod of Sainte-Foy to this new Dort.
Convocation of the Synod of
Confession, 154—the project of a
Dort; its opening, 199—the dis
common Confession continued to
putes there reduced to five heads,
our days and always unsuccess
ib.—the Synod's decision on faith
fully, 156—the Svnod of Dort de
in the sole elect, and on the certainty
clares their Confessions of Faith
of salvation, 204—and on infant
may be retouched, yet, at the same
baptism, 205—second decision on
time, obliges to subscribe them, 222
faith in the sole elect, ib.—on the
—the Church of Geneva adds two
certainty of the faithful, 206—what
articles of Faith to her Confession,
is said by it concerning habits in
237.
fused, ib.—monstrous doctrine of
the Synod on the inamissibility of
Confirmation.
What was believed
justice,
207—it teaches into what
by the Vaudois concerning this Sa
crime
the
faithful do not fall, ib.—
crament, 93.
what
is
the
certainty of salvation it
Conspiracy of Amboise—Vide Am
admits,
208—it
teaches that all un
brose.
certainty is a temptation, 209—ir
Constance. WicklifPs Doctrine was
what manner, according to this Sy
not calumniated at the Council of
nod, man justified is guilty of death,
Constance, 120—reasons of the
ib.—whether the sense of the Sy
Council of Constance for autho
nod concerning inamissibility was
rizing the already established cus
taken
right, and whether the cer
tom of Communion under one kind,
tainty
by it asserted be different
320.
from
trust,
211—the Synod ex
Council. By the Doctrine of the Dort
pressly
defines
Calvin's doctrine on
Synod, Protestants are obliged to
this
point,
212—It
approves the sen
submit to a Council of the Catholic
timent
of
Peter
du
Moulin, ib.—
Church, 220—to stop the mouths
whether
the
certainty
it establishes
of the Arminians, trie Synod of
be
a
certainty
of
faith,
213—the
Delph is forced to have recourse to
sentimeit
of
the
Divines
of
Great
the Holy Ghost's assistance pro
Britain,
ib.—sentiment
of
those
of
mised to Councils, ib.—the Calvin
Bremen
216—whether
the
Synod
ists promise the Arminians an
can be excused from all these ex
Oecumenical Council, 221—the fal
cesses ; unanimous consent of al*.
lacy of this promise, ib.
the votes, ib.—the Synod owns the
Crosses. The new Manicheans'aver
sanctification of all baptized chil
sion to the Cross, 53.
dren ; consequence from this doc
Crucifix. Elizabeth, d u e e n of Eng
trine, t6.—procedure of the Synod,
land, retains the Crucifix in her
217—it silences the Arminians by
Chapel, 4.
authority of the States, 21ti—the
Cruelties of the Calvinists, 3
reasons used against them in the
Vup, allowed to the Calixtins upon
Synod condemn the whole Protes
certain conditions, 125.
tant party, ib.—there it is decided
that the weaker and newest partj
fhdsione in matters of faith reserved
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ought to yield to the greatest and
rist is changed, 6—Hater* I silent
most ancient, 219—perplexity of the
tions in his Liturgy, 7—in Ed
Synod upon the protest of the Re
ward's time, neither the word Sub
monstrants, ib.—according to the
stance, nor the miracles which Cal
Synod of Dort, Protestants were
vin admits in the Eucharist, are
obliged to submit to the Oouncl of
employed, 9.
the Catholic Church, 221)—resolu Elect, saved under the ministry and in
tion of the Synod obliging to sub
the communion of the Church of
scribe the Confession of Faith,
Rome before the Reformation, by
which, at the same time, it owned
the confession of M. Claude, and
might be mended and reviewed,
since by that of M. Jurieu, 269,270.
222—the Synod of Dort is ap Elizabeth, Queen of England; hei
proved by the Calvinists of France,
profound policy; she orders a ten
ib.—it deposes and excommuni
der of hei respects to Paul IV. at
cates the Arminians, 223—the de
his accession to the Papal throne,
cisions of Dort far from essential,
3—she engages in the new Refor
accorditig to M. Jurieu, ib.—the
mation, 4—her scruples in four
Minister Jurieu makes the Synod
points, that of the Ceremonies, that
of Dort act rather by policy than
oflmages, that ofthe Real Presence,
truth, 224—the Synod or Dort heals
and that of the regal Supremacy,
none of their evils, and, soite of its
her judgment on the two first, ib.—
decrees, M. Jurieu is a Pelagian,
her judgment on the Eucharist, 5—
226—connivance of the Dort Sy
neither the word Substance, not
nod not only at the excesses of the
the miracles admitted by Calvin in
Reformers, but at those of the Ar
the Eucharist, are used under Eliza
minians, 228.
beth, 9—her Supremacy in Spirit
uals is set up in spite of her scruples,
Du Moulin {Peter) proposes expe
ib.—she completes what hod been
dients for making one common
'sft undone in the pillaging of
Confession for all Protestants, 156
Churches, 13—she secretly favors
—his memorial approved by the
the inclination towards a revolt in
Synod of Ay in 1615,163—tlus Mi
the Calvinists of France, 15.
nister's remarkable words concern
ing the dissimulation he would have England. Variation of the English on
used in regard of this common Con
the Eucharist, 5—the English are
fession, ib.—reflections on these
indifferent as to the Real Presence,
words of Du Moulin approved by
8—the Supremacy in Spirituals is
the Synod of Ay, ib.—Du Moulin's
iven by the English to Queen
inconstancy, 164—he will not have
lizabeth, 9—the Parliament of
the Real Presence, Ubiquity, and
England reserves to itself the deci
the other Lutheran tenets, be con
sions in matters of Faith, 11—the
demned, 165—Du Moulin's senti
Doctrine of the English, making
ment on Grace approved hv the
their Kin* Head of the Churcii,
Synod of Dort, 212—Du Mo\ !m
condemned by the Calvinists, 13—
strenuously opposes Cameron a id
remarkable passage of Mr. Burnet
his disciples, 236.
concerning the Reformation of Eng
land, 14—the English reject the inDu Perron (the Cardinal) grants that
amissibitity ofjustice, ib.—the sen
the Pope's superiority over General
timent of the English Divines for
Council and secular Powers is not
the certainty of salvation, defined in
of faith, 330.
the Synod of Dort, 213—they be
Ihi Vol (M.) is consulted by the Ullieved
that justice could never be
tramontanes concerning the Pope's
lost;
contradiction
of their Doc
infallibility, and his sentiments
trine,
214—according
to them, faith
thereon, 330.
and charity abide in the worst of
sinners, ib.—what it is, according
Edward VL, King of England; his
to them, that the Holy Ghost does
Reformation changed by Elizabeth,
in such as abide in grievous crimes,
3—thft twenty-ninth article of hi?
215—the Test in England; therein
Confession concerning the Eucha
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the English draw near to our senti
ofFaith, 152—this Assembly writes
ments, and condemn the Church of
to the Lutherans in order to mollify
Rome only through manifest error,
thein, 153—it lessens, in their bo239—the English speak ambiguous
half, the difficulty of the Real Pre
ly of the Church's visibility, 251—
sence, 154—difference between
Vide Vol. I.
what was designee to be done in
Episcopius, Professor of Divinity favor
at of the Lutherans at Frank
fort, and wlwt was since done at
Leyden, appears at the head of the
Charenton, 157.
Armenians in the Synod of Dort, 199.
Equivocations of the Manicheans in Free-will. Monstrous Doctrine of the
Zuinglians or Swiss touching free
Germany in matters of faith, 60
will, 41—our Calvinists examine
—equivocations of the Bohemian
less
into this subject, and why, 42—
brethren, 134.
Free-will
destroyed in Calvinism,
Error. All error contradicts itself, 210.
192—how
it acts according to the
Eucharist What is believed by the
Synod of Dort, 200—Calvin's and
Swiss or Zuinglians relating to the
the Calvinists' error, endeavoring
Eucharist, 43—the abominable Eu
to make Free-will consist with Ne
charist peculiar to the Manicheans,
cessity, 193, 204—the Council of
55—John Huss believed, as to the
Trent's decisions on Free-will con
Eucharist, all that the Church of
formably to those of antiquity, 323—
Rome believes, 123.
Vide Vol. 1.
Faith. Decisions in point of faith re
served to the Royal authority by a Gap, the national Synod of, detests
declaration of Bishops, 12—the
Piscator's Doctrine, 158—itaddsan
Sfcriss attribute true faith to the elect
article to the Confession of Faith
alone, 40—the faith of theCalvinists
to declare the Pope Antichrist, 167
of France put in the hands of four
—decision of the Synod of Gap on
Ministers, 155—justifying faith not
this point; its false foundation, 170
lost in the state of grievous sin, ac
—occasion of this decree, ib.—this
cording to the Calvinists, ^ — - d e 
Synod's perplexity, because the in
cision of the Synod of Dort touch
visible Church had been forgotten
ing the faith of the elect, 204.
in the Confession of Faith, 255—
this Synod's memorable decision
Fasts practised by the Bohemian
on extraordinary vocation, 256.
Brethren, 135.
Fathers (Holy); how they answered Gtneva, strange answer of those of,
the Manicheans in respect to their
to the Arminians' request at the
practices, 51—all of them under
Synod of Dort, 219—decree passed
stood the words of S t Paul, 1 Tim.
at Geneva against universal Grace,
iv. 1, as meant oftheManicheans, ib
and the question resolved by the
Festivals in honor of the Saints retainMagistrate, 236—the Church of
Geneva adds two articles to her
ed by the Bohemian brethren, 135.
Confession of Faith, 237.
Figure. The Zuinglians the most sin
cere of all the defenders of the figu Germany, present state of controver
rative sense, 44—it is endeavored at
sies in, 235.
Frankfort to bring all the defenders God. WicklifPs Theology concern
of the figurative sense to agree in one
ing the liberty, the got dness, and the
common Confession of Faith, 152.
power of God, 118— rod author of
France, the disturbances of, began by sin, according to the t alvinists, 192
means of Glucen Elizabeth, 15.
—Vide Vol. I.
Francis, Duke of Guise, is assassi
Gog, and Magog, 142.
nated by Poltrot, and this murder Gomar maintains Calvinism against
accounted in the Reformation an
Arminius; his disciples take the
act of Religion, 32.
name of Counter-Remonstrants,
Frankfort^ Assembly of, in 1577and
; the Prince of Orange upholds
where means are used to bring all
them, 198.
the defenders of the figurative sense Gomarists, or Countei -Remonstrants
to agree in one common Confession
19a
?
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Inamissibility

the mamissibitity of, defined
of justice rejecte
at Dort, 202—Doctrine of the Ar
the English under Elizabeth, 14—
menians on Grace,
Cameron's
taught by the Swiss, 40—the Dort
and his disciples' sentiments on uni
Synod's prodigious doctrine on
versal Grace admitted by the Doc
inamissibimy of justice, 207—
tors of the Dort Synod, 236—Suf
whether it was right understood,
ficient Grace admitted by them, ib.
211.
—decree passed at Geneva against Incarnation. This mystery an impo
universal Grace, ib.
sition, according to the M anicheans,
demonstrates that the Pope
50—and according to the Albigen
cannot be Antichrist, 171—he
ses, 109.
proves from the Protestants, that, Infallibility owned in the Church by
by their own confession, souls may
the Minister Jurieu, 292—this In
depart out of the body without be
fallibility admits of no restriction in
ing wholly purified, 328.
dogmas, 296—the Church is ever
constant; is ever in possession of
Decision oftheSwiBs, touch
Uie truth when beginning to be at
ing the Hebrew text, ridiculed by
tacked j her decisions are plain, her
the learned of the sect, 237,
steadiness not to be shaken, 313,
disciple of Peter de Bruis, in
318, 336— Vide Jurieu, vide Vol. I.
the eleventh century, 47—secretly Innocent III. (Pope). The Vaudois
diffuses his master's errors in Daucome to ask his approbation, 82—
phiny, Provence, and about Tou
he approves the Institute of the
louse, 62—his doctrine, 75.
Minor Brethren, ib.—he holds the
Council of Lateran, where he con
Heretics. Catholics and Protestants
demns the Vaudois, 84.
agreed in the punishing of Heretics,
37—memorable answer of St. Ber Invocation of Saints, received by
nard on the false constancy of He
Wickliff, 121—and by John Huss,
retics, 115—what is the succession
113.
of Heretics, 145—character of He
resy owned in the Reformation, 163. Jane, Queen of Navarre, exercises
(John), a disciple of Wick I iff,horrid cruelties on priests and reli
123—he imitates Wickliff in his
gious persons, 31.
hatred of the Pope, ib.—says Mass, Jcrvnit, of Prague, disciple of John
47—and judges no otherwise con
Huss, follows him entirely, 123.
cerning the Eucharist than those of Joseph Mede, an English Protestant,
the Church of Rome, 123—why
renders himself famous by his
John Huss's doctrine was doubted
extravagancies on the Revelations,
o£ t&.—he was a Catholic in all
176—he accuses S t Leo the Great,
the now controverted points, except
S t Basil, and the rest of the Saints,
Communion under both kinds, and
their contemporaries, of idolatry,
the Pope, ib.—the Bohemian Breth 178—Joseph Mede and M. Jurieu
ren account him a great martyr,
contradict one another, 186—hie
although they follow not his doc
prediction in behalf of the King
trine, 128—Luther accuses John
of Sweden no sooner uttered than
Huss of his ignorance in the point
proved false, 187—what was dis
of Justification, 130.
covered by him in the Revelations
touching the Reformers, 196.
(The) divided among them
selves, 127.
Jurieu, (JvT.) what was said by hin*.
concerning the civil wars excited
Queen Elizabeth, at first,byis the Calvin vts, 28—what con
for retaining images, 4—she is per
cerning those who teach the distinc
suaded by false reasons to condemn
tion between Bishops and Priests,
them nevertheless retains the cru
165—he maintains the Pope to be
cifix in her chapel, 5—images bro
Antichrist, and an article of Faith
ken by Claude of Turin, an Arian,
for all true Christians, 172—he va
47— they are honored by Wickries on this point, 176—exposition
lift 121—and John Huss,' 123.
of M. Jurieu's doctrine on thf
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Uth, 12th, and 13th C I A cersof ;ne
266—in hi* notion, you may save
Revelations, 172—he is bent on
your soul in all communions, 267
shortening the time of the pretend
—this he took from the Socinians,
ed prophecies, 173— he owns his
ib.—he comes into the sentiments
prepossession; he forsakes his
of M. Pajon, 268—is blamed for
guides; and why, ib.—the impossi
favoring the Socinians, 269—
bility he is under of setting the
grants that we may be saved in the
epoch for the twelve hundred and
Church of Rome, ib.—owns the ex*
sixty years which the Reformation
cesses of his Confession of Faith,
is determined to allow for Anti
273—overthrows the ideas of the
christ's persecution, 174—he gives
Reformation; impugns the doctrine
a new date to the birth of Anti
of his Church relating to excom
christ, ib.—the time not suiting, be
munication, 275—amongst his
cause of the holiness of the then
brethren, Confessions of Faith are
Pope, 175—Jurieu changes his
nothing but arbitrary contracts, 276
mind, and is for advancing the
—he establishes the independent
downfall of Antichrist, 175—he
principle, 277—he makes the au
makes Antichrist to be born in the
thority
and subordination of
person of S t Leo the Great, 176—
Churches to depend on Princes,
absurdity of this system, ib.—vain
27S—he confesses that this his
shift of this Minister, 177—he im
system is contrary to the faith of all
putes to St. Leo three evil charac
ages, 279—he contradicts himself
ters, ib.-r—he accuses St. Leo, St.
when he pretends the Council of
Basil, St. Ambrose, &c. of idolatry,
Nice sides with him, 280—he un
178—why he does not make St.
dermines the authority of the
Basil the beginner of AntichristianApostolic Creed, 282—he accuses
ism as wall as St, Leo, ISO—his
the Church contemporary with the
ridiculous calculation, 1S1—he ill
Apostles of schism and heresy, 284
explains the seven Kin?s of the
—according to him one may save
Revelations, 182—explains as ill
himself among the Socinians, ib.—
the ten Kings of the Revelations,
and, by the same principles, among
.84—frivolous answer of M. Ju
Mahometans and Jews, 285—and,
rieu on this head, 185—the opposiat the same time, speaks pro and
don of Jurieu and Joseph Mede to
con, touching the perpetual visibili
c,ne another, 186—his ridiculous
ty of the Church, 287—and touchnotions concerning the Turk, 187
ins the Universal Church's teach—he owns the ProphctB of the Pro
ing and preaching, 291—he will
testant party to be cheats ; his idea
have the general consent of the
of the Reformation, 188—his senti
Universal Church to be a demon
ments on the decisions of Dort, 223
stration, 292—he condemns hisown
—Semi-Pelagianism does not damn
Church by the character he gives
according to this author, ib.—he
to the Universal Church, 294—con
makes the Synod of Dort act more
fessing the infallibility of the
by policy than truth, 224—he de
Church, he must confess that of
clares that they were ready to bear
General Councils, 298—he takes
with Semi-Pelagianism in the Ar
from pastors the title of judges,
minians, 225—he is a Pelagian,
contrary to the sense of his own
notwithstanding the decrees of
Churches, 300—he is against all
Dort, 226—he falls back into the
subscribing to Councils, 301—he
excesses the Reformers were guilty
is for sacrificing truth to peace, 303.
of in respect to the cause of sin, Justice, inherent, acknowledged by
827—according to this Minister
Protestants, 321—Vide Justifica
the disputes touching Predestina
tion.
tion do not longer concern any es
sential point of religion, 233—what Justification. Luther reproaches John
he confesses of the Variation o.
Huss with utter ignorance of Jus
Protestants in regard to the
tification, 130—Piscator's doctrine
Church's perpetual visibility, 259,
on this head, 158—detested by the
Calvinists, ib.—decree of the Na4
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tional Synod of Privas touching
Justification, 160—impiety of the
Calvinist's doctrine en Justification,
as proposed by their Synods, 161
perspicuity and plainness of the
Catholic doctrine on the same sub
ject, ib.—the Arminians' doctrine
on Justification, 202—monstrous
doctrine of the Dort Synod on the
same point, 207—the ancient
Church's doctrine conformable to
that of Trent, 321—Vide Vol. I.
Kelesiski, a shoemaker, puts himself
at the head of the Bohemian Breth
ren, and compiles for them a body
of doctrine, 127.
Kings. WicklifF's pernicious doc
trine concerning Kings, 120—sys
tem of the Ministers, concerning
the seven Kings in the Revelations,
confounded by the terms of this
prophecy, 182—the ten Kings in
the Revelations evidently as ill ex
plicated, 184.

land, 136—departure ofthe Luthet
ans from their principles in tint
union, and how they may vindicate
themselves, 138—reflections on this
union, ib.—how the Lutherans ere
descended from the Albigenses and
Vaudois, 143—they seek in vain
the succession of persons in these
sects, 144—they find still less
amongst them the succession of
doctrine, ib.—the Lutherans are de*
tested by the Calvinists, as defend
ers of a monstrous opinion, 150—
Assembly of Frankfort is for com
prehending the Lutherans in the
common Confession of Faith it de
signed to make, 153—letter written
to the Lutherans by this Assembly,
ib.—difference between what was
designed to be done at Frankfort
and at Sainte-Foy in favor of the
Lutherans, from what was since
done at Charenton, 157—the Lu
therans of Rintel agree with the
Calvinists of Marpurg in the Con
ference of CasseJ, 234—the senti
ments of the Lutherans, concern
ing universal grace, give occasion
to those of Cameron and his disci
ples, 235—sentiments of the Lu
therans concerning the perpetual
visibility of the Church, 243— Fide
Vol. I.

Leo ( S t ) . Jurieu makes Antichrist
c>e bom ui the person of S t Leo the
Great, 176—at>surdity of this sys
tem, ib.—three evil characters at
tributed to St. Loo by this Minister,
ib.—pretended idolatry of St. Leo,
178.
LUnrgy of Edward VI. changed in Lucius III. (Pope) condemns the Vau
essential points, 7.
dois, 80.
Lombez. Council of Lombez against Lyons. The poor men of Lyons.—
the Albigenses, 64—history of this
Vide Vaudois.
Council, ih,
London. Synod of London in 1562, Manicheans. Errors of the Mani
wherein CLueen Elizabeth's su
cheans, progenitors of the Albigen
premacy is received, 10—Council
ses, 50—consequence from the raise
of LonSon against Wicklifl£ 121.
principle of the Manicheans, ib.—
they endeavored to justify them
L uther reproaches the Bohemian
selves by the usages of the Church,
Brethren with their utter ignorance
51—their snirit of seduction and
of Justification, 130—Lutner gives
hypocrisy, ib.—in order to conceal
them his approbation, and how,
themselves, they mixed in Catholic
135—the Calvinists acknowledge
assemblies, 52—history of the
Luther for their father, 156—Lu
Paulicians or Arminian Mani*
ther's vain predictions concerning
cheans, 53—their conformity with
the downfall of the Papacy, 167—
the Manicheans refuted by S t
he inserts in the Smalcaldic Arti
Austin, 54—their design on the
cles that the Pope is Antichrist, 169
Bulgarians, and Peter of Sicily's
—Vide Vol. I.
instructions, in order to pi event the
Lutherans, ill treated by the Polish
effect thereof, ib.—the Manicheans
Zuinglians, 44—who afterwards
begin to appear in the W e s t , after
enter into an agreement with them,
the year or our Lord 1000, 55—
45—the Lutherans unite with the
Manicheans, that came from Italy,
Bohemians and Zuinglians in Po
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atscovered at Orleans, under King
Robert, ib.—their heresy spreads
itself into Gascony and Toulouse.
56—the Manicheans of Italy called
Cathari, and why, ib.—origin of
the Manicheans of Toulouse and
Italy; a proof that they came from
Bulgaria, 57—Councils of Tours
and Toulouse against them, 58—
their conformity with the Mani
cheans known by S t Austin, ib.—
the same heresy m Germany, ib.—
sentiments of the German Mani
cheans, 59—it is discovered that
they held two first principles, 60—
their variations, an f care to conceal
themselves, t&.—;their equivoca
tions when examined about their
faith, ib.—these heretics examined
in full audience of all the people;
their tenets related by S t Bernard,
who had been thoroughly acquaint
ed with them at Toulouse, 62—
they styled themselves Albigenses
and Petrobusians, 63—why called
Arians, 64—their notion of the
Trinity the very same with thai oi
the ancient Manicheans, 65—Mani
cheans of Soissons, ib.—these here
tics met with in Agenois and Eng
land, 66—the heretics of Montpelicr are Manicheans, 68—in the
list of the Manichean Churches,
drawn by Renier, the Albigenses
are comprehended, 72—demonstra
tion that the heretics who denied
the Real Presence, in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, were
Manicheans; notoriously false
supposition of the Ministers, 108—
Manicheism at Metz, 109—sixteen
Churches of the Manicheans com
prehend the whole sect, 111—who
were those amongst diem called
Cathari, ib.—why St. Paul calls
the doctrine of two principles ad
mitted by the Manicheans a doc
trine of devils, 140—why, of all
heresies, the Holy Ghost hath es
pecially characterized none but
Manicheism; character of this her
esy ; hypocrisy, lying, and a seared
conscience, 141.
Marriage, rejected by the Manicheans
as bad, 50—Variations of the Maniclieans of Germany in relation to
marriage, 60—in what respect the
Sacrament of Marriage was con*OL
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demned by th* Vaudois, 9 5 — t h e
Albigenses rejected lawful M a r t
riage, 108.

Mass.
T h e Vaudois made no diffi
culty of coining to Mass, 116—
John Huss says Mass, 123—the
Mass offends the Bohemian Breth
ren, 128—antiquity of the sacrifice
of Mass, 241.
Maurice, Prince of Orange, upholds
the Gomarists, 198.
Mauzzim, of Daniel, how interpreted
by the Minister, 178,179.
Medc—Vide Joseph Mede.
Meloricthon.
His bad opinion of
Wickliff, 122—acknowledged by
the Calvinists for their Father, 156
—he allows that it is an easy mat
ter to come to an agreement about
the article of Justification, 326.
Menon, one of the heads of the Ana
baptists, 311.
Merit of good works rejected by the
Swiss, 39—the merits of Saints
owned by Wickliff 121—the merit
of works owned by John Huss, 124
—the Trent Council's Doctrine
concerning the merit of good work*,
323— Vide Vol. I.
Ministers (The) decide that the Cal
vinists may take up arms, 18,21—
the first Huguenot war resolved on
by the advice of all the Ministers,
and peace made notwithstanding
their opposition, 26—proof against
the Ministers that the Albigenses
were Manicheans, 75—artifices of
the Ministers in respect to the his
tory of the Vaudois and Albigenses.
10?—notoriously false supposition
of the Ministers, in order to con
found the Vaudois with the Albi
genses, 108—two objections of the
Ministers to the same purpose re
futed, 111—the Faith of the French
Calvinists trusted in the hands of
four Ministers, 155—the Ministers
cannot believe what they say, 179
—vain shifts of the Ministers rela
ting to the business of Sainte-Foy,
157—the System of the Ministers
touching the seven Kings of the
Revelations evidently confounded
by the very terms of this propnecy,
182—their fallacious answer, 183
—they account as ill for the ten
Kings of the Revelations, 184—

what it is the Ministers hava die*
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cor j led in the Revelations concern
ing 1 heir Reformers, 190—the Min
ister « declare that Semi-Pelagianbnn ioth not damn, 223—and that
they were ready to bear with it in
tha Arminians, 225—the Ministers
themselves very much relaxed in
the observance of the Dort decrees,
226—the Ministers elude the de
cree of the Gap Synod, and the
thirty-first article ot their Confes
sion touching extraordinary voca
tion, 256, 257.
Ministry. Interruption of theChurch's
Ministry owned by the Calvinists
of France, 254—before the Re
formation, the Elect saved in the
Roman Ministry by M. Claude's
confession, 260.
Miracle.
Under Edward VI. and
under Elizabeth, none of the Mira
cles admitted by Calvin in the Eu
charist are employed, 9.
Montpellier, the Heretics of, were
Manicheans, 68.
Mystery. What is that Mystery of
Iniquity specified by St. Paul ? 142.
Wtsmcs. The national Synod of
Nismes in 1572; changes the de
cree of that of Rochelle concerning
the Substance of Jesus Christ's
body in the Eucharist, 151.
Ordibarians, who they were, 109.
Ordination. Validity of Ordinations,
W hereon grounded in England, 11
—how the Bohemian Brethren seek
their Ordinations in the Catholic
Church, 13A
Parliament. The Parliament of Eng
land assumes to itself the decision
in points of Faith, 11.
Parker, Protestant Archbishop of
Canterbury, is the first that sub
scribes Elizabeth's supremacy, 10.
fatarians, who they were, 72—their
infamy, 74.
taulicians, or Manicheans of Arme
nia, their history, 53—their con
formity with the Manicheans re
futed by St. Austin, 54—their de
sign on the Bulgarians, ib.
i klagianism.
Spite of the Dort de
crees, M. Jurieu maintains that
Peiogtaniam is not c* mtrary to
oittv 226.

Perrin (Pi il) quotes not so much as
one contemporary Historian in his
History of the Vaudois, 103—the
books of the Vaudois produced by
him, ib.—their Confession of Faith
which he produces is posterior to
Calvinism, 105.
Peter de Bruis appears in the eleventh
Century, 47—he clandestinely dis
seminates his errors in Dauphiny,
Provence, and in the neighborhood
of Toulouse, 62—he is chief of the
Albigenses, 63—examination of hia
Doctrine, 75—St. Bernard charges
him with nothing but what is
true, 77.
Peter Du Moulin—Vide Du Moulin.
Peter of Sicily writes the History of
the Paulicians and Manicheans of
Armenia, 53—endeavors to prevent
the spreading of their Sect in Bul
garia, ib.
Petrobusians, who they were, 63.
Picards (The) disowned by the Bo
hemian Brethren, J17.
Piscator, who he was, and his Doc
trine on imputed Justice, 158—his
Doctrine is detested by the national
Synod of Gap, ib.—by that of Ro
chelle in 1607, 159—by that of Pri
ras in 1612, 160—and by that ot
Tonins in 1614, 161—reflection on
the Calvinists' procedure against
Piscator, 162—Peter du Moulin
puts Piscator's question amongst
those things which are of little im
portance to Salvation, 163—the
Synod of Ay approves what Du
Moulin says, ib.
Poland. The Bohemian Brethren fly
thither, 136—and there unite them
selves with the Lutherans and
Zuinglians, ib.
Poles.
Remarkable Confession of
Faith of the Polish Zuinglians,
wherein the 1 iiitherans are ill han
dled, 44—Ut equity taught by the
1 olish Zuinglians, 45—their agree
ment with the Lutherans and Vau«
dois, ib.*
Poltrot assassinates the Duke of
Guise; this murder looked on, in
the Reformation, as an act of Reli
gion, 32.
Poor Men of Lyons—Vide Vaudois.
Pope. The Pope of the Albigense*
in Bulgaria, 38—hatred of Wick*
lifT and John H i * s against ths
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Pope, 123—ail goes down with
Protestants provided the Pope be
exclaimed against, 124—the Calix
tins disposed to own the Pone, 126

—the Bohemian Brethren offended
at the power of the Pope, 127—the
Synod of Gap adds an article to
the Confession of Faith on purpose
to declare the Pope Antichrist, 167
—Luther's vain predictions of the
Pope's downfall, ib.—Daniel and
S t Paul extravagantly quoted for
proof of the Pope's being Anti
christ, 68—Protestants disgrace
themselves by this doctrine, ib.—
the ablest Protestants refute this
Doctrine, 171—the Pope's authority
over General Councils and the tem
porals of sovereigns is not of Faith,
nor ought to hinder the re-union of
Protestants, 330—Jurieu maintains
that it is a fundamental article of
Faith to believe the Pope Anti
christ, 172—the Pope's infallibility
is not of Faith, and the contrary
opinion cannot be condemned,
either as heretical or erroneous, or
even as temerarious, 330—Vide
Vol. I.
Poplicans, or Publicans, who they
were, 67—the Ministers make the
Vaudois Manicheans, by making
them Poplicans, ib.
Prayer for the Dead rejected by the
Bohemian Brethren, J27.
Predestination. Doctrine of the Ar
minians, or Remonstrants touching
Predestination, 200—the disputes
about Predestination, according to
M. Jurieu, no longer intrench on
the essentials of Religion, 233.
Presence.
Glueen Elizabeth will not
suffer her Divines to censure the
Real Presence, 5—the indifference
of the English as to the Real Pre
sence, 8—the Real Presence im
pugned by Berengarius, 47—by the
Albigenses, 74,76—believed by the
Vaudois, 81, &7—manifest proof
that the Heretics, who denied the
Real Presence in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, were Mani
cheans, 108—Real Presence be
lieved by John Huss ind Jerome
of Prague, 123—and by the Bohe
mian Brethren, 131—the assembly
of Frankfort minces the difficulty
of the Real Presence on purpose
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to gain the Lutherans, 154 -Petoi
Du Moulin, approved by the Synod
of Ay, is against condemning the
Real Presence, as believed by the
Lutherans, 164-—the Real Presence
free from venom by ti»e Confession
of the Ministers, 229—the Rea
Presence necessary, 230—Vide
Reality, vide Vol. I.
Pride of the Vaudois, 85,113,115.
Primacy of Glueen Elizabeth in spi
rituals established in England, 9—
the Catholic Bishops refuse to own
it,i&.—declaration oi the Protestant
Clergy in favor of this Primacy, 10
—this Doctrine condemned by the
Calvinists, 13.
Principle. The Manicheans admit
ted two first Principles, 50—the
Albigenses did the same, 109—
why the Doctrine of two Principles
is called by St. Paul a Doctrine of
Devils, 140.
Privas. The Synod of Privas, in
1612, condemns Piscator*s Doc
trine, 160.
Ptophets. The Prophets of the Pro
testant Party are cheats, 188—their
interpreters no better worth, 189.
Protestants. Difference between Pro
testants' conduct and that of the
Church, 29—what is the succession
of Protestants, 46—they reap no
thing but shame in making the AI
bigenses their progenitors, 7&- •
their authority with respect to the
original of the Vaudois, 86—Doc
trines which Protestants reject in
the Vaudois no less than Catholics,
96—Protestants propose new Dog
mas to the vaudois, 97—all
pleases them, provided the Pope be
exclaimed against, 124—they seek
in vain for the succession of Per
sons and of Doctrine in the Vau
dois and Albigenses, 144—they diecredit themselves by saying the
Pope is Antichrist, 168—why those
absurdities endured in the Protest
ant Party, 188— the Prophets of the
Protestant Party are impostors, t6.
—the arguments employed against
the Arminians in the Synod of
Dort condemn the whole Protest
ant Party, 213 -according to this
Synod, the Prot tstants were obliged
to own the Council of the Catholic
Church, 220—the cause of Pre
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testants' Variation* proceeding
from their ignorance ol what the
Church is, 242—their sentiments
relating to the perpetual Visibility
of the Church, 243—this Doctrine
the ruin of their Reformation, and
the source of their perplexities, 244
—what precisely the Protestants
are obliged U by this Doctrine, ib.
—they vary on this head, 249—and
why, 250.— Vide Vol.1.
Hurgatory believed by Wickliff, 121
—and John II uss, 123—what pre
cisely is to be believed concerning
Purgatory agreeably to the Coun
cil of Trent, 328—Protestants'
principles prove the necessity of
Purgatory, ib.—the Purification of
souls after thiB life owned by them,
ib.—they agree as to the main
point, but leave the manner unde
cided, ib.— Vide Vol. 1.
Reality, Queen Elizabeth will not
suffer her Divines to censure the
Reality, 5—indifference of the Eng
lish, in respect of the Reality, 8—the Reality condemned by the
Zuinglians of Poland, 45—the
Reality denied by the Albigenses,
75—believed by the Vaudois, 81,
87—manifest proof that the Here
tics, who denied the Reality in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
were Manicheans, 108—Reality
believed by John Huss, 123—
strong expressions of the Bohemian
Brethren for the Reality, 131—the
Reality free from venom, 229—
Vide Vol. I., vide Real Presence.
Rehaptization of the Bohemian Breth
ren, 128.
Redemption. The Doctrine of the
Arminians concerning the univer
sality of Redemption, 201.
Reformation. Queen Elizabeth ap
proves not the Reformation of Ed
ward VI. in all its points, 3—whe
ther the spirit of the Reformation
was a spirit of meekness or vio
lence, 29—effects of that violent
spirit *vhich predominated in the
Reformation, 30—the Reformation
allows private men to arrogate to
themselves greater abilities for un
derstanding sound Doctrine than
all the rest of the Church, 225—
Sects born in the Reformation, 309

Relics.
VigilanUus, m the fourth
century, opposes honoring of Re
lics, 47—St. Leo, St. Basil, and the
rest of the Saints of that time, ac
cused of Idolatry by the Ministers,
on account of the veneration they
showed to Saints and Relics, 178.
Remonstrants— Vide Arminians.
Renaudie (La), chief of the Amboisc
conspiracy; his character, 18.
Revelations.
Illusions of the Pro
testants relating to the Revelations,
169—exposition of the Ministci
Jurieu's Doctrine on the eleventh,
twelfth, and thirteenth chapters of
the Revelations, 172—the system
of the Minister concerning the
seven Kings of the Revelations evi
dently confuted by the very terms
of this prophecy, 182—the ten
Kings of the Revelations as evi
dently ill accounted for, 184—con
trarieties of the new Interpreters
of the Revelations, 186—the Eng
lishman finds England, and the
Frenchman, France, in the Reve
lations, ib.—what it is that the Mi
nisters have discovered in the Re
velations touching their Reformers,
190.
Revenues of the Church plundered by
Elizabeth, Queen of England, 13
— Vide Vol. I.
Revolt. Beginning of the Calvinists'
revolt in France, 15—open revolt
of the whole party, 20.
Rochelle. The national Synod of
Rochelle in 1571 condemns those
of the party that were for changing
the Supper-article in the Confession
of Faith, 146—decision of this Sy
nod* full of perplexity, ib.—vain
efforts of this Synod to find the
substance of the body in the Calvinian Doctrine, 147—error of this
Synod endeavoring to explain the
mystery of the Eucharist without
producing the institution, 148—
reason of the Synod for establishin? the substance ; there »t .s con
cluded that the other opinion is
con rary to the word of God, ib.—
it says more than it designed, 149
the Swiss believe themselves con
demned by this decision, but the
Synod takes care they should be
answered that this doctrine only
concerns France, 149, 150--th*

innex.
decree of this Synod is r h . i n y l in
that of Nismes, 151—tlv» Synod of
Rochelle in 16J7 condemns l o c a 
tor's Doctrine, 15S—H gives orde.s
that tlie d< crec of the Synod of
Gap, declaring the Pope Antichrist,
be printed in all the copies of the
Confession of Faith, 170—this Sy
nod declares that nothing ought to
be adued or taken from the twentyfifth and twenty-ninth articles of
the Confession of Faith, where the
Church is treated of, 256.
Uoque (M. de la). His want of sin
cerity touching the Vaudois, 86—
this Minister artfully confounds the
Vaudois with the Albigenses, 108
—his false pretence mat WicklifPs Doctrine was slandered at the
Council o Constance, 120—he
proves that John Huss and Jerome
of Prague died in the belief of the
Church of Rome, especially in
what regards the Eucharist, 123.
Rogue (M. de la), son of the Minis
ter, produces a Confession of Faith
of WicklifPs, where the Reality is
clearly established, 121.
Roguesane, chief of the sect of the
Calixtins, 124—he utterly destroys
the Taborites, ib.—his ambition
prevents the Calixtins re-uniting
with the Church, 126—he makes
himself Pope in Bohemia, ib.—he
permits several Greek Priests to
celebrate the holy mysteries accord
ing to their Church rites, 129.
Uuncarians, who they were, 72.
f

Sacrament. The Albigenses taught
that the effect of the Sacraments
depends on the holiness of the Mi
nisters, 74—the Vaudois taught
that the merit of persons acted in
the Sacraments more than order
and character, 85—the Vaudois
were in no error as to the nature of
the Sacraments, ib.—what it is
they believed of the seven Sacra
ments, 93—Wickliff teaches that
the effect of the Sacraments de
pends on the merit of persons, 120
—the seven Sacraments owned by
lohn Huss, 123—and by the Bo
hemian Brethren in their Confes
sion, anno 1504, presented to King
Ladislaus, HI—they reduce them
to two, as Luther prescribes them,
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?ft.—they make f:* Sacraments de*
pend on the merit of the Minister,
132.
Sacrifice. The Calvinists' Doctrine
against Piscator solves all the dim*
culties they propose to us relating
to the Sacrifice of the Eucharist,
159.
Sainte-Foy. The Synod ol SainteFoy, in 1578, consents to a new
Confession of Faith, in view of
uniting all the Protestants, 154—it
trusts its Faith in the hands of four
Ministers and of M. de Turenne,
155—vain evasions of the Minis
ters relating to this affair, 157—
difference between what was de
signed to be done in favor of the
Lutherans at Sainte-Foy, and what
afterwards was done at Charen
ton, ib.
Salvation,
The Calvinists believe
that the faithful are sure of their
Salvation, 194—the Dort Synod's
decision on the certainty of Salva
tion, 204, 209—false allurement of
the certainty of Salvation, 21t.
Schoman. George Schoman, one of
the chiefs of the Unitarians, 311.
ScoU<*n'L The Doctrine settled in
England in behalf of the authority
of Kings and Parliament as to mat
ters of Faith, is also set up in Scot
land, 1?.
Scripture. Abuse made of the Scrip
ture by the Vaudois and Albigen
ses, 113.
Semi-Pelagianism no damning error,
according to M. Jurieu, 223—this
Minister declares they were ready
to tolerate Semi-Pelagianism in the
Arminians, 225—the other Minis
ters in the same sentiment with
him, ib.
Sendomir. Assembly of Sendomir,
where the Lutherans, the Bohe
mians, and the Zuinglians unite,
136—terms of the Sendomir agree
ment, 137.
Sin. God the Author of Sin accord
ing to the Calvinists, 192—M.
Jurieu relapses into the excesses
of the Reformers with respect to
the cause of Sin, 227.
Siscidenses (The), a sect of the Vau
dois that refused not to receive the
Eucharist from the hands of a
Priest, 95.
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Socinu
Fausto Socini art i Lelio
heads of the Socinians, 311.
Socinians,
T h e Socinians and the
Anabaptists sprung from Luther
and Calvin, 310—united together,
ibid.
Sotssons. Manicheans at Soissons,
65—their history, 66.
Strasburg.
Variation of the Church
of Strasburg, 312—The senate of
S .rasburg destroys images, and
enjoins the communion under both
kinds, ib.—suspends
the celebra
tion of M a s s , ib.—those of Stras
burg turn Zuinglians, afterwards
return to the Confession of Augs
burg, ib.—they fall into ubiquity,
313.
Substance.
Neither under Edward
VI., nor under Elizabeth, is the
word Substance employed, which
Calvin admits in the Eucharist, 9 —
the Zuinglians' Supper void of Sub
stance, 42—vain endeavors of the
national Synod of Rochelle in 1571
to prove the Substance of the body
and blood of Jesus Christ in the
Doctrine of the pretended Reform
ed of France, 147—the Substance
reduced to nothing in the national
Synod of Nismes," 151.
Succession.
Proteytants seek in vain
for the Succession of Persons and
Doctrine in the Vaudois and Albi
genscs, 143, 144—what is the Suc
cession of heretics, 145.
Supper.
The Supper of the S w i s s oi
Zuinglians without substance, and
a presence in virtue only, 42—dif
ference which the Z u i n g l i m s of
Poland place between their Supper
and that of the Socinians, 45—seve
ral pretended reformed Churches of
France are for changing the S u p er-article in the Confession of
'aith, f45.
8t premacy of the Kingg of England is
there established, notwithstanding
GLueen Elizabeth's qnahns of con
science, 9—the Catholic Bishops
refuse to sign it, ib.—declaration of
the Protestant Clergy in England
in favor of this Supremacy, 10—
this doctrine condemned by the
Calvinists, 13.
Swiss
NeM Confession of Faith of
the Helv«- ic Churches or Swiss,
38—frivolous reasoning of the M i n 
!

f

s t e r s concerning this cVmfesnoa,
ib.—the S w i s s be^in but then tc
know any thing of imputed justice,
39—they reject the nu rit of good
work s, ib.—tJ i jy a t tri b u te true
Faith to the Elect alone, 4 0 - - t h e y
teach the Certainty of Salvation,
and the Inamissibility of Grace,
and ill explain conversion, ib.—
their monstrous Doctrine on Free
will, 41—according to them, the
Supper is void of substance, and
no presence but in virtue, 42—they
leave nothing peculiar to the Sup
per, 43—they are the most sincere
defenders of the figurative sense,
44—the S w i s s believe themselves
condemned by the decision of the
national Synod of Rochelle in 1571,
150—they are not satisfied with
Beza's answer, but still hold them
selves condemned,
ib.—they
are
specified by the explication of the
Synod of IN'istncs, 151—Swiss for
mulary against Universal Grace,
236—another S w i s s decision on the
H e b r e w T e x t laughed at by the
learned of the party, 237—anothei
decision of the S w i s s and Geneva
reproved by M. Claude, ib.
f

Taborites.
T h e sect of T a b o n t e s
arises in Bohemia, 124—their rehellion and cruelties, ib.—their total
destruction, J 25.
Temples erected in honor of the Saints
by the Bohemian Brethren, 136.
Test.
T e s t Act in England, wherein
the English draw near to our sen
timents, and condemn us only by
manifest mistakes, 239.
Testament.
T h e Old Testament re
jected by the Manicheans as fabu
lous, 50—rejected by the Albigen
ses, 64—received by the Vaudois,
108.
Tonins.
T h e national Synod ot
T o n i n s in 1614 condemns Piscator.
161.
Toulouse. T h e Manicheans of Tou
louse, 62—are the same with the
Albigenscs, 63.
Transubstantiation.
Manifest proof
that the Vaudois did in no wise e n
as to that poii t, 8fc\ 89—this Doc
trine impugned b) \Vi< kliff, 121—
retained by John Hugs and Je
rome of Prague, 123 —and by the
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Calixtins, 136—rejected by the Bo
hemian Brethren, 127—the hatred
of the Calvinist people turned
against Transubstantiation ever
since the Synod of Charenton in
1631, 231—the word Transub
stantiation chosen at the Counci of Lateran, 318—and wny—
Vide Vol. I.
Trent The Counci' of Trent hath
added nothing to the decisions of
the Ancients, 319—it does but re
peat the ancient decisions in respect
to justifying Grace, 322—in respect
to its gratuity, ib.—in respect to
the preparations to Grace, 323—to
the inseparable union of liberty and
Grace, ib.—to the merit of good
works, 324—in respect to the ful
filling of God's commandments,
ib.—it has cut away the root of all
abuses relating to the honor paid
to Images, 327—its moderation in
determining nothing but what is
certain, 329—it speaks not with
ambiguity, ib.—it has determined
all that regards the true authority
of the Pope, 330—in it, those are
opposed who were for making a
formulary whence the Pope's su
periority over a general council
might be inferred, ib.—this formu
lary suppressed with the Pope's
consent, ib.
Trinity. The ancient Manicheans'
sentiment as to the Trinity, 65—is
the same with that of the Toulouse
Albigenses, ib.
Turk. Jurieu's ridiculous conceit re
lating to the Turk, 187.
Turenne (M.), Synod of Sainte-Foy
trusts its Faith in the hands of four
ministers and of M. Turenne,
155—why M . Turenne was em
ployed in this deputation concern
ing doctrine, ib.
Ubiquity taught by the Polish Zuing
lians, 45—Peter Du Moulin, whose
sentiment is approved by the Sy
nod of Ay, is against condemning
Ubiquity, 164—Ubiquity tolerated
by the Calvinists, 232.
Unction. What was believed by
Vaudois concerning extrf ie Unc
tion, 94.
Onion of the three Protestant Sects
of Poland, 136—reflections on this
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Union, 138—the assembly of Frank
fort is for making an Union between
all the defenders of the figurative
sense by a common Confession of
Faith, 152.
Unitarians—Vide Socinians.
Valdo, author of the Vaudois, 48—
who he was, 79—whether a man
of learning, SO—his first design,
ib.—what Paul Perrin says of "Valdo, 103.
Variations of the English on the Eu
charist, 5—their Variation as to the
Adoration of Jesus Christ in the
Eucharist, 7—their Variation con
fessed by Mr. Burnet, 14^—Varia
tions of the Manicheans of Germa
ny, 60—Variations of the Vaudois
since Luther and Calvin's time, 97
—Variation of the Reformed of
France relating to the Eucharist,
145, 151—Variations of the Swiss
concerning the Vulgate, 237—the
cause of the Variations of Protes
tant Churches, 242.
Vaudois (The) agree with the Zuing
lians and Lutherans of Poland, 45
—they are well treated by the Cal
vinists, and why, 48—ridiculous
pretensions of the Vaudois as to
their antiquity; false origin which
they boast o£ 48—the Ministers
make the Vaudois Manicheans in
making them Poplicans, 67—many
sorts of Heretics called Vaudois,
ib.—the Vaudois are distinguished
from the Manicheans, and, by con
sequence, from the Albigenses, 70
—the beginning of the vaudois, or
Poor Men ofLyons, 79—the abridg
ment of their history, ib.—they are
condemned by Pope Lucius III.;
they come to Rome, 80—they are
accused of nothing relating to the
Real Presence, 81—their errors did
not regard the Eucharist, to.—they
came to beg the approbation of In
nocent III., 83—they begin to be
treated on the foot of obstinate
Heretics, 84—the Church's pa
tience with respect to the Vaudois,
ib.—their boldness increases by
little and little, 85— their doctrine
thein regard to Church evenues, to.—
they were free from error as to the
Sacraments, ib.—want of sincerity
in the Protestant Historians *it&
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respect to he Vaudois* original, 86
—the VaLdoie did not change their
doctrine concerning the Eucharist
till Luther's time, 87—-list of thoir
err ra; manifest proof that they
were in no error relating to Tran•ubstantiation, 89—they believe the
necessity of Confession, 92—in the
exterior they performed the duties
of Catholics, ib.—what it was they
believed of the seven Sacraments,
93—in what respect they condemn
the Sacrament o f Marriage, 95—
demonstration that the Catholics
were neither ignorant of, nor did
dissemble the doctrine of the Vau
dois, ib.—-division of the Vaudois
doctrine into three heads, 96—doc
trine which the Protestants reject
in the Vaudois as well as the Ca
tholics,
doctrine which the Ca
tholics approve in the Vaudois, but
the Protestants reject 97—the Vau
dois change their doctrine since
Luther's and Calvin's time, ib.—
new tenets proposed to the Vaudois
by the Protestants, tft.—the Vaudois
nowise Calvinists; proof of this
fiom Crespin, 100—proof from Be
za, 101—change in the Vaudois oi
Calabria, and their entire extinc
tion, ib.—the Vaudois at present
are not predecessors, but disciples
of the Cdlvinists, ih.—Vaudois
books produced by Perrin, 103—
their confession produced bv this
author is posterior to Calvinism,
105—manifestproof that the Vau
dois had no Confession of Faith
antecedently to the pretended Re
formation, ib.—the Vaudois, in
making their Calvinist Confession
of Faith, retained something of the
Dogmas peculiar to them, 107—
reflections on the history of the
Vaudois and Albigenses; artifice
of the Ministers, ib.—notoriously
false suppositions of the Ministers
in order to confound the Vaudois
with the Albigenses, 108—whether
the word believers signifies the Vau
dois in the ancient authors; Aubertin's fallacy, 112—the Vaudois
concur not in sentiment with the
Calvinists; what we should believe
concerning the liven of the Vaudois,
J.—their pride, 113—sourness was
their «J*aract«r; abase tHty made
1

of the Scripture, ib.—theii pre.
sumption, 114—whether one ought
to be surprised at their false con*
stancy, 115—inevitable condemna
tion of these Heretics in that they
denied their religion, ib.—the Vai*
dois disowned by the Bohemian
brethren, and by the Picards, 116
—in what manner the Vaudois
sprung Iroin the Albigensian Ma
nicheans, 142.
Vigilantiu$ in the fourth century, op
poses the veneration of relics, and
is preferred to S t Jerome by the
Protestants, 47.
Visibility ofthe C hurch— Vide Church.
Vocation. Memorable decision of the
Synod of Gap concerning extraor
dinary Vocation, 256—the Minis
ters elude this extraordinary Voca*
tion, 257—they are obliged to give
lp extraordinary Vocation, ib.
f

War. T h e first civil Wars under
Charles IX., which the whole Hu
guenot party concurs in, 20—these
Wars approved in their national
Synod, 21—what spirit actuated
the Huguenots in these Wars, 23
—their vain pretences that thest,
wars did not concern religion, ib.—
perplexity of the French Calvinists
with respect to these Wars, 25—
the first War resolved on by the
advice of all the Ministers, and
peace concluded m spite of them,
26—the other was destitute of all
pretext, 28—Fide Vol. I.
Wickliff. His impious Doctrine, 47
—he never separated from Rome,
48—his Trialogue tumultuates all
Bohemia, 118-—what was his The
ology, ib.—he imitates the false
piety of the Vaudois, by attributing
the effect of the Sacraments to per
sonal merit, 120—his Doctrine no
wise slandered at the Council of
Constance,it.—his pernicious Doc
trine < wicerning Kings, ib.—hecon
sentea to the invocation of sainti
honored their images, and believee
in purgatory, 121—WicklifPs Con
fession of Faith produced by M. d
la Roque, jun., where the real Pre*
sence is clearly laid down and
Transubatantiation rejected, ie.—•
tliis Confession attributed to the
Council of London by M. d t J

c.
Ronue, ib.— the contrary proved
by Wicklirt himself, io.— Wickliff
publicly renounces his Doctrine,
and dies in the exterior commun
ion of the Church, 132—Melanc
thon 's j udgni en t concern! ugWick
liff, ib.—his memory respected by
the Calixtins, and why, 126.
Wissonats. Andrew Wissonats shows
how the Unitarians separated from
the Reformed, 811.
Zisca, chief of the Taborites, his
sanguinary actions, 124.
Zuinglians (They make a new Con
fession of Faith, 88—they g o over
to Calvin's uotions concerning
Grace, 40—man's conversion ill
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explained by them,f'6.—their mon
strous doctrine concerning Free
will, 4L—according to them, the
Supper is void of Substance, and
the Presence but in virtue, 42—
they leave nothing peculiar to the
Supper, 43—they are the most
sincere defenders of the figurative
sense, 44—remarkable Confession
of Faith of the Polish Zuinglians,
•6.—they teach Ubiquity, 45—their
agreement with the Lutherans and
Vaudois,
their union with the
Bohemians and Lutherans at 8endomir, 136—the Zuinglians, most
of them! recede from their particu
lar principles in this union, 137—

reflection on this union, 188.
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